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CONFUCIAN ANALECTS
BOOK I. HSIO R
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CHAPTER I. 1. The Master said,
" Is it not pleasant

to learn with a constant perseverance and application?
2. "Is it not delightful to have friends coming

from distant quarters?
TITLE OF THE WORK. =& f, "Dis-

courses and Dialogues"; that is, the

discourses or discussions of Confu-
cius with his disciples and others on
various topics, and his replies to

(heir inquiries. Many chapters, how-
ever, and one whole book, are the

sayings, hot of the sage himself, but
of some of his disciples. The
characters may also be rendered

"Digested Conversations," and this

appears to be the more ancient sig-

nification attached to them, the
account being that, after the death
of Cojifucius, his disciples collected

together and compared the memo-
randa of his conversations which

(hey had severally preserved, digest-

ing them into the twenty books
which compose the work. Hence
the title g^ fg, "Discussed Say-
ings," or "Digested Conversations."
See m SS tfc m. m m. I have

styled the work "Confucian. Ana-
lects," as being more descriptive of

its character than any other name
I could think of.

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. $ jfn ^
. The two first characters in the

book, after the introductory "The
31aster said," are adopted as its head-

ing. This is similar to the custom of
the Jews, who name many books in
the Bible from the first word in them.

, "The first"; that is, of the

twenty books composing the whole
work. In some of the books*we find

a unity or analogy of subjects, which
evidently guided the compilers in

grouping the chapters together.
Others seem devoid of any such

principle of combination. The six-

teen chapters of this book arc

occupied, it is said, -with the fun-
damental subjects which ought to

engage the attention of the learner,
and the great matters of human
practice. The word Jfl, "/earn,"

rightly occupies the forefront in the
studies of a nation, of which its

educational system has so long been
the distinction and glory.

1. THE WHOLE WORK AND
ACHIEVEMENT OF THE LEARNER,
FIRST PERFECTING HIS KNOWLEDGE,
THEN ATTRACTING: BY HIS FAME
LIKE-MINDED INDIVIDUALS, AND
FINALLY COMPLETE IN HIMSELF. 1.

^f-, at the commencement, indicates

Confucius, rf-, "a son," is also the
common designation of males es-

pecially of virtuous men. We find it,

in conversations, used in the same
way as our "Sir." When it fottoics
the surname, it is equivalent to our
"Mr.," or may be rendered "the
philosopher," "the scholar," "the
officer," etc. Often, however, it is

better to leave it untranslated.
When it precedes the surname, it
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" Is he not a man of complete virtue, who feels

no discomposure though men may take no note
of him?"
CHAPTER II. 1. The philosopher Yu said, "They are

few who, being filial and fraternal, are fond of offend-

ing against their superiors. There have been none,

it is better to consider ffi as merely
redundant; see Wang Yin-chih's

masterly Treatise on the particles,

chap, iii; it forms chaps. 1208 to
12i7 of the Jt ^ 5$ jj$. Dt, read

yue, as always when it has the

entering tone marked, stands for fg;.

What is learned becomes by practice
and application one's own, and hence
arises complacent pleasure in the

mastering mind. t&> as distinguished
from *J| floh), in the next paragraph,
is the internal, individual feeling of

pleasure, and the other, its external

manifestation, implying also com-
panionship. 2. fift, properly "fellow

students"; but, generally, individuals
of the same class and character,
like-minded, 3. Jf -^P, I translate
here "a man of complete virtue!"

Literally, it is "a princely man."
See on ^p, above. It is a technical
term in Chinese moral writers, for

which there is no exact correspond-
ency m English, and which cannot
be rendered always in the same way.
See Morrison's Dictionary, character

^f-. Its opposite is /]> A "a small,
mean man." A -7* &0 '"Man do not
know him," but anciently some ex-

plained "man do not know," that

is, are stupid tinder his teaching.
The interpretation in the te*t is,

doubtless, the correct one.

2. FILIAL PIETY AND FRATERNAL
SUBMISSION ARE THE FOUNDATION
OF ALL VIRTUOUS PRACTICE. 1. Yu,

indicates that the person spoken of

was the master of the writer, as -J-

V/fc ? "nay master, the philosopher
Vjt-" Standing single and alone, as
in the text, it denotes Confucius,
the philosopher, or, rather, the master.

If we render the term by Confucius,
as all preceding translators have
done, we miss the indication which
it gives of the handiwork of Ins

disciples, and'the reverence which it

bespeaks for him. !> m *h ld

commentators, is explained 'by =,
"to read chantingly," "to discuss."

Chu Hsi interprets it by ^J, "to
imitate," and makes its results to be

W l ffii IS %>J> "the understanding
of all excellence, and the bringing
back original goodness." Subsequent
scholars profess, for the most part,

great admiration of this explanation.
It is an illustration, to my mind,
of the way in which Chu Hsi and
his followers are continually being
wise above what is written in the
classical books, fj is the rapid and

frequent motion of the wings of a
bird in flying, used for "to repeat,"
"to practice." H ia the obj. of

the third peio. pronoun, and its

antecedent is to be found, in the

pregnant meaning of ^. /ft J0
is explained by JE ^, "is it not?"

See 03$ fa f ft if . To bring out
the force of "also" in $;, some say
thus: "The occasions for pleasure
are many, is this not also ont?" But
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who, not liking to offend against their superiors, have
been fond of stirring up confusion.

2. "The superior man bends his attention to what
is radical. That being established, all practical courses

naturally grow up. Filial piety and fraternal sub-

mission.! are they not the root of all benevolent
actions ?

"

named ^r, and styled ^- i^f, and :
f-

^, a native of , was famed among
the other disciples of Confucius for
his strong memory, and love ior the
doctrines of antiquity. In some-

thing about him he resembled the

sage. See Meacius, III, Pt. Iiv, 13.

/f -? is "Yu, the philosopher," and
he and Tsang Shan are the only two
of Confucius's disciples who are
mentioned in this style in the Lun
Yu. This has led to an opinion on
the part of some, that the work was
compiled by their disciples. This

may not be sufficiently supported,
but I have not found the peculiarity
pointed out satisfactorily explained.
The tablet of Yu's spirit' is now in

the same apartment of the sage's
temples as that of the sage himself,

occupying che sixth place in the
eastern range of "the wise ones."
To this position it was promoted in

the third year of Ch'ien Lung of the
Manchu dynasty. A degree of activi-

ty enters into the meaning of ^ in

^ A. = "
playing the man," "as man,

showing themselves filial," etc. $fa

liere= t&, ''to ..be submissive as a

younger brother," is in the fourth
tone With its proper signification, it

was anciently in the third tone, jfi]
=

"and yet," different from its simple
conjunctive use=" and," in the pre-

ceding chapter, jff, a verb, "to
love," in the fourth tone, differs
from the same character in the third

tone, an adjective, = "good." fj

third tone, = " few." On the idiom

?Jc . '& see Pre"mare's Grammar,
p. 156. 2. ; J* has a less intense

signification here than in the last

chapter. I translate " The superior
man," for want of a better tefm.

/$;, "the root," "what 'is radical,"
is here said of filial and fraternal

duties, and j|, "ways" or "course*,"
of all that is intended by ^ ( =ff )

;, below. The particles -& %
resume the discourse about ^ 5$,
and introduce some further descrip-
tion of them. See Premare, p. 158.

^| , in the second tone, is hali intftr-

rogative, an answer in the affirma-

tive being implied. <l is explained
here as "the principle of love," "the
virtue of the heart." Mencius says

f- -til 4? A -tfe-
"

is man," in ac-

cortiance with which, Julien trans-

lates it by fwmanitas. Benevolence
often comes near it, but, as has been
said before of ^ =

f-, we cannot

give a uniform rendering oi the
term.
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CHAPTER III. The Master said,
" Fine words and an

insinuating appearance are seldom associated with true

virtue."

CHAPTER IV. The philosopher Tsang said, "I daily
examine myself on three points: whether, in trans-

acting business for others, I may have been not faith-

ful; whether, in intercourse with friends, I may have
been not sincere; whether I may have not mastered
and practiced the instructions of my teacher.

"

'3. FAIR APPEARANCES ARE SUS-
PICIOUS. 35 Q" $ (&, see Shu-

ching, II, iii, 2. jP;, "skill in work-

manship"; then, "skill," "cleverness,"

generally, and sometimes with a
bad meaning, as here, =" artful,"

"hypocritical." <-, "a law,", "an
order," also "good," and hero like

)5'> with a bad meaning,= "
pretend-

ing tK> be good." (&, "the mani-
festation of the feelings made in the
color of the countenance," is hero
used for the appearance generally.

4. HOW THE PHILOSOPHER TSANG
DAILY EXAMINED HIMSE.LF, TO
GUARD AGAINST HIS BEING GUILTY
OF ANY IMPOSITION Tscung, whoso
name was 2j~ (shan), and his designa-
tion 3- f$, was one of tho principal
disciples of Confucius. A follower
of the sage from his sixteenth year,

though inferior in natural ability to

some others, by his filial piety and
"other moral qualities, he entirely
won the Master's 'esteem, and by
persevering attention mastered his

doctrines. Confucius, it is said, em-

ployed him in the composition of the

3 jfg, or "Classic of Filial Piety."
The authorship of the ;fc &, "The
Great Learning," is also ascribed to

him, though incorrectly, as we shall

see. Portions, moreover, of his com-

position are preserved in the Li Chi.

His spirit tablet among tho sage's
four assessors, occupying the first

place on the west, has. precedence
of that of Mencius. ft, read hsing,
"to examine." H ^ is naturally
understood of "three times," but
tho context and consent of commen-
tators make us assent to the in-

terpretation "on three points." j|,
"tho body," "one's personality"; ft
&= myself, ffi is in the fourth

tone, = " for." So, frequently, below.

Jg from tjj, "middle," "the center,"
and ifr, "the heart,

" = loyalty, faith-

fulness, action with and from the
heart. Jffl, see chap. i. $C, "two
hands joined," denoting union, ffl t

^,= whon together, "friends." f$ ^
=| is very enigmatical. The trans-

lation follows Chu Hsi. ffj ex-

plained quite differently: "whether
I have given instruction in what I

had not studied arid practiced?" It

does seem more correct to take fg
actively, "to give instruction,"
rather then passi%

f

ely, "to receive
instruction." See Mao Hsi-ho's pu,

& & *fj, XV, article 17.
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CHAPTER V. The Master said, "To rule a country

of a thousand chariots, there must be reverent

attention to business, and sincerity; economy in ex-

penditure, and love for men ; and the employment of

the people at the proper seasons.
"

CHAPTER VI. The Master said, "A youth, when at

home, should be filial, and, abroad, respectful to his

elders. He should be earnest and truthful. He should
overflow in love to all, and cultivate the friendship of

the good. When he has time and opportunity, after

the performance of these things, he should employ
them in polite studies."

5. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES FOB
THE GOVERNMENT OF A LAKGE
STATE, i| is used for %$, "to rule,"
"to lead," and is marked in the
fourth tone, to distinguish it from
i, the noun, which was anciently
read with the third tone. It is dif-

ferent from jft; which refers to the
actual business of government, while

i{J is the duty and purpose thereof,

apprehended by the prince. The
standpoint of the principles is the
prince's mind. |$g, in fourth tone,
"a chariot," different from its mean-
ing in the second tono,

" to ride." A
country of one thousand chanots_was
one of the largest fiefs of the empire,
which could bring such an armament
into tho field, _The last principle,
ffi. JS & 8$-. means that the people
should not be called from their

husbandry at improper seasons, to
do service on military

'

expeditions
and public works.

6. RULES FOR THE TRAINING OF
THE YOUNG: DUTY FIUST AND
THEN -ACCOMPLISHMENTS. J$ J-,

"younger brothers and sons," taken

together,= r/ow//i*, a youth. The sec-

ond |& is for $, as in chap. ii.

A tfJ "coming in, going out,"= at

home, abroad. JJl ia explained by
ChA Hsi by ^, "wide," "widely";
its proper meaning is "the rush or

overflow of water." jj, "strength,"
here embracing the idea of leisure.

jl ], not literary studies merely, but
all the accomplishments of a gen-
tleman also: ceremonies, music,

archery, horsemanship, writing, and
numbers.
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CHAPTER VII. Tsze-hsia said,
" If a man withdraws

his mind from the love of beauty, and applies it as

sincerely to the love of the virtuous ; if, in serving his

parents, he can exert his utmost strength; if, in

serving his prince, he can devote his life; if, in his

intercourse with his friends, his words are sincere:

although men say that he has not learned, I will

certainly say that he has."

7. TSZE-HSIA'S VIEWS OF THE
SUBSTANCE OF LEABNING. Tsze-hsiS
was the designation of f jSj, another
of the sage's distinguished disciples,
and now placed fifth in the eastern

range of "the wise ones." He was

greatly famed for his learning, and
his views on the Shih-ching and the
Ch'un Ch'iu^ are said to be preserved
in the commentaries of ^, and of

. i ^ and ^ |fc. He wept
himself blind on the death of his

son, but lived to a great age, and
was much esteemed by the people
and princes of the time. With
regard to the scope of this chapter,
there is some truth in what the
commentator Wu, Q, says, that
Tszo-hsia's words may be wrested to

depreciate learning, while those of

the Master in the preceding chapter
hit exactly the due medium. The
second % iff a concrete noun. Writ-
ten in full, it is composed of the

characters for a nwniat&r, loyal, and
c precious shelL It conveys the
ideas of talents and worth in the
concrete, but it is not easy to render
it uniformly by any one term of
another language. Th first ^ is a
verb,= " to treat as a hsien." -g, has
a different meaniag from that in the
third chapter. Here it means "sen-
sual pleasure." Literally rendered,
the first sentence would be, "esteem-

ing properly the virtuous, and
changing the love of woman," and
great fault is found by some, as in

g9 ^ gfc &. XIII, i, with Cnu Hsi's

interpretation which I have followed;
but there is force in what his ad-
herents say, that th passage is not
to be understood as if the individual

spoken of had ever been given to

pleasure, but simply signifies the

sincerity of his love for the virtuous.

Jfc here=gj, "to give to," "to
devote."
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CHAPTER VIII. 1. The Master said, "If the scholar

be not grave, he will not call forth any veneration,
and his learning will not be solid.

2. "Hold faithfulness and sincerity as first prin-

ciples.

. 3. " Have no friends not equal to yourself.

4.
" When you have faults, do not fear to abandon

them;"

CHAPTER TK. The philosopher Tsang said, "Let
there be a careful attention to perform the funeral rites

to parents, and let them be followed when long gone
with the ceremonies of sacrifice; then the virtue of

the people will resume its proper excellence."

CHAPTER X. I. Tsze-ch'in asked Tsze-kung, saying,

TO THE OFFICES TO THE DEAD: Alt
ADMONITION or TSANG SHAN, jfe,

"the end,"=death, and ^, "dis-

tant," have both the force of

adjectives,=" the dead,'' and "the
departed," or "the long gone." tK
and jg. mean, "to be careful of,"
"to follow," but their application is

as in the translation. J?, "thick,"
in opposition to $$, "thin"; meta-

phorically,=7ood, excellent. The force
of f^, "to return," is to show that
this virtue is naturally proper to the

people.
10. CHABACTERTSTICS OF CONFU-

CIUS, AND THEIB INFLUENCE ON THE
PRINCES OF THE TIME. 1. Tsze-ch'in
and Tazo-k'ang ( ~fa) are designations

8. PRINCIPLES OF
TION. 1. ^ -J- has here Its lightest

meaning, =a student, one who wishes
to be a Chun-tsze. JL 3c Hl of the
Han dynasty, in the second century
before Christ, took G9, in the sense of

"obscured," ','dulled," and interprets
"Let him learn, and he will not fall

into error." The received interpreta-

tion, as in the transl., is better.

2. 3fe, as a verb, "to hold to be
chief." It is often used thus. 3. The
object of friendship, with Chinese

moralists, is to improve one's knowl-

edge and virtue; hence* this seem-

ingly, but not really, selfish maxim.
. 9. THE GOOD EFFECT OF ATTEN-
TION CN THE PABT OF SUPELBIOBS
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" When our master comes to any country, he does not
fail to learn all about its government. Does he ask
his information? or is it given to him?"

2. Tsze-kung said,
" Our master is benign, upright,

courteous, temperate, and complaisant, and thus he

gets his information. The master's mode of asking
information! is, it not different from that of other
men?"
CHAPTER XL The Master said, "While a man's

father is alive, look at the bent of his will ; when his

father is dead, look at his conduct. If for three years

of pfc "fa, one of the minor disciplga
of Confucius. His tablet occupies
the twenty-eighth place, on the west,
in the outer part of the temples.
On the death of his brother, his wife
and major-domo wished to bury
some living persons with him, to
serve him in the regions below.
Taze-ch'in proposed that the wife
and. steward should themselves sub-
mit to the immolation, which made
them stop the matter. Tsze-kung,
with the double surname ff jfc, and
named |^, occupies a higher place in
the Confucian ranks. He is con-

spicuous in this work for his steadi-

ness and smartness in reply, and dis-

played on several occasions practical
and political ability. ^, "a general

designation for males,"=a man. ^

^, a common designation for a
teacher or master, jg; ^(5,

" this coun-

try,"=uny country, j^, "must," =
does not Jail to. The antecedent to
both the^ is the whole clause ^3t Jfe.

!$J, with no tone marked = "to give
to," "with/' "to";4a, as in chap. ii.

2. The force of ^- |f ia well enough'
expressed by the dash in English,
the previous -tfe indicating a pause
in the discourse, which the ^, "it,"
resumes. See Wang Yin-chih's

Treatise, chap. ix.

11. ON FILIAJ, DUTY, ff, is, in

the feurth tone, explained by ff j3j
" traces of walking," ^conduct. It is

to be understood that the way of the

father had not been very bad. An
old interpretation, that the three

years are to be understood of the
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he does not alter from the way of his father, he may
be called filial."

CHAPTER XII. 1. The philosopher Yu said, "In

practicing the rules of propriety, a natural ease is to be

prized. In the ways prescribed by the ancient kings,
this is the excellent quality, and in things small and

great we follow them.

2. "Yet it is not to be observed in all casos.

If one, knowing how such ease should be prized, mani-
fests it, without regulating it by the rules of propriety,
this likewise is not to be done."

CHAPTER XIII. The philosopher Yu said, "When
agreements are made according to what is right, what
is spoken can be made good. When respect is shown

three years of "mourning for the
father, is now rightly rejected. The
meaning should not be confined to

that period.
12. IN CEREMONIES A NATURAL

EASE IS TO BE FBIZED, AND YET
TO BE SUBORDINATE TO THE END
OF CEREMONIES, THE REVEREN-
TIAL OBSERVANCE OF PROPRIETY.
1.

jj
is not easily rendered in an-

other language. There underlies it

the idea of what is proper. It is

$ 2 "the fitness of things,"
what reason calls for in the per-
formance of duties towards superior

beings, and between man and man

Our term "ceremonies" comes near
its meaning hero, jg is here a name
tor jjg, as indicating the courses or

ways to be trodden by men. In /]

~k S3 ., the antecedent to ; is not

4JJ, but. jfg or if|. 2 Observa the
force of' the /fr, "also," in the lost

clause, and how it affirms the general
principle enunciated in the fiiat

paragraph.
13. TO SAVE FROM FUTURE BE-

PENTABCCE, WE MUST BE
CARE^TTL

ijt OCTR FIRST 8TEP8. A different

view of the scope ol this chapter
is taken jpy Ho Yen. It illustrates,

ucc'crdmg to hiin> the difference
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according to what is proper, one keeps far from shame
and disgrace. When the parties upon whom a man
leans are proper persons to be intimate with, he can

make them his guides and masters."

CHAPTER XIV. The Master said, "He who aims
to be a man of complete virtue in his food does not
seek to gratify his appetite, nor in his dwelling place
does he seek the appliances of ease; he is earnest in

what he is doing, and careful in his speech he fre-

quents the company of men of principle that he may
be rectified: such a person may be said indeed to

love to learn/
1

J

CHAPTER XV. 1. Tsze-kung said, "What do you
pronounce concerning the poor man who yet does not

flatter, and the rich man who is not proud?" The
between being sincere and righteous-
ness, between being respectful and
propriety, and how a man's conduct

may be venerated. The later view
commends itself, the only difficulty

being with jjr ]j$, "near to," which
we must accept as a meitisis for -g-

5p, "agpeemg with
"

-fs=fg #J, "a
covenant," "

agreement." Jg, fourth

tone, "to keep away from." The
force of the 4^ = "he can go on to
make1 them his masters," ^ being
taken as an active verb.

14. WITH WHAT MINI> ONE AIM-
ING TO BE A CHTTN-TSZE PURSUES
HJS tEABUmo. H may be well,

even luxuriously, fed and lodged,
but, with his higher aim, these things
are not his seeking, 1& ;. A
nominative to pj |fj must be sup-
posed, all this; or such a person.
The closing particles, -fff, f5, give
emphasis to the preceding sentence,

yes, indeed.
f5. AN ILLUSTRATION OP THE

SUCCESSIVB STEPS IN SELF-CULTIVA-
TION. 1. Tsze-kung had been poor,
and then did not cringe. He became
rich and was not proud. He asked
Confucius about the style of charac-
ter to which he had attained, Con-
fucius allowed its worth, but sent
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Master replied,

"
They will do ; but they are not equal

to him, who, though poor, is yet cheerful, and to him,

who, though rich, loves the rules of propriety."

2. Tsze-kung replied, "It is said in the Book of

Poetry, 'As you cut and then file, as you carve and
then polish.' The meaning is the same, I apprehend,
as that which you have just expressed."

*3. The Master said, "With one like Ts'ze, I can

begin to talk about the odes. I told him one point,
and he knew its proper sequence."

him to higher attainments, (fn*

here, =" and yet." fpj #u, "what
as?"="what do you say what is

to bo thought of this?" Observe
the force of the fc, "not yet." 2.

The ode quoted is the first of the

songs of Wei (f$f), praising the. prince
Wu, who had dealt with himself as
an ivory worker who first cuts the

bone, and then files it smooth, or a
lapidary whose hammer and chisel
are followed by all the appliances for

smoothing and polishuig. See the

Shih-chmg, I, v, Ode I, st. 2. In It

IPf IB, the antecedent to 3 is the

passage of the ode, and that to $fr is

the reply of Cor fucius. . $$, see

Pre"mare, p. 156 Che clause might
be translated " xs not that passage
the saying of this?" Or, "Does -not

that mean this?" 3. IntKrcetta and
his coadjutors translate here as if

5^ were in the 2nd pers. But the
Chinese comm. put it in the 3rd,
end correctly. Premare, on the
character & says, "Fere semper
adjungitur n&minibus propriifi. Sic
in libra Lun Yu, Confucius loqueus
de suia diacipulia, Yeou, Keou, Hoei,
velipsoa alloqucns, dicit & &, 3J* &,
[a] -til." It is not to be denied that
the name before -til is sometimes in
the 2nd pers., but generally it is in
the 3rd, and the forco of the -rfl=

quoad.^ ffl, (&, quwid Ts'ze. g, ^,
'nearly -fa ^* (or E. without mark-
ing the tone), in chap. xiv. The last

clause may be given "Tell him the

past, and he knows the future;" but
the connection determines the moan-
ing as in the translation. f$, as in

chap, x, is a particle, a mere |& j$j,

as it is called, "a helping or support-
ing word.''
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CHAPTER XVL The Master said, "I will not be

afflicted at men's not knowing me; I will be afflicted

that I do not know men."

16. PERSONAL ATTAINMENT
SHOULD BE orra CHIEF AIM. Comp.
chap, i, 3. After the negative
^, as in chap, ii, 1, observe the

transposition in g, n, which is more

elegant than #0 fi would be. g,,

"seli," the person, depending on tho

context. We cannot translate "do
not be afflicted,'* because ~fc is not
used imperatively, like ^J. A nomi-
native to 5R has to bo assumed,

?fc, "I," or 3J J-, 'Hhe superior man."

BOOK II. WEI CHANG

CHAFTEB I. The Master said, "He who exercises

government by means of his virtue may be compared
to the north polar star, which keeps its place and all

the stars turn towards it."

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. ^ Efc

^ H. This second Book contains

twenty-four chapters, and is named
^ i&>

" The practice of government.
"

That ia the object to which learning,
treated of in the last Book, should
lead, and here we have the qualities
which constitute, and the character
of the men who administer, good
government.

1. THE rNTLtTEKCE OF VERTUE
EN A HITLER. $& is explained by ;$,
and the old commentators say |jj ^
Kl 4 13 2. HU "what creatures get
at their birth is called their virtue";
bufc this is a mere play pn the
common sound of different words.
Chu Hsl makes it= ff '

ffS *f ^ J*r

*C>, "the practice of truth and

acquisition thereof ia the heart."
His view of the comparison is that
it sets forth the illimitable- influence
which virtue in a ruler exercises

without his using any effort. This
is extravagant. His opponents say
that virtue is the polar etar, and
the various departments of govern-
ment the other stare. This is far-

fetched. We must be content to

accept the vague utterance without

minutely determining its meaning,
^b ^ is, no doubt, " tho north polar
star," anciently believed to coincide

exactly with the place of the real

pole. :&. in the third tone, used for

^, "to fold the hands in saluting,"
here= "to turn respectfully to-

wards."
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CHAPTER II. The Master said, "In the Book of

Poetry are three hundred pieces, but the design of

them all may be embraced in one sentence *

Having
no depraved thoughts.

"

CHAPTER III. 1. The Master said, "If the people
be led by laws, and uniformity sought to be given
them by punishments, they will try to avoid the

punishment, but have no sense of shame.

2. "If they be led by virtue, and uniformity sought
to be given tkem by the rules of propriety, they will

have the sense of shame, and moreover, will become

good/'

CHAPTER IV. 1. The Master said, "At fifteen, I

had my mind bent on learning.

2. THE PURE DESIGN OF THE
BOOK or POETRY. The number of

compositions in the Shih-chirig is

rather more thaa the round number
here given. ff = ^jj, "one sen-
tence."

jSJc
= ]8> "to cover," "to

embrace." , $ 315, see Shih-ching,
IV, ii, 1, Bt..4. The sentence there
is indicative, and in praise of the
duke Hsi, who had no depraved
thoughts. The sag* would seem to
have been intending the design in

compiling the Shih* A few 'indi-

vidual pieces are calculated to have
a different effect.

3. HOW RULEBS SHOtriLD .PREFER
MORAL APPLIANCES. 1. i|J, BS in I,

v. ^, "them," refers to j^, below,

ffjf, as opposed to Hi, = laws and
prohibitions. */% ="corn earing

evenly"; hence, what 13 level, equal,
adjusted, and here with the corre-

sponding verbal force. Bi & "The
people will avoid," that is, avoid

breaking the laws through fear of
the punishment. 2. JJ& has the sig-
nification of "to como to," and "to
correct," from either of which the
text may be explained. "will come
to good,'* or "will correet them-
selves." Observe the different appli-
cation of _. and flj) in pars. 1 and
2, i. i|jj="but"; It = " moreover."

4. CONFUCIUS'S OWJM ACCOUNT OF
HIS OBADUAI, PROGRESS AND ATTAIN-
MENTS. Commentators are per-

plexed with this chapter. Holding
of Confucius that jffj $n , &
jffj ^7- ;, "he was porn with knowl-

edge, and did what was right with
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2. "At thirty, I stood firm.

3o "-At forty, I had no doubts.
4. "At fifty, I knew the decrees of Heaven. K

-

5. "At, sixty, my ear was an obedient organ for the

reception of truth.

6. **At seventy, I could follow what my heart de-

sired, without transgressing what was right."
CHAPTER V. 1. Mang I asked what filial piety was.

The Master said, "It is not being disobedient."

2. Soon after, as Fan Ch'ih' was driving him, the

Master told him, saying, "Mang-sun asked me what

entire ease," they say that he here
conceals his sagehood, and puts
himself en the level of common men,
to set before them a stimulating
example. We may believe that the

compilers of the Analects, the.sage'a
immediate disciples, did not think
of him so extravagantly as later

men have done. It is to be wished,
however, that he had been more
definite and diffuse in his account of

himself. I. ;&', in fourth tone,=
"and." The "learning," to which>
at 15, Confucius* gave himself, is

to be understood of the subjects of

the "Superior Learning." See ChO
Hsi's preliminary essay to the Ta
Hsio. 2. The "standing firm" prob-

ably indicates that he no more
heeded to bend his will. 3. The "no
doubts'" may have been concerning
what was proper in all circumstances
and events. 4. "The decrees of

Heaven/'= the things decreed by
Heaven, the constitution of things

making what was proper to be So
5. "The ear obedient" is the mind
receiving as by intuition the truth
from the ar. 6 $5, "an instrument
for determining the square." ^ 8$
g, "without transgressing the
square." The expressions describing
the progress of Confucius at the
different periods of his age are
often employed as numerical designa-
tions of age.

5. FILIAL PIETY MUST BE SHOW:
ACCORDING TO THE BULES OF PKO-
.PRIETY. 1. Mang i was a great
officer of the State of Lu, by name
Ho-chi (J5J ,gi) an(i the chief of one
of the three great families by which
in the time of Confucius the au-

thority of that State was grasped.
Those families were descended from
three brothers, the sons by a con-
cubine of the duke Hwan ( 71 1-694
B.C.), who were distinguished at first

by the prsenomena of -ft. $L> and:p.
To these was subsequently added
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filial piety was, and I answered him, 'not being
disobedient."

3. Fan Ch'ih said, "What did you mean?" The
Master replied, "That parents, when alive, should be
served according to propriety; that, when dead, they
should be buried according to propriety; and that they
should be sacrificed to according to propriety."

.CHAPTER VL Mang Wu asked what filial piety
was. The Master said, "Parents are anxious lest their

children should be sick."

the character $, "grandson," to
indicate their princely descent, jsmd

ft J, & $8, and ^ $g became the

respective surnames of the families.

ff -[^ was change^ into i $ by the
father of Mang 1, on a principle of

humility, as he thereby only claimed
to be the eldest of the inferior sons
or their representatives, and avoided
the presumption of seeming to be a
younger full brother of the reigning
duke. g$, "mild and virtuous," was
the posthumous honorary title given
toHo-chi. On-^, seel, i, 1. 2. Fan,
by name , and designated -J- j||,

vraa a minor disciple of the sage.
Confucius repeated his remark to

Fan, that he might report the

5xplanation
of it to his friend Mang

, or Mang-sun 1, and thus prevent
him from supposing that all the

sage intended was disobedience to

parents. Co r
"~p, the whole of Con-

fucius's explanation with I, ix.

6. THE ANXIETY or PABENTS
ABOUT THEIR CHILDREN AN ARGU-
MENT FOR FILIAL PIETY. This enig-
matical sentence has been inter-

preted in two ways. Chu Hsi takes

"^ (
= tf) not 'n the sense of "only,"

but of "thinking anxiously.
"

"Parents have the sorrow of think-

ing anxiously about their i. e., their

children's being unwell. Therefore
children should take care of their

persons." The old commentators

again take Pjfc
in the sense of "only

"

"Let parents have only the sor-

row of their children's illness. Let
them have no other occasion for

sorrow. This will be filial piety
"

Mang Wu (the honorary epithet,=
"Bold and of straightforward prin-

ciple") was the son of Mang 1, and

by name gj (Chih). \fa merely
indicates that he was the eldest

son.
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CHAPTER VII. Tsze-yu asked what filial piety was.
The Master said, "The filial piety of nowadays means
the support of one's parents. But dogs and horses
likewise are able to do something in the way of

support; without reverence, what is there to dis-

tinguish the one support given from the other?"
CHAPTER VIII. Tsze-hsia asked what filial piety

was. The Master said, "The difficulty is with the
countenance. If, when their elders have any trouble-

some affairs, the young take the toil of them, and if,

when the young have wine and food, they set them
before their elders, is THIS to be considered filial

piety?"

7. HOW THERE MUST BE REV-
ERENCE IN FILIAL DUTY. Tsze-VU
was the designation of ff j, a native
of fp^, and distinguished among the

disciples of Confucius for his learn-

ing. He is now 4th on the west

among "the wise ones." | ia in the
4th tone,="to minister support to,"
the act of an inferior to a superior.
Chu Hsi gives a different turn to <ihe

sentiment. "But dogs and horses
likewise manage to get their sup-
port." The other and older inter-

pretation is better. g ]fe, "Coming
to,"= as to, quoad. JJ'J

= ".to discrimi-

nate," "distinguish."

8. THE DUTIES OF FILIAL PIETY
MUST BE PERFORMED WITH A CHEER-
FUL COUNTENANCE. ^ followed by

3=the "troublesome affairs" hi the
translation. The use of^ -J-: in the

phrase here extends filial duty to
elders generally, to the ^ ^J, as
well as to the $ We have in

translating to supply their respective
nominatives to the two ^. ^, read
tsze, "rice," md then, food generally.

;& & Kg=|S| :5fc & 01 ="They give
them to their elders to eat." ^fc / =
elders. The phrase, here meaning
parents, uncles, and elders generally,
is applied by foreign students to
their teachers. J^, asptrate<i,=^IJ,
"then," a transition particle. To
these different interrogatories, the

sage, we are told, made answer

according to the character of the

questioner^ as each one needed in-

struction.
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CHAPTEB IX. The Master said,
"
I have talked with

Hui for a whole day, and he has not made any objec-
tion to anything I said; as if he were stupid. He
has retired, and I have examined his conduct when
away from me, and found him able to illustrate my
teachings. Hui! He is not stupid."
CHAPTER X. 1. The Master said, "See what a man

does.

2. "Mark his motives.

3. "Examine in what things he rests.

4. "How can a man conceal his character? How
can a man conceal his character?" >

9. THE QUIET BECEpnvrry XJP

THE DISCIPLE Hfo.. Yen Htii (g{ |B]),

styled if- $5, was Confucius's fa-

vorite disciple, and is now honored
with the first place east among his
four assessors in his temples, and
with the title of fg H |g =?-, "The
second sage, the philosopher Yen,"
At twenty-nine hia hair was entirely
white, and at thirty-three he died,
to the excessive grief of the sage.
The subject of Jg is [ej, and that of

S" (aa in I, jv) is |j-.
: It, "his

privacy," meaning only his way
when not with the master. /ff>,

"also," takes up in <&., He was so,

and also thus, [a] {&, see I, xv, 3.

10. HOW TO DETEBBONB THE
CHAKACTEKS or MEN. *1 1 is ex-

plained as=ff, orff JU, "does." The
same, though not its common mean-
ing, is the first given to it in th
diet. For the noun to which the

three 3 refer, we must go down to

X in the 4th par. There is a climax
in

Jj'r 0. fit ft ("what from"), and

jfjTf 3f, and a corresponding one in

the verbs |g, jg, and &. 4. ^,
generally a final particle, in 2nd
tone, is here in the 1st, an interroga-
tive, =how? Its interrogative force

blends with the exclamatory of fjfc
at

the end.
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CHAPTER XL The Master said, "If a man keeps

cherishing his old knowledge, so as continually to be

acquiring new, he may be a teacher of others."

CHAPTER XII. The Master said, "The accomplished
scholar is not a utensil."

CHAPTER XIII. Tsze-kung asked what constituted

the superior man. The Master said, "He acts before

he speaks, and afterwards speaks according to his

actions."

CHAPTER XIV. The Master said, "The superior
man is catholic and no partisan. The mean man is a

partisan and not catholic."

11. TO BE ABLE TO TEAOH OTHERS
ONE MUST FROM HIS OLD STORES BE
CON rLNUAXLY DEVELOPING THINGS
NEW. jn is expressed in the diction-

ary by fc, and, with reference to

this very passage, it is said, "one's
old learning being thoroughly mas-
tered, again constantly to practice
it, is called jjj.." Modern commen-
tatorseay that the "new learning is

in the old." The idea probably is

that of assimilating old acquisitions
and new. Compare cfj jjjj, XXVIl,
vi.

12. THE GENTRAX, APTITUDE OF
THE CHUN-TSZE. This is not like

our English saying, that "such a
man is a machine," a blind instru-

mout. A utensil has its particular
use. It answers for that and no
other. Not so with the superior

man, who is ad omnia paratus.
13. HOW WITH THE SUPERIOR MAN

WORDS FOLLOW ACTIONS. The reply
is literally "He first acts his words
and afterwards follows them." A
tianelator's difficulty is with the
latter clause. What is the an-

tecedent to ? It would seem to

be It H", but in that case there is no
room for words at all. Nor is there

according to the old commentators.
In the interpretation I have given,

Chp Hsi follows the famous Chau
Lien.ch-i(ttJ $ ft).

14. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEH
THE CHUN-TSZE AND THE SMAXL MAN.

Jt, here in 4th tone, =:" partial,"

"parti.ianly." The sentiment is this:

"With the Chun-tBze, it is prin-

ciples not mon; with the small man,
the reverse

"
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CHAPTER XV. The Master said, "Learning without

thought is labor lost; thought without learning is per-
ious."'

CHAPTER XVI. The Master said, "The study of

strange doctrines is injurious indeed !

"

CHAPTER XVII. The Master said, *Yu, shall I

teach you what knowledge is? When you know a

thing, to hold that you know it; and when you do not
know a thing, to allow that you do not know it; this

is knowledge.'*

15. IN LEARNING, READING AND
THOUGHT MUST BE COMBINED, |g],

"a net," used "also in the' sense of

"not," as an adverb, and here as an

adjective. The old commentators
make f& , "perilous,'-* simply =s
" wearisome to the body."

16. STRANGE DOCTRINES ARE NOT
TO BE STUDIED, jfc, often "to at-

tack," as an enemy, here=s"to apply
one's self to," "to study." $g,

"correct"; then, "beginnings,"*' first

principles"; here= " doctrines." -fa

, as in I, xiv. In Confucius's time
Buddhism was not in China, and we
can hardly suppose him to intend
Taoism, Indeed, we are ignorant to
what doctrines he referred, but hia
maxim is of general application.

17. THERE SHOULD BE NO PRE-
TENSE IN THE PROFESSION OF KNOWL-
EDGE, OR THE DENIAL OF IGNORANCE,

t^, by surname f|>, s,nd generally

known by his designation of

(-? S&)> was one of the most famous
disciples of Confucius, and now oc-

cupies in'the temples the 4th place
east in the sage's own hall. He was
noted* for his courage and forward-

ness, a man of impulse rather than
reflection, Confucius foretold that
he would come to an untimely end.
He was killed through his own
rashness in a revolution in the State
of Wei. The tassel of hiB cap being
cut off when he received hia death
wound, he quoted a saying "The
superior man must not die without
his cap," tied on the tassel, adjusted
the cap, and expired. This action

%a %& ^ : is much lauded. Of the
six p, the 1st and 6th are knowledge
subjective, the other four are knowl-

edge objective, ^=y 2$, "to take
to be," "to consider," "to allow."

^C, thus marked with a tone, is used
for $c, "you

"
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CHAPTER XVIII. 1. Tsze-chang was learning with
a view to official emolument.

2. The Master said, "Hear much and put aside the

points of which you stand in doubt, while you speak
cautiously at the- same time of the others: then you
will afford few occasions for blame. See much and

put aside the things which seem perilous, while you
are cautious at the same time in carrying the others

into practice: then you will have few occasions for

repentance. When one gives few occasions for blame
in his words, and few occasions for repentance in his

conduct, he is in the way to get emolument."
CHAPTER XIX. The duke Ai asked, saying, "What

should be done in order to secure the submission
of the people?" Confucius replied, "Advance the

18. THE END LWiEABNINO SHOULD
BF ONE'S OWN IMPROVEMENT, AND
NOT EMOLUMENT. 1. Tsze-chang,
named

gijj, with the double surname
5jj| $&, a native of Ch'an (P#), was
not undistinguished in the Confucian
school. -Tsze-kung praised him as a
man of merit without boasting,
humble in a high position, and not
arrogant to the helpless. Prom this

chapter, however, it would appear
that inferiqf motives sometimes ruled
him. ^=""was learning," i e., at
some particular time, ^=5$, <l to
seek for

''
2.

{$}' is explained by $f

^ {
but this meaning of it is not

given clearly in the dictionary.

Compare its use in XIII, iii, 4. ^
tfc ^ tp, "Emolument is herein,"
i. e., it will come without seeking, the
individual is on the way to it. The
lesson is that we are to do what is

right, and not bo anxious about
temporal concerns. "*

19. HOW A PRINCE BY THE STGHT
EMPLOYMENT OF HIS OFFICERS MAY
SECURE THE REAL SUBMISSION OF HIS
SUBJECTS. Ai was the honorary
epithet of %, duke of Lu (494-468
B. c.); Confucius died in his 16th

year. According to the laws' for

posthumous titles, ^ denotes "the
respectful and benevolent, early cut
off.'' ^ 4^= "The to-bo-iamented
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upright and set aside the crooked, then the people
will submit. Advance the crooked and set aside the

upright, then the people will not submit."

CHAPTER XX. Chi K'ang asked how to cause the

people to reverence their ruler, to be faithful, to him,
and to go on to nerve themselves to virtue. The
Master said, "Let him preside over them with gravity;

then they will reverence him. Let him be filial and
kind to all; then they will be faithful to him. Let

him advance the good and teach the incompetent;
then they will eagerly seek to be virtuous.'*

CHAPTER XXI. 1. Some one addressed Confucius,

duke."
jjfa, 4th tone=S "to set

aside." f is partly euphonious,
but also indicates the plural, ft -?
jjtj 0, "The philosopher K'uug re-

plied." Here, for the first time, the

sage is called by his surname, and j
13 used, as indicating the reply of an
inferior to a superior.

20. EXAMPLE IN SUPERIORS is

MORE POWERFUL THAN FORCE. K'ang,
"easy and pleasant, people-soother,"
was the honorary epithet of Chi -sun
Fei (JJ>), the head of one of the three

great 'families of Lu; see chap. v.

Hiaadea is seen in {s(E, "to cause,"
the power of force; that of Confucius
appears io &IJ, "then," the power of

influence. In y f/, ^ is said to =

|8|, "together with," "mutually.?'
fj,
"to advise," "to teach," has also

in the dictionary the meaning -"to

rejoice to follow," which is its force

here, ^ ^, "the practice of good-
ness," being understood. Wang Yin-
chth (on the Particles) says that in

this (and similar passages) ). unites
the meanings of pi and fffj ;

and this

is the view which I have myself long
held.

21. OONFUCros'S EXPLANATION OF
HIS NOT BEING IN ANY OFFICE. I.

S& |^ ^L 3~> the surname indicates
that the questioner was not a dis-

ciple. Confucius had his reason for
not being in office at the time bui it

was not expedient to tell it. He
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saying, "Sir, wh3r -are you not engaged in the govern-
ment?"

2. The Master said,. "What does the Shu-ching say
of filial piety? 'You are filial, you discharge your
brotherly duties. These qualities are displayed in

government.' This then also constitutes the exercise

of government. Why must there be THAT making
one be in the government?"
CHAPTER XXII. The Master said, "I do not know

how a man without truthfulness is to get on. How
can a large carriage be made to go without the cross-

bar for yoking the oxen to, or a small carriage without
the arrangement for yoking the horses ?

"

replied therefore, as in par. 2. 2.

See the Shu-ching, V, xxi, 1, But
the text is neither correctly applied
nor exactly quoted. The old inter-

preters read in one sentence 4?L ^ fjl

sg., "O filial piety I nothing but filial

piety!" Chu Hsi, however, pauses
at ^, and commences the quotation
with til $ Q & ft &, the 1st

^=& @, and 3 refers to the

thought in the question, that office

was necessary to one's being in

government.
22. THE NBCKSSITY TO A MAN OF

BEING TROTHFUL AND SINCERE. |^
and $t are explained in the diction-

ary in the same way "the crossbar
at the end of the carriage pole."
Chu Hsi says, "In the light carriage
the end of the pole curved upwards,
and tne crossbar was suspended from
a hook." This would give it more
elasticity.
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CHAPTER XXIII. 1. Tsze-chang asked whether /Ae

affairs of ten ages a/fer could be known.
2. Confucius said, "The Yin dynasty followed the

regulations of the Hsia: wherein it took from or added
to them may be known. The Chau dynasty has
followed the regulations of the Yim wherein it took
from or added to them may be known. Some other

may follow the Chau, but though it should be at the

distance of a hundred ages, its affairs may be known."
CHAPTER XXIV 1. The Master said, "For a man

to sacrifice to a spirit which does not belong to him is

flattery.
2. "To see what is right and not to do it is want

of courage."
23. THE CHEAT PRINCIPLES GOV-

ERNING SOCIETY ARE rNCHANOEABLK.
1 ft may be taken as an age= our

"century," or as a goneration=
thirty years, which is ita radical

meaning, being iormed from three

tens and one (flf and ). Confucius
made no pretension to supernatural
power*, and all commentators are

agreed that the things here asked
about were not what wo call con-

tingent or indifferent events. He
merely says that the great principles
of morality and relations of society
had continued the same and would
ever do eo. -&= 2. The Hsia,
Yin, and Chau are now spoken of as
the H 'ft. "The three changes," i. e.,

the three great dynasties. The first

sovereign of the Hsia was "The
great Yii," 2205 B. c. ; of the Yin,
T'ang, 1766 B. c.; and of Chau, Wu,
1122 B.C.

24. NEITHER IN SACRIFICE KOR IN
ANY OTHER PRACTICE MAY A MAN DO
ANYTHING BUT WHAT IS BIGHT. 1.

%. "Thespiritof man (i. e.,

of the dead) is called &." The& ^

which a man may say that they are

his, are those only of his ancestors,
and to them only he may sacrifice.

The ritual of China provides for

sacrifices to thiee classes of objects
3c It, ifi ^, A &. "spirits of

heaven, of the earth, of men." This

chapter is not to be extended to all

the three. It has reference only to

the manes of departed men.
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CHAPTER I. Confucius said of the head of the Chi

family, who had eight rows of pantomimes in his area,

"If he can bear to do this, what may he not bear

to do?" fr'

.CHAPTER II. The three families used the YUNG

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. A tfr $

^. The last Book treated of the

practice of government, and therein
no things, according to Chinese Jdeas,
are more important than ceremonial
rites and music. With those topics,
therefore, the twenty -six chapters of
this Book are occupied, and "eight
rows," the principal words in the
first chapter, are adopted as its

heading.
1. CONFUCIUS'S INDIGNATION AT

THE USURPATION OF ROYAL RITES.

^ J by contraction for cp $j j;
see on II, v.

ff^ and j& are now used
without distinction, meaning "sur-

name," only that the & of a woman
is always spoken of, and not her $.
Originally the & appears to have
been used to denote the branch
families of one surname. ^ ffc,

"The Chi family," . with special
reference to ita head, "The Chi," as
we should say. $, a' row of danc-
ers," or pantomimes rather, who
kept time in the temple services, in

the Jig, the front space before -the
raised portion in the principal hall,

moving or brandishing feathere,

flags, or other articles. In his

ancestral temple, the king had eight
rows, each row consisting of eight
men, a duke or prince had six, and a

great officer only four. For the Ch?,

therefore, to use eight rows was a

usurpation, for though it may be

argued, that to the ducal family of

Lu royal rites were conceded, and
that the offshoots of it (II, v) might
use the same, still great officers were
confined to the ordinances proper to

their rank. 13 is used here, as

frequently, in the sense " to speak
of." Confucius's remark may also

be translated, "If this be endured,
what may not be endured?" For
there is force in the observations of

the author of the 29 ^ ^ |. that
this par. and the following must be

assigned to the sage during the short
time that he held high office in Lu.

2. AGAIN AGAINST USURPED
RIGHTS. 2E. ^ %' "Those belong-
ing to the three families." -> They
assembled together, as being the
descendants of Duke Hwan (II, v), in
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ode, while the vessels were being removed, at the con-

clusion of the sacrifice. The Master said, "'Assisting

are the princes; the son of heaven looks profound
and grave' ; what application can these words have
in the hall of the three families?"

CHAPTER III. The Master said, "If a man be with-

out the virtues proper to humanity, what has he to do

with the rites, of propriety? If a man be without the

virtues proper to humanity, what has he to do with

music?"
CHAPTER IV. 1. Lin Fang asked what was the first

thing to be attended to in ceremonies.

2. The Master said, "A great question indeed!

one temple. To this belonged tho |g
in the last chapter, which is called

^ &* Jet- circumstances having
concurred to make the Chi tho chief
of the three families: see JHj ^ g $f,
VIII, vii. For the Yung ode, se

Shih-ehing, IV. i. sec. ii. Ode vu. It

was, properly, sung in the royal
temples of the Chau dynasty, at the

%&, "the clearing away," of the
sacrificial apparatus, and contains
the lines quoted by Confucius, quite
inappropriate to the circumstances
of the three families fi. without
an aspirate, jfrff 4tb tone, "assist-

ant.
" "

assisting
'

3. CEREMONIES ANt MUSIC VAIN
WITHOUT viivrrE. ., see 1. ii. I

don't know how to render it here,
otherwise than in the translation.
Commentators define it >(j> . & $&,
" the entire virtue of the heart." As
referred to B, it indicates the feeling
of reverence; as referred to |$! (yo), it

indicates harmomousness.
4. THE OBJECT OF CEREMONIES

SHOtTLD BEGULATE THEM: AGAINST
FORMALISM. 1. Lin Fang, styled -jp

fiR, was a man of Lu, whose tablet is

now placed first, on the west, in the
outer court of the temples. 4 He is

known only by the question in this

chapter. According to Chu. Hsi. ^
here is not $J ^, "the radical idea,"
"the essence"; but = $r/, "the begin-
ning" (opposed to ^), "the first
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3. "Infective ceremonies, it is better to be sparing
than extravagant. In the ceremonies of mourning, it

is better that there be deep* sorrow than a minute
attention to observances."

CHAPTER V. The Master said, /'The rude tribes of

the east and north- have their princes, and are not like

the States of our great land which are without them."
CHAPTER VI. The chief of the Chi family was about

to sacrifice to the T'ai mountain. The Master said to

Zan Yu, "Can you not save him from this?" He

thing to be attended to." 3. jji, as

opposed to S| (1st tone), must
indicate the festive or fortunate ()
ceremonies, capping, marriage, and
sacrifices. ^, read i, 4th tone. Chu
Hsi explains it by j, as in Menciufl

J& ^ 3 K*>
" to cleanse and dress

the fields," and interprets as in the
translation. The old commentators
take the moaning flj JJ, "harmony
and ease," i e., not being overmuch
troubled.

6. THE ANARCHY OF CONFUCIUS'S
TIME. The ]^ were the barbarous
tribes on the east of China, and $\,
those on the north. See 1$ |, S'J

III, xiv. The two are here used for
the barbarous tribes about China

generally, gf 5 ^3 a name for China
because of the multitude of its re-

gions (3ft) and its greatness (5)-
?P 1> "The Flowery and Great," is

still a common designation of it.

Chd Hsi takes Jtff as' simply = (Q, and
hence the sentiment in the transla-

tion. Ho Yen's commentary 13 to
this effect: "The rude tribes with
their princes are stilr not equal to

China with its anarchy." ;, read
as, and = $&.

6. ON THE FOLLY OF USUHPED
SACBIFICES. Jg is said to be the
name appropriate to sacrifices to

mountains, but we find it applied
also to sacrifices to God. The T'ai

mountain is the first of the "five

mountaina" (2. ^), which are cele-

brated in Chinese Kferature, and have
always receiver oligious honors.
It was in Lu, or rather on the
borders between Lu and Ch* ;

,
about

two miles north of the present
department city of T'ai-an (^ 5Jc), in

Shantung. According to the ritual

of China, sacrifice could only be
offered to those mountains by the
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answered, "I cannot." Confucius said, "Alas! will

you say that the T'ai mountain is not so discerning as

Lin Fang?"
CHAPTER VII. The Master said, ".The student of

virtue has no contentions. If it be said he cannot
avoid them, shall this be in archery? But he bows

complaisantly to his competitors; thus he ascends the

hdtt, descends, and exacts the forfeit of drinking. Ir

his contention, he is still the Chiin-tsze."

CHAPTER VIII. 1. Tsze-hsia asked, sayirig, "What

sovereign, and by the princes in

whose States any of them happened
to be. For the chief of the Chi

family, therefore, to sacrifice to the
T'ai mountain was a great usurpa-
tion, ^c as in II, vii =$C, and ^ as
in II, viu = RiJ, or we may take it

as = $2. "Have you said, etc.?" $
Ul=^| lU 2. 0$, "The spirit of the
T'ui mountain." Lin Fang, see

chap, iv, from which the reason of

this reference to him may be under-
stood. Zan Yu, named 4<> ar)d by
designation ^ /^f, was one of the

disciples of Confucius, and is now
third, in the hall, on the west. Be
entered the service of the Chi family,
and was a man of ability and
resource.

7. THE SUPERIOR MAN AVOIDS ALL.

CONTENTIOUS STRIVING. Here |f ip
=

fpj '& ~Z. A. "the man who pre-
fers virtue ') & ttt j)fr *?, literally,
"if he mu"t, thnll it b in archwyT"

}# 18. according to Chu Hsi, extend
overall the verbs, ff, f, $. fT is

marked in the 4th tone, anciently
appropriate to it as a verb. $j, 4th

tone, "to give to drink," here=to
exact from the vanquished the forfeit

cup. In Confucius 's time there were
throe principal exercises of archery:

the great archery, under the eye
of the sovereign; the guests' archery,
which might be at the royal court or
ai the visits of the princes atnong
themselves; and the festive archery,
for amusement. The regulations for

the archers were substantially tho
same in them all, and served to

prove their virtue, instead of giving
occasion to quarreling There is no
end to the controversies among
commentators on minor points.

8 CERKMONJES ARE SECONDAHY
AND MERELY ORNAMENTAL 1. The
sentences quoted by Tsze-hsiu are, it

ia Huppo^oct, from a
jj| j$, one of tho
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is the meaning of the passage 'The pretty dimples
of her artful smile! The well-defined black and white
of her eye! The plain ground for the colors?'

"

2. The Master said, "The business of laying on the
colors follows (the preparation of) the plain ground."

3. "Ceremonies then are a subsequent thing?"
The Master said, "-It is Shang who can bring out my
meaning. M)w I can begin to talk about the odes
with him."
CHAPTER IX. The Master said, "I could describe

the ceremonies of the Hsia dynasty, but Chi cannot

sufficiently attest my words. I could describe the

ceremonies of the Yin dynasty, but Sung cannot

poems which Confucius did not
admit into the Shih-ching.

' The two
first lines, however, are found in it,

J, v; III, ii. The disciple's inquiry
turns on the meaning of 1 ^ in the
last line, which h took to mean
'.'The plain, ground is to be regarded
as the coloring," 2. Confucius, in

his reply, makes ft a verb, governing
|||,
= "comes after the plain ground."

3- jj ^ ^p; Tsze-hsia's remark is

an exclamation rather than a ques-
tion.

j{ ^ ;g-, "He who stirs me
up,"="He who brings out my
meaning." On the last sentence, see

I, xv. The above interpretation,

especially as to the meaning of $jj ^t

& |. after Chu Hsi, is quite tbe

opposite of that of the old inter-

preters. Their view is of eourae

strongly supported by the author of

E9 m & It, Vili, iii.

9. THE DECAY OF THE. MONU-
MENTS OF ANTIQUITY., Of Hsia arid

Yin, see II, xxiii. In the email
State of Chi (originally what is now
the district of the same name in

Kaifeng department in-1 Honan,
but in Confucius's time a part of

Shantung), the sacrifices to the

emperors of the Hfcia dynasty were
maintained by their descendants.
So with the Yin dynasty and Sung,
a part also. of Honan. But the },
"literary monuments," of those

countries, and their jgfc (=^, so in
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sufficiently attest my words. (They cannot do so)

because of the insufficiency of their records and wise

men. If those were sufficient, I could adduce them in

support of my words."

CHAPTER X. The Master said, "At the great sacri-

fice, after the pouring out of the libation, I have no

wish to look on."

CHAPTER XI. Some one asked the meaning of the

great sacrifice. The Master said, "I do not know.

the Shu-ching, V, vii, 5, etal), "wise

men," had become few. Had Con-
fucius therefore delivered all his

knowledge about the two dynasties,
he would have exposed his truthful-

ness to suspicion. ffj[, in the sense
of !, "to witness," and, at the end,
"to appeal to for evidence." The
old commentators, however, inter-

pret the whole differently. Already
in the time of Confucius many of tho
records of antiquity had perished.

10. THE SAGE'S DISSATISFACTION
AT THE WANT OF PROPRIETY IN CERE-
MONIES. Oft is the name belonging
to different sacrifices, but here indi-

cates the ^ jl, "great sacrifice,"

which cquld properly be celebrated

only by the sovereign. The indi-

vidual sacrificed to in it was the
remotest ancestor from whom the
founder of the reigning dynasty
traced his descent 5 As to who were

his assessors in the sacrifice and how
often it was offered; these are dis-

puted points. See K'ang hsi's diet.,
char. $. Compare also CM S 3% $?>

VII, viii, and R9 $ ffijfc g&, 1, xiii.

A royal rite, its use in Lu waa wrong
(see next chap. ), but there was some-

thing in the service after (he early
act of libation inviting the descent
of the spirits, which more particu-

larly moved the anger of Confucius

jfn & = iU t> different frprr. # in I.

xv.

11. THE PROFOUND riEANINO OF
THE GREAT SACRIFICE. This chapter
is akin to II, xxi. Confucius evades

replying to his questioner, it being
contrary to Chinese propriety to

speak in a country of the faulty of

its government or rulers !ft, "ex-

planation,"^meaning. The anteced-
ent to the second 2t- is the whole of

the preceding clause: "The relation
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He who knew its meaning would find it as easy to

govern the kingdom as to look on this;" pointing to

his palm.
CHAPTER XII. 1. He sacrificed to the dead, as if

they were present. He sacrificed to the spirits, as if

the spirits were present.
2. The Master said, "I consider my not being

present at the sacrifice, as if I did not sacrifice."

CHAPTER XIII. 1. Wang-sun Chia asked, saying,
"What is the meaning of the saying, 'It is better to

pay court to the furnace than to the southwest
corner?'"

to the kingdom of him who knew ita.

meaning; that would be as to look

on this." sf., interjective, more
than interrogative. ^s=jg|, "to see."

Jfc ~fT, "under heaven," an ambitious

designation for the Chinese Empire,
as Tj elicovfjLtfr) and orbis terras were
used by the Greeks and Romans.

12, CONFUCIUS'S OWN SINCERITY
IN SACRIFICING. 1. here is his-

torical and not to be translated in

the imperative. We have to supply
an objective to the first g, viz., 3fc

Jg[, the dead, his forefathers, as con-

trasted with St *n the next clause,
=all the "spirits" to which in his

official capacity he would have to

sacrifice. 2. Observe
|Ji

in the 4th

tone, "to be present at," "to take

part in."

,j 13 THAT THERE is NO RESOURCE
AGAINST THE CONSEQUENCES OF
VIOLATING THE RIGHT. 1. Chia WES
a great officer of Wei ($f), and

having the power of the State in his
hands insinuated to Confucius that
it would be for his advantage to pay
court to him. The A, or southwest
corner, was from the structure of
ancient houses the coziest nook, and
the place of honor. Chu Hsi ax-

plains the proverb by reference to
the customs of sacrifice. The furnace
waa comparatively a mean place,
but when the spirit of the furnace
was sacrificed to, then the rank of
the two places waa changed for the

time, and the proverb quoted was in

vogue. But there does not seem
much force in this explanation.
The door, or well, or any other of the
five things in the regular sacrifices,

might take the place. of the furnace.
The old explanation which makes no
reference to sacrifice is simpler Ao
might be tho more retired and
honorable place, .but the tsdo was
the moro important for the support
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2. The Master said, "Not so. He who offends

against Heaven has none to whom he can pray."
CHAPTER XIV. The Master said, "Chau had the

advantage of viewing the two past dynasties. How
complete and elegant are its regulations! I follow

Chau."
CHAPTER XV. The Master, when he entered the

grand temple, asked about everything. Some one

and comfort of the household. The
jarince and his immediate attendants

might be more honorable than such
a minister as Chia, but more benefit

might be got from him. $|, from
woman and eyebrows, "to ogle,"
"to flatter." 2. Confucius's reply
was in a high tone. Chu Hsi says,
5^ IP J5L til. "Heaven means prin-

ciple.'' But why should Heaven
mean principle, if there were not in

such a use of the term an instinctive

recognition of a supreme government
of intelligence and righteousness?
We find J^ explained in the PH # J6
tfe tft by & & , %, "The lofty
One who is on high." A scholar of

great ability and research has written
to me contending that we ought to

find in this chapter a reference to
fire worship as having been by the
time of Confucius introduced from
Persia into China; but I have not
found sufficient reference to such an
introduction at so early a period.
The ordinary explanation seems to
me more satisfactory; simple and
sufficient. Ho Yen quotes the words
of K'ung An-kwo of our second

century on the passage: "Chia held
in his hands the government of the
State. Wishing to make Confucius

pay court to him, he stirred him up
in a gentle way by quoting to

him a saying common among the

people."
14.> THE COMPLETENESS AND ELE-

GAXCE OF THE INSTITUTIONS OF THE
CH!U DYNASTY. By the )SJ we are

specially to understand the founders
of the power and polity of the

dynasty the kings Wan and Wu,
and the duke of Chau. The two
past dynasties are the Hsia and the

Shang or Yin. ^C= "elegant regu-
lations."

15. CONFUCIUS IN THE GBAND
TEMPLE. ^c (=jk) JiPJ

was tne

temple dedicated to the duke of

Chau ()SJ /)> and where he was
sacrificed to with royal rites. The
thing is supposed to have taken

place at the beginning of Confucius's
official service in Lu, when he went
into the temple with other officers

to assist at the sacrifice. He had
studied all about ceremonies, but
he thought it a mark of sincerity
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said, "Who will say that the son of the man of Tsau
knows the rules of propriety! He has entered the

grand temple and asks about everything." The Master
heard the remark, and said, "This is a rule of pro-

priety."
CHAPTER XVI. The Master said, "In archery it is

not going throuyh the leather which is the principal

thing; because people's strength is not equal. This
was the old way."
CHAPTER XV II. 1. Tsze-kung wished to do away

with the offering of a sheep connected with the inau-

guration of the first day of each month.

and earnestness to make minute

inquiries about them on the occasion

spoken of. |{{S was the name of the
town of which Confucius'a father
had been governor, who was known
therefore as "the man of Tsau."
Confucius would be styled as in the

text, only in his early life, or by
very ordinary people. See on page
78.

16. HOW THE ANCIENTS MADE
ARCHERY A DISCIPLINE OF VIRTUE.
We are not to understand j$ ^ =fe $
of all archery among the ancients.

The characters are found in the -^
JO., P It* par- 315 of the Chu Su
edition. In the edition of the pres-
ent dynasty, V, iii, par. 81. There
were trials of archery where the

strength was tested. Probably Con-
fucius was speaking of some archery
of hia times, when the strength
which could go through the fc,
"akin," or leather, in the middle of

the target, was esteemed more than
the skill which could hit it.

17. How CONFUCIUS CLEAVED TO
ANCIENT RITES. 1. The king in the
last month of the year gave out to
the princes a calendar for the first

days of the months of the year
ensuing. This was kept in their

ancestral temples, and on the 1st of

every month they offered a sheep
and announced the day, requesting
sanction for the duties of the month.
This idea of requesting sanction is

indicated by -^g, read kith. The
dukea of Lu now neglected their

part of this ceremony, but the sheep
was still offered:- a meaningless
formality, it seemed to Tsze-kung.
Confucius, however, thought that
while any part of the ceremony was
retained, there was a better chance
of restoring the whole. ^, in the

3rd tone, an active verb, "to put
away." It is disputed whether f&,
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2. The Master said, "Ts'ze, you love the sheep; I

love the ceremony.''
CHAPTER XVIII. The Master said, "The full

observance of the rules of propriety in serving one's

prince is accounted by people to be flattery."
CHAPTER XIX. The duke Ting asked how a prince

should employ his ministers, and how ministers should
serve their prince. Confucius replied, "A prince should

employ his minister according to the rules of propriety;
ministers should serve their prince with faithfulness."

CHAPTER XX, The Master said, "The Kwan Tsii

is expressive of enjoyment without being licentious,
and of grief without being hurtfully excessive."

CHAPTER XXI. 1. The duke Ai asked Tsai Wo
about the altars of the spirits of the land. Tsai Wo
in the text, mean a living sheep, or
a sheep killed but not roasted. 2.

, in the sense of $ 1^, "to

grudge," it is said. But this is

hardly necessary.
18. HOW PRINCES SHOULD BE

SERVED : -AGAINST THE SPIRIT OF
THE TIMES.

19. THE GUIDING PRINCIPLES IN
THE RELATION OF PRINCE AND MINIS-
TER. 5, "Greatly anxious, tran-

quilizer of the people," was the
posthumous epithet of $|, prince of

Lu, 509-496 B. c. #n fSJ, "As it

what?" j referring to the two
points inquired about.

20. THE PRAISE OF THE FIRST OF
THE ODES. |g Bfl is the name of the
first ode in the Shih-ching, and may
be translated "The murmuring of

the ts'u." See Shih-ching, I, i, 1.

21. A RASH REPLY OF TSAI Wo
ABOUT THE ALTARS TO THE SPIRITS
OF THE LAND, AND LAMENT OF CON-
FUCIUS THEREON. 1. ^ ^, 866 II,

xix. Tsai Wo, by name -y-, and
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replied, "The Hsia sovereign planted the pine tree

about them; the men of the Yin planted the cypress;
and the men of the Chau planted the chestnut tree,

meaning thereby to cause the people to be in awe."
2. When the Master heard it, he said, "Things that

are done, it is needless to speak about; things that
have had their course, it is needless to remonstrate

about; things that are past, it is needless to blame."
CHAPTER XXII. 1. The Master said, "Small indeed

was the capacity of Kwan Chung!
"

styled ^ f, was an eloquent disciple
of the sage, a native of Lu. His

place is the second west among "the
wise ones." jjifc, from 5jk (Ch'i),

"spirit or spirits of the earth," and
, "the soil," means i& W

"the resting place or altars of the

spirits of the land or ground. Wo
simply tells the duke that the
founders of the several dynasties
planted such and such trees about
those altars. The reason was that
the soil suited such trees; but as Jf|,

"the chestnut tree," the tree of the

existing dynasty, is used in the sense

of i

Hj|, "to be afraid," he suggested a
reason for its planting which might
lead the duke to severe measures

against his people to be carried into
effect at the altars. Comp. the Shu-

ching, IV, ii, 5, "I will put you to
death before the iftfc-" JH fa j is

the Great Yu, called fa, to dis-

tinguish him from his predecessors, .

the fa, and | ,f, to distinguish him
from $& who was ^ j, while they ;

were descended from the same an-
cestor. See chap, i, on J$. |$ A
and J$ A in parallelism with ~g. fa
j must mean the founders of these

dynasties; why they are simply
styled A. "man," or "men," I have
not found clearly explained, though
commentators feel it necessary to

say something on the point. 2. This
is all directed against Wo's reply.
He had spoken, and his words could
not be recalled.

22. CONFTJCIUS'S OPINION OF
KWAJST CHUNG: AGAINST HIM. 1.

Kwan Chung, by name ^ |f-, is one
of the most famous names in Chinese

history. He was chief minister to
the duke /@ of ^ (683-642 B. c.),
the first and greatest of the five pa
(fft or sjf), leaders of the princes of
ths nation under the Chau dynasty.
In the times of Confucius and Men-
cms, people thought more of Kwan
than those sages, no hero worship-
ers, would allow. ^, see II, xii,

but its significance here is different,
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2. Some one said, "Was Kwan Chung parsi-
monious?" "Kwan," was the reply, "had the San
Kwei, and his officers performed no double duties; how
can he be considered parsimonious?"

3. "Then, did Kwan Chung know the rules of

propriety?" The Master said, "The princes of States

have a screen intercepting the view at their gates.
Kwan had likewise a screen at his gate. The princes
of States on any friendly meeting between two of

them, had a stand on which to place their inverted

cups. Kwan had also such a stand. If Kwan knew
the rules of propriety, who does not know them?"

and = our r,neasure or capacity. 2. S
, in the dictionary, and the com-

mentary of Chu Hsi, was the name
of an extravagant tower built by
Kwan. There are other views of
the phrase, the oldest and the best

supported apparently being that it

means "three wives." (A woman's
marriage is called $$.) The San
Kwei and having no pluralists among
his officers proved that he could not
be parsimonious, jgf, the 1st tone,
"how." 3. *at, "a tree," here in the

sense of Jpfl, "a screen," the screen of

a prince, usurped by Kwan, who was
only entitled to the of a great
officer, iff, the 4th tone, = "a friend-

ly meeting." The i^, from and
, was a stand, made originally of

earth and turf. Kwan usurped the

use of it, aa he did of the screen ;

being as regardless of prescribed
forms, as in par. 2 of expense, and
he came far short therefore of the

Confucian idea of the Chiin-tsze.
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CHAPTER XXIII. The Master instructing the Grand
music master of Lii said, "How to play music may be
known. At the commencement of the piece, all the

parts should sound together. As it proceeds, they
should be in harmony while severally distinct and

flowing without break, and thus on to the conclusion."

CHAPTER XXIV. The border warden at I requested
to be introduced to the Master, saying, "When men
of superior virtue have come to this, I have never been
denied the privilege of seeing them." The followers

of the sage introduced him, and when he came out from
the interview, he said, "My friends, why are you

23. ON THE PLAYING OF MUSIC.

jg,
the 4th tone, =-, "to tell," "to

instruct." ;Jc (
= ^C) 6f 1^ was the

title of the Grand music master. HI
3 "P! fl -&L* "music, it may be
known," but the subject is not of
the principles, but the performance
of music. Observe the $0. Premare
says, "adjectivis addita sensum auget
et exprimit modum.

"
It is our ly or

like, H in, "blended like." fi,
the 4th tone, the same as ^=JJC,
"let go," i. e., proceeding, swelling
on.

24. A STRANGERS VIEW A OF THE
VOCATION OF CONFUCIUS. I was a
small town on the borders of Wei,
referred to a place in the present

.department of Kaifeng, Honan
province. Confucius at the beginning
of his wanderings after leaving Lu
was retiring from Wei, the prince of

which could not employ him. This
was the |

=^ fft. The 1st and 3rd

j|j are read hsien, 4th tone, = M, '0!

^ jl, "to introduce," or "to be
introduced." 2. in 3* ^ 2. H #* $f
-til has its proper possessive power,
"In the case of a Chiiii-tsze's com-

ing to this." Tsung, the 4th tone,
"to attend upon." ct -H -"/-, "Two
or three sons," or "gentlemen,"
="my friends." The same idiom
occurs elsewhere. The ?fc ^ was a
metal bell with a wooden tongue,
shaken in making announcements,
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distressed by your master's loss of office? The king-
dom has long been without the principles of truth and

right; Heaven is going to use your master as a bell

with its wooden tongue."
CHAPTER XXV. The Master said of the Shao that

it was perfectly beautiful and also perfectly good. He
said of the Wu that it was perfectly beautiful but not

.perfectly good.
CHAPTER XXVI. The Master said, "High station

filled without indulgent generosity; ceremonies per-
formed without reverence; mourning conducted with-

out sorrow; wherewith should I contemplate such

ways?"
or to call people together. Heaven
would employ Confucius to proclaim
the truth and right.

25. THE COMPARATIVE MERITS OF
THE MUSIC OF SHUN AND W'. fg
was the name of the music made by
Shun, perfect in melody and senti-

ment. ^ was the music of king
Wu, also perfect in melody, but

breathing the martial air, indicative
of its author.

26. THE DISREGARD OF WHAT is

ESSENTIAL VITIATES AXL SERVICES.
The meaning of the chapter turns

upon fBj l=M /&", or PJl fnj #,
"wherewith." ^ is essential to

rulers, IJi to ceremonies, and & t<>

mourning.
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CHAPTER I. The Master said, "It is virtuous man-
ners which constitute the excellence of a neighborhood.
If a man in selecting a residence, do not fix on one
where such prevail, how can he be wise?"
CHAPTER II. The Master said, "Those who are

without virtue cannot abide long either in a condition

of poverty and hardship, or in a condition of enjoy-
ment. The virtuous rest in virtue; the wise desire

virtue."

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. f!. -fri ^
03, "Virtue in a neighborhood, No.
4." Such is the title of this fourth

Book, which is mostly occupied with
the subject of -fn. To render that
term invariably by benevolence, would
by no means suit many of the chap-
ters. See II, i, 2. Virtue, as a

general term, would answer better.

The embodiment of virtue demands
an acquaintance with ceremonies and
music, treated of in the last Book;
and this, it is said, is the eason why
the one subject immediately follows
the other.

1 . RULE FOB THE SELECTION OF A
KESIDENCE. According to the f^j jji,

five families made a f|>, and five j|j a
Jg., which we might style, therefore,
a hamlet or village. There are other
estimates of the number of its

component households. |j|, 3rd tone,
a verb, "to dwell in." jj, 4th tone,

is the same as ^, "wise," "wis-
dom." So, not unfrequently, below.

Friendship, we have seen, is for the
aid of virtue (I, viii, 3), and the
same should be the object desired iq

selecting a residence.
2. ONLY TRUE vraTtfE ADAPTS A

MAN FOB THE VABIED CONDITIONS OF
LIFE, ij^j, "to bind," ia used for

what binds, as an oath, a covenant;
and here, the metaphor being other-

wise directed, it denotes a condition
of poverty and distress. 5flJ, "gain,"
"profit," used as a verb, =^, "to
desire," "to covet." T* -fn, "to rest

in virtue," being virtuous without
effort. 5flJ :, "to desire virtue,"

being virtuous because it is the best

policy. Observe how % following ;

and fl makes those terms adjectives
or participles. ~fc pj, "may not,"=
'F* tti "cannot." The inability is

moral. See nj in Index VII.
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CHAPTER III. The Master said, "It is only the

(truly) virtuous man, who can love, or who can hate,

others."

CHAPTER IV. The Master said, "If the will be set

on virtue, there will be no practice of wickedness."

CHAPTER V. 1. The Master said, "Riches and

honors are what men desire. If it cannot be obtained

in the proper way, they should not be held. Poverty
and meanness are what man dislike. If it cannot be

obtained in the proper way, they should not be avoided.

3. ONLY EST THE GOOD MAN ABE
EMOTIONS OF . LOVE AND HATRED
BIGHT, AND TO BE DEPENDED ON.
This chapter is incorporated with
the -ft. & f, X, xv. f and ^
(read wty are both verbs in the 4th
tone.

4. THE VIRTUOUS WILL PRESEBVES
FBOM ALL WICKEDNESS. ^J = |^, not

merely "if," but "if really." Comp.
the statement, I John iii, 9, "Who-
soever is born of God doth not
commit sin."

5. THE DEVOTION OF THE CHUN-
TSZE TO VIRTUE. 1. For the an-
tecedent to g. in the recurring ^ ;,
we are to look to the following
verbs, JH and ^. We might trans-

late the first ^ 1 5! ^ , "it" they
cannot be obtained, etc.,".but this

would not suit the second case, it

iH, "the way," i. e., the
j roper way.

If we supply a nom. to f and -=fe, it

must be ^ -J-; he will not "abide
in," nor "go away from," riches and
honors. 2. M, read wu, the 1st
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2. "If a superior man abandon virtue, how can he
fulfill the requirements of that name ?

3. "The superior man does not, even for the space
of a single meal, act contrary to virtue. In moments
of haste, he cleaves to it. In seasons of danger,
he cleaves to it."

CHAPTER VI. 1. The Master said,
" I have not seen

a person who loved virtue, or one who hated what was
not virtuous. He who loved virtue, would esteem

nothing above it. He who hated what is not virtuous,
would practice virtue in such a way that he would not
allow anything that is not virtuous to approach his

person.

tone,
' ' how.

" % ,

"name ,

"
not repu-

tation, but the name of a chun-

tsze, which he bears. 3. & ^ . [Ml,

"The space in which a meal can be
finished;" meaning a short time, jfi

#: (interchangeable with Ipl #;) and
HI Jffi

are well-known expressions,
the former for haste and confusion,
the latter for change and danger;
but it is not easy to trace the

attaching of those meanings to the
characters.

jSjg, "to fall down," and
Jjfi, the same, but the former with
.the face up, the other with the face

down. ij jf^ ^, comp. Horace's
" Omnis in hoc sum.''

6. A LAMENT BECAUSE OF THE
BABITY OF THE LOVE OF VIRTUE ; AND
ENCOURAGEMENT TO PRACTICE VIR-

TUE. 1. The first four ^ belong to

the verbs %} and gg, and give them
the force of participles. In $>_ ^ frl

;, ft belongs to ^ f, and x fc ^
= ^r /

f ; 5|f. Commonly, ;g-="he
or those who," but sometimes also=
"that or those things which." f^ =
Jn> "to add to." Morrison, character

fiaj, translates the sentence wrongly
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2. "Is any one -able for one day to apply his

strength to virtue ? I have not seen the case in which
his strength would be insufficient.

3. "Should there possibly be any such case, I have
not seen it."

CHAPTER VII. The Master said, "The faults of men
are characteristic of the class to which they belong.

By observing a man's faults, it may be known that he
is virtuous."

CHAPTER VIII. The Master said, "If a man in the

morning hear the right way, he may die in the evening
without regret."
"He who loves virtue and benevo-
lence can have nothing more said

in his praise." 3. j here is ^ jj$,

"a particle of doubt:" as often, jfc

. %, a transposition," as in I, ii, 1 .

7. A MAN IS NOT TO BE UTTEBLY
CONDEMNED BECAUSE HE HAS FAULTS.
Such is the sentiment found in this

chapter, in which we may say, how-
ever, that Confucius is liable to the

charge brought against Tsze-hsia, I,

vii. \ g. ill stands absolutely,
"As to the faults of men." ^-= ^-A>
and ;$$

= %, "Each man follows his

class." Observe the force of ^1,
"what goes beyond." The faults
are the excesses of the general
tendencies. Compare Goldsmith's
line, "And even his failings leant
to virtue's side."

8. THK IMPORTANCE OF KNO\V!N<;
TUI: RIGHT WAY. One is perplf < I

to translate jrt here. Chu drlim's

it $: 4& 'IT j& . it. "the principles
of what is right in events and
things." Better is the explanation
in w * m a, st IP m 14 si,

"ill is the path" i. e., of action

"which, is in accordance with our
nature." Man is formed for this,

and if he die without coming to the

knowledge of it; his death is no
better than that of a beast. One
would fain recognize in such sen-

tences a vague apprehension of some
higher truth than Chinese sages have
been able to propound. Ho Yen
takes a different view, and makes
the whole chapter a lament of Con-
fucius that he was likely to die

without hearing of right principled

prevailing in the world. "Could I

once hear of the prevalence of right.

principles, I could die the same
evening!

" Other views of the mean-
IHL; have been proposed.
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CHAPTER IX. The Master said, "A scholar, whose
mind is set on truth, and who is ashamed of bad
clothes and bad food, is not fit to be discoursed with."

CHAPTER X. The Master said, "The superior man,
in the world, does not set his mind either for anything,
or against anything; what is right he will follow."

CHAPTER XL The Master said, "The superior man
thinks of virtue; the small man thinks of comfort.

The superior man thinks of the sanctions of law; the
small man thinks of favors which he may receive"

9. THE PURSUIT OF TRUTH SHOULD
RAISE A MAN ABOVE BEING ASHAMED
OF POVERTY. Jpi fH, to be dis-

coursed with, i. e., about ^, or

"truth," which perhaps is the best

translation of the term in places like

this.

10. RIGHTEOUSNESS is THE RULE
OF THE CHUN-TSZE'S PRACTICE. %
? 2, oj i;, "The relation of the
Chun-tszp. to the world," i. e., to all

things presenting themselves to him.

ig, read ti, is explained by S =}:,

"to set the mind exclusively on."
We may take the last clause thus

"his is the according with, and

keeping near to (J:, the 4th tone, =
$ or |(J) righteousness." This gives
each character its signification,
the !&1 blending its meaning with

11. THE DIFFERENT MINDINGS OF
THE SUPERIOR AND THE SMALL MAN.
Hw&i is here emphatic, =" cherishes

and plans about." .-h. "earth,"
"the ground," is here defined fff Hi
^ j: "the rest or comforts one
dwells amidst." May it not be used
somewhat in our sense of earthly?

"thinks of what is earthly."
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CHAPTER XII. The Master said: "He who acts

with a constant view to his own advantage will be
much murmured against."
CHAPTER XIII. The Master said, "Is a prince able

to govern his kingdom with the complaisance proper
to the rules of propriety, what difficulty will he have ?

If he cannot govern it with that complaisance, what
has he to do with the rules of propriety?"
CHAPTER XIV. The Master said, "A man should

say, I am not concerned tha,t I have no place, I am
concerned how I may fit myself for one. I am not

concerned that I am not known, I seek to be worthy
to be known."

12. THE CONSEQUENCE OF SELFISH
CONDUCT. $C, the 3rd tone, = -(,

" to

accord with," "to keep along."
"He who acts along the line of

gain."
13. THE INFLUENCE IN GOVERN-

MENT OF CEREMONIES OBSERVED IN
THEIR PROPER SPIRIT.

jjjft fjj ^ ^ Z^
j^ -^, i. e., they are a hendiadys. -;/>|

'

= f| . K "the sincerity and s:i'>-

stance of ceremony," the spirit of it.

Comp. 5ftl in I, xii. ^=^p, "to

govern." This meaning is found in

the dictionary.
14. ADVISING TO SELF-CULTIVA-

TION. Comp. I, xvi. Here, as there,

sf\ not being imperative, we must
supply a nominative, fft, "place,"
i. e., an official situation. Jj/f 1 j is

to be completed ffi $ jfc ^ Jl: tt-
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CHAPTER XV. 1. The Master said, "Shan, my
doctrine is that of an all-pervading unity." The

disciple Tsang replied, "Yes."
2. The Master went out, and the other disciples

asked, saying, "What do his words mean?" Tsang
said, "The doctrine of our master is to be true to the

principles of our nature and the benevolent exercise of

them to others, this and nothing more."
CHAPTER XVI. The Master said, "The mind of the

superior man is conversant with righteousness; the
mind of the mean man is conversant with gain."

15. CONFUCIUS'S DOCTRINE THAT
OF A PERVADING UNITY. This chap-
ter is said to be the most profound
in the Lun Yii. 1. ^ it H K

; to myself it occurs to translate,

"my doctrines have one thing which

goes through them," but such an
exposition has not been approved by
any Chinese writer. $ 1j , are
made to contain the copula and
predicate of ^ ^, and ;, it is said,
"refers to all affairs and all things."
The one thing or unity intended by
Confucius was the heart, man's
nature, of which all the relations
and duties of life are only the

development and outgoings. 2. &
and |[g, which seem to be two things,
are both formed from *>, "the
heart," Jg, being compounded of tp,

"middle," "center," and j|>, and |{g

of #n "as," and <,. The "center
heart" = I, the ego; and the "as

heart"= the I in sympathy with
others. J> is duty-doing, on a con-

sideration, or from the impulse, of

one's own self; ^, is duty-doing, on
the principle of reciprocity. The
chapter shows that Confucius only
claimed to enforce duties indicated

by man's mental constitution. He
was simply a moral philosopher.
Observe P{ is the 3rd tone, = "yes."
Some say that fj _\_ must mean
Tsang's own disciples, and that, had
they been those of Confucius, we
should have read $& ^-. The criti-

cism cannot be depended on. jfjj

S ^ i"3 a very emphatic "and
nothing more."

16. H.OW RIGHTEOUSNESS AND
SELFISHNESS DISTINGUISH THE SUPE-
RIOR MAN AND THE SMALL MAN.

0^.=^!, "to understand." J*- is here
to be dwelt on, and may be com-

pared with the Hebrew eth.
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CHAPTER XVII. The Master said, "When we see

men of worth, we should think of equaling them;
when we see men of a contrary character, we should
turn inwards and examine ourselves."

CHAPTER XVIII. The Master said, "In serving his

parents, a son may remonstrate with them, but gently;
when he sees that they do not incline to follow his

advice, he shows an increased degree of reverence, but
does not abandon his purpose; and should they punish
him, he does not allow himself to murmur."
CHAPTER XIX . The Master said ,

"While his parents
are alive, the son may not go abroad to a distance. If

he does go abroad, he must have a fixed place to which
he goes."

17. THE LESSONS TO BE LEARNED
FROM OBSERVING MEN OF DIFFERENT
CHARACTERS. Of the final particles
25 and -til, it is said, r ^r* JSS 'Pf #11

Jl S? SI SA "the two characters have

something of a repressive, expansivej
warning force." Ho Yen's text has
a ^ after the second Hf, which is

not necessary.
18. HOW A SON MAY REMONSTRATE

WITH HIS PARENTS ON THEIR FAULTS.
See the

jjjg HE, XI, i, 15. ^, the 1st

tone, "mildly,"=the ~f $&, f f5, gj

>gf of the ft |lj. fg is the will of the

parents. X C
= l #11 ^ ii "again

increasing his filial reverence," the

of the ft |UJ. ^ ^ is not

abandoning his purpose of remon-
strance, and not as ^ | says in the
comment given by Ho Yen, ?fc jfc ^
3 i& ;f "not daring to go against
the mind of his parents." =
"toiled and pained," what the ft $)]

says, J| . ^ jfa, "should they beat
him till the blood flows."

19. A SON OUGHT NOT TO GO TO A
DISTANCE WHERE HE WILL NOT BE
ABLE TO PAY THE DUE SERVICES TO
HIS PARENTS. ~fj Jj? |nj, "a fixed

direction or quarter," whence he

may be recalled, if necessary.
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CHAPTER XX. The Master said, "If the son for

three years does not alter from the way of his father,
he may be called filial."

CHAPTER XXI. The Master said, "The years of

parents may by no means not be kept in the memory,
as an occasion at once for joy and for fear."

CHAPTER XXII. The Master said, "The reason why
the ancients did not readily give utterance to their

words, was that they feared lest their actions should

not come up to them."
CHAPTER XXIII. The Master said, "The cautious

seldom err."

20. A BEPETITION OF PART OF I,

xi.

21. WHAT EFFECT THE AGE OF
PARENTS SHOUIJ> HAVE ON THEIR
CHILDREN. fl, it is said, conveys
here ^ ^ ^ ^ ;;, "the meaning
of unforgetting thoughtfulness.

"

22. THE VIRTUE OF THE ANCIENTS
SEEN IN THEIR SLOWNESS TO SPEAK.
Observe the force of the two ,.
" The not coming forth of the words
of the ancients was shame about the

not coming up to them of their ac-

tions."
23. ADVANTAGE OF CAUTION.

Collie's version, which I have adopt-
ed, is here happy. $j, see chap. ii.

The "binding" here is of one's self,

self-restraint, = " caution.
" ^ .,

"loses it," referring to whatever
business the cautious may be en-

gaged in. , after an active verb,
often makes it neuter; at least, a
neuter verb renders the expression
best in English.
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CHAPTER XXIV. The Master said, "The superior
man wishes to be slow in his speech and earnest in his

conduct."

CHAPTER XXV. The Master said, "Virtue is not

left to stand alone. He who practices it will have

neighbors."
CHAPTER XXVI. Tsze-yu said, "In serving a prince,

frequent remonstrances lead to disgrace. Between

friends, frequent reproofs make the friendship distant."

24. RULE OF THE CHUN-TSZE
ABOUT HIS WORDS AND ACTIONS.

25. THE VIRTUOUS ARE NOT LEFT
ALONE: AN ENCOURAGEMENT TO
VIRTUE. JK "fatherless;" here=
solitary, friendless. ^^ 3H=^ fe
51 ife . SI. "it is not the nature of

virtue to be left to stand alone.
"

M,

see chap, i ; here, generally used for

friends, associates of like mind.
26. A LESSON TO COUNSELORS

AND FRIENDS. |ft, the 4th tone, read

sho, "frequently," understood here
in reference to remonstrating or

reproving. 8?f
= "this," "this leads

to," or "thereon is."
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CHAPTER I. 1. The Master said of Kung-ye Ch'ang
that he might be wived; although he was put in

bonds, he had not been guilty of any crime. Accord-

ingly, he gave him his own daughter to wife.

2. Of Nan Yung he said that if the country were
well governed he would not be out of office, and if it

were ill governed, he would escape punishment and

disgrace. He gave him the daughter of his own elder

brother to wife.

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. -
} J^

^ H- Kung-ye Ch'ang, the sur-

name and name of the first indi-

vidual spoken of in it, heads this

Book, which is chiefly occupied with
the judgment of the sage on the
character of several of his disciples
and others. As the decision fre-

quently turns on their being pos-
sessed of that zan, or perfect virtue,
which is so conspicuous in the last

Book, this is the reason, it is said,

why the one immediately follows the
other. As Tsze-kung appears in the
Book several times, some have
fancied that it was compiled by his

disciples.

1. CONFUCIUS IN MABBIAGE-MAK-
INO WAS GUIDED BY CHARACTER AND
NOT BY FORTUNE. 1. Of Kung-ye
Ch'ang, though the son-in-law of

Confucius, nothing certain is known,
and his tablet is only 3rd on the

west, among the ol TroXXoL Silly

legends are told of his being put in

prison from his bringing suspicion
on himself by his knowledge of the

language of birds. Chu Hsi approves
the interpretation of ^ as meaning
"a black rope," with which criminals

were anciently bound ($|) in prison.

H, and in par. 2, the 3rd tone, "to

give a wife to one." ^f-, in both

paragraphs, = " a daughter.
' ' Confu-

cius's brother would be the cripple

Mang-p'i; see p. 78. 2. Nan
Yung, another of the disciples, is

now 4th, east, in the outer hall.

The discussions about who he was,
and whether he is to be identified

with j^ ^ jS, and several other

aliases, are very perplexing. ^,
"to lay or be laid aside," from, office.

gjj, "to put to death," has also

the lighter meaning of "disgrace."
We cannot tell whether Confucius
is giving his impression of Yung's
character, or referring to events that
had taken place.
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CHAPTER II. The Master said of Tsze-chien, "Of

superior virtue indeed is such a men ! If there were
not virtuous men in Lu, how could this man have

acquired this character?"

CHAPTER III. Tsze-kung asked, "What do you say
of me, Ts'ze?" The Master said, "You are a utensil."

"What utensil?" "A gemmed sacrificial utensil."

CHAPTER IV. 1. Some one said, "Yung is truly
virtuous, but he is not ready with his tongue."

2. THE CHUN-TSZE FORMED BY
INTERCOURSE WITH OTHER CHUN-
TSZE. Tsze-chien, by surname ffa

(=$., and said to be i. q. f), and
named ^ 5f, appears to have been
of some note among the disciples
of Confucius as an administrator,

though his tablet is now only 2nd,
west, in the outer hall. See the
Narratives of the School, chap,
xxxviii. What chiefly distinguished
him, as appears here, was his culti-

vation of the friendship of men of

ability and virtue. ^T A=^ $z \,
"a man such as this." See the f
jgfc

in loc. The first Jjf is "this man";
the second,

" this virtue." The para-
phrasts complete the last clause
thus : ft !jf i5J ft Jfr y. ; m & ,

"what friends must this man have
chosen to complete this virtue !"

3. WHERETO TSZE-KUNG HAD AT-
TAINED. See I, x; II, xiii. The i$

fj|i were vessels richly adorned, used
to contain grain offerings in the

royal ancestral temples. Under the
Hsia dynasty they were called g|,
and :E$J under the Yin. See the Li

Chi, XII, ii. While the sage did not

grant to Ts'ze that he was a Chun-
tsze (II, xii), he made him "a vessel
of honor," valuable and fit for use
on high occasions.

4. OF ZAN YUNG: READINESS
WITH THE TONGUE NO PART OF VIR-

TUE. 1. Jfy. fjf, styled {# *y, has his

tablet the 2nd, on the east, among the
wise ones. His father was a worth-
less character (see VI, iv) but he
himself was the opposite. $g moans

"ability," generally; then, "ability
of speech," often, though not here,
with the bad sense of artfulness and

flattery. 2. Confucius would not

grant that Yung was {l, but his not

being -g was in his favor rattier
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2. The Master said, "What is the good of being
ready with the tongue? They who encounter men
with smartnesses of speech for the most part procure
themselves hatred. I know not whether he be truly
virtuous, but why should he show readiness of the

tongue?"
CHAPTER V. The Master was wishing Ch'i-tiao

K'ai to enter on official employment. He replied,
" I

am not yet able to rest in the assurance of THIS."

The Master was pleased.
CHAPTER VI. The Master said, "My doctrines

make no way. I will get upon a raft, and float about
on the sea. He that will accompany me will be Yu,

than otherwise. P jff (read chieh:
see diet.), "smartnesses of speech."
f$ is here "why," rather than
"how." The first 3f /B fc is a
general statement, not having special
reference to Zan Yung. In the f
Bfc> ^S n 3 ; fn M $1 & *s read as ne
sentence " I do not know how the
virtuous should also use readiness of

speech."
5. CH'I-TIA^ K'il's OPINION OF

THE QUALIFICATIONS NECESSARY TO
TAKING OFFICE. Ch'i-tiao, now 6th,
on the east, in the outer hall, waa
styled J- ^. His name originally
waa ij&, changed into ^ on tne
accession of the emperor ^ jfj;,

150 B.C., whose name was also Ejr.

The difficulty is with SJf what does
it refer to ? and with % what is its

force? In the chapter about the

disciples in the ^ f-, it is said that
K'ai was reading in the Shu-ching,
when Confucius spoke to him about

taking office, and he pointed to the

book, or some particular passage in

its saying, "I am not yet able to rest

in the assurance of (-fg =y|. n Slit Jl)
this." It may have been so. Obs.
the force of the <.

6. CONFUCIUS -PROPOSING TO
WITHDRAW FROM THE WORLD: A
LESSON TO TSZE-LU. Tsze-lu sup-
posed his master really meant to
leave the world, and the idea of

floating along the coasts pleased his
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I dare to say." Tsze-lu hearing this was glad, upon
which the Master said, "Yu is fonder of daring than I

am. He does not exercise his judgment upon mat-
ters."

.

CHAPTER VII. 1. Mang Wu asked about Tsze-lu,
whether he was perfectly virtuous. The Master said,
"I do not know."

2. He asked again, when the Master replied, "In
a kingdom of a thousand chariots, Yu might be

employed to manage the military levies, but I do not
know whether he be perfectly virtuous."

3. "And what do you say of Ch'iu?
" The Master

replied, "In a city of a thousand families, or a clan of

ardent temper. But Confucius only
expressed in this way his regret at
the backwardness of men to receive
his doctrines. ^ Jlj/f Jfc $t is difficult

of interpretation. Chu Hsi takes ?Jvt

as being for H!j, "to cut out clothes,"
"to estimate, discriminate," and
hence the meaning in the translation,

fjjft , keeping the meaning of ^J,

explains ^f. Jf{ Jty fc ^,=:"my
meaning is not to be found in the

raft." Another old writer makes
^"pJo. and putting a stop at ||

explains "Yu is fond of daring;
he cannot go beyond himself to find

my meaning."
7. OF TSZE-LU, TSZE-YIT, AND

TszE-Hwl. 1. ^ j& f0, see II, vi.

2. =f- ^ . gg, see I, v. j$fc prop-
erly "revenues," "

taxes," but the

quota of soldiers contributed being
regulated by the amount of the

revenue, the term is used here for

the forces, or military levies. 3. 4c,

sefc III, vi. ~f ^ - ^' ir opposition
to =? 3$ . \$, was the secondary
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a hundred chariots, Ch'iu might be employed as

governor, but I do not know whether he is perfectly

virtuous."

4. "What do you say of Ch'ih?" The Master

replied, "With his sash girt and standing in a

court, Ch'ih might be employed to converse with the

visitors and guests, but I do not know whether he is

perfectly virtuous."

CHAPTER VIII. 1. The Master said to Tsze-kung,
"Which do you consider superior, yourself or Hui?"

2. Tsze-kung replied, "How dare I compare myself
with Hui ? Hui hears one point and knows all about

a subject; I hear one point and know a second/'

fief, the territory appropriated to the

highest nobles or officers in a [gj or
state, supposed also to comprehend
1,000 families. ;j$ ^-, "to be its

governor." This is a peculiar idiom,

something like the double object
in Latin. 4. C'h'ih, surnamed fe 1$,
and styled ^f- ^, having now the
14th place, west, in the outer hall,
was famous among the disciples for
his knowledge of rules of ceremony,
and those especially relating to dress

and intercourse. UJ, in 2nd tone.

and !f may be distinguished, the
former indicating neighboring
princes visiting the court ; the latter,
ministc s and officers of the state

present as guests.
8. SUPERIORITY OF YEN Hui TO

TSZE-KUNG. 2. ?g, "to look to,"
"to look up to," here=.tb, "to com-
pare with." "One" is the beginning
of numbers, and ''ten" the comple-
tion; hence the meaning of jj PJ,
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3. The Master said, "You are not equal to him. I

grant you, you are not equal to him."

CHAPTER IX. 1. Tsai Yii being asleep during the

daytime, the Master said, "Rotten wood cannot be

carved; a wall of dirty earth will not receive the

trowel. This Yii! what is the use of my reproving
him?"

2. The Master said, "At first, my way with men
was to hear their words, and give them credit for their

conduct. Now my way is to hear their words, and
look at their conduct. It is from Yii that I have

learned to make this change."

fl -J-, as in the translation. 3. |B|
=

f^, "to allow," "to grant to." Ho
Yen gives here the comm. of fa ffc

(about A.D. 50), who interprets

strangely,
" I and you are both not

equal to him," saying that Confu-
cius thus comforted Tsze-kung.

9. THE IDLENESS OF TsAi Ytr AND
ITS IIKFUOOF. 1. J^ ~f- p|, "In the

case of Yii!" H has here the force

of an exclamation; so below. |^, a

strong term, to mark the severity of

the reproof. 2. J- is superfluous.
The characters were probably added

by a transcriber. If not, they should

head another chapter. Tsai Yii,

the same as Tsai Wo in III, xxi.
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CHAPTER X. The Master said, "I have not seen a

firm and unbending man." Some one replied, "There
is Shan Ch'ang." "Ch'ang," said the Master, "is

under the influence of his passions; how can he be

pronounced firm and unbending?"
CHAPTER XI. Tsze-kung said, "What I do not

wish men to do to me, I also wish not to do to men.''

The Master said, "Ts'ze, you have not attained to

that."

10. UNBENDING VIRTUE CANNOT
COEXIST WITH INDULGENCE OF THE
PASSIONS. Shan Ch'ang (there are

several abases, but they are dis-

puted) was one of the minor disci-

ples, of whom little or nothing is

known. He was styled -J- J?D, and
his place is 31st, east, in the outer

ranges, (fllj
is to be understood with

reference to virtue. g i9 tS Ef ?>

"what the passions love," "lusts."

jgj ^ are said to=5f; j^, and not

ff 'tii- I have translated accord-

ingly.
11. THE DIFFICULTY OF ATTAIN-

ING TO THE NOT WISHING TO DO TO
OTHERS AS WE WISH THEM NOT TO DO
TO us. It is said jlfa $&&

-^ J 2fc> "this chapter shows that
the no I (freedom from selfishness)
is not easily reached." In the tfi fjj,

XIII, iii, it is said $ gg g, jfjj ^
M$ & Jit 19 A> "what you do not
like when done to yourself, do not
do to others." The difference be-
tween it and the sentence here is

said to be that of Jg, "reciprocity" ;

and fe," benevolence," or the highest
virtue, apparent in the adverbs j
and 4{, the one prohibitive, and the
other a simple, unconstrained nega-
tion. The golden rule of the Gospel
is higher than both, "Do ye unto
others as yo would that others
should do unto you." tfi"

=1; in
"i& or JB J5", "to add upon," "to do
to."
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CHAPTER XII. Tsze-kung said, "The Master's per-
sonal displays of his principles and ordinary descrip-
tions of them may be heard. His discourses about
man's nature, and the way of Heaven, cannot be
heard."
CHAPTER XIII. When Tsze-lu heard anything, if

he had not yet succeeded in carrying it into practice,
he was only afraid lest he should hear something
else.

CHAPTER XIV. Tsze-kung asked, saying, "On what
ground did Kung-wan get that title of WAN?" The

12. THE GBADUAL WAY IN WHICH
CONFUCIUS COMMUNICATED HIS
DOCTBINES. So the lesson of this

chapter i8 summed up but there is

hardly another more perplexing to
a translator. 3t Ip: is the common
name for essays, elegant literary
compositions. Of course that mean-
ing is out of the question. What-
ever is figured and brilliant is ^C;
whatever is orderly and defined is

Hfs.. The comm., accordingly, make
}JC to be the deportment and man-
ners of the sage, and ^. his ordinary
discourses, but ^ is an inappropriate
term with reference to the former.
These things, however, were level to
the capacities of the disciples gen-
erally, and they had the benefit of

them. As to his views about man's
nature, as the gift of Heaven, and
the way of Heaven generally ; these
he only communicated to those who
were prepared to receive them, and
Tsze-kung is supposed to have
expressed himself thus, after being
on some occasion so privileged.

13. THE AKDOB OF TSZE-LU IN
PRACTICING THE MASTER'S INSTRUC-
TIONS. The concluding Bj %& 3$ M
is to be completed Pjt $& fa ; J9r IS
as in the translation.

14. AN EXAMPLE OF THE PRIN-
CIPLE ON WHICH HONORARY POST-
HUMOUS TITLES WERE CONFERRED.

3$t, corresponding nearly to our
"
accomplished," was the posthu-

mous title given to -J- g, an officer
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Master said, "He was of an active nature and yet fond
of learning, and he was not ashamed to ask and learn

of his inferiors! On these grounds he has been styled

CHAPTER XV. The Master said of Tsze-ch'an that

he had four of the characteristics of a superior man
in his conduct of himself, he was humble; in serving
his superior, he was respectful; in nourishing the

people, he was kind; in ordering the people, he was

just."
CHAPTER XVI. The Master said, "Yen P'ing knew

well how to maintain friendly intercourse. The ac-

quaintance might be long, but he showed the- same

respect as at first."

of the same surname of the State
of Wei, and a contemporary of

Confucius. Many of his actions had
been of a doubtful character, which
made Tsze-kung stumble at the

application to him of so honorable
an epithet. But Confucius shows
that, whatever he might otherwise
have been, he had those qualities
which justified his being so denomi-
nated. The rule for posthumous
titles in China has been, and is,

very much "De mortuis nit nisi
bonum. ' '

15. THE EXCELLENT QUALITIES
OF TSZK-CH'AN. Tsze-ch'an, named
fe H* fi w&s the chief minister of

the State of Chang (gg), the ablest,

perhaps, and most upright of all tho

statesmen among Confucius's con-

temporaries. The sage wept when
he heard of his death. The old

interpreters take ^ in the sense of

"employing," but it seems to express
more, and= ' '

ordering,
" "

regulat-

ing."
16.

.
HOW TO MAINTAIN FRIEND-

SHIP. "Familiarity breeds con-

tempt," and with contempt friend-

ship ends. It was not so with Yen
P'ing, another of the worthies of

Confucius's time. He was a principal
minister of Ch'i (^) by name ||.

P'ing (=" Ruling and averting ca-

lamity") was his posthumous title.

, If we were to render \fy, the name
would be "Yen P'ing, aecundue,"
The antecedent to ^ is A-
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CHAPTER XVII. The Master said, "Tsang Wan
kept a large tortoise in a house on the capitals of the

pillars of which he had hills made, with representations
of duckweed on the small pillars above, the beams sup-
porting the rafters. Of what sort was his wisdom?"
CHAPTER XVIII. 1. Tsze-chang asked, saying,

"The minister Tsze-wan thrice took office, and mani-
fested no joy in his countenance. Thrice he retired

from office, and manifested no displeasure. He made
it a point to inform the new minister of the way in

which he had conducted the government; what do

you say of him?" The Master replied, "He was

17. THE SUPERSTITION OF TSANG
WAX. Tsang Wan (Wan is the

honorary epithet, and
-ftj>

see last

chapter) had been a great officer in

Lu, and left a reputation for wisdom,
which Confucius did not think was
deserved. His full name was $& ^
|[|. He was descended from the
duke ^ (794-767 B.C.), whose son
was styled ^f- Jf$j. This Tsang was
taken by his descendants as their

surname. Such was one of the ways
in which surnames were formed
among the Chinese. ^, "a large
tortoise," so called, because the
State of Ts'ai was famous for its

tortoises. M is used "as an active

^. The fj=& g ^ ffi,

"the capitals of the pillars." The
may be seen in any Chinese house

where the whole structure of the
roof is displayed and these small

pillars are very conspicuous. The
old critics make the keeping such a
tortoise an act of usurpation on the

part of Tsang Wan. Clm Hsi finds

the point of Confucius's words in the

keeping it in such a style.
18. THE PRAISE OF PERFECT VIR-

TUE IS NOT TO BE LIGHTLY ACCORDED.
1. Ling-yin, lit., "good corrector,"
was the name given to the chief

minister of Ch'u (^). ^ is still

applied to officers: e. g., the prefect
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loyal." "Was he perfectly virtuous?" "I do not

know. How can he be pronounced perfectly virtuous ?
' '

2. Tsze-chang proceeded, "When the officer Ch'ui

killed the prince of Ch'i, Ch'an Wan, though he was
the owner of forty horses, abandoned them and left

the country. Coming to another state, he said, 'They
are here like -our great officer, Ch'ui,' and left it.

He came to a second state, and with the same
observation left it also; what do you say of him?"
The Master replied, "He was pure." "Was he per-

fectly virtuous?" "I do not know. How can he be

pronounced perfectly virtuous?"
CHAPTER XIX. Chi Wan thought thrice, and then

acted. When the Master was informed of it, he said,

"Twice may do."

of a department is called fff ^.
Tsze-wan, surnamed

fjjfij,
and named

*5 %$ $i ("suckled by a tiger"), had
been noted for the things mentioned

by Tsze-chang, but the sage would
not concede that he was therefore

f. 2. .fJ! was a great officer of Ch'i.

Yen P'ing (chap, xvi) distinguished
himself on the occasion of the
murder (547 B.C.) here referred to.

Ch'an Wan was likewise an officer

of Ch'i. IB, is a

^, 4th tone, as in I, vi, but with
a different meaning, =" a team of

four horses."
19. PROMPT DECISION GOOD. Wan

was the posthumous title of :fs 47 $.,
a faithful and disinterested officer

of Lu. S, 4th tone, "three times,"
but some say it=^ =, "again and

again." Comp. Robert Hall's re-

mark "In matters of conscience
first thought* are best."
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CHAPTER XX. The Master said,
"When good order

prevailed in his country, Ning Wu acted the part of a
wise man. When his country was in disorder, he acted
the part of a stupid man. Others may equal his

wisdom, but they cannot equal his stupidity."
CHAPTER XXI. When the Master was in Ch'an, he

said, "Let me return! Let me return! The little

children of my school are ambitious and too hasty.

They are accomplished and complete so far, but they
do not know how to restrict and shape themselves."

20. .THE UNCOMMON BUT ADMI-
RABLE STUPIDITY OF NING Wu. Ning
Wu (^, honorary epithet; see H, vi)
was an officer of Wei in the time of

Wan (660-635 B.C.). In the first

part of his official life the State was
quiet and prosperous, and he

"wisely" acquitted himself of his

duties. Afterwards came confusion.

The prince was driven from the

throne, and Ning Yii (fjft was his

name) might, like other wise men,
have retired from the danger. But
he "foolishly," as it seemed, chose
to follow the fortunes of his prince,
and yet adroitry brought it about
in the end, that the prince wa.-3

reinstated and order restored.

21. THE ANXIETY OF CONFUCIUS
ABOUT THE TRAINING OF HIS DIS-

CIPLES. Confucius was thrice in

Ch'an. It must have been the third

time, when he thus expressed him-
self. He was then over sixty years,
and being convinced that lie was
not to see for himself the triumph
of his principles, he became the more
anxious about their transmission,
and the training of the disciples in

order to do that. Such is the common
view of the chapter. Some sly,

(
however, that it is not to be under-
stood of all the disciples. Compare
Mencius, VII, ii, ch. 37. ^ ^ . /h
J-, an affectionate way of speaking
of the disciples. ;, "mad," also

"extravagant," "high-minded." The
% are naturally fjfj, hasty and care-

less of minutiae. ^ $$, "accom-

plished-] ike," ^, see chap. xii. Jife

i^, "something complete." ^, see

chap, vi, but its application here
is somewhat different. The anteced-
ent to . is all the preceding de-

scription.
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CHAPTER XXII. The Master said, "Po-i and Shu-
ch'i did not keep the former wickednesses of men in

mind, and hence the resentments directed towards
them were few."

CHAPTER XXIII. The Master said, "Who says of

Wei-shang Kao that he is upright ? One begged some
vinegar of him, and he begged it of a neighbor andO * CJCJ CU

gave it to the man."
CHAPTER XXIV. The Master said, "Fine words,

an insinuating appearance, and excessive respect;

22. THE GENEROSITY OF Po-f AND
SHCT-CH'! AND ITS EFFECTS. These
were ancient worthies of the closing

period of the Shang dynasty. Com-

pare Mencius, II, i, ch. 2, et al.

They were brothers, sons of the king
of Ku-chu (5J f

ft), named respec-

tively -fa and |JC- I and Ch'i are

their honorary epithets, and f and

^, only indicate their relation to each
other as elder and younger. Po-i

and Shii-clri, however, are in effect

their names in the mouths and.

writings of the Chinese. Ku-chu
was a small state, included in the

present department of /Jc
2P> in

Peichili. Their father 1 eft his king-
dom to Shu-ch'i, who refused to

take the place of his elder brother.

Po-i in turn declined the throne;
so they both abandoned it, and
retired into obscurity. When King
Wu was taking his measures against
the tyrant Chau, they made
their appearance, and remonstrated

against his course. Finally, they
died of hunger, rather than live

under the new dynasty. They were

j

celebrated for their purity, and
aversion to men whom they con-

sidered bad, but Confucius here

brings out their generosity. J ^
ffl 3&= 28 & &> l&, "Resentments

thereby were few."
23. SMALL MEANNESSES INCON-

SISTENT WITH UPRICHTNKSS. It is

implied that Kao gave the vinegar
as from himself. He was a native
of Lxi, with a reputation better

than he deserved to have.
24. PRAISE OF SINCERITY, AND

OF Tso Cn'rC-MiNG. y$ f= ^ -g,, see

I, iii. /g, |^, "excessive respect," J

being in the 4th tone read tsii. Some
of the old commentators, keeping
the usual tone and meaning of /.,

interpret the phrase of movements
of the "feet" to indicate respect.
The discussions about Tso Ch'iu-

ming are endless. See |ft $fe fft, I,
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Tso Ch'iu-ming was ashamed of them. I also am
ashamed of them. To conceal resentment against a

person, and appear friendly with him; Tso Ch'iu-ming
was ashamed of such conduct. I also am ashamed
of it."

CHAPTER XXV. 1. Yen Ylian and Chi Lii being

by his side, the Master said to them, "Come, let each

of you tell his wishes."

2. Tsze-lu said, "I should like, having chariots and

horses, and light fur dresses, to share them with my
friends, and though they should spoil them, I would

not be displeased."

3. Yen Yuan said, "I should like not to boast of

xxx. It is sufficient, for us to rest

in the judgment of the commentator

jg, that "he was an ancient of

reputation." It is not to be received

that he was a disciple of Confucius,
the same whose supplement to the

Ch'un Cli'iu chronicles the death of

the sage, and carries on the history
for many subsequent years.
was the name of Confucius. The
Chinese decline pronouncing it, al-

ways substituting M&u (5), "such
an one," for it.

25. THK DIFFERF.XT WISHES OF

YEN YTTAN, TSZE-L^J, AND CONFU-
CIUS. 1. S * W W iK.

"why not
each tell your will?" 2. A student
is apt to translate "I should like

to have chariots and horses, etc.,"
but dt is the important word in the

paragraph, and under the regimen
f US- 3z> the 4th tone, "to wear."

Several writers carry the regimen of

g^ on to . and removing the comma
at it, read dt

fljfc together, but this

construction is not so good. 3. In
Ho Yen's compilation jjf ^ is

interpreted, not to impose trouble-

some affairs on others. Chu Hsi's
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my excellence, nor to make a display of my
meritorious deeds."

4. Tsze-lu then said, "I should like, sir, to hear

your wishes." The Master said, "They are, in regard
to the aged, to give them rest; in regard to friends, to

show them sincerity; in regard to the young, to treat

them tenderly."
CHAPTER XXVI. The Master said, "It is all over.

I have not yet seen one who could perceive his faults,
and inwardly accuse himself."

, CHAPTER XXVII. The Master said, "In a hamlet
of ten families, there may be found one honorable and
sincere as I am, but not so fond of learning."

view is better. 4. f=f ,=|B| ^ $
f=, "To be with them with sin-

cerity." The Master and the dis-

ciples, it is said, agreed in being
devoid of selfishness. Hui's, how-
ever, was seen in a higher style of

mind and object than Yu's. In the

sage there was an unconsciousness
of self, and without any effort he

proposed acting in regard to his

classification of men just as they
ought severally to be acted to.

26. A LAMENT OVER MEN'S PER-
SISTENCE IN ERROR. The sp has an

exclamatory force, fj,
" to litigate."

ft & IS ; "one who brings himself

before the bar f his conscience."
The remark affirms a fact, inexpli-
cable on Confucius's view of the
nature of man. But perhaps such
an exclamation should not be pressed
too closely.

27. THE HUMBLE CLAIM OF CON-
FUCIUS FOR HIMSELF. e (A ^ ^ -2l

$$ -t&) is "the designation of the

place where men are collected to-

gether," and may be applied from
a hamlet upwards to a city. Jg,

= *,

Jft, "honorable," "substantial." Con-
fucius thus did not claim higher
natural and moral qualities than
others, but sought to perfect himself

by learning.
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CHAPTER I. 1. The Master said, "There is Yung!
He might occupy the place of a prince."

2. Chung-kung asked about Tsze-sang Po-tsze.

The Master said, "He may pass. He does not mind
small matters."

3. Chung-kung said, "If a man cherish in himself
a reverential feeling of the necessity of attention to

business, though he may be easy in small matters in his

government of the people, that may be allowed. But

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. $g -jjj, ^
;;. "There is Yung. Commences
the first chapter, and stands as the
title of the Book. Its subjects are
in such akin to those of the preced-
ing Book, and therefore, it is said,

they are in juxtaposition.
1. THE CHABACTEBS OF NAN

YUNG AND TSZE-SANG PO-TSZE AS
BEGAKDS THEIB APTITUDE FOB GOV-
EBNMENT. 1. Yung, V, iv, pj ffi

]$% {If, "might be employed with his

face to the south." In China the

sovereign sits facing the south. So
did the princes of the states in their

several courts in Confucius's time.

An explanation of the practice is

attempted in the Yi-ching. fft |[>,

chap, be, <& * 99& ft tt *9
JL- m jj z. & -tii. ig A ffi m ffi m

fa $ ITri # m & Ifc -til- "The

diagram Li' conveys the idea of

brightness, when all things are

exhibited to one another. It is the

diagram of the south. The custom
of the sage (i. e., monarchs), to sit

with their faces to the south, and
listen to the representations of all in

the kingdom, governing towards the

bright region, was taken from this."

2. Chung-kung was the designation
of Zan Yung, see V, iv.

fj^ has here

substantially the same meaning as

in V, xxi, =.; jS||,
"not troubling,"

i. e., one's self about small matters.

With reference to that place, how-

ever, the diet., after the old comm.,

explains it by ^c, "great." Of

Tsze-sang Po-tsze we know nothing
certain but what is here stated.

Chu Hsi seems to be wrong in

approving the identification of him
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if ho cherish in himself that easy feeling, and also

carry it out in his practice, is not such an easy mode

of procedure excessive?"

4. The Master said, "Yung's words are right."

CHAPTER II. 1. The duke Ai asked which of the

disciples loved to learn. 2. Confucius replied to him,

"There was Yen Hui; HE loved to learn. He did not

transfer his anger; he did not repeat a fault. Unfor-

tuna1cl\, his appointed time was short and he died;

and now there is not such another. I have not yet
heard of any one who loves to learn as lie did.'' .

with the Tsze-sang Hu of Chwang-
VI, par. 11. 3. Jg fc, "to

dwell in respect," to have the mind
imbued with it. ?&=?& 3 as in

I, v.

'_'. 'I'll K RARITY OF A TRUE LOVE TO
OX. Hfl's SI I'KRIORITY TO THE

oTin.K Discii'i.i:-. In ft jg [n] ^,
# = "that." "Thpro was that Yen
Hui." "Hf (lid not tfciiiM'cr his

anger," i. e., his anger was no tumul-

tuary passion in the mind, but was
excited by some specific cause, to

which alone it was directed. Sl fa
Jfc ^5="he died an early death,"
but -j^- conveys also the idea in the
translation. The two last clauses
are completed thus: ^ -&, $lj

(read as, and=lj|.) & A. * M *n &
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CHAPTER III. 1. Tsze-hwa being employed on a

mission to Ch'i, the disciple Zan requested grain for

his mother. The Master said, "Give her a /#." Yen

requested more. "Give her a yu" said the Master.
Yen gave her five ping.

2. The Master said, "When Ch'ih was proceeding
to Ch'i, he had fat horses to his carriage, and wore

light furs. I have heard that a superior man helps
the distressed, but does not add to the wealth of the

rich."

3. Yuan Sze being made governor of his town by the

Master, he gave him nine hundred measures of grain,
but Sze declined them.

3. DISCRIMINATION OF CONFUCIUS
IN REWARDING OR SALARYING
OFFICERS. Kung-hsi Ch'ih, styled
Tsze-hwa; see V, vii, 3. 1. -fig, in the
4th tone, "to commission," or "to be
commissioned." Chu Hsi says the

commission was a private one from

Confucius, but this is not likely.
The old interpretation makes it a

public one from the court of Lu; see

Q *= & $$> HI. . -ft ?, "the

disciple Zan;" see III, vi. Zan is here

styled J-, like ^ ^-, in I, ii, but only
in narrative, not as introducing any
wise utterance. A fii contained 6

tdu (ij-) and 4 shang (ff-), or 64

shang. The yii contained 160 slidng,

and the ping 16 ho (fjft),
or 1600

shang. A shang of the present day
is about one fourth less than an

English pint. 2. The
,
in

-j SJ
refers to what follows. 3. In Ho
Yen's edition, another chapter com-
mences here. Yiian Sze, named ^J,
is now the 3rd, east, in the outer hall

of the temples. He was noted for

his pursuit of truth, and carelessness

of worldly advantages. After the
death of Confucius, he withdrew into

retirement in Wei. It is related bv
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4. Tlie Master said, "Do not decline them. May
you not give them away in the neighborhoods, ham-
lets, towns, and villages?"
CHAPTER IV. The Master, speaking of Chung-

kung, said, ,"If the calf of a brindled cow be red
and horned, although men may not wish to use it,

would the spirits of the mountains and rivers put it

aside?"

Chwang-tsze that Tsze-kung, high in

official station, came one day in great
stylo to visit him. S/e received him
in a tattered coat, and Tsze-kung
asking him if he were ill, he replied,
"I have heard that to have no
UK nicy is to be poor, and that to

study truth and not be able to find it

is to be ill." This answer sent Tsze-
kung away in confusion. The 900
measures (whatever they were) was
tin- proper allowance for an officer in
Sze's station. ^ ^, see V, vii,

though it is not easy to give the ;

the same reference here as in that
passage. 4. According to ancient
statutes a tin, a li, a hsiang, and a
tang, had each their specific number
of component families, but the mean-
ing is no more than "the poor

about you." sp- makes t!io remark=
"may you not, etc."

4. THE VICES OF A FATHER
SHOULD NOT DISCREDIT A VIRTUOUS
SON. The father of Chung-kung (see
V, ii) was a man of bad character,
and some would have visited this

upon his son, which drew forth Con-
fucius's remark. The rules of the
Chan dynasty required that sacri-
ficial victims should be red, and have
good horns. An animal with those
qualities, though it might spring
from one not possessing them, would
certainly not be unieceptable on
that account to the spirits sacrificed
to. I translate =f- by "calf," but it
is not implied that the victim was
young. %, the 3rd tone,=, "to
lay aside," "to put away." it ^*'*
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CHAPTER V. The Master said, "Such was Hui that

for three months there would be nothing in his mind

contrary to perfect virtue. The others may attain to

this on some days or in some months, but nothing
more."
CHAPTER VI. Chi K'ang asked about Chung-yu,

whether he was fit to be employed as an officer of

government. The Master said, "Yu is a man of deci-

sion ; what difficulty would he find in being an officer

of government?" K'ang asked, "Is Ts'ze fit to be

employed as an officer of government?" and was
answered, "Ts'ze is a man of intelligence; what

difficulty would he find in being an officer of govern-
ment?" And to the same question about Ch'iu the

Master gave the same reply, saying, "Ch'iu is a man
of various ability."

5. THE SUPEBIOBITY OF H(Ji TO
THE OTHER DISCIPLES. It is impos-
sible to say whether we should trans-

late here about Hui in the past or

present tense. ^ is not jgt ^f, "to

oppose," but gt ^, "to depart
from." JJ ?, "come to it," i. e.,

the line of perfect virtue, "in the
course of a day, or a month." Q ^
may also be, "for a day or a month."
So in the | fa.

6. THE QUALITIES OF TSZE-LX)>

TSZE-KUNO, AND TsZE-Ytf, AND THEIR
COMPETENCY TO ASSIST IN GOVERN-
MENT. The prince is called 3$ jgfc ;,
"the doer of government": his minis-

ters and officers are styled ^ jfc ;g-,

"foe followers of government, -fa ^
and

-ffij /f are set, the one expression
against the other, the former indicat-

ing a doubt of the competency of the

disciples, the latter affirming their

more than competency.
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(CHAPTER VII. The chief of the Chi family sent to

ask Min Tsze-ch'ien to be governor of Pi. Min Tsze-

di'ien said, "Decline the offer for me politely. If any

one come again to me with a second invitation, I shall

be obliged to go and live on the banks of the Wan."

CHAPTER VIII. Po-niu being ill, the Master went

to ask for him. He took hold of his hand through the

window, and said, "It is killing him. It is the ap

pointinent of Heaven, alas! That such a man should

7. Mix TszE-m'iEN REFUSES TO
'.: THE C'Hi FAMILY. The tablet

of Tsze-ch'ien (his name was $U is

now the first on the east among "the
ones" of the temple. He was

among the foremost of the disciples.
i icius praises his filial piety, and

we see here, how he could stand firm

in his virtue, and refuse the proffers
he powerful but unprincipled

families of his time. {=$ A Jfe

g, in the translation, and in fj[ (foh,
4th tone) f ;, we must similarly
im.lerstand $ $ g ffc ;-. ff, read
1'i, was a place belonging to the Chi

family. Its name is still preserved
in ft S$ in tin- department of ffi >}fy,

in Shantung. The Wan stream
divi.;- .iid Lu. Tsze-ch'ien

if he should be troubled

again, to retreat to Ch'i, where the

Chi family could not reach him.

8. LAMENT OF CONFUCIUS OVER
THE MOBTAL SICKNESS Oi" Po-NlC.

Po-niu, "elder or uncle Kiu," was
the denomination of -$ 3$ , one of the

disciples of the sage. In the old

interpretation, his sickness is said to

have been ^ ^, "an evil disease,"

by which name leprosy, called ^, is

intended, though that character is

now employed for "itch." Suffering
from such a disease, Po-niu would
not see people, and Confucius took
his hand through the window. A
different explanation, is p'veu l>y

Chu Hat He says that sick persons
were usually placed on the north sido

of the apartment; but \\licn tlm

prince vn'sited them, in order that Jiu
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have such a sickness! That such a man should have
such a sickness!"

CHAPTER IX. The Master said, "Admirable indeed
was the virtue of Hui! With a single bamboo dish of

rice, a single gourd dish of drink, and living in his

mean narrow lane, while others could not have endured
the distress, he did not allow his joy to be affected by
it. Admirable indeed was the virtue of Hui!"
CHAPTER X. Yen Ch'iu said, "It is not that I do

not delight in your doctrines, but my strength is

insufficient.
' ' The Master said,

" Those whose strength
is insufficient give over in the middle of the way but
now you limit yourself."

might appear to them with his face

to the south (see chap, i), they were
moved to the south. On this occa-

sion, Po-niu's friends wanted to

receive Confucius after this royal
fashion, which he avoided by not

entering the house. "

.

= "It is

killing him." ;, the 2nd tone,

generally an initial particle= "now."
It is here final, aiid= "alas!"

9. THE HAPPINESS OF Hui IN-

DKPKNDENT OF HIS POVKBTY. The
jjL w ;i simply a piece of the stem of

a bamboo, and the U half of a gourd

cut into two. j, see II, viii. The
eulogy turns much on ^ in ^ |$|, as

opposed to Jfc 56, "h is joy," the

delight which he had in the doctrines
of his master, contrasted with the

grief others would have felt under
such poverty.

10. A HIGH AIM AND PERSEVER-
ANCE PROPER TO A STUDENT. Con-
fut'ius would not admit Ch'iu's

apology for not attempting more
than he did. "Give over in the
middle of the way," i. e., they go as

long and as far as they can, and aro

pursuing when thy stop.
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CHAPTER XI. The Master said to Tsze-hsia, "Do

you be a scholar after the style of the superior man,
and not after that of the mean man."

CHAPTER XII. Tsze-yu being governor of Wu-

ch'ang, the Master said to him, "Have you got good

men there?" He answered, "There is Tan-t'ai Mieh-

ming, who never in walking takes a short cut, and

never comes to my office, excepting on public busi-

ness."

11. HOW LEiKNIXG SE.OU1J> BE
PURSUED. % ^ and /J A. here=
adjectives, qualifying ^jf. The fj-

-/-, it is 8aid, learns ^ g, for his own
real improvement and from duty;
the

/J-. X. ^ A. "for men," with a
vic\v to their opinion, and for his
own material benefit. We should
hardly have judged such a counsel

necessary for Tsze-hsia.
lL'. THE CHARACTER OF TAN-TAl

MH.H-MING. The chapter shows, ac-

cording to Chinese commentators,
the advantage to people in authority
of their having good men about
them. In this way after their usual
fasliinn, they neck for a profound

-ing in the remark of Confucius.
Tan-t'ai Mieh-ming, who was styled

J- ty, has his tablet the 2nd, east,

outside the hall. The accounts of

him are conflicting. According to

one, he was very good-looking, while
another says he was so bad-looking
that Confucius at first formed an
unfavorable opinion of him, an
error which he afterwards confessed
on Mieh-ming's becoming eminent.
He traveled southwards with not
a few followers, and places near
Su-chau and elsewhere retain names
indicative of his presence. 7^ j$ sp,
three particles coming together, are
said to indicate the slow and de-
liberate manner in which the sage
spoke. ^ EJ %, compare | |g) %
in chap. ii. g| is said toss ^5. 1.
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CHAPTER XIII. The Master said, "Mang Chih-fan

does not boast of his merit. Being in the rear on an

occasion of flight, when they were about to enter the

gate, he whipped up his horse, saying,
" It is not that

I dare to be last. My horse would not advance."

CHAPTER XIV. The Master said, "Without the

specious speech of the litanist T'o and the beauty oj:

the prince Chao of Sung, it is difficult to escape in the

present age."
13. THE VIRTUE OF MANG CHIH-

FAN IN CONCEALING HIS MERIT. But
where was his virtue in deviating
from the truth? And how could
Confucius commend him for doing
so ? These questions have never
troubled the commentators, nor is

it wise to bring a railing accusation

against the sage for his words here.

Mang Chih-fan, named $|J, was an
officer of Lu. The defeat referred
to was in the eleventh year of Duke
Ai. To lead the van of an army is

called jffjr,
to bring up the rear is ^.

In retreat, the rear is of covrse the

place of honor.
14. THE DEGENERACY OF THE AGE

ESTEEMING GT.IBNESS OF TONGUE AND
BEATTY OF PERSON. jji,

" to pray/
5

"prayers;" here, in the concrete, the
officer charged with the prayers in

the ancestral temple. I have coined
the word litanist to come as near to
the meaning as possible. This T'o
was an officer of the State of Wei,

styled J- fa. Prince Chao had been

guilty of incest with his half sister

Nan-tsze (see chap, xxvi), and after-

wards, when she was married to

Duke Ling of Wei, he served as an
officer there, carrying on his wicked-
ness. He was celebrated for his

beauty of person. jfn is a simple
connect)ve,= |S|, and the yf is made
to belong to both clauses. The old

commentators construe differently:
"If a man have not the speech of

T'o, though he may have the beauty
of Chao, etc., making the degeneracy
of t'i3 age all turn on its fondness for

specious talk. This cannot be right.
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CHAPTER XV. The Master said, -Who can go out

but by the door? How is it that men will not walk

according to these ways ?
"

CHAPTER XVI. The Master said, "Where the solid

qualities are in excess of accomplishments, we have

rusticity; where the accomplishments are in excess ol

the solid qualities,
we have the manners of a clerk.

When the accomplishments and solid qualities are

equally blended, we then have the man of virtue.

CHAPTER XVII. The Master said,
"Man is born for

uprightness.
If a man lose his uprightness, and yet

live, his escape from death is the effect of mere good
fortune."

15. A LAMENT OVER THE WAY-
WABDNESS OF MEN'S CONDUCT. J8?

g, "these ways," in a moral sense;

not deep doctrines, but rules of

life.

16. THE EQUAL BLENDING OF

SOLID EXCELLENCE AND ORNAMENTAL
. .ll-l.ISHMENTS IN A COMPLETE

CHARACTER. &, "a historian," an
officer of importance in China. The

, however, is to be understood
IHTO of "iv clerk," one that is of a

i sharp and well informed, but
insincere.

17. LlFK WITHOUT UPRIGHTNESS
r Till r; LIFE, AND CANNOT BE

i' UN. Xo more serious

:ii^ than tliis," gays one coni-

was over addressed to

men by Confucius." A distinction

is made by Chu Hsi and others

between the two A; the 1st is #&
, "birth," or "the beginning of

life," and the 2nd is / ^, "preser-
vation in life." A . & ill it .

" The being born of man is upright,"
which may mean either that man at
his birth is upright, or that he is

born for uprightness. I prefer the

latter view. (^ 4 -dt, "The living
without it," if we take [?J=|f-, or "to
defame it," if |^| =|$. We long here
as elsewhere for more perspicuity
and fuller development of view.
Without uprightness the end of

man's existence is not fulfilled, but
his preservation in such case is not

merely a fortunate accident.
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CHAPTER XVIII. The Master said, "They who
know the truth are not equal to those who love it, and

they who love it are not equal to those who delight
in it."

CHAPTER XIX. The Master said, "To those whose
talents are above mediocrity, the highest subjects

may be announced. To those who are below medi-

ocrity, the highest subjects may not be announced."
CHAPTER XX. Fan Ch'ih asked what constituted

wisdom. The Master said, "To give one's
.
self

earnestly to the duties due to men, and, while

respecting spiritual beings, to keep aloof from them,

18. DIFFERENT STAGES OF AT-

TAINMENT. The four , have all one
reference, which must be j| or 3fi|,

the subject spoken of.

19. TEACHERS MUST BE GUIDED
IN COMMUNICATING KNOWLEDGE BY
THE SUSCEPTIVITY OF THE LEARNERS.
In Jjl _h, _h is read 2nd tone, a
verbal word, and not the prep.
"upon," so the ~JC in.Jjl ~J is also

verbal, us in III, vii. The tf1 A " or
mediocre people," may have all

classes of subjects announced to

them, 1 suppose. * is in the 4th

tone, "to tell to."

20. CHIEF ELEMENTS IN WISDOM
AND VIRTUE. Fan Ch'ih, II, v. The
modern comm. take jjj here as=X
and Si ^ as=A it fit "what
is right according to the principles of

humanity.
" With some hesitation I

have assented to this view, though J3;

properly means "the multitude,"
"the people," and the old inter-

preters explain "Strive to perfect
the righteousness of the people."
We may suppose from the second
clause that Fan Ch'ih was striving
after what was uncommon and super-
human. For a full exhibition of the
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may be called wisdom." He asked about perfect

virtue. The Master said, "The man of virtue makes

the difficulty to be overcome his first business, and

success only a subsequent consideration; this may

be called perfect virtue."

CHAPTER XXI. The Master said, "The wise find

pleasure in water ; the virtuous find pleasure in hills.

The wise are active; the virtuous are tranquil. The

wise are joyful; the virtuous are long-lived."

CHAPTER XXII. The Master said,
"
Ch'i, by one

are tranquil and firm, like the stable

mountains. The pursuit of knowl-

ge brings joy. Ihe life of the
virtuous may be expected to glide

calmly on and long. After all, the

saying is not very comprehensible.
22. THE CONDITION OF THE STATES

CH'I AND Lu. Ch'i and Lu were
both within the present Shantung.
Ch'i lay along the coast on the north,

embracing the present department of

T^ j)'l'|
and other territory. Lu was

on the south, the larger portion of it

being formed by the present depart-
ment of 3S jJ'H- At the rise of the
Chau dynasty, King Wu invested

Lii-shang, a counselor of King Wu
and the commander of his army,
with the principality of Ch'i. King

phrase & jjft, see fy Jf, ^VI - Here
it=" spiritual beings," manes and
others. =jg. the 4th tone; $g ,

"keep at a distance from them," not

"keep them at a distance." The
sage's advice therefore is "attend
to what are plainly human duties,
and do not be superstitious." *fc

and & are, as frequently verbs, "put
first," "put last." The old inter-

ns take them differently, but
not so well.

'21. CONTRASTS OF THE WISE AND
THE VIRTUOUS. The two first $* are
iviid do, 4th tone,=^f $f, "to find

pleasure in." The wise or knowing
are active and restless, like the
waters of a stream, ceaselessly flow-

ing and advancing. The virtuous
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change, would come to the State of Lu. Lu, by one

change, would come to a state where true principles

predominated.
' '

CHAPTER XXIII. The Master said, "A cornered

vessel without corners. A strange cornered vessel!

A strange cornered vessel !"

CHAPTER XXIV. Tsai Wo asked, saying, "A
benevolent man, though it be told him,

* There is a
man in the well,' will go in after him, I suppose."
Confucius said, "Why should he do so?" A superior
man may be made to go to the well, but he cannot be
made to go down into it. He may be imposed upon,
but he cannot be befooled.''

Wu at his first interview with Lii-

shang addressed him as Thai-kung
Wang,

" Grandfather Hope," the man
long looked for in his family. This
successor, King Ch'ang, constituted
the son of his uncle, the famous duke
of Chau, prince of Lu. In Con-
fucius's time, Ch'i had degenerated
more than Lu. j^ is

-Jfe |g H g
31 . i%L, "the entirely good and
admirable ways of the former kings.

"

23. THE NAME WITHOUT THE RE-
ALITY is FOLLY. This was spoken
(see the f jgfc) with reference to the

governments of the time, retaining
ancient names without ancient prin-
ciples. The ffo was a drinking vessel ;

others say a wooden tablet. The
latter was a later use of the term.
It was made with corners as appears
from the composition of the char-

acter, which is formed from fj, "a

horn," "a sharp corner." In Con-
fucius's time the form was changed,
while the name was kept. See the
translation in Williams's Syllabic
Dictionary, under syllable k&.

24. THE BENEVOLENT EXERCISE
THEIR BENEVOLENCE WITH PRU-
DENCE. Tsai Wo could see no limita-

tion to acting on the impulses of
benevolence. We are not to suppose
with modern scholars that he wished
to show that benevolence was im-

practicable, fff belongs to the whole

following clause, especially to the
mention of a well. The ; of l ^
should be \. This happy correction
of the text is due to a contemporary
and teacher of Chu Hsi whom he
calls Liu P'ing-chiin. it ... -fa in-

dicate some doubt in Wo's mind.
Observe the hophal force of jgr and
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CHAPTER XXV. The Master said, "The superior

man, extensively studying all learning, and keeping

himself under the restraint of the rules of propriety,

may thus likewise not overstep what is right."

CHAPTER XXVI. The Master having visited Nan-

tsze, Tsze-lu was displeased, on which the Master

swore, saying, "Wherein I have done improperly, may
Heaven reject me! may Heaven reject me!

"

( 'ii AFTER XXVII. The Master said, "Perfect is the

virtue which is according to the Constant Mean! Bare

for a long time has been its practice among the

people.'
1

2:>. TlIK HAPPY EFFECT OF LEAKN-
'

1M. \M> IMiOI'RIETY COMBINED. ^~

^- lids here it8 lighter meaning, =
"t In- student, of what is right and
true." The _ in j^ we naturally
ri-tVr to 3t, but comparing IX, x,

- t'j R W 15 we may absent to

th,< ohsrrvatioll that flj ffi g, %,
"me refers to the learner's own

n." See note on IV, xxiii. B$,
tin- luiuiuliiry of a field;" also, "to

1 1

)
ui boundary." $& ^t~, as in

\'. \\\i. but the force here is more
"air." than "alas!"

2t't. <

-

<>NKI ( [US V1KDICATES HIM-
K"l: \I-ITINO THE UNWORTHY

Nan ts/.e was the wife
i>i the duko of \Vei, and half sister

'i 1'iinee CliAo, inenlioiied in chap,
xiv. Her h-wd charneter was well

ami hen<-i> Ts/.e -I u was d':\-

her was disgraceful to the Master.

Great pains are taken to explain the

incident. "Nan-tsze," says one,

"sought the interview from the

stirrings of her natural conscience."
"It was a rule," says another, "that

stranger officers in a state should
visit the prince's^ wife." "Nan-
tsze," argues a third, "had all

influence with her husband, and
Confucius wished to get currency
by her means for his doctrine."
Whether ^ is to be understood in

the sense of "to swear," = fj, or "to
make a declaration,

" =
p$, is much

debated. Evidently the thing is an
oath, or solemn protestation against
the suspicions of Tsze-lu. |ft, as in

I, i, 1.

27. THE DEFEC^VE PRACTICE OF
T11H PEOI'J.K IX CONFTCIUS'S TIME.

1. thinking an interview with i See the Chung Yuny.
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CHAPTER XXVIII. 1. Tsze-kung said, "Suppose
the case of a man extensively conferring benefits on
the people, and able to assist all, what would you say
of him? Might he be called perfectly virtuous?"

The Master said, "Why speak only of virtue in con-

nection with him ? Must he not have the qualities of

a sage? Even Yao and Shun were still solicitous

about this.

2. "Now the man of perfect virtue, wishing to be

established himself, seeks also to establish others;

wishing to be enlarged himself, he seeks also to enlarge
others.

3. "To be able to judge of others by what is nigh in

ourselves; this may be called the art of virtue."

28. THE TRUE NATURE AND ART
OF VIRTUE. There are no higher
sayings in the Analects than we have
here. 1.

|{g, the 4th tone, "to confer
benefits." 5i ^ ^ i3 said to be
"a particle of doubt and uncer-

tainty," but it is rather the inter-

rogative affirmation of opinion.
Tsze-kung appears to have thought
that great doings were necessary to

virtue, and propounds a case which
would transcend the achievements

of the ancient model sovereigns Yao
and Shun. From such extravagant
views the Master recalls him. 2.

This is the description of fn ^f . ifr

f|, "the mind of the perfectly vir-

tuous man," as void of all selfish-

ness. 3. It is to be wished that the
idea intended by f| j Ifc iff had
been morei clearly expressed. Still

we seem to have here a near ap-
proach to a positive enunciation of

"the golden rule."
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CHAPTER I. The Master said, "A transmitter and

not a maker, believing in and loving the
^ancients,

I venture to compare myself with our old P'ang."

CHAPTER II. The Master said, "The silent treas-

uring up of knowledge; learning without satiety; and

instructing others without being wearied: which one

of these things belongs to me?"

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. jjjt ffjj

?$ -t, "A transmitter, and Book
VII." We have in this Book much
information of a personal character
a I >.>nt Confucius, both from his own
lips, and from the descriptions of his

disciples. The two preceding Books
i of the disciples and other

hies, and here, in contrast with
tin-in, \v(> hi'.ve the sage himself
exhibited.

I . <

'

'N FUCIUS DISCLAIMS BEING AN
'II OR MAKER. J|= f^ H JJIJ

\_l. "simply to hand down the old."
Commentators say the Master's lan-

" here is from his extreme
humility. But we must hold that it

expresses his true sense of his posi-
tion and work, ".'ho the individual
called endearingly "our old P'ung"

can hardly be ascertained.
Some make ^ g to be Lao-tsze, the
founder of the Tao sect, and others

M iiiiike two individuals, one
-ml the other that & jjjft.

Hi whom we read much in Chwanj^-
tezo. A I'-.um Hsicu ap])ears in the

Li Sao, st. 21, where Chu Hsi

describes him as a worthy of the Yin

(or Shang) dynasty, and he supposes
him to be the Lao P'ang here.

2. CONFTJCIUS'S HUMBLE ESTIMATE
OF HIMSELF. f&, here by most
scholars read chih, 4th tone, "to
remember. " , refers, it is said, to

3!|, "principles," the subjects of the

silent observation and reflection. fPj

^ 1fc ? B^ cannot be, "what dif-

ficulty do these occasion me ?" but=

fj3T# ft >ff It ft. as in the transla-

tion. "The language," says Chu
Hsi, "is that of humility upon
humility." Some insert, in their

explanation, jib #p before fpj "Be-
sides these, what is there in me?"
But this is quite arbitrary. The
profession may be inconsistent with
what we find in other passages, but
the inconsistency must stand rather
than violence be done to the lan-

guage. Ho Yen gives the singular
exposition of $f |j| J& (about A. D.

150-200) "Other" men have not
these things, I only have them. "
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CHAPTER III. The Master said,
" The leaving virtue

without proper cultivation; the not thoroughly dis-

cussing what is learned; not being able to move
towards righteousness of which a knowledge is gained;

and not being able to change what is not good:
these are the things which occasion me solicitude."

CHAPTER IV. When the Master was unoccupied
with business, his manner was easy, and he looked

pleased.
CHAPTER V. The Master said, "Extreme is my

3. CONFUCIUS'S ANXIETY ABOUT
HIS SELF-CULTIVATION : ANOTHER
HUMBLE ESTIMATE OF HIMSELF. Here
again commentators find only the

expressions of humility, but there
can be no reason why we should not
admit that Confucius was anxious
lest these things, which are only put
forth as possibilities, should become
in his case actual facts. f$f is in the
sense explained in the dictionary by
the terms *| and tfc, "practicing,"
"examining."

4. THE MANNER OF CONFUCIUS
WHEN UNOCCUPIED. The. first clause,
which is the subject of the other
two, is literally "The Master's

dwelling at ease." Observe 3$f, in

the 4th tone; ^, in the 1st; #p as in

III, xxiii.

5. HOW THE DISAPPOINTMENT OF
CONFUCIUS'S HOPES AFFECTED EVEN
HIS DEEAMS. J?jJ /2f is now to all

intents a proper name, but the
characters mean "the duke of Chau."
Chau was the name of the seat of the

family from which the dynasty so
called sprang, and, on the enlarge-
ment of this territory, King Wan
divided the original seat between his

son J3, (Tan) and the minister ^|
(Shih). Tan was Chdu-kung, in wis-

dom and politics, what his elder

brother, the first sovereign, Wu, was
in arms. Confucius had longed to

bring the principles and institutions
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decay. For a long time, I have not dreamed, as I was

wont to do, that I saw the duke of Chau."

CHAPTER VI. 1. The Master said, "Let the will be

set on the path of duty.

2. "Let every attainment in what is good be firmly

grasped.

3.
" Let perfect virtue be accorded with.

4. "Let relaxation and enjoyment be found in the

polite arts."

CHAPTER VII. The Master said, "From the man

bringing his bundle of dried flesh for my teaching

of Ohau-kung into practice, and in

his earlier years, while hope animated
him, had often dreamed of the former

The original territory of Chau
what is now the district of

Clri-slian (ftj Jlj), department of

Fnng-haiang in Shensi.
(i - RtTLES FOB THE FULL MATUB-

F < IIAKACTKR. 2. & might be
translated virtue, but l="perfect
virtue" following, we require another
term. 4. ffi, "to ramble for amuse-
ment," here= " to seek recreation."

|Ji, see note on ;, in I, vi. A full

enumeration makes "six arts," viz.,
ceremonies, music, archery, chariot-

:u', the study of characters or
language, and figures or arithmetic.
The ceremonies were ranged in five
classes: lucky or sacrifices; unlucky
or those of mourning; military; those
of host and guest; and festive.
MUSK- required the study of the

music of Hwang-ti, of Yao, of Shun,
of Yu, of T'ang, and of Wu.
Archery had a fivefold classification.

Charioteering had the same. The
study of the characters required the
examination of them to determine
whether there predominated in their

formation resemblance to the object,
combination of ideas, indication of

properties, a phonetic principle, a
principle of contrariety, or meta-

phorical accommodation. Figures
were managed according to nine

rules, as the object was the meas-
urement of land, capacity, etc.
These six subjects were the business
of the highest and most liberal

education, but we need not suppose
that Confucius had them all in view
here.

7. THE READINESS OF CONFUCIUS
TO IMPART INSTRUCTION. It Was the
rule anciently that when one party
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upwards, I have never refused instruction to any
one."

CHAPTER VIII. The Master said, "I do not open
up the truth to one who is not eager to get knowledge,
nor help out any one who is not anxious to explain
himself. When I have presented one corner of a

subject to any one, and he cannot from it learn the

other three, I do not repeat my lesson."

CHAPTER IX. 1. When the Master was eating by
the side of a mourner, he never ate to the full.

2. He did not sing on the same day in which he had
been weeping.

waited on another, he should carry
some present or offering with him.

Pupils did so when they first waited
on their teacher. Of such offerings,
one of the lowest was a bundle of

strips of f^, "dried flesh." The
wages of a teacher are now called ffi

ifc, "the money of the dried flesh."

However small the offering brought
to the sage, let him only see the
indication of a wish to learn, and he

imparted his instructions. ty. _h

may be translated "upwards," i. e.,

"to such a man and others with
larger gifts," _t being in the 3rd tone;
or the character may be understood
in the sense of "coming to my
instructions." I prefer the former

interpretation.
8. CONFUCIUS REQUIRED A REAL

DESIRE AND ABILITY IN HIS DIS-

CIPLES. The last chapter tells of the

sage's readiness to teach; this shows
that he did not teach where his

teaching was likely to prove of no
avail. $, in the comm. and diet,

is explained P gfc fj jfij fc tfe fft,

"the appearance of one with mouth
wishing to speak and yet not able to
do so. " This being the meaning, we
might have expected the character
to be l^. fa, "to turn," is explained
Jlf &. #0 It < ^. "going round for

mutual testimony." ^ ^= -/f> ff[ ^f
jljjf , "I tell him nothing more."

9. CONFUCIUS'S SYMPATHY WITH
MOURNERS. The weeping is under-
stood to be on the occasion of offering
his condolences to a mourner, which
was "a rule of propriety."
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CHAPTER X. 1. The Master said to Yen Yuan,

"When called to office, to undertake its duties; when

not so called, to lie retired; it is only I and you who

have attained to this."

2. Tsze-lu said, "If you had the conduct of the

armies of a great state, whom would you have to act

with you?"
3. The Master said, "I would not have him to act

with me, who will unarmed attack a tiger, or cross a

river without a boat, dying without any regret. My
a^ociate must be the man who proceeds to action full

of solicitude, who is fond of adjusting his plans, and
then carries them into execution."

10. THE ATTAINMENTS OF Hfh T.TKV.

THOSE OF CONFUCIUS. THE EXCES-
SIVE BOLDNESS OF TSZE-LU\ 1. In
Jfl , % Z., Z. is explained by fj,
but we have seen that following
active verbs imparts to them a
sort of neuter signification. fj\

=
"used." ^ ="neglected." 2. A
Chun, according to the JffJ jjjg,

con-
sisted of 12,500 men. The royal

forces consisted of six such bodies,
and those of a great state of three.

3- H !% $& M, see Shih-ching, II, v,

1, st. 6. t|f does not indicate timidi-

ty, but solicitude. Tsze-lCi, it would
appear, was jealous of the praise
conferred on Hui, and, pluming him-
self on his bravery, put in for a share
of the Master's approbation. But he
only brought on himself this rebuke.
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CHAPTER XI. The Master said, "If the search for

riches is sure to be successful, though I should become
a groom with whip in hand to get them, I will do so.

As the search may not be successful, I will follow after

that which I love."

CHAPTER XII. The things in reference to which
the Master exercised the greatest caution were fast-

ing, war, and sickness.

CHAPTER XIII. When the Master was in Ch'i, he
heard the Shao, and for three months did not know

11. THE UNCERTAINTY AND FOLLY
OF THE PURSUIT OF BICHES. It

occurs to a student to understand
the first clause "If it be proper to
search for riches," and the third

"I will do it." But the translation

is according to the modern com-
mentaries, and the conclusion agrees
better with it. In explaining $L $$;

< dr> some refer us to the attendants
who cleared the street with their

whips when the prince went abroad,
but we need not seek any particular
allusion of the kind. Observe jfjj

=
^f, "if," and then ft]

= "since." Still

we may bring out the meaning from

jfjj taken in its usual significance of

"and." In this construction the

previous ^ = "given riches," and jf[j

pj ^ = "and such as can surely be
found." An objection to the pur-
suit of wealth may be made on the

ground of righteousness, or on that
of its uncertainty. It is the latter

on which Confucius here rests.

12. WHAT THINGS CONFUCIUS WAS

PARTICULARLY CAREFUL ABOUT. ^,
read chdi, and=f, "to fast," or,

rather, denoting the whole religious

adjustment, enjoined before the of-

fering of sacrifice, and extending
over the ten days previous to the

great sacrificial seasons. 5? means
"to equalize" (see II, iii), and the
effect of those previous exercises was
^ ^ 51 & IJt ^.

" to adjust what
was not adjusted, so as to produce a
perfect adjustment." Sacrifices pre-
sented in such a state of- mind were
sure to be acceptable. Other people,
it is said, might be heedless in ref-

erence to sacrifices, to war, and to

sickness, but not so the sage.
13. THE EFFECT OF MUSIC ON

CONFUCIUS. The shdo, see III, xxv.
This incident must have happened in

the thirty-sixth year of Confucius,
when he followed Duke Chao in

his flight from Lu to Ch'i. As re-

lated in the Jfe. fE "Historical Rec-

ords,
" before the characters 3i ^ >

* we have -l , "he learned it three
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the taste of flesh. "I did not think," he said, ''that

music could have been made so excellent as this."

CHAPTER XIV. 1. Yen Yu said, "Is our Master for

the ruler of Wei?" Tsze-kung said, "Oh! I will ask

him."
2. He went in accordingly, and said, "What sort of

men were Po-i and Shu-ch'i?" "They were ancient

worthies," said the Master. "Did they have any

repinings because of their course?" The Master again

replied, "They sought to act virtuously, and they did

so; what was there for them to repine about?" On
-u out and i "u Matethis, Tsze-kung went out and said,

for him."

Our Master is not

months," which may relieve us from
the necessity of extending the three
months over all the time in which he
did not know the taste of his food.
In Ho Yen's compilation, the ^\ ^n is

explained by ^ ;g, "he was careless
about and forgot." The last clause
is also explained there "I did not
think that this music had reached
this i ountry of Ch'i."

14. COXFVCIUS DID NOT APPROVE
or \ SUN OPPOSING HIS FATHER. 1.

Tho fli Irst son of Duke Ling of Wei
had planned to kill his mother

MincitluT;, the notorious Nan-
tezeO'l. xxvi). For this he had to
flee tin- n.imtry, and his son, on the

i <>f I. HILT, biTiime duke
( ft .),

ami subsequently opposed his father's

attempts to wrest the state from
him. This was the matter argued
among the disciples, Was Confucius
for (H, 4th tone) the son, the ruling
duke ? 2. In Wei it would not have
been according to propriety to speak
by name of its ruler, and therefore

Tsze-kung put the case of Po-i and
Shu-ch'i, see V, xxii. They having
given up a throne, and finally their

lives, rather than do what they
thought wrong, and Confucius fully
approving of their conduct, it was
plain he could not approve of a son's

holding by force what was the right-
ful inheritance of the father. ^ l

iftj ^ lH, "They sought for virtue,
and they got virtue;" i. e., such was
the character of their conduct.
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CHAPTER XV. The Master said, "With coarse rice

to eat, with water to drink, and my bended arm for a

pillow; I have still joy in the midst of these things.
Riches and honors acquired by unrighteousness are to

me as a floating cloud."

CHAPTER XVI. The Master said, "If some years
were added to my life, I would give fifty to the study
of the Yi, and then I might come to be without great
faults."

15. THE JOY OF CONFUCIUS IN-

DEPENDENT OF OUTWARD CIRCUM-
STANCES. Ki, in 3rd tone, "a meal";
also, as here, a verb, "to eat." ^fc,

4th tone, "to pillow," "to use as a

pillow." Critics call attention to /fa,

making the sentiment= "My joy is

everywhere. It is amid other cir-

cumstances. It is also here. " ^f\ ^
:rj ig,= "By unrighteousness I might
get riches and honors, but such
riches and honors are to me as a

floating cloud. It is vain to grasp at

them, so uncertain and unsubstan-
tial."

16. THE VALUE WHICH CoNFtrcius
SET UPON THE STUDY OF THE Yf.
Chu Hsi supposes that this was
spoken when Confucius was about
seventy, as he was in his sixty-
eightli year when he ceased his

wanderings, and settled in Lu to the

adjustment and compilation of the
Yi and other Chiny. If the remark

be referred to that time, an error

may well be found in 2 ~K for he
would hardly be speaking at seventy
of having fifty years added to his

life. Chu also mentions the report
of Liu P'ing-chun, referred to by him
under V, xxiv, that he had been told
of a copy of the Lun Yii, which read

IS for Jn, and $L for ^. Amended
thus, the meaning would be "If I

had some more years to finish the

study of the Yi, etc." Ho Yen
interprets the chapter quite differ-

ently. Referring to the saying, II, iv,

4, "At fifty, I knew the decrees of

Heaven," he supposes this to have
been spoken when Confucius was

forty-seven, and explains "In a
few years more I will be fifty, and
have finished the Yi, when I may be
without great faults." One thing
remains upon both views: Con-
fucius never claimed, what his

followers do for him, to be a perfect
man.
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CHAPTER XVII. The Master's frequent themes of

discourse were the Odes, the History, and the main-

tenance of the Rules of Propriety. On all these he

frequently discoursed.

CHAPTER XVIII. 1. The duke of Sheh asked Tsze-

lu about Confucius, and Tsze-lu did not answer him.

2. The Master said, "Why did you not say to

him, He is simply a man, who in his eager pursuit

(of knowledge) forgets his food, who in the joy of its

attainment forgets his sorrows, and who does not

perceive that old age is coming on?"

17. CONFCCITJS'S MOST COMMON
TOPICS. ^=, "The History," i. e., the
historical documents which were
compiled into the Shu-ching that has
come down to us in a mutilated
condition.

jj also, and much more
*, must not be understood of the
now existing Shih-ching and Li Chi.
Chu Hsi explains J| (3rd tone) by ^,
"constantly." The old interpreter
Chang explains it by j "correctly,"
-"Confucius would speak of the

Odes, etc., with attention to the
correct enunciation of the char-
acters." This does not seem so
good.

18. CONFUCICS'S DESCRIPTION OF
HIS OWN CHABACTEB, AS BEING

SIMPLY A OHEEBFUL, EABNEST
LEABNEB. 1. |g (read sheh) was a
district of Ch'u (5|), the governor or

prefect of which was styled kung,
after the usurping fashion of Ch'u.
Its name is still preserved in a dis-

trict of the department of ffj f^, in

the south of Honan. 2. :g some-
times finishes a sentence (Premare,
"claudit orationRm"), as here. The
1$ after it= .^l, imparting to all the

preceding description a meaning in-

dicated by our simply or only. Wang
Yin-chth, in his treatise on the
particles, gives instances of -zj used
as a particle, now initial, now
medial, and again final.
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CHAPTER XIX. The Master said, "I am not one
who was born in the possession of knowledge; I am one
who is fond of antiquity, and earnest in seeking it

there"
CHAPTER XX. The subjects on which the Master

did not talk, were extraordinary things, feats of

strength, disorder, and spiritual beings.
CHAPTER XXI. The Master said, "When I walk

along with two others, they may serve me as my
teachers. I will select their good qualities and follow

them, their bad qualities and avoid them."

19. CONFUCIUS'S KNOWLEDGE NOT
CONNATE, BUT THE KESULT OF HIS
STUDY OF ANTIQUITY. Here again,

according to the commentators, is a
wonderful instance of the sage's
humility disclaiming what he really
had. The comment of a Mr. "Yin,

subjoined to Chu Hsi's own, is to the
effect that the knowledge born with
a man is only f| and $|, while cere-

monies, music, names of things,

history, etc., must be learned. This
would make what we may call

connate or innate knowledge the
moral sense, and those intuitive

principles of reason, on and by which
all knowledge is built up. But Con-
fucius could not mean to deny his

being possessed of these. "I love

antiquity ;

"
i. e., the ancients and all

their works.
20. SUBJECTS AVOIDED BY CON-

FUCIUS IN HIS CONVERSATION. gl

"confusion," meaning rebellious dis-

order, parricide, regicide, and such
crimes. Chu Hsi makes jfi$ here=^,
W$ is 4fc < $&> "the mysterious, or

spiritual operations apparent in the
course of nature." 3 J$H (died A. D.

266) as given by Ho Yen, simply
says j&

jjjijj
<. ^., "the affairs of

spiritual beings." For an instance
of Confucius avoiding such a sub-

ject, see XI, xi.

21. HOW A MAN MAY FIND IN-

STRUCTORS FOR HIMSELF. = \ %f,
"three men walking"; but it is

implied that the speaker is himself
one of them. The commentators
all take J|3 in tho sense of "to dis-

tinguish," "to determine." "I will

i determine the one who is good, and

I

follow him, etc." I prefer to under-
! stand as in the translation. g ,,

I "change them," i. e., correct them in
! myself, avoid them.
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CHAPTER XXII. The Master said, "Heaven pro-

duced the virtue that is in me. Hwan T'ui what can

he do to me?"
CHAPTER XXIII. The Master said, "Do you think,

my disciples, that I have any concealments ? I conceal

nothing from you. There is nothing which I do that

is not shown to you, my disciples; that is my way."
CHAPTER XXIV. There were four things which the

blaster taught, letters, ethics, devotion of soul, and

truthfulness.

'22. f.'ONl U( 'ITS CALM IN DANGER,
THKOKCH THE ASSURANCE OF HAVING
A DIVINE MISSION. According to the

historical accounts, Confucius was

passing through Sung in his way
from Wei to Ch'an, and was practic-

ing ceremonies with his disciples
under a large tree, when they were
set upon by emissaries of Hwan (or

Hsiang) T'ui, a high officer of Sung.
These pulled down the tree, and
wanted to kill the sage. His dis-

ciples urged him to make haste and
escape, when he calmed their fears

by these words. At the same time,
he disguised himself till he had got
past Sung. This story may be

apocryphal, but the saying remains,
a remarkable one.

IS PRACTICED NO
I:AI.MI:NT WITH HIS DISCIPLES.

.

~ H J'-- see 111, xxiv. 5% is ex-

plained by Chu H.si by ^, "to
show," us if the meaning were,
"There is not one of my doings in

which I am not showing my doc-

trines to you." But the common
signification of ^ may be retained,
as in Ho Yen, "which is not given
to, shared with, you." To what the

concealment has reference we cannot
tell. Observe the force of ; followed

by -tit at the end; "To have none
of my actions not shared with you,
that is I, Ch'iu."

24. THE SUBJECTS OF CONFUCIUS's
TEACHING. 1 jrtj |fc, "took four

things and taught." There were
four things which not four ways in

which Confucius taught. -JC here
=our use of letters, f?=A 1$? H $>
"what is daily used hi the relations
of life." fc=fc fc * 3, "not
a single thought not exhavisted."

Hf=lfe-7* 7H 3ff, "not a single
thing without its reality/' These
are the explanations in the 0} -^ fj|

ia- i confess to apprehend but
vaguely the two latter subjects as

distinguished from the second.
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CHAPTER XXV. 1. The Master said, "A sage it is

not mine to see; could I see a man of real talent and

virtue, that would satisfy me."
2. The Master said, "A good man it is not mine to

see; could I see a man possessed of constancy, that

would satisfy me.

3. "Having not and yet affecting to have, empty
and yet affecting to be full, straitened and yet affect-

ing to be at ease: it is difficult with such character-

istics to have constancy,"
CHAPTER XXVI. The Master angled, but did not

use a net. He shot, but not at birds perching.

25. THE PAUCITY OF TRUE MEN
IN, AND THE PRETENTIOUSNESS OF,
CONFUCIUS'S TIME, ^f- Q, par. 2, is

supposed by some to be an addition
to the text. That being so, we have
in the chapter a climax of character

the man of constancy, or the

single-hearted, steadfast man; the
good man, who on his single-hearted-
ness has built up his virtue; the
Chiln-tsze, the man of virtue in large
proportions, and intellectually able

besides; and the sage, or highest
style of man. ^g, from 3J1, p, and
3z, "ear, mouth, and good, '^intui-

tively apprehensive of truth, and

correct in utterance and action.

Comp. Mencius, VII, Pt. ii, ch. xxv.
20. THE HUMANITY OF CONFUCIUS;

jj$H is properly the large rope attached
to a net, by means of which it may
be drawn so as to sweep a stream,

HJ, "to shoot with a string tied to

the arrow, by which it may be drawn
back again." J|ij-, applied to such

shooting, in the 4th tone, is read
shih. Confucius would only destroy
what life was necessary for his use,
and in taking that he would not take

advantage of the inferior creatures.

This chapter is said to be descriptive
of him in his early life.
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CHAPTER XXVII. The Master said, "There may
be those who act without knowing why. I do not do

so. Hearing much and selecting what is good and

following it; seeing much and keeping it in memory:
this is the second style of knowledge."
CHAPTER XXVIII. 1. It was difficult to talk (prof-

itably and reputably) with the people of Hu-hsiang,
and a lad of that place having had an interview with

the Master, the disciples doubted.

2. The Master said, "I admit people's approach to

me without committing myself as to what they may do
when they have retired. Why must one be so severe ?

If a man purify himself to wait upon me, I receive him
so purified, without guaranteeing his past conduct."

27. AGAINST ACTING HEEDLESSLY.
Pao Hsien, in Ho Yen, says that this

was spoken with reference to heed-
less compilers of records. Chu Hsi
makes f^ simply=f ], "to do
tilings," "to act." The paraphrasts
make the latter part descriptive of

icius "I hear much, etc."
This is not necessary, and the trans-
hit ion had better be as indefinite as
the original.
-V THE READINESS OF CONFUCIUS

TO MEET APPROACHES TO HTM THOUGH

MADE BY THE UNLIKELY. 1. In 1

$|5, the J||5 appears to be like our
local termination ham. "The people
of Hu-ham. " Its site is now sought
in three different places. 2. Chu
Hsi would here transpose the order
of the text, and read A JS S ^S ^S

immediately after J- Q. He also

supposes some characters lost in the
sentence p f3j ^. This is hardly
necessary. *&, as in V, vii, 3,=jHs
"to allow," "to concede to."
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CHAPTER XXIX. The Master said, "Is virtue a

thing remote ? I wish to be virtuous, and lo ! virtue is

at hand."
CHAPTER XXX. 1. The minister of crime of Ch*an

asked whether the duke Chao knew propriety, and
Confucius said, "He knew propriety."

2. Confucius having retired, the minister bowed to

Wu-ma Ch'i to come forward, and said, "I have heard
that the superior man is not a partisan. May the

superior man be a partisan also ? The prince married
a daughter of the house of Wu, of the same surname

V '

with himself, and called her, 'The elder Tsze of

29. VIRTUE is NOT FAB TO SEEK.

qic, after sp-, implies the negative
answer to be given.

30. How CONFUCIUS ACKNOWL-
EDGED HIS ERROR. 1. Ch'an, one of
the states of China in Confucius's

time, is to be referred probably to
the present department of Ch'an-
chau in Honan province, fj] j& was
the name given in Ch'an and Ch'u to
the minister elsewhere called f?] 7J,
which terms Morrison and Medhurst
translate "criminal judge." But
judge does not come up to his func-

tions, which were legislative as well
as executive. He was the adviser of
his sovereign on all matters relating
to crime. See the Ifi jjjg, fc

'*
g] 5g.

Chao was the honorary epithet of

Chan ($|J), duke of Lu, 541-509 B. c.

He had a reputation for the knowl-

edge and observance of ceremonies,
and Confucius answered the minis-

ter's question accordingly, the more
readily that he was speaking to the
officer of another state, and was
bound, therefore, to hide any failings
that his own sovereign might have
had. 2. With all his knowledge of

proprieties, the duke Chao had
violated an important rule,- that
which forbids the intermarriage of

parties of tho same surname. The
ruling houses of Lu and Wu were
branches of the imperial house of

Chau, and consequently had the
same surname Chi (5g). To con-
ceal his violation of the rule, Chao
called his wife by the surname Tsze

(^-)t as if she had belonged to the
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Wu.' If the prince knew propriety, who does not

know it?" ,

3 Wu-ma Ch'i reported these remarks, ana

Master said, "I am
fortunate!^

If I have any errors,

people are sure to know them."

CHAPTER XXXI. When the Master was in company

with a person who was singing, if he sang well, he

would make him repeat the song, while he accom-

panied it with his own voice.

CHAPTER XXXII. The Master said, "In letters I

am perhaps equal to other men, but the character of the

>upc'rior man, carrying out in his conduct what he

professes, is what I have not yet attained to."

ducal house of Sung. ]fe, the 4th

-5*. 3. Confucius takes the

rritii-ism of his questioner very

lightly.
SI. THE GOOD FELLOWSHIP OF

s. On this chapter, see

tho PH & ^ |j|,
which states very

rictly the interpretation which I

have tollmvfl, making only two

hinirings and not three. jfU, 4th tone,

"to sing in unison with."
\c KNi\\ l.KIKJMKNT OF CON-

KTc'IfS IN KSTIM VT1N(; 11 1 MS K I.V. i

here occasions some difficulty. Ho
Yen takes it, as it often is, =$&, and

explains, "I am not better than

others in letters." In the diction-

ary, with reference to this passage,
it is explained by & so that the

meaning would be "By effort, I

can equal other men in letters."

Chu Hsi makes it ^ f$, a "particle
of doubt," = "perhaps." But this is

formed for the occasion. |^ If

"an in -person-acting ckun-tsze."
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CHAPTER XXXIII. The Master said, "The sage

and the man of perfect virtue; how dare I rank my-
self with them? It may simply be said of me, that I

strive to become such without satiety, and teach
others without weariness." Kung-hsi Hwa said, "This
is just what we, the disciples, cannot imitate you in."

CHAPTER XXXIV. The Master being very sick,

Tsze-lu asked leave to pray for him. He said,

"May such a thing be done?" Tsze-lu replied,
"It may. In the Eulogies it is said, 'Prayer has been
made for thee to the spirits of the upper and lower

33. WHAT CONFUCIUS DECLINED
TO BE CONSIDERED, AND WHAT HE
CLAIMED. ^ and

ijffl
are said to be

correlatives, in which case they=our
"although" and "yet." More natu-

rally, we may join ^ directly with
|| J| fa and take $] as=our "but."
35 ]$f, see chap, xviii. 2. fjj ^,
added to Hz fjf, increases its em-
phasis, = "just this and nothing
more." Kung-hsi Hwa, see V, vii, 4.

34. CONFUCIUS DECLINES TO BE
PRAYED FOR. ^ $sj together mean
"very sick." ^f |f; fff is inter-

rogative, as we find it frequently in

Mencius. f, "to write a eulogy,

and confer the posthumous honorary
title"; also, "to eulogize in prayer,"
i. e., to recite one's excellences as the

ground of supplication. Lei is a

special form of composition corre-

sponding to the French iloge, speci-
mens of which are to be found in the
Wan Hsiian ( ^C H ). ^ prince Hsiiio

T'ung. Wylie, "Notes on Chinese

Literature," p. 192, calls them
"obituaries." Tsze-lu must have
been referring to some well-known
collection of such compositions. In

%a W. f$ may be taken as the pro-
noun. _h ~F=heaven and earth, jfff

being the appropriate designation of
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worlds.'
" The Master said, "My praying has been for

a long time."

CHAPTER XXXV. The Master said, "Extrava-

gance leads to insubordination, and parsimony to

meanness. It is better to be mean than to be insub-

ordinate."

CHAPTER XXXVI. The Master said, "The superior

man is satisfied and composed; the mean man is

always full of distress."

CHAPTER XXXVII. The Master was mild, and yet

dignified; majestic, and yet not fierce; respectful, and

yet easy.

the spirits of the former, and jjjg of

the latter. Chu Hsi says, "Prayer
is the expression of repentance and

promise of amendment, to supplicate
the help of the spirits. If there be
not those things, then there is no
jit-.'d lor praying. In the case of the

Biige, l.e had committod no errors,
and admitted of no amendment. In
all his conduct he had been in har-

mony with the spiritual intelligences,
and therefore he said, my praying

'''en for a long time." We must
demur to some of these expressions;
hut the declining to be prayed for,
and the concluding remark, seem to

indicate the satisfaction of Con-
fucius with himself. We wish that
our information about him were not
ao stinted and fragmentary.

35. MEANNESS NOT so BAD AS
INSUBOKDINATION. ^, read sun, like

jj, and with the same meaning.
36. CONTRAST IN THEIR FEELINGS

BETWEEN THE CHUN-TSZE AND THE
MEAN MAN. jB., "a level plain.

' ; used

uclvrerbially with . = "lightsomely."
This is its force here. .^= $f; B^p,

"constantly."
37. HOW VARIOUS ELEMENTS MODI-

FIED ONE ANOTHER IN THE CHARAC-
TER OF CONFUCIUS.
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CHAPTER I. The Master said, "T'ai-po may be said

to have reached the highest point of virtuous action.

Thrice he declined the. kingdom, and the people in

ignorance of his motives could not express their appro-
bation of his conduct."

THE HEADING OF THIS BOOK. ^
tBBA. "T'ai-po, Book VIII." As
in other cases, the first words of the
Book give the name to it. The
subjects of the chapter are miscel-

laneous, but it begins and ends with
the character and deeds of ancient

sages and worthies, and on this

account ii follows the seventh chap-
ter, where we have Confucius, himself
described.

1. THE EXCEEDING VIRTUE OF
r

i''.ti-po. T'ai-po was the eldest son
of king T'ai (j<.), the grandfather
of Wan, the founder of the Chau
dynasty. T'ai had formed the inten-

tion of upsetting the Yin dynasty,
of which T'ai-po disapproved. T'ai,

moreover, because of the sage vir-

tues of his grandson Ch'ang (||), who
afterwards became King Wan, wished
to hand down his principality to his

third son, Ch'-.n^'s father. T'ai-po
observing th's, and to escape oppos-
ing his father's purpose, retired,

with his second brother among the
barbarous tribes of the south, and
loft their youngest brother in posses
ion of the state, The motives of

his conduct T'ai-po kept to himself,

so that the people ^ ffi jfjj fjj <,
"could not find how to praise him."
There is a difficulty in making out
the refusal of the empire three times,
there being different accounts of the

times and ways in which he did so.

Chu Hsi cuts the knot, by making
" thrice" = "firmly," in which solu-

tion we may acquiesce. There is as

great difficulty to find out adeclin-j ;;

of the kingdom in T'ai-po's with-

drawing from the petty State of

Chau. It may be added that King
Wu, the first sovereign of the Chau
dynasty, subsequently conferred on

T'ai-po the posthumous title of ( hief

of Wu (k), the country to which
he had withdrawn, and whose rude
inhabitants gathered round him. His
second brother succeeded him in the

government of them, and hence the

ruling house of Wu had the same
surname as the royal house of C hau,
that namely of Chi (Jgn ;

see VII,
xxx. ift EL ^ give emphasis to
the preceding declaration ;

- compare
I xiv.
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CHAPTER II. I. The Master said, "Respectfulness,

without the rules of propriety, becomes laborious

bustle; carefulness, without the rules of propriety,

becomes timidity; boldness, without the rules of

propriety, becomes insubordination; straightforward-

ness, without the rules of propriety, becomes rude-

ness.

2. "When those who are in high stations perform

well all their duties to their relations, the people are

aroused to virtue. When old friends are not neg-

lected by them, the people are preserved from

meanness.

2. THE VALUE OF THE RULES OF

ntol'RIETY; AND OF EXAMPLE IN

Til os K IN" HIGH STATIONS. 1. We
must bear in mind that the cere-

monies, or rules of propriety, spoken
of in these Books, are not mere

conventionalities, but the ordina-

tions of man's moral and intelligent
nature in the line of what is proper.

$, "to strangle," is here explained

by < 'h u II si by <; -tJJ . Ho Yen, after

M.I Yung, early part of 2nd cen-

tury, makes it =$ $i] "sarcasm." 2.

There does not seem any connection

between the former paragraph and

this, and hence this is by many
considered to be a new chapter,
and assigned to the philosopher

Tsang. jg -f- differs here from its

previous usage, having reference

more to the $c or station of the

individuals indicated, than to their

^ or virtue. & H=H g. H $,
"old ministers and old intimacies."

Ufa, often a verb, "to steal"; here
an adjective, "mean."
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CHAPTER III. The philosopher Tsang being ill, he

called to him the disciples of his school, and said,

"Uncover my feet, uncover my hands. It is said in

the Book of Poetry, 'We should be apprehensive and

cautious, as if on the brink of a deep gulf, as if tread-

ing on thin ice,' and so have / been. Now and here-

after, I know my escape from all injury to my person.

O ye, my little children."

CHAPTER IV. 1. The philosopher Tsang being ill.

Mang Chang went to ask how he was.

2. Tsang said to him, "When a bird is about to die,

its notes are mournful; when a man is about to die,

his words are good.

3. THE PHILOSOPHER TSANG'S
FILIAL PIETY SEEN IN HIS CARE OF
HIS PERSON. We get our bodies

perfect from our parents, and should
so preserve them to the last. This
is a great branch of filial piety with
the Chinese, and this chapter is said

to illustrate how Tsang-tsze (I, iv)
hao! made this his life-lon'g study.
He made the disciples uncover his

hands and feet to show them in what
preservation those members were.

f$ S, see the Shih-ching, II, v,

1, st. 6. In jfij ^-, we must take

ffjj
=

fj. Wang Yin-chili, however,

takes the first
ffjj as = TJr , and adduces

other instances of 7J= jfjj. Still the

usage is remarkable.
4. THE PHILOSOPHER TSANG'S

DYING COUNSELS TO A MAN OF HIGH
RANK. 1. ^j[ was the honorary epi-
thet of $? $ g, a great officer of Lu,
and son of Mang-wu, II, vi. From the
conclusion of this chapter, we may
suppose that he descended to small
matters Lelow his rank. . refers to

g%. 2. fj% in -^ ^ JH H, intimates
that Tsang commenced the conver-
sation. 3. SgJ;, jH, u-nd {li are all=
verbs governing the nouns following.
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3. "There are three principles of conduct which

the' man of high rank should consider specially im-

portant: that in his deportment and manner he keep

from violence and heedlessness; that in regulating his

countenance he keep near to sincerity; and that in his

words and tones he keep far from lowness and impro-

priety. As to such matters as attending to the

sacrificial vessels, there are the proper officers for

them."
CHAPTER V. The philosopher Tsang said, "Gifted

with ability, and yet putting questions to those who
were not so; possessed of much, and yet putting

(j
uestions to those possessed of little; having, as though

he had not; full, and yet counting himself as empty;

\% is read like $=f , and with the same

meaning, "to rebel against," "to be

r.iry to," that here opposed
being y|, "the truth and right." g|
was a bamboo dish with a stand,
made to hold fruits and seeds at

sacrifice; J[ was like it, and of the
same size, only made of wood, and
used to contain pickled vegetables
ami suurr<. f\ f- is used as in

. ii. Jn llu Yen's compilation,

the three clauses, beginning S)f is,

are taken not so well, and = " thus
he will not suffer from men's being
violent and insulting, etc. etc."

5. THE ADMIRABLE SIMPLICITY
AND FREEDOM FROM EGOTISM OF A
FRIEND OF THE PHILOSOPHER TSANG
This friend is supposed to have been
Yen Yiian. ij^., "imprisonment by
means of wood," "stocks." The
dictionary, after the old writers,
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offended against, and yet entering into no altercation;

formerly I had a friend who pursued this style of

conduct."
CHAPTER VI. The philosopher Tsang said, "Sup-

pose that there is an individual who can be intrusted

with the charge of a young orphan prince., and can be
commissioned with authority over a state of a hundred
li, and whom no emergency however great can drive
from his principles: is such a man a superior man?
He is a superior man indeed."

CHAPTER VII. 1. The philosopher Tsang said, "The
officer may not be without breadth of mind and
explains it with reference to this

passage, by ^ &, $& -&, "alterca-

tion," "retorting." ^ .l ^ $r,

literally, "followed things in this

way."
6. A COMBINATION OF TAJ^ENTS

AND VIRTUE CONSTITUTING A CHUN-
TSZE. ^ fc ^ 55, "an orphan of
six cubits." By a comparison of a

passage in the Chau Li and other

references, it is established that "of
six cubits" is. equivalent to "of
fifteen years or less," and that for

every cubit more or less we should
add or deduct five years. See the

$5 li ^k Hi> where it is also said that
the ancient cubit was shorter than
the modern, and only=7.4 in., so

that six cubits= 4.44 cubits of the

present day. But this estimate of

the ancient cubit is probably still too

high. King Wan, it is said, was ten
cubits high, "g" j|. <fo, see Men-
cius, V, Pt. ii, ch. ii, 6.

|a.
amounts

nearly to a question, and is answered

by & "Yes, indeed."
7. THE NECESSITY TO THE OFFICER

OF COMPASS AND VIGOR OF MIND.

1. tfc> a learned man, "a scholar";
but in all ages learning has been the
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vigorous endurance. His burden is heavy and his
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virtue is the burden which he considers

it is his to sustain ;
is it not heavy?

?

Only with death

does his course stop; is it not long?
'

CHAPTER VIII. 1. The Master said, "It is by the

( )d<-s that the mind is aroused.

2. "It is by the Hules of Propriety that the char-

acter is established.

:; "It is from Music that the finish is received.

CHAPTER IX. The Master said, "The people may
be made to follow a path of action, but they may not

be made to understand it."

qualification for, and passport to,

uHicial employment in China, hence
it is also a general designation for

"an officer." {, 4th tone, a noun,
="an office," "a burden borne";
with the 2nd tone, it is the verb "to
bear."

8. THE EFFECTS OF POETRY, PRO-

Tins, AND MUSIC. These three
short sentences are in form like the
i" 1 "'. <iU fc IH, etc., in VII, vi, but
must be interpreted differently.
There the first term in each sentence
is a verb iu the imperative mood,
here it is rather in the indicative.
Tin-re the $ is to be joined closely
to the 1st character and here to the
3rd. There it= our preposition to;
here \t=hi/. The terms ^J, )fig, j*

have all specific reference to the

Books so called.

9. WHAT MAY, AND WHAT MAY
NOT, BE ATTAINED TO WITH THE
PEOPLE. According to Chu Hsi, the

first is | Z. fJt & #&,duty, what

principles require, and the second is

SI < Jjf W. & "the principle of

duty." He also takes "pj and ^ pj

as= j|6 and ^ flfc.
If the meaning

were so, then the sentiment would
be much too broadlv expressed. See

H rS= 3fc If, XVI, xv. As often in

other places, the f| | gives the

meaning here happily; viz., 'that a

knowledge of the reasons and prin-

ciples of what they are called to do
need not be required from the

people, ;f SJ^ ^.
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CHAPTER X. The Master said, "The man who is

fond of daring and is dissatisfied with poverty, will

proceed to insubordination. So will the man who is

not virtuous, when you carry your dislike of him to an

extreme."

CHAPTER XL The Master said, "Though a man
have abilities as admirable as those of the duke of

Chau, yet if he be proud and niggardly, those other

things are really not worth being looked at."

CHAPTER XII. The Master said, "It is not easy to

find a man who has learned for three years without

coming to be good."

10. DIFFERENT CAUSES OF INS-

UBORDINATION-- A LE6SON TO
RULERS.

11. THE WORTHLESSNESS OF TAL-

ENT WITHOUT VIRTUE. "The dvike

of Chau;" see VII, v. it $%, "the

overplus," "the superfluity," re-

ferring to the "talents," and indicat-

ing that ability is not the ;, or root

of character, not what is essential.

& B> &s in chap. i.

12. HOW QUICKLY LEARNING
MAKES MEN GOOD. This is the inter-

pretation of K'ung An-kwo, who
takes |5 in the sense of |fe. Chu Hsi
takes the term in the sense of

jjjffc,

"emolument," and would change ?

into !&, making the whole a lamen-
tation over the rarity of the dis-

interested pursuit of learning. But
we are not at liberty to admit altera-

tions of the text, unless, as received,
it be absolutely unintelligible.
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CHAPTER XIII. 1. The Master said, "With sincere

faith he unites the love of learning; holding firm to

death, he is perfecting the excellence of his course.

2. "Such a one will not enter a tottering state,

nor dwell in a disorganized one. When right principles

of government prevail in the kingdom, he will show

himself; when they are prostrated, he will keep con-

cealed.

3. "When a country is well governed, poverty and

a mean condition are things to be ashamed of. When
a country is ill governed, riches and honor are things

to be ashamed of."

CHAPTER XIV. The Master said, "He who is not

in any particular office has nothing to do with plans
for the administration of its duties."

13. THK QUALIFICATIONS OF AN
<:K, \vno WILL ALWAYS ACT

KI<;HT IN A( I KI'TINC AND DECLINING
OK KICK. 1. This paragraph is taken
as descriptive of character, the

tsof whose presence wo have in

thf next, and of its absence in the
'2.

l{, in opposition to ^, read
, in 4th tone. The whole chap-

ter seems to want the warmth of

generous principle and feeling. In

fact, I doubt whether its parts bear
the relation and connection which

they are supposed to have.
14 EVERY MAN SHOULD MIND HIS

OWN BUSINESS. So the sentiment of

this chapter is generalized by the

paraphrasts, and perhaps correctly.
Its letter, however, has doubtless

operated to prevent the spread of

right notions about political liberty
in China.
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CHAPTER XV. The Master said, "When the music

master Chih first entered on his office, the finish of the

Kwan Tsii was magnificent; how it filled the ears!"

CHAPTER XVI. The Master said, "Ardent and yet
not upright, stupid and yet not attentive; simple and

yet not sincere : such persons I do not understand."

CHAPTER XVII. The Master said, "Learn as if you
could not reach your object, and were always fearing

also lest you should lose it."

15. THE PRAISE OF THE MUSIC
MASTER CHIH. Neither Morrison nor
Medhurst gives what appears to be
the meaning of gL in this chapter.
The K'ang-hsi dictionary has it ^*
Z. % H 1SU "The last part in the
musical services is called Iwan." The
program on those occasions con-

sisted of four parts, in the last of

which a mimber of pieces from the

Fflng or songs of the states was

sung, commencing _
with the Kwan

Tsii. The name Iwan was also given
to a sort of refrain, at the end of

each song. The old interpreters

explain differently, "when the
music master Chih

'

first corrected

the confusion of the Kwan Tsii,"
etc.

16. A LAMENTATION OVER MORAL
ERBOB ADDED TO NATURAL DEFECT.

If ^ ll 2., "I do not know them";
that is, say commentators, natural
defects of endowment are generally
associated with certain redeeming
qualities, as hastiness with straight-
forwardness, etc., but in the parties
Confucius had in view, those redeem-

ing qualities were absent. He did
not understand them, and could do

nothing for them.
17. WITH WHAT EARNESTNESS ANB

CONTINUOUSNESS LEARNING SHOULD
BE PURSUED.
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CHAPTER XVIII. The Master said,
" How majestic

was the manner in which Shun and Yii held possession

of the empire, as if it were nothing to them!"

CHAPTER XIX. 1. The Master said, "Great indeed

was Yao as a sovereign! How majestic was he! It is

only Heaven that is grand, and only Yao corresponded

to it. How vast was his virtue! The people could find

no name for it.

2. "How majestic was he in the works which he

accomplished! How glorious in the elegant regula-

tions which he instituted !

"

18. THE LOFTY CHARACTER OF
Surs* AND Yii. Shun received the

empire from Yao, 2255 B. c., and
Yii received it from Shun, 2205 B. c.

The throne came to them not by
inheritance. They were called to it

through their talents and virtue.

And yet the possession of it did not
Htfect them at all. ^\ f$L, "it did
not concern them," was as if nothing
to them. Ho Yen takes ^ = ;j^.

-

"they had the empire without seek-

ing for it." This is not according to

I

1

.'. THK VKAISE OF YAo. 1. Xo
doubt, Yao, as he appears in Chinese

annals, is a fit object of admiration,
but if Confucius had had a right

knowledge of, and reverence for,

Heaven, he could not have spoken as

he does here. Grant that it is only
the visible heaven overspreading all,

to which he compares Yao, even that
is sufficiently absurd.

fllj %., not

simply =^ -., "imitated it," but f|||

^ , ^, "could equalize with it."

2. g # fi # = *- m # & J], the

great achievements of his govern-
ment. jJC ^ (see V, xii)= the music,
ceremonies, etc., of which he was the
author.
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CHAPTER XX. 1. Shun had five ministers, and the

empire was well governed.
2. King Wu said, "I have ten able ministers."

3. Confucius said, "Is not the saying that talents

are difficult to find, true? Only when the dynasties of

T'ang and Yii met, were they more abundant than in

this of Chdu, yet there was a woman among them.
The able ministers were no more than nine men.

4. "King Wan possessed two of the three parts of

20. THE SCARCITY OF MEN OF
TALENT, AND PRAISE OF THE HOUSE
OF CnAu. 1. Slum's five ministers
were

r̂ , Superintendent of Works;
jfg:, Superintendent of Agriculture;
^ (hsieh), Minister of Instruction;

Jjk p|j, Minister of Justice; and fj Jgf,

Warden of Woods and Marshes.
Those five, as being eminent above
all their compeers, are mentioned.
2. See the Shu-ching, V, i, sect, ii, 6.

L EL "governing, i. e., able minis-
ters." In the dictionary, the first

meaning given of $L is "to regulate,"
and the second is just the opposite,

"to confound," "confusion." Of
the ten ministers, the most distin-

guished of course was the duke of

I'hau. One of them, it is said, next

paragraph, was a woman, but wheth-
er she was the mother of King
Wan, or his wife, is much disputed.
The ten men were: the duke of

1,'liau, the duke of Shao, Grandfather

Hope, the duke of Pi, the duke of

Yung, T'ai-tien, Hung-yao, San-i

Shang, Nan-kung Kwo, and the
wife or mother of King Wan. 3.

Instead of the usual "The Master
said," we have here JL ? "The
philosopher K'ung said." This is

accounted for on the ground that the
words of King Wu having been

quoted immediately before, it would
not have been right to crown the

sage with his usual title of "the
Master." The style of the whole

chapter, however, is different from
that of any previous one, and we
may suspect that it is corrupt. ^
| is a sort of proverb, or common
saying, which Confucius quotes and
illustrates. Jg ^ |^ (Yao is

called T'ang, having ascended the
throne from the marquisate of that

name, and Yii became a sort of

accepted surname or style of Shun)
K- W ^ '& is understood by Chu Hsi
as in the translation, while the old
writers take exactly the opposite
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the empire, and with those he served the dynasty of

Yin. The virtue of the house of Chau may be said to

have reached the highest point indeed."

CHAPTER XXI. The Master said, "I can find no

flaw in the character of Yii. He used himself coarse

food and drink, but displayed the utmost filial piety

towards the spirits. His ordinary garments were poor,

but he displayed the utmost elegance in his sacrificial

cap and apron. He lived in a low, mean house, but

expended all his strength on the ditches and water

channels. I can find nothing like a flaw in Yii."

view. The whole is obscure. 4.

This paragraph must be spoken of

King Wan.
21. THE PRAISE OF Yu.

fljj,
read

cftten, 4th tone, "a crevice," "a
crack." The form |gj in the text
is not so correct. ^ |f- $ fljj #$ %.
"//i Yii, I find no crevice so,"
i. e., I find nothing in him to which
I can point as a flaw, fa jf$ is

interpreted of the spirits of heaven
and earth, as well as those sacrificed
to in the ancestral temple, but
the saying that the rich offerings
were filial (^) would seem to restrict
the pliraae to the latter. The ftj was

an apron made of leather, and com-

ing down over the knees, and the JfJ,

was a sort of cap or crown, flat on
the top, and projecting before and
behind, with a long fringe on which

gems and pearls were strung, exactly
like the Christ-Church cap of Ox-
ford. They were both used in sacri-

ficing. $| JjjJL, generally the water
channels by which the boundaries of

the fields were determined, and
provision made for their iriigation,
and to carry off the water of floods.

The $| were four cubits wide and
deep, and arranged so as to flow into
the

JJ5L, which were double the size.
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BOOK IX. TSZE HAN
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CHAPTER I. The subjects of which the Master

seldom spoke were profitableness, and also the

appointments of Heaven, and perfect virtue.

CHAPTER II. 1. A man of the village of Ta-hsiang

said, "Great indeed is the philosopher K'ung! His

learning is extensive, and yet he does not render his

name famous by any particular thing."

term, "Fatum eat quod dii fcmtur."
Nor is it decree, or antecedent pur-
pose and determination, but the
decree embodied and realized in its

object.
2. AMUSEMENT OF CONFUCIUS AT

THE BEMABK OF AN IGNORANT MAN
ABOUT HIM. Commentators, old and
new, say that the chapter shows the

exceeding humility of the sage,
educed by his being praised, but his

observation on the man's remark
was evidently ironical. 1. For want
of another word, I render ^ by
"village." According to the statutes
of Chau, "five families made a Jfc,

four pi a HU, and five lu or 500
families a tang." -Who the villager
was is not recorded, though some
would have him to be the same with
*Jl 5{, the boy of whom it is said in

the = ^ jg, ft M 65 ?K &, "of old
Confucius was a scholar of Hsiang
T'o." The man was able to see
that Confucius was very extensively
learned, but his idea of fame, com-
mon to the age, was that it must be

HEADING OF THIS BOOK.
Jl, "The Master seldom, No. 9."
The thirty chapters of this Book are

much akin to those of the seventh.

They are mostly occupied with the

doctrine, character, and Ways of

Confucius himself.
1. SUBJECTS SELDOM SPOKEN OF

BY CONFUCIUS, jflj is mostly taken
here in a good sense, not as selfish

gain, but as it is denned under the
first of the diagrams in the Yi-ching,
^ %. 'fil "the harmoniousness of

all that is righteous"; that is, how
what is right is really what is truly
profitable. Compare Mencius, I, i,

I . Yet even in this sense Confucius
seldom spoke of it, as he would .iot

have the consideration of the profit-
able introduced into conduct at all.

With his not speaking of fc. there is

a difficulty which I know not how to

solve. The fourth Book is nearly
all occupied with it, and no doubt it

was a prominent topic in Confucius's

teachings, -jifr-
is not= our fate, un-

less in the primary meaning of that
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2. The Master heard the observation, and said to

his disciples, "What shall I practice? Shall I practice

charioteering, or shall I practice archsry? I will

practice charioteering."
CHAPTER III. 1. The Master said, "The linen cap

is that prescribed by the rules of ceremony, but now a
silk one is worn. It is economical, and I follow the

common practice.
2. "The rules of ceremony prescribe the bowing

below the hall, but now the practice is to bow only
after ascending it. That is arrogant. I continue to

bow below the hall, though I oppose the common
practice/'

arquired by excellence in some one
particular art. In his lips, JL ? was
not more than our "Mr. K'ung."

SOME COMMON PRACTICES IN-
iMITKREXT AND OTHERS NOT. 1.

The cap here spoken of was that
ribed to be worn in the an-
il temple, and made of very

fine linen dyed of a deep dark color.
' had fallen into disuse, and was

superseded by a simpler one of silk.
Rather than be singular, Confucius
gave in to a practice, which involved
no principle of right, and was eco-
nomical. 2. Chu Hsi explains the ^

f-> $$ *? _h thus: "In the ceremo-
nial intercourse between ministers
and their prince, it was proper for
them to bow below the raised hall.

This the prince declined, on which
they ascended and completed the

homage." See this illustrated in the
f- ffc H 12. in loc. The prevailing
disregard of the first part of the

ceremony Confucius considered in
consistent with the proper distance
to be observed between prince ard
minister, and therefore he wou'd
be singular in adhering to the
rule.
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CHAPTER IV. There were four things from which

the Master was entirely free. He had no foregone

conclusions, no arbitrary predeterminations, no obsti-

nacy, and no egoism.
CHAPTER V. 1. The Master was put in fear in

K'wang.
2. He said, "After the death of King Wan, was not

the cause of truth lodged here in me?
3. "If Heaven had wished to let this cause of truth

perish, then I, a future mortal, should not have got

4. FRAILTIES FROM WHICH CON-
FUCIUS WAS FREE. g, it is said, is

not prohibitive here, but simply
negative; to make it appear that
it was not by any effort, as %& and $
more naturally suggest that Con-
fucius attained to these things.

5. CONFUCIUS ASSURED IN A TIME
OF DANGER BY HIS CONVICTION OF A
DIVINE MISSION. Compare VII, xxii,
but the adventure to which this

chapter refers is placed in the sage's

history before the other, not long
after he had resigned office, and left

Lu. 1. There are different opinions
as to what state K'wang belonged
to. The most likely is that it was a
border town of Chang, and its site is

now to be found in the department
of Kaifeng in Honan. It is said
that K'wang had suffered from |^ JF,
an officer of Lu, to whom Confucius
bore a resemblance. As he passed
by the place, moreover, a disciple,

i!5 Hffl> who had been associated with

Yang Hu in his measures against
K'wang, was driving him. These
circumstances made the people think
that Confucius was their old enemy,
so they attacked him, and kept him
prisoner for five days. The accounts
of his escape vary, some of them
being evidently fabulous. The dis-

ciples were in fear. ^ would in-

dicate that Confucius himself was so,
but this is denied 2. The wan I

render by "the cause of truth."
More exactly, it is the truth em-
bodied in literature, ceremonies, etc.,
and its use instead of tdo, "truth in
its principles," is attributed to Con-
fucius's modesty. jfc B&, "in this,"

referring to himself. 3. There may
be modesty in his use of wan, but he
here identifies himself with the line

of the great sages, to whom Heaven
has intrusted the instruction of men.
In all the six centuries between
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such a relation to that cause. While Heaven does not

let the cause of truth perish, what can the people <

K'wang do to me?"
CHAPTER VI. 1. A high officer asked Tsze-kung,

saying, "May we not say that your Master is a sage?

How various is his ability!"

2. Tsze-kung said, "Certainly Heaven has endowed

him unlimitedly. He is about a sage. And, more-

over, his ability is various."

3. The Master heard of the conversation and said,
" Does the high officer know me ? When I was young,

my condition was low, and therefore I acquired my

himself and King Wan, he does not
admit of such another. ^ 56 ^,
"he who dies afterwards," =a future

mortal.
6. ON THE VARIOUS ABILITY OF

CONFUCIUS: HIS SAOEHOOD NOT
THEREIN. 1. According to the JSJ jjjg,

the Jz $J| was the chief of the six

great officers of state, but the use of

the designation in Confucius's time
was confined to the states of Wu
and Sung, and hence the officer in the
tcvt must have belonged to one of
them. See the ft |$, in loc- Tne

force of ^ is as appears in the

translation. 2. ^ is responded to

by Tsze-kung with [i
;

J, "certainly,"
while yet by the use of J|f he gives
his answer an air of hesitancy. $

, "lets him go," i. e., does not
restrict him at all. The officer had
found the sagehood of Confucius in

his various ability; by the yu,
"moreover," Tsze-kung makes that

ability only an additional circum-
stance. 3. Confucius explains his

possession of various ability, and

repudiates its being essential to tbo
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ability in many things, but they were mean matters.

Must the superior man have such variety of ability?

He does not need variety of ability."

4. Lao said,
" The Master said, 'Having no official

employment, I acquired many arts."

CHAPTER VII. The Master said, "Am I indeed

possessed of knowledge? I am not knowing. But if

a mean person, who appears quite emptylike, ask

anything of me, I set it forth from one end to the

other, and exhaust it."

CHAPTER VIII. The Master said, "The FANG bird

sage, or even to the chun-tsze. 4.

Lao was a disciple, by surname Ch'in

(3$), and styled Tsze-k'ai (^ $])> or

Tsze-chang (^f- Jg). It is supposed
that when these conversations were

being digested into their present
form, some one remembered that
Lao had been in the habit of men-
tioning the remark given, and ac-

cordingly it was appended to the

chipter. ^f- -3$ indicates that it was
a frequent saying of Confucius.

7. CONFUCIUS DISCLAIMS THE
KNOWLEDGE ATTRIBUTED TO HIM,
AND DECLAKES HIS EARNESTNESS IN
TEACHING. The first sentence here
was probably an exclamation with

reference to some remark upon him-
self as having extraordinary knowl-

edge. D|J:H: m.S, "exhibit ( PfJ
=# ifijj,

'to agitate') its two ends," i. e., dis-

cuss it from beginning to end.
8. FOB, WANT OF AUSPICIOUS

OMENS. CONFUCIUS GIVES UP THE
HOPE OF THE THIUMPH OF HIS DOC-
TRINES. The fang is the male of a
fabulous bird, which has been called

the Chinese phojnix, said to appear
when a sage ascends the throne or
when right principles are going to

triumph in the wcrld. The female
is called M. In the dnys of Shun,
they gamboled in his hall, and were
heard singing on Mount Ch'i in the
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-it is alldocs not come; the river sends forth no map:
over with me!"
CHAPTER IX. When the Master saw a person in a

mourning dress, or any one with the cap and upper
and lower garments of full dress, or a blind person,
on observing them approaching, though they were

younger than himself, he would rise up, and if he had
to pass by them, he would do so hastily.
CHAPTER X. 1. Yen Yuan, in admiration of the

Mixler's doctrines, sighed and said, "I looked up to

them, and they seemed to become more high; I tried to

penetrate them, and they seemed to become more firm;
I looked at them before me, and suddenly they seemed
to be behind.

<>f Kii.R Wan. The river and
ilif map cany us farther back still,

'< the time of Fu-hsi, to whom a
monster with the head of a dragon,
and thi- body of a horse, rose from
the water, being marked on the back
BO as to give that first of the sages
the idea of his diagrams. Confucius
indorses these fables, ff f^ ^ ^,

see V, xxvi, and observe how sf-
and i are int orohanged.

81 Ml'.VTHY WITH
OHK'IW, KKSl'KCT FOB BANK, AND
ITV 1 ,.lt MISKOKTI-XE. ^ r0MJ tsze>

-:li- lower edge of a garment."
and joined with

, read to' fit,

"mourning garments," the two
characters indicate the mourning of

the second degree of intensity, where
the edge is unhemmed, but cut even,
instead of being ragged, the terms
for which are

Ijijf f. The phrase,
however, seems to be for "in mourn-
ing" generally. -^?, in 4th tone,

"young."
10. YEN YTLAN'S ADMIRATION OF

HIS MASTER'S DOCTRINES; AND HIS
OWN PROGRESS IN THEM. 1 . Pf g Jfc,

"sighingly sighed." -pp and' the
other verbs here are to be translated
in the past tense, as the chapter
seems to give an account of the
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2. "The Master, by orderly method, skillfully leads

men on. He enlarged my mind with learning, and

taught me the restraints of propriety.

3. "When I wish to give over the study of his

doctrines, I cannot do so, and having exerted all my
ability, there seems something to stand right up be-

fore me; but though I wish to follow and lay hold of it,

I really find no way to do so."

CHAPTER XI. 1. The Master being very ill, Tsze-lu

wished the disciples to act as ministers to him.

2. During a remission of his illness, he said, "Long
has the conduct of Yu been deceitful! By pretending
to have ministers when I have them not, whom should

I impose upon ? Should I impose upon Heaven ?

progress of Hui's mind, ft* 7=^
j&, "suddenly." 2.

i^=jj| it, "to-
lead forward."

-j f :g :g, comp.
VI, x, v. 3. j^. -^ = ^. %$, an ad-

verb, "uprightly," "loftily.
"

5|c, in
the sense of fa, fc ft = Ift 0f Si & M
i

-ft,
"I find myself unable to use

my strength." -fa Q, "yea, in-

deed." It was this which made him
sigh.

11. CONFUCIUS'S HISLIKK OF VIIK-

TENSION, AND CONTENTMENT WITH
HIS CONDITION. 1, {, "was caus-

ing," or wanted to cause. Confucius
had been a great officer, and enjoyed
the services of ministers, as in a

petty court. Tsze-lu would have
surrounded him in his groat sickness
with the illusions of his former state,
and brought on himself this rebuke.
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Should I lay it up in a case and keep

ifTor should I seek for a good
^ce^nd

sell it

The Master said, "Sell it! Sell

wait for one to offer the price. . .

^HACTER XIII 1. The Master was wishing to go

nrt live among the nine wild tribes of the. east.

1 Someon
g
e said, "They are rude How can you

do such a thing?" The Master said, "If a superior

man dwelt among them, what rudeness would there

be?"
3 iijt

=
Jjj fc, as a conjunction,

"letting it be't hat,"= although.

12. HoW THE DESIRE FOB OFFICE

l.D BE QUALIFIED BY SELF-

' T. "gjf
is interrogative here,

VII, xxxiv. There being no

nominative to j, like the "I" in

the translation, we might render,

"should it be put," etc. "R, read

. 4th tone= fj|, "price," "value."

The disciple wanted to elicit from

Confucius why lie declined office so

much, and insinuated his question in

i liis \\x y. li soems better to translate

yu here by "a gem," or a "precitfus

stone," than by "a piece of jade.

13. HOW BABBABIANS CAN BE

CIVILIZED. This chapter is to be

understood, it is said, like V, vi, not

as if Confucius really wished to go

among the 1, but that he thus ex-

pressed his regret that his doctrmi

d'd not find acceptance in China.

1. The 1, see III, v. There were

nine tribes or varieties (ft) of them,

the yellow, white, red, etc. 2. Jin ^
^j^the . refers to his purpose to

go among the I.
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CHAPTER XIV. The Master said, "I returned from

Wei to Lu, and then the music was reformed, and the

pieces in the Royal songs and Praise songs all found

their proper places."

CHAPTER XV. The Master said, "Abroad, to serve

the high ministers and nobles; at home, to serve one's

father and elder brothers; in all duties to the dead,

not to dare not to exert one's self; and not to be over-

come of wine: which one of these things do I attain

to?"

CHAPTER XVI. The Master standing by a stream,

14. CONFUCIUS'S SERVICES IN COR-
|

RECTING THE MUSIC OF HIS NATIVE
STATE AND ADJUSTING THE BOOK OF
POETRY. Confucius returned from
\Vei to Lu in his 69th year, and died
five years after. The Jfft (read yd,
:kd tone) and the $3\ are the names
of two, or rather three, of the divi-

sions of the Shih-ching, the former

being the "elegant" or "correct"

odes, to be used with music at

royal festivals, and the latter the

praise songs, celebrating principally
the virtues of the founders of dif-

ferent dynasties, to be used in the
services of the ancestral temple.

15. CONFUCIUS'S VERY HUMBLE
ESTIMATE OF HIMSELF. Comp. VII,
ii, but the tilings which Confucius

here disclaims are of a still lower
character than those there men-
tioned. Very remarkable is the last,

as from the sage. The old interpreters
treat M ^f ^ Sfe i$c. as they do in

VII, ii;^ compare VII, xxv, xxvii,

xxxiii, et al. fa Jjjji
stand together,

indicating men of superior rank. If

we distinguish between them, the
. may express the princes, high
officers in the royal court, and the

$H, the high officers in the princes'
courts.

16. How CONFUCIUS WAS AF-

FECTED BY A RUNNING STREAM. What
does the it in the translation refer

to? ^ and Jfj indie? te something
in the sage's mind, suggested by the
ceaseless movement of the water.
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said, "It passes on just like this, not ceasing day <

night!"

CHAPTER XVII. The Master said,
" I have not seen

one who loves virtue as he loves beauty."

CHAPTER XVIII. The Master said, "The prosecu-

tion, of learning may be compared to what may happen

in raising a mound. If there want but one basket

of earth to complete the work, and I stop, the

stopping is my own work. It may be compared

to throwing down the earth on the level ground.

Though but one basketful is thrown at a time, the

advancing with it is my own going forward."

Clu'i Hsi makes it 3 J& 4fc,=our
" course of nature." In the ft Jfe we
find for it ^f Jft, "events," "the

things of time." Probably Chu Hsi
rrect. Cornp. Mencius, IV, Pt.

ii, ch. xviii.

IT. THI: RARITY OF A SINCERE
01 vi irn i.. -gj., as in I, vii.

18. THAT LEARNERS SHOULD NOT
-I" NOR INTERMIT THEIR LABORS.

This is a fragment, like many other

cti.-tplers, of some conversation, and
-ubject thus illustrated must l>e

supplied, after the modern com-

mentator, as in the translation, or,

after the old, by "the following of

virtue." See the Shu-ching, V, v, 9,

where the subject is virtuous con-

sistency. We might expect ^ in ^
ife to be a verb, like ^ in ^ Ul, but

a good sense cannot be made out by

taking it so. gj,=" though only,"

as many take it in VI, xxiv. The
lesson of the chapter is that re-

peated acquisitions individually
small will ultimately amount to

much, and that the learner is never

to give over.
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CHAPTER XIX. The Master said, "Never flagging
when I set forth anything to him;- ^ah! that is Hui."

CHAPTER XX. The Master said of Yen Yiian,

"Alas ! I saw his constant advance. I never saw him

stop in his progress."
CHAPTER XXL The Master said, "There are cases

in which the blade springs, but the plant does not go
on to flower! There are cases where it flowers but 110

fruit is subsequently produced!"
CHAPTER XXII. The Master said, "A youth is to

be regarded with respect. How do we know that

19. HtJI THE EABNEST STUDENT.
20. CONFUCIUS'S FOND BECOLLEC-

TION OF HUI AS A MODEL STUDENT.
This is said to have been spoken
after Hui's death. ^ sp- looks as if

it were so. The ?fc, "not yet,"
would rather make us think dif-

ferently.
21. IT IS THE END WHICH CROWNS

THE WOKK.
22. HOW AND WHY A YOUTH

SHOULD BE KElJABDED WITH BESPECT.

The same person is :poken of

throughout the chapter, as is shown
by the ^ in the last sentence. This
is not very conclusive, but it brings
out a good enough meaning. With
Confucius's remark compare that of

John Trebonius, Luther's school-

master at Eisenach, who used to

raise his cap to his pupils on enter-

ing the schoolroom, and gave as the
reason "There are among these

boys men of whom God will one day
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his future will not be equal to our present? If he

reach the age of forty or fifty, and has not made him-

self heard of, then indeed he will not be worth being

regarded with respect."
CHAPTER XXIII. The Master said, "Can men

refuse to assent to the words of strict admonition?
But it is reforming the conduct because of them which
is valuable. Can men refuse to be pleased with words
of gentle advice ? But it is unfolding their aim which
is valuable. If a man be pleased with these words,
but does not unfold their aim, and assents to those,
but does not reform his conduct, I can really do

nothing with him."

Miiiko burgomasters, chancellors, doc-
tors, and magistrates. Although you
do not yet see them with the badges
of their uigiuiy, it is righj that you
should treat them with respect." ^
4-, "after born," a youth. See -fe

, II, viii.

23. THE HOPELESSNESS OF THE
.\>K OF THOSE WHO ASSENT AND

APPROVED WITHOUT REFORMATION OR
SERIOUS THOUGHT. } |/|- ^ f

"words of lawlike admonition." \

is the name of the 5th trigram, to
which the element of "wind'' is

attached. Wind enters everywhere,
hence the character is interpreted
by "entering," and also by "mild-

ness," "yielding." H |H "g",

"words of gentle insinuation." Tn

%$ Z. ^ Ji, an antecedent to '.
is readily found in the preceding
If, but in E ;. H J|, such an
antecedent can only be found in
a roundaboxit way. This is one of
the cases which shows the inappli-
cability to Chinese composition of
our strict syntactical apparatus. 5^
as in chap. x.
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CHAPTER XXIV. The Master said, "Hold faithful-

ness and sincerity as first principles. Have no friends

not equal to yourself. When you have faults, do not

fear to abandon them."

CHAPTER XXV. The Master said, "The commander
of the forces of a large state may be carried off, but

the will of even a common man cannot be taken from

him."

CHAPTER XXVI. 1. The Master said, "Dressed

himself in a tattered robe quilted with hemp, yet

standing by the side of men dressed in furs, and not

ashamed;- ah! it is Yu who is equal to this!

2. "'He dislikes none, he covets nothing; what
can he do but what is good!

'

24. This is a repetition of part of

I, viii.

25. THE WILL UNSUBDUABLE. S
1p, see VII, x. gl|], read shwai, 4th
tone, = >$F %fo, "a general." J7C,

"mate." We find in the dictionary
"Husband and wife of the com-

mon people are a pair (tH 5)" and
the application of the term being
thus fixed, an individual man is

called J7C ^-: an individual woman,

26. TSZE-LTT'S BKAVE CONTENT-
MENT IN POVERTY, BUT FAILUBOS TO
SEEK THE HIGHEST AIMS. 1. On the
construction of this paragraph, com-

pare chap, xviii. The $ is the fox.

The f> read heh, is probably the

badger. It is described as nocturnal
in its habits, having a soft, warm
fur. It sleeps much, and is car-

nivorous. This last characteristic is

not altogether inapplicable to the

badger. See the # ] ft R. 2. See
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3. Tsze-lu kept continually repeating these words

of the ode, when the Master said, "Those things are by
no means sufficient to constitute (perfect) excellence."

CHAPTER XXVII. The Master said, "When the

year becomes cold, then we know how the pine and
the cypress are the last to lose their leaves."

CHAPTER XXVIII. The Master said, "The wise are

free from perplexities; the virtuous from anxiety; and
the bold from fear."

CHAPTER XXIX. The Master said, "There are
some with whom we may study in common, but we

the Shih-ching, I, in, Ode vm, 4. 3.

fit; j|, not "all his life," as frequent-
ly, but "continually." Tsze-lu was
a man of impulse, with many fine

points, but not sufficiently reflective.
27. MEN ARE KNOWN IN TIMES OF

ADVERSITY. & $, "the after-with-

ering," a meiosis for their being ever-

greens.
28. THE SEQUENCES OF WISDOM,

VIRTUE, AND BRAVERY. fc % ^ g,
-

t liia is one of the sayings about
virtue, which i.s only true when it is

combined with trust in (Joel.

29.. HOW DIFFERENT INDIVIDUALS
STOP AT DIFFERENTS TAGES OF PROG-
RESS. More literally rendered, this

chapter would be "It may be
possible with some parties together to

study, but it may not yet be possible
with them, to go on to principles, etc."

HI, the weight of a steelyard, then
"to weigh." It is used here with
reference to occurring events, to

weigh them and determine the ap^
plication of principles to them. In.

the old commentaries, tH is used hero
in opposition to %, the latter being
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shall find them unable to go along with' us to prin-
ciples. Perhaps we may go on with them to principles,
but we shall find them unable to get established
in those along with us. Or if we may get so estab-
lished along with them, we shall find them unable to

weigh occurring events along with us."
CHAPTER XXX. 1. How the flowers of the aspen-

plum flutter and turn ! Do I not think of you ? But
your house is distant.

2. The Master said, "It is the want of thought
about it. How is it distant ?

"

that which is always, and every-
where right, the former a deviation
from that in particular circum-
stances, to bring things right. Thia
meaning of the term here is denied.
The ancients adopted it probably
from their interpretation of the
second clause in the next chapter,
which they made one with this.

30. THE NECESSITY OF REFLEC-
TION, 1. This ia understood to be
from one of the pieces of poetry,
which were not admitted into the
collection of the Shih, and no more
of it being preserved than what we
have here, it is not altogether in-

telligible. There are long disputes
about the

Jjif |^. Chu Hsi makes it

a kind of small plum or cherry tree,
whose leaves ore constantly quiver-
ing, even when there is no wind; and

adopting a reading, in a book of the
Tsin (=|f ) dynasty, of J^ for |U, and

changing ^j into Jg,, he makes out
the meaning in the translation. The
old commentators keep the text, and

interpret, "How perversely con-

trary are the flowers of the T'ang-
tai!" saying that those flowers are

first open and then shut. This view
made them take ^| in the last chap-
ter, as we have noticed. Who or

what is meant by ffi in ^ ,, we
cannot tell. The two jfjj are mere

expletives, completing the rhythm-
2. With this paragraph Chu Hsi

compares VII, xxix. The whole

piece is .lika the 20th of the last

Book, and suggests the thought of

its being an addition by another
hand to the original compilation.
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BOOK X. HEANG TANG
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CHAPTER , I. 1. "Confucius, in his village, looked

simple and sincere, and as if he were not able to speak.

2. When he was in the prince's ancestorial temple,

or in the court, he spoke minutely on every point, but

cautiously.

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. %& f^
a -f ,

"The village, No. 10." This

Book is different in its character

from all the others in the work. It

contains hardly any sayings of

Confucius, but is descriptive of his

ways and demeanor in a variety

of places and circumstances. It is

not uninteresting, but, as a whole,

it hardly heightens our veneration

for the sage. We seem to know
him better from it, and perhaps
to Western minds, after being viewed

in Ilia bedchamber, his undress, and
at his meals, he becomes divested

of a good deal of his dignity and

reputation. There is something re-

markable about the style. Only in

one passage is its subject styled J-,
"The Master." He appears either

as ft ^, "The philosopher Kung,
or as ff ^f- ,

" The superior man." A
suspicion is thus raised that the
chronicler had not the same relation

to him as the compilers of the other
Books Anciently the Book formec

only one chapter, but it is now
arranged under seventeen divisions

These divisions, for convenience in

she translation, I continue to de-

nominate chapters, which is done
also in some native editions.

1. DEMEANOR OF CONFUCIUS IN

HIS VILLAGE, IN THE ANCESTRAL
TEMPLE, AND IN THE COURT. 1.

According to the dictionary, quoting
from a record of "the former Han
dynasty, the ^g contained 2,500

families, and the ff| only 500" ; but
the two terms are to be taken here

together, indicating the residence

of the sage's relatives. His native

place in Lu is doubtless intended,
rather than the original seat of his

family in Sung. <fjjj ffjj #D is explained
by Wang Su "mild-like," and by
Chu Hsi, is in the translation,

thinking probably that, with that

meaning, it suited the next clause
better. 2. $f, read p'ien, the 2nd
tone=J^, "to debate," "to discrimi-
nate accurately." f|f

= If. In those
two places of high ceremony and of

government, it became the sage,
it is said, to be precise and par-
ticular. Compare III, xv.
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CHAPTER II. 1. When he was waiting at court, in

speaking with the great officers of the lower grade, he

spoke freely, but in a straightforward manner; in

speaking with those of the higher grade, he did so

blandly, but precisely.

2. When the ruler was present, his manner dis-

played respectful uneasiness; it was grave, but self-

possessed.

CHAPTER III. 1. When the prince called him to

employ him in the reception of a visitor, his counte-

nance appeared to change, and his legs to move
forward with difficulty.

2. DEMEANOR OF CONFUCIUS AT
COURT WITH OTHER GREAT OFFICERS,
AND BEFORE THE PRINCE. 1. $H may
be taken here as a verb, literally=
"courting." It was the custom for

all the officers to repair at daybreak
to the court, and wait for the ruler

to give them audience. ^ :fc>
" Great officer,

" was a general name,
applicable to all the higher officers in

a court. At the royal court they
were divided into three classes,

"highest," "middle," and "lowest,"
_h, tp, ~JC, but the various princes
had only the first and third. Of
the first order there were properly
three, the jfp, or nobles of the

state, who were in Lu the chiefs

of the "three families." Confucius

belonged himself to the lower grade.
2- 8$ Kt= "the feet moving un-

easily," indicating the respectful
anxiety of the mind. J^, 2nd tone,

here appears in the phrase Bit fja. #n
-fii, in a new sense.

3. DEMEANOR OF CONFUCIUS AT
THE OFFICIAL RECEPTION OF A VISI-

TOR. 1. The visitor is supposed to be
the ruler of another state. On the
occasion of two princes meeting
there was much ceremony. The
visitor having arrived, he remained
outside the front gate, and the host
inside his reception room, which was
in the ancestral temple. Messages
passed between them by means of a
number of officers called ft, on the
side of the visitor, and %, on the
side of the host, who formed a zigzag
line of communication from the one
to the other, and passed their ques-
tions and answers along, till an

understanding about the visit was
thus officially effected. .&

jfjjg
ftj

probably has the meaning which .1

have given in the translation. 2,
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2. He inclined himself to the ofhei officers among

whom he stood, moving his left or right arm, as their

position required, but keeping the skirts of his robe

before and behind evenly adjusted.

3. He hastened forward, with his arms like the

whiles of a bird.

4. When the guest had retired, he- would report to

tin- prince, "The visitor is not turning; round any
more."

CHAPTER IV. 1. When he entered the palace gate,

-hows ( 'onfucius's manner when
engaged in the transmission of the

messages l>et\veen, the prince and his

The prince's nuncio, in im-
im-diiite communication with him-

Aius the .h ffi, the next was the

jfr. ftj, and below were one or more
S$ -lit- Confucius must have been

'*>wing to the rig] it ;is

IK- transmitted a message to the
; pin, who was an officer of the

higher grade, and to the left as he
communicated one from him to the

.'J. The host having come
"in to receive his visitor, proceeded
in with him, it is said, followed by

1! their intenmncios in a line, and
t his milliner in this movement this

paragraph is generally referred. But
the duty of .seeing the guest off, the
subject of the next para-raph, belong-

tin; .-Inuiij i,l,i, and could not be
performed l>y Confucius us merely a
cii'inui ],;. Hence arises a difficulty.
Either it is true that Confucius was

at one time iv,ised to the rank of the

highest dignitaries of the state, or he
was temporarily employed, from his

knowledge of ceremonies, after the
first act in the reception of visitors, to

discharge the duties of one. Assum-
ing this, iho il ig is to be explained
of some of his movements in the

reception room. How could he
hurry forward when walking in file

with the other internuncios ? See
the ft & |jt, II, xxiii. 4. & fg iSr,

"would return the commission," i. e.,
he had seen the guest off, according
to his duty, and reported it. The
ways of China, it appears, were much
the same anciently as now. A guest
turns round and bows repeatedly in

leaving, and the host cannot return
to his place till these salutations are
ended.

4. DEMEANOR or CONFUCIUS IN
THE COURT AT AX AUDIENCE. 1. The
royal court consisted of five divisions,
each having its peculiar gate. That
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So
he seemed to bend his body, as if it were not sufficient

to admit him.

2. When he was standing, he did not occupy the

middle of the gateway; when he passed in or out, he

did not tread upon the threshold.

3. When he was passing the vacant place of the

prince, his countenance appeared to change, and his

legs to bend under him, and his words came as if he

hardly had breath to utter them.

4. He ascended the reception hall, holding up his'

robe with both his hands, and his body bent; holding
in his breath also, as if he dared not breathe.

5. When he came out from the audience, as soon as

he had descended one step, he began to relax his

of a prince of a state consisted only
of three, whose gates were named ^,
*, and $&. The & ft is the k'u, or
first of these. The bending his body
when passing through, high as the

gate was, is supposed to indicate the

great reverence which Confucius felt.

2. ^ tf ft=^ ty fe ft, "He did not
stand opposite the middle of the

gateway.
'' ^ach gate had a post in

the center, called p|j, by which it was
divided into two halves, appro-
priated to ingress and egress. The
prince only could stand in the center
of either of them, and he only could

tread on the threshold or sill. .3. At
the early formal audience at day-
break, when the prince came out of

the inner apartment, and received
the homage of the officers, he oc-

cupied a particular spot called *j*.

This is the {ft, now empty, which
Confucius passes in his way to the
audience in the inner apartment. 4.

^, see IX, ix. He is now ascending
the steps to the ^, "the dais," or
raised platform in the inner apart-
ment, where the prince held Ian

council, or gave entertainments, and
from which the family rooms of the
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countenance, and had a satisfied look. When he had

got to the bottom of the steps, he advanced rapidly to

his place, with Us arms like wings, and on occupying

it, his mariner still showed respectful uneasiness.

CHAPTER V. 1. When he was carrying the scepter

of his ruler, he seemed to bend his body, as if he were

not able to bear its weight. He did not hold it higher

than the position of the hands in making a bow, nor

lower than their position in giving anything to

another. His countenance seemed to change, and look

apprehensive, and he dragged his feet along as if they
were held by something to the ground.

palace branched off. 5. The audi-
ence is now over, and Confucius is

returning to his usual place at the
formal audience. K'ung An-kwo

s the ^t to be the *j* in par. 3,
but improperly. j& after jg[ is an
addition that has somehow crept into
the ordinary text.

5. DEMEANOR OF CONFUCIUS
WHKN EMPLOYED ON A FRIENDLY
EMHA-isv. 1. ^ may be translated

'>ter," in the sense simply of "a
b:ul-e of authority." It was a piece
of jade, conferred by the soven-itm

on the princes, and differed in size

and shape, according to their rank.

They took it with them when they
attended the king's court, and, ac-

cording to Chu Hsi and the old

interpreters, it was carried also

by their representatives, as their

voucher, on occasions of embassies

among themselves. In the $} f& Ut,

II, xxxiii, however, it is contended,

apparently on sufficient grounds,
that the scepter then employed was
different from the other. 0, 1st

tone, "to be equal to," "able for."
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2. In presenting the presents tw^ which he was

charged, he wore a placid appearance.
3. At his private audience, he looked highly pleased.
CHAPTER VI. 1. The superior man did not use a

deep purple, or a puce color, in the ornaments of

his dress.

2. Even in his undress, he did not wear anything
of a red or reddish color.

3. In warm weather, he had a single garment
either of coarse or fine texture, but he wore it dis-

played over an inner garment.

2. T! 16 preceding paragraph describes

Confucius's manner in the friendly
court, at his first interview, showing
his credentials and delivering his

message. That done, he had to

deliver the various presents with
which he was chargsd. This was
called $,=jgt 3. After all the

public presents were delivered, the
ambassador had others of his own
to give, and his interview for that

purpose was called 3 f|. Chu
Hsi remarks that there is no record
of Confucius ever having been em-
ployed on such a mission, and
supposes that this chapter and the

preceding are simply summaries of

the manner in which he used to say
duties referred to in them ought to

be discharged.
(j. RIXLES OF CONFUCIUS IN

REGABD TO HIS DRESS. The dis-

cussions about the colors here men-
tioned are lengthy and tedious. I

am not confident that I have given
them all correctly in the translation.
1. ; if-, used here to denote Con-
fucius, can hardly have come from
the hand of a disciple. ^8"

=}^^^
ffi Q, "a deep azure flushed with
carnation." &=$ "&

" a deep
red"; it was dipped thrice in a red

dye, and then twice in a black,
jjf,

"for ornament," i. e., for the edgings
of the collar and sleeves. The kan,
it is said, by Chu Hsi, after K'ung
An-kwo, was worn in fasting, and
ohe tsuu in mourning, on which
account Confucius would not use
them. See this and the account of

the colors denied in the $ |Jt, in
loc. 2. There are five colors which

go by the name of JE, "correct,"
viz., W, ^, fa fi, |&, "azure, yellow,
carnation, white, and black"; others,

among which are Jj&C and ^, go by
the name of |J, or "intermediate."
See the H !??, in loc. Confucius
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4. Over lamb's fur he wore a garment of black;
over fawn's fur one of white; and over fox's fur one of

yellow.

5- The fur robe of his undress was long, with the

right sleeve short.

6. He required his sleeping dress to be half as long
again as his body.

When staying at home, he used thick furs of the
fox or the badger.

When he put off mourning, he wore all the
appendages of the girdle.

His undergarment, except when it was required
to he of the curtain shape, was made of silk cut narrow
above and wide below.

would UMJ only the correct colors,
moreover, Chtt Hsi adds, red

", reddish-blue are liked by women
"'" l -"''*. UK, his dress, when in

;
and were madeKn the fibera of a creeping plant

tlu- . See the Shih-chW, I, i

P
Ode"

f ^Ifii tH , "he must di^layl.ave it outwards." The inter-
aT *

.*
hb ^ the transla-

'"-ChuHs}, though differingm the old commentators, seems to
>e correct 4. The lamb's fur be-

^ t,> the court dress, the Jawn's
worn on embassies, he fox^on

oc-castons of sa-rifice, etc. 5 Confur,u, knew how to blend cornet

and convenience. 6. This paragraph,
it is supposed, belongs to the next
chapter, in which case it is not the
usual sleeping garment of Confucius
that is spoken of, bu.t the one he
used in fasting. ^, 2nd tone,

lv
V

'
"overplus. 7. These are

the H g| of paragraph 5. 8. The
appendages of the girdle were, the
handkerchief, a small knife, a spikefor opening knots, etc. ^, 3rd tone,
'to put away." 9. The & was the
lower garment, reaching below tho
knees like a kilt or petticoat. For
court and sacrificial dress, it was
made curtainlike, as wide at the topas at the bottom. In that worn on
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10. He did not wear lamb's fur or a black cap, on

a visit of condolence.

11. On the first day of the month he put on his

court robes, and presented himself at court.

CHAPTER VII. 1. When fasting, he thought it

necessary to have his clothes brightly clean and made
of linen cloth.

2. When fasting, he thought it necessary to change
his food, and also to change the place where he com-

monly sat in the apartment.
CHAPTER VIII. 1. He did not dislike to have his

rice finely cleaned, nor to have his minced meat cut

quite small.

other occasions, Confucius saved the
cloth in the way described. So, at

least, says K'ung An-kwo. %, read

shdi, 4th tone. 10. Lamb's fur was
worn with black (par. 4), but white is

the color of mourning in China, and
Confucius would not visit mourners,
but in a sympathizing color. 11.

~rJ $ > "the fortunate day of the

moon," i. e., the first of the month.
This was Confucius'a practice after
he had ceased to be in office.

7. RULES OBSERVED BY CONFUCIUS
WHEN FASTING. 1. ^Bf, read chui, 1st

tone; see VII, xii. The 6th para-
graph of the last chapter should

come in ns the 2nd here. 2. The
fasting was not from all food, but

only from wine or spirits, and from

pot herbs. Observe the difference

between |g| and jg, the former "to

change," the latter "to change
from," "to remove." The whole

chapter may be compared with Matt.
6:16-18.

8. RULES OF CONFUCIUS ABOUT
His FOOD. 1. )J^, "minced meat,"
the commentators say, was made of

beef, mutton, or fish, uncooked. 100

shing of paddy were reduced to 30,
to bring it to the state of j^ rice. 2.

f in the dictionary is "overdone,"
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2. He did not eat rice which had been injured by
heat or damp and turned sour, nor fish or flesh which
was gone. He did not eat what was discolored, or

what was of a bad flavor, nor anything which was ill-

cooked, or was not in season.

3. He did not eat meat which was not cut properly,
nor what was served without its proper sauce.

4. Though there might be a large quantity of meat,
he would not allow what he took to exceed the due
proportion for the rice. It was only in wine that he
laid down no limit for himself, but he did not allow
himself to be confused by it.

5. He did not partake of wine and dried meat
bought in the market.
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6. He was never without ginger when he ate.

7. He did not eat much.

8. When he had been assisting at the prince's

sacrifice, he did not keep the flesh which he received

overnight. The flesh of his family sacrifice he did not

keep over three days. If kept over three days, people
could not eat it.

9. When eating, he did not converse. When in

bed, he did not speak.
10. Although his food might be coarse rice and

vegetable soup, he would offer a little of it in sacrifice

with a grave, respectful air.

of it. See, however, the singular
note in IX, xv. 6. Literally, "He
did not take away ginger in eating.

"

8. The prince, anciently (and it is

still a custom), distributed among
the assisting ministers the flesh of

his sacrifice. Each would only get a
little, and so it could be used at

once. 10. JBL should be changed
into if according to Chu Hsi. Ho
Yen, however, retains it, and putting
a comma after it, joins it with the
two preceding specimens of spare
diet. The "sacrificing" refers to a
custom something like our saying
grace. The master took a few grains
of rice or part of the other provisions,

and placed them on the ground,
among the sacrificial vessels, a trib-

ute to the worthy or worthies who
first taught the art of cooking. The
Buddhist priests in their monasteries
have a custom of this kind, and on

public occasions, as when Ch'i-ying

gave an entertainment in Hongkong
in 1845, something like it is some-
times observed, but any such cere-

mony is unknown among the com-
mon habits of the people. However

poor might be bis fa.-e, Confucius

always observed it. y (<-hdi) = *j&,

the grave demeanor appropriate to

fasting.
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CHAPTER IX. If his mat was not straight, he did

not sit on it.

CHAPTER X. 1. When the villagers were drinking
together, on those who carried staffs going out, he
went out immediately after.

2. When the villagers were going through their
eeicinonies to drive away pestilential influences, he put
on his court robes and stood on the eastern steps.
CHAPTER XI. 1. When he was sending compli-

mentary inquiries to any one in another state, he
l><>wed twice as he escorted the messenger away.

Chi K'ang having sent him a present of physic,
he bowed and received it, saying, "I do not know it.
I dare not taste it."

9. RULE OF CONFUCIUS ABOUT HIS
MAT.

10. OTHER WAYS OF CONFUCIUS
IN HIS VILLAGE. 1. At sixty, people
carried a staff. Confucius here
showed his respect for age. $ff has

an adverbial force, = |[). 2.
There were three jg| ceremonies every
ear, but that in the text was called
'the great tw," being observed in
the winter season, when the officers

I the people of a village about
rchmg every house to expel de-

ions, and drive away pestilence.
wwoonducted with great, uproar,
I little better than a pla but

-aw a good old idea" in it

and when the mob was in his house,
he stood on the eastern steps, the
place of a host receiving guests in
full dress. Some make the steps
those of his ancestral temple, and his

standing there to be to assure the
spirits of his shrine.

11. TRAITS OF CONTUCIUS'S IN-
TERCOUESE WITH OTHERS. 1. The
two bows were not to the messenger,but intended for the distant friend
to whom he was being sent. 2. ffi

was the ^ $ j. of II, xx et al. Con-
fucius accepted the gift, but thought
t
necessary to let the donor know he

could not, for the present at least,
avail himself of it.
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CHAPTER XII. The stable being burned down, when
he was at court, on his return he said, "Has any man
been hurt?" He did not ask about the horses.

CHAPTER XIII. 1. When the prince sent him a gift
of cooked meat, he would adjust his mat, first taste it,

and then give it away to others. When the prince sent

him a gift of undressed meat, he would have it cooked,
and offer it to the spirits of his ancestors. When the

prince sent him a gift of a living animal, he would

keep it alive.

2. When he was in attendance on the prince and

joining in the entertainment, the prince only sacrificed.

He first tasted everything.

12. How CONFUCIUS VALUED HU-
MAN LIFE. A ruler's f$% was fitted to

accommodate 216 horses. See the

ft HL in l c - It naay be used indeed
for a private stable, but it is more
natural to take it here for the [D or
state chiu. This is the view in the
^ sB.
^C PH>

13. DEMEANOR OF CONFUCIUS IN
RELATION TO HIS PRINCE. 1. He
would not offer the cooked meat to
the spirits of his ancestors, not

knowing but it might previously
have been offered by the prince to

the spirits of his. But lie reverently
tasted it, as if he had been in the

prince's presence. He -'honored"
the gift of cooked food, "glorified"
the undressed, and "was kind" to

the living animal. 2. The g here is

that in chapter viii, 10. Among
parties of equal rank, all performed
the ceremony, but Confucius, with
his prince, held that the prince
sacrificed for all. He tasted every-
thing, as if he had been a cook, it

being the cook's duty to taste every
dish, before the prince partook of it.
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3. When he was ill and the prince came to visit

him, he had his head to the east, made his court robes
be spread over him, and drew his girdle across them.

4. When the prince's order called him, without

waiting for his carriage to be yoked, he went at once.
CHAPTER XIV. When he entered the ancestral

temple of the state, he asked about everything.
CHAPTER XV. 1. When any of his friends died, if

5 had no relations who could be depended on for the
ccessary offices, he would say, "I will bury him."

When a friend sent him a present, though it

ght be a carriage and horses, he did net bow.
The only present for which he bowed was that

< t the flesh of sacrifice.

: ft,,
in the '4th tone, pfj ft, "the

direction of the head. The head to<t was the proper position for
a person in bod; a sick man might
for comfort be lying differently, but
-onfuciua would not see the prince

in the correct position, and also
' court dress, so far as he could

it. 4. He would not

14. A repetition of III, xv Com-
pare also chap. ii. Those two pitsagee make the explanation, given at

til, xv, of the questioning being onms first entrance on office very
dou.tful.

15. TRAITS OF CONFUCIUS IN THE
ELATION OF A FRIEND. 1. Jg prop-

eriy, "the closing up of the coffin,"
is here used for all the expenses and
services necessary to interment. 2,
A. Between friends there should be a
community of goods. "The flesh of
sacrifice," however, was that whichhad been offered by his friend to the
spirits of his parents or ancestors,
hey demanded acknowledgment
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CHAPTER XVI. 1. In bed, he did not lie like a

corpse. At home, he did not put on any formal

deportment.
2. When he saw any one in a mourning dress,

though it might be an acquaintance, he would change
countenance; when he saw any one wearing the cap of

full dress, or a blind person, though he might be in his

undress, he would salute them in a ceremonious

manner.

3. To any person in mourning he bowed forward

to the crossbar of his carriage; he bowed in the same

way to any one bearing the tables of population.
4. When he was at an entertainment where there

was an abundance of provisions set before him, he

would change countenance and rise up.
5. On a sudden clap of thunder, or a violent wind,

he would change countenance.

16. CONFUCIUS IN BED, AT HOME,
HEARING THUNDER, etc. 2. Compare
IX, ix, which is here repeated, with

heightening circumstances. 3. 5^ is

the front bar of a cart or carriage. In
fact, the carriage of Confuoin^'s time

was only what we call a cart. In

saluting, when riding, parties bowed
forward to this bar. 4. He showed

these signs, with reference to the

generosity of the provider.
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CHAPTER XVII. 1. When he was about to mount
Ins carriage, he would stand straight, holding the cord.

2. When he was in the carriage, he did not turn

Ins head quite round, he did not talk hastily, he did

not point with his hands.

CHAPTER XVIII. 1. Seeing the countenance, it

instantly rises. It flies round, and by and by settles.

2. The Master said, "There is the hen-pheasant on
the hill bridge. At its season! At its season!"
Tsze-lu made a motion to it. Thrice it smelled him
and then rose.

has no connection with the rest of
the Book. Various alterations of
characters are proposed, and various
views to the meaning given. Ho
Yen's view of the conclusion is this :

"Tsze-lu- took it and served it up.The Master thrice smelled it and
rose." dh, in 3rd tone, = ft.

17. <' .Mines AT AND u- HIS
1. The $ was a strap or

attached to the carriage to
'

in mounting it. 2. JfJ |*j )H," H.> did not look round within," i. e.',
turn his head quite round. See the
1-i 'In. I- i. J't. v, 43.

. IS. A fragment, which seemingly
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CHAPTER I. 1. The Master said, "The men of

former times in the matters of ceremonies and music

were rustics, it is said, while the men of these latter

times, in ceremonies and music, are accomplished

gentlemen.

2. "If I have occasion to use those things, 1 follow

the men of former times."

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. $j jt |

-J- . "The former men, No. 11."
With this Book there commences the
second part of the Analects, com-

monly called the Hsai Lun (~f f$j).

There is, however, no important
authority for this division. It con-
tains 25 chapters, treating mostly of
various disciples of the Master, and
deciding the point of their worthi-
ness. Min Tsze-ch'ien appears in it

four times, and on this account some
attribute the compilation of it to his

disciples. There are indications in

the style of a peculiar hand.

1. CONFUCIXJS'S PREFERENCE OK
THE SIMPLER WAYS OF FORMER TIMES.
1- ft P. & it are said by Chu Hsi
to = ;Jk ?, f H. Literally, the ex-

pressions are, "those who first ad-

vanced," "those who afterwards
advanced," i, e., on the stage of tho

world. In Ho Yen, the chapter is

said to speak of the disciples who
had first advanced to office, and
those who had advanced subse-

quently, j$ &%3-z.*fcmft
& - SI- But the 2nd paragraph is

decidedly against this interpretation.
j{| is not to be joined to the succeed-

ing fit jfi| ^, but ^= quoad. It is

supposed that the characterizing the

^fe jj| as rustics, and their successors
as chun-tsze, was a style of his times,
which Confucius quotes ironically.
We have in it a new instance of the
various application of the name
chun-tsze. In the ^ Hf, it is said,
" Of the words and actions of men in

their mutual intercourse and in the
business of government, whatever
indicates respect is here included in

a >' monies, and whatever is expres-
sive of harmony is here included in

mimic,"
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CHAPTER II. 1. The Master said, "Of those who

were with me in Ch'an and Ts'ai, there are none to be

found to enter my door."

2. Distinguished for their virtuous principles and

practice, there were Yen Yuan, Min Tsze-ch'ien, Zan

Po-niu, and Chung-kung; for their ability in speech,

Tsai Wo and Tsze-kung; for their administrative

talents, Zan Yu and Chi Lu; for their literary acquire-

ments, Tsze-yu and Tsze-hsia.

CHAPTER III. The Master said,
" Hui gives me no

assistance. There is nothing that I say in which he

does not delight.'

2. CONFUCICS'S REGRETFUL MEMO-
RY OF HIS DISCIPLES' FIDELITY:
CHARACTERISTICS OF TEN OF THE
DISCIPLES. 1. This utterance must
have been made towards the close of

Confucius's life, when many. of his

disciples had been removed by
death, or separated from him by
other causes. In his 62nd year or

thereabouts, as the accounts go, he
was passing, in his wanderings from

.11 to Ts'ai, when the officers of

'h'.ln, afraid that he would go on
into Clrfi, endeavored to stop his

course, and for several days he and
the disciples wHh him were cut off

f om food. Both Ch'an and Ts'ai
were in the present province of

Honan, and are referred to the
departments of p >}\] und $c 5ft- 2.

This paragraph is to bo taken as a

note by the compilers of the Book,

enumerating the principal followers
of Confucius on the occasion referred

to, with their distinguishing quali-
ties. They are arranged in four
classes (jHJ 5ft), and, amounting to

ten, are known as the -f- ^J. The
"four classes'' and "ten wise ones"
are often mentioned in connection
with the sage's school. The ten

disciples have all appeared in the

previous Books.
3. Hui'S SILENT RECEPTION QF

THE MASTER-'S TEACHINGS. A teach-
er is sometimes helped by the
doubts and questions of learners,
which lead him to explain himself
more fully. Compare III, viii, 3.

jjft
for f& as in I, i, 1, but K'ung

An-kwo takes it in its usual pro-
nunciation= ^|, "to explain."
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CHAPTER IV. The Master said, "Filial indeed is

Min Tsze-ch'ien! Other people say nothing of him
different from the report of his parents and brothers."

CHAPTER V. Nan Yung was frequently repeating
the lines about a white scepter stone. Confucius gave
him the daughter of his elder brother to wife.

CHAPTER VI. Chi K'ang asked which of the dis-

ciples loved to learn. Confucius replied to him,
" There was Yen Hui; he loved to learn. Unfortu-

nately his appointed time was short, and he died.

Now there is no one who loves to learn, as he

4. THE FILIAL PIETY OF MlN
TSZE-CH'IEN. Ofl, as in VIII, xxi,
"could pick out no crevice or flaw in
the words, etc.

"
$ !j[ (about A. D.

200-250, as given in Ho Yen, ex-

plains "Men had no words of dis-

paragement for his conduct in ref-

erence to his parents and brothers."
This is the only instance where Con-
fucius calls a disciple by his designa-
tion. The use of -J- ^ is supposed,
in the & ?$, to be a mistake of
the compilers. "Brothers"' includes

cousins, indeed = kindred.
5. CONFUCIUS'S APPROBATION OF

NAN YUNG. Nan Yung, see V, i.

~_, as in V, xix. I have translated
it by "frequently"; but, in the

"Family Sayings," it is related that

Yung repeated the lines thrice in

one day. Q Jr, see the Shih-ching,
III, iii, Ode 11, 5. The lines there
are "A flaw in a white scepter
stone "nay be ground away; but for

a flaw in speech, nothing can be
done." In his repeating of these

lines, we have, perhaps, the ground
virtue of the character for which

Yung is commended in V, i. Ob-
serve JL -^ , where we might expect
?

6. HOW Hui LOVED TO LEARN.
See VI, ii, where the same question
is put by the duke Ai, and the same
answer is returned, only in a more
extended form.
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CHAPTER VII. 1. When Yen Yiian died, Yen Lu
begged the carriage of the Master to sell and get an
outer shell for his son's coffin.

The Master said, "Every one calls his son his
m, whether he has talents or has not talents There

Li; when he died, he had a coffin but no outer
I would not walk on foot to get a shell for him,

cause, having followed in the rear of the great
3ers, it was not proper that I should walk on foot."

When Yen Yiian died, the Master
destroying me! Heaven is

ft ^ &, literally, "I follow in
rear of the great officers." This is

il to be an expression of humility.
Confucius, retired from office, might

ill present himself at court, in the
obea of his former dignity, and
would still be consulted on emer-
gencies. He would no doubt have a
ioremost place on such occasions.

8. CONFUCIUS FELT Hm's DEATH
F IT HAD BEEN HIS OWN. The

d interpreters make this simply the
exclamation of bitter sorrow. The
modern, perhaps correctly, make the
hief ingredient to be grief that the
ian was gone to whom lie lookedmost for the transmission of his

' 1|llU ( "'-> I C10S \\<MIJJ NOT
OLHISCABRIAGE To BUY A SHELL

PAS. l.Theroi.sachrono-
;

'iillioulty here. Hui

[tog
to the "Family Sayings,"and the "Historical Records," must

everal years before Con-
'-.urt.on.LI. Either the dates In

"r this chanter is

'p-,,
V( , u Lu, the JgJ

Hui, had himself been a disciple of
-uge in former years > is

' M- char, in text),- thifif
'

idiom noticed in V. vii ;} ^ v
; '

-;-,
to be an active verb>e,l by a double objective. Inn

g. they used a coffin, called
an outer shell without a

'oiu, Mh,,.h was called m. 2. *
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CHAPTER IX. 1. When Yen Yuan died, the Master

bewailed him exceedingly, and the disciples who were

with him said, "Master, your grief is excessive!"

2. "Is it excessive?" said he.

3. "If I am not to mourn bitterly for this man, for

whom should I mourn ?"

CHAPTER X. 1. When Yen Yuan died, the dis-

ciples wished to give him a great funeral, and the

Master said, "You may not do so."

2. The disciples did bury him in great style.

3. The Master said, "Hui behaved towards me as

his father. I have not been able to treat him as

my son. The fault is not mine; it belongs to you,

disciples."

9. CONFUCIUS VINDICATES HIS
GREAT GRIEF FOB THE DEATH OF Hui.
1. 5^. is the loud wail of grief. Moan-
ing with tears is called g)r. 3. ^ X
= $f A, "this man." The third
definition of ^ in the dictionary is

~M Wl ilft IS; "a term of definite
indication."

10. CONFUCIUS'S DISSATISFACTION
WITH THE GRAND WAY IN WHICH Hui
WAS BXTRIED. 1. The old interpreters
take \**\ \ as bein^ the disciples of
Yen Yuan. This is not natural, and

yet we can hardly understand how
the disciples of Confucius would act
so directly contrary to his express
wishes. Confucius objected to a
grand funeral as inconsistent with
the poverty of the family (see chap.
vu

) 3.
jjjg, literally, "regarded me,"

but that term would hardly suit the
next clause. ^, as in the last chap-
ter. This passage, indeed, is cited
in the dictionary, in illustration of

that use of the term. ^ H -f-, see

III, xxiv.
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CHAPTER XI. Chi Lu asked about serving the

spirits of the dead. The Master said, "While you are

not able to serve men, how can yon serve their

spirits?" Chi Lu added. "I venture to ask about

death?" He was answered, "While you do not know
life, how can you know about death?"
CHAPTER XII. 1. The disciple Min was standing

by his side, looking bland and precise; Tsze-lu, looking
bold and soldierly; Zan Yu and Tsze-kung, with a
free and straightforward manner. The Master was
pleased.

11. COXFI ( IIS AVOIDS AXSWKR-
>TIONS ABOUT SERVING

SI-IIIITS, AND ABOUT DEATH. & jf,l|t

are here to be taken together, and
understood of the spirits of the dead.
This appears from Confucius using
only & in his reply, and from the
opposition between X and &. A is
Mum alive, while ^ is man dead a

. a spirit. Two viows of the
replies are found in commentators.

%?l
der nes say "Confucius putUu Lu. and gave him no ansu or

because spirits and death are ob-
"i-iir. and unprofitable subjects to
talk nlwut. With this some modern

ritt-rs agree, as the author of the M
KB but others, and the majority

say "Confucius answered the dis-

ciple profoundly, and showed him
how he should prosecute his inquiries
in the proper order. The service of
the dead must be in the same spirit
as the service of the living. Obe-
dience and sacrifice are equally the
expression of the filial heart. Death
is only the natural termination of
life. We are born with certain gifts
and principles, which carry us on to
the end of our course." This is

ingenious refining, but, after all,
Confucius avoids answering the im-
portant questions proposed to him.

12. CONFUCIUS HAPPY WITH HIS
DISCIPLES ABOUT HIM. HE WAKNS
ISZE-LU, \

ffl 3., like ft -gp, VI,
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2. (He said), "Yu there! he will not die a

natural death."

CHAPTER XIII. 1. Some parties in Lu were going
to take down and rebuild the Long Treasury.

2. Min Tsze-chi'en said, "Suppose it were to be

repaired after its old style; why must it be altered

and made anew?"

3. The Master said, "This man seldom speaks;
when he does, he is sure to hit the point."

iii, 1. Iff, read Jiang, 4th tone. 2.

There being wanting here J- at
the commencement, some, unwisely,
would change the |f| at the end of
the first paragraph into 0, to supply
the blank. ^ & &, ^ is used
with reference to the appearance and
manner of Tsze-lu. %$, in the ft gjjj

is taken as = the final ^. Some say
that it indicates some uncertainty as
to the prediction. But it was veri-

fied ; see on II, xvii.

13. WISE ADVICE OP MIN SUN
AGAINST USELESS EXPENDITURE. 1.

f A. not "the people of Lu," but
as in the translation certain of-

ficers, disapprobation of whom is

indicated by simply calling them _\.
The full meaning of j$ is collected
from the rest of the chapter, fff is

"a treasury," as distinguished from
5f^, "a granary," and from |^, "an
arsenal." "The Long Treasury"
was the name of the one in question.
We read of it in the Tso Chwan
under the 25th year of Duke Chao
(par. 5), as being then the duke's
residence. 2. The use of J{ ia per-
plexing. Chu Hsi adopts the ex-

planation of it by the old commenta-
tors as=^l, "affair," but with what
propriety I do not see. The charac-
ter means "a string of cowries, or

cash," then "to thread together,"
"to connect." May not its force be
here, "suppose it were to be car-

ried on continued as before?"
3. ^ as in chapter ix. tft, 4th tone,
a verb, "to hit the mark," as in

shooting.
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CHAPTER XIV. 1. The Master said, "What has the

lute of Yu to do in my door? v

2. The other disciples began not to respect Tsze-lu.

The Master said,
"Yu has ascended to the hall, though

he has not yet passed into the inner apartments."
CHAPTER XV. 1. Tsze-kung asked which of the

two, Shih or Shang, was the superior. The Master

said, "Shih goes beyond the due mean, and Shang does

not come up to it."

2. "Then," said Tsze-kung, "the superiority is

with Shih, I suppose."
3. The Master said, "To go beyond is as wrong as

to fall short."

14. CONFUCIUS's ADMONITION AND
DKFKNSE OF TSZE-LU. 1. The form
of the harpsichord or lute seems to
come nearer to that of the shih than

any other of our instruments. The
S is a kindred instrument with the

^ t commonly called "the scholar's
lute." See the Chinese Repository,
vol. viii, p. 38. The music made by
Yu waa more martial in its air than
hofitted the peace-inculcating school

of the sage. 2. This contains a
defense of Yu, and an illustration of
his real attainments.

15. COMPARISON OF SHIH AND
SHANG. EXCESS AND DEFECT EQUAL-
LY WRONG. Shang was the name of

Tsze-hsia, I, vii, and Shih, that of
Twan-sun, styled Tsze-chang. 1. Jit,

here=$$, "to overcome," "be su-

perior to," being interchanged with
$J in par. 2. We find this meaning
of the term also in the dictionary.
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CHAPTER XVI. 1. The head of the Chi family was

richer than the duke of Chau had been, and yet Ch'iu

collected his imposts for him, and increased his wealth.

2. The Master said, "He is no disciple of mine.

My little children, beat the drum and assail him."

CHAPTER XVII. 1 . Ch'ai is simple.

2. Shan is dull.

3. Shih is specious.

4. Yu is coarse.

16. CONFUCIUS'S IKDIGNATION AT
THE SUPPORT OF USURPATION AND
EXTORTION BY ONE OF HIS DISCIPLES.
1. :p &, see III, 1. Many illustra-

tions might be collected of the
encroachments of the Chi family and
its great wealth. |$ . %fc gfc, "for
him collected and ingathered," i. e.,

all his imposts. This clause and the
next imply that Ch'iu was aiding in
the matter of laying imposts on the

people. 2. "Beat the drum and
assail him," this refers to the prac-
tice of executing criminals in the
market place, and by beat of drum
collecting the people to hear their

crimes. We must, however, say that
the Master only required the dis-

ciples here to tell Ch'iu of his faults

and recover him.
17. CHARACTERS OF THE FOUR

DISCIPLES CH'AI, SHAN, SHIH, AND
Yu. It is supposed a ^f- is missing

from the beginning of this chap-
ter. Admitting this, the sentences
are to be translated in the present
tense, and not in the past, which
would be required if the chapter
were simply the record of the com-
pilers. 1. Ch'ai, by surname

^fjj,
and

styled J- 3& (of f& there are several

aliases), has his tablet now the 5th

west, in the outer court of the

temples. He was small and ugly,
but distinguished for his sincerity,
filial piety, and justice. Such was
the conviction of his impartial jus-
tice, that in a time of peril he was
saved by a man, whom he had
formerly punished with cutting off

his feet. All the other names have

already occurred and been explained.
3. Jgf, read p'l, is denned in the

dictionary, "practicing airs with
little sincerity." Confucius certain-

ly does not here flatter his followers.
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CHAPTER XVIII. 1. The Master said, "There is

Hull He has nearly attained to perfect virtue. He is

often in want."

2. "Ts'ze does not acquiesce in the appointments

of Heaven, and his goods are increased by him. Yet
liis judgments are often correct.'"

CHAPTER XIX. Tsze-chang asked what were the

characteristics of the GOOD man. The Master said,
"He does not tread in the footsteps of others, brt,

moreover, he does not enter the chamber of the sage"
18. Hfh AND TS'ZE CONTRASTED.

In Ho Yen's compilation, this chap-
ter is joined with the preceding as
one. 1. $;, here= ig, "nearly,"
"near to. " It is often found with sp.

following, both terms together being
r "nearly." To make out a
'ing, the old commentators sup-
J$ it, "the way or doctrines of

the sages," and the modern supply
ifj, "the truth and right." *?, 4th
tone, "emptied," i. e ., brought to

mity, poor, distressed. Hui's
*mg brought often to this state is

'"ucd merely as an additional
'vuML.-tanoe about him, intended to

Jhow that he was happy in his deep
poverty. Ho Yen preserves the
comment of some one, which is

th giving here, and according to

which, ^= 5g tji, "empty-hearted,"
free from all vanities and ambitions.
Then JK= ^, "always." In this

sense J^ ^ was the formative ele-

ment of Hui's character. 2. 3, ' ' to

receive," here= " to acquiesce in."

tt.
= S' " to form a judgment."

Ts'ze, of course, is Tsze-kung.
19. THE GOOD MAX. Compare

VII, xxv. By M X Chu Hsi under-
stands ^ | jfj] ^ | ^-, "one of
fine natural capacity, but who has
*iot learned." Such a man will in

many things be a law to himself, and
needs not to follow in the wake of

others, but after all his progress will
be limited. The text is rather enig-
matical. X =1?, compare chap. xiv.
2. Tsze-chang wag the Shih of chap.
XV.
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CHAPTER XX. The Master said, "If, because a

man's discourse appears solid and sincere, we allow

him to be a good man, is he really a superior man ? or is

his gravity only in appearance?"
CHAPTER XXI. Tsze-lu asked whether he should

immediately carry into practice what he heard. The
Master said, "There are your father and elder brothers

to be consulted; why should you act on that principle

of immediately carrying into practice what you hear ?
"

Zan Yu asked the same, whether he should im-

mediately carry into practice what he heard, and the

Master answered, "Immediately carry into practice

what you hear.". Kung-hsi Hwa said, "Yu asked

whether he should carry immediately into practice

what he heard, and you said, "There are your father

20. WE MAY NOT HASTILY JUDGE
A. MAN TO BE GOOD FEOM HIS DIS-
COUBSE.

fjft
is here "speech," "con-

versation." In Ho Yen this chapter
is joined to the preceding one, and is

said to give additional characteristics
of "the good man," mentioned on a
different occasion. The construc-

tion, however, on that view is all but
inextricable.

21. AN INSTANCE IN TsZE-Ll) AND
ZAN Yfr OF HOW CONFUCIUS DEALT
WITH HIS DISCIPLES ACCORDING TO
THEIR CHARACTERS. Oil Tsze-lu's

question, compare V, 13. {J$ ft ;ff

j$, "Hearing this = anything, should
I do it at once or not?" ^f jH? = :?f ^
3S like |? |S, in VI, iv. <j$A, %;
is explained by Chu Hsi with 0,
"to overcome," "to be superior to,"
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and elder brothers to be consulted:' Ch'iu asked

whether he should immediately carry into practice

what he heard, and you said, "Carry it immediately

into practice." "I, Ch'ih, am perplexed, and venture

to ask you for an explanation." The Master said,

"rh'iu is retiring and slow; therefore I urged him

forward. Yu has more than his own share of energy;

therefore I kept him back."

CHAPTER XXII. The Master was put in fear in

K'wang and Yen Yuan fell behind. The Master, on

his rejoining him, said, "I thought you had died."

Hui replied, "While you were alive, how should I

presume to die?"

Hut we can well take it in its radical
'ication of "to unite," as a hand
pa two sheaves of corn. The

phrase is equivalent to our English
one in the translation. Similarly,
the best pure gold is called '&.

22. YKN Y CAN'S ATTACHMENT TO
: i IL.s, AND CONFIDENCE IN HTS

See IX, v. If Hui's an-
swer was anything more than pleas-
antry, \vc> must pronounce it foolish.
The commentators, however, expand

it thus: "I knew that you would
not perish in this danger, and there-

fore I would not rashly expose my
own life, but preserved it rather,
that I might continue to enjoy the
benefit of your instructions. " If we
inquire how Hui knew that Con-
fucius would not perish, we are

informed that he shared his master's
assurance that he had a divine mis-
sion. See VII, xii; IX, v.
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CHAPTER XXIII. 1. Chi Tsze-zan asked whether

Chung Yu and Zan Ch'iu could be called great
ministers.

2. The Master said, "I thought you would ask
about some extraordinary individuals, and you only
ask about Yu and Ch'iu!

3. "What is called a great minister, is one who
serves his prince according to what is right, and when
he finds he cannot do so, retires.

4. "Now, as to Yu and Ch'iu, they may be called

ordinary ministers."

5. Tsze-zan said, "Then they will always -follow

their chief; '-will they?"
6. The Master said, "In an act of parricide or

regicide, they would not follow him."

23. A GREAT MINISTER. CHUNG-
yu AND ZAN CH'IU ONLY ORDINARY
MINISTERS. The paraphrasts sum up
the contents thus: "Confucius re-

presses the boasting of Chi Tsze-zan,
and indicates an acquaintance with
his traitorous purposes." 1. Chi
Tsze-zan was a younger brother of
Chi Hwan, who was the ^ ^ of III,

i. Having an ambitious purpose on
the rulership of Lu, he was increas-

ing his officers, and^having got the
two disciples to enter his service, he

boastingly speaks to .Confucius about

them. 2. fj- &. ?$ ;, literally "I
supposed you were making a ques-
tion of (

= about) extraordinary men,
and lo! it is a question about Yu and
Ch'iu." "fi"

=
7jr; its force is rather

different from what it has in II, viii,

but is much akin to that in III, vi.

4. =11 EL is explained fjjj & Ifc jfij E>
"simply fitted to rank among the
number of officers." J|. often means
what is merely "official." J^ 3JC,

"an official paper." J|. gL "mere
officials." 5. supposes an an-

tecedent, such as =fe, "their master."
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CHAPTER XXIV. 1. Tsze-lu got Tsze-kao appointed

governor of Pi.

2. The Master said, "You are injuring a man's

son."

3. Tsze-lu said, "There are (there) common people

and officers; there are the altars of the spirits of the

land and grain. Why must one read books before he

can be considered to have learned?"

4. The Master said, "It is on this account that I

hate your glib-tongued people."

CHAPTER XXV. 1. Tsze-lu, Tsang Hsi, Zan Yu,
and Kung-hsi Hwa were sitting by the Master.

24. HOW PRELIMINARY STUDY IS

V TO THE EXERCISE OF
GOVERNMENT: A REPROOF or TSZE-
LU. 1. R, see VI, vii. Tsze-lu
had entered into the service of the
Chi family (see last chapter), and

i amended ({) Tsze-kao (see
chap, xvii) as likely to keep the
turbulent Pi in order, thereby with-

drawing him from his studies. 2.

K, in the sense of -, "to injure."
J in i-h:i|). ix. 3. It qualifies the

whole phrase A -? nnd n " only
the Zan. By denominating Tsze-

"a ni.in's son," Confucius
intimates, I suppose, that the father

ijiii-od as well. His son ought !

not t<. bo so dealt with. 3. The
absurd defense of Tsze-lu. It is to

|

this effect: "The whole duty of

man is in treating other men right,
and rendering what is due to spiritual

beings, and it may be learned prac-
tically without the study you re-

quire." 4. jq^.i$r., "on this account,"
with reference to Tsze-lu 's reply.

25. THE AIMS OF TSZE-LU, TSANO
Hsi, ZAN Yu, AND KUNG-HSI Hwi,
AND CONFUCIUS'S REMARKS ABOUT
THEM. Compare V, vii and xxv. 1.

The disciples mentioned here are all

familiar to us excepting Tsang Hsi.
He was the father of Tsang Shan,
and himself by name Tien

( 9$). The
four are mentioned in the order of
their age, and Tien would have
answered immediately after Tsze-lu,
but that Confucius passed him by,
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2. He said to them, "Though I am a day or so

older than you, do not think of that.

3. "From day to day you are saying, 'We are not
known.' If some ruler were to know you, what would

you like to do?"
4. Tsze-lu hastily and lightly replied, "Suppose the

case of a state of ten thousand chariots; let it be
straitened between other large states; let it be suffering
from invading armies ; and to this let there be added
a famine in corn and in all vegetables: if I were
intrusted with the government of it, in three years'
time I could make the people to be bold, and to

recognize the rules of righteous conduct." The Master
smiled at him.

as he was occupied with his harp-
sichord. 2. g, 3rd tone, "senior."

Many understand $ J|, "ye," as
nominative to the first ty, but it is

better to take H = 5f "although."
0, "one day," would seem to

indicate the importance which the

di&ciples attached to the seniority of

their Master, and his wish that they
should attach no importance to it.

In fy ff 0. -til we have a not un-
common inversion; "do not con-
sider me to be your senior." 3. Jg =
^ fij? ^ ^F, "the level, ordinary
course of your lives." jpj H ^=

fnj

& 1$ J% sfe. "what would you con-
sider to be your use?" i. e., what
course of action would you pursue ?

4. ^ ^, an adverb, = "
hastily." Jg,

according to Chu Hsi, = ;

]f
:

^i; ac-

cording to Pao Hsien, =i{|, "strait-

ened," "
urged." In the Chau Li, 500

men make a J[t> and 5 ^, or 2,500
men, make a

jjiji.
The two terms

together have here the meaning
given in the translation. ^ ;,
"managed it." J:b, 3rd tone, blends
its force with the following J. ~fj

=
jpj, "towards." fa ~}j, "know the

quarter to which to turn, the way in
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5. Twwtnp ^> Yen Yfi, Ac said, "Ch'iu, what are

your wishes ?
' '

Ch'iu replied,
"
Suppose a state of sixty

or seventy li square, or one of fifty or sixty, and let me

have the government of it; in three years' time, I

could make plenty to abound among the people. As

to teaching them the principles of propriety, and music,

I must wait for the rise of a superior man to do that."

6. "What are your wishes, Ch'ih," said the Master

next to Kung-hsi Hwd. Ch'ih replied, "I do not say

that my ability extends to these things, but I should

wish to learn them. At the services of the ancestral

temple, and at the audiences of the princes with the

sovereign, I should like, dressed in the dark square-
made robe and the black linen cap, to act as a small

assistant."

which to go." 5. At the beginning
of this paramuph and the twofollow-

ipply J- f-J. #||
=

oSt,

**$>.., . refers to the pfs

U|, in par. 5. -^ is the name for

-tonal or incidental interviews of
tin' princes with tho sovereign, what

ailed B &. |,i] belongs to oc-
113 when they all present"!

themselves together at court. The
tffi (and from its color called 3J $Sj)

was a robe of ceremony, so called

from its straight make, its com-

ponent parts having no gathers
nor slanting cuttings.

" ^ ^ was
the name of a cap of ceremony.
It had different names under dif-

ferent dynasties. )f| means a MAN,
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7. L5^ o/ all, the Master asked Tsdng Hsi, "Tien,
what are your wishes?" Tien, pausing as he was

playing on his lute, while it was yet twanging, laid

the instrument aside, and rose. "My wishes," he said,

"are different from the cherished purposes of these

three gentlemen." "What harm is there in that?"

said the Master; "do you also, as well as they, speak
out your wishes." Tien then said, "In this, the last

month of spring, with the dress of the season all

complete, along with five or six young men who have
assumed the cap, and six or seven boys, I would wash
in the I, enjoy the breeze among the rain altars, and
return home singing." The Master heaved a sigh and

said, "I give my approval to Tien."

The cap was so named, as "display-

ing the MAN." 7. ^r = ih "pausing,"

"stopping." gg, an adverb, express-

ing the twanging sound of the
instrument. 3jf., read mu, 4th tone,
the same as |J, "sunset," "the close

of a period of time."
Jt (4th tone)

^ 9 "capped men," Capping was in

China a custom similar to the

assuming the toga virilis among the
Romans. It if ok place at 20. J is

not "to batht," but is used with
reference to a custom of washing the
hands and clothes at some stream in

the 3rd month, to put away evil

influences. 91 was the name of the
summer sacrifice for rain, Li Chi, IV,
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S. The three others having gone out, Tsang Hsi

remained behind, and said, "What do you think of the

words of these three friends?" The Master replied,

"They simply told each one his wishes."

9. Hsi pursued, "Master, why did you smile at

Yu?"
10. He was answered, "The management of a

state demands the rules of propriety. His words

were not humble; therefore I smiled at him."

11. Hsi again said, "But was it not a state which

Ch'iu proposed for himself ?" The reply was,
"
Yes; did

you ever see a territory of sixty or seventy U or one

of fifty or sixty, which was not a state?"

ii, Ft. ii, 8. Dancing movements
were employed at it, hence the name
-n ?T. 11. f- t BJ is to be

supplied before V$(. and -/- Q before

^f. Similar supplements must be
made in the next paragraph. It

does not appear whether Hsi, even
at the last, understood why Con-
fucius had laughed at Tsze-lu, and
not at the others. "It was not," say
the commentators, "because Tsze-

lu was extravagant in his aims.
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12.. O^ce more, Hsi inquired, "And was it not a

state which Ch'ih proposed for himself?" The Master

again replied, "Yes; who but princes have to do with

ancestral temples, and with audiences but the

sovereign? If Clrih were to be a small assistant in

these services, who could be a great one?"

They were all thinking of great
things, yet not greater than they
were able for. Tsze-lu's fault was

his levity. That was his offense

against propriety!'

BOOK XII. YEN YUAN

B
m
CHAPTER I. 1. Yen Yuan asked about perfect virtue.

The Master said, "To subdue one's self and return to

propriety, is perfect virtue. If a man can for one day
subdue himself and return to propriety, all under

show well how the sage suited his

instructions JO the characters and
capacities of the parties with whom
he had to do.

1. How TO ATT/:N TO PERFECT
VIRTUE: A CONVERSATION WITH
YEN YUAN. 1. In Ho Yen, ^ g, is

explained by $J J|, "to restrain the

body." Chu Hsi defines ~fa by jj$f,

"to overcome," and S by ^ , Jj

HEADT>& OF THIS
~h > "The twelfth Book, beginning
with 'Yen Yuan.'" It contains 24

chapters, conveying lessons on per-
fect virtue, government, and other

questions of morality and policy,
addressed in conversation by Con-
fucius chiefly to his disciples. The
different answers, given about the-

same subject to different questioners,
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hravcn will ascribe perfect virtue to him. Is
^

practice of perfect virtue from a man himself, or is it

from others?"

2 Yen Yuan said, "I beg to ask the steps of that

process." The Master replied, "Look not at what is

contrary to propriety; listen not to what is contrary

to propriety; speak not what is contrary to propriety;

'$., "the selfish desires of the body."
In the -fr f$, it is said # IP xl

.- 1H }/. cn (ft ifij #, tic in it ft
l_L-

"
li here is not exactly selfish-

ness, l>ui selfishness is what abides
I iy being attached to the body, and
hence 1 1 is said that selfishness is

Li." And again, jfc # *
ii- .'!r jfe i e, M ^ it % ife. "3 S
is nut subduing and putting away
ilic //, but .subduing and putting

, the selfish desires in the self."
Tliis "x -lii^liiicss in the self" is of a
thivctuld character: first, ^ ^[,

by Morrison to be "a person's
constitution and disposition

of mind": it is, I think, very much
the V'ux'tis ftc^pairos or "animal
man"; second, %., fcj, n, -& 2. '&,
"the desires of the ears, the eyes,
tin! mouth, the nose;" i. e., the

dominating influences of the senses;
and third. # f|, "Thou and I," i. e.,
the hist of superiority. More con-

cisely, tlu- 1 i ^ said, in the ^ ft, to

be the A & as opposed to the p| ,,

"the mind of man" in opposition to

"the mind of reason"; see the

Shu-ching, II, ii, 15. This refractory

"mind of man," it is said, J& /[-. {!!-

^, "is innate," or, perhaps, "con-

nate." In all these statements

there is an acknowledgment of

the fact- the morally abnormal
condition of human nature which

underlies the Christian doctrine

of original sin. With reference to

the above threefold classification

of selfish desires, the second para-

graph shows that it was the second
order of them -the influence of the

senses -which Confucius specially
intended ^ jjg,

see note on
pg,

VIII, ii. It is not here ceremonies.

Chu Hsi defines it 5c 31 <. ffif 3C>
"the specific divisions and graces of

heavenly principle or reason." This
is continually being departed from,
on the impulse of selfishness, but
there is an ideal of it as proper to
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make no movement which is contrary to propriety."
Yen Yuan then said, "Though I am deficient in

intelligence and vigor, I will make it my business to

practice this lesson."

CHAPTER II. Chung-kung asked about perfect
virtue. The Master said, "It is, when you go abroad,

to behave to every one as if you were receiving a great

guest; to employ the people as if you were assisting

at a great sacrifice; not to do to others as you would

not wish done to yourself; to have no murmuring
against you in the country, and none in the family."

man, which is to be sought ''re-

turned to" by overcoming that,

fflf is explained by Chu Hsi by &i,

"to allow." The gloss of the ^ Hf
is

fjij. Jt fc, "will praise his perfect
virtue." Perhaps^ ^F is only=our
"everybody," or "anybody." Some
editors take kwei in the sense of "to

return," "the empire will return to

perfect virtue;" supposing the ex-

emplifier to be a prince. In the next
sentence, which is designed to teach
that every man may attain to this

virtue for himself, |fjj
is equivalent to

our "or," and implies a strong denial
of what is asked. 2. J refers to }

6, $ n- H =f* n, "a list of par-
ticulars." 1& is used as an active

verb; "I beg to make my business

these words."
2. WHEREIN PERFECT VIRTUE is

REALIZED: A CONVERSATION WITH
CHUNG-KUNG. Chung-kung, see VI,
i. From this chapter it appears that

reverence (Ufc) and reciprocity (%?,),

oa the largest scale, constitute per-

fect virtue, gg Jfc, "ordering the

people," is apt to be done with

haughtiness. This part of the ans\ver

may be compared with the apostle's

precept "Honor all men," only the

"all men" is much more comprehen-
sive there, g, J?f ^5 ic> compare
V, xi. ; ?[?, ;fe Sfc,

SB "abroad, "at
home." I'do Hsien, in Ho Yen,
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Chung-kung said, "Though I am deficient in intel-

ligence and vigor, I will make it my business to

practice this lesson."

CHAPTER III. 1. Sze-ma Niu asked about perfect

virtue.

2. The Master said, "The man of perfect virtue is

cautious and slow in his speech."

3. "Cautious and slow in his speech!" said Niu;

"is this what is meant by perfect virtue?" The

Master said, "When a man feels the difficulty of

doing, can he be other than cautious and slow in

speaking ?
"

however, takes tho former as denot-

ing "the prince of a state," and the

latter, "the chief of a great officer's

establishment." This is like the

interpretation of ^ in the last chap-
ter. The answer, the same as that

f 11 iii in the last chapter, seems to

betray the hand of the compiler.
3. CAUTION IN SPEAKING A CHAK-

ACTERISTIC OF PERFECT VIRTUE: A
CONVERSATION WITH TSZE-NIU. 1.

Tsze-niu was the designation of Sze-
nm Kaiig, alias Li Rang (f $f),
whose tablet is now the 7th east in
the outer ranges of the disciples.

He belonged to Sung, and was a

brother of Hwan T'ui, VII, xxii.

Their ordinary surname was Hsiang
( |g] ), but that of Hwan could also be
used by them, as they were descended
from the duke so called. The office

of "master of the horse" (g] ,!b)

had long been in the family, and
that title appears here as if it were
Niu's surname. 2. ^] = n H &'
"the words coming forth with diffi-

culty." 3.
, 1" , comp. on

< in the note on VII, x, et al.

"Doing being difficult, can speaking
be without difficulty of utterance?"
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CHAPTER IV. 1. Sze-ma Niu asked about the

superior man. The Master said, "The superior man

has neither anxiety nor fear."

2. "Being without anxiety or fear!" said Niu;

"does this constitute what we call the superior man?"

3. The Master said, "When internal examination

discovers nothing wrong, what is there to be anxious

about, what is there to fear?"

CHAPTER V. 1. Sze-ma Niu, full of anxiety, said,

"Other men all have their brothers, I only have not."

2. Tsze-hsia said to him, "There is the following

saying which I have heard

4. How THE CHUN-TSZE HAS NEI-
THER ANXIETY NOK FEAR, AND CON-
SCIOUS RECTITUDE FREES FROM
THESE. 1. ^ is our "anxiety,"
trouble about coming troubles; ^f| is

"fear," when the troubles have
arrived. 2. J5C is "a chronic illness";
here it is understood with reference
lo the mind, that displaying no

symptom of disease.

5. CONSOLATION OFFERED EY
TSZE-HSI! ^o TSZE-NIU, ANXIOUS

ABOUT THE WAYS OF HIS BROTHER.
1. Tsze-niu's anxiety was occa-
sioned by the conduct of his eldest

brother Hwan T'ui, who, he knew,
was contemplating rebellion, which
would probably lead t> his death.

5L J&> "elder brothers" and "younger
brothers," but Tsze-iiiu was himself
the youngest of his family. The
phrase simply= " brothers." "All
have their brothers," i. e., all can
rest quietly without anxiety in their
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3.
'" Death and life have their determined appoint-

ment; riches and honors depend upon Heaven.'

4. "Let the superior man never fail reverentially

to order his own conduct, and let him be respectful to

ot hers and observant of propriety: then all within the

four seas will be his brothers. What has the superior

man to do with being distressed because he has no

brothers?"
CHAPTER VI. Tsze-chang asked what constituted

intelligence. The Master said, "He with whom neither

slander that gradually soaks into the mind, nor

relation. 2. It is naturally supposed
that the author of the observation
was Confucius. Tsze-hsia, see 1, vii.

4. The 5| f says that the expression,
"all within the four seas are broth-

ers," ^ &.&.:%. 6* ''does not
mean that all under heaven have the
same genealogical register." Ohu

3 interpretation is that, when a
man so acts, other men will love and
respect him as a brother. This, no
doubt, is the extent of the saying.
1 have found no satisfactory gloss on
the phrase "the four seas." It is

found in tho Shu-ohing, the Shih-

ching, and the Li Chi. In the flf J|,
a sort of lexicon, very ancient,
\Uu<-h was once reckoned among tho

'/, it is explained as a territorial

designation, the name of the dwell-
ing place of .all the barbarous tribes.
But the great Yii is represented aa

having made the four seas as four

ditches, to which he drained the

waters inundating "the Middle

Kingdom." Plainly, the ancient

conception was of their own country
as the great habitable tract, north,

south, east, and west of which were
four seas of oceans, between whose
shores and their own borders the

intervening space was not very great,
and occupied by wild hordes of

inferior races. See the |nj^ f|! ifi jf,

II, xxiv. Commentators consider
Tsze-hsia's attempt at consolation

altogether wide of the mark.
6. WHAT CONSTITUTES INTELLI-

GENCE: ADDRESSED TO TSZE-CHANG.

Tsze-chang (II, xvii), it is said, was
always seeking to be wise about

things lofty and distant, and there-
fore Confucius brings him back to

things near at hand, which it was
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statements that startle like a wound in the flesh, are

successful, may be called intelligent indeed. Yea, he

with whom neither soaking slander, nor startling

statements, are successful, may be called farseeing."

CHAPTER VII. 1. Tsze-kung asked about govern-
ment. The Master said, "The requisites of government
are that there be sufficiency of food, sufficiency of

military equipment, and the confidence of the people
in their ruler."

2. Tsze-kung said, "If it cannot be helped, and

one of these must be dispensed with, which of the

three should be foregone first ?
" "The military equip-

ment," said the Master.

more necessary for him to attend to.

)s }psj . gH, ''soaking, moistening,
slander," which unperceived sinks
into the mind. }jf 3 , g| ( =and
interchanged with g), "statements
of wrongs which startle like a wound
in the flesh," to which in the surprise
credence la given. He with whom
these things ^ ^7, are "no go," is

intelligent,- yea, farseeing. iti
=

l#J

_-g. So Chu Hsi. The old inter-

preters differ in their view of
|;?/ >J ,

| m says "The skin

receives dust which gradually ac-

cunuilates." This makes the phrase
synonymous with the former.

7. REQUISITES IN GOVEBNMENT:
A CONVERSATION WITH TSZE-KUNG.

1. .fij primarily means "weapons."
"A soldier," the bearer of such

weapons, is a secondary meaning.
There were no standing armies in

Confucius's time. The term is to be
taken here, as= "

military equip-
ment," "preparation for war." fa

, Z. refers to ^ _h, "their ruler."
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3. Tsze-kung again asked, "If it cannot be helped,

and one of the remaining two must be dispensed with,

which of them should be foregone?" The Master

answered, "Part with the food. From of old, death

has been the lot of all men; but if the people have no

faith in their ruUrs, there is no standing for the

state"

CHAPTER VIII. 1. Chi Tsze-ch'ang said, "In a

superior man it is only the substantial qualities which

are wanted; why should we seek for ornamental

accomplishments ?
"

3. The difficulty here ia with the

concluding clause $$. -fg ^ jjf.

Transferring the meaning of fg from

paragraph 1, we naturally render as
in the translation, and ^\ jfe=^| ^\

i,
" the state will not stand." Thia

ia the view, moreover, of the old

interpreters. Chu Hsi and his follow -

era, however, seek to make much
more of f^. On the 1st paragraph
he comments, "The granaries being
full, and the military preparation
complete, then let the influence of
instruction proceed. So shall the

people have faith in their ruler, and
will not leave him or rebel." On
the 3rd paragraph he says, "If the
people be without food, they must

die, but death is the inevitable lot of

men. If they are without f, though
they live, they have r.ot wherewith
to establish themselves. It is better

for them in such case to die. There-
fore it is better for the ruler to die,

not losing faith to his people, so that
the people will prefer death rather
than lose faith to him."

8. SUBSTANTIAL QUALITIES AND
ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN THE CHUN-TSZE.
1 . Tsze-ch'ang was an officer of the
state of Wei, and, distressed by the

pursuit in the times of what waa
merely external, made this not suf-

ficiently well-considered remark, to
which Tsze-kung replied, in, accord-

ing to Chu Hsi, an equally one-sided
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2. Tsze-kung said, "Alas! Your words, sir, show

you to be a superior man, but four horses cannot
overtake the tongue.

3. "Ornament is as substance; substance is as

ornament. The hide of a tiger or a leopard stripped
of its hair, is like the hide of a dog or a goat stripped
of its hair."

CHAPTER IX. 1. The duke Ai inquired of Yu Zo,

saying, "The year is one of scarcity, and the returns

for expenditure are not sufficient; what is to be
done?"

2. Yu Zo replied to him, "Why not simply tithe

the people?"

manner. 1. fpj J, ^C ^ ia thus ex-

panded in the f fa, fSj $ # ^ #
^ ;ff ^f-,

" why use accomplishments
in order to make a Chun-tsze?" 2.

We may interpret this paragraph, as
in the translation, putting a comma
after |ft. So, Chu Hsi. But the old

interpreters seem to have read right
on, without any comma, to -til, in

which case the paragraph would be
"Alas! sir, for the way in which

you speak of the superior man!"
And this is the most natural con-
struction. 3. The modern commen-
tators seem hypercritical in con-

demning Tsze-kung's language here.
He shows the desirableness of the
ornamental accomplishments, but

does not necessaril^ put them on the
same level with the substantial

qualities.
9. LIGHT TAXATION THE BEST WAY

TO SECUEE THE GOVEKNMENT FROM
EMBARRASSMENT FOB WANT OF FUNDS.
1. Duke Ai, II, xx. Yu Zo, I, ii. 2.

By the statutes of the Chau dynasty,
the ground was divided into allot-

ments cultivated in common by the
families located upon them, and the

produce was divided equally, nine
tenths being given to the farmers
and one tenth being reserved aa a
contribution to the state. This was
called the law of fJ, which term = jjf[,

"pervading," "general," with ref-

erence, apparently, to the system of
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"With two tenths," said the duke, "I find them
not enough; how could I do with that system of
one tenth?"

YuZo answered, "Tf the people have plenty,
their prince will not be left to want alone. If the
people are in want, their prince cannot eniov plenty
alone."

HAFTER X. 1. Tsze-chang having asked how
' was to be exalted, and delusions to be dis-
3d, the Master said, "Hold faithfulness and

' as first principles, and be moving continuallyto w is right.-this is the way to exalt one's

'o, labor 3. A former duke of
Lu, Hsuan ((309-591 B

have plenty V Yu Zo wished

;mpre.ss
on the d,,ke

thatasympathjand common condition should unite

Jun
and his people. Jf he lightened"- "..on to the regula? tithe

then
they would cultivate their allot-

ments with so much vigor that his
receipts would be abundant. Theywould be able, moreover, to helptheir kind ruler in any emergency.

1U. HOW TO EXALT VIRTUE AND
DISCOVER DELUSIONS. 1. Tsze-chang,see chap. vi. The Master says noth-
ing about the ft, "discriminating"

discovering," of delusions, but
gives an instance of a twofold
elusion. Life and death, it is said,are independent of our wishes. To

a tor a man either the one orthe other, therefore, is one delusion.
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2. "You love a man and wish him to live; you
hate him and wish him to die. Having wished him

to live, you also wish him to die. This is a case

of delusion.

3. "'It may not be on account of her being rich,

yet you come to make a difference.'
'

CHAPTER XI. 1. The duke Ching, of Ch'i, asked

Confucius about government.
2. Confucius replied, "There is government, when

the prince is prince, and the minister is minister; when

the father is father, and the son is son."

And on the change of our feelings to

change our wishes in reference to the
same person, is another. < = jlb A-

But in this Confucius hardly ap-

pears to be the sage. 3. See the

Shih-ching, II, iv, Ode iv, 3. I

have translated according to the

meaning in the Shih-ching. The
quotation may be twisted into some
sort of accordance with the preced-
ing paragraph, as a case of delusion,
but the commentator Ch'ang (jfj|) ia

probably correct in supposing that it

should be transferred to XVI, xii.

Then |[ should be in the text, not

SS-
11. GOOD GOVERNMENT OBTAINS

ONLY WHEN ALL THE KELATIVE
DUTIES ABE MAINTAINED. 1. Con-
fucius went to Ch'i in his 36th year,
517 B. c., and finding the reigning
duke styled ching after his death
overshadowed by his ministers, and

thinking of setting aside his eldest

son from the succession, he shaped
his answer to the question about
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3. "Good!" said the duke; "if, indeed, the prince

be not prince, the minister not minister, the father

not father, and the son not son, although I have my
revenue, can I enjoy it?"

CHAPTER XII. 1. The Master said, "Ah! it is Yu,
who could with half a word settle litigations!"

2. Tsze-lu never slept over a promise.
CHAPTER XIII. The Master said, "In hearing

litigations, I am like any other body. What is neces-

sary, however, is to cause the people to have no

litigations."

government accordingly. 3. "Al-

though I have the grain," i. e., my
revenue, the tithe of the produce of
the country. j $$, jfjj ft (jfc ft,
compare ^f it, XI, xxi), "shall I be
able to eat it?" intimating the

danger the state was exposed to
from insubordinate officers.

12. WITH WHAT EASE TSZE-LU
loiLD SETTLE LITIGATIONS. 1. We
translate here "could," and not
"can," because Confucius is simply
praising the disciple's character.
Tsze-lu, see II, xvii. J |5=^ fl>
"half a word. '

2. This paragraph
is from the compilers, stating a fact
about Tsze-lu, to illustrate what the
Master said of him.

ijg is explained
by Chu Hsi by 'Ho leave," "to let

remain." Its primary meaning is

"to pass a night." We have in

English, as given in the translation,
a corresponding idiom. In Ho Yen,
Jr If is taken as= fj| ff } "one-sided

words," meaning that Tsze-lu could

judge rightly on hearing half a case.

^ again is explained by ^fj, "before-
hand." "Tsze-lu made no promises
beforehand."

13. TO PBEVENT SETTEE, THAN
TO DETERMINE LITIGATIONS. Seethe
;*; ^ ff , IV. fj, aa opposed to t
(preceding chapter), is used of civil
causes (^ It IS), and the other
of criminal (^ f| DO- Little
stress is to be laid on the "I"; much
on $, as = "to influence to."
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CHAPTER XIV. Tsze-chang asked about govern-
ment. The Master said,

t( The art of governing is to

keep tfe affairs before the mind without weariness, and
to practice them with undeviating consistency."
CHAPTER XV. The Master said, "By extensively

studying all learning, and keeping himself under the
restraint of the rules of propriety, owe may thus like-

wise not err from what is right."
CHAPTER XVI. The Master said, "The superior

man seeks to perfect the admirable qualities of men,
and does not seek to perfect their bad qualities. The
mean man does the opposite of this."

CHAPTER XVII. Chi K'ang asked Confucius about

government. Confucius replied,
" To govern means to

rectify. If you lead on the people with correctness,
who will dare not to be correct?"

14. THE ART OF GOVERNING. ^,
as opposed to ^f, must be used
as an active verb, and is explained

by Chu Hsi as in the translation.

. refers to that aspect of govern-
ment about which Tsze-chang was

inquiring, fft f&=#& $ #[1 , "first

and last the same;" ty, J& = J^ ^ #|l

, "externally and internally the
same. "

15. HARDLY DIFFERENT FROM VI,
xxv.

16. OPPOSITE INFLUENCE UPON
OTHERS OF THE SUPERIOR MAN AND
THE MEAN MAN.

17. GOVERNMENT MORAL IN ITS

END AND EFFICIENT BY EXAMPLE.
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CHAPTER XVIII. Chi K'ang, distressed about the

number of thieves in the state, inquired of Confucius

h&w to do away with them. Confucius said, "If you,

sir, were not covetous, although you should reward

them to do it, they would not steal."

CHAPTER XIX. Chi K'ang asked Confucius about

government, saying,
" What do you say to killing the

unprincipled for the good of the principled?" Con-

fucius replied, "Sir, in carrying on your government,
why should you use killing at all? Let your evinced

desires be for what is good, and the people will be

good. The relation between superiors and inferiors

is like that between the wind and the grass. The
grass must bend, when the wind blows across it."

18. THE PEOPLE ABE MADE
THIEVES BY THE EXAMPLE OF THEIR
KII.KRS. This is a good instance of

Confucius'a boldness in reproving
men in power. Chi K'ang II, xx,
had made himself head of the Chi

family, and entered into all its

usurpations, by taking off the infant

nephew, who should have been its

rightful chief. ^ '& =^ ^, "did
not covet," i. e., a position and
influence to which you have no right.
^j J- ^ SK = "

given the fact of

your not being ambitious." j

19. KILLING NOT TO BE TALKED
OF BY HITLERS ; THE EFFECT OF THEIK
EXAMPLE. In gfc ^ if, gfc is an
active verb,=j, or $t Sfc, "to com-
plete," "to perfect." ^ is used
in a vague sense, not positive virtue,
but=" nature," "character." Some
for Ji would read ftSf

=
Jin, "t add

upon," but _h itself must here have
substantially that meaning. 1 _h

.
'

having the wind upon it."
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CHAPTER XX. 1. Tsze-chang asked, "What must

the officer be, who may be said to be distinguished?"
2. The Master said, "What is it you call being

distinguished?"
3. Tsze-chang replied, "It is to be heard of through

the state, to be heard of throughout his clan."

4. The Master said, "That is notoriety, not dis-

tinction.

5. "Now the man of distinction is solid and

straightforward, and loves righteousness. He examines

people's words, and looks at their countenances. He
is anxious to humble himself to others. Such a man
will be distinguished in the country; he will be

distinguished in his clan.

20. THE MAN OF TRUE DISTINC-

TION AND THE MAN OF NOTORIETY.
1. The ideas of "a scholar" and an
"officer" blend together in China.

ii-
= li jfe> "to reach all round";

being influential, and that influence

being acknowledged. 3. If rh bo
" nn officer," then ^t ?R assumes him
to bo the minister of a prince of a
Ktate, and ^ '^, that, he is only

the minister of a great officer, who
ia the head of a clan. If, however,
i be understood of "a scholar," ^|?

will =
'J|| ^1,

"
the^country," "people

generally," and ^ will =JS| |, '' the
circle of relatives and neighbors."
5. f \, HF ^s *he verb. The
dictionary explains it by "to de-

scend. From being on high to become
low." But it is here rather more
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6. "As to the man of notoriety, he assumes the

appearance of virtue, but his actions are opposed to

it, and he rests in this character without any doubts

about himself. Such a man will be heard of in the

country; he will be heard of in the clan."

CHAPTER XXI. 1. Fan Ch'ih rambling with the

Master under the trees about the rain altars, said, "I

venture to ask how to exalt virtue, to correct

cherished evil, and to discover delusions."

2. The Master said, "Truly a good question!
3. "If doing what is to be done be made the first

business, and success a secondary consideration: is

not this the way to exalt virtue? To assail one's own

still, = " to come down below other
me i." 6. The condemnation here
might be more fully and clearly
expressed.

21. HOW TO EXALT VIRTUE, COR-
RECT VICE, AND DISCOVER DELUSIONS.
Compare chap. x. Here, as there,
under the last point of the inquiry,
Confucius simply indicates a case of

delusion, and perhaps that io the
best way to teach how to discover
delusions generally. 1. Fan Ch'ih,
see II, v. |1| if, see XI, xxv, 7;
followed here by ^ ~f, there must
be reference to the trees growing
about the altars. ||t formed from
"heart" and "to conceal,"= secret
vice. 3. ^ $; t ^, compare with
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wickedness and not assail that of others; is not this

the wr

ay to correct cherished evil? For a morning's

anger to disregard one's own life, and involve that of

his parents; is not this a case of delusion?"

CHAPTER XXII. 1. Fan Ch'ih asked about benevo-
lence. The Master said, "It is to love all men."
He asked about knowledge. The Master said, "It is

to know all men."
2. Fan Ch'ih did not immediately understand these

answers.

3. The Master said, "Employ the upright and put
aside all the crooked; in this way the crooked can be

made to be upright."
4. Fan Ch'ih retired, and, seeing Tsze-hsia, he said

3fc H & SI> in VI, xx, which also ia

the report of a conversation with Fan
Ch'ih. Jl: Wi,R =

'&, "himself,"
"his own." "A morning's anger"
must be a small thing, but the con-

sequences of giving way to it are

very terrible. The case is one of

great delusion.

22. ABOUT BENEVOLENCE AND
WISDOM; HOW KNOWLEDGE SUB-
SERVES BENEVOLENCE. Fan Ch'ih

might well deem the Master's replies

enigmatical, and, with the help of

Tsze-hsia's explanations, the student
still finds it difficult to understand
the chapter. 1. 1 here, be :

ng op-
posed to, or distinct from, )f, is to

be taken as meaning "benevolence,"
and not as "perfect virtue." 2. >

"not yet," i. e., not immediately. 3.

Compare II, xix. 4. Jig, 4th tone,
in the dictionary defined by ^,
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to him, "A little while ago, I had an interview with

our Master, and asked him about knowledge. He

said, 'Employ the upright, and put aside all the

crooked; in this way, the crooked will be made to be

upright.' What did he mean?''

5. Tsze-hsia said, "Truly rich is his saying!

6. "Shun, being in possession of the kingdom,

selected from among all the people, and employed

Kao-yao, on which all who were devoid of virtue

disappeared. T'ang, being in possession of the king-

dom, selected from among all the people, and em-

ployed I Yin, and all who were devoid of virtue

disappeared."

"formerly." 6. Seethe names here

in the Shu-ching, Parts II, III, and
I\ . Shun and T'ang showed their

wisdom their knowledge of men
in the selection of the ministers

who were named. That was their

employment of the upright, and
therefore all devoid of virtue dis-

appeared. That was their making
the crooked upright; and so their
love reached to all.
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CHAPTER XXIII. Tsze-kung asked about friend-

ship. The Master said, "Faithfully admonish your

friend, and skillfully lead him on. If you find him

impracticable, stop. Do not disgrace yourself."
CHAPTER XXIV. The philosopher Tsang said,

"The superior man on grounds of culture meets with

his friends, and by their friendship helps his virtue."

23. PRUDENCE IN FRIENDSHIP. -,

read ku, as in III, xvii, implying
some degree of deference. i| = i$,
aa in II, iii, 1.

24. THE FRIENDSHIP OF THE CHUN-
TSZE. 1 }JC,

"
by means of letters,"

i. e., common literary studies and
pursuits.

BOOK XIII. TSZE-]

I

CHAPTER I. 1. Tsze-lu asked government. The
Master said, "Go before the people with your example,,

and be laborious in their affairs."

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. J- j? ^
f- H, "Tsze-lu, No. 13." Here, as in

the last Book, we have a number of

subjects touched upon, all bearing
more or less directly on the govern-
ment of the state, and the cultiva-

tion of the person. The Book ex-

tends to thirty chapters.
1. THE SECRET OF SUCCESS IN

GOVERNING IS THE UNWEARIED EX-
AMPLE OF THE RULERS: A LESSON

TO TSZE-LU. 1 . To what understood
antecedents do the refer? For
the first, we may suppose J3;; 3fe *-

=$ Jj;, or y| jj;, "precede the

people," "lead the people," that is,

do so by the example of your per-
sonal conduct. But we cannot in

the second clause bring (
= ,K) in

the same way under the regimen of

^. # = fib m
,.

"to be
laborious for them;" that is, to set
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He requested further instruction, and was

answered, "Be not weary (in these things)."

CHAPTER II. 1. Chung-kung, being chief minister

to the head of the Chi family, asked about govern-

ment. The Master said, "Employ first the services of

your various officers, pardon small faults, and raise to

office men of virtue and talents."

2. Chung-kung said, "How shall I know the men

of virtue and talent, so that I may raise them to

office?" He was answered, "Raise to office those

whom you know. As to those whom you do not

know, will others neglect them?"

them the example of diligence in

agriculture, etc. It is better, how-
ever, according to the idiom I have
several times pointed out, to take

, as giving a sort of neuter and

general force to the preceding words,
so that the expressions are= " ex-

ample and laboriousness." K'ung
An-kwo understands the meaning
differently: "set the people an
example, and then you may make
them labor." But this is not so good.
2. $t in the old copies is $}:. The
meaning cornea to be the same.

2. THE DUTIES CHIEFLY TO BE
..TTENDE:? TO BY A HEAD MINISTER :

A LESSON TO ZAN YUNG. 1, ft /fa

g] compare VIII, iv, 3. The ^ fj]

are the various smaller officers. A
head minister should assign them
their duties," and not be interfering

in them himself. His business is to

examine into the manner in which

they discharge them. And in doing
so, he should overlook small faults.

2. A 3t- W ft, compare ill )\\ & *&

g, in VI, iv, though the force of ^
here is not so great as in that

chapter. Confucius's meaning is

that Chung-kung need not trouble

himself about all men of worth. Let

him advance those he knew. There
was no fear that the others would be

neglected. Compare what is said on
"
knowing men," in XII, xxii.
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CHAPTER III. 1. Tsze-lu said, "The ruler of Wei
has been waiting for you, in order with you to

administer the government. What will you consider
the first thing to be done?"

2. The Master replied, "What is necessary is to

rectify names."
3. "So, indeed!" said Tsze-lu. "You are wide of

the mark! Why must there be such rectification?"

4. The Master said, "How uncultivated you are,

Yu! A superior man, in regard to what he does not

know, shows a cautious reserve.

3. THE SUPREME IMPORTANCE OF
NAMES BEING CORRECT. 1. This COn-
versation is assigned by Chu Hsi to

the llth year of the duke Ai of Lu,
when Confucius was 69, and he
returned from his wanderings to his

native state. Tsze-lu had then been
some time in the service of the duke
Ch'u of Wei, who, it would appear,
had been wishing to get the services

of the sage himself, and the disciple
did not think that his Master would
refuse to accept office, as he had not

!

objected to his doing so. 2. & must '

have here a special reference, which
Tsze-lu did not apprehend. Nor did
the old interpreters, for Ma Yung
explains the jE & by ]E f !j? . &
"to rectify the names of all things."
On this view, the reply would indeed
be "wide of the mark." The answer
is substantially the same as the reply
to Duke Ching of Ch'i about govern-
ment in XII, xi, that it obtains when
the prince is prince, the father

father, etc. ; that is, when each man
in his relations is what the name of

his relation would require. Now,
the duke Ch'i held the rule of Wei
against his father; see III, xiv.

Confucius, from the necessity of the
case and peculiarity of the cir-

cumstances, allowed his disciples,

notwithstanding that, to take office

in Wei; but at the time of this

conversation, Ch'u had been duke
for nine years, and ought to have
been so established that he could
have taken the course of a filial son
without subjecting the state to any
risks. On this account, Confucius
said he would begin with rectifying
the name of the duke, that is, with

requiring him to resign the dukedom
to his father, and bo what his name
of son required him to be. See the

|^ f, in loc. This view enables us
to understand better the climax tlmt

follows, though its successive steps
are still not without difficulty. IS %>
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5. "If names be not correct, language is not in

accordance with the truth of things. If language be

not in accordance with the truth of things, affairs

cannot be carried on to success.

6. "When affairs cannot be carried on to success,

pioprieties and music will not flourish. When pro-

prieties and music do not flourish, punishments will

not be properly awarded. When punishments are not

properly awarded, the people do not know how to

move hand or foot.

7. "Therefore a superior man considers it necessary
that the names he uses may be spoken appropriately,
and also that what he speaks may be carried out

(ij>propriately. WT

hat the superior man requires is

just that in liis words there may be nothing incor-

rect,"

p. f- may be taken as an excla-
mation, or as= "is it not?" 4. p]
All,-- Pj ia used in the same sense aa
in II, xviii. The kai is the intro-

ductory hypothetical particle. The
phrase = "is pntting-aside-like," i. e.,
the superior man reserves and re-

volves what he is in doubt about,
and does not rashly speak. 6. "Pro-
prieties" here are not ceremonial

rules, but= "
order," what such rules

are designed to display and secure.

So, "music" is equivalent to "har-

mony." qi, 4th tone, is the verb.
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CHAPTER IV. 1. Fan Ch'ih requested to be taught

husbandry. The Master said, "I am not so good for

that as an old husbandman." He requested also to

be taught gardening, and was answered, "I am not so

good for that as an old gardener."
2. Fan Ch'ih having gone out, the Master said, "A

small man, indeed, is Fan Hsii !

3. "If a superior love propriety, the people will

not dare not to be reverent. If he love righteousness,
the people will not dare not to submit to his example.
If he love good faith, the people will not dare not to

be sincere. Now, when these things obtain, the

people from all quarters will come to him, bearing
their children on their backs ; what need has he of a

knowledge of husbandry?"

4. A RULER HAS NOT TO OCCUPY
HIMSELF WITH WHAT IS PROPERLY
THE BUSINESS OF THE PEOPLE. It is

to be supposed that Fan Ch'ih was
at this time in office somewhere, and
thinking of the Master, as the vil-

lager and high officer did, IX, ii and
vi, that his knowledge embraced
almost every subject, he imagined
that he might get lessons from him
on the two subjects he specified,
which he might use for the benefit of

the people. 1. ^ is properly the.

"seed-sowing," and |j, "a kitchen-

garden," but they are used generally,
as in the translation. 3. ^, "the

feelings," "desires," but sometimes,
as here, in the sense of "sincerity."

fj$, often joined with pclo (made of

the classifier ^c and {), is a cloth

with strings by which a child is

strapped upon the back of its mother
or nurse. -This paragraph shows
what people in office should learn.

Confucius intended that it should be

repeated to Fan Ch'ih.
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CHAPTER V. The Master said, "Though a man

may be able to recite the three hundred odes, yet if,

when intrusted with a governmental charge, he knows
not how to act, or if, when sent to any quarter on
a mission, he cannot give his replies unassisted, not-

withstanding the extent of his learning, of what prac-
tical use is it?"

CHAPTER VI. The Master said, "When a prince's
personal conduct is correct, his government is effective

without the issuing of orders. If his personal conduct
is not correct, he may issue orders, but they will not
be followed."

CHAPTER VII. The Master said, "The governments
of Lu and Wei are brothers."

5. LlTEEABY ACQUIREMENTS USE-
LESS WITHOUT PRACTICAL ABILITY.
i'V in 1&, see II, ii.

jjj|, "to croon
over," as Chinese students do
here, = " to have learned." H = $S
"alone," i. e., unassisted by the in
dividuals of his suite.

, "many,'
refers to the 300 odes, jff,, "also,''
here and in other places,= our "vet'
"after all." ^ , H , it

said, = ffi, "use," and is a mere
expletive, |g. $j gg. See in
'ang Yan-chih's Treatise on the

Particles under the heading & ta
jy,

tfl ; chap. ii.

6. His PERSON\L CONDUCT ALL IN
ALL TO A RULER. A. translator finds

it impossible here to attain to the
terse conciseness of his original.

7. THE SIMILAR CONDITION OF
THE STATES OF Lu AND WEI. Com-
pare VI, xxii. Lu's state had been
directed by the influence of Chau-
kung, and Wei was the fief of his
brother Fung (|;j-), commonly known
as K'ang-shu (|g ^). They had,
similarly, maintained an equal and
brotherly course in their progress, or,
as it was in Confucius's time, in their

degeneracy. That portion of the
present Honan, which runs up and
lies between Shansi and Peichili,
was the bxilk of Wei.
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CHAPTER VIII. The Master said of Ching, a scion

of the ducal family of Wei, that he knew the economy
of a family well. When he began to have means, he

said, "Ha! here is a collection!" When they were a

little increased, he said, "Ha! this is complete!"
When he had become rich, he said, "Ha! this is

admirable!"

CHAPTER IX. 1. When the Master went to Wei,
Zan Yu acted as driver of his carriage.

2. The Master observed, "How numerous are the

people!"
3. Yu said, "Since they are thus numerous, what

more shall be done for them?" "Enrich them,
the reply.

8. THE CONTENTMENT OF THE
OFFICER CHING, AND HIS INDIF-

FERENCE ON GETTING RICH. Ching
was a great officer of Wei, a scion of

its ducal house. ^ ^ ^ is a dif-

ficult expression. Literally it is

"dwelt Well in his house." ? implies
that he was a married man, the head
of a family. The -g- ff| says the

phrase is equivalent to J|j =ft, "man-

aged his family." Chu Hsi explains

39 by J$D JL ffl - Z. Jit, "it is

significant of indifference and care-

lessness.'' Our word "ha!" express-

ing surprise and satisfaction cor-

responds to it pretty nearly. We
are not to understand that Ching
really made these utterances, but
Confucius thus vividly represents
how he felt. Compare Burns's line,

"Contented wi' little, and cantie
wi' mair."

9. A PEOPLE NUMEROUS, WELL-
OFF, AND EDUCATED, IS THE GREAT
ACHIEVEMENT OF GOVERNMENT. 1.

$|, "a servant," but here with the

meaning in the translation. That,
indeed, is the second meaning of the
character given in the dictionary.
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4. "And when they have been enriched, what more

shall be done?" The Master said, "Teach them."

CHAPTER X. The Master said, "If there were (any

of the princes) who would employ me, in the course of

twelve months, I should have done something con-

siderable. In three years, the government would be

perfected."

CHAPTER XI. The Master said, '"If good men
were to govern a country in succession for a hundred

years, they would be able to transform the violently

bad, and dispense with capital punishments.' True

indeed is this saying!"

10. CONFUCIUS'S ESTIMATE OF
WHAT HK COULD DO, IF EMPLOYED TO
ADMINISTER THE GOVERNMENT OF A
STATE. j is to be distinguished
from

Jifl, and ="a revolution of the

yi-ai-." There is a comma at Jj , and
Ifij E. pJ are read together, j^j ^
does not signify, as it often does,
"and nothing more," but =" and
have," being ^ $&, a sign of
the perfect tense. "Given twelve
months, aud there would be a pass-

able result. In three years there

would be a completion."
11. WHAT A HUNDRED YEAES OF

GOOD GOVERNMENT COULD EFFECT.
Confucius quotes here a saying of his

time, and approves of it*. j}f,
1st

tone, "to be equal to." $ $&,
"would be equal to the violent,"
that is, to transform them. ^ ^2,
"to do away with killing," that is,

with capital punishments, xmnecea-

sary with a transformed people.
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CHAPTER XII. The Master said, "If a truly royal
ruler were to arise, it would still require a generation,
and then virtue would prevail."
CHAPTER XIII. The Master said, "If a minister

make his own conduct correct, what difficulty will he

have in assisting in government ? If he cannot rectify

himself, what has he to do with rectifying others?"

CHAPTER XIV. The disciple Zan returning from
the court, the Master said to him, "How are you so

late?" He replied,
"We had government business."

12. IN WHAT TIMK A ROYAL RULER
COULD TRANSFORM THE KINGDOM. 3
-Jfc, "one who was a king." The
character 3 is formed by three

straight lines representing the three

powers of Heaven, Earth, and Man,
and a perpendicular line, going
through and uniting them, and thus

conveys the highest idea of power
and influence. See the dictionary,
sub voc., character 3. Here it means
the highest wisdom and virtue in the

highest place. $, "a generation,"
or thirty years. See note on II,

xxiii, 1. The old interpreters take fc
as=', "virtuous government."-
To save Confucius from the charge of

vanity in what he says, in chap, x,
that he could accomplish in three

years, it is said, that the perfection

which he predicates there would only
be the foundation for the virtue here
realized.

13. THAT HE BE PERSONALLY COR-
RECT ESSENTIAL TO AN OFFICER OF
GOVERNMENT. Compare chap. vi.

That the subject is here an officer of

government, and not the ruler, ap-
pears from the phrase $ iE& ; see note
on VI, vi. With reference to the
other phraseology of the chapter, the

JJBJ g says that -^ J& embraces jfc jft,

"the rectification of the prince," and
IE $;> "the rectification of the

people."
14. A.N IRONICAL ADMONITION TO

ZAN Yu ON THE USURPING TENDEN-
CIES OF THE CH! FAMILY. The point
of the chapter turns on the opposi-
tion of the plirases %j jfcjf

and ^ iff
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The Master said, "It must have been /aw% affairs.

If there had been government business, though I am

not now in office, I should have been consulted about

it."

CHAPTER XV. 1. The duke Ting asked whether

there was a single sentence which could make a country

prosperous. Confucius replied, "Such an effect can-

not be expected from one sentence.

2. "There is a saying, however, which people

have 'To be a prince is difficult; to be a minister is

not easy.'

ife,; at the court of the Chi family,
that is, they had really been discuss-

ing matters of government, affect-

it iir the state, and proper only for
t IK- prince's court. Confucius affects
not to believe it, and says that at
the chief's court they could only
have been discussing the affairs of
his house. Tfc jff 1, an inversion,
and PJl = ffl, "although I am now not
employed." flu, in 4th tone. "I
should have been present and heard
it." Superannuated officers might
go to court on occasions of emer-
gency, and might also be consulted
on such, though the general rule was
to allow them to retire at 70. See
the Li Chi, I, i, Pt. i, 28. The tf.

after ^ makes a double subject, and
= an emphatic I; a stvle more com-

mon in the Shu than in these Ana-
lects.

15. HOW THE PROSPERITY AND
RUIN OF A COUNTRY MAY DEPEND ON
THE RULER'S VIEW OF HIS POSITION,
HIS FEELING ITS DIFFICULTY, OR
ONLY CHERISHING A HEADSTRONG
WILL. 1. I shoxild suppose that >f|}

pj gl 3$L ^[5 and the corresponding
sentence below were common say-

ings, about which the duke asks, in a

way to intimate his disbelief of

them, ^ ff. g is not here in the
sense of "a spring," or "primutn
mobile," but= tt>j, in the sense of "to

expect," "to be expected from."

fi= -fe],
as in II, ii. 2. It is only

the first part of the saying on which
Confucius dwells. That is called .,

the principal sentence; the other is
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3. "If a rw/Ier knows this, the difficulty of being

a prince, may there not be expected from this one

sentence the prosperity of his country?"
4. The duke then said, "Is there a single sentence

which can ruin a country ?" Confucius replied, "Such

an effect as that cannot be expected from one sentence.

There is, however, the saying which people have 'I

have no pleasure in being a prince, but only in that

no one can offer any opposition to what I say!'

5. "If a ruler's words be good, is it not also good
that no one oppose them ? But if they are not good,

and no one opposes them, may there not be expected
from this one sentence the ruin of his country?"

only ^ fft, "an accessory." 3. Some from this one word, etc.?" Simi-

put a comma at the first *, but it is l
1^ P^'

4 ' 2' -

is
,

a PrePosj
tion=

,y
r

~^
in. JL g, pf is here used specially

better to take that ^p- as a preposi- of tke orders, rules, etc., which a
tion; "May it not be expected that ruler may issue.
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CHAPTER XVI. 1. The duke of Sheh asked about

government.
2. The Master said, "Good government obtains when

those who are near are made happy, and those who

are far off are attracted."

CHAPTER XVII. Tsze-hsia, being governor of Chli-

fii, asked about government. The Master said, "Do
not be desirous to have things done quickly; do not

look at small advantages. Desire to have things done

quickly prevents their being done thoroughly. Look-

ing at small advantages prevents great affairs from

being accomplished."
CHAPTER XVIII. 1. The duke of Sheh informed

Confucius, saying, "Among us here are those who may
be styled upright in their conduct. If their father

16. GOOD GOVERNMENT SEEN FROM
ITS EFFECTS. 1. "^ read sheh; see
VII, xviii. 2. Confucius is supposed
to have in view the oppressive and
aggressive government of Ch'u, to
which Shih belonged.

17. HASTE AND SMALL ADVAN-
TACK9 NOT TO BE DESIRED IN OOVERN-
I-NU. Chii-fa (fu, 3rd tone) was a

small city in the western border of

Lu. f
=

$5:, the prohibitive particle.
18. NATUHAL, DUTY AND UPRIGHT-

NESS IN COLLISION. 1. ^ |jf,
"Our

village," "our neighborhood," but

Hi must be taken vaguely, as in the

translation; compare V, xxi. We
! cannot say whether the duke is

l referring to one or more actual cases,
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^
have stolen a sheep, they will bear witness to the
fact."

2. Confucius said, "Among us, in our part of the

country, those who are upright are different from this.

The father conceals the misconduct of the son, and the

son conceals the misconduct of the father. Unright-
ness is to be found in this."

CHAPTER XIX. Fan Ch'ih asked about perfect
virtue. The Master said, "It is, in retirement, to be

sedately grave; in the management of business, to be

reverently attentive; in intercourse with others, to

be strictly sincere. Though a man go among rude,
uncultivated tribes, these qualities may not be

neglected."

or giving his opinion of what his

people would do. Confucius's reply
would incline us to the latter view.
In the

4j(| |g, accounts are quoted of
such cases, but they are probably
founded on this chapter. j|| is "to
eteal on occasion," i. e., on some
temptation, as when another person's
animal conies into my grounds, and
1 appropriate it. f? seems to convey
here the idea of accusation, as well
as of witnessing. 2. ii.^^C- 1!',

compare IT, xviii, 2. The expres-
sion does not absolutely affirm that
this is upright, but that in this there
is a better principle than in the other

conduct. Anybody but a Chinese
will say that both the duke's view of

the subject and the sage's were

incomplete.
19. CHABACTEKISTICS OF PERFECT

VIRTUE. This is the third time that

Fan Ch'ih is represented as question-

ing the Master about 1, and it is

supposed by some to have been tho
first in order. ^ ^ (in 3rd tone),
in opposition to flL 3j

= "
dwelling

alone," "in retirement." The rude
tribes here are the 1 and the Ti.

The 1 we met with in IX, xiii. Here
it is associated with Ti, the name
of tribes on the north.
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CHAPTER XX. 1. Tsze-kung asked, saying, "What

qualities must a man possess to entitle him to be

called an officer?" The Master said, "He who in his

conduct of himself maintains a sense of shame, and

when sent to any quarter will not disgrace his prince's

commission, deserves to be called an officer."

2. Tsze-kung pursued,
" I venture to ask who may

be placed in the next lower rank?" and he was told,

"He whom the circle of his relatives pronounce to be

filial, whom his fellow villagers and neighbors pro-

nounce to be fraternal."

3. Again the disciple asked, "I venture to ask

about the class still next in order." The Master said,

"They are determined to be sincere in what they say,

20. DIFFERENT CLASSES OF MKX
WHO IN THEIR SEVERAL DEGREES
MAY BE STYLED OFFICERS, AND THE
INFERIORITY OF THE MASS OF THE

ERS OF CONFUCIUS'S TIME. 1.

compare on XII, xx. Here it

;es not the scholar, but the
'' $ 8ft, "has shame," i. e.,

avoid all bad conduct which
would subject him to reproach. 2.

^ $1 i "a designation for all who

form one body having the same
ancestor." They are also called -fa

$j, "nine branches of kindred,"

being all of the same surname from
the great-great-grandfather to the

great-great-grandson. |^= 1

]^, mean-

ing
"
submissive," giving due honor to

all older than himself. 3. Jjg, "the
sound of stones." Jg? @ jfc, "stone-

like." The dictionary, with reference
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and to carry out what they do. They are obstinate
little men. Yet perhaps they may make the next
class."

4. Tsze-kung finally inquired, "Of what sort are
those of the present day, who engage in government?"
The Master said, "Pooh! they are so many pecks and

hampers, not worth being taken into account."
CHAPTER XXI. The Master said, "Since I cannot

get men pursuing the due medium, to whom I might
communicate my instructions., I must find the ardent
and the cautiously-decided. The ardent will advance
and lay hold of truth ; the cautiously-decided will keep
themselves from what is wrong."

to this passage, explains it /J> X
UJ, "the appearance of a small man."
* fl" U fc A i- e -> mere utensils.

Compare on II, xii. Dr. Williams
translates the expression fairly well

by "peck-measure men."
21. CONFUCIUS OBLIGED TO CON-

TENT HIMSELF WITH THE AKDENT
AND CAUTIOUS AS DISCIPLES. Com-
pare V, xxi, and Mencius VII,
ii, 37. ^ ,

is explained as in the

translation Jjl it ^ . The ffe

jEjfj, however, gives simply 1& , fs)

III, "dwell together with them." $>
-til, ff 1$ -S comp. VIII, xvi, 2.

ijg is explained in the dictionary
by Wi xlK> "contracted and urgent."

Opposed to E> it would seem to

denote caution, but yet not a
caution which may not be combined
with decision. ;f J5/f 5fc ffi, "have
what thev will not do."
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CHAPTER XXII. 1. The Master said, "The people

of the south have a saying 'A man without con-

stancy cannot be either a wizard or a doctor.' Good!

2. "Inconstant in his virtue, he will be visited

with disgrace."
3. The Master said, "This arises simply from not

attending to the prognostication."
CHAPTER XXIII. The Master said, "The superior

man is affable, but not adulatory; the mean man is

adulatory, but not affable."

22. THK IMPORTANCE OF FIXITY
AND CONSTANCY OF MIND. 1. I trans-

late & by "wizard," for want of a
better term. In the Chau Li, Bk.
XXVI, the wti appear sustaining
a sort of official status, regularly
called in . to bring down spiritual
I KMM^S, obtain showers, etc. They
are distinguished as men and women,
though JJ

' s often feminine, "a
witch," as opposed toSjJ, "a wizard."
Confucius'a use of the saying, ac-

cording to Chu Hsi, is this "Since
such small people must have con-

stancy, JKI\V 7imch more ought others
to have it!" The ranking of the
(l.i.-tors uml wizards together suffi-

ciently shows what was the position
of the healing art in those days.

Chang K'ang-ch-ang interprets this

paragraph quite madmissibly :

" Wizards and doctors cannot manage
people who have no constancy." 2.

This is a quotation from the Yi-

ching, diagram '|'|[; hexagram XXXII,
line 3. 3. This is inexplicable to

Chu Hsi. Some bring out from it

the meaning in the translation.

Chang K'ang-ch'ang says :
" By the

Yi we prognosticate good and evil,

but in it there is no prognostication
of people without constancy."

23. THE DIFFERENT MANNERS OF
THE SUPERIOR AND THE MEAN MAN.

Compare II, xiv, but here the

parties are contrasted in their more
private intercourse with others. [?fj,

"agreeing with," = flattering.
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CHAPTER XXIV. Tsze-kung asked, saying, "What
do you say of a man who is loved by all the people of

his neighborhood ?
' ' The Master replied,

' 'We may not

for that accord our approval of him." "And what do

you say of him who is hated by all the people of his

neighborhood?" The Master said, "We may not for

that conclude that he is bad. It is better than either

of these cases that the good in the neighborhood love

him, and the bad hate him."

CHAPTER XXV. The Master said, "The superior

man is easy to serve and difficult to please. If you

try to please him in any way which is not accordant

24. HOW, TO JUDGE OF A MAN
FROM THE LIKINGS AND DISLIKINGS
OF OTHERS, WE MUST KNOW THE
CHARACTERS OF THOSE OTHERS. fc

pj, literally, "not yet may." The
general meaning of a Chinese sen-

tence is often plain, and yet we
are puzzled to supply exactly the

subjects, auxiliaries, etc., which other

languages require. In rendering
the phrase, I have followed many

of the paraphrasts, who complete
it thus: % Pj 1t . ft ^ <fe and

**!##*&. In the K ffi,

however, the second occurrence of

it is expanded in the same way as

the first. Compare Luke's Gospel,
6 : 21, 26.

25. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THK
SUPERIOR AND THE MEAN MAN IN

THEIR RELATION TO THOSE EMPLOYED
BY THEM. g $ ffi ft i% (=1ft),
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with right, he will not be pleased. But in his employ
ment of men, he uses them according to their capacity.

The mean man is difficult to serve, and easy to please.

If you try to please him, though it be in a way which

is not accordant with right, he may be pleased. But

in his employment of men, he wishes them to be

equal to everything.

CHAPTER XXVI. The Master said, "The superior
man has a dignified ease without pride. The mean
man has pride without a dignified ease."

CHAPTER XXVII. The Master said, "The firm, the

enduring, the simple, and the modest are near to

virtue."

as in the translation, or we may
render, "is easily served, but is

pleased with difficulty." g , see
II, xii, H being here a verb. ;fc Jig-

is the opposite of ^ ;, and=& ^
t ft ^ A 4i _h> "he requires

"11 capabilities from a single
man."

2<). THE DIFFERENT AIB AND

BEARING OF THE SUPERIOR AND THE
MEAN MAN .

27. NATURAL QUALITIES WHICH
ARE FAVORABLE TO VIRTUE. 7^,
"wood," here an adjective, but not
our "wooden." It= ^^, "simple,"
"plain." |(t), see IV, xxiv. The
gloss on it here is y| |$,

" slow and
blunt." "Modest" seems to be the
idea.
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CHAPTER XXVIII. Tsze-lu asked, saying, "What
qualities must a man possess to entitle him to be
called a scholar?" The Master said, "He must be

thus, earnest, urgent, and bland: ^among his friends,

earnest and urgent; among his brethren, bland."

CHAPTER XXIX. The Master said, "Let a good
man teach the people seven years, and they may
then likewise be employed in war."

CHAPTER XXX. The Master said, "To lead an
uninstructed people to war, is to throw them away."

28. QUALITIES THAT MARK THE
SCHOLAR IN SOCIAL INTERCOURSE.
This is the same question as in chap,
xx, 1, but ;t is here "the scholar,"
the gentleman of education, without
reference to his being in office or
not.

29. HOW THE GOVERNMENT OF A
GOOD RULER WILL PREPARE THE
PEOPLE FOB WAR. f| X> " a good
man,'

5

spoken with reference to
him as a ruler. The teaching is not
to be understood of military train-

ing, but of the duties of life and

citizenship; a people so taught are

morally fitted to fight for their

government. What military training

may be included in the teaching,
would merely be the hunting and

drilling in the people's repose from
the toils of agriculture. ^R, "weap-
ons of war." pj 1 f[J ;$;, "they
may go to their weapons."

30. THAT PEOPLE MUST BE TAUGHT,
TO PREPARE THEM FOR WAR. Com-
pare the last chapter. The language
is very strong, and Icjj being under-

stood as in the last chapter, shows
how Confucius valued education for

all classes.
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CHAPTER I. Hsien asked what was shameful. The

Master said, "When good government prevails in a

state, to be thinking only of salary; and, when bad

government prevails, to be thinking, in the same way,

only of salary; this is shameful."

CHAPTER II. 1. "When the love of superiority,

boasting, resentments, and covetousness are repressed,

this may be deemed perfect virtue."

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. ^
-t- [4, "Hsien asked, No. 14.'"' the

i list Hsing Ping (}fl$ pi) says,
" lu this Book we have the charac-
ters of the Three Kings, and Two
Chiefs, the courses proper for princes
and great officers, the practice of

virtue, the knowledge of what is

shameful, personal cultivation, and
the tranquilizing of the people; all

subjects of great importance in gov-
ernment. They are therefore col-

lected together, and arranged after
the last Book, which commences
with an inquiry about government."
Some writers are of opinion that the
whole Book with its 47 chapters was
compiled by Hsien or Yuan Sze, who
appears in the first chapter. That
only the name of the inquirer is

given and not his surname, is said
to be our proof of this.

1. IT IS SHAMEFUL IN AN OFFICER
TO BE CARING ONLY ABOUT HIS

EMOLUMENT. Hsien is the Yuan Sze

of VI, iii, and if we suppose Oon-

fucius's answer designed to have a

practical application to himself, it is

not easily reconcilable with what

appears of his character in~that other

p'ace. ^ here = fj^, "emolument,"
but its meaning must be pregnant
and intensive, as in the translation.

If we do not take it so, the sentiment
is contradictory to VIII, xiii. 3.

K'ung An-kwo, however, takes the

following view of the reply: "When
a country is well-governed, emolu-
ment is right; when a country is

ill -governed, to take office and
emolument is shameful." I prefer
the construction of Chu Hsi, which

appears in the translation.
2. THE PRAISE OF PERFECT VIR-

TUE IS NOT TO BE ALLOWED FOB THE
REPRESSION ON BAD FEELINGS. In
Ho Yen, this chapter is joined to the
preceding, and Chu Hsi also takes
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2. The Master said, "This may be regarded as the

achievement of what is difficult. But I do not know
that it is to be deemed perfect virtue."

CHAPTER III. The Master said, "The scholar who
cherishes the love of comfort is not fit to be deemed a

scholar."

CHAPTER IV. The Master said, "When good gov-
ernment prevails in a state, language may be lofty

and bold, and actions the same. When bad govern-
ment prevails, the actions may be lofty and bold, but

the language may be with some reserve."

the first paragraph to be a question
of Yuan Hsien. 1. ], "overcom-

ing," i. e., here= " the love of supe-

riority." $;, as in V, xxv, 3. ^ %f,

"do not go," i. e., are not allowed to

have their way, =are repressed. 2.

J, "difficult,"^ the doing what is

difficult, 'fl is quoad <i; "as to its

being perfect virtue, that I do not

know."
3. A SCHOLAR MUST BE AIMING AT

WHAT IS HIGHEE THAN COMFORT OR
PLKASURK. Compare IV, xi. The

@ here is akin to the fH .-h there-

Compare also IV, ix.

4. WHAT ONE DOES MUST ALWAYS
BE RIGHT; WHAT ONE FEELS NEED
NOT ALWAYS BE SPOKEN: A LESSON
OF PRUDENCE. ^, for jg|, as in VII,
xxxv. ^, "terror from being in

a high position;" then "danger,"

"dangerous." It is used here in a

good sense, meaning "lofty, and
what may seem to be, or really be,

dangerous," under a . bad govern-
ment, where good principles do uot

prevail.
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CHAPTER V. The Master said, "The virtuous will

be sure to speak correctly, but those whose speech
is good may not always be virtuous. Men of principle

are sure to be bold, but those who are bold may not

always be men of principle."

CHAPTER VI. Nan-kung Kwo, submitting an in-

quiry to Confucius, said, "1 was skillful at archery, and
Ao could move a boat along upon the land, but neither

of them died a natural death. Yli and Chi personally

5. WE MAY PREDICATE THE EX-

TERNAL FROM THE INTERNAL, BUT
NOT VICE VERSA. The ^ jf must be

understood of virtuous speaking and

"virtuously," or "correctly," be sup-

plied to bring out the sense. A
translator is puzzled to render fc %
differently from ^ |*l %. I have
said "men of principle,'' the opposi-
tion teing between moral and animal

courage; yet the men of principle

may not be without the other, in

order to their doing justice to them-
selves.

6. EMINENT PROWESS CONDUCTING
TO RUIN; EMINENT VIRTUE LEADING
TO DIGNITY. THE MODESTY OF CON-
FICIUS. Xan-kung Kwo is said bv

Chu Hsi to have been the same as

Xan Yung in V, 1. But this is

doubtful. See on Nan Yung there.

Kwo, it is said, insinuated in his

remark an inquiry whether Confucius

was not like Yii or Chi, and the

great men of the time so many I and
Ao ; and the sage was modestly silent

upon the subject. I and Ao carry
us back to the 22nd century before

Christ. The first belonged to a

family of princelets, famous, from
the time of the emperor|J(2432 B. c. ),

for their archery, and dethroned
the emperor . Hau-hsiang (jg ft]),

2145 B. c. I was afterwards slain

by his minister, Han Cho (^ $),
who then married his wife, and one
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wrought at the toils of husbandry, and they became
possessors of the kingdom." The Master made no

reply; but when Nan-kung Kwo went out, he said, "A
superior man indeed is this! An esteemer of virtue
indeed is this!"

CHAPTER VII. The Master said, "Superior men,
and yet not always virtuous, there have been, alas!

But there never has been a mean man, and, at the

same time, virtuous."

CHAPTER VIII. The Master said, "Can there be
love which does not lead to strictness with its object?
Can there be loyalty which does not lead to the
instruction of its object?"

of their sons (j%, Chido) was the
individual here named Ao, who was
subsequently destroyed by the em-
peror Shao-k'ang, the posthxtmous
son of Hau-hsiang. Chi was the son
of the emperor ^, of whose birth

many prodigies are narrated, and
appears in the Shu-ching as Hau-chi,
the minister of agriculture to Yao
and Shun, by name fj|. The Chau
family traced their descent lineally
from him, so that though the throne

only came to his descendants more
than a thousand years after his time,

Nan-kung Kwo speaks as if he had
got it himself, as Yii did. np-

p& ?? A' "compare V, ii. The

name Ao in the text should be J.
7. THE HIGHEST VIRTUE NOT EASI-

LY ATTAINED TO, AND INCOMPATIBLE
WITH MEANNESS. Compare IV, iv.

We must supply the "always," to

bring out the meaning.
8. A LESSON FOB PABENTS AND

MINISTERS, THAT THEY MUST BE
STRICT AXD DECIDED. Lao, being
parallel with hui, is to be construed
as a verb, and conveys the meaning
in the translation different from the

meaning of the term in XIII, i.

K'ung An-kwo takes it in the sense
of "to soothe," "comfort," in the
3rd tone, but that does not euit the

parallelism.
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CHAPTER IX. The Master said, "In preparing the

governmental notifications, P'i Shan first made the

rough draft; Shi-shu examined and discussed its

contents; Tsze-yii, the manager of foreign inter-

course, then polished the style; and, finally, Tsze-ch'an

of Tung-li gave it the proper elegance and finish."

CHAPTER X. 1. Some one asked about Tsze-eh'an.

The Master said, "He was a kind man."

2. He asked about Tsze-hsi. The Master said,

"That man! That man!"

9. THE EXCELLENCE OF THE
OFFICIAL NOTIFICATIONS OF CHANG,
OWING TO THE ABILITY OF FOUR OF
ITS OFFICERS. The state of Chang,
small and surrounded by powerful
neighbors, was yet fortunate in hav-

ing able ministers, through whose
mode of conducting its government
it enjoyed considerable prosperity.
&, with reference to this passage, is

explained in the dictionary by jEfr $
JB. "Of . S$t-> "the language of govern-

onlers, covenants, and con-
: bee the Chau Li, XXV,

h'an(see V,.xv) was
ili-' <-liief minister of the slate, and

iu preparing such documents first

used the services of P'i Shan, who
was noted for his wise planning of

matters. Shi-shu shows the relation

of the officer indicated to the ruling

family. His name was Yu-chi {^
jjj). The province of the ^f A waa
"to superintend the ceremonies of

communication with other states";
see the Chau Li, Bk. XXXVIII.

10. THE JUDGMENT OF CONFUCIUS
CONCERNING TsZE-CH'AN, TsZE-HSI,
AND KWAN CHUNG. 1. See V, xv.
2. Tsze-hsi was the chief minister of

Ch' u. He had refused to accept tha
nomination to the sovereignty of. the
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3. He asked about Kwan Chung. "For him," said

the Master, "the city of Pien, with three hundred

families, was taken from the chief of the Po family,
who did not utter a murmuring word, though, to the

end of his life, he had only coarse rice to eat."

CHAPTER XI. The Master said, "To be poor with-

out murmuring is difficult. To be rich without being

proud is easy."
CHAPTER XII. The Master said, "Mang Kung-ch'o

is more than fit to be chief officer in the families of

Chao and Wei, but he is not fit to be great officer to

either of the states Tang or Hsieh."

state in preference to the rightful
heir, but did not oppose the usurping
tendencies of the rulers of Ch'u. He
had, moreover, opposed the wish of

king CMo (of Ch'u) to employ the

sage. 3. Kwan Chung,- see III,
xxii. To reward his merits, the duke
Hwan conferred on him the domain
of the officer mentioned in the text,
who had been guilty of some offense.

His submitting as he did to his

changed fortunes was the best trib-

ute to Kwan's excellence.
11. IT IS HARDER TO BEAR POV-

ERTY ARIGHT THAN TO CARRY RICHES.
This sentiment may be controverted.

Compare I, xv.
12. THE CAPACITY OF MANG

KUNG-CH'O. Kung-ch'o was the head
of tho Mang, or Chung-sxin family,

and, according to the "Historical

Records," was regarded by Confucius
more than any other great man of

the times in Lu. His estimate of

him, however, as appears here, was
not very high. In the sage's time,
the government of the state of Tsin

(f?) was in the hands of the three

families, Chao, Wei, and Han ($g),

which afterwards divided the whole
state among themselves; but mean-
while they were not states, and

Kung-ch'o, as their Ido, or chief

officer, could have managed their

affairs. T'ang and Hsieh were small

states, whose great officers would
have to look after their relations

with greater states, to which func-

tion Kung-ch'o's abilities were not

equal. - -
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CHAPTER XIII. 1. Tsze-lu asked what constituted

a COMPLETE man. The Master said, "Suppose a man

with the knowledge of Tsang Wu-chung, the freedom

from covetousness of Kung-ch'o, the bravery of

Chwang of Pien, and the varied talents of Zan Ch'iu;

add to these the accomplishments of the rules of

propriety and music; such a one might be reckoned

a COMPLETE man."

2. He then added, "But what is the necessity for a

complete man of the present day to have all these

things? The man, who in the view of gain, thinks of

righteousness; who in the view of danger is prepared
to give up his life; and who does not forget an old

13. OF THE COMPLETE MAX: A
CONVERSATION WITH TsZE-L<h 1.

Tsang Wu-chung had been an officer

of Lu in the reign anterior to that
in which Confucius was born. So
great was his reputation for wisdom
that the people gave him the title of
a |g A or "sage." Wu was his

honorary epithet, and ]<\> denotes his

family place, among his brothers.

Chwang, it is said by Chu Hsi, after
Chau (HJ), one of the oldest com-
mentators, whose surname only has
come down to us, was -|; g, ~X :%.,

"great officer of the city of Pien."

According to the "Great Collection

of Surnames," a secondary branch
of a family of the state of Ts'ao

(U) having settled in Lu; and being
gifted with Pien, its members took
their surname thence. For the his-

tory of Chwang and of Wu-chung,
see the Jjj |f, in loc. Tfr pj 3$,

Tfr implies that there was a higher
style of man still, to whom the

epithet complete would be more fully

applicable. 2. The is to be under-
stood of Confucius, though some

suppose that Tsze-lu is the speaker.
3g, 1st tone, = $j, "an agreement,"
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agreement however far back it extends: such a man
may be reckoned a COMPLETE man."
CHAPTER XIV. 1. The Master asked Kung-ming

Chia about Kung-shu Wan, saying, "Is it true that

your master speaks not, laughs not, and takes not?"
2. Kung-ming Chia replied, "This has arisen from

the reporters going beyond the truth. My master

speaks when it is the time to speak, and so men do
not get tired of his speaking. He laughs when there

is occasion to be joyful, and so men do not get tired

of his la,ughing. He takes when it is consistent with

righteousness to do so, and so men do not get tired of

his taking." The Master said, "So! But is it so with
him?"

"a covenant,-" "a long agreement,
he does not forget the words of his

whole life." The meaning is what
appears in the translation.

14. THE CHARACTER OF KUNG-
snO WAN, WHO WAS SAID NEITHER
TO SPEAK, NOB L.AUGH, NOR TAKE.
1. Wan was the "honorary epithet of
the individual in question, by name
Chih (!), or, as some say, Fa (f),
an officer of the state of Wei. He
was descended from the duke Sjf , and

was himself the founder of the

Kung-shu family, being so desig-
nated, I suppose, because of his

relation to the reigning duke. Of

Kung-ming ChiS, nothing seems to be
knouii; he would seem from this

chapter to have been a disciple of

Kung-shu Wan. 2. :Hl $, with
reference to Chia's account of Kung-
shu Wan. g 3 $ ^ intimates
Confucius's opinion that Chia waa
himself going beyond the truth.
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CHAPTER XV. The Master said,
"
Tsang Wu-chung,

keeping possession of Fang, asked of the duke of Lu to

appoint a successor to him in his family. Although it

may be said that he was not using force with his

sovereign, I believe he was."

CHAPTER XVI. The Master said, "The duke Wan
of Tsin was crafty and not upright. The duke Hwan
of Ch'i was upright and not crafty."

1."). CONDEMNATION OF TSANG Wu-
( Hr.NG FOB FORCING A FAVOR FROM
HIS PRINCE. Wu-chung (see chap.
xiii) was obliged to fly from Lu, by
the animosity of the Hang family,
and took refuge in CM ($). As the
head of the Tsang family, it devolved
on him to offer the sacrifices in the
ancestral temple, and he wished one
of his half brothers to be made the
head of the 'family, in his room, that
those might not be neglected. To
Mren-then the application for this,
which he contrived to get made, he
returned himself to the city of Fang,
which belonged to his family, and
thence sent a message to the coxirt,
which was tantiMiii.imt ts a threat,
that if the application were not
granted, he would hold possession of
the place. This was what. Confucius
condemned, -the y. ffi in a matter

which should have been left to the

duke's grace. See all the circum-

stances in the }fe fl|, J| fc H -f" =*-

&-. jg, in 1st tone, as in chap, xiii,

but -with a different meaning, =ift,

"to force to do."

16. THK DIFFERENT CHARACTERS
OF THE DUKES WAN OF TSIN AND
HWAN OF CH'I. Hwan and Wan
were the two first of the five leaders

of the princes of the empire, who
play an important part in Chinese

history, during the period of the
Ohau dynasty known as the Ch'un
Ch'iu (|f> j$). Hwan ruled in Ch'i,

681-643 B. c., and Wan in Tsui, 636-
628 B. c. Of Duke Hwan, see the
next chapter. The attributes men-
tioned by Confucius are not to be
taken absolutely, but as respectively

.predominating .in the two chiefs.
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CHAPTER XVII. 1. Tsze-lu said, "The duke Hwan
caused his brother Chiu to be killed, when Shao Hu
died with his master., but Kwan Chung did not die.

May not I say that he was wanting in virtue?"

2. The Master said, "The duke Hwan assembled all

the princes together, and that not with weapons of

war and chariots: it was all through the influence of

Kwan Chung. Whose beneficence was like his ?

Whose beneficence was like his?"

brains out, and die with his master,
while Kwan Chung returned gladly
to Ch'i, took- service with Hwan,
became his prime minister, and made

'

him supreme arbiter among the
various chiefs of the empire. Such
conduct was condemned by Tsze-lu.

; is a peculiar expression j$ -f-

M HU *b- '** "Confucius defends Kwan
Chung, on the ground of the services

which 'he rendered, using ^ in" a
different acceptation from that in-

tended by the disciple. ^L, 1st tono,

explained in the dictionary by 5,

synonymous with -0s though the f$
gjj makes out more than nine assem-

blages of" princes under the presi-

dency of Duke Hwari. ,\\\ -.it fn=2il
#l JC- rf ~ft, in tlK;"1:fiin.slation.

1 7. THE AIEBIT OF KWAN CHUNG :

A CONVERSATION WITH TSZE-LT>.
1- 3- &> "the duke's son Ch'iu,"
but, to avoid the awkwardness of that

rendering, I say "his brother."
Hwan (the honorary epithet; his

name was /J 3 ) and Ch'iu had botli

been refugees in different states, the
latter having been carried into Lu,
away from the troubles and dangers
of Ch'i, by the ministers, Kwan
Chung and Shao Hu. On the death
of the prince of Ch'i, Hwan antici-

pated Ch'iu, got to Ch'i, and took

possession of the state. Soon after,
he required the duke of Lu to put
his brother to death, and to deliver

up the two ministers, .when Shao
(5 here = 315) Hu chose to dash His
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CHAPTER XVIII. 1. Tsze-kung said, "Kwan Chung,
I apprehend, was wanting in virtue. When the duke

Hwan caused his brother Chiu to be killed, Kwan

Chung was not able to die with him. Moreover, he

became prime minister to Hwan."
2. The Master said,

"Kwan Chung acted as prime
minister to the duke Hwan, made him leader of all the

princes, and united and rectified the whole kingdom.
Down to the present day, the people enjoy the gifts

which he conferred. But for Kwan Chung, we should

now be wearing our hair unbound, and the lappets of

our coats buttoning on the left side.

3. "Will you require from him the small fidelity of

18. THE MERIT OF KWAN CHUNG :

A CONVERSATION WITH TSZE-KUNG.
1. Tsze-lu's doubts about Kwan
Chung arose from his not dying with
the prince Chiu; Tsze-kung's turned
principally on his subsequently be-

coming premier to Hwan. 2. |H=IE,
"to rectify," "reduce to order."
blends with fg its own verbal force,
="to unite." fe=&, "not," "if
not." ^ (the 4th tone) ^, see
the Li Chi, III, iii, 14, where this is

mentioned as a characteristic of the
eastern barbarians.

; ^, see the

Shu-ching, V, xxiv, 13. A note in
the |j fg says, that anciently the

right was the position of honor, and
the right hand, moreover, is the
more convenient for use, but the
practice of the barbarians was con-

trary to that of China in both points.
The sentiment of Confucius is, that
but for Kwan Chung, his countrymen
would have sunk to the state of the
rude tribes about them. 3. J7C ^, |7C

^?, see IX, xxv. |g=/h f=, "small
fidelity," by which is intended the
faithfulness of a married couple of
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common men and common women, who would commit

suicide in a stream or ditch, no one knowing anything
about them ?

"

CHAPTER XIX. 1. The great officer, Hsien, who
had been family minister to Kung-shu Wan, ascended

to the prince's court in company with Wan.

2. The Master, having heard of it, said, "He
deserved to be considered WAN (the accomplished)."

the common people, where the hus-

band takes no concubine in addition
to his wife. The argument is this :

"Do you think Kwan Chung should
have considered himself bound to

Chiu, as a common man considers
himself bound to his wife? And
would you have had him commit
suicide, as common people will do on
any slight occasion ?" Commentators
Bay that there is underlying the
vindication this fact: that Kwan
Chung and Shao Hu's adherence to
Chiu was wrong in the first place,
Chiu being the younger brother.

Chung's conduct, therefore, was not
to be judged as if Chiu had been the
senior. There is nothing of this,

however, in Confucius 's words. He
vindicates Chung simply on the
ground of his subsequent services, and
his reference to "the small fidelity"
of husband and wife among the
common people is very unhappy, g

$ (3rd tone), "to strangle one's

self," but in connection with ^ }f|,

the phrase must be understood

generally= " to commit suicide."

19. THE MERIT OF KUNG-SHU
WAN IN RECOMMENDING TO HIGH
OFFICE, WHILE IN AN INFERIOR POSI-

TION, A MAN OF WORTH. 1. Kung-
shu Wan, see chap. xiv. This

paragraph is to be understood as

intimating that Kung-shu, seeing the

worth and capacity of his minister,
had recommended him to his

sovereign, and afterwards was not
ashamed to appear in the same
rank with him at court. /2j,=our
"duke's," i. e., the duke's court. 2.

The meaning of the chapter turns on
the signification of the title Wan. For
the conferring of this on Kung-shii.
see the Li Chi, II, Sect, ii, Pt. ii, 13.

The name Hsien generally appears in

the form &..
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CHAPTER XX. 1. The Master was speaking about

the unprincipled course of the duke Ling of Wei, when

Ch'i K'ang said, "Since he is of such a character, how

is it he does not lose his state?"

2. Confucius said, "The Chung-shu Yii has the

superintendence of his guests and of strangers; the

litanist, T'o, has the management of his ancestral

temple; and Wang-sun Chia has the direction of the

army and forces: with such officers as these, how
should he lose his state ?

"

CHAPTER XXI. The Master said, "He who speaks
without modesty will find it difficult to make his

words good."
20, Tin: IMPORTANCE OF GOOD AND

ABLB MIXISTKKS: SEEX IN THE
STATE OF WEI. 1. Ling was the

honorary epithet of Ytian (jc), duke
of \Voi, 533-492 B. c. He was the
husband ot Nan-tsze, VI, xxvi. See
VE ?, Bk. XXV, 9. The Chung-shu

Yii is the K'ung Wan of V, xiv.
-fij*

^ express his family position, ac-

cording to the degrees of kindred.
"The litanist, T'o,

?; see VI, xiv.

Wang-sun Chia, see III, xiii.

21. EXTRAVAGANT SPEECH HABD
TO BE MADE GOOD. Compare IV,
xxii.
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CHAPTER XXII. 1. Chan Ch'ang murdered the

duke Chien of Ch'i.

2. Confucius bathed, went to court, and informed
the duke Ai, saying, "Chan Hang has slain his

sovereign. I beg that you will undertake to punish
him."

3. The duke said, "Inform the chiefs of the three

families of it."

4. Confucius retired, and said, "Following in the
rear of the great officers, I did not dare not to

represent such a matter, and my prince says, "Inform
the chiefs of the three families of it."

22. How CoNFTTcnrs WISHED TO
AVENGE THE MURDER OF THE DUKE OF
CH'I: HIS RIGHTEOUS AND PUBLIC
SPIRIT. 1. Chien, "not indolent
in a single virtue," and "tranquil,
not speaking unadvisedly," are the

meanings attached to ftg, as an hon-

orary epithet, while J?)c (the honorary
epithet of Chan Hang indicates,
"
tranquil izer of the people, and es-

tablisher of government." The mur-
der of the duke Chiert by his minis-

ter, Chan Hang (ff), took place 481
B. c., barely two years before Con-
fucius's death. 2." ft %$ implies all

the fasting arid all the solemn prepa-
ration, as for a sacrifice or other
great occasion. Properly, ^ft is to
wash the hair with the water in
which rice has been washed, and y$

is to wash the body with hot water.

in It H> according to the account
of this matter in the J f^, Confucius
meant that the duke Ai should him-
self, with the forces of Lu, undertake
the punishment of the criminal.

Some modern commentators cry out

against this. The sage's advice, they
say, would have been that the duke
should report the thing to the king,
and with his authority associate

other princes with himself to do
justice on the offender. 3. -^[f ^ ^
J, this is the use of^ in XI, xxiv,
et al. 4. This is taken as the remark
of Confucius, or his colloquy with
himself, when he had gone out from
the duke. & ^ fl ^c Vc ft , see

XI, vii. The :$ leaves the sentence
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5. He went to the chiefs, and informed them, but

they would not act. Confucius then said, "Following

in the rear of the great officers, I did not dare not to

represent such a matter."

CHAPTER XXIII. Tsze-lu asked how a ruler should

be served. The Master said, "Do not impose on him,

and, moreover, withstand him to his face."

CHAPTER XXIV. The Master said, "The progress

of the superior man is upwards; the progress of the

mean man is downwards."

incomplete; "my prince says, 'In-
form the three chiefs of it;' this

circumstance." The paraphrasts
complete the sentence by fSJ ]$,
"How is it that the prince, etc.?"
6. S =$-, 2. is the verb "to
go to." ft J- g, ^ , this was
spoken to the chiefs to reprove them
for their disregard of a crime, which
concerned every public man, or per-
haps it is merely the reflection of the

own mind.
23. HOW THE MINISTER OF A

PRINCE MUST BE SINCERE AND BOLD-
LY UPRIGHT. $U . is weU expressed
by the phrase in the translation.

Many passages in the Li Chi show
that to 3H was required by the duty
of a minister, but not allowed to a
son with his father.

24. THE DIFFERENT PROGRESSIVE
TENDENCIES OF THE SUPERIOR MAN
AND THE MEAN MAN. Ho Yen takes

jf| in the sense of Rj?|, "to under-
stand." The modern view seema
better.
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CHAPTER XXV. The Master said, "In ancient

times, men learned with a view to their own improve-
ment. Nowadays, men learn with a view to the

approbation of others."

CHAPTER XXVI. 1. Chii Po-yii sent a messenger
with friendly inquiries to Confucius.

2. Confucius sat with him, and questioned him.

"What," said he, "is your master engaged in?" The

messenger replied, "My master is anxious to make his

faults few, but he has not yet succeeded." He then

went out, and the Master said, "A messenger indeed!

A messenger indeed!"

25. THE DIFFERENT MOTIVES OF
LEARNERS IN OLD TIMES, AND IN THE
TIMES of CONFUCIUS. |$ .,^ \ " for

themselves, for other men." The
meaning is as in the translation.

26. AN ADMIRABLE MESSENGER.
1. Po-yii was the designation of Chii

Yuan (Jg), an officer of the state of

Wei, and a disciple of 1 he sage. His

place is now 1st east, in the outer
court of the temples. Confucius had

lodged with him when in Wei, and it

was after his return to Lu that

Po-yii sent to inquire for him.
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CHAPTER XXVII. The Master said, "He who is

not in any particular office has nothing to do with

plans for the administration of its duties."

CHAPTER XXVIII. The philosopher Tsang said,
"The superior man, in his thoughts, does not go out
of his place.''
CHAPTER XXIX. The Master said, "The superior

man is modest in his speech,but exceeds in his actions."

CHAPTER XXX. 1. The Master said, "The way of
the superior man is threefold, but I am not equal to it.

Virtuous, he is free from anxieties; wise, he is free
from perplexities; bold, he is free from fear.

2. Tsze-kung said, "Master, that is what you
yourself say."

27. A repetition of VIII, xiv.

28. THE THOUGHTS OF A SUPERIOR
MAX IN HARMONY WITH HIS POSITION.

T.sarig hero quotes from the ^., or

Illustrations, of the 52nd diagram of
the Yi-chirig, but he leaves out one
'haracter, # before

, and there-
by alters the meaning somewhat.
^Vhat is said in the Yi, is "The
superior man is thoughtful, and so

63 not go out of his place." The
chapter, it is said, is inserted here,

its analogy with the preceding

29. THE SUPERIOR MAN MORE IN
DEEDS THAN IN WORDS. |fr iff- ff ,

literally, "is ashamed of his words."
Compare chaps, xxi and IV, xxii.

30. CONFUCIUS'S HUMBLE ESTI-
MATE OF HIMSELF, WHICH TSZE-KUNQ
DENIES. 1. We have the greatest
part of this paragraph in IX, xxviii,
but the translation must be some-
what different, as :** *. H
are here in apposition with ^ -J-. jg* m = -? m a n ^ *, "what
the superior man takes to be his

path." 2. -t=g-, "to say."
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CHAPTER XXXI. Tsze-kung was in the habit of

comparing men together. The Master said, "Tsze
must have reached a high pitch of excellence! Now,
I have not leisure for this."

CHAPTER XXXII. The Master said, "I will not be

concerned at men's not knowing me; I will be con-

cerned at my own want of ability."
CHAPTER XXXIII. The Master said, "He who

does not anticipate attempts to deceive him, nor think

beforehand of his not being believed, and yet appre-
hends these things readily (when they occur); is he not

a man of superior worth ?
"

31. ONE'S WORK is WITH ONE'S
SELF : AGAINST MAKING COMPARI-
SONS. ]g sp- p

= "Ha! is he not

superior?" The remark is ironical.

32. CONCERN SHOULD BE ABOUT
OUR PERSONAL ATTAINMENT, AND NOT
ABOUT THE ESTIMATION OF OTHERS.
See I, xvi, et al. A critical canon is

laid down here by Chu Hsi: "All

passages, the same in meaning and
in words, are to be understood as

having been spoken only once, and
their recurrence in the work of the

compilers. Where the meaning in
the same and the language a little

different, they are to be taken as

having been repeated by Confucius
himself with the variations." Ac-

cording to this rule the sentiment
in this chapter was repeated by the

Master in four different utterances,
33. QUICK DISCRIMINATION WITH-

OUT SUSPICIOUSNESS IS HIGHLY MERI-
TORIOUS, sgj, "to be disobedient,"
"to rebel"; also, "to meet," and here
"to anticipate," i. e., in judgment.
:jfjj /,/)>, see XIII, xix, but the meaning
is there "perhaps," while here the

J}J is adversative, and =" but." -fa

yfc ; is used in opposition to &
^ ^, and = "a quick apprehender,
one who understands things before

others." So, Chfl Hsi. K'ung An-
kwo, however, takes #jj as conjunc-
tive, and 5fe % in apposition with
the two preceding characteristics,
and interprets the conclusion "Is
such a man of superior worth ?" On
Chu Hsi's view, the ^ is exclama-

tory.
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CHAPTER XXXIV. 1. Wei-shang Mau said to Con-

fucius, "Ch'iu, how is it that you keep roosting about?

Is it not that you are an insinuating talker?"

2. Confucius said, "I do not dare to play the part

of such a talker, but I hate obstinacy."

CHAPTER XXXV. The Master said, "A horse is

called a ch'i, not because of its strength, but because

of its other good qualities."

CHAPTER XXXVI. 1. Some one said, "What do

you say concerning the principle that injury should be

recompensed with kindness?"

34. CONFUCIUS NOT SELF-WILLED,
AND YET NO OLIB-TONGUED TALKEB:

DEFENSE OF HIMSELF FROM THE
CHARGE OF AN AGED REPROVER. 1.

From Wei-shang's addressing Con-
fucius by his name, it is presumed
that he was an old man. Such a
liberty in a young man would have
been impudence. It is presumed
nl si) that he was one of those men
who kept themselves retired from the
world in disgust. j|g, "to perch or
roost," as a bird, used contemp-
tuously with reference to Confucius
going about among the princes and
wishing to be called to office. 2. [5J=& ^S iS,. "holding one idea
without intelligence."

35. VIRTUE AND NOT STRENGTH,
THE FIT SUBJECT OK PRAISE. |f| W8S

the name of a famous horse of

antiquity who could run 1000 II in

one day. See the dictionary in voc.

It is here used generally for "a good
horse."

36. GOOD is NOT TO BE RETURNED
FOR EVIL; EVIL TO BE MET SIMPLY
WITH JUSTICE. 1. ^, =M ^> "kind-
ness." $*, "resentment," "hatred,"
here put for what awakens resent-

ment, "wrong," "injury." The
phrase gl ^ $g $ is found in the i!

t& 1 of Lao-tsze, II, chap. Ixiii, but
it is possible that Confuoius's ques-
tioner simply consulted him about it

as a saying which he had himself
heard and was inclined to approve.
2- 0. jfi^, "with straightness," i. e.,

with justice.- How far the ethics
of Confucius fall below our Christian
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2. The Master said, "With what then will you
recompense kindness?"

3. "Recompense injury with justice, and recom-

pense kindness with kindness."

CHAPTER XXXVII. 1. The Master said, "Alas!

there is no one that knows me."

2. Tsze-kung said, "What do you mean by thus

saying that no one knows you?" The Master

replied, "I do not murmur against Heaven. I do not

grumble against men. My studies lie low, and my
standard is evident from this chap-
ter, and even below Lao-tsze. The
same expressions are attributed to
Confucius in the Li Chi, XXIX, xii,

and it is there added j- p, 1 ^ $g
$, --RIJ E ^ t (

=A), which is

explained, "He who returns good
for evil is a man who is careful of
his person," i. e., will try to avert

danger from himself by such a
course. The author of the H f
says that the injuries intended by
the questioner were only trivial

matters, which perhaps might be
dealt with in the way he mentioned,
but great offenses, as those against
a sovereign or a father, may not be
dealt with by such an inversion of

the principles of justice. Ihe Master
himself, however, does not fence his

deliverance in any way.

37. CONFUCIUS, LAMENTING THAT
MEN DID NOT KNOW HIM, BESTS IN
THE THOUGHT THAT HEAVEN KNEW
HIM. 1. ^ 3 fl, the inversion
for 31 n fj, "does not know me."
He referred, commentators say, to
the way in which he pursued his

course, simply J g,, out of his own
conviction of duty, and for his

own improvement, without regard to

success, or the opinions of others.
2-

fSI ^ 3 ^ *fl J- -til, "what is that
which you say n<~ man knows
you?" T $. -t ^ "beneath I

learn, above I penetrate"; the

meaning appears to be that he con-
tented himself with the study of men
and things, common matters as more
ambitious spirits would deem them,
but from those he rose to understand
the high principles involved in them,
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penetration rises high. But there is Heaven;-that

knows me!"

CHAPTER XXXVIII. 1. The Kung-po Liao, having

slandered Tsze-lu to Chi-sun, Tsze-fu Ching-po in-

formed Confucius of it, saying,
" Our master is cer-

tainly being led astray by the Kung-po Liao, but I

have still power enough left to cut Lido off, and

expose his corpse in the market and in the court."

2. The Master said, "If my principles are to

advance, it is so ordered. If they are to fall to the

" the apijuintments of Heaven (5^
ifr)"; according to one commen-
tator. *n fjj &, 3*; sf, "He
who knows me, is not that Heaven '!"

The F) |j! paraphrases this, as if it

a soliloquy, _h 5^, ;$* ^ ^ ^
4. ft to- 84.-

3S. How CONFUCIUS RESTED, AS
TO THE PROGRESS OF HIS DOCTRINES,
"N THE ORDERING OF HEAVEN:

-ION OF TSZE-LU'S BEING

rpEBED. 1. Liao, called Kung-
po (literally, duke's uncle), probablyfrom an

affinity with the ducal
. house, is said by some to have been
a disciple of the sage, but that is not

likely, as we find him here slandering

Tsze-lu, that he might not be able,

in his official connection with the Chi

family, to carry the Master's lessons

into practice, jft was the hon.

epithet of Tsze-fu Ching, a great
officer of Lu. 3>c ^ refers to Chi-

sun. ;ff ^ j&, "is having his will

deceived." Exposing the bodies ([g^

f ) of criminals, after their execu-

tion, was called jj]t. The bodies of

"great officers" were so exposed in

tie court, and those of meaner
criminals in the market place. 7jj

j^ came to be employed together,
though,the exposure could take piace
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ground, it is so ordered. What can the Kung-po Liao

do where such ordering is concerned ?
"

CHAPTER XXXIX. 1. The Master said, "Some men
of worth retire from the world.

2. "Some retire from particular states.

3.
"Some retire because of disrespectful looks.

4. "Some retire because of contradictory language."
CHAPTER XL. The Master said, "Those who have

done this are seven men/'

only in one place, just as we have
seen fa J& used generally for "broth-
er." 2. ffl.' makes the preceding
clause conditional, = "if." ^
"Heaven's ordering."

39. DIFFERENT CAUSES WHY MEN
OF WORTH WITHDRAW FROM PUBLIC
LIFE, AND DIFFERENT EXTENTS TO
WHICH THEY SO WITHDRAW THEM-
SBLVES. \. )$ pi, 4th tone,=j||. 2.

St ^J, "the next class," but com-
mentators say that the meaning is

no more than "some," and that the
terms do not indicate any compari-
son of the parties on the ground of

their worthiness, fljj, "the earth,"
here = territories or states. 3. The

"looks," and "language" in par. 4,

are to be understood of the princes
whom the worthies wished to serve

Confucius himself could never
bear to withdraw from the world.

40. THE NUMBER OF MEN OF
WORTH WHO HAD WITHDRAWN FROM
PUBLIC LIFE IN CoNFUCIUS's TIME.

This chapter is understood in con-

nection with the preceding; aa

appears in the translation. Chii,

however, explains f by jE, "have
arisen." Others explain it by ^$,
"have done this." They also give
the names of the seven men, which
Chu -calls j||, "chiseling.*
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CHAPTER XLI. Tsze-lu happening to pass the

night in Shih-man, the gatekeeper said to him,

"Whom do you come from?" Tsze-lu said, "From

Mr. K'ung." "It is he, is it not?" -said the other,

"who knows the impracticable nature of the times and

yet will be doing in them."

CHAPTER XLIT. 1. The Master was playing, one

day, on a musical stone in Wei, when a man, carrying

a straw basket passed the door of the house where

Confucius was, and said, "His heart is full who so

beats the musical stone."

2. A little while after, he added, "How contempt-
ible is the one-ideaed obstinacy those sounds display f

41. CONDEMNATION OF CON-
S'S COtRSE IN SEEKING TO BE

EMPLOYED, BY ONE WHO HAD WITH-
DRAWN FROM PUBLIC LIFE. The site

of Shih-man is referred to the district

of Ch'ang-oh'ing, department of Chi-

nan, in Shantung. ^ |"J, "morning
gate," a designation of the keeper,
as having to open the gate in the

morning, perhaps one of the seven
worthies of the preceding chapter
We might translate ~fi f^ by "Stony
gate." Ib seems to have been one of
the passes between Ch'i and Lu. ft

j, "the K'ung," or Mr. K'ung.
Observe the force of the final p..

42. THE JUDGMENT OF A EETIRED
WORTHY ON CONFUCIUS'S COUP-3E,

AND REMARK OF CONFUCIUS THERE-
ON. 1. The ch'ing was one of the

eight musical instruments of the

C-inese; see Medhurst's dictionary,
in toe. 5&, 1st tone, "to go by."

Meaning "to go beyond," "to ex-

ceed,'' it is in the 4th tone, /ff ^ B!&

ijg
&%

sf. i s to be read as one sentence,
and understood as if there were a ,

after the ffc. 2. M @ ^, see
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When one is taken no notice of, he has simply at once
to give over his wish for public employment. "Deep
water must be crossed with the clothes on; shallow

water may be crossed with the clothes held up."
3. The Master said, "How determined is he in his

purpose! But this is not difficult!"

CHAPTER XLIII. 1. Tsze-chang said, "What is

meant when the Shu says that Kao-tsung, while

observing the usual imperial mourning, was for three

years without speaking?"
2. The Master said, "Why must Kao-tsung be

referred to as an example of this? The ancients all did

XIII, xx, 3. The $j Hf interprets
this clause also, as if a j were after

the njc, and 5g 5?g had reference to
the sounds of the ck'ing. ^ |J ^
5> see the Shih, I, iii, 9, stanza
1. The quotation was intended to
illustrate that we must act according
to circumstances. 3. ^=M. ;

seems to be a mere expletive. The
case is one where the meaning is

plain while the characters can hardly
be construed satisfactorily. I have
not found this example of ; in

Wang Yin-chih.
43. HOW GOVEKNMENT WAS CAR-

RIED ON DURING THE THREE YEARS
OF SILENT MOURNING BY THE SOVER-
EIGN. 1. ^ -^ see the Shu, IV,

viii, Sect. I, 1, but the passage there
is not exactly as in the text. It is

there said that Kao-tsung, after the
three years' mourning, still did not

speak. ^} ^ was the honorary title

of the king Wu-ting (fc T 1324-
12G4 B. c.). |e (Shu, ^) [^ (read
on), according to the dictionary,
means "the shed where the mourner
lived the three years." Chu Hsi
d>es not know the meaning of the
terms. Tsze-chang was perplexed
to know how government could be
carried on during so long a period of

silence. 2. ^ A the A em '

bracea the sovereigns, and subor-
dinate princes who had their own
petty courts. !& B in the ft g
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so. When the sovereign died, the officers all attended

to their several duties, taking instructions from the

prime minister for three years."
CHAPTER XLIV. The Master said, "When rulers

love to observe the rules of propriety, the people

respond readily to the calls on them for service."

CHAPTER XLV. Tsze-lu asked what constituted the

superior man. The Master said, "The cultivation of

himself in reverential carefulness." " And is this all ?
"

said Tsze-lu. "He cultivates himself so as to give
rest to others," was the reply. "And is this all?"

the other sentences, it indicates the

realizations, or consequences, of the

H 5r W j& "the hundred sur-

names," as a designation for the

mass of the people, occurs as early
as in the Ydo-tien (|| |lt). It is= ~gf

^ fe, "the surnames of the hundred
families," into which number the

families of the people were perhaps
divided at a very early time. The
surnames of the Chinese now amount
to several hundreds. The small work
W $$ ft t&, made in the Sung
dynasty, contains nearly 450. The
number of them given in an appen-
dix to Williams's Syllabic Diction-

ary, as compiled by the Rev. Dr.

said, H, m&,.
jfe "itt is to manage. The meaning
is, that they did not dare to allow
themselves any license." The ex-

pression is not an easy one. I have
followed the paraphraste.

44. HOW A LOVE OF THE RULES OF
PROPRIETY IN RULERS FACILITATES
OOVERKMENT.

45. REVERENT SELF-CULTIVATION
THE DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTIC

UK CHUN-TSZE. & fc, it is said,
are not to be taken as the wherewith
of the Chun-tsze in cultivating him-
self, but as the chief thing which he

* before him in the process. I
translate 1, therefore, by in, but in
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asked Tsze-lu. The Master said, "He cultivates

himself so as to give rest to all the people. He
cultivates himself so as to give rest to all the peo-

ple: even Yao and Shun were still solicitous about

this."

CHAPTER XLVI. Yiian Zaiig was squatting on his

heels, and so waited the approach of the Master, who
said to him, "In youth not humble as befits a junior;

in manhood, doing nothing worthy of being handed

down; and living on to old age: this is to be a pest."

Blodget, is 1863. In the ^| fg, in

loc., we find a ridiculous reason given
for the surnames being a hundred, to
the effect that the ancient sages
gave a surname for each of the five

notes of the scale in music, and of

the five great relations of life and of
the four seas; consequently 5X5X4
= 100. It is to be observed that
in the Shu we find "a hundred sur-

names," interchanged with '^ i&,
"ten thousand surnames," and it

would seem needless, therefore, to
seek to attach a definite explanation
to the number. f| $p : /jg ffi |g,
see VI, xxviii.

46. CONFUCIUS'S CONDUCT TO AN
UNMANNERLY OLD MAN OF HIS AC-

QUAINTANCE. Yiian Zang was an old

acquaintance of Confucius, but had
adopted the principles of Lao-tsze,

and gave himself extraordinary
license in his behavior. See an
instance in the Li Chi, II, Sect. II,

iii, 24, and the note there. j^ $|,
the dictionary explains the two
words together by |g| JEg ^ 4^, but
that is the meaning of ^ alone, and
^ = ^P, "to wait for." So, the com-
mentators, old and new. The use of

j^ in this sense is thus explained :

"The i| jfe is fond of squatting, and
is therefore called the squatting ch'ih

(Kl &&)> but it is called by some the
ch'ih ? (H j^), and hence j is used
for 0, to squat!" See the H |g, in
loc. j% for j, and $& for '^. .$,
in the sense of j$ ^-,=our "pest,"
rather than "thief." The address of

Confucius might be translated in the
2nd person, but it is perhaps better

to keep to the 3rd, leaving the
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With this he hit him on the shank with his staff.

CHAPTER XLVII. 1. A youth of the village of

Ch'iieh was employed by Confucius to carry the

messages between him and his visitors. Some one

asked about him, saying, "I suppose he has made

great progress."
2. The Master said, "I observe that he is fond of

occupying the seat of a full-grown man; I observe that

he walks shoulder to shoulder with his elders. He is

not one who is seeking to make progress in learning,

He wishes quickly to become a man."

application to be understood. Prom
several references to Yuan Zang in
the Li Chi, it appears he was a very
old acquaintance of Confucius, and
mentally somewhat weak. Confucius
felt kindly to .him, but was some-
times provoked by him to very
candid expressions of his judgment
about him, as here.

47. CONFUCITJS'S EMPLOYMENT OF
A FORWARD YOUTH. 1. ^ |?,

_
there is a tradition that Confucius
lived and taught in PJ ft, but it is
much disputed. 3f fr IB &
Wi "JIT tfr means to convey the
messages between visitors and the

host." H ^ |&, the inquirer sup-
posed that Confucius's employment
of the lad was to distinguish him for

the progress which he had made. 2.

According to the rules of ceremony ,

a youth must sit in the corner, the

body of the room being reserved for

full-grown men; see the Li Chi, II,
Sect. I, i, 18. In walking with an
elder, a youth was required to keep
a little behind him; see the Li Chi,
I, Sect. I, ii.^hap. 4, 7. Confucius's

employment of the lad, therefore,
was to teach him the courtesies

required by his years.
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CHAPTER I. 1. The duke Ling of Wei asked Con-

fucius about tactics. Confucius replied, "I have heard
all about sacrificial vessels, but I have not learned

military matters." On this, he took his departure
the next day.

2. When he was in Chan, their provisions were

exhausted, and his followers became so ill that they
were unable to rise.

3. Tsze-lu, with evident dissatisfaction, said, "Has

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. ?f ff
$t -f

1 3, "Ihe duke Ling of Wei,
No. 15." The contents of the Book,
contained in forty chapters, are as
miscellaneous as those of the former.
Rather they are more so, some chap-
tors bearing on the public adminis-
tration of government, several being
occupied with the superior man, and
others containing lessons of practical
wisdom. "All the subjects," says
Hsing Ping, "illustrate the feeling of
the seme of shame and consequent
pursuit of the correct course, and
therefore the Book immediately
follows the preceding one."

1. CONFUCIUS REFUSES TO TALK
ON MILITARY AFFAIRS. IN THE MIDST

OF DISTRESS, HE SHOWS THE DIS-

CIPLES HOW THE SUPERIOR MAN IS

ABOVE DISTRESS. 1. ^, read chan,
in 4th tone,

' the arrangement of the
ranks of an army," here= tac?<'c.v

generallv. fQ, jjf ; ^, comp. 0|
S & VIII, iv, 3. The ffi. was a

dish, 18 inches long and 8 inches

broad, on a stand 81 inches high,

upon which the flesh of victims was
laid, but the meaning is sacrificial

vessels generally, = the business of

ceremonies. It is said of Confucirs,
in the "Historical Records," thafc

when a boy, he was fond of playing
at g. and j@[. He wished, by his

reply and departure, to teach the
duke that the rules of propriety, and
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the superior man likewise to endure in this way?"
The Master said, "The superior man may indeed have

to endure want, but the mean man, when he is in

want, gives way to unbridled license."

CHAPTER II. 1. The Master said, "Ts'ze, you
think, I suppose, that I am one who learns many
things and keeps them in memory?"

2. Tsze-kung replied, "Yes, but perhaps it is

not so?"

3. "No," was the answer; "I seek a unity all-

pervading."

not war, were essential to the gov-
ernment of a state. 2. From Wei,
Confucius proceeded to Chan, and
there met with the distress here
mentioned. It is probably the same
which is referred to in XI, ii, 1,

though there is some chronological
difficulty about the subject. (See
the note by Chu Hsi in his preface to
the Analects.) 3. IS]

=" yes, indeed,"
with reference to Tsze-lu's question.
Some take it in its sense of "firm."
"The superior man firmly endures

want." Duke Ling, see XIV, xx,
also in Chwang-tsze, x, v, 9, et al.

. How CoxFrnus AIMED AT THE
AI.KI.Ci: OF AX ALL-PERVADING
v. This chapter is to be com-

pared with IV, xv ; only, says Chu
Hsi, "that is spoken with reference

to practice, and this with reference

to knowledge." But the design of

Confucius was probably the same in

them both; and I understand the

first paragraph here as meaning
"Ts'ze, do you think that I am
aiming, by the exercise of memory,
to acquire a varied and extensive

knowledge?" Then the 3rd para-
graph is equivalent to: "I am not

doing this. My aim is to know
myself, the mind which embraces
all knowledge, and regulates all

practice." This is the view of the

chapter given in the ^: jfc ^.
it H" HjL j^ sf. IB, "This chapter
teaches that what is valuable in

learning is the knowledge of that
which is important."
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CHAPTER III. The Master said, "Yu, those who

know virtue are few."
CHAPTER IV. The Master said, "May not Shun

be instanced as having governed efficiently without
exertion? What did he do? He did nothing but

gravely and reverently oqcupy his royal seat."

CHAPTER V. 1. Tsze-chang asked how a man should
conduct himself, so as to be everywhere aj^preciated.

2. The Master said, "Let his words be sincere and
truthful, and his actions honorable and careful; such
conduct may be practiced among the rude tribes of

the South or the North. If his words be not sincere

and truthful, and his actions not honorable and care-

ful, will he, with such conduct, be appreciated, even in

his neighborhood?
C FEW EEALLY KNOW VIRTUE.

Thia is understood aa spoken with
reference to the dissatisfaction mani-
fested by Tsze-lu in chapte '. If he
had possessed a right knowledge of

virtue, he would no^ have been so

affected by distress.

4. How SHUN VAS ABLE TO
GOVERN WITHOUT PERSONAL EFFORT.

|J5f gi, "made himself reverent." jE

|^ ]fif "correctly adjusted his south-
wards face;" see VI, i. Shun suc-

ceeding Yao, there were many minis-
ters of great virtue and ability to

occupy all the offices of the govern-
ment. All that Shun did was by his

grave and sage example. This is the

lesson, the influence of a ruler's

personal character.
5. CONDUCT THAT WILL BE AP-

PRECIATED IN ALL PARTS OF THE
WORLD. 1. We must supply a good
deal to bring out the meaning here.

Chu Hsi compares the qu&otion with
that other of Tsze-chang about tho

scholar who may be called ^; see

XII, xx. 2. fjf may be regarded as

another name for the ;Jfo $;, the rude
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3. "When he is standing, let him see those two

things, as it were, fronting him. When he is in a

carriage, let him see them attached to the yoke. Then

may he subsequently carry them into practice."
4. Tsze-chang wrote these counsels on the end of

Ms sash.

CHAPTER VI. 1. The Master said, "Truly straight-
forward was the historiographer Yii. When good
government prevailed in his state, he was like an
arrow. When bad government prevailed, he was like

an arrow.

'2. "A superior man indeed is Chii Po-yii! When

a on the North (III, v). 2500
Families made up a ;H|, and 25 made
H|> a ij!, but the meaning of the
phrase is that given in the transla-
ti..n. 3. .1C, "them," i. e., such
\vords and actions. Let him see
them % ^ fj, "before him, with

It making a trio." Jj| is prop-
erly "the bottom of a carriage,"
planks laid over wheels, a simple
"hackery," but here it ="a car-"

4. jj$ denotes the ends of
the sash that hang down.

5. TlIE ADMIRABLE CHARACTERS
TSZK.YU AND CHU Po-Yii. 1. qi

ft was the designation of & ^p, the

historiographer of Wei, generally
styled Shih Ch'iu. On his deathbed,
he left a message for his prince, and
gave orders that his body should be
laid out in a place and manner likely
to attract his attention when he paid
the visit of condolence. It was so,

and the message then delivered had
the desired effect. Perhaps it was
on hearing this that Confucius made
this remark. #p ^, "as an arrow,"
i. e., straight and decided. 2. Chii

1'o-yii. see XIV, xxvi. pj^qfe. &
ilii 1l .> ^1 is to be understood as

referring to "his principles," or per-
haps the clause = " he could roll
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good government prevails in his state, he is to be
found in office. When bad government prevails, he
can roll his principles up, and keep them in his

breast."

CHAPTER VII The Master said, "When a man
may be spoken with, not to speak to him is to err in

reference to the man. When a man may not be

spoken with, to speak to him is to err in reference to

our words. The wise err neither in regard to their

man nor to their words."
CHAPTER VIII. The Master said, "The determined

scholar and the man of virtue will not seek to live at

the expense of injuring their virtue. They will even
sacrifice their lives to preserve their virtue complete."

himself up and keep himself to

himself," i. e., he kept aloof from
office. Commentators say that Tsze-

yu's vJiiform straightforwardness
was not equal to Po-yii's rightly

adapting himself to circumstances.

Chwang-tsze continually mentions

Tsang Shan and Shih Yu together.
7. THEBE ABE MEN WITH WHOM

TO SPEAK, AND MEN WITH WHOM TO
KEEP SILENCE. THE WISE KNOW
THEM. % "g" may be translated,

!iterally and properly, "to lone our

words," but in English we do not

speak of "losing men." f

8. HIGH NATUBES VALUE VIBTCTE
MOBE THAN LIFE. The two different

classes here are much the same as in

IV, ii. The first word of the second
sentence may be naturally translated

"They will kill themselves." No
doubt suicide is included in the

expression (see K'ung An-kwo's ex-

planation, given by Ho Yen), and
Confucius here justifies that act, as
in certain cases expressive of high
virtue.
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CHAPTER IX. Tsze-kung asked about the practice
of virtue. The Master said, "The mechanic, who
wishes to do his work well, must first sharpen his

tools. When you are living in any state, take service
with the most worthy among its great officers, and
make friends of the most virtuous among its scholars."
CHAPTER X. 1. Yen Yuan asked how the govern-

ment of a country should be administered.
The Master said, "Follow the seasons of Hsia.
"Ride in the state carriage of Yin.

4. "Wear the ceremonial cap of Chau.
5. "Let the music be the Shao with its panto-

mimes.

9. How INTERCOURSE WITH THE
'.""I/ AIDS THE PRACTICE OF VIRTUE.
Compare

" Iron sharpeneth iron; so a
man sharpeneth the countenance of
his friend."

10. CERTAIN RULKS, EXEMPLIFIED
THE ANCIENT DYNASTIES, TO

Hi: FOLLOWED IN GOVERNING' A
HKI-LV TO YEN YUAN. 1. The dis-
ci plo modestly put his question with
reference to the government of a
state (ft), but the Master answers
it

according to the disciple's ability,

[t
bad been about the ruling of

> kingdom (ft ^ T). 2. The
>e great ancient dynasties began

>e year at different times. Accord-
;
to an ancient tradition, "Heavenw opened at the time ^; Earth

appeared at the time fUs and Man
was born at the time |g." J- com-
mences in our December, at the
winter solstice; jj a month later;
and H a month after 5. The Chau
dynasty began its year with J- ; the

Shang with 3t ; and the Hsia with 5g.
As human life thus began, so the
year, in reference to human labors,
naturally proceeds from the spring,
and Confucius approved the rule of
the Hsia dynasty. His decision has
been the law of all dynasties since
the Ch'in. See the " Discours Pre-
liminaire, Chap. I," in Gaubil's Shu-
ching. 3. The state carriage of the
Yin dynasty was plain and sub-
stantial, which Confucius preferred
to the more ornamented one of Chau,
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6. "Banish the songs of Chang, and keep far from

specious talkers. The songs of Chang are licentious;

specious talkers are dangerous."
CHAPTER XI. The Master said, "If a man take no

thought about what is distant, he will find sorrow
near at hand.

"

CHAPTER XII. The Master said, "It is all over!

I have not seen one who loves virtue as he loves

beauty."
CHAPTER XIII. The Master said, "Was not Tsang

Wan like one who had stolen his situation ? He knew

4. Yet he does not object to the
more elegant cap of that dynasty,
"the cap," says Chu Hsi, "being a
small thing, and placed over all the

body." 5. The shdo was the music
of Shun; see III, xxv. If, the

"dancers," or "pantomimes," who
kept time to the music. Hee the

.Shu-ching, II, ii, 21. (5. Hft ^, "the
sounds of Chang," meaning both
the songs of Chang and the music: to
which they were sung. Those songs
form the 7th book of the 1st division
of the Shih-ching, and are here
characterized justly.

11. THE NECESSITY OF FORE-
THOUGHT AND PRECAUTION.

12. THE KARITV OF A TRUE LOVE
OF VIRTUE.

"tJ, ^ sp-, see V, xxvi;
the rest is a repetition of IX, xvii,
said to have been spoken by Con-
fucius when he was in Wei and saw
the duke riding

1 out openly in the
same carriage with Nan-tsze.

1 3. AGAINST JEALOUSY OF OTHERS'
TALENTS: THE CASE OF TSANG
WAN, AND Hui OF LIU-HSIA. Tsang
Wan-cliung, see V, xvii. $[ fa is

explained "as if he' had got it by
theft, and secretly held possession of
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the virtue and the talents of Hui of Liu-hsia, and yet
did not 'procure that he should stand with him in court"

CHAPTER XIV. The Master said, "He who requires
much from himself and little from others, will keep
himself from being the object of resentment."
CHAPTER XV. The Master said, "When a man is

not in the habit of saying 'What shall I think of

this? What shall I think of this?' I can indeed do

nothing with him!"
CHAPTER XVI. The Master said, "When a number

of people are together, for a whole day, without their
conversation turning on righteousness, and when they

it." Tsang Wan would not recom-
mend Hui because he was an abler
and better man than himself. Hui
is a' famous name in China. He was
an officer of Lu, so styled after
death, whose name was g| }g, and

nation $. He derived his reve-
nue from a town called Liu-hsia,
or from a liu or willow tree, over-

ing his house, which made him
be called Liu-hsia Hui "Hui that
lived under the willow tree. See
Mencius, II, Pt. i, chap. 9.
U. THE WAY TO WARD OFF KE-
;MKXTS.

, it is said, is here

"to require from," and not "to

reprove."
15. NOTHING CAN BE MADE OF

PEOPLE WHO TAKE THINGS EASILY,
NOT GIVING THEMSELVES THE TROU-
BLE TO THINK. Compare VII, viii.

16. AGAINST FRIVOLOUS TALKERS
AND SUPERFICIAL SPECULATORS. Chu
explains |f|

j $ by "they have 110

ground from which to become vir-

tuous, and they will meet with
calamity." Ho Yen gives Chanp'f
explanation, "they will never com-
plete anything." Our nearly literal

translation appears to convey the
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are fond of carrying out the suggestions of B, small

shrewdness; theirs is indeed a hard case."

CHAPTER XVII. The Master said, "The superior

man in everything considers righteousness to be

essential. He performs it according to the rules of

propriety. He brings it forth in humility. He com-

pletes it with sincerity. This is indeed a superior

man."

CHAPTER XVIII. The Master said, "The superior

man is distressed by his want of ability. He is not

distressed by men's not knowing him."

CHAPTER XIX. The Master said, "The superior

meaning.
"A hard case," i.e., they

will make nothing out, and nothing
can be made of them.

17. THE CONDUCT OF. THE SU-
PERIOR MAN IS RIGHTEOUS, COUR-

TEOUS, HUMBLE, AND SINCERE. ^ is

explained by Chu Hsi by "tlio

substance and stem" ; and in the

"Complete Digest" by "foundation."
The antecedent to all the j is ijjj,

or
rather the thing, whatever it be,
done righteously.

18. OUR OWN INCOMPETENCY, AND
NOT OUB REPUTATION, THE PROPER
BUSINESS OF CONCERN TO US. See

XIV, xxxii, et al.

19. THE SUPERIOR MAN WISHES
TO BE HAD IN REMEMBRANCE. Not,
say the commentators, that the su-

perior man cares about fame, but
fame is the invariable concomitant
of merit. He cannot have beon the

superior man, if he be not remem-
bered. %l iB;, see ^ $ f, J I . Jn
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man dislikes the thought of his name not being men-

tioned after his death."

CHAPTER XX. The Master said, "What the supe-

rior man seeks, is in himself. What the mean man

seeks, is in others."

CHAPTER XXI. The Master said, "The superior

man is dignified, but does not wrangle. He is

sociable, but not a partisan."
CHAPTER XXII. The Master said, "The superior

man does not promote a man simply on account of his

\\ords, nor does he put aside good words because of

the man.'

i w'> B Hit and many other
jilirases, i -ft is taken as=$E.

&; "all his life." Still, I let the
t nuislation suggested by the use of
ti;i> phrase in the "Great Learning"

its place.
. I IS OWN APPROBATION IS THE

KIOR MAN'S RILE. THE APPRO-
BATION UK OTHERS IS THE MEAN
MSN'S. Compare XIV, xxv.

21. THE SUPERIOR MAN is DIGNI-

FIED AND AFFABLE, WITHOUT THE
FAULTS TO WHICH THOSE QUALITIES
OFTEN LEAD. Compare II, xiv, and

VII, xxx, 2. ^ is here=& & # E.
"grave in self-maintenance."

22. THE SUPERIOR MAN is DIS-

CRIMINATING IN HIS EMPLOYMENT OF
MEN AND JUDGING OF STATEMENTS.
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CHAPTER XXIII. Tsze-kung asked, saying, "Is
there one word which may serve as a rule of

practice for all one's life?" The Master said, "Is not
RECIPROCITY such a word? What you do not want
done to yourself, do not do to others."

CHAPTER XXIV. 1. The Master said, "In my
dealings with men, whose evil do I blame, whose

goodness do I praise, beyond what is proper? If I do
sometimes exceed in praise, there must be ground for

it in my examination of the individual.

2. "This people supplied the ground why the three

dynasties pursued the path of straightforwardness."

23. THE GREAT PRINCIPLE OF
RECIPROCITY IS THE RULE OF LIFE.

Compare V, xi. It is singular that

Tsze-kung professes there to act on
the principle here recommended to

him. Altruism may be substituted
for reciprocity.

24. CONFUCIUS SHOWED HIS
RESPECT FOR MEN BY STRICT TRUTH-
FULNESS IN AWARDING PRAISE OR
CENSURE. 1. I have not marked
"beyond what is proper" with
italics, because there is really that
force in the verbs |J and f^." Ground for it in my examination of

the individual;" i. e., from my
examination of him I believe he
will yet verify my words. 2. $jjf JI;

-tit, resumes the A of the IB^

paragraph, which the -til indicates.

Jj/f H is to be taken as= "the reason

why," and ff as a neuter verb of

general application. H ft' "the
three dynasties," with special refer-

ence to their great founders, and
the principles which they inaugu-
rated. The truth-approving nature
of the people was a rtile even to
those sages. It was the same to

Confucius.
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CHAPTER XXV. The Master said, "Even in my
early days, a historiographer would leave a blank in

his text, and he who had a horse would lend him

to another to ride. Now, alas! there are no such

things."
CHAPTER XXVI. The Master said, "Specious

words confound virtue. Want of forbearance in small

matters confounds great plan?."
CHAPTER XXVII. The Master said, "When the

multitude hate a man, it is necessary to examine into

the case. When the multitude like a man, it is neces-

sary to examine into the case."

25. INSTANCES OF THE DEGEN-
ER\CY OF CONFUCIUS'a TIMES. Most
para phrasts supply a ^ after J&;
even in my time I have seen."

The appointment of the historiog-
rapher is referred to Hwang-tJ,
or "The Yellow Sovereign," the
inventor of the cycle. The statutes
of LhAu mention no fewer than five

s of such officers. They were
attached also to the feudal courts,
and what Confucius says is that,
in his early days, a historiographer,
on any point about which he was
not sure, would leave a blank; so
careful were they to record only
truth. ;-

ijft extends on to ^ &^ i;. This second sentence is

explained hi Ho Yen: *'If any one
had a horse which he could not

tame, he would lend it to another to
ride and exercise it!' 5 The com-
mentator Hu ($j j) says well, that
the meaning of the chapter must
be left in uncertainty (the second

part of it especially).
26. THE DANGER OP SPECIOUS

WOBDS, AND OF IMPATIENCE. /]> /f,

%& is not "a little impatience," but

impatience in little things; "the
hastiness," it is said, "of women and
small people."

27. IN JUDGING OF A MAN, WK
MUST NOT BE GUIDED BY HIS BEING
GENERALLY LIKED OK DISLIKED.
Compare XIII, xxiv.
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CHAPTER XXVIII. The Master said, "A man can

enlarge the principles which he follows; those principles
do not enlarge the man."
CHAPTER XXIX. The Master said, "To have faults

and not to reform them, this, indeed, should be

pronounced having faults."

CHAPTER XXX. The Master said, "I have been
the whole day without eating, and the whole night
without sleeping: occupied with thinking. It was of

no use. The better plan is to learn."

28. PRINCIPLES OF DUTY AN IN-

STRUMENT IN THE HAND OF MAN.
Ttiis sentence is quite mystical in its

sententiousness. The j^ |fe says:
"

lH; here is the path of duty, which
all men, in their various relations,
have to pursue, and man has the
three virtues of knowledge, benevo-

lence, and fortitude, wherewith to

pursue that path, and so he enlarges
it. That virtue remote, occupying
an empty place, cannot enlarge man,
needs not to be said." That writer's

account of ;j| here is probably
correct, and "duty unapprehended,"
"in an empty plate.

;; im have no
effect on any man; but this is a mere
truism. Duty apprehended is con-

stantly enlarging, elevating, and
energizing multitudes, who had
previously been uncognizant of it.

The first clause of the chapter may
be granted, but the second is not
in accordance with truth. Gen-
erally, however, man may be con-
sidered as the measure of the truth

in morals and metaphysics which he
holds ; but after all, systems of men
are for the most part beneath the

highest capacities of the model men,
the Chun-tsze.

29. THE CULPABILITY OF NOT
REFORMING KNOWN FAULTS. Com-
pare I, viii. Chu Hsi's commentary
appears to make the meaning some-
what different. He says: "If one

having faults can change them, he
comes back to the condition of

having no faults. But if he do not

change them, then they go on to

their completion, and will never
come to be changed."

30. THE FRUITLESSNESS OF THINK-

ING, WITHOUT READING. Compare
II, xv, where the dependence of

acquisition and reflection on each
other is set forth. Many commenta-
tors say that Confucius merely
transfers the things which he here
mentions to himself for the sake of

others, not that it ever was really
thus with himself.
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CHAPTER XXXI. The Master said, "The object of

the superior man is truth. Food is not his object.

There is plowing; even in that there is sometimes

want. So with learning; emolument may be found

in it. The superior man is anxious lest he should not

get truth
;
he is not anxious lest poverty should come

upon him."

CHAPTER XXXII. 1. The Master said, "When a

man's knowledge is sufficient to attain, and his virtue

is not sufficient to enable him to hold, whatever he

may have gained, he will lose again.

2. "When his knowledge is sufficient to attain, and

31. THE SUPERIOR, MAN SHOULD
NOT BE MERCENARY BUT HAVE TRUTH
K>K HIS OBJECT. Here again we
translate j by "truth," as the best
term that offers. fg, "hunger," =
want. "Want may be in the midst
of plowing," i. e., husbandry is

the way to plenty, and yet a famine
or scarcity sometimes occurs. The
application of this to the case of

learning, however, is not apt. Is the
emolument that sometimes comes
with learning a calamity like famine?
The contrast of the two cases is not
well maintained.

32. HOW KNOWLEDGE WITHOUT
VIRTUE IS NOT LASTING, AND TO
KNOWLEDGE AND VERT LIB A RULER
SHOULD ADD DIGNITY AND THE RULES
OF PROPRIETY. 1. Here the vai'ious

chih and the two first in the other

paragraphs have le, or principle, for

their reference. In Ho Yen, how-
ever, Pao Hsien says: "A man
may have knowledge equal to the

management of his office (#J JC *gf),

but if he have not virtue which can
hold it fast, though he get it, he will

lose it." 2. In
flfc , and ffc

blow, %_ m J -y , "the 2. have jfc
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he has virtue enough to hold fast, if he cannot govern
with dignity, the people will not respect him.

3. '"When his knowledge is sufficient to attain, and

he has virtue enough to hold fast; when he governs
also with dignity, yet if he try to move the people

contrary to the rules of propriety: full excellence is

not reached."

CHAPTER XXXIII. The Master said,
" The superior

man cannot be known in little matters; but he may
be intrusted with great concerns. The small men may
not be intrusted with great concerns, but he may be

known in little matters/'

or people, for their reference." 3.

The phrase "to move the people"
is analogous to several others, such
as

fjfc , Sf , n , "to drum the

people," "to dance them," "to rouse

them."
33. How TO KNOW THE SUPERIOR

MAN AND THE MEAN MAN; AND THEIR
CAPACITIES. Chii Hsi says fl, f

lJ ., "the knowing here is our

knowing the individuals." The
"little matters" are ingenious but

trifling arts and accomplishments, in

which a really great man may some-
times be deficient, while a small man

will be familiar with them. The
"knowing" is not that the parties
are chun-tsze and hsiao-zan, but what
attainments they have, and for what,

they are fit. The difficulty, on this

view, is with the conclusion jfjj pj

'h fl- Ho Yen says: "The way
of the chun-tsze is profound and
far-reaching. He will not let his

knowledge be small, and he may bo
1 rusted with what is great. The way
of the hm'do-zan is shallow and near.
Ho will let his knowledge be small,
and he may not be trusted with
\vli.it is great."
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CHAPTER XXXIV. The Master said, "Virtue is

more to man than either water or fire. I have seen

men die from treading on water and fire, but I have
never seen a man die from treading the course of

virtue."

CHAPTER XXXV. The Master said, "Let every
man consider virtue as what devolves on himself. He
may not yield the performance of it even to his

teacher."

CHAPTER XXXVI. The Master said, "The superior
man is correctly firm, and not firm merely."

34. VIRTUE MORE TO MAN THAN
WATER OR FIRE; AND NEVER HURTFUL
TO HIM. jj; is here=A> "man," as
m VI, xx. ^ ft fc ^_the
people's relation to, or dependence
on, virtue." The case is easily con-
ceivable of men's suffering death on
account of their virtue. There have
been martyrs for their loyalty and
other virtues, as well as for their

religious faith. Chu Hsi provides for
this difference in his remarks:
' The want of fire and water is hurt-
ful only to man's body, but to be
without virtue is to lose one's mind
(the higher nature), and so it is more
to him than water or fire." See on
I v

, viii.

35. VIRTUE PERSONAL AND OB-
LIGATORY ON EVERY MAN. The old

interpreters take ^ . in the sense of

"ought." Chu Hsi certainly im-

proves on them by taking it in the
sense of

Jfj! "{;, as in the translation,
A student at first takes ^ to be in
the 2nd person, bxit the ^ following
recalls him to the 3rd.

36. THE SUPERIOR MAN'S FIRM-
NESS IS BASED ON RIGHT. j^ is USed
here in tha sense which it has

throughotit the Yi-ching. Both it

an(i ! imply firmness, but j^. sup-
poses a moral and intelligent basis
which may be absent from ft; see

XIV, xviii, 3.
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CHAPTER XXXVII. The Master said, "A minister,

in serving his prince, reverently discharges his duties,

and makes his emolument a secondary consideration."

CHAPTER XXXVIII. The Master said, "In teach-

ing there should be no distinction of classes."

CHAPTER XXXIX. The Master said, "Those whose

courses are different cannot lay plans for one another."

CHAPTER XL. The Master said, "In language it is

simply required that it convey the meaning."

37. THE FAITHFUL MINISTER. The
3 refers not to ;, but to the indi-

vidual who ajjl ;|f . We have to supply
the subject "a minister." $, as
in VI, xx.

38. THE COMPREHENSIVENESS OF
TEACHING, dm Hsi says on this:

"The nature of all men is good, but
we find among them the different
classes of good and bad. This is the
effect of physical constitution and of

practice. The superior man, in con-

sequence, employs his teaching, and
all may be brought back to the state
of good, and there is no necessity
(the language is ^ <% & fit 51-

^g) of speaking any more of the

badness of some. This is extrava-

gant. Teaching is not so omnipo-
tent. The old interpretation is

simply that in teach'ng there should
be no distinction of < lasses.

39. AGREEMENT IH PRINCIPLE
NECESSARY TO CONCORD IN PLANS.

^ is the 4th tone, but I do not see

that there would be any great dif-

ference in the meaning, if it were
read in its usual 2nd tone.

40. PERSPICUITY THE CHIEF VER-
TTTK OF LANGUAGE. $j*. may be used
both of spee. h and of style.
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CHAPTER XLI. 1. The music master, Mien, having

called upon him, when they came to the steps, the

Master said, "Here are the steps." When they came

to the mat for the guest to sit upon, he said, "Here is

the mat." When all were seated, the Master informed

him, saying, "So and so is here; so and so is here."

2. The music master, Mien, having gone out, Tsze-

chang asked, saying, "Is it the rule to tell those

things to the music master?"

3. The Master said, "Yes. This is certainly the

rule for those who lead the blind."

41. CONSIDERATION OF CONFUCIUS
FOIl THK BLIND. 1. ,_i. q. i (j,
UJ, xxiu. Anciently, the blind were
employed in the offices of music,
partly because their sense of hearing
was more than ordinarily acute, and
partly that they might be made of
some use ia the world ; see the |f ,

in loc. ^, 4th tone. Mien had
come to Confucius's house, under the
care of a guide, but the sage met
him, and undertook the care of him
himself. 2. ; is governed by ff,
and refers to the words of Confucius
to Mien in the preceding paragraph.
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CHAPTER I. 1. The head of the Chi family was

going to attack Chwan-yii.

2. Zan Yu and Chi-lu had an interview with Con-

fucius, and said, "Our chief, Chi, is going to commence

operations against Chwan-yii."

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. !p j ^ff

-f- ^, "The chief of the Chi, No.
16." Throughout this Book, Con-
fucius is spoken of as -fL -?> "The
philosopher K'ung," and never by
the designation J-, or "The Master."
Then, the style of several of the

chapters (iv-xi) is not like the utter-

ances of Confucius to which we have
been accustomed. From these cir-

cumstances, one commentator, Hung
Kwo ($tjg),supposed that it belonged
to the Ch'i (^) recensus of these
Analects ; the other Books belonging
to the Lu (f|.) recensus. This sup-
position, however, is not otherwise

supported.
1. CONFUCIUS EXPOSES THE PRE-

SUMPTUOUS AND IMPOLITIC CONDUCT
OF THE CHIEF OF THE CHI FAMILY IN
PROPOSING TO ATTACK A MINOR. STATE,
AND REBUKES ZAN YO AND TSZE-LU
FOB ABETTING THE DESIGN. 1. ^
j and ^ ^ below, see III, i.

Chwan-yii was a small territory in

Lu, whose ruler was of the J-, or 4th
order -of nobility. It was one of the
states called pft %j, or "attached,"
whose chiefs could not appear in the

presence of the sovereign, excepting
vn the train of the prince within

whose jurisdiction they were em-
braced. Their existence was not
from a practice like the subinfeu-

dation, which belonged to the feudal

system of Europe. They held of the
lord paramount or king, but with
the restriction which has been
mentioned, and with a certain sub-
servience also to their immediate

superior. Its particular position is

fixed by its proximity to Pi and to

the Manghill. is not merely "to
attack," but " to attack and punish,"
an exercise of judicial authority,
which could emanate only from the

sovereign. Tke term is used here, to
show the nefarious and presumptuous
character of the contemplated opera-
tions. 2. There is some difficulty

here, as, according oo the "Historical

Records," the two disciples w^re not
in the service of the Chi family at,

the same time We may suppose,
however, that Tsze-lu, returning with
the sage from. Wei on the invitation

of duke Ai, took service a second

time, and for a short period, with the

Chi family, of which the chief was
then Chi K'ang. This brings the
time of the transaction to 483, or

482 B. c. jjf ~M ^1, -literally, "is
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3. Confucius said, "Ch'iu, is it not you who are in

fault here?

4. "Now, in regard to Chwan-yu long ago, a former

king appointed its ruler to preside over the sacrifices to

the eastern Mang; moreover, it is in the midst of the

territory of our state; and its ruler is a minister in

direct connection with the sovereign: What has your

chief to do with attacking it?"

5. Zan Yu said, "Our master wishes the thing;

neither of us two ministers wishes it."

going to have an affair." 3. Con-
fuc-ius addresses himself only to

Ch'iu, as he had been a considerable

time, and very active, in the Chi
service. 4. It was the prerogative a

the princes to sacrifice to the hills

and rivers within their jurisdictions;
here was the chief of Chwan-yii,

royally appointed (the "former king"
is probably ;&, the second sovereign
<>f the Chau dynasty) to be the lord
of thoMang mountain, that is, to

preside over the sacrifices offered to
i'- This raised him high above any
mere ministers or officers of Lu.
The mountain Mang is in the present
district of Pi, in the department of
I-chau. It was called eastern, to
distinguish it from another of the
same name in Shensi, which was
the western MAni:. fl. # ft fe$
p, tins is mcmiotifd to show that

( hwan-yii was so situated as to give
Lu no occasion for apprehension, fit

f1 15., "a minister of the altars to

the spirits of the land and grain."
To those spirits only, the prince had
the prerogative of sacrificing. The
chief of Chwan-yii having this, how
dared an officer of Lu to think of

attacking him? The gi. is used of

his relation to the king Chu Hsi
makes the phrase =^ f? . gL, "a
minister of the ducal house," saying
that the three families had usurped
all the dominions proper of Lu, leav-

ing only the chiefs of the attached
states to appear in the ducal court.
I prefer the former interpretation.
M PJ, f ;f$ must bo understood with
reference to the Chi. See Wang Yin
Chih on Wei as a |n jgj, where he
quotes this text (2nd chapter of his

treatise on th J'iivtioles). 5. ^ J-,
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6. Confucius said, "Ch'iu, there are the words of

Chau Zan, 'When he can put forth his ability, he

takes his place in the ranks of office; when he finds

himself unable to do so, he retires from it. How can

he be used as a guide to a blind man, who does not

(support

him when tottering, nor raise him up when
fallen?'

7. "And further, you speak wrongly. When a

tiger or rhinoceros escapes from his cage; when a

tortoise or piece of jade is injured in its repository:

whose is the fault?"

8. Zan Yu said, "But ac present, Chwan-yii is

strong and near to Pi; if our chief do not now take it,

it will hereafter be a sorrow to his descendants.

our ''master," i. e., the chief of the
Chi family. 6. Chau Zan is by Chu
Hsi simply cal'ed "a good histori-

ographer of ancient time. 33 Some
trace him bark to the Shang dynasty,
and others only to the early times of

the Chau. Ihere are other weighty
utterances of his in vogue, besides

that in the text. 7. Chu Hal ex-

plains jjg by gf 4s "ft wild bull."

The dictionary says it is like an ox,
and goes on to describe it as "one-
horned." The T{C <, EJc !?, says that

^2 and Jp are duferent terms for the

same animal, i. e.,the rhinoceros. I

cannot think th.it ^ here is the

living tortoise. That would not be

kept in a flj, or "coffer," like a gem.

Perhaps the character is, by mistake,
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9. Confucius said. "Ch'iu, the superior man hates

that declining to say 'I want such and such a

thing,' and framing explanations for the conduct.

10. "I have heard that rulers of states and chiefs

of families are not troubled lest their people should be

few, but are troubled lest they should not keep their

several places; that they are not troubled with fears of

poverty, but are troubled with fears of a want of

contented repose among the people in their several

places. For when the people keep their several places,
there will be no poverty; when harmony prevails,
there will be no scarcity of people; and when there is

such a contented repose, there will be no rebellious

upsettings.

for ^. 9. The regimen of $ extends I "every one getting his own proper
down

_toie T
end of the

paragraph. name and place." From this point,
, as in XI, xxiv. ^ ; J$ is the

same idiom as ^ ^ $, V, vii. 10.
Confucius uses the term fa here with
referenro to the -g in par. 8. j%,

"equality." fj Q $. it
*jf means

Confucius speaks of the general

disorganization of Lu under the

management of the three families

and especially of the Chi. By iH X
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11. "So it is. Therefore, if remoter people are

not submissive, all the influences of civil culture and

virtue are to be cultivated to attract them to be so;

and when they have been so attracted, they must be

made contented and tranquil.

12. "Now, here are you, Yu and Ch*iu, assisting

your chief. Remoter people are not submissive, and,

with your help, he cannot attract them to him. In his

own territory there are divisions and downfalls, leav-

ings and separations, and, with your help, he cannot

preserve it.

13. "And yet he is planning these hostile move-

ments within the state. I am afraid that the sorrow

we can hardly understand the people
of Chwan-yii. 11. 3fc is to be under-
stood with a special force, "to make
to come," "to attract." 12. ~& ffi

Sfct TvfMS ^jp ar to be understood of
the head of the Chi family, as

controlling the government of Lu,

and as being assisted by the two dis-

ciples, so that the reproof falls

heavily on them. 13. Jfe jf|;f $|*- j ft,
Chu

^Hsi simply says |g ifft, ^ &,
"hsido-ch'iang means a screen." In
the dictionary, after Ho Yen, hsido
in this passage=JiS, "reverent,"
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of the Chi-sun family will not be on account of Chwan-

yii, but will be found within the screen of their own

court."

CHAPTER II. 1. Confucius said, "When good

government prevails in the empire, ceremonies, music,

and punitive military expeditions proceed from the

son of Heaven. When bad government prevails in

the empire, ceremonies, music, and punitive military

expeditions proceed from the princes. When these

things proceed from the princes, as a rule, the cases

will be few in which they do not lose their power in

ten generations. When they proceed from the great
officers of the princes, as a rule, the cases will be few in

which they do not lose their power in five generations.

&nd S|& alone means "screen," and
the phrase is thus explained;
"Officers, on reaching the screen,
which they had only to pass to find
themselves in the presence of their
ruler, were supposed to become more
-reverential;" and hence, the expres-
sion m the text = among his own
immediate officers.-'

2. THE STJPKEME AUTHOKITY
OUGHT EVER TO MAINTAIN ITS POWER.
THE VIOLATION OF THIS KULE ALWAYS
LEADS TO RUIN, WHICH IS SPEEDIER
AS THE RANK OF THE VIOLATOR IS

LOWER. In these utterances, Con-
fucius had reference to the dis-

organized state of the kingdom,
when "the son of Heaven" was fast
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When the subsidiary ministers of the great officers hold

in their grasp the orders of the state, as a rule, the

cases will be few in which they do not lose their power
in three generations.

2. "When right principles prevail in the kingdom,

government will not be in the hands of the great

officers.

3. "When right principles prevail in the kingdom,
there will be no discussions among the common

people."

CHAPTER III. Confucius said, "The revenue of the

state has left the ducal house now for five generations.

becoming an empty name, the

princes of states were in bondage to

their great officers, and those again
at the mercy of their family minis-
ters. 1. ^ ;ff, $a- j, compare
XIV, i. -5E 'K are to be taken

together, as in the translation. We
read of four ^j, i. e., expeditions,
east, west, north, and south; and of
nine /

fj, i. e., nine grounds on which
the sovereign might order such ex-

peditions. On the royal preroga-
tives, see the t|i jjfi, XXVII L. jg is

here= ^c $J, "generally speaking,"
"as a rule." pg- gi =^ J5, "family
ministers." |iij f-r are the same as
the previous^, *f|, ^j, f, but having

been usurped by the princes, and
now again snatched from them by
their officers, they can no longer be

spoken of aa royal affairs, but only
as |^| ; 3, "state matters." 3. |g
= ?i sal* "private discussions;" i. e.,

about the state of public affairs.

3. ILLUSTRATION OF THE PRIN-
CIPLES OF THE LAST CHAPTKP.. In
the year 609 B. c., at the death of

Duke Wan, his rigLtful heir was
killed, and the son of a concubine
raised to the mler's place. He is in

the annals as Duke Hsiian (*a) and
after him came Ch'ang, Hsiang,
Ch'ao, and Ting, in whose time this

must have been spoken. These
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The government has been in the hands of the great

officers for four generations. On this account, the

descendants of the three Hwan are much reduced."

CHAPTER IV. Confucius said, "There are three

friendships which are advantageous, and three which

are injurious. Friendship with the upright; friendship

with the sincere; and friendship with the man of much
observation: these are advantageous. Friendship
with the man of specious airs; friendship with the

insinuatingly soft; and friendship with the glib-

tongued: these are injurious."
dukes were but shadows, pension-
aries of their great officers, so that
it might be said the revenue had
gone from them. Observe that here
and in the preceding chapter { is

used for "a reign." "The three
Hwan" are the three families, as
being all descended from Duke
Hwan; see on II, v. Chu Hsi ap-
pears to have fallen into a mistake
in enumerating the four heads of the
Chi family who had administered
the government of Lu as Wu, Tao,
INng, and Hwan, as Tao ($.) died
before his father, and would not be
said, therefore, to have the govern-
ment in his hands. The right enu-

meration is Wan (3t), Wu ($>), P'ing

(
2
p), and Hwan ('Q). See the |g $fc

fit, III, xxvi.

4. THREE FRIENDSHIPS ADVAN-

TAGEOUS, AND THREE INJURIOUS. In
.the

fj$j Hf it is said = %. T & $C ^
=* ^C> the character fa is always
verbal and = ^J, 'to have intercourse

with."' It is as well to translate the

term by "friendship" throughout,
jfg is "sincere," without the subtrac-
tions required in XIV, xviii, 3, XV,
xxxvi.

|(jf, here =^ f$>, "practiced
"

ish ?. Is? ^ , X, "^ is skillfulnesa
in being bland."
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CHAPTER V. Confucius said,
" There are three things

men find enjoyment in which are advantageous,
and three things they find enjoyment in which are

injurious. To find enjoyment in the discriminating

study of ceremonies and music; to find enjoyment in

speaking of the goodness of others; to find enjoyment
in having many worthy friends: these are advan-

.tageous. To find enjoyment in extravagant pleasures;
to find enjoyment in idleness and sauntering; to find

enjoyment in the pleasures of feasting: these are

injurious."
CHAPTER VI. Confucius said, "There are three

errors to which they who stand in the presence of a

man of virtue and station are liable. They may speak

5. THREE SOURCES OF ENJOYMENT
ADVANTAGEOUS, AND THREE IN-

JURIOUS. Here we have |$| with
three pronunciations and in three
different meanings. The leading
word is read do, 4th tone, "to have
enjoyment in," as in VI, xxi. In jfif

$|, it is yo, "music." The two
others are *$|, lo or le, "joy," "to

delight in." ffi j@ *& gff
=

fflf ,

i. e., it is a verb, "to discriminate";
"to mark the divisions of." The
idea is that ceremonies and music

containing in them the principles of

propriety and harmony, the study of

them could not but be beneficial to

the student himself, as having to

exemplify both of those things. |gj,

primarily, "a tall horse," often used
for "proud"; here = vain and extrava-

gant self-indulgence. ^, "feasting,"

including, says a gloss, "eating,

drinking, music, women, etc."

6. THREE ERRORS IN REGARD TO
SPEECH TO BE AVOIDED IN THE PRES-

ENCE OF THE GREAT. ^ ^-, aCCOrd-

ing to Chu Hsi, denotes here "a man
both of rank and virtue." "Without
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when it does not come to them to speak; this is

called rashness. They may not speak when it comes
to them to speak; 'this is called concealment. They
may speak without looking at the countenance of their

superior; this is called blindness.*'

CHAPTER VII. Confucius said, "There are three

things "which the superior man guards against. In

youth, when the physical powers are not yet settled,
he guards against lust. When he is strong and the

physical powers are full of vigor, he guards against
quarrelsomeness. When he is old, and the animal

powers are decayed, he guards against covetousness."

looking at the countenance," i. e.,
to see whether he is paying attention
or not. The general principle is that
there is a tune to speak. Let that
be observed, and these three errors
will be avoided.

7. THE VICES WHICH YOTTTH, MAN-
HOOD, AND AGE RESPECTIVELY HAVE
TO GUARD AGAINST. jfr ^, "blood
and breath." In the tfi Jf , XXI, j^
ft ifil *gt ;ft="all human beings."Here the phrase is equivalent to
the physical powers." On Jfc ?,

-nut yet settled," the gloss in the
ii n '"ft m B, "the time
When they are moving most." As to

what causal relation Confucius may
have supposed to exist between the

state of the physical powers, and the
several vices indicated, that is not

developed. Hsing Ping explains the
first caution thus: "Youth em-
braces all the period below 29. Then
the phys'cal powers are still weak
and the sinews and bones have not
reached their vigor, and indulgence
in lust will injure the body." By
the superior man's guarding against
these three things, I suppose it is

meant that he teaches that they are
to be guarded against
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CHAPTER VIII. 1. Confucius said,
" There are

three things of which the superior man stands in

awe. He stands in awe of the ordinances of Heaven.

He stands in awe of great men. He stands in awe of

the words of sages.

2. "The mean man does not know the ordinances

of Heaven, and consequently does not stand in awe of

them. He is disrespectful to great men. He makes

sport of the words of sages."
CHAPTER IX. Confucius said, "Those who are born

with the possession of knowledge are the highest class of

men. Those who learn, and so, readily, get possession
of knowledge, are the next. Those who are dull and

8. CONTRAST OF THE SUPERIOR
AND THE MEAN MAN IN REGARD TO
THE THREE THINGS OF WHICH THE
FORMER STANDS IN AWE. ^ ^,
according to Chu Hsi, means the
moral nature of man, conferred by
Heaven. High above the nature of
other creatures, it lays him under
great responsibility to cherish and
cultivate himself. The old inter-

preters take the phrase to indicate
Heaven's moral administration by re-

wards and punishments. Ihe "great
men" are men high in position and

great in wisdom and virtue, the

royal instructors, who have been
raised up by Heaven for the training
and ruling of mankind. So, the

commentators; but the ffl suggests
at once a more general and a lower
view of the phrase.

9. FofJR CLASSES. OF MEN IN
RELATION TO KNOWLEDGE. On the
1st clause, see on VIE, xix, where
Confucius disclaims for himself being
ranked in the first of the classes here
mentioned. The modern commen-
tators say that men are differenced
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stupid, and yet compass the learning, are another

class next to these. As to those who are dull and

stupid and yet do not learn ; they are the lowest of

the people."
CHAPTER X. Confucius said, "The superior man

,-has
nine things which are subjects with him of

thoughtful consideration. In regard to the use of his

eyes, he is anxious to see clearly. In regard to the

use of his ears, he is anxious to hear distinctly. In

regard to his countenance, he is anxious that it should
be benign. In regard to his demeanor,' he is anxious
that it should be respectful. In regard to his speech,
he is anxious that it should be sincere. In regard to

his doing of business, he is anxious that it should be

reverently careful. In regard to what he doubts
about, he is anxious to question others. When he is

angry, he thinks of the difficulties (his anger may
involve him in}. When he sees gain to be got, he
thinks of righteousness."

here by the difference of their ^ "g

or *i -> on which see Morrison's

Dictionary, part II, vol. i, character

ft- K in the dictionary, and by
commentators, old and new, is ex-
plained by ^ ig,

" not thoroughly
understanding." It is not to be
joined with $, as if the meaningwere "they learn with painful

effort," although such effort will be

required in the case of the [ij.

10. NINE SUBJECTS OF THOUGHT
TO THE SUPERIOR MAX: VARIOUS
INSTANCES OF THE WAY IN WHICH HE
REGULATES HIMSELF. The concise-
nessof the text contrasts here with
the verbosity of the translation, and
yet the many words of the latter
seem necessary.
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CHAPTER XI. 1. Confucius said, "Contemplating
good, and pursuing it, as if they could not reach it;

contemplating evil, and shrinking from it, as they
would from thrusting the hand into boiling water:

1 have seen such men, as I have heard such words.

2. "Living in retirement to study their aims, and

practicing righteousness to carry out their princi-

ples: I have iieard these words, but I have not seen

such men."

CHAPTER XII. 1. The duke Ching of Ch'i had a

thousand teams, each of four horses, but on the day
of his death, the people did not praise him for a single

11. THE CONTEMPORARIES OF CON-
FUCIUS COULD ESCHEW EVIL, AND
FOLLOW AFTER GOOD, BUT NO ONE OF
THE HIGHEST CAPACITY HAD APPEARED
AMONG THEM. 1. The two first

clauses here and in the next para-
graph also, are quotations of old

sayings, current in Confucius's time.
"Such men; ' were several of the

sage's own disciples. 2. 5J5;
"ft J&,

"seeking for their aims;" i. e., medi-

tating on them, studying them,
fixing them, to be prepared to carry
them out, as in the next clause.
Such men among the ancients were

the great ministers I Yin and T'ai-

kung. Such might the disciple Yen
Hui have been, but an early death
snatched him away before he could
have an opportunity of showing what
was in him.

12. WEALTH WITHOUT VIRTUE AND
VIRTUE WITHOUT WEALTH; THKFR
DIFFERENT APPRECIATIONS. This

chapter is plainly a fragment. As
it stands, it would appear to come
from the compilers and not from
Confucius. Then the 2nd paragraph
implies a reference to something
which has been lost. Under XII, x,
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virtue. Po-i and Shu-ch'i died of hunger at the foot

of the Shau-yang mountain, and the people, down to

the present time, praise them.

2. "Is not that saying illustrated by this?"

CHAPTER XIII. 1. Ch'an K'ang asked Po-yii, say-

ing, "Have you heard any lessons from your father

different from what we have all heard ?
"

2. Po-yii replied, "No. He was standing alone

once, when I passed below the hall with hasty steps,

and said to me, 'Have you learned the Odes?' On

my replying 'Not yet,' he added, 'If you do not learn

the Odes, you will not be fit to converse with.' I

retired and studied the Odes.

I have referred to the proposal to
transfer to this place the last para-
graph of that chapter which might
Le explained, so as to harmonize
v th the sentiment of this. -The
d ike Cl-.ing of Ch'i, see XII, xi.
l'"-i and Shu-ch'i, see VI, xxii.
The mountain Shau-yang is to be

found probably in the department of

^jf jitl in Shansi.
13. CONFUCIUS-'S INSTRUCTION OF

HIS SON NOT DIFFERENT FBOAI HIS
INSTRUCTION OF THE DISCIPLES GEN-
ERALLY. 1. Ch'an K'ang is the

Tsze-ch'in of I, x. When Confucius's
eldest son was born, the duke of Lii
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3.
*' Another day, he was in the same way standing

alone, when I passed by below the hall with hasty

steps, and said to me,
' Have you learned the rules of

Propriety?' On my replying 'Not yet,' he added,

'If you do not learn the rales of Propriety, your
character cannot be established.' I then retired, and
learned the rules of Propriety.

4. "I have heard only these two things from him."

5. Ch'an K'ang retired, and, quite delighted, said,

"I asked one thing, and I have got three things. I

have heard about the Odes. I have heard about the

rules of Propriety. I have also heard that the su-

perior man maintains a distant reserve towards his

son."

sent the philosopher a present of a

carp, on which account he named
the child ^j. (the carp), and after-

wards gave him the designation of fQ
$L ? $; % ^ Pa *?->

" H&ve you aho
(i. e., as being his son

) heard different

instructions?" 2. On |$ here, and
jjjg

next paragraph, sec on VII, xvii.

Before ^ ^, here and below, we
must supply a [EJ. 3. i, see VII I,

viii. 4. 'I he force of the % is to
make the whole= "what I have heard
from him are only these two re-

marks." 5. Confucius is, no doubt,
intended by fj- -^f-, but it is best to

translate it generally.
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CHAPTER XIV. The wife of the prince of a state is

called by him FU ZAN. She calls herself HSIAO T'UNG.

The people of the state call her CHUN FU ZAN, and, to

the people of other states, they call her K'WA HSIAO
CHUN. The people of other states also call her CHUN
FU ZAN.

14. Al'PELLATIONS FOB THE WIFE
OF A RULER. This chapter may have
been spoken by Confucius to rectify
some disorder of the times, but there
is no intimation to that effect. The
different appellations may be thus

explained: f is H , ^ #, "s
she

who is her husband's equal.' The
-Ac in ^ A ig taken as =^, "to
support," "to help," so that designa-
tion is equivalent to "helpmeet."
1|f means either "a youth," or "a
girl." The wife modestly calls her-
self /] 1g, "the little girl." The old
interpreters take most naturally
m $i A as = ^- ^ x, "our
prince's helpmeet," but the modern

commentators take ;ff adjectivelyj
as = ^., with reference to the office

of the wife to "preside over the

internal economy of the palace."
On this view ^ jfc A is "the domes-
tic helpmeet." The ambassador of

a prince spoke of him by the style of

5j ;fj, "our prince of small virtue."

After that example of modesty, his

wife was styled to the people of

other states, "our small prince of

small virtue." The people of other

states had no reason to imitate her

subjects in that, and so they styled
her "your prince's helpmeet," or
"the domestic helpmeet."
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CHAPTER I. 1. Yang Ho wished to see Confucius,

but Confucius would not go to see him. On this, he

sent a present of a pig to Confucius, who, having
chosen a time when Ho was not at home, went to pay
his respects for the gift. He met him, however, on the

way.

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. |5- ^
n ~\~ -b "Yang Ho, No. 17." As
the last Book commenced with the

presumption of the head of the Chi

family, who kept his prince in sub-

jection, this begins with an account

of an officer, who did for the head

of the Chi what he did for the

duke of Lu. For this reason- some

similarity in the subject matter of

the first chapters this Book, it is

said, is placed after the former. It

contains 26 chapters.
1. CONFUCIUS's POLITE BUT DIG-

NIFIED TREATMENT OF A POWER-

FUL, BUT USURPING AND UNWORTHY,
OFFICER. 1. Yang Ho, known also

as Yang Hii (;j|), was nominally the

principal minister of the Chi family,
but its chief was entirely in his

hands, and he was scheming to arro-

gate the whole authority of the

state of Lu to himself. He first

appears in the Chronicles of Lu,

acting against the exiled duke Chao;
in 505 B. c., we find him keeping his

own chief, Chi Hwan, a prisoner,

and, in 501, he is driven out, on the

failure of his projects, a fugitive into

Ch'i. At the time when' the in-

cidents in this chapter occurred,

Yang Ho was anxious to get, or

appear to get, the support of a man
of Confucius's reputation, and find-

ing that the sage would not call on

him, he adopted the expedient of

sending him a pig, at a 'time when
Confucius was not at home, the rules

of ceremony requiring that when a

great officer sent a present to a

scholar, and the latter was not in his

house on i ts arrival, he had to go to

the officer's house to acknowledge it.

See the Li Chi, XI, Sect, iii, 20. g$
is in the sense of

fifj;,
"to present

food," properly "before a superior."
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2. #o said to Confucius, "Come, let me speak with

you." He then asked, "Can he be called benevolent

who keeps his jewel in his bosom, and leaves his

country to confusion?" Confucius replied, "No."

"Can he be called wise, who is anxious to be engaged
in public employment, and yet is constantly losing the

opportunity of being so?" Confucius again said,

"No." "The days and months are passing away; the

years do not wait for us." Confucius said, "Right; I

will go into office."

Confucius, however, was not to be

entrapped. He also timed (B, as a

verb) Hit's being away from home
(")> and went to call on him. 2. j

Jt ?[?, "deludes, confuses, his coun-

try," but the meaning is only nega-
tive, = "leaves his country to con-
fusion.''

3ji, read A-'i, in 4th tone,

"frequently." ftfi ffc|? all this

is to be taken as the remark of Yang
Ho, and a Q supplied before . ?

1^1; JS|> in the dictionary, and by the

old interpreters, is here explained, as

in the translation, by ffi, "to wait

for."
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CHAPTER II. The Master said, "By nature, men
are nearly alike; by practice, they get to be wide

apart."
CHAPTER III. The Master said, "There are only

the wise of the highest class, and the stupid of the

lowest class, who cannot be changed."
CHAPTER IV. 1. The Master, having come to Wu-

ch'ang, heard there the sound of stringed instruments

and singing.

2. THE DIFFERENCES IN THE CHAR-
ACTERS OF MEN ARE CHIEFLY OWING
TO HABIT. , it is contended, is

here not the moral constitution of

man, absolutely considered, but his

complex, actual nature, with its

elements of the material, the animal,
and the intellectual, by association

with which, the perfectly good moral
nature is continually being led

astray. The moral natvire is the same
in all, and though the material or-

ganism and disposition do differ in

different individuals, they are, at

first, more nearly alike than they
subsequently become. In the f jg|j

we read: "The nature is the consti-

tution received by man at birth,
and is then still. While it has not
been acted on by external things,
men are all like one another; they
are ifr. After it has been acted on

by external things, then practice
forms, as it were, a second nature.

Ha who practices what is good,
becomes the superior man; and he

who practices what is not good,
becomes the mean man: men be-

come $g Ja." No doubt, it is true
that many perhaps most of the
differences among men are owing to
habit. This chapter is incorporated
with the San Tsze Ching at its

commencement.
3. ONLY TWO CLASSES WHOM PRAC-

TICE CANNOT CHANGE. This is a

sequel to the last chapter with which
it is incorporated in Ho Yen's
edition. The case of the f jjf, would
seem to be inconsistent with the
doctrine of the perfect goodness of
the moral nature of all men. Modern
commentators, to get over the dif-

ficulty, say that they are the f| ^
% and ft Jg ;& of Mencius, IV, Pt.

I, x.

4. HOWEVER SMALL THE SPHERE
OF GOVERNMENT, THE HIGHEST IN-

FLUENCES OF PROPRIETIES AND MUSIC
SHOULD BE EMPLOYED. 1. Wu-ch'ang
was in the district of Pi. Tsze-yu
appears as the commandant of it, in
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2. Well pleased and smiling, he said, "Why use an

ox knife to kill a fowl?"

3. Tsze-yu replied, "Formerly, Master, I heard you
say, When the man of high station is well instructed,

he loves men; when the man of low station is well

instructed, he is easily ruled."

4. The Master said, "My disciples, Yen's words are

right. What I said was only in sport."

CHAPTER V. 1. Kung-shan Fu-zao, when he was

holding Pi, and in an attitude of rebellion, invited the

VI, xii. |}$, "the silken string of a
7imsioa.l instrument," used here for

stringed instruments generally. In
the $fc g

1 we read, "The town was
named Wu (^), from its position,
precipitous and favorable to military
operations, but Tsze-yu had been
able, by his course, to transform the

people, and make them change their
mail and helmets for stringed instru-
ments and singing. This was what
made tin- Master glad." 2. ^ (read
/i'/vm, 3rd tone) flf, "smilingly.""An ox knife," a large instrument,
and not necessary ior the death of a
fowl. Confucius intends by it the

high principles of government em-

ployed by Tsze-yu. 3. ;?f ^f- and /]*

,\ are here indicative of rank, and
not of character. $ {>, "are easily

employed," i. e., ^ *fc # _t, "they
rest in their lot, and obey their

superiors." 4. .H J-, as in VII,
xxiii, et al. Observe the force of the
final 3, = "only."

5. THE LENGTHS TO WHICH CoN-
FUCIUS WAS INCLINED TO GO, TO GET
HIS PRINCIPLES CAKKIKD INTO PRAC-
TICE. Kimg-shan Fu-zao, called also

Kung-shan Fu-niu (<jtt), by designa-
tion J- ^|, was a confederate of Yang
Ho (ch. i), and according to K'ung
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Master to visit him, who was rather inclined to go.

2. Tsze-lu was displeased, and said, "Indeed, you
cannot go ! Why must you think of going to see

Kung-shan?"
3. The Master said, "Can it be without some

reason that he has invited ME ? If any one employ me,

may I not make an eastern Chau?"
CHAPTER VI. Tsze-chang asked Confucius about

perfect virtue. Confucius said, "To be able to

practice five things everywhere under heaven con-

stitutes perfect virtue." He begged to ask what they

An-kwo, and the g f}|,
it was after

the imprisonment by them, in com-
mon, of Chi Hwan, that Fu-zao se'nt

this invitation to Confucius. Others
make the invitation subsequent to
Ho's discomfiture and flight to Ch'i.

See the tg ft g$ *E ^ 501 B. c.

We must conclude, with Tsze-lu,
that Confucius ought not to have
thought of accepting the invitation
of such a man. 2. The first and last

are the verb. ^ =M- ^ fa
2i= " There is no going there. In-

deed, there is not." fSJ >J& fe Jlj j j.
Z. -til, "why must there be going to

(; here= to) that (such is the force of

j) Kung-shan?" 3. 5*c & %>
% is to be taken here as referring
expressly to Fu-zao, while its ref-

erence below is more general. The
fit in $\ fjj, and ff, are emphatic.
The original seat of the Chau dynasty
lay west from Lu, and the revival of
the principles and government of
Wan and Wu in Lu, or even in Pi,
which was but a part of it, might
make an eastern Chau, so that Con-
fucius would perform the part of

King Wan.. After all, the sage did
not go to Pi.

6. FIVE THINGS THE PRACTICE OF
WHICH CONSTITUTES PERFECT VIRTUE.
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were, and was told, "Gravity, generosity of soul,

sincerity, earnestness, and kindness. If you are grave,

you will not be treated with disrespect. If you are

generous, you will win all. If you are sincere, people

will repose trust in you. If you are earnest, you will

accomplish much. If you are kind, this will enable

you to employ the services of others."

CHAPTER VII. 1. Pi Hsi inviting him to visit him,

the Master was inclined to go.

2. Tsze-lu said, "Master, formerly I have heard

you say,
* When a man in his own person is guilty of

doing evil, a superior man will not associate with

J^ 5c ~b "in Tinder heaven" is

8iin,,ly
= "anywhere." f^ fllj \ ft,

fl in 4th tone, is explained by
Chu Hsi by ftf ft, "to rely upon," a
meaning of the term not found in
the dictionary. See XX, i, 9.

7. CONFUCIUS, INCLINED TO RE-
SPOND TO THE ADVANCES OF AN VN-
\VOKTHY MAN, PROTESTS AGAINST HIS

UJCT BEING JUDGED BY OKDI-
XAHY RULES. Compare chap, v; but
the invitation of Pi Hsi was subse-
quent to that of Kung-shan Fu-zao,
;md after Confucius had given up

office in Lu. 1. $} (read Pi) Hsi was
commandant of Chung-mau, for the

chief of the Chao family, in the

state of Tsin. 2. || #* ~S. % fa ^
.

;ft, "he who himself, in his own
person, does what is not good." ^
A according to K'ung An-kwo, =
^ A 5C- Sl "does not enter hi3

state"; according to Chu Hsi, it=^
A tt

'$&, "does not enter his party."
There were two places of the name
of Chung-mau, one belonging to the
state of Chang, and the other to the

stato of Tsin (-), which is that
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him.' Pi Hsi is in rebellion, holding possession of

Chung-mau; if you go to him, what shall be said?"
3. The Master said, "Yes, I did use these words.

But is it not said, that, if a thing be really hard, it

may be ground without being made thin? Is it not

said, that, if a thing be really white, it may be steeped
in a dark fluid without being made black?

4. "Am I a bitter gourd! How can I be hung up
out of the way of being eaten?"
CHAPTER VIII. 1. The Master said, "Yu, have you

heard the six words to which are attached six becloud-

ings?" Yu replied, "I have not."
2. "Sit down, and I will tell them to you.

intended here, and is referred to the

present district of ^ |f^, department
of 1|2 |H, in Honan province. 3. ^
EEJ is to be taken interrogatively, as
in the translation, Ping'a para-
phrase is AS ^S 0," do not men
say?" lg sf.

= ~
t "is a thing

hard, then," etc. Nieh is explained
"black earth in water, which may be
used to dye a black color." The
application of these strange pro-
verbial sayings is to Confucius
himself, aa, from his superiority,
incapable of being affected by evil

communications. 4. This paragraph
is variously explained. By some, f$J

J. is taken as the name of a star ; so
that the meaning is "Am I, like such

and such a star, to be hung up, etc. ?"
But we need not depart from the

proper meaning of the characters.
Chu Hsi, with Ho Yen, takes ^S J
actively: "A gourd can be hung
up, because it does not need to eat.

But I must go about, north, south,
east, and west, to get food." This
seems to me very unnatural. The
expression is taken passively, as in

the translation, in the Q |j, and
other works.

8. KNOWLEDGE, ACQTJIKJED BY
LEARNING, IS NECESSARY TO THE
COMPLETION OF VIRTUE, BY PRE-
SERVING THE MIND FROM BEING BE-
CLOUDED. 1. ^ 'g' 3^ -ft ^, "The
six ^ are six characters"; see the
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3. "There is the love of being benevolent without

the love of learning; ^the beclouding here leads to a

foolish simplicity. There is the love of knowing with-

out the love of learning; the beclouding here leads

to dissipation of mind. There is the love of being
sincere without the love of learning; -the beclouding
here leads to an injurious disregard of consequences.
There is the love of straightforwardness without the

love of learning; the beclouding here leads to rude-

ness. There is the love of boldness without the love of

learning; the beclouding here leads to insubordina-
tion. There is the love of firmness without the love of

learning; the beclouding here leads to extravagant
conduct."

fffl ef- They are, therefore, the
benevolence, knowledge, sincerity,
straightforwardness, boldness, and
firmness, mentioned below, all vir-

tues, but yet each, when pursued
without discrimination, tending to
becloud the mind. = j^ $f, "to
cover and screen"; the primary
meaning of it is said to be /> 3^,
"small plants." 2. ,g = "sit down."
Tsze-lu had risen, according to the
rules of propriety, to give his answer;
see the Li Chi, I, Sect. I, iii, 4, 21;
and Confucius tells him to resume
his seat. 3. I give here the para-
phrase of the H If on the first virtue
and its beclouding, which may illus-
trate the manner in which the whole
paragraph is developed: "In all

matters, there is a perfectly right
and unchangeable principle, which
men ought carefully to study, till

they have thoroughly examined and

apprehended it. Then their actions

will be without error, and their

virtue may be perfected. For in-

stance, loving is what rules in be-

nevolence. It is certainly a beautiful

virtue, but if you only set yourself to

love men, and do not care to study
to understand the principle of be-

nevolence, then your mind will be
beclouded by that loving, and you
will be following a man into a well to
save him, so that both he and you
will perish. Will not this be foolish

simplicity?"
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CHAPTER IX. 1. The Master said, "My children,

why do you not study the Book of Poetry?

2. "The Odes serve to stimulate the mind.

3. "They may be used for purposes of self-contem-

plation.

4. "They teach the art of sociability.

5. "They show how to regulate feelings of resent-

ment.

6. "From them you learn the more immediate

duty of serving one's father, and the remoter one of

serving one's prince.

7. "From them we become largely acquainted with

the names of birds, beasts, and plants."

9. BENEFITS DERIVED FROM STUDY-
ING THE BOOK OF POETRY. 1. /]

J-; see V, xxi; VIII, iii. I trans-

late |f here by the "Book of Po-

etry," because the lesson is supposed
to have been given with reference to

the compilation of the Odes. The
$; is that, as in XI, ix, 1, et al. 2.

The descriptions in them of good and
evil may have this effect. 3. Their

awarding of praise and blame may
show a man his own character. 4.

Their exhibitions of gravity in the

midst of pleasure may have this

effect. |g, as in XV, xxi. 5. Their

blending of pity and earnest desire

with reproofs may teach how to

regulate our resentments. 7. ^1 ^fc

"grasses and trees," =plants gener
ally.
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CHAPTER X. The Master said to Po-yii, "Do you

give yourself to the Chau-nan and the Shao-nan. The

man who has not studied the Chau-nan and the Shao-

nan is like one who stands with his face right against

a wall. Is he not so ?
"

CHAPTER XI. The Master said, "'It is according
to the rules of propriety,' they say. 'It is according
to the rules of propriety,' they say. Are gems and
silk all that is meant by propriety? 'It is music,'

they say. 'It is music,' they say. Are bells and
all that is meant by music?"

have added "Is he not so?" to

bring out the force of the 1&. This

chapter in the old editions is incor-

porated with the preceding one.

11. IT IS NOT THE EXTERNAL
APPURTENANCES WHICH CONSTITUTE
PROPRIETY, NOB THE SOUND OF
INSTRUMENTS WHICH CONSTITUTES
MUSIC.

flj|
= &T ? 3$ If ^ " as

to what they say is propriety." The
words approach the quotation of a
common saying. So t$| -35. Having
thus given the common views of

propriety and music, he refutes them
in the questions that follow, | and
)jif boing present to the mind as the

expressions of respect and harmony

10. THE IMPORTANCE OF STUDY-
ING THE CHAU-NAN AND SHAO-NAN.
Cliau-nan and Shao-nan are the titles

of the first two books in the Songs of
the States, or first part of the Shih-

ching. For the meaning of the
titles, see the Shih-ching, I, i, and
I, ii. They are supposed to inculcate

important lessons about personal
virtue and family government. Chu
Hsi explains ^ by JJl, "to learn,"
"to study." It denotes the entire

mastery of the studies. ^f (for
$C) 1$ is as is imperative, the ^
at the end not being interrogative.

jH m ffi ff5 i is for ]E iff ft ft fljj

i)r. In such a situation, one cannot
advance a step, nor see anything. I
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CHAPTER XII. The Master said,
" He who puts on

an appearance of stern firmness, while inwardly he is

weak, is like one of the small, mean people; yea, is

he not like the thief who breaks through, or climbs

over, a wall?"

CHAPTER XIII. The Master said, "Your good,
careful people of the villages are the thieves of

virtue."

CHAPTER XIV. The Master said, "To tell, as we

go along, what we have heard on the way, is to cast

away our virtue."

12. THE MEANNESS OF PRESUMP-
TION AND PUSILLANIMITY CONJOINED.
Q is here not the countenance

merely, but the whole outward ap-
pearance. /J> A is explained by $ffl

-jij, and the latter clause shows em-
phatically to whom, among the low,
mean people, the individual spoken
of is like a thief, namely, who is in

constant fear of being detected.
13. CONTENTMENT WITH VULGAR

WAYS AND VIEWS INJURIOUS TO VIR-

TUE. See the sentiment of this chap-
ter explained and expanded by Men-
cius, VII, Pt. II, xxxvii, 7, 8. Jg,
4th tone, the same as 5. See the

dictionary, character fig. g#, as in

XIV, xlvi, though it may be trans-

lated here, as generally, by the term
"thief."

14. SWIFTNESS TO SPEAK INCOM-
PATIBLE WITH THE CULTIVATION OF
VIRTUE. It is to be understood that
what has been heard contains some
good lesson. At once to be talking
of it without revolving it, and
striving to practice it, shows an
indifference to our own improve-
ment. ;J is "the way" or "road."

fjz is the same "way," a little farther

on. The glossarist on Ho Yen's
work explains @; ^2 J^ as meaning
"is what the virtuous do not do."
But this is evidently incorrect.
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CHAPTER XV. 1. The Master said, "There are

those mean creatures! How impossible it is along

with them to serve one's prince!

2. "While they have not got their aims, their

anxiety is how to get them. When they have got

them, their anxiety is lest they should lose them.

3. "When they are anxious lest such things should

be lost, there is nothing to which they will not

proceed."
CHAPTER XVI. 1. The Master said, "Anciently,

men had three failings, which now perhaps are not to

be found.

2. "The high-mindedness of antiquity showed

itself in a disregard of small things; the high-minded-
ness of the present day shows itself in wild license.

15. THE CASE OP MERCENARY
OFFICERS, AND HOW IT IS IMPOSSIBLE
-TO SERVE ONE'S PRINCE ALONG WITH
>TEM. 1. H 3* fc # *

, "H
dfc," i. e., "together with." 8| ft &
Tl fa % * i* H & "H ft= deep-
felt lamentation on the unfitness of

Kiich persons to be associated with."
So, the $| ||f. But as the remaining
I'iinigraphs are all occupied with

describing the mercenaries, we must
mid<T*l-iiM<l Confuciua's object as

being to condemn the employment

of such creatures, rather than to set

forth the impossibility of serving
with them. 2. The ~. here, and in

par. 3, are all to be understood of

place and emolument.
16. THE DEFECTS OF FORMER TIMES

BECOME VICES IN THE TIME OF CON-
FUCITJS. 1. $, "bodily sickness,"
here used metaphorically for "er-

rors," "vices." gti ^ ?. : (wu),
"perhaps there is the absence of

them." The next paragraph shows
that worse things had taken their
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The stern dignity of antiquity showed itself in grave
reserve; the stern dignity of the present day shows
itself in quarrelsome perverseness. The stupidity of

antiquity showed itself in straightforwardness; the

stupidity of the present day shows itself in sheer

deceit."

CHAPTER XVII. The Master said, "Fine words
and an insinuating appearance are seldom associated

with virtue."

CHAPTER XVIII. The Master said, "I hate the
manner in which purple takes away the luster of
vermilion. I hate the way in which the songs of

Chang confound the music of the Ya. I hate those
who with their sharp mouths overthrow kingdoms and
families

"

place. 2. That |j is only "a dis-

regard of smaller matters," or con-

ventionalisms, appears from its op-
position to |g, which has a more
intense signification than in chap,
viii. 5f^-, as in XV, xxi, also with an
intenser meaning. |fj?,

"an angular
corner," which cannot be impinged
against without causing pain. It is

used for "purity," "modesty," but
the meaning here appears to be that

given in the translation.

17. A repetition of I, iii.

18, CONFUCIUS' s INDIGNATION AT
THE WAY IN WHICH THK WKUMG

OVERCAME THE RIGHT. $&.?&%:,
see X, vi, 2. $fc is here as "a

correct" color, though it is not

among the five such colors men-
tioned in the note there. ^ I have
here translated "purple." "Black
and carnation mixed," it is said,

"give 3|." "The songs or sounds of

Chang," see XV, x. "The yd,"
see on IX, xiv. [gj =f? is a common
designation for "a state," the |$], or

kingdom of the prince, embracing
the ^, "families or clans," of his

great officers. For [sj wo here have
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CHAPTER XIX. 1. The Master said, "I would

prefer not speaking."

2. T^ze-kung said, "If you, Master, do not speak,

what shall we, your disciples, have to record?"

3. The Master said, "Does Heaven speak? The

four seasons pursue their courses, and all things are

continually being produced, but does Heaven say any-

thing?"
CHAPTER XX. Zu Pei wished to see Confucius,

but Confucius declined, on the ground of being sick, to

see him. When the bearer of this message went out

19. THE ACTIONS or' CONFUCIUS
WERE LESSONS AND LAWS, AND NOT
HIS WORDS MERELY. Such is the

scope of this chapter, according to
Clm Hsi and his school. The older
commentators say that it is a cau-
tion to men to pay attention to their
conduct rather than to their words.
This interpretation is far-fetched,
but, on the other hand, it is not easy
to defend Confucius from the charge
of presumption in comparing himself
to Heaven. 3. 5c H IT 3fc, "Does
Heaven speak," better than "what
does Heaven say ?"

20. How CONFUCIUS COULD BE
''NOT AT HOME," AND YET GIVE

INTIMATION TO THE VISITOR OF HIS

PRESENCE. Of Zu Pel little is

known. He was a small officer of

Lu, and had at one time been in

attendance on Confucius to receive

his instructions. There must have
been some reason some fault in

him why Confucius would not see
him on the occasion in the text; and
that he might understand that it

was on that account, and not be-

cause he was really sick, that he
declined his visit, the sage acted as
we are told ; see the Li Chi, XVIII,
Sect. II, i, 22. It is said that his

fault was in trying to see the Master
without using the services of an
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at the door, (the Master) took his lute and sang to it,

in order that Pei might hear him.
CHAPTER XXI. 1. Tsai Wo asked about the three

years' mourning for parents, saying that one year was

long enough.
2. "If the superior man," said he,

" abstains for

three years from the observances of propriety, those
observances will be quite lost. If for three years he
abstains from music, music will be ruined.

3.
" Within a year the old grain is exhausted, and

the new grain has sprung up. and, in procuring fire by
friction, we go through all the changes of wood for

that purpose. After a complete year, the mourning
may stop."

internuncius (ffi fa ^); see XIV,
xlvii. I translate the last , by him,
but it refers generally to the preced-
ing sentence, and might be left

untranslated.
21. THE PERIOD OF THREE YEARS'

MOURNING FOR PARENTS ; IT MAY NOT
ON ANY ACCOUNT BE SHORTENED;
THE REASON OF IT. 1. We must
understand a 0, either before S, or,
as I prefer, before Jfl, which is read

chi, in 1st tone, the same as ^, XIII,
x. On the three years' mourning,
see the 35th Book of the Li Chi.

Nominally extending to three years,
tha.t period comprehended properly

but 25 months, and at most 27
months. 2. jfc H A # W Z->

Tsze-wo finds here a reason for his

view in the necessity of "human
affairs." 3. ifc 0. ^ B W , he
finds here a reason for his view in

"the seasons of heaven." ^ means
either "a piece of metal,"^ a specu-
lum, with which to take fire from
the sun, or "a piece of wood," with
which to get fire by friction or

"boring" (|f|). It has here the latter

meaning. Certain woods were as-

signed to the several seasons to be

employed for tins purpose, the elm
and willow, for instance, to spring,
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4. The Master said, "If you were, o/fer a year, to eat

good rice, and wear embroidered clothes, would you
feel at ease ?

" "I should," replied Wo.
5. The Master said, "If you can feel at ease, do it.

But a superior man, during the whole period of

mourning, does not enjoy pleasant food which he may
eat, nor derive pleasure from music which he may
hear. He also does not feel at ease, if he is comfort-

ably lodged. Therefore he does not do what you

l-<>pose. But now you feel at ease and may do it."

6. Tsai Wo then went out, and the Master said,

"This shows Yti's want of virtue. It is not till a

child is three years old that it is allowed to leave the

the date and almond trees to sum-
mer, etc. ft tt tt jAcHR tt 1 Jft

!k, X # T- W B %., "In boring
with the ^ to get fire, we have
changed from wood to wood through
the trees appropriate to the four
s. asons.'' 4. Coarse food and coarse
clothing were appropriate, though in

varying degree, to all the period of

mourning. Tsze-wo is strangely in-

sensible to the home-put argument
of the Master, jfg is to be under-
stood here as ^ . ^ ^', "the most
excellent grain." The ^ are de-

monstrative. G. ^ ; 3f l -di

responds to all that has gone hefore,
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arms of its parents. And the three years' mourning
is universally observed throughout the empire. Did

Yii enjoy the three years' love of his parents?"
CHAPTER XXII. The Master said, "Hard is it to

deal with him, who will stuff himself with food the

whole day, without applying his mind to anything

good! Are there not gamesters and chess players?
To be one of these would still be better than doing

nothing at all."

and forms a sort of apodosis. Con-
fucius added, it is said, the remarks
in this paragraph that they might be

reported to Tsai Wo (called also

Tsze-wo), lest he should "feel at
ease" to go and do as he said he
could. Still the reason which the
Master finds for the statute-period of

mourning for parents must be pro-
nounced puerile.

22. THE HOPELESS CASE OF GLUT-
TONY AND IDLENESS. |f| ^ pjfc,

XV, xvi. jij and |(jj
are two things.

To the former I am unable to give a

name; but see some account of it

quoted in the ^| |f, in loc. $ is

"to play at chess," of which there

are two kinds, the [U ijfi, played
with 361 pieces, and referred to the

ancient Yao as its inventor, and the

=11. j^ or ivory chess, played with 32

pieces, and having a great analogy
to our European game. Its inven-

tion is attributed to the emperor
Wu, of the later Chau dynasty, in

our 6th century. It was probably
borrowed from India. ^ ., .

refers to tf K. K for 0' as in XI
xv, 1.
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CHAPTER XXIII. Tsze-lu said, "Does the superior

man esteem valor?" The Master said, "The superior

man holds righteousness to be of highest importance.
A man in a superior situation, having valor without

righteousness, will be guilty of insubordination; one

of the lower people, having valor without righteous-

ness, will commit robbery."
CHAPTER XXIV. 1. Tsze-kung said, "Has the

superior man his hatreds also?" The Master said,

"He has bis hatreds.
" He hates those who proclaim

the evil of others. He hates the man who, being in a

low station, slanders his superiors. He hates those

who have valor merely, and are unobservant of

23. VALOR TO BE VALUED ONLY
IX SUBORDINATION TO RIGHTEOUS-
NESS; ITS CONSEQUENCES APART FROM
THAT. The first two Jj* -J- are to be
understood of the man superior in
virtue. The third brings in the idea
of rank, with /> X as ita correlate.

24. CHARACTERS DISLIKED BY CON-
FUCIUS AND TSZE-KUNG. 1. Tsze-

kung is understood to have intended
Confucius himself by "the superior
man." $ is here in the sense of

"class." T $& ~F -{ft A>
of low station." In jj% ^- ,
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propriety. He hates those who are forward and

determined, and, at the same time., of contracted under-

standing."

2. The Master then inquired, "Ts'ze, have you also

your hatreds?" Tsze-kung replied, "I hate those who

pry out matters, and ascribe the knowledge to their

wisdom. I hate those who are only not modest, and

think that they are valorous. I hate those who make
known secrets, and think that they are straightfor-

ward."

CHAPTER XXV. The Master said, "Of all people,

girls and servants are the most difficult to behave

to. If you are familiar with them, they lose their

humility. If you maintain a reserve towards them,

they are discontented."

the force of Tfr is to oppose ^ to ^,
"hatreds," to "loves." 2. Hsing
Ping takes -J- || as the nominative
to [3,

: "he went on to say, /,

Ts'ze, also," etc. The modem com-
mentators, however, more correctly,
understand -J-, "the Master," as
nominative to fEJ, and supply an-
other before jg $.

25. THE DIFFICULTY HOW TO

TREAT CONCUBINES AND SERVANTS.

~$ -J- does not mean women gerer-
ally, but girls, i. e., concubines. /]

X> in the same way, is here boys,
i. e., servants. |, "to nourish," "to

keep," = to behave to. The force of

l$f, "only," is as indicated in the
translation. We hardly expect such
an utterance, though correct in itself,

from Confucius.
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CHAPTER XXVI. The Master said, "When a man

at forty is the object of dislike, he will always con-

tinue what he is."

20. THE DIFFICULTY OF IMPROVE-

MENT IN ADVANCED YEABS. AcCOrd-

ing to Chinese views, at forty a man
is at his best in every way. After

gt we must understand ^ ^ :?
''the object of dislike to the superior

man." &=& & ^ J&, "he will

end in this." Youth is doubtless

the season for improvement, but the

sentiment of the chapter is too

broadly stated.

BOOK XVIII. WEI TSZE

m A
CHAPTER I. 1. The viscount of Wei withdrew from

the court. The viscount of Chi became a slave to

Chdu. Pi-kan remonstrated with him and died.

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. fifc ^
?$ -f- A- "The viscount of Wei,
Mo. 18." This Book, consisting of

only eleven chapters, treats of vari-

ous individuals famous in Chinese

history, as eminent for the way in

which they discharged their duties
to their sovereign, or for their retire-

inout from public service. It com-
memorates also some of the worthies
of Confucius's days, who lived in
retirement rather than be in office in
so degenerate times. The object of
-the whole is to illustrate and vindi-
cate the course of Confucius himself.

1. THE VISCOUNTS OF WEI AND
('lit, AND Pi -KAN: THREE WORTHIES

OF THE YlN DYNASTY. 1. Wei-tsze

and Chi-tsze are continually repeated

by Chinese, as if they were proper
names. But Wei and Chi were the

names of two small states, presided
over by chiefs of the Tsze, or fourth

degree of nobility, called viscounts,

for want of a more exact term. They
both appear to have been within the

limits of the present Shansi, Wei
being referred to the district of j$f

$4, department j$J ^f, and Chi to

it SL department jg ')]]. The chief

of Wei was an elder brother by a
concubine of the tyrant Chau, the
last sovereign of the Yin dynasty,
1154-1122 B. c. The chief of Chi,
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2. Confucius said, "The Yin dynasty possessed
these three men of virtue."

CHAPTER II. Hui of Liu-hsia, being chief criminal

judge, was thrice, dismissed from his office. Some one

said to him, "Is it not yet time for you, sir, to leave

this?" He replied, "Serving men in an upright way,
where shall I go to, and not experience such a thrice-

repeated dismissal? If I choose to serve men in a

crooked way, what necessity is there for me to leave

the country of my parents?"

and Pi-kan, were both uncles of the

tyrant. The first, seeing that re-

monstrances availed nothing, with-
drew from court, wishing to preserve
the sacrifices of their family amid
the ruin which he saw was impend-
ing. The second was thrown into

prison, and, to escape death, feigned
madness. He was used by Chau as
a buffoon. Pi-kan, persisting in his

remonstrances, was put barbarously
to death, the tyrant having his heart
torn out, that he might see, he said,
a sage's heart. The ;. in ^ ; is

explained by 3
{ft, "his place." Its

reference may also be to j", the

tyrant himself. On ^ ; ;, com-

pare f| . ^, V, vii, 3, et al.

2. How Hui OF LIU-HSIA, THOUGH
OFTEN DISMISSED FROM OFFICE, STILL
CLEAVED TO HIS COUNTRY. L
Hui, see XV, xiii. The office of

the
(lifj

is described in the Chau-li,
XXXIV, iii. He was under the |f]

^, or minister of crime, but with

many subordinate magistrates under
him. ^, 4th tone, as in V, xix ; XI,
v. We may translate ^iij, "was dis-

missed from office," or "retired from
office." A ^' A Some remarks
akin to that in the text are asciiLed
to Hui's wife. It is observed by tbe
commentator Hu (j$) thnt there

ought to be another paragraph, giv-

ing Con fucius's judgment upon flui's

conduct, but it has been lost.
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CHAPTER III. The duke Ching of Ch'i, with ref-

erence to the manner in which he should treat Con-

fucius, said, "I cannot treat him as I would the chief

of the Chi family. I will treat him in a manner

between that accorded to the chief of the Chi, and

that given to the chief of the Mang family." He also

said, "I am old; I cannot use his doctrines" Con-

fucius took his departure.

CHAPTER IV. The people of Ch'i sent to Lu a pres-

ent of female musicians, which Chi Hwan received,

3. HOW CONFUCIUS LEFT CH'I,
WHICNTriE DUKE COULD NOT APPRE-
CIATE AND EMPLOY HIM. It Was in
the year 517 B. c. that Confucius
went to Ch'i. The remarks about
how he should be treated, etc., are to
l>e understood as having taken place
in consultation between the duke
and his ministers, and being after-

wards reported to the sage. The
Mang family (see II, v) was in the
time of Confucius much weaker than
the Chi. The chief of it was only
the ~p :/$, lowest noble of Lu, while
the Chi was the highest. Yet for the
duke of Ch'i to treat Confucius
i cti.-r than the duke of Lu treated
tin.- chief of the Mang family, was
not dishonoring the sage. We must
suppose that Confucius left Ch'i
because of the duke's concluding
remark.-.

4. How CONFUCIUS GAVE UP
OFFICIAL SERVICE IN LU. In the
ninth year of the duke Ting, Con-
fucius reached the highest point of

his official service. He was minister

of crime, and also, according to the

general opinion, acting premier. He
effected in a few months a wonderful
renovation of the state, and the

neighboring countries began to fear

that under his administration, Lu
would overtop and subdue them all.

To prevent this, the duke of .Ch'i

sent a present to Lu of fine horses
and of 80 highly accomplished beau-
ties. The duke of Lu was induced
to receive these by the advice of the
head of the Chi family, Chi Sze (Sff),

or Chi Hwan. The sage was for-

gotten; government was neglected.
Confucius, indignant and sorrowful,
withdrew from office, and for a time,
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and for three days no court was held. Confucius took

his departure.
CHAPTER V. 1. The madman of Ch'u, Chieh-yii,

passed by Confucius, singing and saying, "0 FANG! O
FANG! How is your virtue degenerated! As to the

t/ * '

past, reproof is useless; but the future may still be

provided against. Give up your vain pursuit. Give

up your vain pursuit. Peril awaits those who now

engage in affairs of government."
2. Confucius alighted and wished to converse with

him, but Chieh-yii hastened away, so that he could

not talk with him.

from the country too. |J as in

XVII, i, 1. ^ A "the people of

Ch'i,' is to be understood of the duke
and his ministers.

5. CONFUCIUS AND THE MADMAN
OF CH'U, WHO BLAMES HIS NOT BE-
TIBIXG FROM THE WORLD. 1. Chieh-

yii was the designation of one Lu
T'ung ([$? M). a native of Ch'u, who
feigned himself mad, to escape being
importuned to engage in public serv-
ice. There are several notices of
him in the ^ H, in loc. It must
have been about the year 489 B. c.

that the incident in the text oc-

curred. By the Jang, which we com-
monly translate by phoenix, his

satirizer or adviser intended Con-
fucius ; see IX, viii. The tliree jfjj in
the song are simply expletives, pauses
for the voice to help o it the rhythm.
8|, "to overtake," generally with
reference to the- past, but here it

has reference to the future. In the

dictionary, with reference to this

passage, it is explained by 2 "to
come up to," and ^, "to save,"=
to provide against.
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CHAPTER VI. 1. Ch'ang-tsii and Chieh-ni were at

work in the field together, when Confucius passed by
them, and sent Tsze-lii to inquire for the ford.

2. Ch'ang-tsii said, "Who is he that holds the

reins in the carriage there?" Tsze-lu told him, "It

is K'ung Ch'iu." "Is it not K'ung Ch'iii of Lu?"
asked he. "Yes," was the reply, to which the other

rejoined, "He knows the ford."

3. Tsze-lu then inquired of Chieh-ni, who said to

him, "Who are you, sir?" He answered, "I am
Chung Yu." "Are you not the disciple of K'ung
Ch'iuof Lu?" asked the other. "I am," replied he,

6. CONFUCIUS AND THE TWO BE-
CLUSES, CH'ANG-TSU AND CHIEH-NI;
WHY HE WOULD NOT WITHDRAW
FROM THE WORLD. 1. The surnames
and names of these worthies are not
known. It is supposed that they
belonged to Ch'u, like the hero of
the last chapter, and that the inter-
view with them occurred about the
same time. The designations in the
text are descriptive of their charac-
ter, and= " the long Restor (fH. ^- jj-

Ifij --5 &)" and "the firm Red use (gf

* ffi M ^ IS)-" What kind of field

labor is here denoted by |)f can-
not be determined. 2. ^JL J|J ^ ,

"he who holds the carriage," =|& ^
3fe Ifi. ;&, as in the translation. It is

supposed that it was the remarkable

appearance of Confucius which elic-

ited the inquiry. In ^ fl $, ^ =
"Ae";i. e., he, going about every-
where and seeking to be employed,
ought to know the ford. 3. vS V^
;# :%. T the speaker here probaHy
pointed to the surging waters before
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and then Cfiieh-ni said to him, "Disorder, like a swell-

ing flood, spreads over the whole empire, and who is

he that will change its state /or you? Than follow

one who merely withdraws from this one and that

one, had you not better follow those who have with-

drawn from the world altogether?" With this he fell

to covering up the seed, and proceeded with his work,

without stopping.

4. Tsze-lu went and reported their remarks, when
the Master observed with a sigh, "It is impossible to

associate with birds and beasts, as if they were the

same with us. If I associate not with these people,

them, for the ford to crosa which
the travelers were asking. Trans-

lating literally, we should say
"swelling and surging, such is all

the empire." jl jfjj, jfij
= $C,

"
you ."

fif A. J$ 1M:. comp. XIV, xxxix.

|g, "an implement for drawing the
soil over the seed." It may have
been a hoe, or- a rake. 4. $fc is

here & "class." -^ # J0f A

^ H ffi II *,="H I am not to

associate with the class of these

men, i. e., with mankind, with
whom am I to associate ? I cannot
associate with birds and beasts." j

^ H , 3; H,it is said, f $ff. JH,
"there would be no use." Liter-

ally,
" I should not have for whom to

change the state oj the empire."-
The use of ^c ^- in this paragraph is
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with mankind, with whom shall I associate? If

right principles prevailed through the empire, there

would be no use for me to change its state."

CHAPTER VII. 1. Tsze-lu, following the Master,

happened to fall behind, when he met an old man,

carrying across his shoulder on a staff a basket for

weeds. Tsze-lu said to him, "Have you seen my
master, sir?" The old man replied, "Your four limbs

are unaccustomed to toil; you cannot distinguish the

five kinds of grain: who is your master?" With

this, he planted his staff in the ground, and proceeded
to weed.

remarkable. It must mean "his
Master" and net "the Master." The
compiler of this chapter can hardly
have been a disciple of the sage.

7. TSZE-LU'S RENCONTEB WITH AN
OLD MAN, A RECLUSE: HIS VINDICA-
TION OF HIS MASTER'S COURSE. I his
incident in this chapter was probably
nearly contemporaneous with those
which occupy the two previous ones.
Some say that the old man belonged
to Sheh, which was a part of Ch'u.
1. ft, as in XI, xxii, ft &. 5t
\ IB used for "an old man" as early
as in the Yi-ching, hexagram gf;
perhaps by taking 5t as=^t, "a

staff," the phrase comes to have that

signification, jg is simply called by
Chu Hsi Yf U " a bamboo basket."

The |ft jC defines it as in the trans-

lation,^ H If. K ft. "the four

bodies," i. e., the arms and legs, the
four limbs of the body, "The five

grains" are fg, iff, 5g, l, and ^,
"rice, millet, panicled millet, wheat,
and pulse." But they are sometimes
otherwise enumerated. We have also

"the six kinds," "the eight kinds,"
"the nine kinds," and perhaps other
classifications. 2. Tsze-lu, standing
with his arms across his breast,
indicated his respect, and won upon
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2. Tsze-lu joined his hands across his breast, and

stood before him.

3. The old man kept Tsze-lu to pass the night in

his house, killed a fowl, prepared millet, and feasted

him. He also introduced to him his two sons.

4. Next day, Tsze-lu went on his way, and

reported his adventure. The Master said, "He is a

recluse," and sent Tsze-lu back to see him again, but

when he got to the place, the old man was gone.

5. Tsze-lu then said to the family, "Not to take

office is not righteous. If the relations between old

and young may not be neglected, how is it that he

sets aside the duties that should be observed between

sovereign and minister? Wishing to maintain his

the old man. 3. j (tsze), the 4th
tone, "entertained," "feasted." The
dictionary defines it with this

meaning, &. 0& H A "to give
food to people." 5. Tsze-lu is to be
understood aa here speaking the

sentiments of the Master, and vindi-

cating his course. J| #J . tff refers

to the manner in which the old man
had introduced his sons to him the

evening before, and to all the orderly
intercourse between old and young,
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personal purity, he allows that great relation to come

to confusion. A superior man takes office, and per-

forms the righteous duties belonging to* it. As to the

failure of right principles to make progress, he is

aware of that."

CHAPTER VIII. 1. The men who have retired to

privacy from the world have been Po-i, Shu-ch'i, Yii-

chung, I-yi, Chu-chang, Hui of Liu-hsia, and Shao-

lien.

2. The Master said, "Refusing to surrender their

wills, or to submit to any taint in their persons;

such, I think, were Po-i and Shu-ch'i.

which he had probably seen in the

family, fpj : Jg ;, :Hl refers to

the old man, but there is an indefi-

niteness about the Chinese con-

struction, which does not make it so

personal as our "he." So Confucius
is intended by ; J-, though that
phrase may be taken in its general
acceptation. "He is aware of that;"

but will not therefore shrink from
his righteous service.

8. CONFUCIUS'S JUDGMENT OF
HHIMKR WORTH IKS WHO HAD KEPT
n:.>H THE WORLD. His OWN GUID-

I'uiNciPLE. 1. J% K, "retired

people." J is used here just as we
sometimes use people, without ref-

erence to the rank of the individuals

spoken of. The H gf quotes, upon
the phrase, from the |^ $ to the

following effect: "ig here is not
the jf| of seclusion, but is charac-

teristic of men of large souls, who
cannot be measured by ordinary
rules. They may display their char-

acter by retiring from the world.

They may display it also in the
manner of their discharge of office."

The phrase is guarded in this way, I

suppose, because of its applicatiou
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3. "It may be said of Hui of Liu-hsia, and of

Shao-lien, that they surrendered their wills, and
submitted to taint in their persons, but their words

corresponded with reason, and their actions were

such as men are anxious to see. This is all that is to

be remarked in them.

4. "It may be said of Yii-chung and I-yi, that,

while they hid themselves in their seclusion, they gave
a license to their words; but in their persons, they
succeeded in preserving their piMty, and, in their

retirement, they acted according to the exigency of

the times.

to Hui of Liu-hsia, who did not

obstinately withdraw from the world.
Po-i and Shu-ch'i, see V, xxii.

Yii-chung should probably be Wu
(^)-chungi He was the brother of

T'ai-po, called Chung-yung (fi}> ^f|),

and is mentioned in the note on
VIII, i. He retired with T'ai-po
among the barbarous tribes, then
occupying the country of Wu, and
succeeded to the chieftaincy of them
on his brother's death. "I-yi and
Chu-chang," says Chu Hsi, "are not
found in the ching and chwan (5
fl|)." See, however, the ^| H, in
loc. From a passage in the Li Chi,
XVIII, ii, 14, it appears that Shao-
lien belonged to one of the barbarous

tribes on the east but was welL ac-

quainted with, and observant of, the
rules of Propriety, particularly those

relating to mourning. 3. The |fj at

the beginning of this paragraph and
the next are very perplexing. As
there is neither |pf nor at the

beginning of par. 5, the np- EJ of par.
2 must evidently be carried on to

the end of the chapter. Commen-
tators do not seem to have felt the

difficulty, and understand IP} to be in

the 3rd person. "He, i. e., the

Master, said," etc. I have made the

best of it I could. fa = $ it 3C

^, "the order and series of right-
eousness and principles." ]lt

=A '
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5. "I am different from all these. I have no

course for which I am predetermined, and no course

against which I am predetermined."
CHAPTER IX. 1. The grand music master, Chih,

went to Ch'i.

2. Kan, the master of the band at the second meal,

went to Ch'u. Liao, the band master at the third meal,

went to Ts'ai. Chueh, the band master at the fourth

meal, went to Ch'in.

3. Fang-shu, the drum master, withdrew to the

north of the river.

3- j J
''the thoughts and solici-

tudes of men's hearts." 4. "Living
in retirement, they gave a license to
their words," this is intended to
show that in this respect they were
inferior to Hui and Shao-lien, who
i4 M* ft- P> see note on IX, xxix.
5. Confucius'a openness to act ac-

cording to circumstances is to be
understood as being always in sub-
ordination to right and propriety.

9. THE DISPERSION OF THE MUSI-
CIANS OF Lu. The dispersion here
narrated is supposed to have taken
place in the time of Duke Ai. When
once Confucius had rectified the
music of Lu

( IX, xiv), the musicians
would no longer be assisting in the
prostitution of their art; and so, as
the disorganization and decay pro-
ceeded, the chief among them with-
drew to other states, or from society
altogether. 1. ^=^, as opposed to

^>, par. 5, "grand," and "assistant."

"The music master, Chih," see

VIII., xv. 2. The princes of China,
it would appear, had music at their

-meals, and a separate band per-
formed at each meal, or, possibly, the
band might be the same, but under
the superintendence of a separate
officer at each meal. The king had
four meals a day, and the princes of

states only three, but it was the

prerogative of the duke of Lu to use
the ceremonies of the royal court.

Nothing is said here of the band
master at the first meal, perhaps
because he did not leave Lu, or

nothing may have been known of

him. 3. "The river" is, of course,
"the Yellow River." According to

the m ^ ^ HL article LVII, the

expressions X 'fc ?Sf> A jfc $1 are to

be taken as meaning simply, "lived

on the banks of the Ho, the Han."
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4. Wii, the master of the hand drum, withdrew to

the Han.
5. Yang, the assistant music master, and Hsiang,

master of the musical stone, withdrew to an island in

the sea.

CHAPTER X. The duke of Chau addressed his son,

the duke of Lu, saying, "The virtuous prince does not

neglect his relations. He does not cause the great
ministers to repine at his not employing them. With-
out some great cause, he does not dismiss from their

offices the members of old families. He does not seek

in one man talents for every employment."

The interpretation in the translation

is after Chu Hsi, Mho follows the

glossarist Hsing Ping. The ancient

sovereigns had. their capitals mostly
north and east of "the river," hence,
the country north of it was called jTjf

J*j, and to the south of it was called

jBf tj\-. I do not see, however, the

applicability of this tc the Han,
which is a tributary oi ihe Yang-
tze, flowing through Hupeh. 5. It
was from Hsiang that Confucius
learned to play on the 3^E.

10. INSTRUCTIONS OF CHAU-KUNG
TO HIS SON ABOUT GOVERNMENT; A
GENEROUS CONSIDERATION OF OTHERS
TO BE CHERISHED. ^) /, S66 VII,
v. The facts of the case seem to be
that the duke of Chau was himself

appointed to the principality of

Lu, but being detained at court

by liis duties to the young king
Jjfc', he sent his son f j|, here
called "the duke of Lu," to -that

siate as his representative, ffi ^f-

contains here the ideas both of rank
und virtue. $ is read in the 3rd

tone, with the same meaning as
|jj.

Chu Hsi, indeed, seems to think that

5[| should be in the text, but we have
jjfg i n Ho Yen, who gives K'ung An-
kwo's interpretation: jjfg J^ &, ^
a ft A i% & a n. '"$& is ^
change. He does not substitute the
relatives of other men in the room of
his own relatives." 0,, here= ^3," to use,"

" to employ." ^ ${(, see

XIII, xxv.
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CHAPTER XI. To Chau belonged the eight officers,

Po-ta, Po-kwo, Chung-tu, Chung-hwu, Shu-ya, Shu-

lisia, Chi-sui, and Chi-kwa.

11. THE FBUITFULNESS OF THE

EARLY TIME OF THE CnAu DYNASTY
IN ABLE OFFICERS. The eight indi-

viduals mentioned here are said to

have been brothers, four pairs of

twins by the same mother. This is

intimated in their names, the two
first being f, or primi, the next pair

ft, or secundi, the third jjR, or tertii,

and the last two =p. One mother,

bearing twins four times in succes-

sion, and all proving distinguished

men, showed the vigor of the early

days of the dynasty in all that was

good. It is disputed to what reign
these brothers belonged, nor is their

surname ascertained. jj||, igfr, 3g, 3?

z~ seem to be honorary designations.

BOOK XIX. TSZE-CHANG

,

li

CHAPTER I. Tsze-chang said, "The scholar, trained

for public duty, seeing threatening danger, is prepared
to sacrifice his life. When the opportunity of gain is

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. -J- g
^ -t- ^L, "Tsze-chang, No. 19."
Confucius does not appear personally
in this Book at all. Chu Hsi says:
"This Book records the words of
the disciples, Tsze-hsia being the
most frequent speaker, and Tsze-

kuug next to him. For in the Con-
fucian school, after Yen Yuan there
was no one of such discriminating
understanding as Tsze-kung, and
after Tsang Shan no one of such

firm sincerity as Tsze-hsia." The
disciples deliver their sentiments

very much after the manner of their

master, and yet we can discern a

falling off from him.
1. TSZE-CHANG'S OPINION OF THE

CHIEF ATTRIBUTES OF THE TRUE
SCHOLAR, i, see note on XII, xx,
1. Tsze-chang there asks Confuciue
about the scholar-officer, j^ ^,-^
the danger is to be understood as

threatening his country. Hsing Ping,
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presented to him, he thinks of righteousness. In

sacrificing, his thoughts are reverential. In mourning,
his thoughts are about the grief which he should feel.

Such a man commands our approbation indeed."

CHAPTER II. Tsze-chang said, "When a man holds

fast virtue, but without seeking to enlarge it, and

believes right principles, but without firm sincerity,

what account can be made of his existence or non-

existence?"

CHAPTER III. The disciples of Tsze-hsia asked

Tsze-chang about the principles that should charac-

terize mutual intercourse. Tsze-chang asked, "Wliat

indeed, confines the danger to the

person of the sovereign, for whom
the officer will gladly sacrifice his
life. Jj( -^-is the same as Jfc :& M m
I, vii. ", is not to be explained by
jh, as in j|jj

<

5l
. The combination g,

^ has occurred before, and=^ (f,

in I, xiv. It greatly intensifies the

preceding pj.

2. TSZE-CHANG ON NARROW-MIND-
EDNESS AND A HESITATING FAITfi.

Hsing Ping interprets this chapter in
the following way: "If a man grasp
hold of his virtue, and is not widened
and enlarged by it, although he may
believe good principles, he cannot be

sincere and generous." But it is

better to take the clauses as coor-

dinate, and not dependent on each
other. With ^ t -fc 3i we niay
compare XV, xxviii, which suggests
the taking g actively. The two last

clauses are perplexing. Chu Hsi,
after An-kwo apparently, makes them
equivalent to "is of no considera-
tion in the world" ($| ^ ^ & $$

3. THE DIFFERENT OPINIONS OF
TsZK-HSli AND TSZE-CHANGt ON THE
PRINC IPLES WHICH SHOULD REGULATE
OUR, INTERCOI KSK WITH OTHERS. On
the disciples of Tsze-hsia, see the ^|
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does Tsze-hsia say on the subject?" They replied,

"Tsze-hsia says: 'Associate with those who can

advantage you* Put away from you those who cannot

do so." Tsze-chang observed, "This is different from

what I have learned. The superior man honors the

talented and virtuous, and bears with all. He praises
the good, and pities the incompetent. Am I possessed
of great talents and virtue? who is there among
men whom I will not bear with? Am I devoid of

talents and virtue? men will put me away from
them. What have we to do with the putting away of

others?"

If, in loc. It is strange to me that
they should begin their answer to

Tsze-chang with the designation -J-

St, instead of saying j J-, "our
Master." ^, see V, xvi. In pj -%
< pj :, the pj is taken differently
by the old interpreters and the new.
Hsing Ping expounds: "If the man
be worthy, fit for you to have inter-
course with, then have it; but if he
\.Q not worthy," etc. On the other
hand, we find: "If the man will

advantage you, he is a fit person (^
?J ;); then maintain intercourse
with .him," etc. This seems to be

merely carrying out Confucius's rule,

I, viii, 3. Chu Hsi, however, ap-
proves of Tsze-chang's censure of it,

while he thinks also that Tsze-

chang's own view is defective. Pao
Hsien says, "Our intercouise with
friends should be according to Tsze-
hsia's rule; general intercourse ac-

cording to Tsze-chang
}
s.

:>
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CHAPTER IV. Tsze-hsia said, "Even in inferior

studies and employments there is something worth

being looked 'at; but if it be attempted to carry them

out to what is remote, there is a danger of their

proving inapplicable. Therefore, the superior man
does not practice them."

CHAPTER V. Tsze-hsia said, "He, who from day to

day recognizes what he has not yet, and from month

to month does not forget what he has attained to,

may be said indeed to love to learn."

t. TSZE-HSIA'S OPINION OF THE
INAPPLICABILITY OF SMALL PURSUITS
TO GREAT OBJECTS. Gardening, hus-

bandry, divining, and the healing
art are all mentioned by Chii Hsi as
instances of the /J* yi[, "small ways,"
here intended, having their own
truth in them, but not available for

higher purposes, o: - what is beyond
themselves. Jj( i; imperative and
emphatic, ^ {, "push them to an

extreme." What is intended by Jg
is the far-reaching object of tho

Chiin-tSxe,"tfi cultivate himself and

regulate others." j^g, in the 4th

tone, explained in the dictionary by
j$jj,

"water impeded." Ho Yen
makes the /] j^ to be ^ $, "strange

principles."
5. THE INDICATIONS OF A REAL

LOVE OF LEARNING: ^BY TSZE-HSIA.
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CHAPTER VI. Tsze-hsia said, "There are learning

extensively, and having a firm and sincere aim; in-

quiring with earnestness, and reflecting with self-

application: virtue is in such a course."

CHAPTER VII. Tsze-hsia said, "Mechanics have

their shops to dwell in, in order to accomplish their

works. The superior man learns, in order to reach to

the utmost of his principles."
CHAPTER VIII. Tsze-hsia said, "The mean man is

sure to gloss his faults."

6. HOW LEARNINiJ SHOULD BE
PURSUED TO LEAD TO VIRTUE: BY
TS/K-HSIA. K'uiig An-kwo explains
,& "S if it were fjjj, "to remember."
On tfl ft jfjj jg Jg, the fS g says
Tfr Rll, ^ a *, J?r JS, -I? % to

'_ H, "what are inquired about are
things essential to one's self; what
are thought about are the important
personal duties." Probably it is so ;

Imt all this cannot be put in a
translation. On jg ,@, compare VI
xxviii. 3. fc fc *, compare
VII, xv; XIII, xviii.

7. LEARNING is THE STUDENT'S
VORKSHOI': BY TsZE-HSli. ft is
here "a place for the display and
sale of goudd." A certain quarter

was assigned anciently in Chinese
towns and cities for mechanics, and
all of one art were required to have
their shops together. This is still

very much the case. A son must
follow his father's profession, and,

seeing nothing but the exercise of

that around him, it was supposed
that he would not be led to think of

anything else, and become very pro-
ficient in it.

8. GLOSSING HIS FAULTS THE
PROOF OF THE MEAN MAN: BY
TSZE-HSIA-. Literally, "The faults
of the mean man, must gloss," i. e.,
he, is sure to gloss. Wan, in thia

sense, a verb, in the 4th tone.
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CHAPTER IX. Tsze-hsia said, "The superior man

undergoes three changes. Looked at from a distance,

he appears stern; when approached, he is mild; when
he is heard to speak, his language is firm and

decided."

CHAPTER X. Tsze-hsia said, "The superior man,

having obtained their confidence, may then impose
labors on his people. If he have not gained their

confidence, they will think that he is oppressing them.

Having obtained the confidence of his prince, one may
then remonstrate with him. If he have not gained
his confidence, the prince will think that he is vilifying

him."

0. CHANGING APPEARANCES OF THK
SUPERIOR MAN TO OTHERS: BY
TSZE-HSIA".' Ts/e-hsia probably in-

tended Confucius by the Chun-tsze,
but there is a general applicability
in his language and sentiments. ^
s-, tfl / literally, "look towards

him," "approach him." The de-

scription is about equivalent to our

"Jortiter in re, suaviter in modo."

10. THE IMPORTANCE OF ENJOYING
CONFIDENCE TO THE RIGHT SERVING
OF SUPERIORS AND ORDERING OF

INFERIORS: BY TSZE-HSll. Chll H.Sl

gives to
-f|j

here the double meaning
of "

being sincere," and "
being be-

lieved in.'"" The last is the proper
force of the term, but it requires the

possession of the former quality.
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CHAPTER XL Tsze-hsia said, "When a person does

not transgress the boundary line in the great virtues,

he may pass and repass it in the small virtues."

CHAPTER XII. 1. Tsze-yu said, "The disciples and

followers of Tsze-hsia, in sprinkling and sweeping the

ground, in answering and replying, in advancing and

receding, are sufficiently accomplished. But these are

only the branches of learning., and they are left igno-
rant of what is essential. How can they be acknowl-

edged as sufficiently taught ?
"

2. Tsze-hsia heard of the remark and said, "Alas!

Yen- Yu is wrong. According to the way of the

11. THE GREAT VIRTUES DEMAND
THE CHIEF ATTENTION, AND THE
SMALL ONES MAY BE SOMEWHAT VIO-
LATED : BY TszE-HSil. The senti-

ment here is very questionable. A
different turn, however, is given to
the chapter in the older interpreters.
Hsing Ping, expanding K'ung An-
kwo, says: "Men of great virtue
never go beyond the boundary line ;

it is enough for those who are
virtuous in a less degree to keep near
to it, going beyond and coming
back." We adopt the more natural

interpretation of Chu Hsi. f^],
"a

piece of wood, in a doorway, ob-

structing ingress and egress"; then,
"an inclosure" generally, "a rail-

ing," whatever limits and confines.

12. TSZE-HSIA 5S DEFENSE OF HIS

OWN GRADUATED METHOD OF TEACH-
ING: AGAINST TSZE-YU. 1. /J> ^f"

is to be taken in apposition with fj

J^, being merely, as we have found it

previously, an affectionate method
of speaking of the disciples. The

sprinkling, etc., are the things which

boys were supposed anciently to be
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superior man in teaching, what departments are there

which he considers of prime importance, and delivers ?

what are there which he considers pf secondary im-

portance, and allows himself to be idle about? But
as in the case of plants, which are assorted according
to their classes, so he deals with his disciples. How
can the way of a superior man be such as to make
fools of any of them ? Is it not the sage alone, who
can unite in one the beginning and the consummation

of learning?"
CHAPTER XIII. Tsze-hsia said, "The officer, having

discharged all his duties, should devote his leisure to

learning. The student, having completed his learning,
should apply himself to be an officer."

taught, the rudiments of learning,
from which they advanced to all

that is inculcated in the -)^ $. But
as Tsze-hsia/'a pupils were not boys,
but men, we should understand, I

suppose, these specifications as but a

contemptuous reference to his in-

structions, as embracing merely what
was external,

jjflj,
read shdi and shd,

1st tone, "to sprinkle the ground
before sweeping." )$, in the 4th
tone, "to answer a call." ^, "to
answer a question." $JI

= "but," as
in VII, xxxiii. / is expanded by
the paraphrasts ^ fr ffi ;, "as
to that in which the root (or, what is

essential) is." This is, no doubt, the

meaning, but the phrase itself is

abrupt and enigmatical, jiu . juj
=

#D ; fBJ ^ "SJ iijfc,
in opposition to

the
JJIJ pj ^ above. 2. The general

scope of Tsze-hsia's reply is suf-

ficiently plain, but the old inter-

preters and new differ in explaining
the several sentences. After dwelling
long on it, I have agreed generally
with the new school, and followed

Chu Hsi in the translation. US is

explained in the dictionary by ^,
"classes."

13. THE OFFICER AND THE STU-

DENT SHOULD ATTEND EACH TO HIS
PROPER WORK IN THE FIRST IN-

STANCE: BY TSZE-HSIA. g5= ^f g

Jj, in I, vi. The saying needs to be
much supplemented in translating,
in order to bring out its meaning.
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CHAPTER XIV. Tsze-yu said, "Mourning, having

been carried to the utmost degree of grief, should stop

with that."

CHAPTER XV. Tsze-yu said, "My friend Chang
can do things which are hard to be done, but yet he is

not perfectly virtuous."

CHAPTER XVI. The philosopher Tsang said, "How

imposing is the manner of Chang! It is difficult along

with him to practice virtue."

CHAPTER XVII. The philosopher Tsang said, "I

heard this from our Master: 'Men may not have

14. THE TRAPPINGS OF MOTTRNXNG
MAY BE DISPENSED WITH: BY TSZE-
vcr. The sentiment here is perhaps
the same as that of Confucius in III,

iv, but the sage guards and explains
his utterance. K'ung An-kwo, fol-

lowing an expression in the ^ |f,
makes the meaning to be that the
mourner may not endanger his health
or life by excessive grief and ab-
stinence.

15. TSZE-YTJ'S OPINION OP TSZE-
CHAXO, AS MINDING HIGH THINGS TOO
-MUCH.

16. THE PHILOSOPHER TSANG' s

OPINION OF TSZE-CHANG, AS TOO
HIGH-PITCHED FOB FRIENDSHIP. ^
^ is explained in the dictionary by
& -$L> IE -til, "exuberant," "correct."
It is to be understood of Chang's
manner and appearance, keeping
himself aloof from other men in his

high-pitched course.
17. HOW GRIEF FOR THE LOSS OF

PARENTS BRINGS OUT THE REAL NA-
TURE OF MAN: BY TSANG SHAN.

g is said to indicate the ideas both
* S S "one's self," and fi ,
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shown what is in them to the full extent, and yet they
will be found to do so, on occasion of mourning for

their parents."

CHAPTER XVIII. The philosopher Tsang said, "I

have heard this from our Master: 'The filial piety

of Mang Chwang, in other matters, was what other

men are competent to, but, as seen in his not chang-

ing the ministers of his father, nor his father's mode
of government, it is difficult to be attained to."

;

CHAPTER XIX. The chief of the Mang family hav-

ing appointed Yang Fu to be chief criminal judge, the

"naturally." Q j|, "to put forth
one's self to the utmost," as we
should say "to come out fully,"
i. e., in one's proper nature and
character. On the construction of

& ^L> IS 15 -TS compare XII, xiii.

! !U i %i if- !fi seems to= ,, *X
so that fff and 3*c J- are like two
objectives, both governed by ^.

18. THE FILIAL PIETY OF MANG
CHWANO: BY TSANG SHAN. Chwang
was the honorary epithet of Sii ( $& ),

the head of the Mang family, not
long anterior to Confucius. His
father, according to Chu Hsi, had

been a man of great merit, nor was
he inferior to him, but his virtue

especially appeared in what the text
mentions. Ho Yen gives the com-
ment of Ma Yung, that though there
were bad men among his father's

ministers, and defects in his govern-
ment, yet Chwang made no change
in the one or the other, during the
three years of mourning, and that it

was this which constituted his ex-
cellence.

19. HOW A CBIMINAB JTTDGTC
SHOULD CHERISH COMPASSION IN HIS
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE: B^
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latter consulted the philosopher Tsang. Tsang said,

"The rulers have failed in their duties, and the people

consequently have been disorganized, for a long time.

When you have found out the truth of any accusation,

be grieved for and pity them, and do not feel joy at

your own ability."

CHAPTER XX. Tsze-kung said, "Chau's wickedness

was not so great as that name implies. Therefore,

the superior man hates to dwell in a low-lying situa-

tion, where all the evil of the world will flow in upon
him."

TSANG SHAN. Seven disciples Ox

Tsang Shan are more particularly
mentioned, one of them being this

Yang Fu. ffc is to be understood
of the moral state of the people, and
not, physically, of their being scat-
tered from their dwellings, "ff has
occurred before in the sense of "the
truth," which it has here.

20. THE DANGER OF A BAD NAME :

BY TSZE-KUNG. Jjj & g, so
very bad as this"; the this (-^) is
understood by Hsing Ping as refer-

ring to the epithet j^-. which can-

not be called honorary in this

instance. According to the rules for

such terms, it means l\ $k *>
"cruel and unmerciful, injurious to

righteousness." If the & does not
in this way refer to the name, the
remark would seem to have occurred
in a conversation about the wicked-
ness of Chau. ~fT ^ is a low-lying
situation, to which the streams flow

and waters drain, representing here a
bad reputation, which gets the credit

of every vice.
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CHAPTER XXI. Tsze-kung said,
" The faults of the

superior man are like the eclipses of the sun and

moon. He has his faults, and all men see them; he

changes again, and all men look up to him."

CHAPTER XXII. 1. Kung-sun Ch'ao of Wei asked

Tsze-kung, saying, "From whom did Chung-ni get his

learning?"

2. Tsze-kung replied, ''The doctrines of Wan and

Wu have not yet fallen tc the ground. They are to

be found among men. Men of talents and virtue

remember the greater principles of them, and others,
'

21. THE SUPERIOK MAN DOES NOT
CONCEAL HIS EBBOBS, NOB PEBSIST
IN THEM: BY TSZE-KUNG. Such is

the lesson of this chapter, as ex-

panded in the Q |||. The sun and the
moon being here spoken of together,
the f must be confined to "eclipses,"
bufc the term is also applied to the

ordinary waning of the moon.
22. CONFTTCIUS'S SOUBCES OF

KNOWLEDGE WEBE THE BECOLLEC-
TIONS AND TRADITIONS OF THE PBIN-

CIPLES OF WAN AND Wu :- BY TSZE-
KUNG. 1. Of the questioner here we
have no other memorial. His sur-

name indicates that he was a descend-
ant of some of the dukes of Wei.
Observe how he calls Confucius by
his designation of $f f& or "Ni
secundus." (There was an elder

brother, a concubine's son, who was
called f Jg.) ft f M , "How did

Chung-ni learn?" but the "how" =
"from whom?" The expression,
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not possessing such talents and virtue, remember the

smaller. Thus, all possess the doctrines of Wan and

Wu. Where could our Master go that he should not

have an opportunity of learning them ? And yet what

necessity was there for his having a regular master?"

CHAPTER XXIII. 1. Shu-sun Wu-shu observed to

the great officers in the court, saying, "Tsze-kung is

superior to Chung-ni."
2. Tsze-fu Ching-po reported the observation to

Tsze-kung, who said, "Let me use the comparison of

a house and its encompassing wall. My wall only
reaches to the shoulders. One may peep over it, and
see whatever is valuable in the apartments.

however, in par. 2, ^ -J- jg ;?;

l, expounded as in the trans-
lation, might suggest, from "what
quarter?" rather than "from what
person?" as the proper rendering.
The last clause is tauen by modern
commentators, as asserting Con-
fucius's connate knowledge, but An-
kwo finds in it only a repetition of
the statement that the sage found
teachers everywhere.

-''>. TSZE-KUNG REPUDIATKS BEING
THOUGHT SUPEKIOK TO CONFUCIUS,

AND, BY THE COMPARISON OF A HOUSE
AND WALL, SHOWS HOW ORDINARY
PEOPLE COULD NOT UNDERSTAND THE
MASTER. 1. ^ was the honorary
epithet of Chau Ch'au (jffl -fJl), one of
the chiefs of the Shu-sun family.
From a mention of him in the s$C !

SB @ M> w may conclude that he
was given to envy and detraction.

^L, used here as in XI, xv, 1. 2.

Tsze-fu Ching-po, see XIV, xxxviii.

If !|i!, ^ is to be taken
generally for a house or building,
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3. "The wall of my Master is several fathoms high.

If one do not find the door and enter by it, he cannot
see the ancestral temple with its beauties, nor all the
officers in their rich array.

4. "But I may assume that they are few who find

the door. Was not the observation of the chief only
what might have been expected?"
CHAPTER XXIV. Shu-sun Wu-shu having spoken

revilingly of Chung-ni, Tsze-kung said, "It is of no
use doing so. Chung-ni cannot be reviled. The
talents and virtue of other men are hillocks and
mounds, which may be stepped over. Chung-ni is

and not in its now common accepta-
tion of "a palace." It is a poor
house, as representing the disciple,
and a ducal mansion as representing
his master. Many commentators
make the wall to be the sole object
in the comparison, and ^ ]$a'& '.

%$. It is bettor, with the & |$, to

tako both the house and the wall as
members of the comparison, and 'g
jg-
=

',;^
m

i|*-.
The wall is not a part

of the house, but one inclosing it.

3. fTJ means 7 cubits. I have trans-

lated it "fathoms." 4. The' ^ ^
here refers to Wu-shu.

24. CONFUCIUS is LIKE THE SUN
OR MOON, HIGH ABOVE THE BEACH OF
DEPRECIATION: BY TSZE-KUNG.

-JBfc

& ^ is explained by Chu Hsi (and
the gloss of Hsing Ping is the same)
as=|^ ffl 3$ jlfc, "it is of no use to do
this." ft A K , ftfe A is to
be understood, according to the $j
gf, as embracing all other sages. ^J
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the sun or moon, which it is not possible to step over.

Although a man may wish to cut himself off from the

sage, what harm can he do to the sun or moon ? He
only shows that he does not know his own capacity."
CHAPTER XXV. 1. Ch'an Tsze-ch'in, addressing

Tsze-kung, said, "You are too modest. How can

Chung-ni be said to be superior to you?"
2. Tsze-kung said to him, "For one word a man is

often deemed to be wise, and for one word he is often
deemed to be foolish. We ought to be careful indeed
in what we say.

3.
" Our Master cannot be attained to, just in the

same way as the heavens cannot be gone up to by the

steps of a stair.

$g, I have supplied "from the sage,"
after most modern paraphrasts.
Hsing Ping, however, supplies "from
the sun '.ind moon." The meaning
comes to the same. Chu Hsi says
that %, here is the same with jjg,

"only"; and Hsing Ping takes it
as = ii, "just." This meaning of
the character is not given in the
dictionary, but it is necessary here ;

see supplement to Hsing Ping's
Dfc. in loc.

25. CONFUCIUS CAN NO MOKE BE
EQUAiED THAN THE HEAVENS CAN

BE CLIMBED: BY TSZE-KUNG. We
find it difficult to conceive of the

sage's disciples speaking to one an-

other, as Tsze-ch'in does here to

Tsze-kung, and Hsing Ping says that
this was not the disciple Tsze-ch'in,
but another man of the same sur-
name and designation. But this is

inadmissible, especially as we find
the same parties, in I, x, talking
about the character of their Master.
1- 3- ^ 3$H, "you are doing tho
modest." 2. ; ^- has here its light-
est meaning. The f|- H makes it=
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4. "Were our Master in the position of the ruler

of a state or the chief of a family, we should find

verified the description which has been given of a sagtfs

rule:- he would plant the people, and forthwith they
would be established; he would lead them on, and

forthwith they would follow him; he would make
them happy, and forthwith multitudes would resort to

his dominions; he would stimulate them, and forth-

with they would be harmonious. While he lived, he

would be glorious. When he died, he would be bit-

terly lamented. How is it possible for him to be

attained to?"

fjjL ;, "a student," but "a man," as
in the translation, is quite as much
as it denotes. Compare its use in I,

viii, et al. 4. 5*c J- & ^R.tfc *
must be understood hypothetically,
bscause he never was in the position

here assigned to him. %ft, as in X,

x, 1. % is for ^, as in I, v. 3j,

as in XVI, i, II. iJj , as in XV,
xxxii, 3. 2, them, "the people"

being' always understood.
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BOOK XX. YAO Yt)EH

K
So 7~R

CHAPTER I. 1. Yao said, "Oh! you, Shun, the

Heaven-determined order of succession now rests in

vour person. Sincerely hold fast the due Mean. If

there shall be distress and want within the four seas,

the Heavenly revenue will come to a perpetual end."

2. Shun also used the same language in giving

charge to Yii.

in his days, may have contained the

passages as he gives them, and the

variations be owing to the burning
of most of the classical books by the
founder of the Ch'in dynasty, and
their recovery and restoration in a
mutilated state. 1. We do not find

this address of Yao to Shun in the

Shu-ching, Pt. I, but the different

sentences may be gathered from Pt.

II, ii, 14, 15, where we have the

charge of Shun to Yii. Yao's reign
commenced 2357 B. c., and after

reigning 73 years, he resigned the
administration to Shun. He died
2257 B. c., and, two years after,

Shun occupied the throne, in obe-
dience to the will of the people. ^
^ flf $, literally, "the represented
and calculated numbers of heaven,"
i. e., the divisions of the year, its

terms, months, and days, all de-
scribed in a calendar, as they succeed
one another with determined regu-
larity. Here, ancient and modern

HEADING OF THIS BOOK. f|

H -f~, Yao said, No. 20. Ilsing

Ping says: "This Book records the
words of the two sovereigns, the
three kings, and of Confucius, throw-

ing light on the excellence of the
ordinances of Heaven, and the trans-

forming power of government. Its

doctrines are all those of sages,
worthy of being transmitted to pos-
terity. On this account, it brings
up the rear of all the other Books,
without any particular relation to
the one immediately preceding."

1 . PRINCIPLES AND WAYS O YAO,
SHIN, Yii, T'ANG, AND Wu. The
first five paragraphs here are mostly
compiled from different parts of the

Shu-ching. But there are many
variations of language. The com-
piler may have thought it sufficient,

he gave the substance of the
original in his quotations, without
seeking to observe a verbal accuracy,
or, possibly, the Shu-ching, as it was
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3. T'ang said,
"
I, the child Li, presume to use a

dark-colored victim, and presume to announce to

Thee, most great and sovereign God, that the

sinner I dare not pardon, and thy ministers, O God,
I do not keep in obscurity. The examination of them
is by thy mind, O God. If, in my person, I commit

offenses, they are not to be attributed to you, the

people of the myriad regions. If you in the myriad

regions commit offenses, these offenses must rest on

my person."

interpreters agree in giving to the

expression the meaning which ap-
pears in the translation. I may
observe here, that Chu Hsi differs

often from the old interpreters in

explaining these passages of the Shu-

ching, but I have followed him,
leaving the correctness or incorrect-

ness of his views to be considered in

the annotations on the Shu-ching.
3. Before |E-J here we must under-
stand ^j the designation of the
founder of the Shang dynasty. The
sentences here may in substance be
collected from the Shii-ching, Pt. IV,
in, 4, 8. Down to

f[fj ^ & fo is a

prayor addressed to God by T'ang,
on his undertaking the overthrow of

the Hsiti dynasty, which he rehearses
to his nobles and people, after the

completion of his work. T'ang's
name was JS. We do not find in the

Shu-ching the remarkable designa-
tion of God ^ jjz jjf ifr. For the

grounds on which I translate $? by
God, see my work on "The Notions
of the Chinese Concerning God and
Spirits." fa, now generally used for

"empress/' was anciently used for

"sovereign," and applied to the

kings. Here it is an adjective, or in

apposition with *&. The sinner is

Chieh (Ut), the tyrant, and last sov-

ereign of the Hsia dynasty. "The
ministers of God" are the able and
virtuous men, whom T'ang had
called, or would call, to office. By fffj

$. & <fr T'ang indicates that, in his

punishing or rewarding, he only
wanted to act in harmony with the
mind of God. &&&%*& Vj >h
,R M 5M 3 as m *ne translation. In
the dictionary, it is said that 1 and
&Q are interchanged. This is a case
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4. Char, conferred great gifts, and the good were

enriched.

5. "Although he has his near relatives, they are

not equal to my virtuous men. The people are throw-

ing blame upon me, the One man."
6. He carefully attended to the weights and meas-

ures, examined the body of the laws, restored the

discarded officers, and the good government of the

kingdom took its course.

7. He revived states that had been extinguished,
restored families whose line of succession had been

broken, and called to office those who had retired into

obscurity, so that throughout the kingdom the hearts
of the people turned towards him.

8. What he attached chief importance to were
the food of the people, the duties of mourning, and
sacrifices.

in point. 4. In the Shu-ching, Pt.
V, iii, 9, we find King Wu Baying ^& ft & m ffii & & 1ft m. "I dis-
tributed great rewards through the
kingdom, and all the people were
pleased and submitted." 5. See the
Shu-chine, Pt. V, i, sect. II, 6, 7.

The subject in gg ;fr ^ f| is 3 or

H", tyrant of the Yin dynasly. j^),

in the sense of rg. j|j is used in

the sense of ^=, "to blame." The
people found fault with him, because
he did not come to save them from
their sufferings by destroying their
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9. By his generosity, he won all. By his sincerity,

he made the people repose trust in him. By his

earnest activity, his achievements were great. By his

justice, all were delighted.

CHAPTER II. 1. Tsze-chang asked Confucius, say-

ing, "In what way should a person in authority act in

order that he may conduct government properly?"
The Master replied, "Let him honor the five excellent,

and banish away the four bad, things; then may
he conduct government properly." Tsze-chang said,

"What are meant by the five excellent things?" The

oppressor. The remaining para-

graphs are descriptive of the policy
of King Wu, hut cannot, excepting
the 8th one, be traced in the present
Shu-ching. fj}, paragraph 9, is in

the 4th tone. See XVII, vi, which

chapter, generally, resembles this

paragraph.
2. HOW GOVERNMENT MAY BE

CONDUCTED WITH EFFICIENCY, BY
HONORING FIVE EXCELLENT THINGS,
AND PUTTING AWAY FOUR BAD
THINGS: A CONVERSATION WITH
TSZE-CHANG. It is understood that
this chapter, and the next, give the
ideas of Confucius on government, as
a sequel to those of the ancient sages

and emperors, whose principles are

set forth in the preceding chapter, to

show how Confucius was their projier
successor. 1. On ^ jEJC. see VI, vi,

but the gloss of the
(?/ If says fi

tt K *2 Wt ft &, Xfc*:, "ffi

jEJc here denotes generally the prac-
tice of government. It is not to be

taken as indicating a minister." We
may, however, retain the proper

meaning of the phrase, Confucius

describing principles to be observed

by all in authority, and which will

find in the highest their noblest em-
bodiment. The |g favors this

view. See its paraphrase in loc, I
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Master said, "When. the person in authority is benefi-

cent without great expenditure; when he lays tasks on

the people without their repining; when he pursues
what he desires without being covetous; when he

maintains a dignified ease without being proud; when
he is majestic without being fierce."

2. Tsze-chang said, "What is meant by being
beneficent without great expenditure?" The Master

replied, "When the person in authority makes more
beneficial to the people the things from which they
naturally derive benefit; is not this being beneficent

without great expenditure? When he chooses the

labors which are proper, and makes them labor on

them, who will repine? When his desires are set on
benevolent government, and he secures it, who will

accuse him of covetousness ? Whether he has to do

have therefore translated ^ -J- by
"a person in authority." ^ jfjj ^ S,

see IV, xviii, though the applica-
tion of the terms there is different.

^ ifij

"- Sg, see XIII, xxvi. )$ jfjj

^ J,_ see VII, xxxvii. 2. @ J -^
5k is instanced by the promotion of

agriculture. ^ pj ^ ai a; is in-

stanced by the employment of the

people in advantageous public works.

^ l "K S is explained: "Desire
for what is not proper is covetous-

ness, but if, while the wish to have
the kingdom overshadowed by his
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with many people or few, or with things great or

small, he does not dare to indicate any disrespect;

is not this to maintain a dignified ease without any

pride? He adjusts his clothes and cap, and throws a

dignity into his looks, so that, thus dignified, he is

looked at with awe; is not this to be majestic with-

out being fierce?"

3. Tsze-chang then asked, "What are meant by
the four bad things?" The Master said, "To put the

people to death without having instructed them;

this is called cruelty. To require from them, suddenly,

the full tale of work, without having given them

warning; this is called oppression. To issue orders

benevolence has not reached to uni-

versal advantaging, his desire does
not cease, then, with a heart im-

patient of people's evils, he ad-
ministers a government impatient
of those evils. What he desires is

benevolence; and what ho gets is the

game; how can he be regarded as

covetous?" 3. jji^
is explained horo

by -', "to require from." We may
get that meaning out of the charac-

ter, which= "to examine," "to look

for." A good deal has to be supplied,

here and in the sentences below,

to bring out tho meaning as in the
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as if without urgency, 'a ,/w^, and, when the time

comes, to insist on them with severity; this is called

injury. And, generally, in the giving pay or rewards

to men, to do it in a stingy way; this is called act-

ing the part of a mere official."

CHAPTER III. 1. The Master said, "Without rec-

ognizing the ordinances of Heaven, it is impossible to

be a superior man.
2. "Without an acquaintance with the rules of

Propriety, it is impossible for the character to be
established.

3. "Without knowing the force of words, it is im-

possible to know men."

translation, ijg ; is explained by 3
,and seems to me to be nearly =

our "on the whole." ft |i}, "giv-
ing out," i. e., from this, and "pre-
senting," i. e., to thaf. The whole is
understood to refer to rewarding' men for their services, and doing it
in aii unwilling and stingy manner.

3. THE ORDINANCES OF HEAVEN,
THE RULES OF PROPRIETY, AND THE
FORCE OF \VORDS, ALL NECESSARY
TO BE KNOWN. 1. fa here is not
only "knowing," but "believing and

resting in." f^- is the will of Heaven
regarding right and wrong, of whicli

man has the standard in his own
moral nature. If tins be not rec-

ognized, a man is the slave of

p;isriion, or the sport of feeling. 2.

Compare VIII, viii, 2. 3. fl here

supposes much thought and exami-
nation of principles. Words are the

voice of the heart. To know a man,
we must attend well to what and
how he thinks.
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.My master, the philosopher Ch'ang, says : "The Great Learning is a Book
transmitted by the Confucian School, and forms the gate by which first

learners enter into virtue. That we can now perceive the order in which the

TITLE OF THE WORK. ;fc 4& "The
Great Learning." I have pointed
out, in the prolegomena, the great
differences which are found among
Chinese commentators on this Work,
on almost every point connected
with the criticism and interpretation
of it. We encounter them here on
the very threshold. The name itself

is simply the adoption of the two
commencing characters of the trea-

tise, according to the custom noticed
at the beginning of the Analects; but
in explaining those two characters,
the .old and new schools differ widely.
Anciently, ^ was read as ^C, and
the oldest commentator whose notes
on the work are preserved, Chang
K'ang-ch'ang, in the last half of the
2nd century, said that the Book was
called ^ ^, ^ 3C- IB 1f ^, pj H ^
S&, "because it recorded that exten-
sive learning, which was available
for the administration of govern-
ment." This view is approved by
K'ung Ying-ta (fl |g ^), whose
expansion of K'ang-ch'ang's notes,
written in the first half of the 7th

century, still remains. He says ^
*% M M 3&, "Jt $ means the high-
est principles." Chu Hsi's definition,
on the contrary, is Jt & $' :fc A

. ^ -&>
"
^C ^ means the Learning

of Adults." One of the paraphrasts
who follow him says ^ & ^ A- 54
^ -? , "J^ means adults, in op-

position to children." The grounds,
of Chu Hsi's interpretation are to be
found in his very elegant preface to
the Book, where he tries to make it

out, that we have here the subjects
taught in the advanced schools of

antiquity. I have contented myself
with the title "The Great Lean.-

ing," which is a literal translation of

the characters, whether read as ^
^ or Jt .

THE INTRODUCTORY NOTE. I have

thought it well to translate this, and
all the other notes and supplements
appended by Chu Hsi to the original
text, because they appear in nearly
all the editions of the work, which
fall into the hands of students, and
his view of the classics is wru.t must
be regarded as the orthodox one.

The translation, which is here given,
is also, for the most part, according
to his views, though my own differ-

ing opinion will be found freely

expressed in the notes. Another
version, following the order of the

text, before it was transposed by
him and his masters, the Ch'ang,
and without reference to his inter-

pretations, will be found in the
translation of the Li Chi.- ^ ;([ J-,

see note to the Analects, I, i, I.

The Ch'ang here is the second of the
two brothers, to whom reference is

jnai'o in the prolegomena. JL JS>
"
Confucius," =the K'ung, as 2fr j is
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ancients pursued their learning is solely owing to the preservation of this

work, the Analects and Mencius coming after it. Learners must commence

courxe. with this, and then it may be hoped they will be kept front.

. THE TEXT OF CONFUCIUS

1. What the Great Learning teaches, is to illus-

trate illustrious virtue; to renovate the people; and to

rest in the highest excellence.

found continually in the Analects
for the Chi, i. o., the chief of the Chi

family. For how can we say that
" The Great Learning" is a work
left by Confucius? Even Chu Hsi
ascribes only a small portion of it to
the Master, and makes the rest to be
the production of the disciple Tsang,
and before his time, the whole work
was attributed generally to the sage's
grandson. I must take JL Jj- as= JL
H, the Confucian school.
THE TEXT OF CONFUCIUS. Such

Chu Hsi, as will be seen from his

concluding note, determines this

chapter to be, and it has been di-
vided into two sections (g), the first

containing three paragraphs, occu-
pied with the heads (j$J $|) of the
Great Learning, and the second con-
taining four paragraphs, occupied
with the particulars (^ J ) of those.

Par. 1. The heads of the Great

Learning, ^c ^ it.
" the way

of the Great Learning," iH being~$
& ~)j &, "the methods of cul-

tivating and practicing it," the

Great Learning, that is. ^, "is in."

The first t$ is used as a verb; the

second as an adjective, qualifying
fg. The illustrious virtue is the

virtuous nature which man derives

from Heaven. This is perverted as

man grows up, through defects of

the physical constitution, throxigh
inward lusts, and through outward
seductions; and the great business of

life should be, to bring the nature
back to its original purity.- "To
renovate the people," thia object
of the Great Learning is made out,

by changing the character |jj of the
old text into ^f. The Ch'ang first

proposed the alteration, and Chu
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2. The point where to rest being known, the object
of pursuit is then determined; and, that being deter-

mined, a calm unperturbedness may be attained to.

To that calmness there will succeed a tranquil repose.
In that repose there may be careful deliberation, and
that deliberation will be followed by the attainment

of the desired end.

Hsi approved of it. When a man
has entirely illustrated his own illus-

trious nature, he has to proceed to

bring about the same result in every
other man, till "under heaven" there
be not an individual, who is not in
the same condition as himself.

"The highest excellence" is under-
stood of the two previous matters.
It is not a third and different object
of pursuit, but indicates a persever-
ance in the two others, till they are

perfectly accomplished. According
to these explanations, the objects

contemplated in the Great Learning
are not three, but two. Suppose
them realized, and we should have
.the whole world of mankind per-

fectly good, every individual what
he ought to be !

Against the above interpretation,
we have to consider the older and
simpler, ^f, is there not the nature,
but simply virtue, or virtuous con-

duct, and the first object in the
Great Learning is the making of

one's self more and more illustrious

in virtue, or the practice of benevo-
lence, reverence, filial piety, kind-

ness, and sincerity. See the fe /$. ~fc

& St $> in l c - There is nothing,
of course, of the renovating of the

people, in this interpretation. The

second object of the Great Learning
is II .R = $?. ^ & Si, "to love the

people." The third object is said by
Ying-ta to be "in resting in conduct
which is perfectly good (/fc jfc |H ]fc

3i H - ff)>" and here also, there
would seem to be only two objects,
for what essential distinction can we
make between the first and third?
There will be occasion below to refer

to the reasons for changing f| mt

jjJUf,
and their unsatisfactoriness. "To

love the people" is, doubtless, the
second thing taught by the Great

Learning. Having the heads of the
Great Learning now before us, ac-

cording to both interpretations of it,

we feel that
'

the student of it should
be a sovereign, and not an ordinary
man.

Par. 2. The mental process by
which the point of rest may be at-

tained. I confess that I do not well

understand this paragraph, in the
relation of its parts in itself, nor in

relation to the rest of the chapter.
Chu Hsi says: "jfc is the ground
where we ought to rest"; namely,
the highest excellence mentioned
above. But if this be known in the

outset, where is the necessity for the

$, or "careful deliberation." which
issues in its attainment? The para-
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3. Things have their root and their branches.

Affairs have their end and their beginning. To know
what is first and what is last will lead near to what is

taught in the Great Learning.

4. The ancients who wished to illustrate illustrious

virtue throughout the kingdom, first ordered well their

own states. Wishing to order well their states, they

phrasts make [J jh to embrace even

all that is understood by ^ tfa |JC &P

below. Ying-ta is perhaps rather

more intelligible. He says: "When
it is known that the rest is to be in

the perfectly good, then the mind

has fixedness. So it is free from

concupiscence, and can be still, not

engaging in disturbing pursuits.

That stillness leads to a repose and

harmony of the feelings. That state

of the feelings fits for careful thought
about affairs (fife J Jt $* #), and
thence it results that what is right in

affairs is attained." Perhaps, the

paragraph just intimates that the

objects of the Great Learning being
so great, a calm, serious thoughtful-
ness is required in proceeding to seek
their attainment.

Par. 3. The order of things and
methods in the two preceding para-
graphs. So, according to Chu Hsi,
does thia paragraph wind up the
two preceding. "The illustration of
virtue," he says, "is the root, and
the renovation of the people is the

completion (literally, the branches).

Knowing where to rest is the begin-

ning, and being able to attain is the

end. The root and the beginning
are what is first. The completion
and end are what is last." The

adherents of the old commentators

say, on the contrary, that this para-

graph is introductory to the succeed-

ing ones. They contend that the

illustration of virtue and renovation

of the people are doings (ijil),
and not

things ($)). According to them, the

things are the person, heart, thoughts,

etc., mentioned below, which are

"the root," and the family, king-

dom, and empire, which are '-the

brandies." The affairs or doings are

the various processes put forth on

those things. -This, it seems to me,
is the correct interpretation.

Par. 4. The different steps by
which the illustration of illustrious

virtue throughout the kingdom may be

brought about. 1$ t$ ^ # 55 ~F i s

understood by the school of Chu Hsi
as embracing the two first objects of

the Great Learning;, the illustration.
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first regulated their families. Wishing to regulate

their families, they first cultivated their persons.

Wishing to cultivate their persons, they first rectified

namely, of virtue, and the renova-

tion of the people. We are not

aided in determining the meaning by
the synthetic arrangement of the

different steps in the next paragraph,
for the result arrived at there is

simply 5^ f 2p, "the whole king-
dom was made tranquil." Ying-ta's
comment is ^ $J g, W ft &
"Jfc 5^ ~fT, "to display illustriously

their own illustrious virtue (or vir-

tues), making them reach through
the whole kingdom." But the in-

fluence must be very much trans-

formative. Of the several steps

described, tne central one is fg- j| ,

"the cultivation of the person,"
which, indeed, is called ;, "the

root," in par. 6. This requires "the
heart to be correct," and that again
"that the thoughts be sincere." Chu
Hsi defines >i> as J| , Jljff

"what
the body has for its lord," and ^ as

& . 6f H "what the sends

forth." Ying-ta says: & & $ ft

In, . &> "that which comprehends
and embraces all considerings is

called the ,.; ft 0f 3ft IB Z
^, " the thoughts under emotion are

what is called ^;." tfr is then the

metaphysical part of our nature, all

that we comprehend under the terms
of mind or soul, heart, and spirit.

This is conceived of aa quiescent,
and when its activity is aroused,
then we have thoughts and purposes
relative to what affects it. The "be-

ing sincere" ia explained by Ji,
"real." The sincerity of the

thoughts Is to be obtained by |jr p,

which means, according to Chu Hsi,

carrying our knowledge to its utmost

extent, with the desire that there

may be nothing which it shall not
embrace." This knowledge, finally,
is realized ^ jfe tfyj. The same au-

thority takes 4%, "things," as em-

bracing, ^, "affairs," as well. $}
sometimes = ^, "to come or extend

to," and assuming that the "coming
to" here is by study, he makes it=
55 9u

" to examine exhaustively," so

that "jfjg. % means exhausting by
examination the principles of things
and affairs, with the desire that their

uttermost point may be reached."

We ieel that this explanation cannot

be correct, or that, if it be correct,

the teaching of the Chinese sage is

far beyond and above the condition

and capacity of men. How can we

suppose that, in order to secure
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their hearts. Wishing to rectify their hearts, they

first sought to be sincere in their. thoughts. Wishing

to be sincere in their thoughts, they first extended

to the utmost their knowledge. Such extension of

knowledge lay in the investigation of things.

sincerity of thought and our self-

cultivation, there is necessarily the

study of all the phenomena of

physics and metaphysics, and of the

events of history ? Moreover, Chit

Hsi's view of the two last clauses is

a consequence of the alterations

which he adopts in the order of the

text. As that exists in the Li Chi,

the 7th paragraph of this chapter is

followed by jfc ^ ftj ;fc, J& 2$ *H

rg ijj,, which he has transferred and
made the 5th chapter of annotations.

Ying-ta's comment on it is: "The
root means the person. The person
(i. e., personal character) being re-

garded as the root, if one can know
his own person, this is the knowledge
of the root; yea, this is the very
extremity of knowledge." If we
apply this conclusion to the clauses
under notice, it is said that wishing
to make our thoughts sincere we
must first carry to the utmost our

self-knowledge, and this extension of

self-knowledge fc $ (fa. Now, the
<-hunge of the style indicates that
the relation of ft $q 1Uul t ia

different from that of the parts in

the other clauses. "It is not said

that to get the one thing we must
first do the other. Bather it seems

to me that the Ifc $%} is a consequence
f S5C fl. that in it is seen the other.

Now, 5^1, "a rule or pattern," and

]E "to correct," are accepted mean-

ings of $}, and $fy being taken gener-

ally and loosely as=things, ^ /jig- !j%

will tell us that, when his self-

knowledge is complete, a man is a
law to himself , measuring, and meas-

uring correctly, all. things with

which he has to do, not led astray
or beclouded by them. This is the

interpretation strongly insisted or
DY $1 ft ^. the author of the

- &
^ ^ It $$ I* is the only view into

any sympathy with which I can

bring my mind. In harmony with

it, I would print Jjt n ^ $ % as a

paragraph by itself, between the.

analytic and synthetic processes
described in paragraphs 4, 5. Still

there are difficulties connected with

it, and I leave the vexed questions,

regretting my own inability to clear

them up.
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5. Things being investigated, knowledge became

complete. Their knowledge being complete, their

thoughts were sincere. Their thoughts being sincere,

their hearts were then rectified. Their hearts being

rectified, their persons were cultivated. Their persons

being cultivated, their families were regulated. Their

families being regulated, their states were rightly

governed. Their states being rightly governed, the

whole kingdom was made tranquil and happy.
6. From the Son of Heaven down to the mass of

the people, all must consider the cultivation of the

person the root of everything besides.

Par. 5. The synthesis of t!ie pre-
ceding processes. Observe the ffc of

the preceding paragraph is changed
into 5, and how j (the second, or
lower first tone) now becomes Ufa,

the 4th tone, /ft is explained by jGfc

JJl,
" the work of ruling," and #1 by

Ji. jjfc, "the result." Jg is used for

^, as in par. 2.

Par. 6. The cultivation of the per-
son is the prime, radical thing required
front all. I have said above that the

Great Learning is adapted only to a

sovereign, but it is intimated here

that the people also may take part in

it in their degree. ^ ^, "Son of

Heaven," a designation of the sover-

eign ty, iff. $$ ^F" ?C> "because he is

ordained by Heaven." ^ J^= -*

tjf, "all." Chang K'ang-ch'ang,
however, says: ^ ^, |J ff J-

-tfc,^

"t? ^ means that they tinifonnly
do this."
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7. It cannot be, when the root is neglected, that

what should spring from it will be well ordered,

never has been the case that what was of great

importance has been slightly cared for, and, at the

same time, that what was of slight importance has

been greatly cared for.

Par. 7. Reiteration of the impor-
tance of attending to the root. Chu
Hsi makes the root here to be the

person, but according to the preced-

ing paragraph, it is "the cultivation

of the person" which is intended.

By the ^ or " branches'' is intended

the proper ordering of the family,
the state, the kingdom, "iho

family," however, must be under-
stood in a wide sense, as meaning
not a household, but a clan, embrac-

ing all of the same surname. J? ?,
"thick" and "thin/' used here

metaphorically. #f ]ff. t according to

Chu Hsi, means "the family," and

ffi $$, "the state and the kingdom,"
but' that I cannot understand, fff

fif.
is the same as the root. Mencins

has a saying which may illustrate

the second part of the paragraph.
j& m ff- % ?s. us- ft * us.

"He wh
is careless in what is important will

be careless in everything."

II

XV
m

Tin' preceding chapter of classical text is in the word's of Confucius, handed

down by the philosopher Tsang. The ten chapters of explanation which

folknv contain the views of Tsang, and were recorded by his disciples. In

CONCLUDING NOTE. It has been
shown in the prolegomena that there
is no ground for the distinction made
here between so much clung attrib-
uted to Confucius, and so much ffi,
or commentary, ascribed to his dis-

ciple Tsang. The invention of paper
is ascribed to Ts'ai Lun (|| f), an
officer of the Han dynasty, in the
time of the emperor Hwo (%ft), A. D.

89-105. Before that time, and long
after also, slips of wood and of

bamboo ($fj) were used to write and

engrave upon. We can easily con-

ceive how a collection of them might
get disarranged, but whether those

containing the Great Learning did so

is a question vehemently disputed.
^J 5 ^-> "the chapter of classic

on the right "; ^n fa, "on the left";
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<&e oW copies of the work, there appeared considerable confusion in these,

from the disarrangement of the tablets. But now, availing myself of the

decisions of the philosopher Ch'ang, and having examined anew the classical

text, I have arranged it in order, as follows:

COMMENTARY OF THE PHILOSOPHER TSANG

CHAPTER I. 1. In the Announcement to K'ang, it

is said, "He was able to make his virtue illustrious."

2. In the Tai Chia, it is said, "He contemplated

and studied the illustrious decrees of Heaven."

these are expressions= our ''pre-

ceding," and "as follows," indicating
the Chinese method of writing and

printing from the right side of a

manuscript or book on to the left.

COMMENTARY OF THE PHILOSOPHER

TSANG

1. THE ILLUSTRATION OF ILLUS-

TRIOUS VIRTUE. The student will

do well to refer here to the text of

"The Great Learning," as it appears
in the Li Chi. He will then see how
a considerable portion of it has been
broken up, and transposed to form
this and the five succeeding chap-
ters. It was, no doubt, the occur-

rence of |^, in the four paragraphs
here, and of the phrase tJJj ^, which
determined Chu Hsi to form them
into ono chapter, and refer them to

the first head in the classical text.

The old commentators connect them

with the great business of making
the thoughts sincere. 1. See the

Shu-ching, V, ix, 3. The words are

part of the address of King Wu to
his brother Fang (IJ), called also

K'ang-shu (^ $.; $, the honorary
epitheton appointing him to the

marquisate of fff. The subject of lj

is King Wan, to whose example
K'ang-shu is referred. We cannot

determine, from this paragraph, be-

tween the old interpretation of ^,
as= "

virtues," and the new which
understands by it, "the heart or

nature, all-virtuous." 2. See the

Shu-ching, IV, v, Sect. I, 2. Chu
Hsi takes j{J| as=jjfc, "this," or 9Jg,

"to judge," "to examine." The old

interpreters explain it by JE, "to
correct." The sentence is part of

the address of the premier, I Yin, to

T'ai-chia, the second emperor of the

Shang dynasty, 1753-1719 B. c.

The subject of Kg is T'ai-chia's
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3. In the Canon of the emperor (Yao), it is said,

"He was able to make illustrious his lofty virtue."

4. These passages all show how those sovereigns

made themselves illustrious.

The above first chapter f commentary explains the illustration of illustrious

virtue.

CHAPTER II. 1. On the bathing tub of T'ang, the

following words were engraved: "If you can one

day renovate yourself, do so from day to day. Yea,
let there be daily renovation."

2. In the Announcement to K'ang, it is said, "To
stir up the new people."

father, the great T'ang. Chu Hsi
understands by IJJj fa, the Heaven-

given, illustrious nature of man.
The other school take the phrase
more generally, the

Jjjj! -f, "displayed
ways" of Heaven. 3. See the Shu-
ching, I, i, 2. It is of the emperor
YAo that this is said. 4. The -g
must be referred to tho three quota-
tions.

2. THE RENOVATION OF THE
PEOPLE. Here the character jlgf,

"new," "to renovate," occurs five

times, and it was to find something
corresponding to it at the commence-
ment of the work, which made the
Ch'uug change the || of $J g into
Uj. -But the %ft here have nothing to

do with the renovation of the people.
This is self-evident in the 1st and
3rd paragraphs. The description of

the chapter, as above, is a misnomer.
1. This fact about T'ang

j
s bathing

tub had come down by tradition.

At least, we do not now find the
mention of it anywhere but here. It

was customary among the ancients,
as it is in China at the present day,
to engrave, all about them, on the
articles of their furniture, such mor?,!

aphorisms and lessons. 2. See the

K'ang Kdo, par. 7, where K'ang-shu
is exhorted to assist the king "to
settle the decree of Heaven, and f^
$ft B;." which may mean to make
the bad people of Yin into good
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3. In the Book of Poetry, it is said, "Although
Chau was 'an ancient state, the ordinance which

lighted on it was new."

4. Therefore, the superior man in everything uses

his utmost endeavors.

The above second cjiapter of commentary explains the renovating of the people.

CHAPTER III. 1. In the Book of Poetry, it is said,

"The royal domain of a thousand li is where the peo-

ple rest."

people, or to stir up the new people,
i. e., new, as recently subjected to
Chau. 3. See the Shih-ching, III, i,

Ode I, st. 1. The subject of the ode
is the praise of King Wan, whose
virtue led to the possession of the

kingdom by his house, more than a
thousand years after its first rise.

4. jg ^ is here the man of rank and
office probably, as well as the man
of virtue; but I do not, for my own
part, see the particular relation of

this to the preceding paragraphs,
nor the work which it does in re-

lation to the whole chapter.
3. ON BESTING IN THE HIGHEST

EXCELLENCE. The frequent occur-
rence of jh in these paragraphs, and
of 3? H, in par. 4, led Chu Hsi to
combine them in one chapter, and
connect them with the last clause in

the opening paragraph of the work.
1. See the Shih -chine;, IV, iii, Ode
III, st. 4. The ode celebrates the
rise and establishment of the Sharig

or Yin dynasty. |j$ is the 1,000 li

around the capital, and constituting
the royal demesne. The quotation
shows, according to Chu Hsi, that $8
& fa fjT IT Jh $&, "everything has
the place where it ought to rest."

But that surely is a very sweeping
conclusion from the words. 2. See
the Shih-ching, II, viii, Ode VI, st.

2, where we have the complaint of a
downtrodden man, contrasting his

position with that of a bird. For %$
here, we have %$, in the Shih-ching.
%$ are intended to express the
sound of the bird's singing or chat-

tering. "The yellow bird" is known
by a variety of names. A common
one is ^ ^, or, properly, || |g
(ts'ang kang). It is a species of

oriole. The ^f- [3 are worthy of

observation. If the first chapter
of the classical text, as Chu Hsi calls

it, really contains the words of Con-

fucius, we might have expected it to

be headed by these characters. J
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2. In the Book of Poetry, it is said, "The twitter-

ing yellow bird rests on a corner of the mound." The

Master said, "When it rests, it knows where to rest.

Is it possible that a man should not be equal to this

bird?"

3. In the Book of Poetry, it is said, "Profound

was King Wan. With how bright and unceasing a

feeling of reverence did he regard his resting places!"

As a sovereign, he rested in benevolence. As a min-

ister, he rested in reverence. As a son, he rested in

filial piety. As a father, he rested in kindness. In

communication with his subjects, he rested in good
faith.

Jh literally, "in resting." 3. See
the Shih-ching, III, i, Ode I, st. 4.
All the stress is here laid upon the

Jk which does not appear to

have any force at all in the original,
Chu Hsi himself saying there that it

is |fj fjij, "a mere supplemental par-
tifle." In ft; %$, ^ is read u>&, and
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4.. In the Book of Poetry, it is said, "Look at that

winding course of the Ch'i, with the green bamboos so

luxuriant! Here is our elegant and accomplished

prince! As we cut and then file; as we chisel and

then grind: so has he cultivated himself. How grave i&

he and dignified! How majestic and distinguished!

Our elegant and accomplished prince never can be

forgotten." That expression -"As we cut and then

file," indicates the work of learning. "As we chisel

and then grind," indicates that of self-culture. "How

grave is he and dignified!
1 '

indicates the feeling of

cautious reverence. "How commanding and distin-

guished!" indicates an awe-inspiring deportment.

is an interjection. 4. See the Shih-

ching, I, v, Ode I, st. 1. The ode
celebrates the virtue of the duke
W" (i&) Wei (?|f), in his laborious
endeavors to cultivate his person.
There are some verbal differences

between the ode in the Shih-ching,
and as here quoted; name!", $|L for

&; $fc
for 5$; gg for |g. ffi, here,

noetic, read o. $j is used as=|[j~,

"says," or "means." It is to be
understood before j=J ^, ffj] ^g, and
^ Hs- -The transposition of this

paragraph by C'hu Hsi to this place
r"oes seem unhappy. It ought evi-

J dently to come in connection with
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"Our elegant aiid accomplished prince never can be

forgotten," indicates how, when virtue is complete and

excellence extreme, the people cannot forget them.

5. In the Book of Poetry, it is said, "Ah! the

former kings are not forgotten." Future princes deem

worthy what they deemed worthy, and love what they

loved. The common people delight in what delighted

them, and are benefited by their beneficial arrange-

ments. It is on this account that the former kings,

after they have quit the world, are not forgotten.
The above third chapter of commentary explains resting in the highest excellence.

the \voiv of ff| . 5. See the Shih-

ching, IV, i, Sect. I, Ode IV. st. 3.

The former kings are Wan and Wu,
the founders of the Chau dynasty.
jj^ dfc are an interjection, read wu M.
In the Shih-ching we have J^ sp. J^
D? are found with the same meaning.
1 translate ff- It 3t- $[ by "what
they deemed worthy," "wh^t they
loved." When we try to determine
what that what was, we are perplexed
by the varying views of the old and

new schools. J ft' see Analects'

XV, xix. According to Ying-ta,
" this paragraph illustrates the busi-

ness of having the thoughts sincere."

According to Chu Hsi, it tells that

how the former kings renovated the

people was by their resting in perfect
excellence, so as to be able, through
out the kingdom and to future ages,
to effect that there should not be a
single thing but got its proper place.
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CHAPTER IV. The Master said, "In hearing litiga-

tions, I am like any other body. What is necessary

to cause the people to have no litigations?" So,

those who are devoid of principle find it impossible to

carry out their speeches, and a great awe would be

struck into men's minds; this is called knowing the

root.

The above J^urth chapter of commentary explains the root and the issue.

4. EXPLANATION OF THE ROOT AND
THE BRANCHES. See the Analects,
XII, xiii, from which we understand
that the words of Confucius ter-

minate at f 5f-, and tliut what
follo'.vs is from the compiler. Ac-

cording to the old couimentuiors,
this is the conclusion of the chapter
on having the thoughts made sincere,

and that ^ Jfc ^ is the root. But-

according to Chix, it is the illustra-

tion of illustrious virtue which is the

root, while the renovation of the

people is the result therefrom. Look-

ing at the words of Confucius, we
must conclude that sincerity was tho

subject in his mind.
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CHAPTER V. 1. This is called knowing the root.

2. This is called the perfecting of knowledge.

The above fifth chapter of the commentary explained the meaning of "investigat-

ing things and carrying knowledge to the utmost extent," bid it is now lost.

I have ventured to take the views of the scholar Ch'ang to supply it, as

follows : The meaning of the expression, "The perfecting of knoivledge

depends on the investigation of things,''
1

is this: // we wish to carry our

knowledge to the utinost,-we must investigate the principles of all things we

come into contact with, for the intelligent mind of man is certainly formed
to know, and there is not a single thing in which its principles do not

inhere. But so long as all principles are not investigated, man's knowledge

is incomplete. On this account, the Learning for Adults, at the outset of

5. Ox THE INVESTIGATION OF
THINGS, AND CAHKYTNG KNOWLEDGE
TO THE UTMOST EXTENT. 1. This is

said by one of the Ch'ang to be <fif

3C> "superfluous text." 2. Chu Hsi
considers this to be the conclusion of
a chapter which is now lost. But
we have seen that the two sentences
come in, aa the work stands in the Li

Chi, at the conclusion of what is

deemed the classical text. It is not

necessary to add anything here to
what has been said there, and in the

prolegomena, on the new dispositions
of the work from the time of the

Sung scholars, and the manner in

which Chu Hsi has supplied this

supposed missing chapter.
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ite lessons, instructs the learner, in regard to all things in the world, to

proceed from what knowledge he has oj their principles, and pursue his

investigation of them, till he reaches the extreme point. After exerting

himself in this way for a long time, he will suddenly find himself possessed

of a wide and far-reaching penetration. Then, the qualities of all things,

whether external or internal, the subtle or the coarse, will all be apprehended,
'

and the mind, in its entire substance and its relations to things, will be

perfectly intelligent. This is called the investigation of things. This is

called the perfection of knowledge.

CHAPTER VI. 1. What is meant by "making the

thoughts sincere," is the allowing no self-deception, as

when we hate a bad smell, and as when we love

what is beautiful. This is called self-enjoyment.

6. ON HAVING THE THOUGHTS
SINCERE. 1. The sincerity of the

thoughts obtains, when they move with-

out effort to what is right <md wrong,
and, in order to this, a man must be

specially on his guard in his solitary

moments. |=J ff is taken as if it were

^j |^,
= repose or enjoyment in one's

self, fjt, according to Chu Hsi, is in

the entering tone, but the dictionary
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Therefore, the superior man must be watchful over

himself when he is alone.

2. There is no evil to which the mean man, dwell-

ing retired, will not proceed, but when he sees a

superior man, he instantly tries to disguise himself,

concealing his evil, and displaying what is good. The

other beholds him, as if he saw his heart and reins;

of what use is his disguise? This is an instance of the

saying "What truly is within will be manifested

without." Therefore, the superior man must be

watchful over himself when he is alone.

makes it in the 2nd. 2. An enforce-
jin nt oj the concluding clause in the
last paragraph, ft, 3rd tone, the
same as ^g, meaning $} ^ $J, "the
appearance of concealing." A ^1 M
tL> A refers to the superior man
mentioned above,= " the other." g,=

jlfe.
"him," andnot=MmseZ/, which

is its common signification. Jfl J|f ,

literally, "the lungs and liver," but

with the meaning which we attach

to the expression substituted for it

in the translation. The Chinese make
the lungs the seat of righteousness,
and the liver the seat of benevolence.

Compare ^- ^ .
|fc & flg ft J

in

the Shu-ching, IV, vii, Sect. Ill, 3.
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3. The disciple Tsang said, "What ten eyes behold,

what ten hands point to,, is to be regarded with

reverence!"

4. Riches adorn a house, and virtue adorns the

person. The mind is expanded, and the body is at

ease. Therefore, the superior man must make his

thoughts sincere.

The above sixth chapter of commentary explains mcUWng the thoughts sincere.

3. The use of "ff" -^ at the beginning
of this paragraph (and extending,
perhaps, over to the next) should
suffice to show that the whole wor"k
is not his, as assumed by Chu Hsi.
"Ten" is a round number, put for

many. The recent commentator, Lo
Chung-fan, refers Tsang's expressions
to the multitude of spiritual beings,
servants of Heaven or God, who
dwell in the regions of the air, and
are continually beholding men's con-
duct. But they are probably only
an emphatic way of exhibiting what
is said in the preceding paragraph.
4. This paragraph is commonly as-

cribed to Tsang Shan, but whether
correctly so or not cannot be 'posi-

tively affirmed. It is of the same
purport as the two preceding, show-
ing that hypocrisy is of no use.

Compare Mencius, VII, Ft* I, xxi,
4. Chang K'ang-ch'ang explains f
(read p'ang) by J$, "large," and Chu

Hsi by T* $f, as in the translation.
The meaning is probably the same.

It is only the first of these para-
graphs from which we can in any
way ascertain the views of the writer
on making the thoughts sincere.

The other paragraphs contain only
illustration or emorcement. 'Now
the gist of the first paragraph seems
to be in ^ ^ fc, "allowing no self-

deception." After knowledge has
been carried to the utmost, this

remains to be done, and it is not
true that, when knowledge has been

completed, the thoughts become
sincere. This fact overthrows Chu
Hsi's interpretation of the vexed

passages in what he calls the text of

Confucius. Let the student examine
his note appended to this chapter,
and he will see that Chu was not

unconscious of this pinch of the

difficulty.
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CHAPTER VII. 1. What is meant by, "The cultiva-

tion of the person depends on rectifying the mind,"

may be thus illustrated: If a man be under the

influence of passion, he will be incorrect in his con-

duct. He will be the same, if he is under the influence

of terror, or under the influence of fond regard, or

under that of sorrow and distress.

2. When the mind is not present, we look and do

not see; we hear and do not understand; we eat and

do not know the taste of what we eat.

7. ON PERSONAL CULTIVATION AS
DEPENDENT ON THE RECTIFICATION
OF THE MIND. 1. Here Chu Hsi,

following his master Ch'ang, would

again alter the text, and change the
second j| into *,. But this is un-

necessary. The % in |ft j| is not
the mere material body, but the

person, the individual man, in con-
tact with things, and intercourse
with society, and the 2nd paragraph
shows that the evil conduct in the
first is a consequence of the mind
not being under control. In $ g,

3& 18> fff IS (*)> iS, the 2nd term
rises on the signification of the first,

and intensifies it. Thus, $ is called

"a burst of anger," and f||, "persist-
ence in anger," etc., etc. I have
said above that j| here is not the

material body. Lo Chung-fan, how-

ever, says that it is: 4l 1?j 1^1 jf|>"
4| is the body of flesh." See his

reasonings, in loc., but they do not
work conviction in the reader. 2.

id> 3 ^ M' this seems to be a case

in point, to prove that we cannot
tie ..fr in this Work to any very
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3. This is what 13 meant by saying that the culti-

vation of the person depends on the rectifying of the

mind.

The above seventh chapter of commentary explains rectifying the mind and

cultivating the person.

CHAPTER VIII. 1. What is meant by "The regula-

tion of one's family depends on the cultivation of his

person," is this: Men are partial where they feel

affection and love; partial where they despise and

dislike; partial where they stand in awe and reverence;

definite application. Lo Chung-fan
insists that it is " the God-given
moral nature," Lut. & '^ tfc. M is

evidently= " \vhen the thoughts are
otherwise engaged."

8. THE NECESSITY OF CULTIVAT-
ING THE PERSON, IN ORDER TO THE
REGULATION OF THE FAMILY. The
lesson here is evidently that men
are continually falling into error, in

consequence of the partiality of their

feelings and affections. How this

error affects their personal cultiva-

tion, and interferes with the regulat-
ing of their families, is not specially

indicated. 1. The old interpreters
seem to go far astray in their inter-

pretation. They take ; in j 3t fif

$1?, ^ and the other clauses, as = jig,

"to go to," and )S$ as synon>moua
with ff>, "to compare." Ymg-t/i
thus expands K'ang-ch'ang on \ .

& m la * m & & "Suppose i

go to that man. When I see thut he
is virtuous, I feel affection for, and
love him. I ought then to turn
round and compare him with myself.
Sinoe he is virtuous and I love him,
then, if I cultivate myself and be
virtuous, I shall so be able in like
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partial where they feel sorrow and compassion ; partial

where they are arrogant and rude. Thus it is that

there are few men in the world who love and at the

same time know the bad qualities of the object of their

love, or who hate and yet know the excellences of the

object of their hatred.

2. Hence it is said, in the common adage, "A man
does not know the wickedness of his son; he does not

know the richness of his growing corn."

3. This is what is meant by saying that if the

person be not cultivated, a man cannot regulate his

family.

The above eighth chapter of commentary explains cultivating the person and

regulating the family.

manner to make all men feel affec-
tion for, and love me." In a similar

way the other clauses are dealt with.
Chu Hsi takes . ap=;J$-, "in regard
t," and J$ (read p'i) as= fig, "par-
tial," "one-sided." Even his op-
ponent, Lo Chung-fan, interprets
here in the same way. But j is

evidently the common sign of pos-

session, the clause that follows it

being construed as the regent after

A Z- K =
ffifc, "proud," "uncivil."

2- (, "great," "tall"; [.

"the tallness (richness, abundance)
of his growing crop." Farmers were
noted, it would appear, in China, so

long ago, for grumbling about their

crops.
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CHAPTER IX. 1. What is meant by "In order

rightly to govern the state, it is necessary first to

regulate the family," is this: It is not possible for

one to teach others, while he cannot teach his own

family. Therefore, the ruler, without going beyond

his family, completes the lessons for the state. There

is filial piety: therewith the sovereign should be

served. There is fraternal submission: therewith

elders and superiors should be served. There is kind-

ness: therewith the multitude should be treated.

0. ON REGULATING THE FAMILV
AS THE MEANS TO THE WELL-ORDER-
ING OF THE STATE. 1, There is here

implied the necessity o/ self-cultivation

to the rule both of the family and of
the state, and that being supposed to

exist, which is the force of the, $j,

it i# shown how the virtues tin ft secure

>-<<inl-i! inn of tlte family have their

(wre.v>o(///< 't'irlu.-fi in the wider

sphere of the state. ^ J- has here

both the moral and the political

meaning; it is ffi m . ^ J-, "the

superior man with whom ia the

government of the state." It being
once suggested to Chu Hsi that ^ pj

ffc should be ^, ^ ffc, he replied

* P! , IP ffc * U6
"The impossibility of another's being

taught is just my inability to teach."
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2. In the Announcement to K'ang, it is said, "Act

as if you were watching over an infant." If (a mother)

is really anxious about it, though she may not hit

exactly the wants of her infant, she will not be far from

doing so. There never has been a girl who learned to

bring up a child, that she might afterwards marry.

3. From the loving example of one family a whole

state becomes loving, and from its courtesies the

whole state become courteous, while, from the ambi-

tion and perverseness of the One man, the whole state

may be led to rebellious disorder; -such is the nature

of the influence. This verifies the saying, "Affairs may
be ruined by a single sentence; a kingdom may be

settled by its One man."
2. See the Shu-ching, V, x, 7. Both
in the Shu and here, some verb, like

act, must be supplied. This para-
graph seems designed to show that
the rule/- must be carried on to his

object by an inward, unconstrained

feeling, like that of the mother for her

infant. Lo Chung-fan insists on
this as harmonizing with f$ g, "to
love the people," as the second

object proposed in the Great Learn-

ing. 3. How certainly and rapidly
the influence of the family extends to

the state. ^ is the one family of

the ruler, and \ is the ruler.

X, = "I the One man," is a way in

which the sovereign speaks of him-

self; see Analects, XX, i, 5. W =
-6j, as in Analects, II, ii. i V R'J

i, X / ffi> compare Analects,
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4. Yao and Shun led on the kingdom with benevo-

lence, and the people followed them. Chieh and Chau

led on the kingdom with violence, and the people
followed them. The orders which these issued were

contrary to the practices which they loved, and so the

people did not follow them. On this account, the

ruler must himself be possessed of the good qualities,

and then he may require them in the people. He
must not have the bad qualities in himself, and then he

may require that they shall not be in the people.

Never has there been a man, who, not having reference

to his own character and wishes in dealing with others,

was able effectually to instruct them.

XIII, xv. < and |H have reference

tothe^,3&(=1$), gbinpar. 1. 4.

An illustration of the last part of the

last paragraph. But from the ex-

amples cited, the sphere of influence
is extended from the state to the

kingdom, and the family, moreover,
does not intervene between the king-
dom jurul the ruler. In :li,l Jfj/f -^-, if-

must be understood as referring to

the tyrants Chieh and Chau. Their
orders were good, but unavailing, in

consequence of their own contrary
example. fff

= ;&. ffiffi
3?-^, "what

is kept in one's own person/' i. e., his

character and mind, ^f,, see Ana-
lects, V, xi; XV, xxiii. Ying-tu
seems to take xjS Sft as simply=
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5. Thus we see how the government of the state

depends on the regulation of the family.

6. In the Book of Poetry, it is said, "That peach

tree, so delicate and elegant! How luxuriant is its

foliage! This girl is going to her husband's house.

She will rightly order her household." Let the house-

hold be rightly ordered, and then the people of the

state may be taught.

7. In the Book of Poetry, it is said, "They can

discharge their duties to their elder brothers. They
can discharge their duties to their younger brothers."

Let the ruler discharge his duties to his elder and

younger brothers, and then he may teach the people
of the state.

8. In the Book of Poetry, it is said, "In his

deportment there is notiling wrong; he rectifies all the

"good." 6. See the Shih-ching, I, i,

Ode VI, st. 3. The ode celebrates
the wife of King Wan, and the happy
influence of their family government.
^ ^"=^ ? Observe ^p- is femi-
nine, as in Analects, V, i. |f , "go-

ing home," a term for marriage, used

by women. 7. See the Shih, II, ii,

Ode VI, st. 3. The ode was sung at

entertainments, when the king feast-

ed the princes. It celebrates their
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people of the state." Yes; when the ruler, as a

father, a son, and a brother, is a model, then the

people imitate him.

9. This is what is meant by saying, "The govern-
ment of his kingdom depends on his regulation of the

family."

The above ninth chapter of commentary explains regulating the family and

governing the kingdom.

CHAPTER X. 1. What is meant by "The making

virtues. 8. See the Shih, I, xiv, Ode
III, st. 3. It celebrates, according
to Chu Hsi, the praises of some chun-

tsze, or ruler. PH \j$, not "four

states," but the four quarters of the

state, the whole of it.

10. ON THE WELL-ORDEBING OF
THK STATE, AND MAKING THE WHOLE
KINGDOM PEACEFUL AND HAPPY. The
key to this chapter is in the phrase
lf> 2=6 - iM the principle of reci-

procity, the doing to others as we
would that they should do to us,

though here, as elsewhere, it is put
forth negatively. It is implied in

the expression of the last chapter,
W\ HI *P ^ ^ Si

1 but it is here dis-

cussed at length, and shown in its

highest application. The following
analysis of the chapter is translated

freely from the gl] ^ $$ jgi: "This

chapter explains the well-ordering of

the state, and the tranquilization of

the kingdom. The greatest stress is

to be laid on the phrase the meas-

uring square. That, and the ex-

pression in the general commentary
-

loving and hating what the people
love and hate, and not thinking only of
the profit, exhaust the teaching of

the chapter. It is divided into five

parts. The first, embracing the first

two paragraphs, teaches that the

way to make the kingdom tranquil
and happy is in the principle of the

measuring square. The second part
embraces three paragraphs, and
teaches that the application of the

measuring square is seen in loving
and hating, in common with the

people. The consequences of losing
and gaining are mentioned for the
first time in the 5th paragraph, to

wind up the chapter so far, showing
that the decree of Heaven goes or

remains, according as the people's
hearts are lost or gained. The third

part embraces eight paragraphs, and
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the whole kingdom peaceful and happy depends on the

government of his state," is this: When the sovereign

behaves to his aged, as the aged should be behaved

to, the people become filial; when the sovereign

behaves to his elders, as the elders should be behaved

to, the people learn brotherly submission; when the

sovereign treats compassionately the young and help-

less, the people do the same. Thus the ruler has a

teaches that the most important
result of loving and hating in com-
mon with the people is seen in

making the root the primary subject,
and the branch only secondary.
Here, in par. 11, mention is again
made of gaining and losing, illustrat-

ing the meaning of the quotation in
it, and showing that to the collection
or dissipation of the people the
decree of Heaven is attached. The
fourth part consists of five paragraphs,
and exhibits the extreme results of
loving and hating, as shared with
the people, or on one's own private
feeling, and it has special reference
to the sovereign's employment of
ministers because there is nothing
in the principle more important than
that. The 19th paragraph speaks of
gaining and losing, for the third time,
showing that from the 4th paragraph
downwards, in reference both to the
hearts of the people arid the decree
of Heaven, the application or non-
application of the principle of the
measuring square depends on the

mind of the sovereign. The fifth

part embraces the other paragraphs.
Because the root of the evil of a

sovereign's not applying that prin-

ciple lies in his not knowing how
wealth is produced, and employing
mean men for that object, the dis-

tinction between righteousness and

profit is here much insisted on, the

former bringing with it all advan-

tages, and the latter leading to all

evil consequences. Thus the sov-

ereign is admonished, and it is seen
how to be careful of his virtue is

the root of the principle of the

measuring square, and his loving and

hating, in common sympathy with
the people, is its reality."

1. There is here no progress of

thought, but a repetition of what
has been insisted on in the two last

chapters. In 5g 5g, ^ |j, the first

characters are verbs, with the mean-
ing which it requires so many words
to bring out in the translation. i$

=
t&- 5U, properly, "fatherless"; here
= "the young and helpless." \$,
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principle with which, as with a measuring square, he

may regulate his conduct.

2. What a man dislikes in his superiors, let him
not display in the treatment of his inferiors; what he
dislikes in inferiors, let him not display in the service

of his superiors ; what he hates in those who are before

him, let him not therewith precede those who are

behind him; what he hates in those who are behind

him, let him not therewith follow those who are before

him; what he hates to receive on the right, let him
not bestow on the left; what he hates to receive on
the left, let him not bestow on the right: this is

what is called "The principle with which, as with a

measuring square, to regulate one's conduct."

read as, and=^L

, "to rebel," "to
act contrary to." ff J-, here and
throughout the chapter, has reference
to office, and specially to the royal or

highest. ^ ft! it, ^ is a verb,
read hsich, according'to Chu Hsi, J$F,

"to measure"; g,- the mechanical
instrument, " the carpenter's square."
It having been seen that the ruler's

example is so influential, it follows

that the minds of all men are the

same in sympathy and tendency.
He has then only to take his own
mind, and measure therewith the

minds of others. If he act accord-

ingly, the grand result the kingdom
tranquil and happy will ensue. 2.

A lengthened description of the prin-

ciple of reciprocity. $fc, 4th tone,
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3. In the Book of Poetry, it is said, "How much

to be rejoiced in are these princes, the parents of the

people!" When a prince loves what the people love,

and hates what the people hate, then is he what is

called the parent of the people.

4. In the Book of Poetry, it is said, "Lofty is that

southern hill, with its rugged masses of rocks ! Greatly

distinguished are you, O grraneZ-teacher Yin, the people

all look up to you."" Rulers of states may not neglect

to be careful. If they deviate to a mean selfishness,

they will be a disgrace in the kingdom.

"to precede." 3. See the Shih-ching,
JJ, ii, Ode V, st. 3. The ode is one
that was sung at festivals, and cele-
brates the virtues of the princes
present. Chu Hsi makes K ( read
chih, 3rd tone) an expletive. Chang's
gloss, in 2g -^ |J: jgJE, takes it as=^,
and the whole is "I gladden these

princes, the parents of the people."
4. See the Shih-ching, II, iv, Ode
Vll, st. 1. The ode complains of the

king Yii (^), for his employing
unworthy ministers. |0, read ts'ieh,

meaning "rugged and lofty-looking."

jl.
=

fn.., "all." )$, read p'i, as in

chap. viii. ^ is explained in the

dictionary by 0%*, "disgrace." Chu
Hsi seems to take it as=f8J, "to

kill," as did the old commentators.

They say: "He will be put to

death by the people, as were the
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5. In the Book of Poetry, it is said,
" Before the

sovereigns of the Yin dynasty had lost the hearts of the

people, they could appear before God. Take warn-

ing from, the house of Yin. The great decree is not

easily preserved" This shows that, by gaining the

people, the kingdom is gained, and, by losing the

people, the kingdom is lost.

6. On this account, the ruler will first take pains

about his own virtue. Possessing virtue will give him

the people. Possessing the people will give him the

territory. Possessing the territory will give him its

wealth. Possessing the wealth, he will have resources

for expenditure.

tyrants Chieh and Chau." 5. See
the Shih, III, i, st. 6, where we have
5|f for JH, and | for $. The ode is

supposed to be addressed to Bang
Ch'ang (J&), to stimulate him to
imitate the virtues of his grandfather
Wan. )|3:,

= "the sovereigns of the
Yin dynasty." The capital of the

Shang dynasty was changed to Yin
by P'an-kang, about 1400 B. c., after
which the dynasty was so denomi-
nated, gfl _h *&, according to Ch(
Hsi, means "they were the sover-

eigns of the realm, and corresponded
to (fronted) God." K'ang-ch'ang
says: "Before they lost their people,
from their virtue, they were also able
to appear before Heaven; that is,

Heaven accepted their sacrifices."

Lo Chung-fan makes it: "They
harmonized with God; that is, in

loving the people." K'ang-ch'ang's
interpretation is, 1 apprehend, the
correct one. 6. fft ^ |&, ^ here,

according to Chu Hsi, is the "illus-

trious virtue" at the beginning of the
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7. Virtue is the root; wealth is the result.

8. If he make the root his secondary object, and

the result his primary, he will only wrangle with his

people, and teach them rapine.

9. Hence, the accumulation of wealth is the way
to scatter the people; and the letting it be scattered

among them is the way to collect the people.

10. And hence, the ruler's words going forth con-

trary to right, will come back to him in the same way,

and wealth, gotten by improper ways, will take its

departure by the same.

book. His opponents say that it is

the exhibition of virtue; that is, of
filial piety, brotherly submission, etc.

This is more in harmony with the
first paragraph of the chapter. 8.

f and |*j are used as verbs, = $<5 If;,

"to consider slight," "to consider

important." ^ jj, "will wrangle
the (i. e., with the) people." The
ruler will be trying to take, and the

people will be trying to hold. $ iff:,

"he will give" (i. e., lead the
people to,=teach them) "rapine."
The two phrases=he will be against

the people, and will set them against
himself, and against one another.

Ying-ta explains them "people
wrangling for gain will give reins to

their rapacious disposition." 9. fft

ffc, "wealth being scattered," that

is, diffused, and allowed to be so by
the ruler, among the people. The
collecting and scattering of the

people are to be understood with
reference to their feelings towards
their ruler. 10. The "words" are

to be understood of governmental
orders and enactments. *(%-,

read
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11. In the Announcement to K'ang, it is said,

"The decree indeed may not always rest on us;" that

is, goodness obtains the decree, and the want of good-
ness loses it.

12. In the Book of Ch'u, it is said, "The kingdom
of Ch'u does not consider that to be valuable. It

values, instead, its good men."

13. Duke Wdn's uncle, Fan, said, "Our fugitive

does not account that to be precious. What he

considers precious is the affection due to his parent."

pei,= i$i, "to act contrary to," "to
rebel," that which is outraged being
|, "what is right," or, in the first

place, Si 'ts "the people's hearts,"
and, in the second place, ^ ,,,
"the ruler's heart." Our proverb
"goods ill-gotten go ill-spent"

might be translated by g; ^ jfjj A
% , fa ffi fljj $, but those words have
a different meaning in the text. 11.

See the K'ang Kdo, par. 23. The
only difficulty is with -J-. K'ang-
ch'ang and Ying-ta do not take it as
an expletive, but say it=#h "in,"
or "on"; "The appointinent of

Heaven may not constantly rest on
one family." Treating ^f- in this

way, the supplement in the Shu
should be "us." 12. The Book of
Ch'u is found hi the \<b\ |fj, "Narra-
tives of the States," a collection

purporting to be of the Chau dynas-
ty, and, in relation to the other

states, what Confucius's "Spring and
Autumn" is to Lu. The exact words
of the text do not occur, but they
could easily be constructed from the
narrative. An officer of Ch'u being
sent on an embassy to Tsin, the
minister who received him asked
about a famous girdle of Ch'u, called

| $j, how much it was worth. The
orficer replied that his country did
not look on such things as its

treasures, but on its able and vir-

tuous ministers. 13. ^. 3flJ, "Uncle
Fan" ; that is, uncle to Wan, subse-

quently marquis, commonly described
as duke, of Tsin. Wan is the

X> or, "fugitive." In the early part
of his life, he was a fugitive, and
suffered many vicissitudes of fortune.
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14. In the Declaration of the duke of Ch'in, it is

said, "Let me have but one minister, plain and

sincere, not pretending to other abilities, but with a

simple, upright, mind; and possessed of generosity,

regarding the talents of others as if he himself

possessed them, and, where he finds accomplished and

perspicacious men, loving them in his heart more than

his mouth expresses, and really showing himself able

to bear them and employ them: such a minister will

be able to preserve my sons and grandsons and black-

haired people,and benefits likewise to the kingdom may
well be looked for from him. But if it be his character,

when he finds men of ability, to be jealous and hate

Once, the duke of Ch'in (fj|) having
offered to help him, when he was in

mourning for his father who had
expelled him, to recover Tsin, his
uncle Fan gave the reply in the text.
The that in the translation refers to

$ til, "getting the kingdom." 14.

"The declaration of the duke of

Ch'in" is the last book in the Shu-

ching. It was made by one of the

dukes of Ch'in to his officers, after he

had sustained a great disaster, in

consequence of neglecting tlie advice
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them; and, when he finds accomplished and per-

spicacious men, to oppose them and not allow their

advancement, showing himself really not able to bear

.them: such a minister will not be able to protect my
sons and grandsons and black-haired people; and may
he not also be pronounced dangerous to the state?"

15. It is only the truly virtuous man who can send

away such a man and banish him, driving him out

among the barbarous tribes around, determined not to

dwell along with him in the Middle Kingdom. This is

in accordance with the saying, "It is only the truly

virtuous man who can love or who can hate others."

16. To see men of worth and not be able to raise

of his most faithful minister. Be-
tween the text here, and that which
we find in the Shu, there are some
differences, but they are unimpor-
tant. 15. fc A is here, according to
Chu Hsi and his followers, the prince
who applies the principle of reci-

procity, expounded in the second

paragraph. Lo Chung-fan contends
that it is f| j ;&, "the lover of the

people." The paragraph is closely

connected with the preceding. In Jfc

$S ., . refers to the bad minister,
there described. The 0] ^, "four

I"; see the Li Chi, III, iii, 14. ^ ||
m * tS=^ H & ID Jft * m> "will
not dwell together with him in the
Middle Kingdom." China is evi-

dently so denominated, from its

being thought to be surrounded by
barbarous tribes. ^ fc A $ S 5$,

see Analects, IV, iii. 10. 1 have
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them to office; to raise them to office, but not to do so

quickly: this is disrespectful. To see bad men and

not be able to remove them; to remove them, but not

to do so to a distance: this is weakness.

17. To love those, whom men hate, and to hate

those whom men love; this is to outrage the natural

feeling of men. Calamities cannot fail t(O come down

on him who does so.

18. Thus we see that the sovereign has a great

course to pursue. He must show entire self-devotion

translated
-fifr

as if it were "fH, which

K'ang-ch'ang thinks should be in the
text. Ch'ang 1 (Eg) would substitute

jgU "idle," instead of '|, and Chu
Hsi does not know which suggestion
to prefer. Lo Chung-fan stoutly
contends for retaining ^-, and inter-

prets it as=" fate," but he is obliged
to supply a good deal himself, to
make any sense of the passage. See
his argument, in loc. The para-
phrasts all explain & by ^., "early."
j, 3rd tone, but with a hiphil force,

ii is referred to JJf ^ in the last

paragraph, and ^ to ^. SJ& ffi tjj [jgj.

17. This is spoken of the ruler not

having respect to the common feel-

ings of the people in his employment
of ministers, and the consequences
thereof to himself. ^, 1st tone,

is used as in Analects, XI, ix, 4, or=
the preposition sji. This paragraph
speaks generally of the primal cause oj

gaining and losing, and shows how the

principle of the measuring square must
have its root in the ruler's mind. So,
in the g f||. The great course is

explained by Chu as "the art of

occupying the throne, and therein

cultivating himself and governing
others." Ying-ta says it is "the

course by which he practices filial
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and sincerit}^ to attain it, and by pride and extrava-

gance he will fail of it.

19. There is a great course also for the production
of wealth. Let the producers be many and the

consumers few. Let there be activity in the produc-

tion, and economy in the expenditure. Then the

wealth will always be sufficient.

20. The virtuous ruler., by means of his wealth,

makes himseJf more distinguished. The vicious ruler

accumulates wealth, at the expense of his life.

21. Never has there been a case of the sovereign

piety, fraternal duty, benevolence,
and righteousness." |g and ^ are

here qualities of the same nature.

They are not contrasted as in the Ana-
lects, XIII, xxvi. 19. This is under-
stood by K'ang-ch'ang as requiring
the promotion of agriculture, and
that is included, but does not ex-
haust the meaning. The consumers
are the salaried officers of the govern-
ment. The sentiment of the whole
is good : whore there is chperful in-

dustry in the people, and an economi-

cal administration of the govern-
ment, the finances will be flourishing.
20. The sentiment here is substan-

tially the same as in paragraphs 7, 8.

The old interpretation is different :

"The virtuous man uses his wealth
so as to make his person distin-

guished. He who is not virtuous, toils

with his body to increase his wealth."
21. This shows how the people
respond to the influence of the ruler,

and that benevolence, even to the

scattering of his wealth on the part
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loving benevolence, and the. people not loving right-

eousness. Never has there been a case where the

people have loved righteousness, and the affairs of the

sovereign have not been carried to completion. And
never has there been a case where the wealth in such

a state, collected in the treasuries and arsenals, did

not continue in the sovereign's possession.

22. The officer Mang Hsien said, "He who keeps
horses and a carriage does not look after fowls and

pigs. The family which keeps its stores of ice does

not rear cattle or sheep. So, the house which pos-
sesses a hundred chariots should not keep a minis-

ter to look out for imposts that he may lay them
on the people. Than to have such a minister, it were

of the latter, is the way to permanent
prosperity and wealth. 22. Hsien
was the honorary epithet of Chung-
sun Mieh (H), a worthy minister of
hu under the two dukes, \\ho ruled

before the birth of Confucius. His

sayings, quoted here, were preserved
by tradition, or recorded in some
Work which is now lost. ^ (read
ch'u) j$ ,^, on a scholar's being
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better for that house to have one who should rob it of
its revenues." This is in accordance whith the say-

ing: "In a state, pecuniary gain is not to be con-

sidered to be prosperity, but its prosperity will be
found in righteousness."

23. When he who presides over a state or a family
makes his revenues his chief business, he must be
under the influence of some small, mean man. He
may consider this man to be good; but when such a

person is employed in the administration of a state or

family, calamities from Heaven, and injuries from men,
will befall it together, and, though a good man may
take his place, he will not be able to remedy the evil.

This illustrates again the saying, "In a state, gain is

not to be considered prosperity, but its prosperity will

be found in righteousness."

first called to office, he was gifted by
his prince with a carriage and four
horses. He was then supposed to
withdraw from petty ways of getting
wealth. The ^|i, or high officers of a
state, kept ice for use in their

funeral rites and sacrifices. fj<i fjc,

with reference to the cutting the ice

to store it; see the Shih, I, xv, Ode I,

8. 5K $k < g., see Analects, XI,
xvi. 23. ^ 2$ ^- , H is used as

a verb, = ), ^ |-, "considers to be

good. #a % ij ft jpj. w a ft m,
see Mencius, 1, Pt. I, i, et passim.
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The above tenth chapter of commentary explains the government of the state,

and the making the kingdom peaceful and happy.

There are thus, in all, ten chapters of commentary, 'the first four of which

discuss, in a general manner, the scope of the principal topic of the Work;

while the other six go particularly into an exhibition of the work required in

its subordinate branches. The fifth chapter contains the important subject

of comprehending true excellence, and the sixth, what is thefoundation of

the attainment of true sincerity. Those two chapters demand the especial

attention of the learner. Let not the reader despise them because of their

simplicity.
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THE DOCTRINE OF
THE MEAN

IE m
M, 41
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T
My master, the philosopher Ch'ang, says "Being without inclination to either

side is called CHUNG; admitting of no change is called YUNG.- By CHUNG is

denoted the correct course to be pursued by all under heaven; by YUNG is

denoted the fixed principle regulating all under heaven. This work contains

THE TITLE OF THE WORK. tfi Jjff,

"The Doctrine of the Mean." I

have not attempted to translate the
Chinese character Jjf , as to the exact
force of which there is considerable
difference of opinion, both among
native commentators, and among
previous translators. Chang K'ang-
ch'ang said ^

t|i Jf , &. & IB
f sfll ft Jfl &, "The Work is

named (|i /jj, because it records the

practice of the non-deviating mind
and of harmony." He takes /j|j

in

the sense of $\, "to use," "to em-
ploy," which is the first given to it

in the dictionary, and is found in the

Shu-ching, I, i, par. 9. As to the

meaning of tjj and >HI, see chap, i,

par. 4. This appears to have been
the accepted meaning of Jff in this

combination, till Ch'ang 1 introduced
that of ?f $,, "unchanging," as in
the introductory note, which, how-
ever, the dictionary does not ac-

knowledge. Chu Hsi himself says

/lf> ^P & & "Chung is the name for

what is without inclination or deflec-

tion, which neither exceeds nor comes
short. Yung means ordinary, con-
stant. The dictionary gives another

meaning of Yung, with special ref-

erence to the point before us. It is

said ^ pfri {&, "It also means
harmony;'' and then reference is

made to X'ang-ch'ang's words given
above, the compilers not having
observed that he immediately sub-

joins /|f, f\] ill, showing that he
takes Yung in the sense of "to
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/fee Jaw of the mind, which was handed dmvn from one to another, i the

Confucian school, till Tsze-sze, fearing lest in the course of time errors

should, arise about it, committed it to writing, and delivered it to Mencius.

The Book first speaks of one principle; it next spreads this out, and

embraces all things; finally, it returns and gathers them all up under the one

principle. Unroll it, and it fills the universe; roll it up, and it retires and

lies hid in mysteriousneas. The relish of it is inexhaustible. The whole of

it is solid learning. When the skillful reader has explored it with delight

employ," and not of "harmony."
Many, however, adopt this meaning
of the term in chap, ii, and my own
opinion is decidedly in favor of it,

here in the title. The work then
treats of the human mind: in its

state of chung, absolutely correct, as
it is in itself; and in its state of hwo,
or harmony, acting ad extra, accord--
ins.' to its correct nature. In the
version of the work, given in the
collection of " Memo-ires concernanl V
histoire, les sciences, etc., den China!*,"
vol. i, it is styled

" Juste Milieu."
Remusat calls it "I/invariable

/'after Ch-ans; L Intorcetta
and his coadjutors call it "M< >!',<,m
constans vel sempiternum." The Book
treats, they say, "J)e MEDIO SEMPI-

, sive de durea mediocritate ilia,
cut, ut ait Cicero, inter nimium et

parum, constanter et omnibus in rebus

tenenda." Morrison, character ]jg,

says, "Chung Yung, the constant

(golden) Medium." Collie calls it

"The golden Medium." The objec-
tion which I have to all these names
is, that from them it would appear
as if tfi were a noun, and Jf a quali-

fying adjective, whereas they are

coordinate terms. My own version
of the title in the translation pub-
lished in "The Sacred Books of the
East" is "The State of Equilibrium
anil Harmony."
INTRODUCTORY NOTE. -^ igl -J-,

see on introductory note to the ^c
:% On Tsze-sze, and his authorship
of this work, see the prolegomena.
>'; -^ is a phrase denoting "the
zenith and nadir, and the four car-
dinal points," = the universe. f& ^
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<iW Tie Aa* apprehended it, he may carry it into practize all his life, and will

find that it cannot be exhausted^"

CHAPTER I. 1. What Heaven has_ conferred is

called THE NATURE; an accordance with this nature

is called THE PATH of duty; the regulation of this path is

called INSTRUCTION.

4f, not our "good reader," but as

in the translation. I will not here

anticipate the judgment of the reader
on the eulogy of the enthusiastic

Ch'ang.
1. It has been stated, in the pro-

legomena, that the current division

of the Chung Yung into chapters was
made by Chu Hsi, as well as their

subdivision into paragraphs. The
thirty-throe chapters which embrace
the work are again arranged by him
in five divisions, as will be seen from
his supplementary notes. The first

and last chapters are complete in

themselves, as in the introduction
and conclusion of the treatise. The
S3cond part contains ten chapters;
the third, nine; and the fourth,
twelve.
Par. 1. The principles of duty

have their root in the evidenced wilt of
Heaven, find 'heir full eshiliiti'in in

the teaching of sages. By <

|

>

%, or

"nature," is to be understood the
nature of man, though Chu Hsi

generalizes it so as to embrace that
of brutes also; but only man can be

cognizant of the tao and chido. fe
he defines by -^-, "to command,"
"to order." But we must take it as
in a gloss on a passage from the

Yi-cliing, quoted in the dictionary.
& % A #f M S. "Ming is what
men are endowed with." Chu also

says that ffe is just if, the "prin-
ciple," characteristic of any par-
ticular nature. But this only in-

volves the subject in mystery. His

explanation of j| by g, "a path,"
seems to be correct, though some
modern writers object to it. What
is taught seems to be this: To man
belongs a moral nature, conferred on
him by Heaven or God, by which he
is constituted a law to himself. But
as he is prone to deviate from the

path in which, according to his na-

ture, he should go, wise and good
men sages- have appeared, to ex-

plain* and repuli to this, helping all

by their instructions to walk in it.
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2. The path may not be left for an instant. If it

could be left, it would not be the path. On this

account, the superior man does not wait till he sees

things, to be cautious, nor till he hears things, to be

apprehensive.
3. There is nothing more visible than what is

secret, and nothing more manifest than what is

minute. Therefore the superior man is watchful over

himself, when he is alone.

Par. 2. The path indicated by the

nature may never be left, and the

superior man ft iii < \, ne wno
would embody all principles of right
and duty exercises a most sedulo'Os
care that he rn.it/ atf-iin thereto. ${ ffc.

is a name for a short period of time,
of which th^re are thirty in the

twenty-four hours; but the phrase is

commonly read for "a moment," "an
instant." K'ung-Ying-ta explains pj

Sft ^ itt "what may be left is a
wrong way," which is not admissible.
jt, 4th tone, =^fe, "to be, or go, away
from." If we translate the two last
clauses literally, it "is cautious and
careful in regard to what he does not
see; is toarful and apprehensive in
regard to what he does not hear,"
they will not be intelligible to an
English readir. A question arises,
moreover, whether fl; fy~{ ^ ffi.

3
#? '^. fej, ought not to be understood

passively, = " where he is not seen,"
"where he is not heard." They are

so understood by Ying-ta, and the -fc

4& f||. chap, vi, is much in favor, by
its analogy, of such an interpreta-
tion.

Par. 3. Chu Hsi says that HJ- is

"a dark place"; that $H means
"small matters"; and that

-('H)
is "the

place which other men do not know,
and is known only to one's self."

There would thus hardly Le here any
advance from the last paragraph.
It. seems to me that the secrecy must
be in the recesses of one's own heart,
and the minute things, the springs of

thought and stirrings of purpose
there. The full development of w}i<-t

is intended here is probably to be
found in all the subsequent paswiget

1

about |($, or "sincerity." Pee j?ij JBJ

f ' ty'Ji tft> in loc >
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4. While there are no stirrings of pleasure, anger,

sorrow, or joy, the mind may be said to be in the state

of EQUILIBRIUM. When those feelings have been

stirred, and they act in their due degree, there ensues

what may be called the state of HARMONY. This

EQUILIBRIUM is the great root from which grow all the

human actings in the world, and this HARMONY is the

universal path which they all should pursue.

5. Let the states of equilibrium and harmony
exist in perfection, and a happy order will prevail

Par. 4. "This," says Chu Hsi,

"speaks of the virtue of the nature
and passions, to illustrate the mean-

ing of the statement that the path
may not be left." It is difficult to

translate the paragraph because it is

difficult to understand it. ff} < is

different from , |^ in par. 1. That
defines; this describes. What is de-

scribed in the first clause, seems to be

%, "the nature," capable of all

feelings," but unacted on, and in

equilibrium.
Par. 5. On this Intorcetta and

his colleagues observe: Quis non
videt eo dumtaxat collimasse philoso-

phum, ut hominis naturam, quam ab

origins, sua rectam, sed deinde lapsam
et depravatam passim Sinenses docent,
ad primcevum innocentice statum re-

duceret? Atque itd reliquas 'res

creatas, homini jam rebettes, et in

ejusdem ruinam armatas, ad pris-
tinum obsequium veluti revocaret. Hot
caput primum libri Ta Heo, hoc item
hie et alibi non semel indicat. Etsi
autem nesciret philosophus nos a pri-
ma felicitate propter peccatum primi
parentis excidisse, tamen et tot rerum
quce adversantur et infestce stint ho-

mini, et ipsius naturae humance ad
deleriora tarn pronce, longo usu et

contemplatione didicisse videtur, non
posse hoc universum, quod homo
vitiatus quodam modo vitiarat, con-

naturali suce integritati et ordini re-

stitui, nisi prius ipse homo per
victoriam sui ipsius, cam, quam
amiseratt integrilatem et ordinem re-

cuperaret." I fancied something of

the same kind, before reading their

note. According to Chii Hsi, thr
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throughout heayen and earth, and all things will be

nourished and flourish.

In the first chapter, which is given above, Tsze-sze states the views which had

been handed down to him, as the basis of his discourse. First, it shows

clearly how the path of duty is to be traced to its origin in Heaven, and is

KI'changeable, while the substance of it is provided in ourselves, and may
not be departed Jrom. Next, it speaks of the importance of preserving

1 1 nd nourishing this, and of exercising a watchful self-scrutiny with

reference to it. Finally, it speaks of the meritorious achievements and

transforming influence of sage and spiritual men in their highest extent.

The unsh of Tsze-sze was that hereby the learner shoidd direct his thoughts

paragraph describes the work and
influence of sage and spiritual men
in their highest issues. The subject
ia developed in the 4th part of the
work, in very extravagant and mys-
tifal language. The study of it will

modify very much our assent to the
views in the above passage. There
is in this whole chapter a mixture of
sense and mysticism, of what may
be grasped, and what tantalizes and

the mind, fa, according to

si.=3j tt $, wni rest in

their positions." K'ang-ch'ang ex-

plained it by JE, "will be rectified."

"Heaven and Earth" are h^ere the

parent powers of the universe*. Thua
Ying-ta expounds: "Heaven and
Earth will get their correct place, and
the processes of production and com-

pletion will go on according to their

principles, so that all things will be
nourished and fostered."

CONCLUDING NOTE. The writer

Yang, A. D. 1053-11315, quoted here,
was a distinguished scholar and
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inwards, and by searching in himself, there find these truths, so that he

might put aside all outward temptations appealing to his selfishness, and

fill up the measure of the goodness- which is natural to him. This chapter

is what the writer Yang called it,
" The sum of the whole work." In the

ten chapters which follow, Tsze-sze quotes the words of the Master to com-

plete the meaniny of this.

CHAPTER II. 1. Chung-ni said, "The superior man
embodies the course of the Mean; the mean man acts

contrary to the course of the Mean.

author in the Sung dynasty. He
was a disciple of Ch'ang HaO, and a
friend both of him and his brother I.

f| g, "the substance and the ab-

stract," = the sum.
2. ONLY THE StTPEBIOR MAN CAN

FOLLOW THE MEAN; THE MEAN MAN
IS ALWAYS VIOLATING IT. 1. Why
Confucius should here be quoted by
his designation, or marriage name, is

a moot-point. It is said by some
that disciples might in this way refer
to their teacher, and a grandson to
his grandfather, but such a rule is

constituted probable on the strength
of tlxis instance, and that in chap.

xxx. Others say that it is the honor-

ary designation of theAsage, and
= the

JE 3fc which Duke Ai used in ref-

erence to Confucius, in eulogizing
him after his death. See the Li Chi,

II, Sect. I, iii, 44. Some verb must
be understood between ^ J- and tjJ

j|f, and I have supposed it to be f,
with most of the paraphrasts. Nearly
all seem to be agreed that tjj Jff here
is the same as tfi 5ftJ in the last

chapter. On the change of terms,
Chu Hsi quotes from the scholar Yu
(5J|), to the effect that tfj $J is said

with the nature and feelings in view,
and

Jjj , with reference to virtue
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2. "The superior man's embodying the course of

the Mean is because he is a superior man, and so

always maintains the Mean. The mean man's acting

contrary to the course of the Mean is because he is a

mean man, and has no caution."

CHAPTER III. The Master said, "Perfect is the

virtue which is according to the Mean! Rare have

they long been among the people, who could practice

it!"

and conduct. 2. %* ^- jfj] Bf tfi is

explained by Chu: "Because he
has the virtue of a superior man, and
moreover is able always to manage
the chung." But I rather think that
the chun-tsze here is specially to be
referred to the same as described in
1, ii, and t=IE tj. Wang Su, the
famous scholar of the Wei ($|)
dynasty, in the first part of the third
century, quotes /J> A * If, with
JX. before rjj, of which Chu Hsi
approves. If

J be not introduced
into the text, it must certainly be
understood.

,g. ^ s tne OppOS ite o f

$ if, Si ti> in 1, ii. This, and the

ten chapters which foliow, all quote
the words of Confucius with reference
to the tfi /|f , to explain the meaning
of the first chapter; and "though
there is no connection of composition
between them," says Chu Hsi, "they
are all related by their meaning."

3. THE KAKITY, LONG EXISTING IN
CONFUCIUS' s TIME, OF THE PRACTICE
OF THE MEAN. See the Analects, VI,
xxvii. K'ang-ch'ang and Ying-ta
take the last clause as= "few can

practice it long." But the view in

the translation is better. The change
from

-ft|J /g, (EJ to -J- is observable.
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CHAPTER IV. 1. The Master said, "I know how it

is that the path of the Mean is not walked in: The

knowing go beyond it, and the stupid do not come up
to it. I know how it is that the path of the Mean is

not understood: The men of talents and virtue go

beyond it, and the worthless do not come up to it.

2. "There is no body but eats and drinks. But

they are few who can distinguish flavors."

4. HOW IT WAS THAT FEW WEBE
ABLE TO PBACTICE THE MEAN. 1. %
may be referred to the H in the first

chapter ; immediately following t}j J|f

in the last, I translate it here "the

path of the Mean." tf ; and ^ #
are not to be understood as meaning
the truly wise and the truly worthy,
but only those who in the degenerate
times of Confucius deemed them-
selves to be such. The former

thought the course of the Mean not
worth their study, and the latter

thought it not sufficiently exalted
for their practice. ff , "as," "like."

^S 1^ following K> indicates in-

dividuals of a different character,
not equal to them. 2. We have here
not a comparison, but an illustra-

tion, which may help to an under-

standing of the former paragraph,
though it does not seem very apt.
People do not know the true flavor
of what they eat and drink, but they
need not go beyond that to learn it.

So the Mean belongs to all the
actions of ordinary life, and might
be discerned and practiced in them,
without looking for it in extraordi-

nary things.
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CHAPTER V. The Master said, "Alas! How is the

path of the Mean untrodden!"

CHAPTER VI. The Master said, "There was Shun:

He indeed was greatly wise! Shun loved to question

others, and to study their words, though they might be

shallow. He concealed what was bad in them, and

displayed what was good. He took hold of their two

extremes, determined the Mean, and employed it in his

government of the people. It was by this that he was

Shun!"

o. Chu Hsi says: "From not
being understood, therefore it is not
practiced." According to K'ang-
ch'ang, the remark is a lament that
there was no intelligent sovereign to
teach the path. But the two views
are reconcilable.

6. How SHUN PURSUED THE
COURSE OF THE MEAN. This ex-

ample of Shun, it seems to me, is

adduced in opposition to the know-
ing of chap. iv. Shun, though a
sage, invited the opinions of all men,
and found truth of the highest value
in their simplest sayings, and was
able to determine from them the
course of the Mean. ^ rtf.

f$j jjjjj," the two extremes," are understood

by K'ang-ch'ang of the two errors of

exceeding and coming short of the

Mean. Chu Hsi makes them "the
widest differences in the opinions
which he received." I conceive th

meaning to be that he examined
the answers which he got, in their

entirety, from beginning to end.

Compare Jfl : FS $g, Analects, IX,
vii. His concealing what was bad,
and displaying what was good, was
alike to encourage people to speak
freely to him. K'aiig-ch'ang makes
the last sentence to turn on the

meaning of $, when applied as
an honorary epithet of the dead,=
"Full, all-accomplished"; but Shun
was so named when he was alive.
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CHAPTER VII. The Master said, "Men all say, 'We
are wise' ; but being driven forward and taken in a

net, a trap, or a pitfall, they know not how to escape.
Men all say, 'We are wise'; but happening to choose
the course of the Mean, they are not able to keep it

for a round month."
CHAPTER VIII. The Master said, "This was the

manner of Hui: he made choice of the Mean, and
whenever he got hold of what was good, he clasped it

firmly, as if wearing it on his breast, and did not lose

it,"
'

7. THEIR CONTRARY CONDUCT
SHOWS MEN'S IGNORANCE OF THE
COURSE AND NATURE OF THE MEAN.
The first -^ ^f is to be understood
with a general reference, "We are

wise," i. e., we can very well take
care of ourselves. Yet the presump-
tion of such a profession is seen in

men's not being able to take care of

themselves. The application of this

illustration is then made to the

subject in hand, the second ^ $ft

requiring to be specially understood
with reference to the subject of the
Mean. The conclusion in both parl s

is left to be drawn by tho reader for

himself. Jj|, read hw&, 4th tone, "a
trap for catching animals." SJ], read

ch'i, like ^, in Analects, XIII, x,

though it is here applied to a month,
and not, as there, to a year.

8. HOW HUT HELD FAST THE
COURSE OF THE MEAN. Here the

example of Hui is likewise adduced,
in opposition to those mentioned in

chap. iv. All the rest is exegetical
of the first clause fp] < ^ A &>
"Hui's playing the man." ^ is

not "one good point," so much as

any one. ^ is "the closed fist" ; J^
46, "the appearance of holding
firm.'.'
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CHAPTER IX. The Master said, "The kingdom, its

states, and its families, may be perfectly ruled;

dignities and emoluments may be declined; naked

weapons may be trampled under the feet; but the

course of the Mean cannot be attained to."

CHAPTER X. 1. Tsze-lu asked about energy.
2. The Master said, "Do you mean the energy of

the South, the energy of the North, or the energy
which you should cultivate yourself?

9. THE DIFFICULTY OF ATTAINING
TO THE COURSE OF THE MEAN. 5^
~F,

" the kingdom" ; we should say
"kingdoms," but the Chinese know

only of one kingdom, and hence this
name for it "all under the sky,"
embracing by right, if not in fact, all

kingdoms. The kingdom was made
up of states, and each state of
families. See the Analects, V, vii;

XII, xx. Jj, "level"; here a verb=
*P #?, "to bring to perfect order."
jTJ, "a sharp, strong weapon,"
used of swords, spears, javelins, etc.

'f* f"I $&> literally, "cannot be
canned,"

10. ON ENERGY IN ITS RELATION
TO THE MEAN. In the Analects we
find Tsze-lu, on various occasions,
putting forward the subject of his
valor (J), and claiming, on the
ground of it, such praise as the
Master awarded to Hui. We may
suppose, with the old interpreters,

that hearing Hui commended, as in.

chap, viii, he wanted to know
whether Confucius would not allow
that he also could, with his forceful

character, seize and hold fast the
Mean. 1. For 5$ I have been dis-

posed to coin the term "forceful-

ness." Chu defines it correctly -ft

JS. JS A &> "the name of

strength sufficient to overcome
others." 2. jfjj ( =$c) must be
"the energy which you should cul-

tivate," not "which you have." If

the latter be the meaning, no further

notice of it is taken in Confucius's

reply, while he would seem, in the
three following paragraphs, to de-

scribe the three kinds of energy
which he specifies. K'ang-ch'ang
and Ying-ta say that jfn S means
the energy of the Middle Kingdom,
the North being "the sandy desert,"

j

and the South, "the country south
1 of the Yangtze." But this is not
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3. "To show forbearance and gentleness in teach-

ing others; and not to revenge unreasonable con-

duct: this is the energy of southern regions, and the

good man makes it his study.

4. "To lie under arms; and meet death without

regret: this is the energy of northern regions, and

the forceful make it their study.

5. "Therefore, the superior man cultivates a

friendly harmony, without being weak. How firm is

he in his energy! He stands erect in the middle,

allowable. 3. That climate and situa-

tion have an influence on char-
acter is not to be denied, and the
Chinese notions on the subject may
be seen in the amplification of the
9fch of the K'ang-hsi celebrated Pre-

cepts ( lg Ink j$j gjll). But to speak of

their effects as Confucius here does
is extravagant. The barbarism of

the South, according to the inter-

pretation mentioned above, could
not have been described by him in

these terms. The energy of mildness
and forbearance, thus described, is

held to come short of the Mean ; and
therefore ^ -^ is taken with a low
and light meaning, far short of what

it has in par. 5. This practice of

determining the force of phrases
from the context makes the reading
of the Chinese classics perplexing to
a student, fig ., see the Analects,
XII, xiv. 4. , "the lapel in front

of a coat"; also "a mat." | & 2fc,

"to make a mat of the leal tier dress

(^.) and weapons (&)." This energy
of the North, it is said, is in excess
of the Mean, and the fj&, at the

beginning of par. 5,
"
therefore," =

"those two kinds of energy being
thus respectively in defect and ex-

cess." ^ is $ |JJ, "the appearance
of beinc energetic." This illustrates

the energy which is in exact accord
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without inclining to either side. How firm is he

in his energy! When good principles prevail in

the government of his country, he does not change
from what he was in retirement. How firm is he

in his energy! When bad principles prevail in

the country, he maintains his course to death without

changing. How firm is he in his energy!
"

CHAPTER XI. 1. The Master said, "To live in

obscurity, and yet practice wonders, in order to be

mentioned with honor in future ages: this is what I

do not do.

2. "The good man tries to proceed according to

with the Mean, in the individual's
treatment of others, in his regulation
of himself, and in relation to public
affairs. % jf, fa !; often in the
Analects. I have followed Chu Hsi
in translating g|. Ying-ta para-
phrases: 'frja^a.iitfJtelt "He
holds to what is upright, and does
not change, his virtuous conduct be-

ing all-complete." A modern writer
makes the meaning: "He does not
change through being puffed up by
the fullness of office." Both of these
views go on the interpretation of jg

11- ONLY THE SAGE CAN COME UP
TO THE REQUIREMENTS OK THE MEAN.

1. ^ is found written jf|, "to ex-

amine," "to study," in a work of the
Han dynasty, and Chu adopts that
character aa the true reading, and

explains accordingly: "To study
what is obscure and wrong (H| $)."
K'ang-ch'ang took it as=fjji{, "to-

wards," or, "being inclined to," and
both he and Ying-ta explain as in

the translation. It is an objection
to Chu's view, that, in the next

chapter, |Bf| is given as one of the
characteristics of the Mean. The jg
ft "5 S> in par. 3, moreover, agree
well with the older view. 2. ^ ^f- is

here the same as in the last chapter,
par. 3. A distinction is made between
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the right path, but when he has gone halfway, he

abandons it: I am not able so to stop.

3. "The superior man accords with the course of the

Mean. Though he may be all unknown, unregarded

by the world, he feels no regret. It is only the sage
who is able for this."

CHAPTER XII. 1 . The way which the superior man

pursues, reaches wide and far, and yet is secret.

H it here and $ it below. The
former, it is said, implies endeavor,
while the latter is natural and un-
constrained accordance. 3. jft J-
here has its very highest significa-

tion, and =H % in the last clause.

iB| -^ is said to be different from jjg

jfr, the latter being applicable to the
recluse who withdraws from the
world, while the former may describe
one who is in the world, but does
not act with a reference to ita

opinion of him. It will be observed
how Confucius declines saying that
he had himself attained to this

highest style "With this chapter,"
says Chu Hsi, "the quotations by
Ts/.e-sze of the Master's words, to

explain the meaning of the first

chapter, stop. The great object of

the work is to set forth wisdom,
benevolent virtue, and valor, as the
three grand virtues whereby en-
trance is effected into the path of
the Mean, and therefore, at its com-
mencement, they are illustrated by
reference to Shun, Yen Yuan, and
Tsze-lu; Shun possessing the wisdom,

Yen Yuan the benevolence, and
Tsze-lu the valor. If one of these
virtues be absent, there is no way of

advancing to the path, and perfect-
ing the virtue. This will be found

fully treated of in the 20th chapter."
So, Chu Hsi. The student forming
a judgment for himself, however,

J

will not see very distinctly any ref-
'

erence to these cardinal virtues.

The utterances of the sage illustrate

the phrase ija Iff, showing that the
course of the Mean had fallen out of

observance, some overshooting it,

and others coming short of it. When
we want some precise directions how
to attain to it, we come finally to the
conclusion that only the sage is ca-

pable of doing so. We greatly want
teaching, more practical and precise.

12. THE COURSE OF THE MEAN
BEACHES FAB AND WIDE, BUT YET IS

SECBET. With this chapter, the third

part of the work commences, and the
first sentence, -# -J- , -ft, &

jfij
$%,

may be regarded as its text. If we
could determine satisfactorily the

signification of those two terms, we
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2. Common men and women, however ignorant,

may intermeddle with the knowledge of it; yet in its

utmost reaches, there is that which even the sage does

not know. Common men and women, however much
below the ordinary standard of character, can carry

it into practice; yet in its utmost reaches, there is

that which even the sage is not able to carry into

practice. Great as heaven and earth are, men still

find some things in them with which to be dissatisfied.

Thus it is that, were the superior man to speak of his

way in all its greatness, nothing in the world would be

Bhould have a good clue to the

meaning of the whole, but it is not
easy to do so. The old view is

inadmissible. K'ang-ch'ang takes f
as=fS "doubly involved," "per-
verted," and both he and Ying-ta
explain :

" When right principles are

opposed and disallowed, the superior
man retires into obscurity, and does
not hold office." On this view of it,
the sentence has nothing to do with
the succeeding chapters. The two
meanings of $ in the dictionary are
-*-" the free expenditure of money,"
and "dissipation," or "waste." Ac-
cording to Chu, in this passage, |
W )\\ Z. ^ til, "J indicates the
wide range of the tdo in practice."

Something like this must be its

meaning: the course of the Mean,
requiring everywhere to be exhibit-

ed. Chu then defines H as^ff . ^,
"the minuteness of the tao in its

nature or essence." The former an-

swers to the what of the tdo, and the
latter to the why. But it rather

seems to me that the H here is the
same with the H| and ^, i, 4, and
that the author simply intended to

say that the way of the superior man
reaching everywhere,- embracing all

duties, yet had its secret spring
and seat in the Heaven -gifted na-

ture, the individual consciousness of

duty in every man. 2. 5^ ^= [5 ;fc

ffi jf, Analects, XIV, xviii, 3. But
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found able to embrace it, and were he to speak of it

in its minuteness, nothing in the world would be found

able to split it.

3. It is said in the Book of Poetry, "The hawk
flies up to heaven; the fishes leap in the deep." This

expresses how this way is seen above and below.

4. The way of the superior man may be found, in

its simple elements, in the intercourse of common men
and women; but in its utmost reaches, it shines

brightly through heaven anr! earth.

I confess to be all at sea in the study
of this paragraph Chu quotes from
the scholar Hau ($| j), that what
the superior man fails to know was
exemplified in Confucius's having to
ask about ceremonies and offices,

and what he fails to practice was

exemplified in Confucius not being
on the throne, and in Yao and
Shun's being dissatisfied that they
could not ~nake every individual

enjoy the beuefits of their rule. He
adds his own opinion, that what men
complained of in Heaven and Earth,
was the partiality of their operations

in overshadowing and supporting,

producing and completing, the heat
of summer, the cold of winter, etc.

If such things were intended by the

writer, we can only regret the vague-
ness of his language, and the want of

coherence in his argument. In trans-

lating %* ^ IS ~X 5 ^5. I have
followed Mao Hsi-ho. 3. See the

Shih, III, i, Ode V, st. 3. The ode is

in praise of the virtue of King Wan.

^ is in the sense of Kg 3g,
"
brightly

displayed." The application of the

words of the ode does appear strange.
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T/tr twelfth clmpter above contains tne words of Tsze-sze, and is designed to

illustra'e what is said in the first chapter, that "The path may not be

left." In the eight chapters which follow, he quotes, in a miscellaneous

way, the words of Confucius to illustrate it.

CHAPTER XIII. 1. The Master said, "The path is

not far from man. When men try to pursue a course,

which is far from the common indications of conscious-

ness, this course cannot be considered THE PATH.

2. "In the Book of Poetry, it is said, <In hewing
an ax handle, in hewing an ax handle, the pattern
is not far off.' We grasp one ax handle to hew the

other; and yet, if we look askance from the one to

the other, we may consider them as apart. Therefore,

13. THE PATH OF THE MEAN is
FAB TO SEEK. EACH MAN HAS

3 LAW OF IT IN HIMSELF, AND IT
2 PURSUED WITH EARNEST

RITY. 1. A ^ it ffij jl A.When men practice a course, and
be far from men." The

meaning is as in the translation. 2.

See the Shih-ching, I, xv, Ode V, st.

2. The object of the paragraph seems
to be to show that the rule for dealing
with men, according to the principles
of the Mean, is nearer to us than the
one ax is to the other. The branch
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the superior man governs men, according to their

nature, with what is proper to them, and as soon as

they change what is wrong, he stops.

3. "When one cultivates to the utmost the princi-

ples of his nature, and exercises them on the principle

of reciprocity, he is not far from the path. What you
do not like when done to yourself, do not do to others.

4. "In the way of the superior man there are four

things, to not one of which have I as yet attained.

To serve my father, as I would require my son to

serve me: to this I have not attained; to serve my
prince, as I would require my minister to serve me: to

is hewn, and its form altered from

its natural one. Not so with man.

The change in him only brings him

to his proper state. 3. Compare
Analects, IV, xv. Jjjt is here a neuter

verb= " to be distant from." 4. The
admissions made by Confucius here

arc remarkable, and \\e do not think

the less of him because of them.

Those who find it necessary to insist,

with the Chinese, on his having been,

like other men, compassed with in-

firmity, dwell often on them : but it

must be allowed that the cases, as

put by him, are in a measure hypo-

thetical, his father having died when
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this I have not attained; to serve my elder brother, as

I would require my younger brother to serve me: to

this I have not attained; to set the example in

behaving to a friend, as I would require him to behave

to me: to this I have not attained. Earnest in

practicing the ordinary virtues, and careful in speaking
about them, if, in his practice, he has anything
defective, the superior man dares not but exert himself;
and if, in his words, he has any excess, he dares not

allow himself such license. Thus his words have

respect to his actions, and his actions have respect to

his words; is it not just an entire sincerity which
marks the superior man?"

he was a child. He passes from

speaking of himself by his name (),
to speak of the chun-tsze, and the

change is most naturally made after

the last j|g fa % >& Z ft, If W
li> "in the practice of ordinary
virtues," i. e., the duties of a son,
minister, etc., mentioned above, and

"in the carefulness of ordinary

speech," i. e., speaking about those

virtues. To the practice belong the

clauses ; J^f ^ J, ^ & ^ &. and

to the speaking, the two next clauses.

$?, as a final particle,= JJ., "sim-

ply," "just."
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CHAPTER XIV. 1. The superior man does what is

proper to the station in which he is ; he does not desire

to go beyond this.

2. In a position of wealth and honor, he does what

is proper to a position of wealth and honor. In a poor

and low position, he does what is proper to a poor and

low position. Situated among barbarous tribes, he

does what is proper to a situation among barbarous

tribes. In a position of sorrow and difficulty, he does

what is proper to a position of sorrow and difficulty.

The superior man can find himself in no situation in

which he is not himself.

14. HOW THE SUPERIOR MAN, IN
EVERY VARYING SITUATION, PURSUES
THE MEAN, DOING WHAT is RIGHT,
AND FINDING HIS RULE IN HIMSELF.
1. Chu Hsi takes ^ as = J ^t,
"at present," "now"; but that

meaning was made to meet the

exigency of the present passage.

K'ang-ch'ang takes it, as in chap, xi,

as= ^, "being inclined to." Mao
endeavors to establish this view:

m <* # tu * * * # ffc.

" ^ ft
is the proper station in which he has

been." The meaning comes to much
the same in all these interpretations.
^ $j| -T- 3t ^f> compare Analects,
XIV, xxviii. 2. ff ^ HJ Rt

= :f? s
f-

^ ^ 8f 'IT <?f II, "He pursues
the path, which ought to be pursued
amid riches and honors." So, in the
other clauses. |=| ^, literally=
"self-possessing." The paraphrasts
make it "happy in conforming
himself to his position." I consider
it equivalent to what is said in chap.
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3. In a high situation, he does not treat with con-

tempt his inferiors. In a low situation, he does not
court the favor of his superiors. He rectifies himself,
and seeks for nothing from others, so that he has no
dissatisfactions. He does not murmur against Heaven,
nor grumble against men.

4. Thus it is that the superior man is quiet and
calm, waiting for the appointments of Heaven, while
the mean man walks in dangerous paths, looking for

lucky occurrences.

5. The Master said, "In archery we have something
like the way of the superior man. When the archer
misses the center of the target, he turns round and
seeks for the cause of his failure in himself."

3. $ is explained in the dictionary,
after K'ang-ch'ang, by ^ }$, "to
drag and cling to." The opposition
of the two clauses makes the mean-
ing plain. 4. U , according to K'ang-
ch'ang, | 2p tg, ia equivalent to
peaceful and tranquil." Chu Hsi
says, %, 2p i ^, ^ means level
ground." This is most correct, but
we cannot so well express it in the
translation. 5. ], the 1st tone, and
g are both names of birds, small

and alert, and difficult to be hit.

On this account, a picture of the

former was painted on the middle of >

the target, and a figure of the latter

was attached to it in leather. It is

not meant, however, by this, that

they were both used in the same
target, at the same time. For an-
other illustration of the way of the

superior man from the customs of

archery, see Analects, III, viu
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CHAPTER XV. 1. The way of the superior man

may be compared to what takes place in traveling,

when to go to a distance we must first traverse the

space that is near, and in ascending a height, when we
must begin from the lower ground.

2. It is said in the Book of Poetry, "Happy union

with wife and children is like the music of lutes and

harps. When there is concord among brethren, the

harmony is delightful and enduring. Thus may you

regulate your family, and enjoy the pleasure of your
wife and children."

3. The Master said, "In such a state of things,

parents have entire complacence!"

1.5. IN THE PRACTICE OF THE
MEAN THEKE is AN ORDERLY AD-
VANCE FROM STEP TO STEP. 1 . J$ is

read as, and=Sf. 2. See the Shih,
II, i, Ode IV, st. 7, 8. The ode
celebrates, in a regretful tone, the

dependence of brethren on one an-

other, and the beauty of brotherly
harmony. Mao says: "Although
there may be the happy union of
wife and children, like the music of
lutes and harps, yet there must also

be the harmonious concord of breth-

ren, with its exceeding delight, and
then may wife and children be regu-
lated and enjoyed. Brothers are

near to us, while wife and children
are more remote. Thus it is that
from what is near we proceed to

what is remote." He adds that

anciently the relationship of husband
and wife was not among the five

relationships of society, because the
union of brothers is from Heaven,
and that of husband and wife is from
man ! 3. This is understood to be
a remark of Confucius on the ode.

From wife, and children, and broth-

ers, parents at last are reached,

illustrating how from what is low we
ascend to what is high. But all this

is far-fetched and obscure.
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CHAPTER XVI. 1. The Master said, "How abun-

dantly do spiritual beings display the powers that

belong to them!

2. "We look for them, but do not see them; we

listen to, but do not hear them; yet they enter into all

things, and there is nothing without them.

16. AN ILLUSTRATION, FROM THE
OPERATION AND INFLUENCE OF SPIR-

ITUAL BEINGS, OF THE WAY OB1 THE
MEAN. What is said of the kwei-
shun in this chapter is only by way
of illustration. There is no design,
on the part of the sage, to develop
his views on those beings or agencies.
The key of it \a to be found in the
last paragraph, where the ^ ^ . |g
evidently reiers to H %j{ sp ^ jn
chap. i. This paragraph, therefore,
should be separated from the others,
and not interpreted specially of the
kwei-shan. I think that Dr. Med-
hurst, in rendering it ("Theology of
the Chinese," p. 22) "How great
then is the manifestation of their
abstruseness ! Whilst displaying
their sincerity, they ere not to be
concealed," was wrong, notwith-
standing that he may be defended
by the example of many Chinese
commentators. The second clause
of par. 5, f ^ pj

.

p ^
appears altogether synonymous with
the ift fc tfi i& fr ^ ft, in the ^ &
ff , chap, vi, 2, to which chapter we
have seen that the whole of chap, i,

pars. 2, -*>, has a remarkable simi-
larity. However we may be driven
to find a recondite, mystical, mean-
ing for |ft, in the 4th part of this
work, there is no necessity to do so
here. With regard to what is said

of the kwei-shan, it is only the first

two paragraphs which occasion diffi-

culty. In the 3rd par., the sage
speaks of the spiritual beings that
are sacrificed to. j^f, read chdi;
see Analects, VII, xii. The same is

the subject of the 4th par. ; or rather,

spiritual beings generally, whether
sacrificed to or not, invisible them-
selves and yet able to behold our
conduct See the Shih-ching, III,

iii, Ode il, st. 7, which is said to
have been composed by one of the
dukes of Wei, and was repeated daily
in hia hearing for his admonition.
In the context of the quotation, he is

warned to be careful of his conduct,
when alone as when in company.
For in truth we are never alone.
"Millions of spiritual beings walk
the earth," and can take note of us.

The ,^ is a final particle here, with-
out meaning. It is often used so in
the Shih-ching. Jg, read to, 4th
tone, "to conjecture," "to surmise."

9$, read yi, 4th tone, "to dislike."
What now are the kwei-shan in the
first two paragraphs. Are we to
understand by them something dif-

ferent from what they are in the
third par., to which they run on
from the first as the nominative or

subject of fi? I think not. The
precise meaning of what is said of

jfjj ^ pj jg; cannon b0
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3. "They cause all the people in the kingdom to

fast and purify themselves, and array themselves in

their richest dresses, in order to attend at their sacri-

fices. Then, like overflowing water, they seem to be

over the heads, and on the right and left of their

worshipers.

4. "It is said in the Book of Poetry, 'The

approaches of the spirits, you cannot surmise; and

can you treat them with indifference ?
'

determined. The old interpreters

say that $t= , "to give birth to";
that pJ= JjJf, "that which"; that Jfi

pj sa= ;f % fJT *H "there is nothing
which they neglect"; and that the

meaning of the whole is "that of
all things there is not a single thing
which is not produced by the breath

(or energy | ^.) of the kwei-shan."
This is all that we learn from them.
The Sung school explain the terms
with reference to their physical
theory of the universe, derived, as

they think, from the Yi-ching. Gnu's

master, Ch'ang, explains: "The
kwei-shcin are the energetic opera-
tions of Heaven and Earth, and the
traces of production and transforma-
tion." The scholar Chang (Jg &)
says: "The kwei-shdn are the easily

acting powers of the two breaths of

nature (H M.)-" Chu Hsi's own
account is: "If we speak of two
breaths, then by kwei is denoted the
efficaciousness of the secondary or
inferior one, and by shan, that of the

superior one. If we speak of one
breath, then by shan is denoted its

advancing and developing, and by
kwei, its returning and reverting.

They are really only one thing." It

is difficult not to say impossible
to conceive to one's self exactly what
is meant by such descriptions. And
nowhere else in the Four Books is

there an approach to this meaning of

the phrase. Mao Hsi-ho is more
comprehensible; though, after all,

it may be doubted whether what he

says is more than a play upon words.
His explanation s: "But is truth,
the kwei-shan are &.. In the Yi-

ehing the |^ and gj| are considered to
be the kwei-shdn; and it is said

"one ^ and one ffi are called i|t"
Thus the kwei-shan are the j|f, em-
bodied in Heaven (f 5^) for the
nourishment of things. But in the
text we have the term ^ instead of

yj[, because the latter is the name of

the absolute as embodied in Heaven,
and the former denotes the same not
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5. "Such is the manifestness of what is minute!

Such is the impossibility of repressing the outgoings of

sincerity!"
CHAPTER XVII. 1. The Master said, "How greatly

filial was Shun! His virtue was that of a sage; his

dignity was the throne; his riches were all within the

four seas. He offered his sacrifices in his ancestral

only embodied, but operating to the

nourishing of things, for Heaven con-
siders the production of things to be
'&." See the tfj J|f ft, in loc.

Remusat translates the first para-
graph: "Que les vertus des esprits
sont sublimes 1" His Latin version
is: "Spirituum geniorumque est vir-
tus : ea capaxf" Intorcetta renders :

"Spiritibus inest operativa virtus
el efficacitas, et hcec o quam prcestans
estf quam multiplex/ quam sublimis.'"
In a note, he and his friends say that
the dignitary of the kingdom who
assisted them, rejecting other inter-

pretations, understood by kwei-shan
here "those spirits for the venera-
tion of whom and imploring their
help, sacrifices were institxited." ffi
signifies ''spirits," "a spirit,"
"spirit"; and fa, "a ghost," or
"demon." The former is used for
the animus, or intelligent soul sepa-
rated from the body, and the latter
for the anima, or animal, grosser,
Bool, KO separated. In the text,
however, they blend together, and
are not to be separately translated,
iney are together equivalent to m
m.par. 4, "spirits," or "spiritual

17. THE VIRTUE OF FILIAL PIETY,
EXEMPLIFIED IN SHUN AS CARRIED TO
THE HIGHEST POINT, AND REWARDED
BY HEAVEN. 1. One does not readily
see the connection between Shun's

great filial piety, and all the other

predicates of him that follow. The
paraphrasts, however, try to trace it

in this way: "A son without virtue
is insufficient to distinguish his

parents. But Shun was born with
all knowledge and acted without

any effort; in virtue, a sage. How
great was the distinction which he
thus conferred on his parents!" And
so with regard to the other predicate.
See the B li- & fi ft ;on this

expression it is said in the encyclo-
paedia called

i 42} !& : "The four
cardinal points of heaven and earth
are connected together by the waters
of seas, the earth being a small space
in the midst of them. Hence, he
who rules over the kingdom (^ ~p)
id said to govern all within the four
seas." See also note on Analects,
XII, v, 4. The characters ^ J|jj

are
thus explained: "Tsung means
honorable. Miao means figure.
The two together mean the place
where the figures of one'e ancestors
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temple, and his descendants preserved the sacrifices to

himself.

2. "Therefore having such great virtue, it could

not but be that he should obtain the throne, that he
should obtain those riches, that he should obtain his

fame, that he should attain to his long life.

3. "Thus it is that Heaven, in the production of

things, is sure to be bountiful to them, according to

their qualities. Hence the tree that is flourishing, it

are.'-' Chu Hsi says nothing on ^
Jf3| !f * because he had given in to

the views of some who thought that

Shun sacrificed merely in the ances-

tral temple of Yao. But it is capable
of proof that he erected one of his

own, and ascended to Hwang-ti, as

his great progenitor. See Mao Hsi-

ho's tfi J|f fft, in loc. gp, "to enter-

tain a guest"; and sometimes for IjL,

"to enjoy." So we must take it

here, "enjoyed him"; that is, his

sacrifices. As Shun resigned the

throne to Yii, and it did not run in

the line of his family, we must take

f$ . as in the translation. In the

time of the Chau dynasty, there were

descendants of Slum, possessed of

the state of Ch'an (|Jfc),
and of rourso

sacrificing to him. 2. The ^ must
refer in every case to ^ ^, "its

place, its emolument," etc.; that is,

what is appropriate to such great
virtue. The whole is to be under-

stood with reference to Shun. He
died at the age of one hundred years.

The word " virtue'"
J takes here the

place of "filial piety," in the last

paragraph, according to Mao, because

that is the root, the first and chief,

of all virtues. 3. ifft and % (accord-

ing to Chu=I^C, "thick," "liberal")

are explained by most commentators

as equally capable of a good and bad

application. This may be said of ^t,

but not of Ti,, and the /fe in ^
/J 4% would seem to determine the

meaning of both to be only good
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nourishes, while that which is ready to fall, it over-

throws.

4. "In the Book of Poetry, it is said, 'The admi-

rable, amiable prince displayed conspicuously his

excelling virtue, adjusting his people, and adjusting

his officers. Therefore, he received from Heaven the

emoluments of dignity. It protected him, assisted

him, decreed him the throne; sending from Heaven

these favors, as it were repeatedly.'

5. "We may say therefore that he who is greatly
virtuous will be sure to receive the appointment of

Heaven."

If this be so, then the last clause ft|

% S ^ i8 omy an after-thought of

the writer, and, indeed, the senti-

ment of it is out of place in the

chapter. $j is best taken, with

K'ang-ch'ang, as=jg, and not, with
Chu Hsi, as merely =fa. 4. Seethe

Shih-ching, III, ii, Ode V, st. 1,

where we have two slight variations
of ^ for B and g{ for JR. The
prince spoken of is King Wan, who
is thus brought forward to confirm

the lesson taken from Shun. That

lesson, however, is stated much too

broadly in the last paragraph. It is

well to say that only virtue is a solid

title to eminence, but to hold forth

the certain attainment of wealth

and position as an inducement to

virtue is not favorable to morality.
The case of Confucius himself, who
attained neither to power nor to

long life, may be adduced as incon-

sistent with these teachings.
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CHAPTER XVIII. 1. The Master said, "It is only
King Wan of whom it can be said that he had no cause
for grief! His father was King Chi, and his son was

King Wu. His father laid the foundations of his

dignity, and his son transmitted it.

2. "King Wu continued the enterprise of King
T'ai, King Chi, and King Wan. He once buckled on
his armor, and got possession of the kingdom. He did
not lose the distinguished personal reputation which
he had throughout the kingdom. His dignity was the

royal throne. His riches were the possession of all

18. ON KING WAN, KING Wti, AND
THE DUKE OF CHAU. 1. Shun's father
was bad, and the fathers of Yao and
Yii were undistinguished. Yao and
Shim's sons were both bad, and Yii's

not remarkable. But to Wan neither
father nor son gave occasion but for

satisfaction and happiness. King
Chi was the duke Chi-li (? M)> the
most distinguished by his virtues,
and prowess, of all the princes of
his time. He prepared the way for
the elevation of his family. In ^ f|2

> ^ J5E > the is made to refer

* i& !H> "the foundation of the

kingdom," but it may c,s well be
referred to Wan himself. 2. -fc 3,-
this was the duke T'an-fu (Jj[ 3),
the father of Chi-li, a prince of great
eminence, and who, in the decline of
the Yin dynasty, drew to his family
the thoughts of the people. $f,
"the end of a cocoon." It is used
here for the beginnings of supreme
sway, traceable to the various pro-
genitors of King Wu. ^ $c 3$c is

interpreted by K'ang-ch'ang: "He
destroyed the great Yin" ; and recent
commentators defend his view. It

is not worth while setting forth what
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within the four seas. He offered his sacrifices in his

ancestral temple, and his descendants maintained the
sacrifices to himself.

3. "It was in his old age that King Wu receivedC7 O
the. appointment to the throne., and the duke of Chau
completed the virtuous course of Wan and Wu. He
carried up the title of king to T'ai and Chi, and
sacrificed to all the former dukes above them with the

royal ceremonies. And this rule he extended to the

princes of the kingdom, the great officers, the scholars,
and the common people. If the father were a great
officer and the son a scholar, then the burial was that
due to a great officer, and the sacrifice that due to

may be said for and against it. "He
did not lose his distinguished reputa-
tion;" that is, though he proceeded
against his rightful sovereign, the
people did not change their opinion
of his virtue. 3. -fc= j&, "when old."
W u \vas eighty-seven when he became
emperor, and he only reigned seven
yours. His brother Tan (S.), the
duke of Chau (see Analects, VI, xxii;
^.H. v

) acted as his chief minister. In
a 5, is in the 4th tone, in which
ie character means "to exercise

the sovereign power." _fc ^ Jfc fe^
Zf, the house of Chau traced their

lineage up to the Ti K'u (Ifr $), 2432
B.C. But in various passages of the

Shu, King T'ai and King Chi are

spoken of, as if the conference of
those titles had been by King Wu.
On this there are very long discus-
sions. See the tfi ^ St," in loc. The
truth seems to be, that Chau-kung,
carrying out his brother's wishes by
laws of state, confirmed the titles,

and made the general rule about
burials and sacrifices which is de-
scribed. From 5Jf jjjf| -{jj, to the end, we
are at first inclined to translate in

the present tense, but the past witb
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a scholar. If the father were a scholar arid the son
a great officer, then the burial was that due to a

scholar, and the sacrifice that due to a great officer.

The one year's mourning was made to extend only
to the great officers, but the three years' mourning
extended to the Son of Heaven. In the mourning for

a father or mother, he allowed no difference between
the noble and the mean."
CHAPTER XIX. 1. The Master said, "How far-

extending was the filial piety of King Wu and the
duke of Chau !

2. "Now filial piety is seen in the skillful carrying
out of the wishes of our forefathers, and the skillful

carrying forward of their undertakings.

a reference to Chau-kung is more
correct. The "year's mourning" is

that principally for uncles, and it

did not extend beyond the great
officers, because their uncles were
the subjects of the princes and the

sovereign, and feelings of kindred
must not be allowed to come into
collision with the relation of governor
and governed. On the "three years'

mourning," see Analects, XVII, xxi.

19. THE FAB-BEACHING FILIAL PIETY

OF KING Wtf, AND OF THE DUKE OF
CH!U. 1. jg is taken by Chu as

meaning
"
universally acknowl-

edged"; "far-extending" is better,
and accords with the meaning of

the term in other parts of the Work.
2. This definition of ^, or "filial

piety," is worthy of notice. Its

operation ceases not with the lives

of parents and parents' parents. \
=

IJif A "antecedent men"; but

English idiorn seems to require the
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3. "In spring and autumn, they repaired and

beautified the temple halls of their fathers, set forth

their ancestral vessels, displayed their various robes,

and presented the offerings of the several seasons.

4. "By means of the ceremonies of the ancestral

temple, they distinguished the royal kindred according
to their order of descent. By ordering the parties

addition of our. 3. ^ $c, the
sovereigns of China sacrificed, as

they still do, to their ancestors every
season. Reckoning from the spring,
the names of the sacrifices appear to

have been
jjifl, jjjj-j

or f<J, ^, and $&.

Others, however, give the names as

$}' &> W> 3& while some affirm that
the spring sacrifice was ff. Though
spring and autumn only are men-
tioned in the text, we are to under-
stand that what is said of the
sacrifices in those seasons applies
to all the others, ift Jfj, "halls or

temples of ancestors," of which the

sovereign had seven (see the next
paragraph), all included in the name
of ** $} * 3$, "ancestral," or
"venerable, vessels." Chu Hsi un-
derstands by them relics, something
like our regalia. Chang K'ang-ch'ang
makes them, and apparently with
more correctness, simply "the sacri-
ficial vessels." g ^$,

"lower and
upper garments," with the latter of
which the parties personating the
deceased were invested. 4. It was
an old interpretation that the sacri-
fices and accompanying services,

spoken of here, were not the seasonal
services of every year, which are the

subject of the preceding paragraph,
but the great fiij}

and ip& sacrifices;

and to that view I would give in my
adhesion. The sovereign, as men-
tioned above, had seven ^. One
belonged to the remote ancestor to

whom the dynasty traced its origin.
At the great sacrifices, his spirit
tablet was placed fronting the east,

and on each side were ranged, three
in a row, the tablets belonging to

the six others, those of them which
fronted the soutu being, in the

genealogical line, the fathers of those
who fronted the north As fronting
the south, the regior. of brilliancy,
the former were callf-d fig ; the latter,

from the north, the somber region,
were called ^. As the dynasty was

prolonged, and successive sovereigns
died, the older tablets were removed,
and transferred to what was called

the jf$ lj|j, yet so that one in the B$
line displaced the topmost \jg, and
so with the f. At the sacrifices,

the royal kindred arranged them-
selves as they were descended from
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present according to their rank, they distinguished the

more noble and the less. By the arrangement of the

services, they made a distinction of talents and worth.

In the ceremony of general pledging, the inferiors

presented the cup to their superiors, and thus some-

thing was given the lowest to do. At the concluding

feast, places were given according to the hair, and

thus was made the distinction of years.

5. "They occupied the places of their forefathers,

practiced their ceremonies, and performed their music.

a BS on tne left' and from a U on

the right, and thus a genealogical

correctness of place was maintained

among them. The ceremony of

"general ($|=^) pledging" occurred

towards the end of the sacrifice.

Chu Hsi takes ^ in the 3d tone,

saying that to have anything to do

at those services was accounted

honorable, and after the sovereign
had commenced the ceremony by

taking "a cup of blessing," all the

juniors presented a similar cup to

the seniors, and *hus were called

into employment. Ying-ta takes ^
in its ordinary tone, ~fT f$ _, "the

inferiors were the superiors," i. e., the

juniors did present a cup to their

elders, but had the honor of drink-

ing first themselves. The $& was a

concluding feast confined to the

royal kindred. 5.
jjgj

%: fa, accord-

ing to K'ang-ch'ang, is "ascended

their thrones"; according to Chu, it

is "trod on i. e., occupied their

places in the ancestral temple." On
either view, the statement must be

taken with allowance. The ancestors

of King Wu had not been kings, and

their places in the temples had only
been those of princes. The same

may be said of the four particulars

which follow. By " those whom

they" i. e., their progenitors
'
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They reverenced those whom they honored, and

loved those whom they regarded with affection. Thus

they served the dead as they would have served them

alive; they served the departed as they would have

served them had they been continued among them.

6. "By the ceremonies of the sacrifices to Heaven

and Earth they served God, and by the ceremonies of

"honored" are intended their an-

cestors, and by "those whom they
loved," their descendants, and in-

deed all the people of their govern-
ment. The two concluding sentences
are important, as the Jesuits mainly
liascd on them the defense of their

practice in permitting their converts
to continue the sacrifices to their
ancestors. We read in "Confucius
Kinarum philosophus," the work of
Intorcetta and others, to which I

have made frequent reference:

",?
x
.
Plurimis et clarissimis textibus

Sinicis probari potest, legitimum
prcedicti axiomatis sensum esse, quod
eadem intentione et formali motivo
Sinenses naturalem pietatem et poli-
tteum obsequium erga defunctos exer-
ceant, sicuti erga eosdem adhuc super-
stites exercebant, ex quibus et ex infra

\dieprudens lector facile deducet,
'o.s- ritus circa defunctos fuisse mere
chiles, institutes dmntaxat in honorem
et obusq-uium purenlum, etiam post

mortem non intermittendum; nam si

quid illic divinum agnovissent, cur
diceret Confucius Priscos servire

solitos defunctis, uti iisdem serviebant

viventibus." This is ingenious reason-

ing, but does it meet the fact that
sacrifice is an entirely new element
introduced into the service of the
dead? 6. What is said about the
sacrifices to God, however, is im-

portant, in reference to the views
which we should form about the
ancient religion of China. K'ang-
ch'ang took

|J
to be the sacrifice

to Heaven, offered, at the winter

solstice, in the southern suburb (#|$)

of the imperial city; and
jjjfc

to be
that offered to the Earth, at the
summer solstice, in the northern.
Chu agrees with him. Both of them,
however, add that after _h *& we are
to understand Jjj , "Sovereign
Earth" (^ fr m * ^ 3fc). This
view of jflt here is vehemently con-

troverted by Mao and many other*
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the ancestral temple they sacrificed to their ancestors.

He who understands the ceremonies of the sacrifices

to Heaven and Earth, and the meaning of the several

sacrifices to ancestors, would find the government of a

kingdom as easy as to look into his palm!
"

CHAPTER XX. 1. The duke Ai asked about gov-
ernment.

But neither the opinion of the two
great commentators that fa is

suppressed for the sake of brevity,
nor the opinion of others that by ^fc

we are to understand the tutelary
deities of the soil, affects the judg-
ment of the Sage himself, that the
service of one being even of God
was designed by all those cere-

monies. See my "Notions of the
Chinese Concerning God and Spirits,"

pp. 50-52. The ceremonies of the
ancestral temple embrace the great
and less frequent services of the jjj$

and ftfr (see the Analects, III, x, 11)
and the seasonal sacrifices, of which
only the autumnal one CH") is speci-
fied here. The old commentatora
take 75 as =

j|fj, with the meaning of

HL, "to place," and interpret "the
government of the kingdom would
be as easy as to place anything in
the palm." This view is defended
in the tfj |f gft. It has the advan-
tage of accounting better for the |ff.

We are to understand "the meaning
of the sacrifices to ancestors," as

including all the uses mentioned in

par. 4. It is not easy to understand

the connection between the first part
of this paragraph and the general
object of the chapter. Taking the

paragraph by itself, it teaches that
a proper knowledge and practice of

the duties of religion and filial piety
would amply equip a ruler for all the
duties of his government.

20. ON GOVERNMENT: SHOWING
PRINCIPALLY HOW IT DEPENDS ON
THE CHARACTER OF THE OFFICERS
ADMINISTERING IT, AND HOW THAT
DEPENDS ON THE CHARACTER OF THE
SOVEREIGN HIMSELF. We have here
one of the fullest expositions of

Confucius's views on this subject,

though he unfolds them only as a

description of the. government of the

kings Wan and Wu. In the chapter
there is the remarkable intermin-

gling, which we have seen in "The
Great Learning," of what is peculiar
to a ruler, and what is of universal

application. From the concluding
paragraphs, the transition is easy to

the next and most difficult part of

the Work. This chapter is found also

in the ^ |f}, but with considerable
additions. 1. yi /, see Analects,
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2. The Master said, "The government of Wan and

Wu is displayed in the records, the tablets of wood

and bamboo. Let there be the men and the govern-

ment will nourish ; but without the men, their govern-

ment decays and ceases.

3. "With the right men the growth of government
is rapid, just as vegetation is rapid in the earth; and,

moreover, their government might be called an easily-

growing rush.

4. "Therefore the administration of government
lies in getting proper men. Such men are to be got by

II, xix, et al. 2. The ~Jj were tablets
of wood, one of which might contain

up fc 100 characters. The ^? were flfj ,

or slips of bamboo tied together. In
JC- A., K^such, i. e., rulers like Wan
and Wu, and ministers 'such as they
had.. 3. K'ang-ch'ang and Ying-ta
take as = $Jj, "to exert one's self,"
and interpret: "A ruler ought to
exert himself in the practice of
government, as the earth exerts
i:-clf to produce and to nurture-''

(&=*) Cim Hsi takes $jfas=ii,
"hasty," "to make haste." A 1 $t
jEi, -"man's way hastens govern-
ment"; but the A. must be taken
with special reference to the pre-
ceding paragraph, as in the transla-
tion. The old commentators took

|$f

^ as the name of an insect (so it is

defined in the $ 3f ), a kind of bee,
said to take the young of the mul-

berry caterpillar, and keep them in

i ts hole, where they, are transformed
into bees. So, they said, does govern-
ment transform the people. This is

in accordance with the paragraph, as
we find it in the ^ |fh 5^ it 4fc .,

A 5i m &, m it * sr. * j* * *t

1$ S -til. '^ ft E fit- This view is

maintained also in the cfj ^ f But
W3 cannot hesitate in preferring Chu
H i's, as in the translation. The
other is too absurd. He takes ^, as
if it were J^ = ^, whioh, as well as

Iffi,
is the name of various rushes or

sedges. 4. In the ^ |, for ^ A>
we have ^ Jf^ ^ A which is, no
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means of the ruler's own character. That character is

to be cultivated by his treading in the ways of duty.

And the treading those ways of duty is to be cultivated

by the cherishing of benevolence.

5. "Benevolence is the characteristic element of

humanity, and the great exercise of it is in loving

relatives. Righteousness is the accordance of actions

with what is right, and the great exercise of it is in

honoring the worthy. The decreasing measures of the

love due to relatives, and the steps in the honor due

to the worthy, are produced by the principle of

propriety.

6. "When those in inferior situations do not possess

the confidence of their superiors, they cannot retain

the government of the people.

doubt, the meaning. By 3^ here,

says Chu Hsi, are intended "tne
duties of universal obligation," in

par 8, "which," adds Mao, "are the

ways of the Mean, in accordance
with the nature." 5. : ; A &
"Benevolence is man." We find the
same language in Mencius, VII, Pt,
ii, 16. This virtue is called MAN,
"because loving, feeling, and the

forbearing nature, belong to man,
as he is born. They are that where-
by man is man." See the tfi jft j$,

in loc. jj|3, in the 3rd tone, read
shai. It is opposed to [$, and meana
"decreasing," "growing less." For
H #? we have, in the ^ g, ff &T

1, /, which would seem to mean
"are that whereby ceremonies are

produced." But there follow the
words

jjif ; jEjr # & The "
pro-

duced" in the translation can only=
"distinguished." Ying-ta explains
^fe by p E$ . 6. This has crept into

the text here by mistake. It belongs
to par. 17, below. We do not find
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7. "Hence the sovereign may not neglect the cul-

tivation of his own character.. Wishing to cultivate

his character, he may not neglect to serve his parents.

In order to serve his parents,* he may not neglect to

acquire a knowledge of men. In order to know men,
he may not dispense with a knowledge of Heaven.

8. "The duties of universal obligation are five, and

the virtues wherewith they are practiced are three.

The duties are those between sovereign and minister,

between father and son, between husband and wife,

it here in the ^ |g. 7. ^ ^- is here
the ruler or sovereign. I fail in try-
ing to trace the connection between
the different parts of this paragraph.
"He may not be without knowing
men." Why? "Because," we are
told, "it is by honoring, and being
courteous to the worthy, and secur-
ing them as friends, that a man
perfects his virtue, and is able to
serve his relatives." "He may not
l>e without knowing Heaven."
Why? "Because," it is said, "the
adations in the love of relatives

and the honoring the worthy are

all heavenly arrangements and a

heavenly order, natural, necessary,

principles." But in this explanation,
fl \ has a very different meaning

from what it has in the previous
clause. f, too, is here parents, its

meaning being more restricted than
fn par. 5. 8. From this down to par.
11, there is brought before us the
character of the "men," mentioned
in par. 2, on whom depends the

flourishing of "government," which
government is exhibited in para-
graphs 12-15. 5c T < i st, "the

paths proper to be trodden by all
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between elder brother and younger, and those belong-

ing to the intercourse of friends. Those five are the

duties of universal obligation. Knowledge, magna-

nimity, and energy, these three, are the virtues

universally binding. And the means by which they

carry the duties into practice is singleness.

9. "Some are born with the knowledge of those

duties ; some know them by study ; and some acquire

the knowledge after a painful feeling of their ignorance.

But the knowledge being possessed, it comes to the

under heaven,"=the path of the
Mean. fl=f?, is the knowledge
necessary to choose the detailed
course of duty. <: ( =fo . fe, "the
unselfishness of the heart") is the

magnanimity (so I style it for want
of abettor term) to pursue it. H is

the valiant energy, which maintains
the permanence of the choice and the

practice. #f Jl^
ff , % -fjj,,- this,

according to Ying-ta, means "From
the various kings ("g" 31) downwards,
in the practicing of these five duties
and three virtues there has been but
one method. There has been no
change in modern times and an-

cient." This, however, is not satis-

factory. We want a substantive

meaning for . This Chu Hsi gives
us. He says: fllj g& jfn E, "

is simply sincerity;" the sincerity,
that is, on which the rest of the
work dwells with such strange predi-
cation. I translate, therefore,
here by singleness. There seems a
reference in the term to $Q, chap,
i, p. 3. The singleness is that of

the soul in the apprehension and

practice of the duties dt the Mean,
which is attained to by watchfulness
over one's self, when alone. %f . I

understand as in the second clause
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same thing. Some practice them with a natural ease ;

some from a desire for their advantages; and some by
strenuous effort. But the achievement being made, it

comes to the same thing."

10. The Master said, "To be fond of learning is to

be near to knowledge. To practice with vigor is to be

near to magnanimity. To possess the feeling of shame

is to be near to energy.

11. "He who knows these three things knows how
to cultivate his own character. Knowing how to

of the paragraph. 9. Compare Ana-

lects, XVI, ix.
5flJ, compare Ana-

lects, XX, ii. $, 2nd tone, "to

force," "to employ violent efforts."

Chu Hsi Bays: "The in fcj ,

and ft Z.> refers to the duties of

universal obligation." But is there

the threefold difference in the knowl-

edge of those duties? And who are

they who can practice them with
entire ease? 10. Chu Hsi observes
that ^f- Q is here superfluous. In
the ^ !, however, we find the last

paragraph |ollowed by "The duke
said, Your words are beautiful and
perfect, but I am stupid, and unable
to accomplish this." Then comes

this paragraph, "Confucius said,"

etc. The J-- 0, therefore, prove
that Tsze-sze took this chapter from

some existing document, that which

we have in the ^ j|f, or some other.

Confucius's words were intended to

encourage and stimulate the duke,

telling him that the three grand
virtues might be nearly, if not abso-

lutely, attained to $0 g<fr,
"know-

ing to be ashamed," i. e., being
ashamed at being below others,

leading to the determination not to

be so. 11. "These three things" are

the three things in the last para-

graph, which makes an approxima-
tion at least, to the three virtues
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cultivate his own character, he knows how to govern
other men. Knowing how to govern other men, he
knows how to govern the kingdom with all its states

and families.

12. "All who have the government of the kingdom
with its states and families have nine standard rules

to follow; viz., the cultivation of their own characters;
the honoring of men of virtue and talents; affection

towards their relatives; respect towards the great
ministers ; kind and considerate treatment of the whole

body of officers; dealing 'with the mass of the people

which connect with the discharge of

duty attainable by every one. What
connects the various steps of the
climax is the unlimited confidence
in the power of the example of the

ruler, which we have had occasion
to point out so frequently in "The
Great Learning." 12. These nine
standard rules, it is to be borne in

mind, constitute the government of
Wan and Wu, referred to in par. 2.

Commentators arrange the 4th and
5th rules under the second; and the

6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th under the
third, so that after "the cultivation
of the person," we have here an
expansion of

{J f{J and |ft ^, in

pac.5. tm,'&= fe, "to govern."
The student will do well to under-
stand a 4? after %.. ^ H, by the

U here are understood specially the

officers called fi$, f, and $, the =
. and the =

JJ, who, as teachers
and guardians, were not styled |,
"ministers," or "servants." See the

Shu-ching, V, xxi, 5, 6. |fc J<. g.,

by the ^c SL are understood the six

^B, the minister of Instruction, the
minister of Religion, etc. See the

Shu, V, xxi, 7-13. f| m g, the IR
(. are the host of subordinate officers

a^ter the two preceding classes.

K'ang-ch'ang says,-fg ?8 ^ ffi, "ft
=to receive," to which Ying-ta adds

^ . ffl ft. "being of the same

body with them." Chu Hsi brings
out the force of the term in this

way:-f* ft) & H j| A & ifii ft
3 tti> -til. "fHt means that he places
himself in their place, and so ex-

amines their feelings." ^J- J$; &,
~p ia a verb, "to make children of,"
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as children; encouraging the resort of all classes of

artisans; indulgent treatment of men from a distance;

and the kindly cherishing of the princes of the states.

13. "By the ruler's cultivation of his own character,

the duties of universal obligation are set forth. By

honoring men of virtue and talents, he is preserved

from errors of judgment. By showing affection to his

"to treat kindly as children." ?fc W
X, 3K=38 ?K "to cal1 to come,"

="to encourage." The ^ I, or

"various artisans," were, by the

statutes of Chau, under the superin-

tendence of a special officer, and it

was his business to draw them out

and forth from among the people.
See the Chau-li, XXXIX. 1-5. ^
& A- Chu Hsi by ^ A under-

stands [ jg, "guests or envoys, and
travelers, or traveling merchants";

K'ang-ch'ang understands by them
He t^ .. IS fj|, "the princes of sur-

rounding kingdoms," i. e.., of the
tribes that lay beyond the six f&
(H), or feudal tenures of the Chau
rule. But these would hardly be
spoken of before the ff ^- And
among them, in the 9th rule, would
be included the ^, or guests, the
princes themselves at the royal
court, or their envoys. I doubt
whether any others beside the Jg,
or traveling merchants, are intended
by the ^ X- If we may adopt,

however, K'ang-ch'ang's view, this

is the rule for the treatment of

foreigners by the government of

China. 13. This paragraph describes

the happy effects of observing the

above nine rules. j| ], by 5^ are

understood the five duties of uni-

versal obligation. We read in the

H |g: "About these nine rules,

the only trouble is that sovereigns
are not able to practice them strenu-

ously. Let the ruler be really able

to cultivate his person, then will the

universal duties and universal virtues

be all-complete, so that he shall be

an example to the whole kingdom,
with its states and families. Those
duties will be set up (iH A), and
men will know what to imitate."

^ ^ means, according to Chu Hsi,

^ &l Ifc 5l "he will have no doubts
as to principle/" K'ang-ch'ang ex-

plains it by |3| % |, "his counsels

will be good." This latter is the

meaning, the worthies being those

specified in the note on the preceding
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relatives, there is no grumbling nor resentment among
his uncles and brethren. By respecting the great
ministers, he is kept from errors in the practice of

government. By kind and considerate treatment of

the whole body of officers, they are led to make the
most grateful return for his. courtesies. By dealing
with the mass of the people as his children, they are

led to exhort one another to what is good. By en-

couraging the resort of all classes of artisans, his

resources for expenditure are rendered ample. By
indulgent treatment of men from a distance, they are

brought to resort to him from all quarters. And by
kindly cherishing the princes of the states, the whole

kingdom is brought to revere him.

paragraph, their sovereign's coun-
selors and guides. The addition of

Hf determines the 3 to be uncles.
See the ffi ffjt, I, iv. Jk j& are all

the younger branches of the ruler's

kindred. ^ |j
=^ ^g; but the decep-

tion and mistake will be in the affairs

in charge of those great ministers.

3j? gi and ^ are the same parties.

f$j, as in Analects, II, xx. Ying-ta
explains it here "They will exhort
and stimulate one another to serve
their ruler." On ftf ft] J, Chu Hsi
(says: "The resort of all classes of
artisans being encouraged, there is

au intercommunication of the pro-

ductions of labor, and an inter-

change of men's services, and the
husbandman and the trafficker" (it

is this class which is designed by ^),
" are aiding to one another. Hence
the resources for expenditure are
sufficient." I suppose that Chu felt

a want of some mention of agricul-
ture in connection with these rules,

and thought to find a place for it

here. Mao would make Bt =W> ^d
ffl
=&i&. See the t|i $ ft, in loc.

Compare also ^ ^ ffi, x. 19. K'ang-
ch'ang understands pg ~Jj as meaning
f 19, "frontier kingdoms," but the

usage vf the phrase is against such
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14 "Self-adjustment and purification, with careful

regulation of his dress, and the not making a move-

ment contrary to the rules of propriety: this is the

way for a ruler to cultivate his person. Discarding

slanderers, and keeping himself from the seductions of

beauty; making light of riches, and giving honor to

virtue: this is the way for him to encourage men of

worth and talents. Giving them places of honor and

large emolument, and sharing with them in their likes

and dislikes: this is the way for him to encourage

his relatives to love him. Giving them numerous

officers to discharge their orders and commissions:

this is the way for him to encourage the great

an interpretation. 14. After 5^ ~F^
, we have in the ^ pj, .& 0, ^

. ^ fpj, "The duke said, How are
these rules to be practiced?" and then
follows this paragraph, preceded by
fl ^ 0, "Confucius said." ^ BJ gfc

BH, as in chap, xvi, 3. The blend-

ing together, as equally important,
attention to inward purity and to
dress, seems strange enough to a
Western reader,

frft, throughout,=" to stimulate in a friendly way." I

have translated || || after the

which says f& $ ft ft %
ihe upper fg. being the noun, and the
second the verb. The use of Jg in

reference to the prince's treatment
of the officers is strange, but the
translation gives what appears to be
the meaning K'ang-ch'ang ex-

plained: "Making large the emolu-
ment of the loyal and sincere;" but,

according to the analogy of all the
other clauses, & and fff

must be
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ministers. According to them a generous confidence,

and making their emoluments large: this is the way to

encourage the body of officers. Employing them only

at the proper times, and making the imposts light:

this is the way to encourage the people. By daily

examinations and monthly trials, and by making their

rations in accordance with their labors: this is the

way to encourage the classes of artisans. To escortf \^j .

them on their departure and meet them on their

coming; to commend the good among them, and show

compassion to the incompetent: this is the way to

treat indulgently men from a distance. To restore

descriptive of the ruler. $f Si,

compare Analects, I, v. For !!!$ we
have in the ift |, ^ 0, which K'ang-
ch'ang explains by $f ^, "rations
allowed by government;" see Mor-
rison, character ff^. Chu follows

K'ang-ch'ang, but, I agree with Mao,
that fji and not fj is to be substi-

tuted here for gj. f$, 4th tone, "to

weigh," "to be according to." The
trials and examinations, with these

rations, show that the artisans are
not to be understood as dispersed

among the people. Ambassadors
from foreign countries have been
received up to the present century,

according to the rules here pre-

scribed, and the two last regulations
are quite in harmony with the supe-

riority that China claims over tho

countries which they may represent.
But in the case of travelers, and

traveling merchants, passing from
one state to another, there were

anciently regulations, which may be
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families whose line of succession has been broken, and

to revive states that have been extinguished; to

reduce to order states that are in confusion, and

support those which are in peril; to have fixed times

for their own reception at court, and the reception of

their envoys; to send them away after liberal treat-

ment, and welcome their coming with small contribu-

tions:- -this is the way to cherish the princes of the

states.

15. "All who have the government of the kingdom
with its states and families have the above nine

standard rules. And the means by which they are

carried into practice is singleness.
16. "In all things success depends on previous

preparation, and without such previous preparation
there is sure to be failure. If what is to be spoken be

previously determined, there will be no stumbling. If

adduced to illustrate all the expres-
sions here: see the t|J ^ fjft, and
the

Iff, in loc. ft $g ft, |j )g gj,
as in Analects, XX, i, 7. 15. We
naturally understand the last clause
as meaning "the means- by which
they are carried into practice is one
aud the same." Then this moans

will be the |fj, or "previous prepara-
tion" of the next paragraph. This

is the interpretation of K'ang-ch'ang
and Ying-ta, who take the two para-

graphs together. But according to

Chu, "the one thing" is sincerity, as

in par. 8 . 16. The "all things" has
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affairs be previously determined, there will be no

difficulty with them. If one's actions have been

previously determined, there will be no sorrow in

connection with them. If principles of conduct have
been previously determined, the practice of them will

be inexhaustible.

17. "When those in inferior situations do not

obtain the confidence of the sovereign, they cannot
succeed in governing the people. There is a way to

obtain the confidence of the sovereign; if one is not

trusted by his friends, he will not get the confidence

of his sovereign. There is a way to being trusted by
one's friends; if one is not obedient to his parents,
he will not be true to friends. There is a way to

being obedient to one's parents; if one, on turning
his thoughts in upon himself, finds a want of sincerity,

reference to the above duties, vir-

tues, and standard rules. 17. The
object here seems to be to show that
the singleness, or sincerity, lies at
the basis of that previous prepara-
tion, which is essential to sticress

in any and every thing. The Bteps
of the climax conduct us to it, and
this sincerity is again made depend-
ent on the understanding of what is

good, upon which point see the next

chapter. ^\ }? sp- Ji,= according to
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he will not be obedient to his parents. There *s a way
to the attainment of sincerity in one's self; if a man
do not understand what is good, he will not attain

sincerity in himself.

18. "Sincerity is the way of Heaven. The attain-

ment of sincerity is the way of men. He who possesses

sincerity is he who, without an effort, hits what
is right, and apprehends, without the exercise of

thought; he is the sage who naturally and easily
embodies the right way. He who attains to sincerity
is he who chooses what is good, and firmly holds it

fast.

Ying-ta, "do not get the mind
pleased feeling of the sovereign."We use "to gain," and "to win,"
sometimes, in a similar way. 18.

Premare(p. 156) says: "W, % eat in
abstractc, et$&.% est in concrete."
Wi. % is in the concrete, as much as
the other, and is said, below, to be
characteristic of the sage, jpjfc ^ is
the quality possessed absolutely. $fc

I 3H is the same acquired. "The
way of Heaven," this, according to
Ying-ta, ="the way which Heaven
pursues." Chu Hsi explains it,

" the
fundamental, natural course of heav-
enly principle." Mao says: "This
ia like the accordance of nature in

the Mean, considered to be THE PATH,

having its root in Heaven." We
rriight acquiesce in this, but for the

opposition of \ , iE on which Mao
says: j& & # Jff jfc & M & ft it
; &., J& A -til; "This is like the

cultivation of the path in the Doc-
trine of the Mean, considered to be
THE PATH, having its completion
from man." But this takes the
second and third utterances in the
Work as independent sentiments,
which they are not. I do not see

my way to rest in any but the old

interpretation, extravagant as it is.

At this, point, the chapter in the

^ |g ceases to be the same with that
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19. "To this attainment there are requisite the

extensive study of what is good, accurate inquiry
about it, careful reflection on it, the clear discrimina-

tion of it, and the earnest practice of it.

20. "The superior man, while there is anything he

has not studied, or while in what he has studied there

is anything he cannot understand, will not intermit

his labor. While there is anything he has not inquired

about-, or anything in what he has inquired about

which he does not know, he will not intermit his labor.

While there is anything which he has npt reflected on,

or anything in what he has reflected on which he does

not apprehend, he will not intermit his labor. While

there is anything which he has not discriminated, or

his discrimination is not clear, he will not intermit his

before us, and diverges to another |
standard rules being included there-

subject. 19. The different processes in." Rather it seems to me, that
which lead to the attainment of > the ;, according to the idiom

sincerity. The gloss in the fg H1

j
pointed out several times in the

says that "the five ; all refer to the
what is good in the last chapter, the
five universal duties and the nine

Analects, simply intensifies the

meaning of the different verbs,
whose regimen it is. 20. Here we
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labor. If there be anything which he has not practiced,
or his practice fails in earnestness, he will not intermit

his labor. If another man succeed by one effort, he
will use a hundred efforts. If another man succeed

by ten efforts, he will use a thousand.
21. "Let a man proceed in this way, and, though

dull, he will surely become intelligent; though weak,
he will surely become strong."
CHAPTER XXI. When we have intelligence result-

ing from sincerity, this condition is to be ascribed to

nature; when we have sincerity resulting from intelli-

gence, jbhis condition is to be ascribed to instruction.

have the determination which is

necessary in the prosecution of the
above processes, and par. 21 states
the result of it. Chu Hsi makes a
pause at the end of the first clause
in each part of the paragraph, and
interprets thus: "If he do not
study, well. But if he do, he will
not give over till he understands
what he studies," and so on. But
it seems more natural to carry the
supposition in %j over the whole of
every part, as in the translation,
winch, moreover, substantially agrees
with Ying-ta's interpretation. Here
terminates the third part of the
\V ork. It was to illustrate, as Chu
HBI told us, how "the path of the
Mean cannot be left." The author

seems to have kept this point before
him in chapters xiii-xvi, but the
next three are devoted to the one

subject of filial piety, and the 20th,
to the general subject of govern-
ment. Some things are said worthy
of being remembered, and others
which require a careful sifting ; but,
on the whole, we do not find our-
selves advanced in an understanding
of the argument of the Work.

21. THE RECIPROCAL CONNECTION
OF SINCERITY AND INTELLIGENCE.
With this chapter commences the
fourth part of the Work, which, as
Chu observes in his concluding note,
is an expansion of the 18th para-
graph of the preceding chapter. It

is, in a great measure, a glorification
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But given the sincerity, and there shall be the in-

telligence; given the intelligence, and there shall be
the sincerity.
The above is the twenty-first chapter. Tsze-sze takes up in it, and discourses

the subjects of "the way of Heaven" and "the way of men," mentioned
in the preceding chapter. The twelve chapters that follow are allfrom Tsze-

sze, repeating and illustrating the meaning of this one.

of the sage, finally resting in the

person of Confucius; but the high
character of the sage, it is main-
tained, is not unattainable by others.
He realizes the ideal of humanity,
but by his example and lessons,
the same ideal is brought within the
reach of many, perhaps of all. The
ideal of humanity, the perfect
character belonging to the sage,
which ranks him on a level with
Heaven, is indicated by f|, and
we have no single term in English,
which can be considered as the com-
plete equivalent of that character.
The Chinese themselves had great
difficulty in arriving at that defini-

tion of it which is now generally
acquiesced in. In the 9 (? all

(quoted in the g j|, tfi |if, xvi, 5),
we are told that "the Han scholars
were all ignorant of its meaning.
Under the Sung dynasty, first came
4* 2$ it' who defined it by ;fj )$J,

freedom from all deception. After

him, ^ tyf Hj. said that it meant ^
^, ceaselessness. Then, one of the

Chang called it 3HE :|, freedom from
all moral error; and finally, Chu Hsi
added to this the positive element
of ?|. ff, truth and reality, on which
the definition of |^ was complete."
Remusat calls it la perfection, and

la perfection morale. Intorcetta and
his friends call it vera solidaque

perfectio. Simplicity or singleness
of soul seems to be what is chiefly
intended by the term; the disposi-
tion to, and capacity of, what is

good, without any deteriorating ele-

ment, with no defect of intelligence,
or intromission of selfish thoughts.
This belongs to Heaven, to Heaven
and Earth, and to the Sage. Men,
not naturally sages, may, by cul-

tivating the intelligence of what is

good, raise themselves to this eleva-

tion. ^ and Iffc carry us back to
the first chapter, but the terms have
a different force, and the longer I

dwell upon it, the more am I satis-

fied with Chu Hsi's pronouncement
in his |g ^, that -ft is here $ ,

"possessing from nature," and l$c
=

^ ., "learning it," and therefore I

have translated |fl . by "is to be
ascribed to." When, however, he
makes a difference in the connection
between the parts of the two clauses

m JUJ W . M JUJ m , and ex-

plainsI^ mm*w,w flij i? a =g

!$, "sincerity is invariably intelli-

gent, and intelligence may arrive at

sincerity," this is not dealing fairly
with his text.
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CHAPTER XXII. It is only he who is possessed of

the most complete sincerity that can exist under

heaven, who can give its full development to his

nature. Able to give its full development to his own

nature, he can do the same to the nature of other

men. Able to give its full development to the nature

Here, at the outset, I may observe

that, in this portion of the Work,
there are specially the three follow-

ing dogmas, which are more than

questionable: 1st, That there are
some men sages naturally in a
state of moral perfection; and, 2nd,
That the same moral perfection is

attainable by others, in whom its

development is impeded by their

material organization, and the in-

fluence of external things; and 3rd,
That the understanding of what is

good will certainly lead to such
moral perfection.

22. THE RESULTS OP SINCERITY;
AND HOW THE POSSESSOR OF IT FORMS
A TERNION WITH HEAVEN AND EARTH.
On ^ ~f ^ |$, Chu Hsi says that it

denotes "the reality of the virtue of
the Sage, to which there is nothing
in the world that can be added."
This is correct, and if we were to
render "It is only the most sincere
man under heaven," the translation
would be wrong. means simply
"to exhaust," but, by what processes
and in what way, the character tells
us nothing about. The "giving full

development to his nature," how-

ever, may be understood, with Mao,
as= "pursuing THE PATH in accord-

ance with his nature, so that what
Heaven has conferred on him is

displayed without shortcoming or

let." The "giving its development
to the nature of other men" indicates

the Sage's helping them, by his ex-

ample and lessons, to perfect them-
selves. "His exhausting the nature
of things," i. e., of all other beings,
animate and inanimate, is, according
to Chu, "knowing them completely,
and dealing witl them correctly,"
"so," add the paraphrasts, "that he
secures their prosperous increase and

development according to their na-
ture." Here, however, a Buddhist
idea appears in Chu's commentary.
He says: "The nature of other men
and things (= animals) is the same
with my nature," which, it is ob-

served in Mao's Work, is the same
with the Buddhist sentiment, that
"a dog has the nature of Buddha,"
and witn that of the philosopher
Kao, that "a dog's nature is the
same as a man's." Mao himself
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of other men, he can give their full development to

the natures of animals and things. Able to give their

full development to the natures of creatures and

things, he can assist the transforming and nourishing

powers of Heaven and Earth. Able to assist the

transforming and nourishing powers of Heaven and

Earth, he may with Heaven and Earth form a ternion.

illustrates the "exhausting the na-

ture of things," by reference to the

Shu-ching, IV, iii, 2, where we are

told that under the first sovereigns

of the Hsia dynasty, "the moun-
tains and rivers all enjoyed tran-

quillity, and the birds and beasts,

the fishes and tortoises, all realized

the happiness of their nature." It

is thus that the sage "assists Heaven
and Earth." K'ang-ch'ang, indeed,

explains this by saying: "The sage,

receiving Heaven's appointment to

the throne, extends everywhere a

happy tranquillity." Evidently there

is a reference in the language to the

mystical paragraph in the 1st chap-
ter |jc 4> 9C3C'Ji 4k .. K ft JF
iH. "Heaven and Earth" take the

place here of the single term

"Heaven," in chap, xx, par. 18. On

this Ying-ta observes: "It is said

above, sincerity is the way of Heaven,
and here mention is made also of

Earth. The reason is, that the refer-

ence above was to the principle of

sincerity in its spiritual and mysteri-
ous origin, and thence the expression

simple, The way of Heaven; but

here we have the transformation and

nourishing seen in the production of

things, and hence Earth is associated

with Heaven." This is not very

intelligible, but it is to bring out

the idea of a ternion, that the great,

supreme, ruling Power is thus dual-

ized. ^ is "a file of three," and
I employ "ternion" to express the

idea, just as we use "quaternion"
for a file of four. Yhat is it but

extravagance thus to file man with

the supreme Power?
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CHAPTER XXIII. Next to the above is he who

cultivates to the utmost the shoots of goodness in him.

From those he can attain to the possession of sincerity.

This sincerity becomes apparent. From being appar-

ent, it becomes manifest. From being manifest, it

becomes brilliant. Brilliant, it affects others. Affect-

ing others, they are changed by it. Changed by it,

they are transformed. It is only he who is possessed

of the most complete sincerity that can exist under

heaven, who can transform.

23. THE WAY OF MAN; THE DEVEL-
OPMENT OF PERFECT SINCERITY IN
THOSE NOT NATURALLY POSSESSED OF
IT. #. ft, "the next," or "his next,"
referring to the ft ^ 1$ ;, of chap,
xxi. gj is defined by Chu Hsi as
U, "one half," "a part." K'ang-
ch'ang explains it by /j> /]* |,
^'very small matters." Mao defines
it by pj$, "a corner," and refers to

Analects, VII, viii, ^ pg ^ & =
PPj Jit, as a sentiment analogous to
the one in & ft. There is difficulty
about the term. It properly means
"crooked," and with a bad applica-
tion, like ti, often signifies "deflec-

tion from what is straight and right."
Yet it cannot have a bad meaning
here, for if it have, the phrase, Jj( ^,
will be, in the connection, unintel-

ligible. One writer uses this compari-
son: "Put a stone on a bamboo
shoot, or where the shoot would
show itself, and it will travel round
the stone, and come out crookedly at
its side." So it is with the good
nature, whose free development is

repressed.
'

It shows itself in shoots,
but if they be cultivated and im-

proved, a moral condition and influ-

ence may be attained, equal to that
of the Sage.
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CHAPTER XXIV. It is characteristic of the most

entire sincerity to be able to foreknow. When a

nation or family is about to flourish, there are sure

to be happy omens; and when it is about to perish,

there are sure to be unlucky omens. Such events are

seen in the milfoil and tortoise, and affect the move-
H

ments of the four limbs. When calamity or happiness

is about to come, the good shall certainly be foreknown

24. THAT ENTIRE SINCERITY CAN
FOREKNOW. H fi , jf is the quali-

ty in the abstract, while 31 Wi, at

the end is the entirely sincere indi-

vidual, the Sage, by nature, or by
attainment,

jjjjj |, "lucky omens."
In the dictionary ^ is used to define

jji. j$. may be used also of inaus-

picious omens, but here it cannot
embrace such. Distinguishing be-

tween the two terms, Ying-ta says
that unusual appearances of things

existing in a country are f, and

appearances of things new are
jjjjj.

Ifc jp are "unlucky omens," the

former being spoken of "prodigies
of plants, and of strangely dressed

boys singing ballads," and the latter

of "prodigious animals." The sub-

ject of the verbs ^ and sfft is the

events, not the omens. For the

milfoil and tortoise, see the Yi-ching,

App. Ill, ii, 73. They are there

called
jjjiji % "spiritual things."

Divination by the milfoil was called

$; that by the tortoise was called

fr
. They were used from the high-

est antiquity. See the Shu-ching,
II, ii, 18; V, iv, 20-30. 03 H, "four

limbs," are by K'ang-ch'ang inter-

preted of the feet of the tortoise,

each foot being peculiarly appro-

priate to divination in a particular
season. Ghu Hsi interprets them of
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by him, and the evil also. Therefore the individual

possessed of the most complete sincerity is like a spirit.

CHAPTER XXV. 1. Sincerity is that whereby self-

completion is effected, and its way is that by which

man must direct himself.

2. Sincerity is the end and beginning of things;

without sincerity there would be nothing. On this

account, the superior man regards the attainment of

sincerity as the most excellent thing.

the four limbs of the human body.
&J jjj$ must be left as indefinite in
the translation as it is in the text.

The whole chapter is eminently
absurd, and gives a character of ri-

diculousness to all the magniloquent
teaching about "entire sincerity."
The foreknowledge attributed
to the Sage, the mate of Heaven,

is only a guessing by means of

augury, sorcery, and other follies.

25. HOW FROM SINCERITY COMES
SELF-COMPLETION, AND THE COMPLE-
TION OF OTHERS AND OF THINGS. I
have had difficulty in translating
this chapter, because it is difficult
to understand it. We wish that we
had the writer before us to question
him; but, if we had, it is not likely
that he would be able to afford us
much satisfaction. Persuaded that
what he denominates sincerity is a

figment, we may not wonder at the

extravagance of its predicates. 1.

All the commentators of the Sung
school say that |i

is here ^ -^ t
"the Heaven-conferred nature," and
that it is ^ t it, "the path
which is in accordance with the
nature." They are probably correct,
but the difficulty comes when we go
on with this view of 1$ to the next

paragraph. 2. I translate the ex-

pansion of this in the f||: "All
that fill up the space between heaven
and earth are things (^)- They end
and they begin again; they begin and
proceed to an end; every change
being accomplished by sincerity, and
every phenomenon having sincerity

unceasingly in it. So far as the
mind of man (\ , *j is concerned,
if there be not sincerity, then every
movement of it is vain and false.
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3. The possessor of sincerity does not merely

accomplish the self-completion of himself. With this

quality he completes other men and things also. The

completing himself shows his perfect virtue. The

completing other men and things shows his knowledge.

Both these are virtues belonging to the nature, and this

is tlie way by which a union is effected of the external

and internal. Therefore, whenever he the entirely

sincere man employs them, that is, these virtues,

their action will be right.

How COD. an unreal mind accomplish
real things? Although it may do

something, that is simply equivalent
to nothing. Therefore the superior
man searches out the source of sin-

cerity, and examines the evil of in-

sincerity, chooses what is good, and

firmly holds it fast, so seeking to

arrive at the place of tmth and

reality." Mao's explanation is:

"Now, since the reason why the sin-

cerity of spiritual beings is so in-

capable of being repressed, p.nd why
they foreknow, is because they enter
into things, and there is nothing
without them: shall there be

anything which is without the en-

tirely sincere man, who is as a

spirit?" I have given these speci-
mens of commentary, that the reader

may, if he can, by means of them,
gather some apprehensible meaning
from the text. 3. I have translated

jfc, tyft by -'complete other men and
things also," with a reference to

the account of the achievements of

sincerity, in chap. xxii. On f '&
&..*'& A .&. the f$ para-
phrases: "Now both this perfect
virtue and knowledge are viitues

certainly and originally belonging to

our nature, to be referred for their

bestowment to Heaven; what dis-

tiaction is there in them of external
aud internal?'' All this, so far as
I can see, is but veiling ignorance
by words without knowledge.
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CHAPTER XXVI. 1. Hence to entire sincerity there

belongs ceaselessness.

2. Not ceasing, it continues long. Continuing long,

it evidences itself.

3. Evidencing itself, it reaches far. Reaching far,

it becomes large and substantial. Large and sub-

stantial, it becomes high and brilliant.

4. Large and substantial; this is how it contains

all things. High and brilliant; this is how it over-

spreads all things. Reaching far and continuing

long ; this is how it perfects all things.

26. A PARALLEL BETWEEN THE
SAGE POSSESSED OF ENTIRE SIN-

CERITY, AND HEAVEN AND EARTH,
SHOWING THAT THE SAME QUALITIES
BELONG TO THEM. The first six

paragraphs show the way of the
Sage; the next three show the way
of Heaven and Earth; and the last

brings the two ways together, in
their essential nature, in a passage
from the Shih-ching. The doctrine
of the chapter is liable to the criti-

cisms which have been made on the
22nd chapter. And, moreover, there
is in it a sad confusion of the visible

heavens and earth with the im-
material power and reason which

govern them; in a word, with God.
1. Because of the $fc, "hence," or

"therefore," Chu Hsi is condemned
by recent writers for making a new
chapter to commence here. Yet the
matter is sufficiently distinct from
that of the preceding one. Where
the fife takes hold of the text above,
however, it is not easy to discover.

The gloss in the ^ Hf says that it

indicates a conclusion from all the

preceding predicates about sincerity,

understood, now in the
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5. So large and substantial, the individual possess-

ing it is the co-equal of Earth. So high and brilliant,

it makes him the co-equal of Heaven. So far-reaching
and long-continuing, it makes him infinite.

6. Such being its nature, without any display, it

becomes manifested; without any movement, it pro-
duces changes ; and without any effort, it accomplishes
its ends.

7. The way of Heaven and Earth may be com-

pletely declared in one sentence. They are without

any doubleness, and so they produce things in a

manner that is unfathomable.

8. The way of Heaven and Earth is large and

substantial., high and brilliant, far-reaching and long-

enduring.

abstract, and now in the concrete.
But the 5th paragraph seems to be
the place to bring out the personal
idea, as I have done. |i jf|*, "with-
out bounds,"=our infinite. Surely
it is strange to apply that term in
the desr-riptiorv of any'created being.
7. What I said was tho prime idea

in |jfc, viz., "simplicity," "singleness
of soul," is very conspicuous here. :tf.

^ 4% ^ fK> ^ is tne substantive
verb. It surprises us, however, to
find Heaven and Earth called

"things," at the same time that they
are represented as by their entire

sincerity producing all things. 9.
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9. The heaven now before us is only this bright

shining spot; but when viewed in its inexhaustible

extent, the sun, moon, stars, and constellations of the

zodiac, are suspended in it, and all things are over-

spread by it. The earth before us is but a handful of

soil; but when regarded in its breadth and thickness,

it sustains mountains like the Hwa and the Yo,
without feeling their weight, and contains the rivers

and seas, without their leaking away. The mountain

This paragraph is said to illustrate

the unfathomableness of Heaven and
Earth in producing things, showing
how it springs from their sincerity,
or freedom from doubleness. I have
already observed how it is only the
material heavens and earth which
are presented to us. And not only
so; we have mountains, seas, and
rivers, set forth as acting with the
same unfathomableness as those
entire bodies and powers. The fjj g
says on this: "The hills and waters
are what Heaven and Earth produce,
and that they should yet be able
themselves to produce other things,
shows still more how Heaven and
Earth, in the producing of things, are
unfathomable." The use of ^ in
the several clauses here perplexes
the student. On % Bg Bg , Chu
Hsi says-& $ - - IS H8 IT ,

Ims 13 speaking of it" heaven" as it appears in one point." In the

tf J|f lft i/i loc., there is an attempt
to make this out by a definition of

:- & &, W & it $> "3, is

overplus, meaning a small overplus."
H $ S. &> compare the Shu-

ching, 1, 3. In that passage, as well

as here, many take .. as meaning the

planets, but we need not depart from
the meaning of "stars" generally.

J| is applied variously, but used

along with the other terms, it denotes

the conjunctions of the sun and
moon, which divide the circumference
of the heavens into twelve parts. ^
Dc there are five peaks, or fffc,

celebrated in China, the western one
of whbh is called !$g (lower 3rd tone)

$ffc. Here, however, we are to under-
stand by each term a particular
mountain. See the ^ ^ and 4> jjjf

gt, in loc. In the H f, the Yellow

River, and that only, is understood

by M. but both it and ^ must lae
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now before us appears only a stone; but when contem-

plated in all the vastness of its size, we see how the

grass and trees are produced on it, and birds and

beasts dwell on it, and precious things which men
treasure up are found on it. The water now before us

appears but a ladleful; yet extending our view to its

unfathomable depths, the largest tortoises, iguanas,

iguanodons, dragons, fishes, and turtles, are produced
in them, articles of value and sources of wealth abound

in them.

10. It is said in the Book of Poetry, "The ordi-

nances of Heaven, how profound are they and unceas-

ing !" The meaning is, that it is thus that Heaven is

taken generally. % read ch'uan, the
2nd tone, is in the dictionary, with
reference to this passage, defined

by gS, "a place," "a small plot." In
the t} Jf &, H is defined as ^ &
jt, "the first-produced of theChelo-
nia"; ffc

as $&&.-&, "the chief of

ecaly animals" ; tj| as being "a kind

of fl"; $ as being "a kind of jf|,"

while the H "has scales like a fish,

feet like a dragon, and is related to

the fj|." By J are intended pearls
and valuable shells; by |t fis^> B&lt,

etc. 10. See the Shih-ching, IV, i, Bk.

I, Ode II, st. 1 . The attributes of the

ordinances of Heaven, and the virtue
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Heaven. And again, "How illustrious was it, the

singleness of the virtue of King Wan!" indicating that
it was thus that King Wan was what he was. Single-
ness likewise is unceasing.
CHAPTER XXVII. 1. How great is the path proper

to the Sage !

2. Like overflowing water, it

nourishes all things, and rises up
heaven.

3. All-complete is its greatness ! It embraces the
three hundred rules of ceremony, and the three thou-
sand rules of demeanor.

sends forth and
to the height of

of King Wan, are here set forth, as

substantially the same.
jJ5fc
= "fine

and pure,"
" unmixed." The diction-

ary gives it the distinct meaning of

"ceaselessness," quoting the last
clause here, $& ^ ^ Q, as if it

were definition, and not description.
27. THE GLORIOUS PATH OF THE

SAGE; AND HOW THE SUPERIOR MAN
ENDEAVORS TO ATTAIN TO IT. The
chapter thus divides itself into two
parts, one containing five paragraphs,
descriptive of the SAGE, and the other
two descriptive of the superior man,
which two appellations are to be
here distinguished. 1. "This para-
graph," says Chu Hsi, "embraces the
two that follow." They are, indeed,to be taken as exegetical of it. -f
it is said, is here, as everywhere elsem the Work (see the || &, in loc.),

"the path which is in accordance with
the nature." The student tries to
believe so, and goes on to par. 2,

when the predicate about the nour-

ishing of all things puzzles and con-
founds him. 2.

ifsjj
is not here the

adverb, but = 3?, "reaching to." 3.

By BJ iH we are to understand the

greater and more general principles of

propriety, "such," says the fg g, "as

capping, marriage, mourning, and
sacrifice"; and by g -jf| are intended
all 4he minuter observances of those.

The former are also jji, f|| fS, and
.IE $S; the latter, $! nil and ffi jjif.

See the H |, in loc. 300 and 3,000
are round numbers. Reference is

made to these rules and their minu-

tiae, to show how, in every one of

them, as proceeding from the Sage,
there is a principle, to be referred to
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4. It waits for the proper man, and then it is

trodden.

5. Hence it is said, "Only by perfect virtue can

the perfect path, in all its courses, be made a fact."

6. Therefore, the superior man honors his virtuous

nature, and maintains constant inquiry and study,

seeking to carry it out to its breadth and greatness, so

as to omit none of the more exquisite and minute

points which it embraces, and to raise it to its greatest

height and brilliancy, so as to pursue the course of the

Mean. He cherishes his old knowledge, and is con-

tinually acquiring new. He exerts an honest, generous

earnestness, in the esteem and practice of all propriety.

the Heaven-given nature. 4. Com-
pare chap, xx, 2. In "Confucius
Sinarum Philosophus," it is suggested
that there may be -here a prophe-
cy of the Savior, and that the
writer may have been "under the
influence of that spirit, by whose
moving the Sibyls formerly prophe-
sied of Christ." There is nothing in

the text to justify such a thought.

5. $H, "to congeal"; then jfa," to

complete," and ^, "to fix." The
whole paragraph is merely a repeti-
tion of the preceding one, in other
words. 6. ig in both cases here=& ,

"to proceed from," or "by." It is

said correctly, that 'ft & ffi 6fl

}, "the first sentence, f ^. ft ffii

SI F1 ;% is the brains of the whole

paragraph." jft #fc M & $T 8eo
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7. Thus, when occupying a high situation he is not

proud, and in a low situation he is not insubordinate.

When the kingdom is well governed, he is sure by his

words to rise; and when it is ill governed, he is sure

by his silence to command forbearance to himself. Is

not this what we find in the Book of Poetry, "In-

telligent is he and prudent, and so preserves his

person?"

CHAPTER XXVIII. 1. The Master said, "Let a

man who is ignorant be fond of using his own judg-

ment; let a man without rank be fond of assuming a

directing power to himself; let a man who is living in

the present age go back to the ways of antiquity;

Analects, II, xi. 7. This describes
the superior man, largely successful
in pursuing the course indicated in
the preceding paragraphs. ig = ^.
If B, see the Shih, III, iii, Ode VI,
st. 4.

28. AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE
SENTENCE IN THE LAST CHAPTER
"IN A LOW SITUATION HE IS NOT
INSUBORDINATE." There does seem
to be a connection of the kind thus
indicated between this chapter and
the last, but the principal object of
what is said here is to prepare the

way for the eulogiuni of Confucius

below, the eulogium of him, a Sage
without the throne. 1. The different

clauses here may be understood

generally, but they have a special
reference to the general scope of the

chapter. Three things are required
to give law to. the kingdom: virtue

(including intelligence), rank, and
the right time. ,^ is he who wants
the virtue, H is he who wants the

rank, and the last clause describes

the absence of the right time. In
this last clause, there would seem to
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on the persons of all who act thus calamities will be

sure to come.

2. To no one but the Son of Heaven does it belong
to order ceremonies, to fix the measures, and to deter-

mine the written characters.

3. Now, over the kingdom, carriages have all

wheels of the same size; all writing is with the same

characters; and all conduct there are the same rules.

be a sentiment, which should have

given course in China to the doctrine

of Progress. 2. This and the two

next paragraphs are understood to

be the words of Tsze-sze, illustrating

the preceding declarations of Con-

fucius. We have here the royal

prerogatives, which might not be

usurped.
" Ceremonies " are the rules

regulating religion and society; "the

measures" are the prescribed forms

and dimensions of buildings, car-

riages, clothes, etc.; %. is said by Chu

Hsi, after K'ang-ch'ang, to be sf & ,

"the names of the characters." But

}5
is properly the form of the charac-

ter, representing, in the original

characters of the language, the ffi, or

figure of the object denoted. The
charactei and name together are

styled !=jp;
and ^ is the name appro-

priate to many characters, written

or printed. ], in the text, must

denote both the form and sound of

the character. ff|,
" to discuss," and

^, "to examine," but implying, in

each case, the consequent ordering

and settling. There is a long and

eulogistic note here, in "Confuciuft

Sinarum Philosophus," on the ad-

mirable uniformity secured by these

prerogatives throughout the Chinese

Empire. It was natural for Roman
Catholic writers to regard Chinese

uniformity with sympathy. But the

value, or, rather, small value, of such

a system in its formative influence

on the characters and institutions of

men may be judged, both in the

empire of China, and in the Church

of Rome. 3. ^, "now." is said with

reference to the time of Tsze-sze.

The paragraph is intended to account

for Confucius's not giving law to the

kingdom. It was not the time. $jj[,
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4. One may occupy the throne, but if he have not

the proper virtue, he may not dare to make ceremonies

or music. One may have the virtue, but if he do not

occupy the throne, he may not presume to make

ceremonies or music.

5. The Master said, "I may describe the ceremonies

of the Hsia dynasty, but Chi cannot sufficiently attest

my words. I have learned the ceremonies of the Yin

dynasty, and in Sung they still continue. I have

learned the ceremonies of Chau, which are now used,

and I follow Chau."

"the rut of a wheel." 4.
jjj |g;

but we must understand also "the
measures" and "characters" in par.
2. This paragraph would seem to

reduce most sovereigns to the con-
dition of roi* faineants. 5. See the

Analects, III, ix, xiv, which chapters

are quoted here; but in regard to

what is said of Sung, with an impor-

tant variation. The paragraph illus-

trates how Confucius himself ^ ~f*

^ $3, "occupied a low station, with-

out being insubordinate."
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CHAPTER XXIX. 1. He who attains to the sover-

eignty of the kingdom, having those three important

things, shall be able to effect that there shall be few

errors under his government.

2. However excellent may have been the regula-
tions of those of former times, they cannot be attested.

Not being attested, they cannot command credence,

and not being credited, the people would not follow

them. However excellent might be the regulations
made by one in an inferior situation, he is not in a

29. AN ILLUSTRATION OP THE SEN-
TENCE IN THE TWENTY-SEVENTH
CHAPTER "WHEN HE OCCUPIES A
HIGH SITUATION HE IS NOT PROUD'' ;

OR RATHER, THE SAGE AND HIS IN-
STITUTIONS SEEN IN THEIR EFFECT
AND ISSUE. 1. Different opinions
have obtained as to what is intended
by the 5i 3?> "three important
things." K'ang-ch'ang says they are

JEi r Z- fi "the ceremonies of the
three kings," i. e., the founders of the
three dynasties, Hsia, Yin, and Chau.
This view we may safely reject. Chu
Hsi makes them to be the royal
prerogatives, mentioned in the last

chapter, par. 2. This view may,
possibly, be correct. But I incline
to the view of the commentator Lit

(^ .R), of the T'ang dynasty, that
they refer to the virtue, station, and
time, which we have seen, in the

notes on the last chapter, to be neces-

sary to one who would givelaw to the

kingdom. Mao mentions this view,

indicating his own approval of it. H
ia used as a verb, "to make few."

"He shall be able to effect that there

shall be few errors," i. e., few errors

among his officers and people. 2. By
_h M % and ~fT 2| 4f

|

, K'ang-ch'ang
understands "sovereign and minis-

ter," in which, again, we must pro-
nounce him wrong. The translation

follows the interpretation of Chu
Hsi, it being understood that the

subject of the paragraph is the regu-
lations to be followed by the

people. _h 2g ; having a reference
both to time and to rcmk, ~fi H$ %
must have the same. Thus there is

in it an allusion to Confucius, and
the way is stil 1 further prepared for
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position to be honored. Unhonored, he cannot com-

mand credence, and not being credited, the people

would not follow his rules.

3. Therefore the institutions of the Ruler are rooted

in his own character and conduct, and sufficient

attestation of them is given by the masses of the

people. He examines them by comparison with those

of the three kings, and finds them without mistake.

He sets them up before heaven and earth, and finds

nothing in them contrary to their mode of operation.
He presents himself with them before spiritual beings,
and no doubts about them arise. He is prepared to

is in-

n par. 1,

his eulogium. 3. By
tended the 3 ^ ~JC ;

the ruling-sage. By p must be in-
tended all his institutions and regu-
lations. "Attestation of them is

given by the masses of the people;"
i. a., the people believe in such a
ruler, and follow his regulations, thus
attesting their adaptation to the
general requirementa of humanity.'

The three kings" must be taken
here as the founders of the three
dynasties, viz., the great Yu, T'ang,
the Completer, and Wan and Wu,
who are so often joined together,

and spoken of as one. fg = f|5, and
should be read in the 4th tone. I

hardly know what to make of
{!; fff

. Chu, in his | $g, says: j&
K & it ^, m ^ m ft &, m

f? it^ *B 1^ -til. "Heaven and Earth
here simply mean right reason .

The meaning is I set up my
institutions here, and -there is nothing
in them contradictory to right rea-

son." This, of course, is explaining
the text away. But -who can do

anything better with it? I interpret
K IS & ^ (the ft is unfortunately
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wait for the rise of a sage a hundred ages after, and
has no misgivings.

4. His presenting himself with his institutions before

spiritual beings, without any doubts arising about

them, shows that he knows Heaven. His being pre-

pared, without any misgivings, to wait for the rise of

a sage a hundred ages after, shows that he knows

men.

5. Such being the case, the movements of such a

ruler, illustrating his institutions, constitute an ex-

ample to the world for ages. His acts are for ages a

law to the kingdom. His words are for ages a lesson

to the kingdom. Those who are far from him look

longingly for him; and those who are near him are

never wearied with him.

left out in the text) as the general
trial of a ruler's institutions by the

efficacy of his sacrifices, in being
responded to by the various spirits
wh,om ho worships. This is the view

of a Ho Hi-chan (fff jfcE it ), and is

preferable to any other I have met

with. Wffir a fe m A flii *.&,
compare Mencius, II, Pt. I, ii, 17.
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6. It is said in the Book of Poetry, "Not disliked

there, not tired of here, from day to day and night to

night, will they perpetuate their praise." Never has
there been a ruler, who did not realize this description,
that obtained an early renown throughout the king-
dom.
CHAPTER XXX. 1. Chung-ni handed down the

doctrines of Yao and Shun, as if they had been his

ancestors, and elegantly displayed the regulations of

Wan and Wu, taking them as his model. Above, he

G. See the Shih-chmg, IV, i, Bk. II,

Ode III, st. 2. It is a great descent
to quote that ode here, however , for

i t is only praising the feudal princes
ofChau. &$," there," means their

own states; and ; iHj, "here," is the

royal court of Chau. For |$, the

Shih-ching has
|jjj;.

30. THE EULOGIUM OB CONFUCIUS,
AS THE BEAU IDEAL OF THE PEBFECT-
LY SINCERE MAN, THE SAGE, MAKING
A TERNION WITH HEAVEN AND EARTH.
1- ft IE see chap. ii. The various

predicates here are explained by
K'ang-ch'ang and Ying-ta, with ref-

erence to the "Spring and Autumn,"
making them descriptive of it, but
such a view will not stand examina-
tion. In translating the two first

clauses, I have followed the editor

of the ^ gi, who says: jjjft j$ %, &

ffi && Z. In the ;& m li. it is

observed that in what he handed

down, Confucius began with Yao
and Shun, because the times of Fu-

hsi and Shan-nang were very remote-

Was not the true reason this, that

he knew of nothing in China more

remote than Yao and Shun? By
"the times of heaven" are denoted

the ceaseless regular movement,
which appears to belong to the

heavens; and by the "water and

the land," we are to understand

the earth, in contradistinction from

heaven, supposed to be fixed and
immovable. Lu, "a statute," "a
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harmonized with the times of heaven, and below, he
was conformed to the water and land.

2. He may be compared to heaven and earth in

their supporting and containing, their overshadowing
and curtaining, all things. He may be compared to

the four seasons in their alternating progress, and to

the sun and moon in their successive shining.

3. All things are nourished together without their

injuring one another. The courses of the seasons, and

of the sun and tnoon., are pursued without any collision

among them. The smaller energies are like river

currents; the greater energies are seen in mighty
transformations. It is this which makes heaven and

earth so great

law" ; here used as a verb,
" to take

as a law." ^ = 0, "to follow," "to
accord with." The scope of the

paragraph is that the qualities of
former Sages, of Heaven, and of

Earth, were all concentrated in

Confucius. 2.
J|j

read as, and ="?'.

^, read ts'oh, tieh, "successively,"

"alternatingly." "This describes"

says Chu Hsi, "the virtue of the

Sage." 3. The wonderful and mys-
terious course of nature, or as the
Chinese express it of the operations
of Heaven and Earth, are described
to illustrate the previous comparison
of Confucius.
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CHAPTER XXXI. 1. It is only he, possessed of all

sagely qualities that can exist under heaven, who

shows himself quick in apprehension, clear in discern-

ment, of far-reaching intelligence, and all-embracing

knowledge, fitted to exercise rule; magnanimous,

generous, benign, and mild, fitted to exercise forbear-

ance; impulsive, energetic, firm, and enduring, fitted

to maintain a firm hold; self-adjusted, grave, never

31. THE EULOGIUM ON CONFUCIUS
CONTINUED. Chu Hsi says that this

chapter is an expansion of the clause

in the last paragraph of the pre-

ceding. "The smaller energies are

like river currents." Even if it be

so, it will still have reference to

Confucius, the subject of the pre-

ceding chapter. K'ang-cb'ang's ac-

count of the first paragraph is: ff

ft JL.-J- # a HO & *. "it
describes how no one, who has not
virtue such as this, can rule the

kingdom, being a lamentation over
the fact that while Confucius had
the virtue, he did not have the

appointment;" that is, of Heaven, to

occupy the throne. Mao's account
of the whole chapter is: "Had it

been that Chung-ni possessed the
throne, then Chung-ni was a perfect
Sage. Being a perfect Sage, he
would certainly have been able to
put, forth the greater energies, and
the smaller energies, of his virtue,

so as to rule the world, and show
himself the co-equal of Heaven and
Earth, in the manner here de-

scribed." Considering the whole

chapter to be thus descriptive of

Confucius, I was inclined to trans-

late in the past tense, "It was

only he, who could," etc. Still the
author has expressed himself so

indefinitely, that I have preferred

translating the whole, that it may
read as the description of the ideal

man, who found, or might have
found, his realization in Confucius.

1. fj J% T M li see chap. xxi.

lg here takes the place of |$. Collie

translates: "It ia only the most
HOLY man" Kemusat: "II n'y a
dans Vunivers qu'un SAINT, qui ..."
So the Jesuits: "Hie commemorat
et commendat summe SANCTI virtutes."

But holiness and sanctity are terms
which indicate the humble and pious

conformity of Imman character and
life to the mind and will of God.
The Chinese idea of the | A ^ar
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swerving from the Mean, and correct, fitted to com-
mand reverence; accomplished, distinctive, concentra-

tive, and searching, fitted to exercise discrimination.
2. All-embracing is he and vast, deep and active

as a fountain, sending forth in their due season his

virtues.

3. All-embracing and vast, he is like heaven.

Deep and active as a fountain, he is like the abyss.
He is seen, and the people all reverence him; he

speaks, and the people all believe him; he acts, and
the people all are pleased with him.

4. Therefore his fame overspreads the Middle

enough from this. j&, 1 9- iS *

EJ Ki> "the approach of the honor-
able to the mean is called lin." It

denotes the high drawing near to
the low, to influence and rule. 2.

"An abyss, a spring," equal, accord-

ing to Chu Hsi, *o Jl^lfif .# ft,
"still and deep, and having a
source." B {ft , "always," or,
in season "puts them forth," the

;, "them," having reference to the

qualities described in par. 1. 3. "He
is seen;" with reference, says the

fjf |, to "the robes and cap," the
visibilities of the ruler. "He speaks;"

with reference to his "instructions,
declarations, orders." "He acts;"
with reference to his "ceremonies,
music, punishments, and acts of

government." 4. This paragraph is
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Kingdom, and extends to all barbarous tribes. Wher-
ever ships and carriages reach; wherever the strength
of man penetrates; wherever the heavens overshadow
and the earth sustains; wherever the sun and moon
shine; wherever frosts and dews fall: all who have
blood and breath unfeignedly honor and love him.
Hence it is said, "He is the equal of Heaven."
CHAPTER XXXII. 1. It is only the individual

possessed of the most entire sincerity that can exist

under heaven, who can adjust the great invariable
relations of mankind, establish the great fundamental

the glowing expression of grand
conceptions. , the general name
for the rude tribes south of the
Middle Kingdom. ff is another
name for the $t, or rude tribes on
the north. The two stand here, like

^ $t, Analects, III, v, and like 0J
^, in the Great Learning, x, 15, as
representatives of all barbarous
tribes. ]^, read chili, 4th tone, = Ejfe,

"to fall."

32. THE EXILOGIUM OF CONFUCIUS
roNCLUDF.n. "The chapter," says
Chu Hsi, "expands the clause in the

last paragraph of chap, xxix, that

the greater energies are seen in

mighty transformations." 1. $$ and

$jf are processes in the manipulation
of silk, denoting the first separating
of the threads, and the subsequent

bringing of them together, according
to their kinds. 5^"F^^C^> " tne

great invariabilities of the world";

explained of the ^| si; and -fa $, in

chap, xx, 8, 12. 5c T * #,
"the great root of the world"; evi-

dently with reference to the same
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virtues of humanity, and know the transforming and

nurturing operations of Heaven and Earth; shall

this individual have any being or anything beyond
himself on which he depends ?

2. Call him man in his ideal, how earnest is he!

Call him an abyss, how deep is he ! Call him Heaven,

how vast is he !

3. Who can know him, but he who is indeed quick

expression in chap, i, 4. fl is taken
as emphatic;^ |ft f *, ^ ii. H
.R, . fl

ffij
E "he has an intuitive

apprehension of, and agreement with,
them. It is not that he knows them
merely by hearing and seeing." j^
M # J5? $f- This is joined by K'ang-
ch'ang with the next paragraph, and
he interpretsit of the Master's virtue,

universally affecting all men, and
not partially deflected, reaching only
to those near him or to few. Chu
Hsi more correctly, as it seems to

me, takes it as = |^^, "to depend
on." T

. translate the expansion of the
clause which is given in "Confucius
Sinaruni Philosophus:" "The per-

fectly holy man of this kind there-

fore, since he is such and so great,
how can it in any way be, that there
is anything in the whole universe,
on which he leans, or in which he
inheres, or on which he behooves to

depend, or to be assisted by it in the
first place, that he may afterwards

operate ?
"

2. The three clauses refer

severally to the three in the preceding

paragraph. < is virtuous humanity
in all its dimensions and capacities,

existing perfectly in the Sage. Of M
I do not know what to say. The old
commentators interpret the second
and third clauses, as if there were a
JCU before

JJJJJ
and 3*C, against which

Chu Hsi reclaims, and justly. In
the S3 Hf jH we read: ^A#$$r:,
A H # jfc fc US, 51 ^ fig PS, M '&,
JB ft. Sfi te & H ft ft * f% Jl- ft
pj *n >h -til, 1$ J IS. *
5*c- ^ f5 in M It , K ^ - ^f fU

i c.

fe ?^ ffi ^ 5^-
" Heaven and man

are not properly two, and man is

separate from Heaven only by his

having this body. Of their seeing
and hearing, their thinking mid

revolving, their moving and acting,
men all say It is from ME. Every
one thus brings out his SELF, and his

smallness becomes known. But let

the body be taken away, and all

would be Heavt-n. How can the

body l>e taken iiway 'i Simply by
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in apprehension, clear in discernment, of far-reaching

intelligence, and all-embracing knowledge, possessing
all heavenly virtue?

CHAPTER XXXIII. 1. It is said in the Book of

Poetry, "Over her embroidered robe she puts a plain,

single garment," intimating a dislike to the display of

the elegance of the former. Just so, it is the way of

the superior man to prefer the concealment of his

virtue, while it daily becomes more illustrious, and it

subduing and removing that self-

having of the ego. This is the taking
it awuy. That being done, so wide
and great as Heaven is, my mind is

also so wide and great, and produc-
tion and transformation cannot be
separated from me. Hence it is

said How vast is his Heaven." Into
such wandering mazes of mysterious
speculation are Chinese thinkers con-
ducted by the text: only to be lost
in them. As it is said, in par. 3,
that only the sage can know the
sage, we may be glad to leave him.

33. THE COMMENCEMENT AND THE
COMPLETION OF A VIRTUOUS COUKSE.
The chapter is understood to con-
tain a summary of the whole Work,
and to have a special relation to the
first chapter. There, a commence-
ment is made with Heaven, as the
origin of our nature, in which are
grounded the laws of virtuous con-
duct. This ends with Heaven, and
exhibits the progress of virtue, ad-
vancing step by step in man, till it

is equal to that of High Heaven.
There are eight citations from, the
Book of Poetry, but to make the

passages suit his purpose, the author

allegorizes them, or alters their

meaning, at his pleasure. Origen
took no more license with the Scrip-
tures of the Old and New Testa-

ments than Tsze-sze and even Con-
fuciua himself do with the Book of

Poetry. 1. The first requisite in the

pursuit of virtue is, that the learner

think of his own improvement, and do
not actfrom a regard to others. f [El,

-seethe Shih-ching, I, v, Ode III,
st. 1, where we read, however, & $
il & ^ and $pj are^synonyms Jjg

(the 4th tone) -111 ^ ^ is a gloss by
Tsze-sze. giving the spirit of the

passage. The ode is understood to

express the condolence of the people
with the wife of the duke of Wei,
worthy of, but denied, the affection

of her husband. 3* j- ^L H, /h A
< yf , iH seems here to correspond
exactly to our English way, as in the
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is the way of the mean man to seek notoriety,
while he daily goes more and more to ruin. It is

characteristic of the superior man, appearing insipid,

yet never to produce satiety; while showing a simple
negligence, yet to have his accomplishments rec-

ognized; while seemingly plain, yet to be discriminat-

ing. He knows how what is distant lies in what is

near. He knows where the wind proceeds from. He
knows how what is minute becomes manifested. Such
a one, we may be sure, will enter into virtue.

2. It is said in the Book of Poetry, "Although the

fish sink and lie at the bottom, it is still quite clearly
seen.

"
Therefore the superior man examines his heart,

translation. fiff $c, the primary
meaning of #J is f$, "bright," "dis-

played." gi; , "displayed -like," in

opposition to ^J #%, "concealed-like."

^cfl i& . )5., what is distant, is the
nation to be governed, or the family
to be regulated; what is near, is the

person to be cultivated. u ^, ft,
the wind is the influence exerted

upon othors, the 8ource of which is

one's own virtue. %\\ ^L . W\>

compare chap, i, 3. pj $|= "it may
be granted to such an one," && being
in the sense of f^. 2. The superior
man going on to virtue, is watchful
over himself when he is alone.

j|$ zj,

see the Shih-ohing, II, iv, Ode
VIII, st. 11. The ode appears to

have been written by some officer

who was bewailing the disorder and
misgovernment of his day. This is

one of the comparisons which he
uses; the people are like fish in a
shallow pond, unable to save them-
selves by diving to the bottom. The
application of this to the superior
man, dealing with himself, in the
bottom of his soul, FO to speak, and
thereby realizing what isJ good and
right, is very far-fetched. ;j^, "the
will," is here=j|>, "the whole mind,"
the self. 3. We have here substan-

tially the same subject as in the
last paragraph. The ode is the same
which is quoted in chap, xvi, 4, and
the citation is from the same stanza
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that there may be nothing wrong there, and that he

may have no cause for dissatisfaction with himself.

That wherein the superior man cannot be equaled is

simply this, his work which other men cannot see.

3. It is said in the Book of Poetry, "Looked at in

your apartment, be there free from shame as being
exposed to the light of heaven." Therefore, the

superior man, even when he is not moving, has a

feeling of reverence, and while he speaks not, he has
the feeling of truthfulness.

4. It is said in the Book of Poetry, "In silence is

the offering presented, and the spirit approached to;
there is not the slightest contention." Therefore the

superior man does not use rewards, and the people are

f it- )H ii% according to Chu Hsi,
was the northwest corner of ancient
apartments, the spot most secret
and retired. The single panes, in
the roofs of Chinese houses, go now
by the name, the light of heaven
leaking in ( $j) through them. Look-
ing at the whole stanza of the ode,
we must conclude that there is refer-
ence to the light of heaven, and the

inspection of spiritual beings, as

specially connected with the spot
intended. 4. The result of the proc-
esses described in the two preceding
paragraphs. |$ 0, see the Shih-

ching, IV, iii, Ode II, st. 2, where
for ^ we have ^f. 1R read as, and
= $&. The ode describes tho royal
worship of T'ang, the founder of the

Shang dynasty. The first clause
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stimulated to virtue. He does not show anger, and
the people are awed more than by hatchets and battle-

axes.

5. It is said in the Book of Poetry, "What needs
no display is virtue. All the princes imitate it."

Therefore, the superior man being sincere and rev-

erential, the whole world is conducted to a state of

happy tranquillity.
6. It is said in the Book of Poetry, "I regard with

pleasure your brilliant virtue, making no great display
of itself in sounds and appearances.''' The Master

said, "Among the appliances to transform the people,

belongs to the sovereign's act and
demeanor: the second to the effect

of these on his assistants in the
service. They were awed to rever-

ence, and had no striving among
themselves. The &jj were anciently
given by the sovereign to a prince,
as symbolic of his investiture with
a plenipotent authority to punish
the rebellious and refractory. The
$ is described as a large-handled
ax, eight catties in weight. I call
it a battle-ax, because it was with
one that King Wu dispatched the

tyrant Obau. 5. The same subject
continued. J 0, see the Shih-

ching, IV, i, Bk. I, Ode IV, st. 3.

But in the Shih-ching we must
translate, "There is nothing more
illustrious than the virtue of the

sovereign, all the princes will follow
it." Tsze-sze puts another meaning
on the words, and makes them
introductory to the next paragraph.
jg ^ must here be the 3E ?C T ^"
of chap. xxix. Thus it is that a
constant shuffle of terms seerns to
be going on, and the subject before
us is all at once raised to a higher,
and inaccessible platform. 6. Virtue

in its highest degree and influence.

'$ -., see the Shih-ching, III, i,
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sounds and appearances are but trivial influences. It

is said in another ode, 'His virtue is light as a hair.'

Still, a hair will admit of comparison as to its size.

'The doings of the supreme Heaven have neither

sound nor smell.'--That is perfect virtue."

The above is the thirty-third chapter. Tsze-sze having carried his descriptions to

the extremest point in the preceding chapters, turns back in this, and

examines the source of his subject; and then again from the work of the

learner, free from att selfishness, and watchful over himself when he is alone,

he carries out his description, till by easy steps he brings it to the consum-

mation of the whole kingdom tranquilized by simple and sincere reverential-

ness. He further eulogizes its mysteriousness, till he speaks of it at last as

Ode VII, st. 7. The "/" is God,
who announces to King Wan the
reasons why he had called him to
execute his judgments. Wan'a vir-

tue, not sounded nor emblazoned,
might come near to the ^ gg of last

paragraph, but Confucius fixes on
the $: to show its shortcoming. It
had some, though not large, exhibi-
tion. He therefore quotes a^aiu
from III, iii, Ode VI, at. 6, though

away from the original intention of

the words. But it does not satisfy
him that virtue should be likened
even to a hair. He therefore finally

quotes III, i, Ode I, st. 7, where the

imperceptible working of Heaven
($ = ^). in producing the overthrow
of the Yin dynasty, is set forth as

without sound or smell. That is his

highest conception of the nature and
power of virtue.
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without sound or smell. He here takes up the sum of his whole Work, and

speaks of it in a compendious manner. Most deep and earnest was he in

thus going again over his ground, admonishing and instructing men: shall

the learner not do his utmost in the study of the Work?
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THE WORKS OF MENGIUS
BOOK I

KING HWUY OF LEANG. PART I

JIIL
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see King Hwuy ofCHAPTER I. 1. Mencius

Leang.
2. The king said, "Venerable sir, since you have

TITLE OF THE WOBK. j J-," The philosopher Mang." The Work
thus simply bears the name, or sur-
name rather, of him whose conversa-
tions and opinions it relates, and ia

said to have been compiled in its

present form by the author himself.
On the use of -J-, after the surname,
see on Ana. , I, i. The surname and
this J- were combined by the Romish
missionaries, and Latinized into Men-
cius, which it is well to adopt
throughout the translation, and
thereby avoid the constant repetition
of the word "philosopher," Mang
not being distinguished, like K'ung
(Confucius), by the crowning epithet
of "The Master."
TITLE OF THIS BOOK:. ^ f ^

fcj _h, "King Hwuy of Leang, in

chapters and sentences. Part I."

Like the books of the Confucian
Analects, those of this Work are
headed by two or three characters at
or near their commencement. Each
Book is divided into two parts,
called _h ~p "Upper and Lower."
This arrangement was made by

Chaou K'e (jg JE), a scholar of the
Eastern Han dynasty (died A.D. 202),

by whom the chapters and sentences
were also divided, and the if -fe] _h,

^ 'fej ~F remain to the present day,
a memorial of his work.
CH. I. BENEVOLENCE AND RIGHT-

EOUSNESS MENCIUS' ONLY TOPICS
WITH THE PRINCES OF HIS TIME ; AND
THE ONLY PRINCIPLES WHICH CAN
MAKE A COUNTRY PROSPEROUS. 1.

"King Hwuy of Leang." In the
time of Confucius, Tsin (1?) was
one of the great States of the empire,
but the power of it was usurped by
six great families. By 452 B. c., three

of those were absorbed by the other

three, viz., Wei, Chaou, and Han (^,
ffi, and $$), which continued to en-

croach on the small remaining power
of their prince, until at last they
extinguished the royal house, and
divided the whole territory among
themselves. The emperor Wei Lee

(jiSi $$), in is 23rd year, 402 B. c.,

conferred on the chief of each family
the title of prince ($|). Wei, called

likewise, from the name of its capital,
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not counted it far to come here, a distance of a thou-

sand li, may I presume that you are likewise provided

with counsels to profit my kingdom?"
3. Mencius replied, "Why must Your Majesty use

that word *

profit'? What I am 'likewise' provided

with, are counsels to benevolence and righteousness,

and these are my only topics.

Leang, occupied the southeastern

part of Tsin, Han and Chaou lying
to the west and northwest of it.

The Leang, where Menciua. visited

King Hwuy, is said to have been in

the present department of Kaifeng.
Hwuy "The Kindly" is the post-
humous epithet of the king, whose
name was Yung (4|). The title of

king had been usurped by Ying, at
some time before Mencius first visited

him, which, it is said, he did in the
35th year of his government, 335 B.C.

Mencius visited him on invitation, it

must be supposed, and the simple ^
2. Mencius was a native of Tsow

(8ft), in Loo, the name of which is

still retained in the Tsow district of
the department of Yenchow (33 ^1),
in Shantung. The king, in compli-
mentary style, calls the distance
from Tsow to Leang a thousand li.

It is difficult to say what was the
exact length of the ancient li. At
present, it is a little more than one
third of an English mile. The Jfc,

"also," occasions some difficulty.
With reference to what is it spoken?

Some compare the sff. ^p- with^ /fc ^,
Analects, I, i. But the cases are not

parallel. Others say that the king
refers to the many scholars who at

the time made it their business to

wander from country to country, as

advisers to the princes:
" You also,

like other scholars,'' etc. Then, when
Mencius, in par. 3, replies /ff- ^ -f

f|, they say that he refers to Yaou,
Shun, etc., as his models. "I, like

them," etc. But this is too far-

fetched. The king's Tfc, I suppose,
follows the clause "You have come
a thousand li," and means: "That
is -one favor, but you probably
have others to confer also. Then
Mencius' Tfr refers to the king's, and
= "You say I likewise have counsels
to profit you. What I likewise have,
is benevolence," etc.- Observe the

force of J|$, delicately and sugges-

tively putting the question. 3. pj,

marking the answer of an inferior,

used from respect to the king. is

"to say," followed directly by the
words spoken. It is not "to speak of."

jfj] ]3 $& mark very decidedly Men-
cius' purpose to converse only of fc
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4. "If Your Majesty say, 'What is to be done to

profit my kingdom ?
'

the great officers will say,

'What is to be done to profit our families?' and the

inferior officers and the common people will say,

'What is to be done to profit our persons?' Superiors

and inferiors will try to snatch this profit the one from

the other, and the kingdom will be endangered. In

the kingdom of ten thousand chariots, the murderer

of his sovereign shall be the chief of a family of a

thousand chariots. In a kingdom of a thousand

chariots, the murderer of his prince shall be the chief

of a family of a hundred chariots. To have a thousand

in ten thousand, and a hundred in a thousand, cannot

and ^. 4. $E, here=5?, "to take."

3j ^f, "mutually to take'.'; i.e.,

superiors from inferiors, and inferiors

from superiors. 5^, low. 3rd tone,
"a carriage or chariot." Ihe em-

peror's domain, = 1,000 li square,

produced 10000 war chariots. A
kingdom producing 1,000 chariots

was that of a how, or prince. He is

here called "gf ^ '. ^, instead of 'gf

M? ^ %i> because the emperor has

just been denominated by that term.
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be said not to be a large allotment, but if righteous-

ness be put last, and profit be put first, they will not

be satisfied without snatching all.

5. "There never has been a man trained to be-

nevolence who neglected his parents. There never has

been a man trained to righteousness who made his

sovereign an after consideration.

6. "Let Your Majesty also say, 'Benevolence and

righteousness, and these shall be the only themes.'

Why must you use that word 'profit' ?
"

CHAPTER II. 1. Mencius, another day, saw King

Hwuy of Leang. The king went and stood with him

by a pond, and, looking round at the large geese and

f and #; are verbs. See Ana., VI,
xx. 5. The l and f| here are sup-
posed to result from the sovereign's
example.

C'H. 2. RtTLERS MUST SHARE THEIR
PLEASURE WITH THE PEOPLE. THEY
CAN ONLY BE HAPPY WHEN THEY
RULE OVER HAPPY SUBJECTS. 1.

i, "The king stood"; and the
meaning is not that Mencius found

him by the pond. The king seems
to have received him graciously, and
to have led him into the park. ^
$J _t, comp. Ana., VI, vii, but for

which passage I should translate

here ".over a pond," i. e., in some

building over the water, such as is

still very common in China. fj|

means "large geese,'' and H| is the

name for a large kind of deer, but
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deer, said, "Do wise and good princes also find pleasure
in these things ?

"

2. Mencius replied,
"
Being wise and good, they

have pleasure in these things. If they are not wise

and good, though they have these things, they do not

find pleasure.

3. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,'

'He measured out and commenced his spirit-

tower;
He measured it out and planned it.

The people addressed themselves to it,

And in less than a day completed it.

When he measured and began it, he said to

them Be not so earnest:

But the multitudes came as if they had been

his children.

The king was in his spirit-park;

they are joined here, as adjectives,
to R| and . K 3 =K * m,
"
worthy princes." It does not refer

to Mencius, as some make it out.

The reply makes this plain. The
king's inquiry is prompted by a
sudden dissatisfaction with himself,

for being occupied so much with
such material gratifications, and =
" Amid all their cares of govt. do
thesa pleasures find a place with

good princes?" 3. See the She-king,
III, i, Ode VIII, stt. 1, 2, The ode
tells how his people delighted in King
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The does reposed about,

The does so sleek and fat;

And the white birds shone glistening.

The king was by his spirit-pond.;

How full was it of fishes leaping about!
'

"King Wan used the strength of the people to make

his tower and his pond, and yet the people rejoiced to

do the work, calling the tower 'the spirit-tower,'

calling the pond 'the spirit-pond,' and rejoicing that

he had his large deer, his fishes, and turtles. The

ancients caused the people to have pleasure as well as

themselves, and therefore they could enjoy it.

4. "In the Declaration of T'ang it is said, 'O sun,

Wau. For | the She-king reads g.
ifcis read woo, an interjection. ,

A referring to King Wan, but put
generally. 4. See the Shoo -king, 111,
i, 3; "T'ang's announcement of his
reasons for proceeding against the
tyrant, Kgg. The words quoted are
those of the people. Kee had pointed

to the sun, saying that, as surely
as the sun was in heaven, so firm

was he on his throne. The people
took up his words, and pointing to

th) sun, Ihus expressed their hatred
of the tyrant, preferring death with
him to life under him. J^=^. ^|
read hea. $, up. 3rd tone. Chaou
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when wilt thou expire? We will die together with

thee.' The people wished for Ke&s death, though

they should die with him. Although he had towers,

ponds, birds, and animals, how could he have pleasure

alone?"

CHAPTER III. 1. King Hwuy of Leang said, "Small

as my virtue is, in the government of my kingdom, I

do indeed exert my mind to the utmost. If the year
be bad on the inside of the river, I remove as many of

the people as I can to the East of the river, and convey

K'e gives quite another turn to the

quotation, making the words an
address of the people to T'ang:
"This day he [Kee] must die. We
will go with you to kill him." Choo
He's view ia to be preferred. I don't
think that the last two clauses are to
be understood generally:- "When
the people wish to die with a prince,"
etc. They must specially refer to
Kee.

CH. 3. HALF MEASURES ABE OF
LITTLE USE. THE GREAT PRINCIPLES
OF ROYAL GOVERNMENT MUST BE
FAITHFULLY AND IN THEIR SPIRIT
CARRIED OUT. 1. The combination
of particles ^ J|l ^ gives great
emphasis to the king's profession of

his own devotedness to his kingdom.
JC A "^ft8 the designation of them-
selves used by the princes hi speak-
ing to their people, = "g. '&. . \, "I,
the man of small virtue." I shall

hereafter simply render it by "I."

Leang was on the south of the river,
i. e., the Ho, or Yellow River, but

portions of the Wei territory lay on
the other side, or north of the river.

This was called the Inside of the

river, because the ancient imperial
capitals had mostly been there, in

the province of K'e (^ ffl), compre-
hending the present Shanse; and the

country north of the Ho, looked at
from them, was of course "within,"
or on this side of it. 3i, uow used
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grain to the country in the Inside. When the year is

bad on the East of the river, I act on the same plan.

On examining the government of the neighboring

kingdoms, I do not find that there is any prince who

employs his mind as I do. And yet the people of the

neighboring kingdoms do not decrease, nor do my
people increase. How is this ?

"

. 2. Mencius replied, "Your Majesty is fond of war;

let me take an illustration from war. The soldiers

move forward to the sound of the drums; and after

their weapons have been crossed, on one side they
throw away their coats of mail, trail their arms behind

them, and run. Some run a hundred paces and stop;

commonly for millet and maize, but
here for grain generally, ju '}?, Jn

; lit., "add few, add many." To
explain the tn, it is said the expres-
sions= ^- # ', ft ft. g, "not fewer,

nor larger, than they should for such
states be." 2. Jj| $& is said to ex-

press the sound of the drum. In H
Z_, gj is used as a verb, and ; refers

to , or soldiers. It was the rule
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some run fifty paces and stop. What would you think

if those who run fifty paces were to laugh at those

who run a hundred paces?" The king said, "They
may not do so. They only did not run a hundred

paces; but they also ran away." "Since Your Majesty
knows this," replied Mencius, "you need not hope
that your people will become more numerous than

those of the neighboring kingdoms.
3. "If the seasons of husbandry be not interfered

with, the grain will be more than can be eaten. If

close nets are not allowed to enter the pools and

ponds, the fishes and turtles will be more than can be

of war to advance at the sound of
the drum, and retreat at the sound
of the gong, j^ ft. fc fa, lit., "this
also," i. e., the fifty paces, "was
running away." 3. Here we have
an outline of the first principles of

royal government, in contrast with
the measures on which the king
plumes himself in the 1st par. The
^S is not imperative= " do not." The
first clauses of the various sentences

are conditional. In spring there was
the sowing fin summer, the weeding;
and in autumn, the harvesting:
those were the seasons and works of

husbandry, from which the people
might not be called off. flf , up. 1st

tone. The diet, explains it by "to
bear," "to be adequate to." |$ ^f

pj Jj^ jj:=" there is no eating power
adequate to eat the grain." $J, here
read ts'uh, "close-meshed." The
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consumed. If the axes and bills enter the hills and
forests only at the proper time, the wood will be more
than can be used. When the grain and fish and
turtles are more than can be eaten, and there is more
wood than can be used, this enables the people to

nourish their living and bury their dead, without -any

feeling against any. This condition, in which the

people nourish their living and bury their dead with-

out any feeling against any, is the first step of Royal
Government.

4. "Let mulberry trees be planted about the home-
steads with their five mow, and persons of fifty years

meshes of a net were anciently re-

quired to be large, of the size of 4
inches. People might only eat fish
a foot long. il]=wooded hills, jfc= forests in the plains. The time to
work in the forests was, according
to Choo He, in the autumn, when
the growvh of the trees for the year
was stopped. But in the Chow-le,
we find various rules about cutting
down trees, those on the south of
the hill for instance, in midwinter,
those on the north, in summer, etc.,
which may be alluded to. $t| $ I
have translated, "without any feel-

ing against any," the ruler being
specially intended. 4. The higher
principles which complete royal
government. We can hardly trans-
late j& by "an acre," it consisting,

at present at least, only of 240

square paces, or 1200 square cubits,
and anciently it was much smaller,
100 square paces, of 6 cubits each,

making a mow. The ancient theory
for allotting the land was to mark
it off in squares of 900 mow, the
middle square being called the /& Pi ,

or "government fields." The other

eight were assigned to eight hus-
bandmen and their families, who
cultivated the public field in com-
mon. But from this 20 mow were
cut off, and, in portions of 2 mow,
assigned to the farmers to build on,
who had also the same amount of

ground in their towns or villages,

making 5 mow in all for their houses.
And to have the ground all for

growing grain, they were required
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may be clothed with silk. In keeping fowls, pigs,

dogs, and swine, let not their times of breeding be

neglected, and persons of seventy years may eat flesh.

Let there not be taken away the time that is proper
for the cultivation of the farm with its hundred mow,
and the family of several mouths that is supported by
it shall not suffer from hunger. Let careful attention

be paid to education in schools, inculcating in it

especially the filial and fraternal duties, and gray-

haired men will not be seen upon the roads, carrying

burdens on their backs or on their heads. It never

has been that the ruler of a state, where such results

were seen, persons of seventy wearing silk and

to plant mulberry trees about their

houses, for the nourishment of silk-

worms, it c (a young pig) Jffa (the

grain-fed, or edible dog) j|: (the sow)
^ lii, lit., "as to the nourishing
of the fowl," etc. |fc P ^ the

ground was distinguished into three

kinds; best, medium, and inferior,

feeding a varying number of mouths.
To this the expression alludes. ^
Jf., See on Book III, Pt. I, iii, 10. ^
'low. 3rd tone, to come to reign,"
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eating flesh, and the black-haired people suffering

neither from hunger nor cold, did not attain to the

imperial dignity.

5. "Your dogs and swine eat the food of men, and

you do not know to make any restrictive arrange-
ments. There are people dying from famine on the

roads, and you do not know to issue the stores of your

granaries for them. When people die, you say,
'

It is

not owing to me; it is owing to the year.' In what
does this differ from stabbing a man and killing him,
and then saying 'It was not I; it was the weapon'?
Let Your Majesty cease to lay the blame on the year,
and instantly from all the empire the people will come
to you."

"to become regnant emperor." 5.
Mencius now boldly applies the sub-
ject, and presses home his faults
upon the king. jAl> the second
^ is read box, low. 3rd tone. =

"to regulate." The phrase ^ j fc
-

1S nOt eaSy ' The translatlon given

accords with the views of most of

the commentators.
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CHAPTER IV. 1. King Hwuy of Leang said, "I

wish quietly to receive your instructions."

2. Mencius replied, "Is there any difference

between killing a man with a stick and with a

sword?" The king said, "There is no difference."

3. "Is there any difference between doing it with a

sword and with the style of government?" "There is

no difference," was the reply.

4. Mencius then said, "In your kitchen there is fat

meat; in your stables there are fat horses. But your

people have the look of hunger, and on the wilds there

are those who have died of famine. This is leading on

beasts to devour men.

CH. 4. A CONTINUATION OF THE
FORMER CHAPTER, CARRYING ON THK
APPEAL, IN THE LAST PARAGRAPH, ON
THE CHARACTER OF KlNG HwUYJS

OWN GOVERNMENT. 1. ^, "quietly,"
i. e., sincerely and without con-
straint. It is said | $J ?& if-

JL j"; ift -f- m &. 2, 3. 4i a ii

Y->=# J9f # H ^. lit., "la there

whereby they are different?" 4. jgf,

outside a town were the $[{ (keaou),

suburbs, but without buildings; out-

side the keaou were the 44 (muh),

pasture-grounds; arid outside the

muh were the f (yay), wild-t. 5.
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5. "Beasts devour one another ; and men hate them

for doing so. When a prince, being the parent of his

people, administers his government so as to be charge-
able with leading on beasts to devour men, where is

that parental relation to the people?
"

6. Chung-ne said,
" Was he not without posterity

who first made wooden images to bury with the dead?
So he said, because that man made the semblances of

men, and used them for that purpose: what shall

be thought of him who causes his people to die of

hunger ?
"

Jl has the force of "and yet," i. e.,

though they are beasts. So that a
"how much more" is carried on, in

effect, to the rest of the par. A gg
-> K UP- 3rd tone, the verb. j&
& Hi UP- 1st tone, = f5J. "Being
the parent of the people," i. e., this
is his designation, and what he ought
to be. 6. f$j, in ancient times,
bundles of straw were made, to
represent men imperfectly, called |3J

fg, and carried to the grave, and
buried with the dead, as attendants
upon them. In middle antiquity,
i. e., after the rise of the Chow
dynasty, for those bundles of straw,
wooden figures of men were used,

having springs in them, by which

they could move. Hence they were
called -fffj, as if li = S|. By and by,
came the practice of burying living

persons with the dead, which Oon-
fucius thought was an effect of this

invention, and therefore he branded
the inventor as in the text. 3{: fjj

^, the sp- is partly interrogative,
and partly an exclamation= nonne.

ffi, low. 3rd tone, = because $p ;

IfpJ is by some taken as= " what would
he (viz., Confucius) have thought,"
etc.? I prefer taking it as in the
translation. The designation of Con-
fucius by Chung-ns is to be observed.
See Doctrine of the Mean, ii, I.
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CHAPTER V. 1. King Hwuy of Leang said, "There

was not in the empire a stronger state than Tsin, as

you, venerable sir, know. But since it descended to

me, on the east we have been defeated by Ts'e, and
then my eldest son perished; on the west we have lost

seven hundred le of territory to Ts'in; and on the
south we have sustained disgrace at the hands of Ts'oo.

I have brought shame on my departed predecessors,
and wish on their account to wipe it away, once for

all. What course is to be pursued to accomplish
this ?

CH. 5 HOW A RULER MAY BEST
TAKE SATISFACTION FOR LOSSES
WHICH HE HAS SUSTAINED. THAT
BENEVOLENT GOVERNMENT WILL
RAISE HIM HIGH ABOVE HIS ENEMIES.
1. After the partition of the state of
Tsin by the three families of Wei,
Chaou, and Han (note, ch. I), they
were known as the three Tsin, but
King Hwuy would here seem to ap-
propriate to his own principality the
name of the whole State. He does

not, however, refer to the strength of

Tsin before its partition, but under
his two predecessors in the state of
Wei. It was in the 30th year of his

reign, and 340 B.C., that the defeat
was received from Ts'e, when his

oldest son was taken captive, and
afterwards died. That from Ts'in
was in the year 361 B.C., when the
old capital of the state was taken,

and afterwards peace had to be
secured by various surrenders of

territory. The disgrace from Ts'oo

was also attended with the loss of

territory; some ''ay 7, some say 8,

towns or districts. The nominative
to the verbs |Jc, 6, and ^, does not

appear to be Jl A so much as ^f. J[

A B& ^ niay be translated "I am
ashamed of these things," but most
comm. make ; refer to ^fe A Hwuy'a
predecessors when Tsin was strong ;

as in the translation. The same
reference they also give to ; , as
not said generally of "the dead,"
those who had died in the various

wars. This view is on the whole

preferable to the other, and it gives
a better antecedent for the , in

ffi

'.. =by one blow, one great
movement. gg=$fc. JE low. 3rd tone,
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2. Mencius replied, "With a territory which is only

a hundred li square, it is possible to attain the

imperial dignity.

3. "If Your Majesty will indeed dispense a benevo-

lent government to the people, being sparing in the

use of punishments and fines, and making the taxes

and levies light, so causing that the fields shall be

plowed deep, and the weeding of them be carefully

attended to, and that the strong-bodied, during then-

days of leisure, shall cultivate their filial piety, fraternal

respectfulness, sincerity, and truthfulness, serving

thereby, at home, their fathers and elder brothers,

= ^, "for." 2. See Pt. II; ii, 1; but
it seems necessary to take the ~fj in
this and similar cases as in the transl.
There is a pause at jfa: "with
territory, which is," etc. This is the
reply to the king's wish for counsel
to wipe away his disgraces. He may
not only avenge himself on Ts'e,
Ts'in, and Ts'oo, but he may make
himself chief of the whole empire.
How, is shown in the next par. 3.

iS
1 M 'M, n ffc 0. are the two great

elements of benevolent govt., out of
which grow the other things specified.
jW f'i can hardly be separated. The
dictionary says that ft\ is the general
name of fij. If we make a distinction,

i t must be as in the translation ; fft

is the redemption fine for certain

crimes. So f $ together represent
all taxes. Great differences of opinion
obtain as to the significance of the
individual terms. Some make $J to

be the proportion of the land produce
paid to the govt., and i$ all other

contributions. By some this explana-
tion is just reversed. A third party
makes

Itffc
to be the tax of produce,

and $fc the graduated collection

thereof. This last view suits tho

connection here. %, read e, low. 3rd

tone, = $}. it ;, at 30, a man is

said to be $_. Translators have
rendered it here by "tho yo\mg,"
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and, abroad their elders and superiors ; you will then

have a people who can be employed, with sticks which

they have prepared, to oppose the strong mail and

sharp weapons of the troops of Ts'in and Ts'oo.

4. "The rulers of those states rob their people of

their time, so that they cannot plow and weed their

fields, in order to support their parents. Their parents
suffer from cold and hunger. Brothers, wives, and

children are separated and scattered abroad.

5. "Those rulers, as it were, drive their people into

pitfalls, or drown them. Your Majesty will go to

punish them. In such a case, who will oppose Your

Majesty ?

but the meaning is the strong-bodied,
those who could be employed to

take the field against the enemy. r<f

{ does not appear to be "you can
make or employ," but to be passive
with special reference to the #fc ^
above, ^g", read sang. $|, "to

strike," "to smite," here= "to op-

pose." 4. ^St, "they" or "those,"
i. e., the rulers of Ts'in and Ts'oo.

|, low. 3rd tone. It is so toned in

the case of children supporting their

parents, and inferiors their superior.
See in Ana. II, vii. 5. ^, low. 1st
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" In accordance with this is the saying, 'The

benevolent has no enemy.' I beg Your Majesty not to

doubt what I say"
CHAPTER VI. 1. Mencius went to see the King

Seang of Leang.
2. On coming out from the interview, he said to

some persons,
" When I looked at him from a distance,

he did not appear like a sovereign ; when I drew near

to him, I saw nothing venerable about him. Abruptly
he asked me, *How can the empire be settled?' I

replied,
* It will be settled by being united under one

sway.
'

tone, here=jllj. 6. $r, not "there-
fore"; it may indicate a deduction
from what precedes, or be simply an
illustration of it. ^ )U,

" Do not
doubt." It is strange that Julien, in
his generally accurate version, should
translate this by "ne cuncteris."

Hesitancy would, indeed, be an effect
of doubting Mencius' words, not the
proverb just quoted, but specially
the affirmation in par. 2. But the
words may not be so rendered.
OH. 6. DlSAPPOTNTMKNT OF

CIUS WITH KINO SEANG. BY WHOM
THE TOKN EMPIRE MAY BE UNIT-
ED UNDER ONE SWAY. 1. On the
death of King Hwuy, he was suc-

ceeded by his son Hih (j$jjp), called

here by his honorary epithet, Seang,
="Theland enlarger, and virtuous."

The interview here recorded seems to

have taken place immediately after

Hih's accession, and Mencius, it is

said, was so disappointed by it that
he soon left the country. 2. |S, low.

3rd tone. The _\_ probably refers to
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3. <*'Who can so unite it?'

4. "I replied, 'He who has no pleasure in killing

men can so unite it.'

5.
" 'Who can give it to him ?

'

6. "I replied, 'All the people of the empire will

unanimously give it to him. Does Your Majesty under-

stand the way of the growing grain ? During the sev-

enth and eighth months, when drought prevails, the

plants become dry. Then the clouds collect densely
in the heavens, they send down torrents of rain,

and the grain erects itself, as if by a shoot. When it

does so, who can keep it back ? Now among the shep-
herds of men throughout the empire, there is not one

some friends of the philosopher.and is

not to be taken generally. 2$L, read
t. 2fl jfc, comp. Zf* |$, Analects,

XI, xxiv, 4. On |g ;, comp

^ ^T to = "It will be settled by
him who makes benevolent govern-
ment his one object.'* But this is

surely going beyond the text. 6.
Ana. XIX", 14. Cbaou K'e makes | The ^ is here explained, by Choo
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who does not find pleasure in killing men. If there

were one who did not find pleasure in killing men, all

the people in the empire would look towards him with

outstretched necks. Such being indeed the case, the

people would flock to him, as water flows downwards
with a rush, which no one can repress."
CHAPTER VII. 1. King Seuen of Ts'e asked,

He and others, as equivalent to f,
founding, no doubt, on the jjj fft ,

in the end. But in Book V, Pt. I,

v, we have a plain instance of |B|,

used in connection with the bestow -

ment of the empire, as in the trans-
lation which I have ventured to give,
which seems to me, moreover, to
accord equally well, if not better,
with the rest of the chapter. 6. The
7th and 8th months of Chow were
the 5th and 6th of the Hea dynasty,
with which the months of the pres-
ent dynasty agree. -^ ^, ^,
in lower 1st tone, is used as in the
Ana. XI, ix, 3. The . at the end
is to be referred to -ft., the whole,
from ft (=?), being an illustration
of the people's turning with resist-
less energy to a benevolent ruler.

CH. 7. LOVING AND PROTECTING
THE PEOPLE IS THE CHARACTERISTIC
OF IMPERIAL GOVERNMENT, AND THE
SURE PATH TO THE IMPERIAL DIG-
NITY. This long and interesting
chapter has been arranged in five
parts. In the first part, pars. 1-5,
Mencius unfolds the principle of

imp. govt., and tells the king of

Ts'e that he possesses it. In the

second part, pars. 6-8, he leads

the king on to understand his own
mind, and apprehend how he might
exercise an imp. govt. In the third,

pars. 9-12, he unfolds how the king
may and ought to carry out the

kindly heart which he possessed. In
the fourth part, pars. 13-17, he
shows the absurdity of the king's

expecting to gain his end by the
course he was pursuing, and how
rapid would be the response to an

opposite one. In the last part, he
shows the government that loves

and protect? the people in full

development, and crowned with

Imperial sway. 1. King Seuen

("The distinguished," |g f^ ffl ^ H
If), the second of his family, who
governed in Ts'e, by surname T'een

(PJ), and named P'eih-keang (]$ jfij),

i began his reign, 332 B. c. By some
the date of this event is placed 9

years earlier. The time of Mencius'
visit to him is also matter of dispute*
See "Life of Mencius," in the proleg.
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saying, "May I be informed by you of the transactions
of Hwan of Ts'e, and Wan of Tsin ?

"

2. Mencius replied, "There were none of the dis-

ciples of Chung-ne who spoke about the affairs of Hwan
and Wan, and therefore they have not been transmitted
to these after ages; your servant has not heard
them. If you will have me speak, let it be about

imperial government."
3. The king said, "What virtue must there be in

order to the attainment of imperial sway?" Mencius

answered, "The love and protection of the people;
with this there is no power which can prevent a ruler

from attaining it."

The ruler of Ts'e was properly only
H duke (&), or a prince ($|); the title

of king was a usurpation. Hwan
and Wan, see Ana., XIV, xvi.

They were the greatest of the five

leaders of the princes, who had

played so conspicuous a part in the
earlier time of the Chow dynasty,
but to whom Confucius and Mencius
so positively refused their approval.
2. iH is a verb,= " to speak of," in

which sense it had formerly a tone
different from its usage as a noun.

H 1>$J 3. , 1 is taken by Choo
He as=g,, which it is as well to ac-

quiesce in. See Chaou K'e's comm.
for the all but impossibility of mak-
ing any sense of the passage in any
other way. 3?, low. 3rd tone, and

so generally throughout the chap.
As an imperial title, it is low. 2nd

tone, the simple name of dignity; as

implying the attainment or exercise

of that dignity, it is the 3rd tone.

By translating it by "imperial gov-

ernment," "imperial sway," we come
nearer to giving Mencius's meaning
than if we were to use the term

"royal." 3. Here the nominatives

of "king" and "Mencius" are dropped
before JEJ, as frequently afterwards.

The Just serves the purpose of out-

points of quotation. {, "to pre-

serve," "to protect." I translate it,

according to Choo He's account, as=
<

ffj. A pause is to be made at !,
and jfi) 3i joined to the remainder of
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4. T^e A;m9r asked again, "Is such a one as I

competent to love and protect the people?
" Mencius

said, "Yes." "From what do you know that I am

competent to that ?" "I heard the following incident

from Hoo Heih: 'The king,' said he, 'was sitting

aloft in the hall, when a man appeared, leading an ox

past the lower part of it. The king saw him, and

asked, "Where is the ox going?" The man replied, "We
are going to consecrate a bell with its blood." The

king said, "Let it go. I cannot bear its frightened

appearance, as if it were an innocent person going to

the sentence. 4. The hall, or fang,
here mentioned, was probably that
where the king was giving audience,
and attending to the affairs of govt.
3r M the . is the verb, =#.
<fi, also a verb, up. 2nd tone, fff

=
., and at the same time with an in-

direct interrogative force. Choo He
explains f gg from the meaning ofg
as "a crack," "a crevice," saying-

"After the casting of a bell, they
killed an animal, took its blood, and
smeared over the crevices." But the

first meaning of f| is "a sacrifice

by blood," and anciently "almost
all things," connected with their

religious worship, were among the

Chinese purified with blood; their

temples, and the vessels in them.
See the Le-ke, XXI, ii, Pt, II, 32,
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the place of death." The man answered, "Shall we
then omit the consecration of the bell ?" The king said,

"How can that be omitted? Change it for a sheep."
I do not know whether this incident really occurred."

5. The king replied, "It did," and then Mencius

said, "The heart seen in this is sufficient to carry you
to the imperial sway. The people all supposed that

Your Majesty grudged the animal, but your servant

knows surely, that it was Your Majesty's not being
able to bear the sight, which made you do as you did."

6. The king said, "You are right. And yet there

really was an appearance of what the people con-

demned. But though Ts'e be a small and narrow state,

The reference here is to the reli-

gious rite. The only thing is that,
in using an ox to consecrate his bell,

the prince of Ts'e was usurping an

imperial privilege. 5. *j may be
taken as the finite verb "you loved,

i.e., grudged the animal," or as = " to

be niggardly," "you were parsimo-
nious." 6. It is better to make a

pause after $fc, and give the meaning
as in the translation. Chaou K'e

runs it on to the next clause. |$ ^"

W & Hi ia elliptical, and the particle
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how should I grudge one ox. Indeed it was because I

could not bear its frightened appearance, as if it were

an innocent person going to the place of death, that

therefore I changed it for a sheep."

7. Meiicius pursued, "Let not Your Majesty deem

it strange that the people should think you were grudg-

ing the animal. When you changed a large one for a

small, how should they know the true reason? If -you
felt pained by its being led without guilt to the place

of death, what was there to choose between an ox and

a sheep?" The king laughed and said, "What really

was my mind in the matter? I did not grudge the

expense of it, and changed it for a sheep! There was
reason in the people's saying that I grudged it."

:# denotes this, requiring the supple-
ment which 1 have given. |p ac-

knowledges the truth of Mencius's

explanation. 7. B|=^. ^ WL M >b

flfc expresses the king's quandary.
He is now quite perplexed by the
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8. "There is no harm in their saying so," said

Mencius. "Your conduct was an artifice of benevo-

lence. You saw the ox, and had not seen the sheep.

So is the superior man affected towards animals,

that, having seen them alive, he cannot bear to see

them die ; having heard their dying cries, he cannot

bear to eat their flesh. Therefore he keeps away
from his cookroom."

9. The king was pleased, and said, "It is said in

the Book of Poetry, 'The minds of others, I am able

by reflection to measure'; this is verified, my
Master, in your discovery of my motive. I indeed did

the thing, but when I turned my thoughts inward,

way in which Mencius has put the
case. 8. 1 $j, comp. Ana., VI,
xxviii, 2, ; . ')] lit ind- the

killing place of the animals more

especially, but we must take the two

words fig Jgf together. 0. SJt
= t&.

For the ode, see the Book of Poetry,
II, iv, Ode IV, st. 4, where the ftl A
has a special reference. :fc.-f- ,W
ifj, lit., "This was a speaking about
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and examined into it, I could not discover my own
mind. When you, Master, spoke those words, the

movements of compassion began to work in my mind.

How is it that this heart has in it what is equal to the

imperial sway ?
"

10. Mencius replied, "Suppose a man were to make
this statement to Your Majesty: *My strength is

sufficient to lift three thousand catties, but it is not

sufficient to lift one feather; my eyesight is sharp

enough to examine the point of an autumn hair, but I

do not see a wagonload of fagots;' would Your

Majesty allow what he said?" "No," was the answer,
on which Mencius proceeded, "Now here is kindness

sufficient to reach to animals, and no benefits are

extended from it to the people. How is this ? Is an

you, my master." 10. % read fuh,
up. 4th tone, often meaning to report
the execution of a mission, as in the

phrase $L & Here it is = "to in-

form." Jig JSJ {&., in order to bring
out the force of the 3g, "only," it is
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exception to be made here ? The truth is, the feather's

not being lifted, is because the strength is not used;

the wagonload of firewood's not being seen, is because

the vision is not used; and the people's not being

loved and protected, is because the kindness is not

employed. Therefore Your Majesty's not exercising

the Imperial sway, is because you do not do it, not

because you are not able to do it."

11. The Icing asked, "How may the difference

between the not doing a thing, and the not being able

to do it, be represented ?" Mencius replied, "In such

a thing as taking the T'ae Mountain under your arm,

and leaping over the north sea with it, if you say to

necessary to make two sentences of

this in English. ^. jj& til* it is said,
=K ff 1&. "ot vv/"

;

ng to do it,"
but it is better to ado. nothing to the

simple text. We have here, Indeed,
the famous distinction of "moral"
and "physical" ability. 11. Jfc,
" the form,"

" ur figure" ; lit. , "How
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people *I am not able to do it,' that is a real case of

not being able. In such a matter as breaking off a

branch from a tree at the order of a superior, if you

say to people 'I am not able to do it,' that is a case

of not doing it, it is not a case of not being able to do

it. Therefore Your Majesty's not exercising the im-

perial sway, is not such a case as that of taking the

T'ae Mountain under your arm, and leaping over the

north sea with it. Your Majesty's not exercising

the imperial sway is a case like that of breaking off a

branch from a tree.

12. "Treat with the reverence due to age the elders

in your own family, so that the elders in the families

of others shall be similarly treated; treat with the

kindness due to youth the young in your own family,

may the figure ... be differenced?"

i-(;
A, rifV- low. 3rd tone,=-g-. 12.

(Jhaou K'e makes the opening here=

"Treat as their age requires your
own old (Eng. idiom seems to require
the 2nd person), and treat the old of
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so that the young in the families of others shall be

similarly treated: do this, and the empire may be
made to go round in your palm. It is said in 'The
Book of Poetry,'

' His example affected his wife. It

reached to his brothers, and his family of the state

was governed by it.' The language shows how King
Wan simply took this kindly heart, and exercised it

towards those parties. Therefore the carrying out his

kindly heart by a prince will suffice for the love and

protection of all within the four seas, and if he do not

carry it out, he will not be able to protect his wife and
children. The way in which the ancients came greatly
to surpass other men, was no other than this: simply
that they knew well how to carry out, so as to affect

others in the same way/' but there
seems to be a kind of constructio

pregnans, conveying all that appears
in the translation. J^ ~p pj jjt J
is made by most comrn. to mean
"you may pervade the empire with

your kindness so easily." But I must
believe that it is the effect, and not
the weans, which is thus represented.
For the ode, see the She-king, III, i,

Ode VI, st. 2. The original celebrates
the virtue of King Wan, and we must

translate in the third person, and
not in the first." Sp=5, but the

meaning is disputed. Here Choo-He
explains it by $}. The philosopher
now introduces a new element into

his discourse. It is no longer the ^
n?> . fr "the heart that cannot
bear," i. e., the humane heart, which
is necessary to raise to the imperial

sway, but it is # ;tfc i(>,
" the carri/uii/

out of this heart." All may have
the heart, but oil may not be gifted,
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others, what they themselves did. Now your kindness

is sufficient to reach to animals, and no benefits are

extended from it to reach the people. How is this ?

Is an exception to be made here ?

13. "By weighing, we know what things are light,
and what heavy. By measuring, we know what things
are long, and what short. The relations of all things

may be thus determined, and it is of the greatest
importance to estimate the motions of the mind. I beg
Your Majesty to measure it.

14. " You collect your equipments of war, endanger
your soldiers and officers, and excite the resentment
of the other princes; do these things cause you
pleasure in your mind ?

"

so to carry it out that it shall affect
all others. We cannot wonder that
the princes whom Mencius lectured,
should have thought his talk j ||j,

transcendental. 13. The 1st $ is low.
3rd tone, too, "a measure,'' the
instrument for measuring. But both
it and ^H are equivalent to active
verbs. ,(> ^ ^ means that the
mind, as affected from without, and

going forth to affect, may be light or

heavy, long or short, i. e., may be

right or wrong, ancr that in different

degrees; and that it is more im-

portant to estimato the character of

its action, than to .?eigh or measure
other things. 14. Here Mencius

helps the king to measure his mind,

fflj, about the same as our "come?
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15. The king replied : "No. How should I derive

pleasure from these things? My object in them is to

seek for what I greatly desire."

16. Mencius said, "May I hear from you what it is

that you greatly desire ?
' ' The king laughed and did

not speak. Mencius resumed, "Are you led to desire it,

because you have not enough of rich and sweet food

for your mouth ? Or because you have not enough of

light and warm clothing for your body ? Or because

you have not enow of beautifully colored objects to

delight your eyes ? Or because you have not voices

and tones enow to please your ears ? Or because you
have not enow of attendants and favorites to stand

before you and receive your orders? Your Majesty's

now," or "well then." 16. The jfr

are all interrog., low. 1st tone, and
the ^$ are all low. 3rd tone. $i, read

p'een, low. 1st tone, joined with the
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various officers are sufficient to supply you with those

things. How can Your Majesty be led to entertain

such a desire on account of them?" "No," said the

king; "my desire is not on account of them ?
" Mencius

added, "Then, what Your Majesty greatly desires may
be known. You wish to enlarge your territories, to

have Ts'in and Ts'oo wait at your court, to rule the

Middle Kingdom, and to attract to you the barbarous

tribes that surround it. But to do what you do to

seek for what you desire, is like climbing a tree to seek

for fish."

17. The king said, "Is it so bad as that?" "It is

even worse," was the reply. "If you climb a tree to

seek for fish, although you do not get the fish, you will

next char, pf ^jj g, ^ gives a
positiveness to the assertion. Jgf ,

read as, and=H|. $ fc from the
use of the phrase here, has come to

be used for "to climb a tree," but it

simply is "from a tree." 17. The

Jj, an introduct. part., = "
yes, and."
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not suffer any subsequent calamity. But if you do

what you do to seek for what you desire, doing it

moreover with all your heart, you will assuredly after-

wards meet with calamities." The king asked, "May
I hear from you the proof of that ?" Mencius said, "If

the people of Tsow should fight with the people of

Ts'oo, which of them does Your Majesty think would

conquer?" "The people of Ts*oo would conquer."

"Yes; and so it is certain that a small country
cannot contend with a great, that few cannot

contend with many, that the weak cannot contend

with the strong. The territory within the four

seas embraces nine divisions, each of a thousand li

square. All Ts'e together is but one of them. If

with one part you try to subdue the other eight,
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what is the difference between that and Tsow's con-

tending with Ts'oo? For, with the desire which you
have, you must likewise turn back to the radical course

/or its attainment.

18. "Now, if Your Majesty will institute a govern-
ment whose action shall all be benevolent, this will

cause all the officers in the empire to wish to stand in

Your Majesty's court, and the farmers all to wish to

plow in Your Majesty's fields, and the merchants,
both traveling and stationary, all to wish to store their

goods in Your Majesty's market places, and traveling

strangers all to wish to make their tours on Your
Majesty's roads, and all throughout the empire who
feel aggrieved by their rulers to wish to come and
complain to Your Majesty. And when they are so

bent, who will be able to keep them back?"

& fa H 3t fo, is spoken with refer-
ence to the king's object of ambition:
-"By the course you are pursuing

you cannot succeed, for, if you wish

to do so, you must also turn back
to the root of success." 18. f,

"fields," here; not "wilds." ft ]
"to come forth in," i. e., to pass from
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19. The king said, "I am stupid, and not able to
advance to this. I wish you, my Master, to assist my
intentions. Teach me clearly; although I am deficient

in intelligence and vigor, I will essay and try to carry
your instructions into effect."

20. Mencius replied, "They are only men of educa-

tion, who, without a certain livelihood, are able to

maintain a fixed heart. As to the people, if they have
not a certain livelihood, it follows that they will not
have a fixed heart. And if they have not a fixed

heart, there is nothing which they will not do, in the

way of self-abandonment, of moral deflection, of

depravity, and of wild license. When they thus have
been involved in crime, to follow them up and punish
them ; this is to entrap the people. How can such

their own states into yours, ^/v. f^,

"wishing to be aggrieved, but must
, restrain their feelings." 20. JB$, read

as, and =fl$. |??J, "en-net," i. e., to
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a thing as entrapping the people be done under the

rule of a benevolent man?"

21. "Therefore an intelligent ruler will regulate the

livelihood of the people, so as to make sure that,

above, they shall have sufficient wherewith to serve

their parents, and, below, sufficient wherewith to

support their wives and children ; that in good years

they shall always be abundantly satisfied, and that in

bad years they shall escape the danger of perishing.

After this he may urge them, and they will proceed to

what is good, for in this case the people will follow

after that with ease.

22. "Now, the livelihood of the people is so

entrap. $| #f ^ ^ E~B, see on
par. 17. 21. # g , gen. means "the
whole life." Perhaps \ve should
translate, "If some years be good,
they will all their lives have plenty";
i. e., they will in those years lay by a
sufficient provision for bad years.
This supposes that the people have

felt the power of the instruction and
moral training that is a part of royal
govt. , which, however, is set forth as

consequent on the regulation of the
livelihood. Similarly, below.

the verb, = , g fl

5, Julien censures Noel here for

rendering ^ ; by ipsi (principi)
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regulated, that, above, they have not sufficient where-
with to serve their parents, and, below, they have not

sufficient wherewith to support, their wives and
children. Notwithstanding good years, their lives are

continually embittered, and, in bad years, they do not

escape perishing. In such circumstances they only try
to save themselves from death, and are afraid they will

not succeed. What leisure have they to cultivate

propriety and righteousness?
23. * * If Your Majesty wishes to effect this regulation

of the livelihood of the people, why not turn to that

which is the essential step to it ?

24. "Let mulberry trees be planted about the

homesteads with their five mow, and persons of fifty

years may be clothed with silk. In keeping fowls,

obsequentur," and rightly. But I am
not sure that the error ia not rather
in the rendering of { than in that
of j. The prince ia supposed to ex-

emplify, as well aa to urge to, the

good course, and the well-off people
have no difficulty in following him.
23. Jjt ^ fc, aa in par. 17, but with
reference to the immediate aubject.
24. See ch. iii, the only different-e
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pigs, and swine, let not their times of breeding be

neglected, and persons of seventy years may eat flesh.

Let there not be taken away the time that is proper
for the cultivation of the farm with its hundred mow,
and the family of eight mouths that is supported by it

shall not suffer from hunger. Let careful attention be

paid to education in schools, the inculcation in it

especialty of the filial and fraternal duties, and gray-
haired men will not be seen upon the roads, carrying
burdens on their backs or on their heads. It never

has been that the ruler of a state where such results

were seen, the old wearing silk and eating flesh, and

the black-haired people suffering neither from hunger
nor cold, did not attain to the imperial dignity."

being that, for ^ p j ^ there, we the number which 100 mow of
have 7V tl g. %fc, eight mouths being medium land were computed to feed.
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CHAPTER I. I. Chwang Paou, seeing Mencius, said

to him, "I had an audience of the king. His Majesty
told me that he loved music, and I was not prepared
with anything to reply to him. What do you

pronounce about that love of music?" Mencius

replied, "If the king's love of music were very great,

the kingdom of Ts'e would be near to a state of good

government.'"

CH. 1. HOW THE LOVE OF MUSIC
MAY BE MADE SUBSERVIENT TO GOOD
GOVERNMENT, AND TO A PRINCESS
OWN ADVANCEMENT. The chapter is

a good specimen of Mencius's man-
ner, how he slips from the point in

hand to introduce his own notions,
and would win princes over to be-
nevolent government by their very
vices. He was no stern moralist,
and the Chinese have done well in

refusing to rank him with Confucius.
1 . hwang Paou appears to have
been a minister at the court of Ts'e.

The preceding 1$ %& %a fif is un-

necessary. If we translate it, we
must render "He then said." But
the paraphrasts all neglect it. $; Jjjs

(up. 1st tone) is a phrase, signifying
"near to"; sometimes we find Jffj;

alone, as in Ana. XI, xviii, i. The

subject, nearness to which is indi-

cated, is often left to be gathered
from the context, as here. The .

jg IjH Q is a platitude. It should be
the text of the chap., but Meiiciun

proceeds to substitute $g lr>h for |j$
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2. Another day, Mencius, having an audience of

the king, said, "Your Majesty, / have heard, told the

officer Chwang that you love music; ^was it so?"

The king changed color, and said, "I am unable to

love the music of the ancient sovereigns; I only love

the music that suits the manners of the present age."

3. Mencius said, "If Your Majesty's love of music

were very great, Ts*e would be near to a state of good

government! The music of the present day is just like

the music of antiquity, in regard to effecting that."

4. The king said, "May I hear from you the proof
of that?" Mencius asked, "Which is the more

pleasant, to enjoy music by yourself alone, or to

enjoy it along with others?" "To enjoy it along with

ngroft, in liis own manner. 2. ,_,
in last Pt., ch. iii, 3; observe how the

Shun, Yu, T'ang, Wan, and Woo, is

a better translation of $j 3E that
final 3J1 adds to the force of "only." "former kings." 3. gj=f. 4. nj
"Ancient sovereigns," i. e., Yaou, j ^ggga,asin prec. ch. }g ^ 58,-^
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others," was the reply. "And which is the more

pleasant, to enjoy music along with a few, or to enjoy
it along with many ?

" "To enjoy it along with many.
' '

5. Mencius proceeded, "Your servant begs to ex-

plain what I have said about music to Your Majesty.

6. "Now, Your Majesty is having music here. The

people hear the noise of your bells and drums, and the

notes of your fifes and pipes, and they all, with aching

heads, knit their brows, and say to one another,

'That's how our king likes his music ! But why does

he reduce us to this extremity of distress? Fathers

the second |j| is loh, "joy," "pleas-
ure." So, in the next clause, and
after ffc. 5. ^ (low. 3rd tone) ,

" for the sake of Your Majesty." 6.

SJ ^- si is a verb,= f. The an-

cient diet. , the jjft ^C, makes a differ

ence between this, and the same
word for "drum," saying this is

formed from $L, named p'iih, while

the other is formed from . The

difference of form is now not re-

garded. Jfc jib, "here," used as we
use here in English, putting a case

with little local reference. l|t
=

f{l or

g1

,
"all." $ $5 expresses anguish,

not anger. ^ is here the introd.

particle, and is better rendered by
but than now. It will be seen that

the preced. & : 8& $ 1S '"-

complete. The paraphrasts add, to
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and sons cannot see one another. Elder brothers and

younger brothers, wives and children, are separated

and scattered abroad. Now, Your Majesty is hunting

here. The people hear the noise of your carriages and

horses, and see the beauty of your plumes and

streamers, and they all, with aching heads, knit their

brows, and say to one another,
* That's how our king

likes his hunting ! But why does he reduce us to this

extremity of distress? Fathers and sons cannot see

one another. Elder brothers and younger brothers,

wives and children, are separated and scattered abroad.

Their feeling thus is from no other reason but that

you do not give the people to have pleasure as well as

yourself.

complete it, gj >. pg is used
synonymously with B#, "to hunt."
^ and ^ are to each other much as
our sound or noise and tone or note.

is applied appropriately to the

fifes and pipes, and also to the car-

riages and horses, having reference to

the music of the bells with which
these were adorned. Of ^ J^ Choo
He simply says that they were j^ j^,
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7. "Now, Your Majesty is having music here. The

people hear the noise of your bells and drums, and the

notes of your fifes and pipes, and they all, delighted,
and with joyful looks, say to one another, 'That sounds

as if our king were free from all sickness ! If he were

not, how could he enjoy this music?' Now, Your

Majesty is hunting here. The people hear the noise

of your carriages and horses, and see the beauty of

your plumes and streamers, and they all, delighted,

and with joyful looks, say to one another,
* That looks

as if our king were free from all sickness ! If he were

not, how could he enjoy this hunting?' Their feeling

thus is from no other reason but that you cause them

to have their pleasure as you have yours.

"belonging to the banners." The ^
were feathers adorning the top of the

flagstaff; the fe, a number of

cows' -tail s suspended from the top.

9k Si n %, w* Pt. I, ch. ii.
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8. *'If Your Majesty now will make pleasure a

thing common to the people and yourself, the imperial

sway awaits you."

CHAPTER II. 1. The king, Seuen, of Ts'e asked,

".Was it so, that the park of King Wan contained

seventy square li ?" Mencius replied, *'It is so in the

records."

2. "Was it so large as that?" exclaimed the king.

"The people," said Mencius, "still looked on it as

small." The king added, "My park contains only forty

square li, and the people still look on it as large.

How is this?" "The park of King Wan," was the

CH. 2. How A 'BULEB MUST NOT
INDULGE HIS LOVE FOB PABKS AND
HUNTING TO THE DISCOMFOBT OF THE
PEOPLE. 1 .

fij, low. 3rd tone, "a r^c-
ord," an historical narration hand-
ing down events to futurity (f^ j&
'& A)- Jj -b ~\T 3L> must be under-
stood "containing seventy square
li," not "seventy li square." In the

ff|, the meaning of ^ here (not

similarly, however, in Pt. I, v, 2;

vii, 17) is given by gg Iff, "in circum-

ference." The glossarist on Chaou
K'e explains it by 'ft PJ, which, I

think, confirms the meaning 1 have

given. The book or books giving
account of this park of King Wan
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reply, "contained seventy square li, but the grass-
cutters and fuel gatherers had the privilege of entrance
into it; so also had the catchers of pheasants and hares.

He shared it with the people, and was it not with
reason that they looked on it as small?

3. "When 1 first arrived at the borders of your
state, I inquired about the great prohibitory regula-

tions, before I would venture to enter it; and I heard,
that inside the border gates there was a park of forty

square li, and that he who killed a deer in it, was held

guilty of the same crime as if he had killed a man. -

Thus those forty square li are a pitfall in the middle

of the kingdom. Is it not with reason that the people
look upon them as large?'

1

are now lost. 2. fj} ; j|| % are

distinguished thus: "gatherers of

grass to feed animals, and gatherers
of grass for fuel." Observe how
those nouns, and $ and % that

follow are made verbs by the ;;
the fodderers, the pheasanters, etc.

3. #p is used here in the sense simply
of "borders," and on the borders

of the various states there were

"passes" or "gates," for the taxa-

tion of merchandise, the examina-

tion of strangers, etc. | J&, see Pt.

I, ii. These forest laws of Ts'e were

hardly worse than those enacted by
the first Norman sovereigns of Eng-

land, when whoever killed a deer, a

boar, or even a hare, was punished
with the loss of his eyes, and with

death if the statutes were repeatedly

violated.
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CHAPTER III. 1. The King Seuen of Ts'e asked,

saying, "Is there any way to regulate one's maintenance

of intercourse with neighboring kingdoms ?
" Mencius

replied, "There is. But it requires a perfectly virtuous

prince to be able, with a great country, to serve a small

one, as, for instance, T'ang served K6, and King
Wan served the Kwan barbarians. And it requires a

wise prince to be able, with a small country, to serve

a large one, as the King T'ae served the Heun-yuh,
and Kow-tseen served Woo. -

CH. 3. HOW FRIENDLY INTER-
COURSE WITH NEIGHBORING KING-
DOMS MAY BE MAINTAINED, AND THE
LOVE OF VALOR MADE SUBSERVIENT
TO THE GOOD OF THE PEOPLE, AND
THE GLORY OF THE PRINCE, 1. The
two first ij differ in meaning con-

siderably from the two last, and
they are explained by }$f ^ f) flfi

and US % Eft fg, i. e., "cherishing,"
and "obeying," respectively, but the
translation need not be varied. For
the affairs of T'ang with Ko, see III,
Pt. II, v. Of those of King Wan

with the Kwan tribes we have no-

where an account, which satisfies

Mencius's reference to them. Both
Chaou K'e and Choo He make refer,

to the She-king, III, i, Ode III, st. 8;

but what is there said would seem to

be of things antecedent to King Wan.
Of King T'ae and the Heun-yuh, see

below, ch. xv. A very readable,

though romanced account of Kow-
Tseen's service of Woo is in the Lee
Kwo Che (#] &S i), Bk. Ixxx. &
fa and fa, "therefore," introducing
illustrations of what has been said,
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2. "He who with a great stafe serves a small one,

delights in Heaven. He who with a small state serves

a large one, stands in awe of Heaven. He who
delights in Heaven, will affect with his love and

protection the whole empire. He who stands in awe
of Heaven, will affect with his love and protection his

own kingdom.
3. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,' *I fear the

majesty of Heaven, and will thus preserve its favor-

ing decree."

4. The king said, "A great saying ! But I have an

infirmity ; I love valor.
' '

are= our "as." 2. 5^, says Choo He,
?1 ifiJ Ei ^ "Heaven is just prin-
ciple, and nothing more." It is a
good instance of the way in which
he and others often try to expunge
the idea of a governing Power and
a personal God from their classics.

Heaven is here evidently the super-

intending, loving Power of the uni-

verse Chaou K'e says on the whole

paragraph: "The sage delights to

pursue the way of Heaven, just as

Heaven overspreads every thing;
as was evidenced in T'ang and Wan's

protecting the whole empire. The
wise measure the time and revere

Heaven, and so preserve their states;

as was evidenced in King T'ae and
Kow-tseen." This view gives to ^
a positive, substantial meaning,

though the personality of the Power
is riot sufficiently prominent. The
commentator |@ says: "The
Heaven here is indeed the Supreme
Heaven, but after all it is equivalent
to principle and nothingmore!" $,
as in Pt. I, vii. 3. See the She-king,

IV, i, Bk. I, Ode VII, st. 3. (, "to

preserve," "to keep." ^ is here

taken=J^; not so in the ode. The
final . refers to the decree or favor
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5. "I beg Your Majesty," was the reply, "not to

love small valor. If a man brandishes his sword,

looks fiercely, and says, 'How dare he withstand

me ?
'

this is the valor of a common man, who can

be the opponent only of a single individual. I beg
Your Majesty to greaten it.

6. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,'

'The king blazed with anger,

And he marshaled his hosts,

To stop the march to Keu,

To consolidate the prosperity of Chow,

To meet the expectations of the empire.'

This was the valor of King Wan. King Wan, in one

burst of his anger, gave repose to all the people of the

empire.

of Heaven. 5. Observe the verbal

meaning of ;fc. 6. See the She-king,
III, i, Ode VII, st. 5, where we have
J for j, and J for -g . ~g is the
name of a state or place, the same

probably that in the ode is called

^- H jiH tB. K " to st P *h march

to Keu," unless we take, with some,

^g. also to be the name of a place-
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7. *'In the 'Book of History' it is said, 'Heaven,

having produced the inferior people, appointed for

them rulers and teachers, with the purpose that they
should be assisting to God, and therefore distinguished

them throughout the four quarters of the empire.

Whoever are offenders, and whoever are innocent, here

am I to deal with them. How dare any under heaven

give indulgence to their refractor}' wills ?
' There was

one man pursuing a violent and disorderly course in

the empire, and King Woo was ashamed of it. This

was the valor of King Woo. He also, by one display

of his anger, gave repose to all the people of the

empire.

7. See the Shoo-king, V, i, Sect. I, 7,

but the passage aa quoted by Men-
cius is very different from the origi-

nal text, fg {EJ 3t- $) _h *, Ht.,

"just saying, They shall be aiding

to God." The sentiment ia that of

Paul, in Rom. 13:1-4. "The
powers ordained of God are the

ministers of God." In ^ ~f & tfc 41"

an allusion to the
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8. "Let now Your Majesty also, in one burst of

anger, give repose to all the people of the empire.

The people are only afraid that Your Majesty does not

love valor."

CHAPTER IV. 1. The King Seuen of Ts'e had an

interview with Mencius in the Snow palace, and said

to him, "Do men of talents and worth likewise find

pleasure in these things?" Mencius replied, "They

do, and if people generally are not able to enjoy them-

selves., they condemn their superiors.

tyrant Kee, who is the _\ in Men-
cius's subjoined explanation. 8. f^
?3t is, by some, taken ^"The people
would only be afraid," the prec.
clause being= "If Your Majesty,"
etc. I think the present tense is

preferable.
CH. 4. A RULER'S PROSPERITY

DEPENDS ON HIS EXERCISING A RE-
STRAINT UPON HIMSELF, AND SYM-
PATHIZING WITH THE PROPER IN
THEIR JOYS AND SORROWS. 1. "The
Snow palace" was a pleasure palace
of the princes of Ts'e, and is said

to have been in the present district
'

of Lintszo, in the department of

Tsingchow. Most comm. say that

King Seuen had lodged Mencius
there, and went to see him, but it

may not have been so. Perhaps
they only had their interview there.

M fa %i i& ^ is different from
the question in nearly the same
words, in Pt. I, ii, ^ ^ being there
"
worthy princes," and here "schol-

ars," men of worth generally, with
a reference to Mencius himself. A
;fr , is to be taken as=S
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2. "For them, when they cannot enjoy themselves,

to condemn their superiors is wrong, but when the

superiors of the people do not make enjoyment a thing

common to the people and themselves, they also do

wrong.

3. "When a ruler rejoices in the joy of his people,

they also rejoice in his joy; when he grieves at the

sorrow of his people, they also grieve at his sorrow. A

sympathy of joy will pervade the empire ; a sympathy

of sorrow will do the same: in such a state of things,

it cannot be but that the ruler attain to the imperial

dignity.

"the people," men generally, and
* &, it is said, fe ^ & m 2. &,
3 ^B H "U> "is=do not get the

pleasure of quiet living and enjoy-
ment, not referring to the Snow
palace." ^ '.ft. _h, ^ is used ae a

verb, =" to blame," "to condemn."
So in the next par. 3. I have given
the meaning of the phrases *J| JjJl ^
~F 5E 1 .^5 ~F which sum up the

preceding part of the par., and p-

not to be understood as spoken of

the ruler only. The -^ j$| says:
"These two sentences are to be

explained from the four prec. sen-

tences. The phrase ^ ~fT is only a
forcible way- of saying what is said

by .K- The 1 is to be explained
as if we read ^ PI ^, # PJl 5^

~JC }., the joy and sorrow is not with

(i. e., from] one individual, but from
the whole empire." low. 3rd tone.
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4. "Formerly, the duke, King, of Ts'e, asked the

minister Ngan, saying, *I wish to pay a visit of in-

spection to Chuen-foo, and Chaou-woo, and then to

bend my course southward along the shore, till I come
to Lang-yay. What shall I do that my tour may be

fit to be compared with the visits of inspection made

by the ancient emperors?'
5. "The minister Ngan replied, 'An excellent in-

quiry ! When the emperor visited the princes, it was
called a tour of inspection, that is, he surveyed the

states under their care. When the princes attended at

the court of the emperor, it was called a report of office,

4. ^ -J-, see Conf. Ana., V, xvi.

The duke King occupied the throne
for 58 yearss from 546-488 B. c.

Chuen-foo and Chaou-woo were two
hills, which must have been on the
north of Ts'e, and looking on the
waters now called the Gulf of Pe-
chili. Langyay was the name

both of a mountain and an adjacent
city, referred to the present depart-
ment of Chooshing, in Ts'ingchow.
f| = <f ft, "to do." 6. JJ 5<, see

the Shoo-king, II, i, 8, 9. %$ is

used as = 5
I

. It does not seem nec-

essary to repeat the jW JfJ and Jg ^
in the translation. This tour of
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that is, they reported their administration of theii

offices. Thus, neither of the proceedings was without

a purpose. And moreover, in the spring they examined

the plowing, and supplied any deficiency of seed; in

the autumn they examined the reaping, and supplied

any deficiency of yield. There is the saying of the

Hea dynasty,
" If our king do not take his ramble,

what will become of our happiness ? If our king do

not make his excursion, what will become of our

help?" That ramble and that excursion were a

pattern to the princes.

6. "'Now, the state of things is different. A host

inspection appears to have been
made, under the Chow dynasty,
once in 12 years, while the princes
had to present themselves at court,

($$. read ch'aou) once in 6 years.
From ^, "in the spring," the prac-
tices appropriate to the various

princes, as well as the ernpeior, are

described, though, as appears from
the last clau.se, with special reference

to the latter. &orffi=$. By -g

g the spring and autumn visita-

tions are intended, each called .

6. gip, properly a body of 2,500 mm,
bufc here generally =a host, a multi-

tude. |g Bi m it, R 75r fc m. are

referred to the people, and the next
two clauses to the princes. Yet the

,7J after ,R, would rather indicate a
different subject for the clause be-

fore. g ^ ^, m &, by Choo He
and others, is explained as in the
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marches m attendance on the ruler9 and stores of provi-

sions are consumed. The hungry are deprived of

their food, and there is no rest for those who are called

to toil. Maledictions are uttered by one to another

with eyes askance, and the people proceed to the

commission of wickedness. Thus the imperial or-

dinances are violated, and the people are oppressed,

and the supplies of food and drink flow away like

water.
.
The rulers yield themselves to the current, or

they urge their way against it; they are wild; they are

utterly lost: these things proceed to the grief o

their subordinate governors.

7. "'Descending along with the current, and for-

getting to return, is what I call yielding to it. Press-

ing up against it, and forgetting to return, is what I

call urging their way against it. Pursuing the chase

translation. This view certainly puts
force on the characters, yet we seem
driven to it. Chaou K'e makes them
refer to the princes proper, who also

are with him the subject in the
clause Pf Bj|> but how can it be said
that these things in which they
delighted were a "grief" to them?
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without satiety is what I call being wild. Delighting
in wine without satiety is what I call being lost.

8. "'The ancient emperors had no pleasures to

which they gave themselves as on the flowing stream;

no doings which might be so characterized as. wild

and lost.

9. "'It is for you, my prince, to pursue your
course.'

'

10. "The duke King was pleased. He issued a

proclamation throughout his state, and went out and

occupied a shed in the borders. From that time he

began to open his granaries to supply the wants of the

people, and calling the grand music master, he said

to him 'Make for me music to suit a prince and his

minister pleased with each other.' Arid it was then

that the Che-shaou and Keo-shaou were made, in the

*0 % frfl
see Ana., VIII, xv. ^

(.read che, up. 2nd tone) and ^ are
the name of two of the 5 notes in the

Chinese scale, the 4th and the 3rd. ifg
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poetry to which it was said, 'What fault is it to

restrain one's prince?' He who restrains his prince

loves his prince."

CHAPTER V. 1. The king Seuen of T'se said,

"
People all tell me to pull down and remove the Bril-

liant palace. Shall I pull it down, or stop the move-

ment for that object?"

2. Mencius replied, "The Brilliant palace is a palace

is used for fg, the name given to the
music of Shun. This was said to be

preserved in Ts'e, and the same name
was given to all Ts'e music. The
Che-shaou and Keo-shaou were, I

suppose, two tunes or pieces of
music, starting with the notes fjfc

and $}, respectively.
CH. 5. TRUE ROYAL GOVERNMENT

WILL ASSUREDLY RAISE TO THE IM-
PERIAL DIGNITY, AND NEITHER GREED
OF WEALTH, NOR LOVE OF WOMAN,
NEED INTERFERE WITH ITS EXERCISE.
However his admirers may try to
defend him, here, and in other
chapters, Mencius, . if he does not
counsel to, yet suggests, rebellion.
In his days, the Chow dynasty was
nearly a century distant from its

extinction. And then his accepting
the princes, with all their confirmed
habits of vice and luxury, and telling
them those need not interfere with
the benevolence of their government,

shows very little knowledge of man,
or of men's affairs. 1.

f}J} ^, not
"the Ming or Brilliant Hall." It

was the name given to the palaces
occupied in different parts of the

country by the emperors in their

tours of inspection mentioned in the
last chapter. See the Book of Rites,
Bk. XIV. The name Ming was
given to them, because royal govern-
ment, etc., were "displayed" by
means of them. The one in the text
was at the foot of the T'ae Mountain
in Ts'e, and as the emperor no longer
made use of it, the suggestion on
which he consulted Mencius, was
made to King Seuen. In |g Iff tl T-
we have two questions, "Shall I

destroy it (|, the interrog. of hesi-

tancy, so common in Mencius), or,
Shall I stop?" 2. the 1st and 2nd
3 here have the low. 1st tone; they
quite differ from the 2nd, which is

merely the style of King Seuen. I
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appropriate to the emperors. If Your Majesty wishes

to practice the true royal government, then do not

pull it down."

3. The king said, "May I hear from you what the

true royal government is?" "Formerly," was. the

reply, "King Wan's government of K'e was as fol-

lows: The husbandmen cultivated for the government

one ninth of the land; the descendants of officers were

salaried; at the passes and in the markets, strangers

were inspected, but goods were not taxed : there were

no prohibitions respecting the ponds and weirs; the

wives and children of criminals were not involved in

may give here a note from the ^ ||

(Pt. I, i, 1 ) on the force of the terms

jg and . "He who is followed by
the people till they form a flock (5)
is a keun. He to whom they turn
and go ( ^ )

is a wang. Thus the
title wany expresses the idea of the

people's turning and resorting to

.him who holds it, but the possessor
of a state can barely be called a
keun. It is only the possessor of
the empire, who can be styled

wang." 3. K'e was a double peaked
hill, giving its name to the adjoining

country, the old state of Chow. Its

name is still retained in the district

of K'eshan, in Fungtseang, the

inu>,i. western department of Shense,

bordering on Kansu. $f % -Ji -,

A square li was divided into 9

parts, each containing 100 rnmr ;

eight farming families were loi-ntrcl

upon them, one part being ivsirvcd

for govt., which was cultivated \>\

the joint labors of the husbandmen.
See III, Pt. 1, iii, <f % ft jf&,

"officers, hereditary emolument";
that is, descendants of meritorious

officers, if men of ability, recci\rd

office, and, even if they were not,
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their guilt. There were the old and wifeless, or

widowers; the old and husbandless, or widows; the

old and childless, or solitaries; the young and

fatherless, or orphans: these four classes are the

most destitute of the people, and have none to whom
they can tell their wants, and King Wan, in the in-

stitution of his government with its benevolent action,

made them the first objects of his regard, as it is said

in the ' Book of Poetry,'

'The rich may get through.
But alas ! for the miserable and solitary !

' '

4. The king said, "0 excellent words!" Mencius
said, "Since Your Majesty deems them excellent, why
do you not practice them?" "I have an infirmity,"
said the king; "I am fond of wealth." The reply was,

they had pensions, in reward of the
| Jrt|. ^ is the verb. For the ode,

merit of their fathers. "Ponds and ,, , , TT C\A ATTTT
weirs," it is not to be understood

8ee the She -kmS> " 1V ' Ode ^ II1 '

that the ponds were artificial, ^fc Sf 1
st. 13, where for $ we find tfl.
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Formerly, Kung-lew was fond of wealth,

in the 'Book of Poetry':

It is said

' He reared his ricks, and filled his granaries,

He tied up dried provisions and grain,

In bottomless bags, and sacks,

That he might gather his people together, and glorify

his state.

With bows and arrows all-displayed,

With shields, and spears, and battle-axes, large and

small,

He commenced his march.'

In this way those who remained in their old seat had

their ricks and granaries, and those who marched

had their bags of provisions. It was not till after this

that he thought he could commence his march. If

4. /& jgij, "The duke Lew/' was the

great-grandson of How-tseih, the

high ancestor of the Chow family.
By him the waning fortunes of his

house were revived, arid he founded
a settlement in gjjj (Pin), the present
Pmchow ($> jH'|), in Shense. The

account of his doing so is found in

the ode quoted, She-king, III, ii,

Ode IV, st. 1. For 7*r we have in

the She-king, Jg and for jfc, &. Jfe,

read ts'ze, up- 3rd tone, "to store

up," "stores." Choo He explains:
"stores in the open air." The King
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Your Majesty loves wealth, let the people be able to

gratify the same feeling, and what difficulty will there

be in your attaining the imperial sway?"
5. The king said, "I have an infirmity; I am fond

of beauty." The reply was, "Formerly, King T'ae

was fond of beauty, and loved his wife. It is said in

the 'Book of Poetry':

'Koo-kung T'an-foo

Came in the morning, galloping his horse,

By the banks of the western waters,

As far as the foot of K'e hill,

Along with the lady of Keang;

They came and together chose the site of settlement.'

T'ae (see the Doctrine of the Mean,
ch^ xviii) was the 9th ia descent
from Rung Lew, by name T'an-foo
(up. 2nd tone). He removed from
Pin to K'e, as is celebrated in the

ode, She-king, III, i, Ode III, st. 2.

ifi" & =
;Jfe &, "the ancient duke."

T'an-foo's title, before it was changed
into ^ , "the king, or emperor,
T'ae."
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At that time, in the seclusion of the house, there were

no dissatisfied women, and abroad, there were no un-

married men. If Your Majesty loves beauty, let the

people be able to gratify the same feeling, and what

difficulty will there be in your attaining the imperial

sway?"
CHAPTER VI. 1. Mencius said to the King Seuen

of Ts 4

e,
"
Suppose that one of Your Majesty's ministers

were to intrust his wife and children to the care of his

friend, while he himself went into Ts'oo to travel, and

that, on his return, he should find that the friend had

caused his wife and children to suffer from cold and

hunger ; how ought he to deal with him?" The

king said, "He should cast him off."

OH. 6. BRINGING HOME HIS BAD pose that," or "if," to the whole
GOVERNMENT TO THE KJNG OF TS'E. 1. sentence, in the translation, as the

cases in the remaining par. cannot
well be put directly, as this might
be. The replies suggest the render-

ings of #{J H which I have given.

> ^1 is the , low.
3rd tone, = 2fc, as in Ana., XI, xxv,
4, 5. gg and ^ are active, hip/til
verbs. It is better to prefix "sup-
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2. Mencius proceeded, "Suppose that the chief

criminal judge could not regulate the officers under

him, how would you deal with him?" The king said,

"Dismiss him."

3. Mencius again said,
" If within the four borders

of your kingdom there is not good government, what
is to be done?" The king looked to the right and

left, and spoke of other matters.

CHAPTER VII. 1. Mencius, having an interview

with the King Seuen of Ts'e, said to him: " When men
speak of 'an ancient kingdom,' it is not meant thereby
that it has lofty trees in. it, but that it has ministers

sprung from families which have been noted in it for

2. g$, see on Ana. XVIII, ii. ffi
is low. 1st tone. In the next par.,
it is low. 3rd. The two instances"well
illustrate the difference o/ significa-
tion, which the tone makes.

CH. 7. THE CARE TO BE EMPLOYED
BY A PRINCE IN THE EMPLOYMENT OF
MINISTERS; AND THEIR RELATION TO
HIMSELF, AND THE STABILITY OF HIS
KINGDOM. 1. On the idiom |H,

see Premare, on char. ; ; but the

examples which he adduces &re not

quite similar to those in this passage.
Lit., the opening sentence would be:
"That which is said an ancient

kingdom, is not the saying (; !pj) of

saying it has lofty trees; it is the

saying of it has hereditary minis-
ters." The n in ft Ifl might be

omitted, and yet it adds something
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generations. Your Majesty has no intimate ministers

even. Those whom you advanced yesterday are gone

to-day, and you do not know it."

2. The king said, "How shall I know that they
have not ability, and so avoid employing them at

all?"

3. The reply was, "The ruler of a state advances

to office men of talents and virtue, only as a matter

of necessity. Since he will thereby cause the low to

overstep the honorable, and strangers to overstep
his relatives, may he do so but with caution ?

4. "When all those about you say, 'This is a

man of talents and worth,' you may not for that

believe it. When your great officers all say,
* This

in the turn of the sentence. As / to-day, and you do not know to cut

opposed to -3* 0, "a
1 ;="yester- them off!" 2. <

f?=|&, up. 2nd tone,

day." Chaou K'e strangely mistakes
the meaning of the last clause, which
he makes to be: "Those whom you
advanced on the past day, do evil

"to let go," "to dismiss." 3. ill

ffi. Ei, lit., "as a thing in which he
cannot stop." Comp. the Chung
Yung, xx, 13. 4. 3fc Sj, "you may
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is a man of talents and virtue,' neither may you for

that believe it. When all the people say,
' This is

a man of talents and virtue,' then examine into the

case, and when you find that the man is such, employ
him. When all those about you say, 'This man
won't do,' don't listen to them. When all your great

officers say, 'This man won't do,' don't listen to

them. When the people all say, 'This man won't

do,' then examine into the case, and when you find

that the man won't do, send him away.
5. "When all those about you say, 'This man

deserves death,' don't listen to them. When all your

great officers say, 'This man deserves death,' don't

not yet believe that the man is so
and BO." See on Ana., XIII, xxiv, 6.

Compare the Great Learning, Comm.

x, 3. We may use the second person
in translating, or more indefinitely,
the third.
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listen to them. When the people all say, 'This

man deserves death,' then inquire into the case, and

when you see that the man deserves death, put him

to death. In accordance with this we have the saying,

'The people killed him.'

6. "You must act in this way in order to be the

parent of the people."

CHAPTER VIII. 1. The king Seuen of Ts'e asked,

saying,
" Was it so, that T'ang banished Kee, and

that King Woo smote Chow?" Mencius replied, "It

is so in the records."

2. The king said, "May a minister then put his

sovereign to death ?
"

CH. 8. KILLING A SOVEREIGN is

NOT NECESSARILY REBELLION NOR
MURDER. 1. Of T'ang's banishment
of Kce, see the Shoe-king, IV, ii,

iii; and of the smiting of Chow, see

the same, V, i. 2. j^ is the word

appropriated to regicide, which Men-
cius in his reply exchanges for g$.
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3. Mencius said, "He who outrages the benevo-

lence proper to fo's nature is called a robber; he who

outrages righteousness is called a ruffian. The robber

and ruffian we call a mere fellow. I have heard of

the cutting off of the fellow Chow, but I have not

heard of the putting a sovereign to death, in his case"

CHAPTER IX. 1. Mencius, having an interview

with the king Seuen of Ts'e, said to him: " If you are

going to build a large mansion, you will surely cause

the master of the workmen to look out for large trees,

and when he has found such large trees, you will be

glad, thinking that they will answer for the intended

gL, "a minister." i. e., here, a sub-
ject. 3. |, as a verb,=^ ^, "to
hurt and injure," as in the Analects,
several times. " To outrage" answers
well for it here. In the use of ^,
Mencius seems to refer to the ex-
pression ffi ^ jfcj-, Shoo-king, V, i,
Section III, 4.

CH. 9. THE ABSURDITY OF A
RULER'S NOT ACTING ACCORDING TO
THE COUNSEL OF THE MEN Off TAL-
ENTS AND VIRTUE, WHOM HE CALLS
TO AID IN HTS GOVERNMENT, BUT
REQUIRING THEM TO FOLLOW HIS

WAYS. In one important point Men-
cius's illustrations fail. A prince is

not supposed to understand either

housebuilding or stonecutting; he
must delegate those matters to the
men who do. But government he

ought to understand, and he may
not delegate it to any scholars or
officers. 1. The I gf was a special
officer having charge of all the arti-

sans, etc. See the Le-ke, VI, n, 29;
vi, 17. $$, upper 1st tone, see Ft.

I, iii, 3. fl: f (low. 3rd tone), "its

use,
; '

i. e., the building of the house.
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object. Should the workmen hew them so as to make

them too small, then Your Majesty will be angry,

thinking that they will not answer for the purpose.

Now, a man spends his youth in learning the principles

of right government, and, being grown up to vigor, he

wishes to put them in practice; if Your Majesty says

to him, 'For the present put aside what you have

learned, and follow me,' what shall we say ?

2. "Here now you" have a gem unwrought, in the

stone. Although it may be worth 240,000 taels, you

will surely employ a lapidary to cut and polish it.

But when you come to the government of the state,

The , after ^ nnd ?f are to be

understood as referring to fc and ^,
or as in the translation, ^fc denotes
the maturity of 30 years, when one
was supposed to be fib for office. 2.

The was 24 Chinese ounces or

tads (of gold). Choo He, after Chaou

K'e, erroneously makes it 20 ounces.

The gern in question, worth so much,

would be very dear to the king, and

yet he would certainly confide to

another the polishing of it: -why
would he not do BO with the state?
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then you say,
' For the present put aside what you

have learned, and follow me." How is it that you
herein act so differently from your conduct in calling
in the lapidary to cut the gem !

"

CHAPTER X. 1. The people of Ts'e attacked Yen,
and conquered it.

2. The king Seuen asked, saying, "Some tell me
not to take possession of it for myself, and some tell

me to take possession of it. For a kingdom of ten

S9 %$., the kingdom, embracing the
families and possessions of the no-

bles. $:=& tfe, up. 1st tone= ffc

or <, "to make," not "to teach."
From |g '}fc, however, was explained
by Chaou K'e (and many still follow

him) thus: "But in the matter of

the government of your state, you
say, For the present put aside
what you have learned, and follow
me. In what does this differ from

your teaching i. e., wishing to
teach the lapidary to cut the
gem?" This is the interpretation
which Julien adopts in his trans-
lation. The other upon the whole
appears to me the better. The first

RIJ is a difficulty in Chaou K'e's
view; the second, in the other. But
the final $, turns the balance in ita

favor, and accordingly I have
adopted it.

CH. 10. THE DISPOSAL OF KING-

DOMS RESTS WITH THE MINDS OF THE
PEOPLE. Vox poruLi, vox DEI. We
shall- find this doctrine often put
forth very forcibly by Mencius.
Here the king of Ts'e insinuates that
it was the will of Heaven that he
should take Yen, and Mencius sends
him to the will of the people, by
wh**h only the other could be ascer-

tained. 1. The state of Yen (up. 1st

tone) lay northwest from Ts'e,

forming part of the present province
of Chihli. Its prince, a poor weak-

ling, had resigned his throne to his

prime minister, and great confusion

ensued, so that the people welcomed
the appearance of the troops of Ts'e,
and made no resistance to them. 2.
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thousand chariots, attacking another of ten thousand

chariots, to complete the conquest of it in fifty days,
is an achievement beyond mere human strength. If I

do not take possession of it, calamities from Heaven
will surely come upon me. What do you say to my
taking possession of it?"

3. Mencius replied, "If the people of Yen will be

pleased with your taking possession of it, then do

so. -Among the ancients there was one who acted on

this principle, namely, King Woo. If the people of

Yen will not be pleased with your taking possession of

it, then do not do so. Among the ancients there was

one who acted on this principle, namely, King Wan.

I$i , is explained as= j$ ;, "to con-

quer it"; but 1^ has not this signifi-

cation. Lit., we might render "and

up with it." 3. The common saying
is that King Wan H ft 5<c T % & ^>
"had possession of two of the three

parts of the empire." Still he did

not think that the people were pre-

pared for the entire extinction of the

Yin dynasty, and left the comple-

tion of the fortunes of his house to
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" When, with all the strength of your country of

ten thousand chariots, you attacked another country

of ten thousand chariots, and the people brought baskets

of rice and vessels of congee, to meet Your Majesty's

host, was there any other reason for this but that

they hoped to escape out of fire and water ? If you
make the water more deep and the fire more fierce,

they will just in like manner make another revolution."

CHAPTER XI. 1. The people of Ts'e, having smit-

ten Yen, took possession of it, and upon this, the

princes of the various states deliberated together, and

resolved to deliver Yen from their power. The king

his son, King Woo. 4. J? read tsze,
low. 3rd tone, "rice."

5Jf is properly
congee, but here used generally for

beverages; some say wine. f|, "a
gobiet," "a jug," "a vase," a vessel

forliquids generally. The first par.
is constructed according to the rulea
of composition employed by Con-
fucius in his "Spring and Autumn."
The _\ refuses honor to the king of
Ts'e. $ expresses the ill deserts of

Yen. And intimates that the

conquest was from the disinclination
of Yen to fight, not from the power
of Ts'e.

CH. 11. AMBITION AND AVARICE
ONLY BAISB ENEMIES AND BRING
DISASTERS. SAFETY AND PROSPERITY
LIE IN A BENEVOLENT GOVERNMENT.
1. 5$= before | $C indicates the exe-

cution of the plans to be still in the
future. ; in | .... makes the
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Seuen said to Mencius, "The princes have formed

many plans to attack me : how shall I prepare my-
self for them?" Mencius replied, "I have heard of

one who with seventy li exercised all the functions of

government throughout the empire. That was T'ang.

I have never heard of a prince with a thousand li

standing in fear of others.

2. "It is said in the 'Book of History,' 'As soon as

T'ang began his work of executing justice, he com-

menced with K6. The whole empire had confidence

in him. When he pursued his work in the east, the

rude tribes on the west murmured. So did those

on the north, when he was engaged in the south.

Their cry was "Why does he make us last?" Thus,

clause like one in English beginning
with a nominative absolute, fif .*

lit., "await them." 2. See the
Shoo -king, IV, ii, 6. Menciua has

introduced the clause 5S T 0*
and there are some other differences

from the orig. text. K6 was a small

territory, which is referred to the
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the locking of the people to him was like the looking
in a time of great drought to clouds and rainbows.

The frequenters of the markets stopped not. The

husbandmen made no change in their operations.

While he punished their rulers, he consoled the

people. His progress was like the falling of opportune
rain, and the people were delighted. It is said again
in the 'Book of History,' 'We have waited for our

prince long; the prince's coming will be our re-

viving!'

3. "Now the ruler of Yen was tyrannizing over his

people, and Your Majesty went and punished him.

The people supposed that you were going to deliver

them out of the water and the fire, and brought
baskets of rice and vessels of congee, to meet Your

present district of Ningling (3g ||)
in Kweitih (gf $|), in Honan. H g
S, the modern comm. ingeniously
interpret: "The people look for
rain in drought, and murmured at
his not coming, as they dread the
appearance of a rainbow, on which

the rain will stop." This is perhaps,
overrefining, and making too much
of the ^. Chaou K'e says: "The
rainbow appears when it rains, so

people, in time of drought, long to
see it." The second quotation is

from the same paragraph of the
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Majesty's host. But you have slain their fathers

and elder brothers and put their sons and younger
brothers in chains. You have pulled down the an-

cestral temple of the state, and are removing to Ts'e its

precious vessels. How can such a course be deemed

proper? The rest of the empire is indeed jealously
afraid of the strength of Ts'e, and now, when with

a doubled territory you do not put in practice a

benevolent government; it is this which sets the

arms of the empire in motion.

4. "If Your Majesty will make haste to issue an

ordinance, restoring your captives, old and young,

stopping the removal of the precious vessels, and

saying that, after consulting with the people of Yen,

Shoo-king, where we have ^ for f.
3. Comp. last eh. ^f, in ^ 15 5 zj ,

is not our "if," but rather "since."

They say & Jg r f3, * f USt M
fj-, "it is demonstrative, not condi-

tional." 3 fa, $1 is not fathers

only, but uncles as well. 3 ^ j$f,

:
*

!, lt = "its or his," i. e., the

kingdom's or the prince's, not their,

the people's. 4. J, low. 3rd tone,
used for I|R, "people of 80 and 90."

The clauses after the first are to be
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you will appoint them a ruler, and withdraw' from

the country; in this way you may still be able

to stop the threatened attack"

CHAPTER XII. 1. There had been a brush between

Tsow and Loo, when the duke Muh asked Mencius,

saying, "Of my officers there were killed thirty-three

men, and none of the people would die in their

defense. If I put them to death for their conduct,

it is impossible to put such a multitude to death.

If I do not put them to death, then there is the crime

unpunished of their looking angrily on at the death

of their officers, and not saving them. How is the

exigency of the case to be met?"

understood as the substance of the
order or ordinance, which Menciua
advised the king to issue.

CH. 12. THE AFFECTIONS OF THE
PEOPLE CAN ONLY BE SECURED
THROUGH A BENEVOLENT GOVERN-
MENT. AS THEY ARE DEALT WITH
BY THEIR SUPERIORS, SO WILL THEY
DEAL BY THEM. 1. Tsow, t he native
state of Mencius, was a small terri-

tory, whose name is still retained,
in the district of Tsow-heen, in Yen-
chow, in Shantung, [ffj

is explained
"the noise of a struggle." It is a

brush, a skirmish. Tsow could not
stand long against the forces of Loo.

Muh, "the dispenser of virtue, and
maintainer of righteousness, out-

wardly showing inward feeling," is

the posthumous epithet of the duke.

^ g] are to be taken together, =
"officers"; see Con. Analects, VIII,
iv. ^ ^ 5 is to be completed ^
(or ^ j^-) 3$ ?; comp. Analects,

XIV, xvii.
flij gg jg| S S is not to

be translated, "they will hereafter
look angrily on, etc."; the reference
is to the crime that had taken place.
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2. Mencius replied, *'In calamitous years and years
of famine, the old and weak of your people, who have

been found lying in the ditches and water channels,

and the able-bodied who have been scattered about

to the four quarters, have amounted to several thou-

sands. All the while, your granaries, prince, have

been stored with grain, and your treasuries and

arsenals have been full, and not one of your officers

has told you of the distress. Thus negligent have the

superiors in your state been, and cruel to their in-

feriors. The philosopher Tsang said,
*

Beware, be-

ware. What proceeds from you will return to you

again.' Now at length the people have returned

their conduct to the officers. Do not you, prince,

blame them.

2. (Xj ^2.= years of pestilence, and
other calamities, if sp- $|l||=have
tossed and turned about in, etc. fc,
low. 1st tone, indicates the applica-
tion of the saying. -^ jffj $j="

at last." They had long been wish-

ing to show their feeling, but only

now had they found the opportunity,
the ^f ]. 3. J
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3. "If you will put in practice a benevolent

government, this people will love you and all above

them, and will die for their officers."

CHAPTER XIII. 1. The duke Wan of T'ang asked

JfeTicms, saying, "T'ang is a small kingdom, and lies

between Ts'e and Ts'oo. Shall I serve Ts'e? Or shall

I serve Ts'oo?"

2. Mencius replied, "This plan which you propose is

beyond me. If you will have me counsel you, there is

one thing / can suggest. Dig deeper your moats; build

higher your walls ; guard them along with your people.

Jt, embracing the prince and offi-

cers generally; S: ^ (up. 2nd tone),
the officers only. {

S: ^, to be
supplemented, as in par. 1.

CH. 13. IT IS BETTER FOB A PRINCE
TO DEPEND ON HIMSELF, THAN TO
RELY ON, OR TRY TO PROPITIATE
OTHER POWERS. 1. T'ang still gives
its name to a district of Yenchow

in the south of Shantung. North
of it was Ts'e, and, in the time of

Mencius, Ts'oo had extended its

power so far north as to threaten it

from the south. |Hf, up. 3rd tone,
" to occupy a space between." 2. $it

E, H'J ^ n,~comp. Pt. I, vii, 2,

& H, H'J a :
T-- ft fa "these"
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In ca.se of attack, be prepared to die in your defense,

and have the people so that they will not leave you;
this is a proper course."

CHAPTER XIV. 1. The duke Wan of T'ang asked

Mencius, saying, "The people of Ts'e are going to

fortify See. The movement occasions me great alarm.

What is the proper course for me to take in the

case?"

2. Mencius replied, "Formerly, when King T'ae

dwelt in Pin, the barbarians of the north were con-

tinually making incursions upon it. He therefore left

=your moats.
$jj[ f, &=

JJC, as
that is used in Ana., I, vii, et al. A
good deal must be supplied here in
the translation, to bring out Men-
cius

?

s counsel.
ClI. 14. A PRINCE, THREATENED

BY HIS NEIGHBOES, WILL FIND HIS
BEST DEFENSE AND CONSOLATION IN
DOING WHAT IS GOOD AND BIGHT.
Mencius was at his wit's end, I

suppose, to give Duke Wan an
answer. It was all very well to tell

him to do good, but the promise of
an imperial descendant would hardly
be much comfort to him. The re-

ward to be realized in this world in

the person of another, and the refer-

ence to Heaven, as to a fate more
than to a personal God, are mel-

ancholy. Contrast Psalm 37:3.
"Trust in the Lord and do good; so

shalt thou dwell in the land, and

verily thou shalt be fed." 1. %$ waa
the name of an ancient principality,

adjoining T'ang. It had long been

incorporated with Ts'e, which now
resumed an old design of fortifying

it, that is, I suppose, of repairing
the wall of its principal town, as a
basis of operations against T'ang. 2.
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it, went to the foot of Mount K*e, and there took up
his residence. He did not take that situation, as

having selected it. It was a matter of necessity with

him.

3. "If you do good, among your descendants, in

after generations, there shall be one who will attain to

the imperial dignity. A prince lays the foundation of

the inheritance, and hands down the beginning which

he has made, doing what may be continued by his

successors. As to the accomplishment of the great

result, that is with Heaven. What is that T'se to you,

prince? Be strong to do good. That is all your
business."

See ch. iii, and also *he next, ^fe .

*fc Ul T. it is best to take . here
as the verb,= $. 3. %* ^.gener-
ally, "a prince." 5 |jjj, $ft; "the
end of a cocoon, or clue," "a begin-

ning." ^T 5^1 the ^ is not a mere

expletive, but is used as in Ana., XI,
ix, 3, et al.: "as to this the accom-

plishing," etc. =55, low. 2nd tone,
the verb.
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CHAPTER XV. 1. The duke Wan of T'ang asked

Mencius, saying, "T'ang is a small kingdom. Though
I do my utmost to serve those large kingdoms on

either side of it, we cannot escape suffering from them.

What course shall I take that we may do so?" Men-

cius replied, "Formerly, when King T'ae dwelt in Pin,

the barbarians of the north were constantly making
incursions upon it. He served them with skins and

silks, and still he suffered from them. He served

them with dogs and horses, and still he suffered from

them. He served them with pearls and gems, and still

he suffered from them. Seeing this, he assembled the

old men, and announced to them, saying, 'What the

CH. 15. Two COURSES OPEN TO A VII, xxiii, et al. ft] fa ^ fa % seems
PRINCE PRESSED BY HIS ENEMIES; tomeati: "If I remain here, I am
FLIGHT OR DEATH. 1. Comp. ch. iii, sure to die from the barbarians. I

HI, read chuh, up. 4th tone, "to will go and preserve your ruler for

assemble," "meet with." =ff, "a you." So, the paraphrast in the fist

sexagenarian." Zl H ?> see Ana. g. The j$, however, says: "My
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barbarians want is my territory. I have heard this,

that a ruler does not injure his people with that

wherewith he nourishes them. My children, why
should you be troubled about having no prince ? I

will leave this.' Accordingly, he left Pin, crossed the

mountain Leang, built a town at the foot of Mount

K'e, and dwelt there. The people of Pin said, 'He is

a benevolent man. We must not lose him.' Those

who followed him looked like crowds hastening to

market.

2. "On the other hand, some say, 'The kingdom is a

thing to be kept from generation to generation. One

children, why need you be troubled
about having no prince ? When I
am gone, whoever can secure your
repose, will be your prince and chief.
I will leave this, and go elsewhere."

Ill rfj is different rather from the
same phrase in ch. vii. There it

means traders, here market -goers

generally. 2. This par. is to be
understood as spoken to a ruler, in
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person. Let him be prepared to die for it. Let him
not quit it.'

3. "I ask you, prince, to make your election

between these two courses."

CHAPTER XVI. 1. The duke P'ing of Loo was

about to leave his palace, when his favorite, one

Tsang Ts'ang, made a request to him, saying, "On
other days, when you have gone out, you have given

instructions ta the officers as to where you were going.

But now, the horses have been put to the carriage,

his own person. Comp. ch. vii. ^$
= H, "to take the whole disposal
of," to deal with. It is not to be
referred to the 3?. The paraphrasts
make the whole spoken by the ruler ;

thus: "The territory of the state

was handed down by my ancestors
to their descendants, that they
should keep it from generation to

generation. It is not what I can
assume in my person the disposal
of. If calamities and difficulties

come, my course is to fight to the
death to keep it. I may not aban-
don it, and go elsewhere." The

meaning comes to the same. But
the %J is against thia construction.

CH. 16. A MAN'S WAY IN LIFE is

ORDERED BY HEAVEN. THE INSTRU-
MENTALITY OF OTHER MEN IS ONLY
SUBORDINATE. 1. The duke P'ing

(i. e., "The Pacificator") had been
informed of Mencius's worth, it

appears, by G6-ching, and was going
out, half-ashamed at the same time
to do so, to offer the due respect to

him as a professor of moral and

political science, by visiting him and

asking his services. The author of

the !j Jft t$ Ift approves of the
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and the officers do not yet know where you are going.

I venture to ask." The duke said, "I am going to see

the scholar Mang." "How is this!" said the other.

"That you demean yourself, prince, in paying the

honor of the first visit to a common man, is, I

apprehend, because you think that he is a man of

talents and virtue. By such men the rules of

ceremonial proprieties and right are observed. But
on the occasion of this Mang's second mourning, his

observances exceeded those of the former. Do not go
to see him, my prince." The duke said, "I will not."

view that the incident in this chap-
ter is to be referred to the 4th year
of the emperor j$, 310 B. c., but the

chronology of the duke P'ing is very
confused.

Jjjff , =:&. ffi & is
an exclamation of surprise, extend-
ing as far as j|ij ]g. In J^ ^ ^ sp-,
the sp ia hardly so much as an inter-

rogation. I have given its force by
-" I apprehend." {}*, does not indi-

cate the origin of rites and right,

but only their exhibition. The first

occasion of Mencius's mourning re-

ferred to was that, it is said, for

his father. But his father died,

according to the received accounts,
when he was only a child of three

years old. We must suppose that

the favorite invented the story. I

have retained the surname Mang
here, as suiting the paragraph better
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. 2. The officer Go-ching entered ^e court, and had

an audience. He said, "Prince, why have you not

gone to see Mang K'o?" The duke said, "One told

me that on the occasion of the scholar Mang's second

mourning, his observances exceeded those of the

former. It is on that account that I have not gone to

see him." "How is this!" answered G5-ching. "By
what you call 'exceeding,' you mean, I suppose, that,

on the first occasion, he used the rites appropriate to a

scholar, and, on the second, those appropriate to a

great officer; that he first used three tripods, and

afterwards five tripods." The duke said, "No; I refer

to the greater excellence of the coffin, the shell, the

graveclothes, and the shroud." Go-ching said, "That

than Mencius. 2. %fe IE is a double
surname. This individual, whose
name was K'ih (j) (See par. 3), was
a disciple 01 Mencius. The surname
probably arose from one of his

ancestors having been the music

master of some state, and so the

name of his office passing over to

l>ecome the designation of his de-

scendants. The tripods contained
the offerings of meat used in sacrifice.

The emperor used nine, the princo
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cannot be called *

exceeding.' That was the difference

between being poor and being rich."

3. After this, G6-ching saw Mencius, and said to

him, "I told the prince about you, and he was

consequently coming to see you, when one of- his

favorites, named Tsang Ts'ang, stopped him, and

therefore he did not come according to his purpose."

Mencius said, "A man's advancement is effected, it

may be, by others, and the stopping him is, it may be,

from the efforts of others. But to advance a man or

to stop his advance is really beyond the power of other

men. My not finding in the prince of Loo a ruler who

would confide in me, and put my counsels into practice,

of a state seven, a great officer five, quence of what G6-ching had said,
and a scholar three. To each tripod the duke was going to visit Mencius.
belonged its appropriate kind of

j

Jg, is read low. 2nd tone, and low. 3rd
flesh. 3. ;f* ^ jfc, , low. 3rd tone, both with the same meaning,
tone, = "

therefore," i. e., in conse- =_lh "to stop." ^ |^ @ %$ is not
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is from Heaven. How could that scion of the Tsang
family cause me not to find the ruler that would suit

me?"

spoken merely with reference to the
duke's not coming, as he had pur-

posed, to meet him. The phrase ^
j& really conveys all the meaning in

the translation, however periphrastic

that may seem. With this reference

of Mencius to Heaven, compare the

language of Confucius, Ana., VII,

xxi; IX, v; XIV, xxxviii.
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KUNG-SUN CH'OW. PART I
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CHAPTER I. 1. Kung-sun Ch'ow asked Mencius,

saying, "Master, if you were to obtain the ordering of

the government in Ts'e, could you promise yourself to

accomplish anew such results as those realized by
Kwan Chung and Gan?"

2. Mencius said, "You are indeed a true man of

Ts'e. You know about Kwan Chung and Gan, and

nothing more.

TITLE OF THIS BOOK. The name
of Kung-sun Ch'ow, a disciple of

Mencius, heading the first chapter,
the book is named from him accord-

ingly. On 3ffc -fej _h, see note on the
title of the first Book.

CH. 1. WHILE MENCIUS WISHED
TO SEE A TRUE IMPERIAL GOVERN-
MENT AND SWAY IN THE EMPtRE, AND
COULD EASILY HAVE REALIZED IT,
FROM THE PECULIAR CIRCUMSTANCES
OF THE TIME, HE WOULD NOT, TO DO
SO, HAVE HAD RECOURSE TO ANY
WAYS INCONSISTENT WITH ITS IDEA.
1. Kung-sun Ch'ow, one of Mencius's
disciples, belonged to Ts'e, and was
probably a cadot of the ducal family.

The sons of the princes were gener-
ally fe ?; their sons again, /fe ffi,

"ducal grandsons," and those two
characters, became the surname of

their descendants, who mingled with

the undistinguished classes of the

people. "S $ft, lit-> "in a way."
Chaou K'e says, ^ ft gft, "in an
official way," and Choo He, Jg 3j| J&,
"to occupy an important position."
The gloss in the ft g says: "&' ?fr

is $S J& W to grasp the handle of

government." The analogous phrase
^T ? is used now to describe an

officer's appointment. ^ Qf, see

Con. Ana., Ill, xxii; XIV, x, xrii,

xviii. ^ zf-, see Con. Ana., V, xvi;
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3. "Some one asked Tsang Se, saying, 'Sir, to

which do you give the superiority, to yourself or to

Tsze-loo?' Tsang Se looked uneasy, and said, 'He
was an object of veneration to my grandfather.'

'Then,' pursued the other, <Do you give the superiority
to yourself or to Kwan Chung?' Tsang Se, flushed

with anger and displeased, said, 'How dare you
compare me with Kwan Chung? Considering how

entirely Kawn Chung possessed the confidence of his

prince, how long he enjoyed the direction of the

government of the kingdom, and how low, after all,

was what he accomplished, how is it that you liken

me to him ?
'

Men., J, Pt. II, iv. 3. Tsang Se was
the grandson, according to Chaou
K'e and Choo He, of Tsang Sin, the
famous disciple of Confucius. Others

say he was Sin's son. It is a mooted
point. ^ 5S, comp. Ana., XI, xv.

St S, ace. to Choo, is ^ gf $, as in

the translation. The diet, gives it,

fc Ui "the appearance of rever-

ence." 3fc ^ we see what a wide

application this character J- has.

fSJ H ft" is not to be taken as if it

wore the sign of the present complete
tense, though in the diet, this pas-

sage is quoted under that signif. of

the character. It is here=$J or 75^
For more than 40 years Kwan Chung

the entire confidence of
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4. "Thus," concluded Mencius, "Tsang Se would

not play Kwan Chung, and is it what you desire for

me, that I should do so?"

5. Kung-sun Ch'ow said, "Kwan Chung raised his

prince to be the leader of all the other princes, and

Gan made his prince illustrious, and do you still think

it would not be enough for you to do what they did?"

6. Mencius answered, "To raise Ts*e to the im-

perial dignity would be as easy as it is to turn round

the hand."

7. "So!" returned the other. *'The perplexity of

your disciple is hereby very much increased. There

the duke Hwan. 4. ^ &, ^, low.
3rd tone,

" on my behalf." Sun Shih

(p ^), the paraphrast of Chaou
K'e, takes it as= l j$: "Do you
think that I desire to do so ?" This

does not appear to be K'e's own
interpretation. 5. ^ -f>}> ^ ^f- Wi 'ft

JEg. ^ H, lit., "and are Kwan
Chung and Gan still not sufficient to

be played?" 7. jgf &~ " in thi8
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was King Wan, with all the virtue which belonged to

him; and who did not die till he had reached a

hundred years: and still his influence had not

penetrated throughout the empire. It required King
Woo and the duke of Chow to continue his course,

before that influence greatly prevailed. Now you
say that the imperial dignity might be so easily

obtained: is King Wan then not a sufficient object
for imitation?"

8. Mencius said, "How can King Wan be matched?
From T'ang to Woo-ting there had appeared six or

seven worthy and sage sovereigns. The empire had

been attached to Yin for a long time, and this length

case"; but by using our exclama-

tory So! the spirit of tho remark is

brought out. JJ. introduces a new
subject, and a stronger one for the

point in hand. King Wan died at
97. Ch'ow uses the round number,

2. %j %&i "Now you say that Ts'e

might be raised to the imperial sway
thus easily." 8. From T'ang to Woo-
ting (1765-132$ B. c.), there were

altogether 18 emperors, exclusive of

themselves, and from Woo-ting to

Chow (1323-1 163) seven. $}, ch'aou,
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of time made a change difficult. Woo-ting had all the

princes coming to his court, and possessed the empire

as if it had been a thing which he moved round in his

palm. Then, Chow was removed from Woo-ting by
no great interval of time. There were still remaining

some of the ancient families and of the old manners,

of the influence also which had emanated from the ear-

lier sovereigns, and of their good government. More-

over, there were the viscount of Wei and his second son,

their Royal Highnesses Pe-kan and the viscount of

Ke, and Kaou-kih, all, men of ability and virtue, who

gave their joint assistance to Chow in his government.

In consequence of these things, it took a long time

for him to lose the empire. There was not a foot of

low. 1st tone, used as in I, Pt. I, vi,

6, et al. ft 3-, j^ ^p, Jg 3-, see
Con. Ana., XVIII, i. The latter two
a^e EE -J-t as being uncles of Chow,
"imperial sons." ^ -fiji was the
second BOU (some Bay brother) of ^

-/-. Kaou-kih was a distinguished
man and minister of the time,
whose worth was first discovered by
King Wan, but who continued loyal
to the house of Yin. ftjj ft|> +H, up.
3rd tone. , refers to the
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ground which he did not possess. There was not one
of all the people who was not his subject. So it was
on his side, and King Wan made his beginning from
a territory of only one hundred square li. On all these

accounts, it was difficult for him immediately to attain

the imperial dignity.

9. "The people of Ts'e have a saying 'A man

may have wisdom and discernment, but that is not

like embracing the favorable opportunity. A man

may have instruments of husbandry, but that is not

like waiting for the farming seasons.' The present
time is one in which the imperial dignity may be easily

attained.

10. "In the flourishing periods of the Hea, Yin,

and Chow dynasties, the imperial domain did not

exceed a thousand li, and Ts*e embraces so much

empire. %. Jfg -ft -S S, >fit, the

opp. of former cases, takes the place
of &. 9. $8 ^, written variously,

JJS J|j, $& $> was *ho name for a
hoe. 10. 3J fa, Wi, F5), see Con. Ana.,

Ill, xxi. j$= |S. The last sentence,
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territory. Cocks crow and dogs bark to each other, all

the way to the four borders of the state: so Ts'e

possesses the people. No change is needed for the

enlarging of its territory: no change is needed for the

collecting of a population. If its ruler will put in

practice a benevolent government, no power will be

able to prevent his becoming emperor.
11. "Moreover, never was there a time further

removed than the present from the appearance of a

true sovereign: never was there a time when the

sufferings of the people from tyrannical government
were more intense than the present. The hungry are

easily supplied with food, and the thirsty are easily

supplied with drink.

as in I, Pt. I, vii, 3. 11. The ^ in

^ & ^, ^ ;& fc is perplexing. We
might put it, in the 3rd tone, and J
and $j in the same. But in VII, Pt.
1, xxiv, we have the expressions fj/l,

# 1T &, %, % 1T fc where & and &
must have their ordinary tones.

Stress therefore is not to be laid on
the ^. Perhaps the expressions=
"easily do eating, easily do drinking."
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12. "Confucius said, *The flowing progress of virtue

is more rapid than the transmission of imperial orders

by stages and couriers.'

13. "At the present time, in a country of ten

thousand chariots, let benevolent government be put

in practice, and the people will be delighted with it,

as if they were relieved from hanging by the heels.

With half the merit of the ancients, double their

achievements is sure to be realized. It is only at this

time that such could be the case."

12. The distinction between ^ and

5 is much disputed. Some make the

former a foot post, but that is un-

likely. It denotes the slower con-

veyance of dispatches, and the other

the more rapid. So much seems

plain. See the $1 !& l c - 13. ffi

ft? fll JB*, Choo He simply says:

$J !K <& W &>
"

f0J !K expresses bitter

suffering." Lit., it is "as if they
were loosed from being turned upsido
down and suspended."
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CHAPTER II. 1. Rung-sun Ch'ow asked Mencius,

saying, "Master, if you were to be appointed a high

noble and the prime minister of Ts'e, so as to be able

to carry your principles into practice, though you

CH. 2. THAT MENCIUS HAD AT-

TAINED TO AN UNPERTURBED MIND ;

THAT THE MEANS BY WHICH HE HAD
DONE SO WAS HIS KNOWLEDGE OF
WORDS AND THE NOURISHMENT OF
HIS PASSION-NATURE; AND THAT IN
THIS HE WAS A FOLLOWER OF CON-
FUCIUS. The chapter is divided into
four parts: the 1st, pars. 18,
showing generally that there are
various ways to attain an unper-
turbed mind; the 2nd, pars. 9, 10,

exposing the error of the way taken

by the philosopher Kaou; the 3rd,

pars. 11-17, unfolding Mencius's own
way; and the 4th, pars. 18-28,
showing that Mencius followed Con-
fucius, and praising the sage as the
first of mortals. It is chiefly owing
to what Mencius says in this chapter
about the nourishment of the pas-
sion nature, that a place has been
accorded to him among the sages o
China, or in immediate proximity to
them. His views are substantially
these, Man's nature is composite.
He possesses moral and intellectual

powers (comprehended by Mencius
under the term jj> "heart," "mind,"
interchanged with S;, "the will"),
arid active powers (summed up under
the term ^, and embracing generally
the emotions, desires, appetites).
The moral and intellectual powers

should be supreme and govern, but
there is a close connection between
them and the others which give
effect to them. The active powers
may not be stunted, for then the
whole character will be feeble. But,
on the other hand, they must not
be allowed to take the lead. They
must get their tone from the mind,
and the way to develop them in all

their completeness is to do good.
Let them be vigorous, and the mind
clear and pure, and we shall have
the man whom nothing externa 1

to himself can perturb, Horace's

justum et tenacem propositi virum.
In brief, if we take the sanum corpus
of the Roman adage, as not express-
i ng the mere physical body, but the
emotional and physical nature, what
Mencius exhibits here, may be said

to be "mens sana in corpore sano."
The attentive reader will, I think,
find the above thoughts dispersed

through this chapter, and be able

to separate them from the irrelevant

matter (that especially relating to

Oonfucius), with which they are put
forth. 1. Jn> "to add," and gener-

ally "to confer upon," is here to be
taken passively, "If on you were
conferred the dignity of, etc." +fl,

up. 3rd tone. #$ t|J are not to be
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should thereupon raise the prince to the headship of

all the other princes, or even to the imperial dignity,
it would not be to be wondered at. In such a position
would your mind be perturbed or not?" Mencius

replied, "No. At forty, I attained to an unperturbed
mind."

2. Ch'ow said, "Since it is so with you, my master,

you are far beyond Mang Pun." "The mere attain-

ment," said Mencius, "is not difficult. The scholar

Kaou had attained to an unperturbed mind, at an

earlier period of life than I did."

3. Ch'ow asked, "Is there any way to an un-

perturbed mind?" The answer was, "Yes."

separated by an or, as flf 5E must be.

See on / ^U, Ana., IX, xv. Ch'ow's

meaning ic that, with so great an
office and heavy a charge, the mind
might well be perturbed: would it

be so with his master? With Men-
cius'a reply, comp. Confucius's ac-

count of himself, Ana., II, iv, 3. 2.

Mang Pun was a celebrated bravo,

probably of Ts'e, who could pull the

horn from an ox's head, and feared

no man. Kaou is the same who
gives name to the 6th Book of Men-
cius, wliich see. ^ / |ft is not to

be understood so much with refer-

ence to the case of Mang Pun, as to

the mere attainment of an unper-
turbed mind, without reference to

the way of attaining to it. 3. 3^
here= // ^, "way," or "method."
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4. "Pih-kung Yew had this way of nourishing his

valor: He did not flinch from any strokes at his

body. He did not turn his eyes aside from any
thrusts at them. He considered that the slightest

push from any one was the same as if he were beaten

before the crowds in the market place, and that what he

would not receive from a common man in his loose

large garments of hair, neither should he receive

from a prince of ten thousand chariots. He viewed

stabbing a prince of ten thousand chariots just as

stabbing a fellow dressed in cloth of hair. He feared

not any of all the princes. A bad word addressed to

him he always returned.

4. Pih-kung Yew was a bravo, be-

longing probably to Wei (f|f), and
connected with its ruling family. ^,
W $& (low. 1st tone), ^ g $&, lit.,

"not skin bend, not eye avoid."
The meaning is not that he had first

been wounded in those parts, and
still was i ndifferent to the pain, but
that he would press forward, careless
of all risks. Jg covers down to

jj$.~~ ^ 3^, = "the least push," = dis-

grace. Chaou K'e says "to have

a hair pulled from his body," but ^
does not agree with this, iff |jj

(ch'aou, low. 1st tone) are not to be

separated, and made "the market

place or the court." The latter char,

is used, because anciently the diff.

parties in the markets were arranged
in their respective ranks and places,
as the officers in the court. But

comp. Ana., XIV, xxxviii, 1. ??j j

1f =38 Ht 15 3c (or JS). 5. There
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5. "Mang She-shay had this way of nourishing his

valor: He said, *I look upon not conquering and

conquering in the same way. To measure the enemy
and then advance; to calculate the chances of victory

and then engage: this is to stand in awe oi the

opposing force. How can I make certain of con-

quering? I can only rise superior to all fear.'

6. "Mang She-shay resembled the philosopher

Tsang. Pih-kung Yew resembled Tsze-hea. I do not

know to the valor of which of the two the superiority

should be ascribed, but yet Mang She-shay attended

to what was of the greater importance.

is a difficulty with the
jjjg,

in j J^
^, as this gentleman in the end of

the par. simply calls himself ^.
Hence the {j ia made like our
"h'm"; Mang H'm-shay. The use
of A before the name, especially in

the south of China, is analogous to
this. Notwithstanding the J^f in the
1st clause of this par., we need not
translate diff'tly from the 1st clause
of the preceding. ^ 5f, see Ana.,

VII, x; used here simply for "the

enemy." 6. |fc Jf as m ' asfc cn-

Pih-kung Yew thought of others,

of conquering; Mang Shay of him-

self, of not being afraid. It is on
thia account that Men. gives him
the preference. The basis of the

ref. to the two disciplea is the com-

monly received idea of their several

characters. Tsang Sin was reflective,

and dealt with himself. Tsze-hea
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7. "Formerly, the philosopher Tsang said to Tsze-

seang, 'Do you love valor? I heard an account of

great valor from the Master. It speaks thus: "If,

on self-examination, I find that I am not upright, shall

I not be in fear even of a poor man in his loose

garments of haircloth? If, on self-examination, I

find that I am upright, I will go forward against

thousands and tens of thousands."

8. "Yet, what'Mang She-shay maintained, being his

merely physical energy, was after all inferior to what

was ambitious, and would not will-

ingly be inferior to others. 7. Tsze-

seang was a disciple of Tsang. $&,

properly, the straight seams, from
the top to the edge, with which an
ancient cap was made, metaphori-
cally used for "straight," "upright."

^.1^ M=& & * tSs $. the inter-

rogation being denoted by the tone
of the voire. Still the ffi is the final

particle, and not the initial "how,"
with a different tone, as Julien
supposes. 8. Here we first meet the
ch.inu-ter ^, so important in this

chapter. Its different meanings may
be seen in the dictionaries of Morri-
r.on and Modhnrst. Originally it was

the same as ^, "cloudy vapor."
With the addition of ^, "rice," or

^C, "fire," which was an old form, it

should indicate "steam of rice," or

"steam" generally. The sense in

which Mencius uses it is indicated
in the translation and in the prelimi-

nary note. That sense springs from
its being used as correlate to j>,

"the mind," taken in connection
with the idea of "energy" inherent
in it, from its composition. Thus
it signifies the lower, but active,

portion of man's constitution; and
in this paragraph, that lower part
in its lowest sense, animal vigor
or courage. Observe the force of
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the philosopher Tsang maintained, which was indeed

of the most importance."
9. Kung-sun Ch'ow said, "May I venture to ask an

explanation from you, Master, of how you maintain

an unperturbed mind, and how the philosopher Kaou
does the same?" Mencius answered, "Kaou says,

'What is not attained in words is not to be sought for

in the mind; what produces dissatisfaction in the

mind, is not to be helped by passion effort.' This

last, when there is unrest in the mind, not to seek

for relief from passion effort, may be conceded. But

the ^(., referring to what had been
conceded to Shay in par. 6. I trans-

late as if there were a comma or

pause after the two 3f. 9. Kaou'a

principle seems to have been this,
utter indifference to everything
external, and entire passivity of

mind. Modern writers are fond of

saying that in his words is to be
found the essence of Buddhism,
that the object of his attainment
was the Buddhistic nirvana, and

perhaps this helps us to a glimpse
of his meaning. Comm. take sides

on ^ ffi ft |f, whether the "words"
are Kaou's own words, or those of

others. To me it is hardly doubtful
that they must be taken as the
words of others. Menoiu.s's account of

himself below, as "
knowing words,"

seems to require this. At the same

time, a reference to Kaou's argu-
ments with Mencius in Bk. VI, where
he changes the form of his assertions,

without seeming to be aware of their

refutation, gives some plausibility to

the other view. Chaou K'e is all

at sea in his interpretation of the

text here. He understands it thus :

"If men'a words are bad, I will

not inquire about their hearts; if

their hearts are bad, I will not

inquire about their words !

" The pj

i s not an approval of Kaou's second

proposition, but a concession of it

simply is. not so bud as hia first.

Mencius goes on to show win-rein

he considered it as defective. From
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not to seek in the mind for what is not attained in

words cannot be conceded. The will is the leader of

the passion nature. The passion nature pervades and

animates the body. The will is first and chief, and the

passion nature is subordinate to it. Therefore /

say,
* Maintain firm the will, and do no violence to

the passion nature."

10. Ch'ow observed, "Since you say 'The will is

chief, and the passion nature is subordinate,' how do

you also say,
* Maintain firm the will, and do no

violence to the passion nature ?
' ' Mencius replied,

"When it is the will alone which is active, it moves

his language here, and in the next

paragraph, we see that ho uses J&
and j|> synonymously. $,, fj* . fa
-"the $& is the filling up of the

body." ^ might seem here to be
little more than the "breath," but
that meaning would come altogether
short of the term throughout the

chapter. 10. Ch'ow did not under-
stand what his master had said

about the relation between the mind
and the passion nature, and as the

latter was subordinate, would have
had it disregarded altogether:
hence his question. Mencius shows
that the passion-nature is really a

part of our constitution, acts upon
the mind, and is acted on by it, and

may not be disregarded. ^ ^~
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the passion nature. When it is the passion nature

alone which is active, it moves the will. For instance

now, in the case of a man falling or running; that is

from the passion nature, and yet it moves the

mind."

11. "I venture to ask," said Ch'ow again.,
" wherein

you, Master, surpass Kaou." Mencius told him, "I

understand words. I am skillful in nourishing my
vast, flowing passion nature."

12. Ch'ow pursued, "I venture to ask what you

mean by your vast, flowing passion nature!" The

reply was, "It is difficult to describe it.

The J5t meets Ch'ow's disregard of

the passion nature, as not worth

attending to. 11. The illustration

here is not a very happy one, lead-

ing us to think of ^ in its merely
material signification, as in the last

par. On [J ff, see par. 17. On fft

*JS . M, there is much vain babbling

in the Comm., to show, how the jj&

of heaven and earth is the ^, also

of man. Mencius, it seems to me,
has before his mind the ideal of a

perfect man, complete in all the

parts of his constitution. It is this

which gives its elevation to his
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13. " This is the passion nature: It is exceedingly

great, and exceedingly strong. Being nourished by
rectitude, and sustaining no injury, it fills up all

between heaven and earth.

14. "This is the passion nature: It is the mate
and assistant of righteousness and reason. Without
it, man is in a state of starvation.

15. "It is produced by the accumulation of right-
eous deeds; it is not to be obtained by incidental acts

of righteousness. If the mind does not feel com-

placency in the conduct, the nature becomes starved.

I therefore said, 'Kaou has never understood right-
eousness, because he makes it something external.'

in par. 9. It is better, however, in

the translation, to supply "man,"
than "body." 15. Jjj, "to take
an enemy by surprise"; and f| Si =
"incidental acts of righteousness."
f5 here refers to the passion nature
itself. The analysis of conduct and

feeling here is very good. Mencius's
sentiment is just 'Tis conscience

makes cowards of us all. On the

13. fit lH?t, as in para-
graphs 7, 15; %fc 5J, ^as in the latter

part of par. 15. |g is here in the
sense of "to fill up," not "to stop
up." Still the |g ^ ^ j& HH is

one of those heroic expressions, which
fill the ear, but do not inform the
mind. 14. A pause must be made
after the ^, which refers to the ^
*& M.- fS refers to g*, in f* ; 5fc,
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16. "There must be the constant practice of this

righteousness, but without the object of thereby nour-

ishing the passion nature. Let not the mind forget its

work, but let there be no assisting the growth of that

nature. Let us not be like the man of Sung. There

was a man of Sung, who was grieved that his growing
corn was not longer, and so he pulled it up. Having
done this, he returned home, looking very stupid, and

said to his people,
'
I am tired to-day. I have been

helping the corn to grow long.' His son ran to look

at it, and found the corn all withered. There are few

in the world who do not deal with their passion nature,

latter sentence, see Bk. VI, v, et al.

16. I have given the meaning of the
text & ;& 5 jg, jfjj ^ JH , fy fc ,

%!$})$& after Chaou X'e, to whom
Choo He also inclines. But for their

help, we should hardly know what
to make of it. '[H is taken in the
sense of J^ ttjj, "to do with anticipa-
tion of, or a view to, an ulterior

object." This meaning of the term

is supported by an example from the

^ fa ( ^ = "tired." 17. Here,
as sometimes before, we miss the

preliminary H> noting a question by
Mencius's interlocutor, and the same
omission is frequent in all the rest

of the chapter. I have supplied the
lacume after Choo He, who himself
follows Lin Che-k'e (i^t '. iSf), a

scholar, who died A. D. 1176. Chaou
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as i/ they were assisting the corn to grow long. Some
indeed consider it of no benefit to them, and let it

alone: they do not weed their corn. They who
assist it to grow long, pull out their corn. What they

do is not only of no benefit to the nature, but it also

injures it."

17. Kung-sun Ch^ow further asked, "What do you
mean by saying that you understand whatever words

you hear?" Mencius replied, "When words are one-

sided, I know how the mind of the speaker is clouded

over. When words are extravagant, I know how
the mind is fallen and sunk. When words are all-

depraved, I know how the mind has departed from

K'e sometimes errs egregiously in
the last part, through not distin-

guishing the speakers. With regard
to the first ground of Mencius's

superiority over Kaou, his "knowl-
edge of words," as he is briefer than
on the other, so he is still less satis-

factory, to my mind, at least.

Perhaps he means to say, that,
however great the dignity to which

he might be raised, his knowledge
of words, and ability in referring
incorrect and injurious speeches to

the mental defects from which they
sprang, would keep him from being
deluded, and preserve his mind
unperturbed. One of the scholars

Ch'ing uses this illustration :

" Men-
cius with his knowledge of words
was like a man seated aloft on the
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principle. When words are evasive, I know how the

mind is at its wit's end. These evils growing in the

mind, do injury to government, and, displayed in

the government, are hurtful to the conduct of affairs.

When a sage shall again arise, he will certainly follow

my words."

18. On this- Ch'ow observed, "Tsae Go and Tsze-

kung were skillful in speaking. Yen New, the disciple

Min, and Yen Yuen, while their words were good,
were distinguished for their virtuous conduct. Con-

fucius united the qualities of the disciples in himself,

dais, who can distinguish all the
movements of the people below
the hall, which he could not do, if

it were necessary for him to descend
and mingle with the crowd." The
concluding remark gives rise to the
rest of the chapter, it seeming to
Ch'ow that Mencius placed himself by
it on the platform of sages. 1 8. Comp.
Ana., XL, ii, 2, to the enumeration in

which of the excellencies of several
of Confucius'a disciples there seems
to be here a reference. There, hov/-

ever, it ia said that Yen New, Min,
and Yen Yuen were distinguished for

& ff, and here we have the addition

of | H", which give a good deal of

trouble. Some take ^ as a verb,
"were skillful to speak of virtuous

conduct." So the Tartar version,

according to Julien. Sun Shih makes
it a noun, as I do. The references

to the disciples are quite inept. The
point of Ch'ow's inquiry lies in Con-
fucius's remark, found nowhere else,

and obscure enough. He thinks
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he said,
' In the matter of speeches, I am not

competent.'- -Then, Master, have you attained to be

a sage?"
19. Mencius said, "Oh! what words are these?

Formerly Tsze-kung asked Confucius, saying,
*

Master,

are you a sage?' Confucius answered him, 'A sage
is what I cannot rise to. I learn without satiety,

and teach without being tired.' Tsze-kung said, 'You
learn without satiety: that shows your wisdom.

You teach without being tired: that shows your
benevolence. Benevolent and wise: Master, you
ARE a sage.' Now, since Confucius would not have
himself regarded a sage, what words were those ?

"

Mencius is taking more to himself I 19. ^&, up. 1st tone; an exclamation,
than Confucius did. Chaou K'e, how- not interrogative. This convers. with
ever, takes fij fa j$$ :3 ^, as a re- Tsze-kung is not found in the Ana-
mark of Mencius, but it is quite lects. Compare Ana., VII, ii; xxxiii,
unnatural to do so. Observe the which latter chapter may possibly be
force of the $, yoii have come to be.

| another version of what Mencius
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20. Ch'ow said, "Formerly, I once heard this:

Tsze-hea, Tsze-yew, and Tsze-chang had each one

member of the sage. Yen New, the disciple Min, and

Yen Yuen, had all the members, but in small propor-

tions. I venture to ask, With which of these are

you pleased to rank yourself ?
"

21. Mencius replied, "Let us drop speaking about

these, if you please."

22. Ch'ow then asked,
" What do you say of Pih-e

and E-yun ?
" " Their ways were different from mine,"

said Mencius. "Not to serve a prince whom he did

not esteem, nor command a people whom he did not

approve ; in a time of good government to take office,

says here. 20. $$, is used with other

verbs to give a deferential tone to

what they say. 21. Comp. 13k. I,

I't. II, ix. Does Mencius here indi-

cate that he thought himself superior
to all the worthies referred to even
to Yen Yuen? Hardly so much as

that; but that he could not be

content with them for his model.

22. Pih-e, see Con. Ana., V, xxii.

E-yun, see Con. Ana., XJ1, xxii.

^M -Jl
: iff > ^ 3 &i> ihe emphatic hi*;

i. e., as paraphrased in the trans-

lation. M ?|f # /V M iH &&='&
Jg RiJ ?|f . M M # ilii # ?* tt< # K
H"J ffi, M Ft jfii # He ft- 1 have
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and on the occurrence of confusion to retire: this

was the way of Pih-e. To say 'Whom may I not
serve? My serving him makes him my prince. What
people may I not command ? My commanding them
makes them my people.' In a time of good govern-
ment to take office, and when disorder prevailed, also

to take office: that was the way of E-yun. When it

was proper to go into office, then to go into it; when
it was proper to keep retired from office, then to keep
retired from it; when it was proper to continue in it

long, then to continue in it long; when it was proper
to withdraw from it quickly, then to withdraw

quickly: that was the way of Confucius. These were
all sages of antiquity, and I have not attained to do
what they did. But what I wish to do is to learn to
be like Confucius."

given the meaning, but the concise-
ness of the text makes it difficult to
a learner. The different ways of
1'ih-e, E-yun, and Confucius are
thus expressed: "The principle of

the first was purity ^ j^ $$ Jt Jg;

that of the second was office JJl {-

3$ 3t- it: that of the third was what

the time required &. B ^ #- H.."
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23. Ch'ow said,
"
Comparing Pih-e and E-yun with

Confucius, are they to be placed in the same rank? "

Mencius replied, "No. Since there were living men
until now, there never was another Confucius."

24. Ch'ow said, "Then, did they have any points

of agreement with him? ' ' The reply was,
' ' Yes. If

they had been sovereigns over a hundred li of terri-

tory, they would, all of them, have brought all the

princes to attend in their court, and have obtained

the empire. And none of them, in order to obtain

the empire, would have committed one act of

unrighteousness, or put to death one innocent person.

In those things they agreed with him."

25. Ch'ow said, "I venture to ask wherein he

2.3. |f$- is to be taken as =^, the

connective. 25. ^f, woo, or wa,
"low-lying water," used here simply
for "low," with reference to the
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differed from them." Mencius replied,
<4 Tsae Go,

Tsze-kung, and Yew Jo had wisdom sufficient to

know the sage. Even had they been ranking themselves

low, they would . not have demeaned themselves to

flatter their favorite.

26. "Now, Tsae Go said, 'According to my view

of our Master, he is far superior to Yaou and Shun.'

27. "Tsze-kung said, 'By viewing the ceremonial

ordinances of a prince, we know the character of his

government. By hearing his music, we know the

character of his virtue. From the distance of a

hundred ages after, I can arrange, according to their

merits, the kings of a hundred ages; not one of

visdora of Tsae Go and Tsze-kung,
in their own estimation.

|!pj
in the

*

yuso
of " partial," =" to flatter." 26.

\\ith this and the two next pars.,
ecu np. the eulogiuin of Confucius, in
tho Chung Yung, Ch. 30-32, and

Con. Ana., ~KI~K, xxiii-xxv. It is

in vain the Western reader tries to

quicken himself to any corresponding
appreciation of Confucius. We look
for the being his disciples describe,
as vainly as we do for the fabulous
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them can escape me. From the birth of mankind till

now, there has never been another like our Master.'

28. "Yew Jo said, 'Is it only among men that it

is so? There is the K*e-lin among quadrupeds; the

Feng-hwang among birds, the T'ae Mountain among
mounds and ant hills, and rivers and seas among
rain pools. Though different in degree, they are the

same in kind. So the sages among mankind are also

the same in kind. But they stand out from their

fellows, and rise above the level, and from the birth

of mankind till now, there never has been one so

complete as Confucius."

K'e-lin and Feng-hwang, to which

they compare him. ^ Jg,, see Con.

Ana., XI, viii. The k'e is properly
the male, and the lin, the female of

the animal referred to; a monster,
with a deer's body, an ox's tail, and
a horse's feet, which appears to greet
the birth of a sage, or the reign of a

sage sovereign. Both in $& ! and

IKJ, JH, the names of the male and
female are put together, to indicate

one individual of either sex. The

image in ^ sp J 2 is that of stalks

of grass or grain, shooting high
above the level of the waving field.

%. % & n ?L rf "there has not
been one more complete than Con-
fucius." But this would be no more
than putting Confucius on a level

with other sages. I have therefore

translated after the example of Choo
He, who says fl # *B. A. 1*1 ft

fr* A. ife # in ?L ? 2. & .-
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CHAPTER III. 1. Mencius said, "He who, using

force, makes a pretense to benevolence, is the leader

of the princes. A leader of the princes requires a large

kingdom. He who, using virtue, practices benevo-

lence is the sovereign of the empire. To become

the sovereign of the empire, a prince need not wait

for a large kingdom. T'ang did it with only seventy

li, and King Wan with only a hundred.

2. "When one by force subdues men, they do not

submit to him in heart. They submit, because their

strength is not adequate to resist. When one subdues

CH. 3. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
A CHIEFTAIN OF THE PRINCES AND A
SOVEREIGN OF THE EMPIRE; AND
BETWEEN SUBMISSION SECURED BY
FORCE AND THAT PRODUCED BY
VIRTUE. 1. ff and 3 are here the

recognized titles and not="to ac-

quire the chieftaincy," "to acquire
the sovereignty." In the ^| ff , we
find much said on the meaning of
the two characters. 3? is from three
strokes (s.), denoting heaven, earth,
and man, with a fourth stroke, or
unity, going through them, grasping

and uniting them together, thua

affording the highest possible con-

ception of power or ability. f is

synonymous with fg, and of kindred

meaning with the words, of nearly
the same sound, ^fi, "to grasp with
the hand," and t|, "to urge," "to

press." 2.
-fy ^ |$| is translated by

Julien, "quia nempe vires (i. e., vis

armorum) ad id obtinendum non suffi-

ciunt." Possibly some Chi. comm.
may have sanctioned such an inter-

pretation, but it has nowhere come
under my potice. The "seventy
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men by virtue, in their hearts' core they are pleased,
and sincerely submit, as was the case with the seventy
disciples in their submission to Confucius. What is

said in the 'Book of Poetry,'
'From the west, from the east,

From the south, from the north,
There was not one who thought of refusing sub-

mission,'

is an illustration of this."

CHAPTER IV. 1. Mencius said,
" Benevolence brings

glory to a prince, and the opposite of it brings dis-

grace. For the princes of the present day to hate

disgrace and yet live complacently doing what is not

disciples" is giving a round number,
the enumeration of them differing
in different works. We find them
reckoned at 73, 76, etc. See in the

prolegomena to Vol. I. For the ode
see the She-king, III, i, Ode IX, st.

6, celebrating the influence of the

kings Wan and Woo. The four

quarters are to be viewed from
Kaou, ($3), King Woo's capital. ,$
is not to be taken as an abstract

noun, = "
thought." |$ ffi, a states-

man and scholar of the llth cent.,

says on this chapter: "He who

subdues men by force has the inten-

tion of subduing them, and they
dare not but submit. He who sub-

dues men by virtue, has no intention

to subdue them, and they cannot
but submit. From antiquity down-
wards, there have been many disser-

tations on the leaders of the princes,
and the true sovereign, but none so

deep, incisive, and perspicuous as

this chapter."
CH. 4. GLORY is THE SURE RESULT

OF BENEVOLENT OOVKRNMENT. CA-
LAMITY AND HAIM'INKSS AUK MKN';
OWN SEEKING. 1. % ^ , lit., "tO
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benevolent, is like hating moisture and yet living in

a low situation.

2.
" If a prince hates disgrace, the best course for

him to pursue is to esteem virtue and honor virtuous

scholars, giving the worthiest among them places of

dignity, and the able offices of trust. When through-
out his kingdom there is leisure and rest from external

troubles, taking advantage of such a season, let him

clearly digest the principles of his government with

its legal sanctions, and then even great kingdoms wilt

be constrained to stand in awe of him.

3.
" It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,'

' Before the heavens were dark with rain,

I gathered the bark from the roots of the mul-

berry trees,

dwell in not-benevolence," i. e., com-
placently to go on in the practice of
what is not benevolent. 2. ^ #jj
covers as far as to jcfc %\\, and g ^
% 1ft and the next clause are to be
taken as in apposition simply with
the one preceding. See the Doctrine

of the Mean, ch. xx. The H
here corresponds to the |ft H< there,

and the $ ; f ^ may embrace
both the

|j[fc ^. |
and the ft ^ S-

JflJ,
not punishments, but penal

laws. 3. See the She-king, I, xv,
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And wove it closely to form the window and

door of my nest ;

Now, / thought, ye people below,

Perhaps ye will not dare to insult me.'

Confucius said, 'Did not he who made this ode under-

stand the way of governing?' If a prince is able

rightly to govern his kingdom, who will dare to insult

him?

4. "But now the princes take advantage of the

time when throughout their kingdoms there is leisure

and rest from external troubles, to abandon themselves

to pleasure and indolent indifference; they in fact

seek for calamities for themselves.

5.
"
Calamity and happiness in all cases are men's

own seeking.

Ode II, st. 2, where for ^ jlfc "f ^
we have ^ ~%C ~F &, the difference
not affecting the sense. The ode is

n appeal by some small bird to an
owl not to destroy its nest, which
bird, in Mencius's application of the

words, is made to represent a wise

prince taking all precautionary meas-

ures. 4. $J, read p'u-an, low. 1st

lone, nearly synonymous with the

next character. *j*, to/i. 6. I'o. ih 1
'
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6. "This is illustrated by what is said in the 'Book

of Poetry,'

'Be always studious to be in harmony with the

ordinances of God,

So you will certainly get for yourself much

happiness ;

'

and by the passage of the Ta'e Kea, 'When Heaven
sends down calamities, it is still possible to escape
from them; when we occasion the calamities ourselves,

it is not possible any longer to live.'
'

CHAPTER V. Mencius said, "If a ruler give honor

to men of talents and virtue and employ the able, so

that offices shall all be filled by individuals of distinc-

tion and mark; then all the scholars of the empire
will be pleased, and wish to stand in his court.

ode see the She-king, III, i, Ode I,
st. 6. !=&, "to think of." For
the other quotation, see the Shoc-
king, IV, v, Sect. IT, 3, where we
have if, "to escape," for $;-, bub the
meaning is the same.

( 'n. 5. VARIOUS POINTS OF TRUE
KOVAI, <:OVKKVMENT NEGIJEOTED UY
THE I'RINCKS OF MENCIUS's TIME,

ATTENTION TO WHICH WOULD SURELY
CARRY ANY ONE OF THEM TO THE
IMPERIAL THRONE. 1. Comp. last

ch., par. 2. The wisest among 1,000

men is called ^; the wisest among
10 is called $|. Numbers, however,
do not enter into the signification of

the terms here. ^ "f . :1: ii i- ~
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2. "If, in the market place of his capital, he levy

a ground rent on the shops but do not tax the goods,
or enforce the proper regulations without levying a

ground rent; then all the traders of the empire will

be pleased, and wish to store their goods in his

market place.

3. "If, at his frontier passes, there be an inspec-

tion of persons, but no taxes charged on goods or other

articles., then all the travelers of the empire will be

pleased, and wish to make their tours on his roads.

comp. I, Pt. I, vii, 18. 2. g|, "a
shop, or market place," is used here
as a verb,

" to levy ground rent for

such a shop." Ace. to Choo He, in

the HJ- $fi, we are to understand the
market place here as that in the

capital, which was built on the plan
of the division of the land, after

the figure of the character ^. The
middle square behind was the rff;

the center one was occupied by the

palace; the front one by the ances-

tral and other temples, govt. treas-

uries, arsenals, etc.; and the three

squares on each side were occupied

by the people. He adds that, when
traders became too ninny, a ground
rent was levied; when they were few,

it was remitted, and only a surveil-

lance was exercised of the markets

by the proper officers. That surveil-

lance extended to the inspection of

weights and measures, regulation of

the price, etc. See its duties detailed

in the Chow-le, XIV, vii. 3. Comp.
I, Pt. II, v, 3; Pt. I, vii, 18. All

comm. refer for the illustration of

this ride to the account of the duties

of the if] gg, in the Chow-le, XV, xi.

But from that it would appear that

the levying no duties at the passes
was only in bad years, and hence
some have arguod that MenciuH's

lesson was only for the emergency
of the time. To avoid that, conclu-

sion, the author of the W Jft f& tft

contends that the Chow-le haa been

interpolated in the place, rightly,
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4. "If he require that the husbandmen give their

mutual aid to cultivate the public field, and exact no

other taxes from them; then all the husbandmen of

the empire will be pleased, and wish to plow in his

fields.

5. "If from the occupiers of the shops in his mar-

ket place he do not exact the fine of the individual

idler, or of the hamlet's quota of cloth, then all

the people of the empire will be pleased, and wish to

come and be his people.

as it seems to me. 4. The rule of

$J ffn %* $k *s tlie same as that of

ff % h , I, Pt. II, v, 3. 5. It is

acknowledged by commentators that

it is only a vague notion which wo
can obtain of the meaning of this

paragraph. Is jg to be taken as in

the translation, or verbally as in the
2nd par. ? What was the ^ ^ ? And
what the .& 5(fr ? It appears from
the Chow-le, that there was a fine,

exacted from idlers or loafers in the

towiiK, called ^ yftif and it is said
that the fami'.y which did not plant

mulberry trees and flax according
to the rules, was condemned to pay
one hamlet, or 25 families', quota of

clo th. But ^ may be taken in the

sense of money, simply= |, which

is a signification attaching to it.

We must leave the passage in the

obscurity which has always rested

on it. Mencius is evidently protest-

ing against some injurious exactions

of the time. tH -=!;, but the addi-

tion of the character seems

intended to convey the idea of the

people of other states coming to put
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6. "If a ruler can truly practice these five things,

then the people in the neighboring kingdoms will

look up to him as a parent. From the first birth of

mankind till now, never has any one led children to

attack their parent, and succeeded in his design.

Thus, such a ruler will not have an enemy in all the

empire, and he who has no enemy in the empire is

the minister of Heaven. Never has there been'a ruler

in such a case who did not attain to the imperial

dignity."

themselves under a new rule. 6. -f|f

W, "truly." "Observe the recipro-

cal influence of :H: in ^ ^ ^jp ^
("sms and younger brothers" =

children) and J & ^ $: ^ 'g.,

"The minister or officer of Heaven."
On this designation the cornm. feg

|ft ^ observes: "An officer is one

commissioned by his sovereign; the

officer of Heaven ia he who is com-
missioned by Heaven. He who
bears his sovereign's commission can

punish men and put them to death.

He may deal BO with all criminals.

He who bears the commission of

Heaven can execute judgment on
men, and smite them. With all who
are oppressing and misgoverning
their kingdoms, he can deal so."
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CHAPTER VI. 1. Mencius said, "All men have a

mind which cannot bear to see the sufferings of others.

2. "The ancient kings had this commiserating

mind, and they, as a matter of course, had likewise

a commiserating government. When with a com-

miserating mind was practiced a commiserating

government, the government of the empire was as

easy a matter as the making anything go round in

the palm.

CH. 6. THAT BENEVOLENCE, KIGHT-

EO'USNESS, PROPRIETY, AND KNOWL-

EDGE, BELONG TO MAN AS NATURALLY
AS HIS OTJR LIMBS, AND MAY AS

EASILY BE EXERCISED. The asser-

tions made in this chapter are uni-

versally true, but they are to be

understood as spoken here with

special reference to the oppressive

ways and government of the princes
of Mencius's time. 1. ^ jg alone is

used in Bk. I, Ft. I, vii, 4, 5, 6. A
is added here, because the discourse

is entirely of a man's feelings, as

exercised towards other men. (|>,

"the mind," embracing the whole
mental constitution. The $fc ^, after

Chaou K'e, says that ^ jg A means

"cannot bear to injure others."

But it is not only cannot bear to

inflict suffering, but cannot bear to

see suffering. The examples in I,

Pt. II, vii, make this plain. 2. $f,

used adverbially, as in Ana., X,

x, 1. ij|E 3L, H must be taken

generally,= " a thing," or as giving

a passive signification to the verb.

"The government of the empire
could be made to go round," etc.

Perhaps the lattor construction ia

to be preferred. See the p? ^ B $|

$&, in loc. The whole is to be

'translated in the past sense, being

descriptive of the ancient kings.
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3. "When I say that all men have a mind which

cannot bear to see the sufferings of others, my meaning
may be illustrated thus: even nowadays, if men

suddenly see a child about to fall into a well, they
will without exception experience a feeling of alarm

and distress. They will feel so, not as a ground on

which they may gain the favor of the child's parents,

nor as a ground on which they may seek the praise

of their neighbors and friends, nor from a dislike

to the reputations of having been unmoved by such a

thing.

4. "From this case we may perceive that the

feeling of commiseration is essential to man, that the

3. jj|, "an infant at the breast," here =
"a very young child." (^readas, and
= f$- F*J> ?%., "to form a friendship
with," "to get the favor of." Jj,

up. 1st tone,= ;j<, #$ j|, ^comp.
Con. Ana., VI, iii, 4. The object of

this par. is to show that the feeling
of commiseration is instinctive and
natuml. -^- is to be joined to _\,

"men of the present time," in opp.
"to the former kings." 4. The two

negatives ^ ^ in the difft. clauses

make the strongest possible affirma-

tion. Lit., "Wiihout; the feeling of

commiseration there would not be

man," etc., or "if a person be with-

out this, lie is not a man," etc. fd 1
!

|g, "pain and distress," but as it ig
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feeling of shame and dislike is essential to man, that

the feeling of modesty and complaisance is essential

to man, and that the feeling of approving and dis-

approving is essential to man. -

5. "The feeling of commiseration is the principle

of benevolence. The feeling of shame and dislike is

the principle of righteousness. The feeling of modesty
and complaisance is the principle of propriety. The

feeling of approving and disapproving is the principle

of knowledge.

in illustration of the ^ f&t . <[>, we
may render it by "commiseration."
"Shame and dislike," the shame is

for one's own want of goodness, and
the dislike is of the want of it in

other men. "Modesty and com-
plaisance," modesty is the unloosing
and separating from one's self, and
complaisance is outgiving to others.

"Approving and disapproving,"-
approving is the knowledge of good-
ness, and the approbation of it

accordingly, and disapproving is the
knowledge of what is evil, and dis-

approbation of it accordingly. Such
is the account of the terms in the
text, given by Choo Ha and others.
The feelings described make up, he
says, the mind of man, and Mencius
"discoursing about commiseration

on to enumerate them all."

This seems to be the true account
of the introduction of the various

principles. They lie together, merely
in apposition. In his

fljj
and fg

%j{, however, Choo He labors to

develop the other three from tho
first. Observe that "the feeling of

shame and dislike," etc., in the

original, is "the mind that feels

and dislikes," etc. 5.
4fjg

is explained

by t$ $f, "the end of a clue," that

point outside, which may be laid

hold of, and will guide us to all

within. From the feelings which lie

has specified, Mencius reasons to

the moral elements of our nature.

It will be seen how to ^, "knowl-

edge," "wisdom," he gives a moral
sense. Comp. Gen. 2:17; 3:5, 6;
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6. "Men have these four principles just as they

have their four limbs. When men, having these four

principles, yet say of themselves that they cannot

develop them, they play the thief with themselves,

and he who says of his prince that he cannot develop

them, plays the thief with his prince.

7. "Since all men have these four principles in

themselves, let them know to give them all their

development and completion, and the issue will be

like that of fire which has begun to burn, or that of

a spring which has begun to find vent. Let them

have their complete development, and they will suffice

Job. 38:28. 6. ]$., comp. I, Pt.

II, viii, 3, but we can retain its

primitive meaning in the translation.

7. ^L # W tig ^ f8 #> not "all who

have," etc., but "all having," etc.,

^ &, quasi dicat, "in their ego-

ity." ft ^, -g
1

belongs to the $j
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to love and protect all within the four seas. Let

them be denied that development, and they will not

suffice for a man to serve his parents with."

CHAPTER VII. 1. Mencius said,
" Is the arrow

maker less benevolent than the maker of armor of

defense? And yet, the arrow maker's only fear is lest

men should not be hurt, and the armor maker's only

fear is lest men should be hurt. So it is with the

priest and the coffin maker. The, choice of a pro-

fession, therefore, is a thing in which great caution

is required.

below, and refers to the 0J 4{j. The
fig Hf says: p ^ g ^f, "the charac-
ter fl is to have weight attached
to it." This is true, Mencius may
well say "Let men know," or "If
men know." How is it that after
all his analyses of our nature to

prove its goodness, the application
of hia principles must begin with
an IF?

CH. 7. AN EXHORTATION TO
BENEVOLENCE FROM THE DISGRACE
WHICH MUST ATTEND THE WANT OF IT,
LIKE THE DISGRACE OF A MAN WHO
DOES NOT KNOW HIS PROFESSION. 1.

Kfc fc, the^ belongs not
to the ^, but to the fn. If we might
construe it with the \]-, we should
have an instance parallel to $fc jfc in

ii, 28, "benevolent as," the jr^

being= #ll. jjjtj,
in the sense of

fjjjjj,

"all armor of defense." g&> see

Con. Ana., XIII, xxii, where I have
translated it "wizard." As opposed
to pr (here = "a coffin maker" ), one
who makes provision for the deatn
of men, it indicates one who prays
for men's life and prosperity. But
Mencius pursues his illustration too

far. An arrow maker need not be
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2. "Confucius said, 'It is virtuous manners
which constitute the excellence of a neighborhood.
If a man, in selecting a residence, do not fix on one
where such prevail, how can he be wise?' Now,
benevolence is the most honorable dignity conferred

by Heaven, and the quiet home in which man should

dwell. Since no one can hinder us from being so, if

yet we are not benevolent; this is being not wise.

3. "From the want of benevolence and the want
of wisdom will ensue the entire absence of propriety
and righteousness; he who is in such a case must be

the servant of other men. To be the servant of men
and yet ashamed of such servitude is like a bow
maker's being ashamed to make bows, or an arrow
maker's being ashamed to make arrows.

inhumane. 2. See Con. Ana., TV, i.

The comm. begin to bring in the
idea of a profession at J|S ;% |g :,

but the whole quotation must be
taken first in its proper sense. The

^ ^ at the end refer to the same

characters in the quotation. 3. fa

succeeding ^ shows that the second

clause ensues from the first. |ja,
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4. "If. he be ashamed of his case, his best course is

to practice benevolence.

5. "The man who would be benevolent is like the

archer. The archer adjusts himself and then shoots.

If he misses, he does not murmur against those who

surpass himself. He simply turns round and seeks the

cause of Ms failure in himself."

CHAPTER VIII. 1. Mencius said, "When any one

told Tsze-loo that he had a fault, he rejoiced.

2. "When Yu heard good words, he bowed to the

speaker.

3. "The great Shun had a still greater delight in

what was good. He regarded virtue as the common

property of himself and others, giving up his own

used for . 5. fc =ft ^
A- Comp. Ana., Ill, vii; III, xvi.
CH. 8. HOW SAGES AND WORTHIES

DELIGHTED IN WHAT IS GOOD. 1.

Tsze-loo's ardor in pursuing his

self-improvement appears in the
Ana- V, xiii, XI, xxi. But the par-

ticular point mentioned in the text is

nowhere else related of him. 2. In
the Shoo-king, II, iii, I, we have an

example of this in Yu. It is said,

i^ I? H W "Yu bowed at these
excellent words." 3. -^ &i \ |g,is

explained by Choo He fe ^ "p ; H
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way to follow that of others, and delighting to learn

from others to practice what was good.

4. "From the time when he plowed and sowed,

exercised the potter's art, and was a fisherman, to the

time when he became emperor, he 'was continually

learning from others.

5. "To take example from others to practice virtue

is to help them in the same practice. Therefore,

there is no attribute of the superior man greater

than his helping men to practice virtue."

ffii sfc $& %L -til. "He considered as

public common the good of the
whole world, and did not think it

private to any." Shun's distinction

was that he did not think of himself,
as Tsze-loo did, nor of others, as Yu
did, but only of what was good, and

unconsciously was carried to it,

wherever he saw it. 4. Of Shun in

his early days it is related in the

"Historical Records," that "he

plowed at the Leih (Jjf) mountain,
did potter's work on the banks of

the Yellow River, fished iu the Luy

lake (8f Jlp), and made various imple-
ments on the Show hill (ijg; Jr.), and
often resided at Foo-hea (fl 5)-"
There will be occasion to consider
where these places were, in connec-
tion with some of Mencius's future
references to Shun. Dr. Medhurst

supposes them to have been in

Shanse. See his Translation of the

Shoo-king, p. 332. 5. fla is here in

the sense of Jtf), "to help." The
meaning is that others, seeing their

virtue so imitated, would be stimu-

lated to greater diligence in the

doing of it.
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CHAPTER IX. 1. Mencius said, "Pih-c would not

serve a prince whom he did not approve, nor associate

with a friend whom he did not esteem. He would

not stand in a bad prince's court, nor speak with a

bad man. To stand in a bad prince's court, or to

speak with a bad man, would have been to him the

same as to sit with his court robes and court cap
amid mire and ashes. Pursuing the examination of

his dislike to what was evil, we find that he thought it

necessary, if he happened to be standing with a villager

whose cap was not rightly adjusted, to leave him with

a high air, as if he were going to be denied. Therefore,

CH. 9. PICTURES OF PIH-E AND I ^f, \ refers to the prec. fe, and
must be translated man. ife ffi,

"mire and charcoal." ^ ^ .

<>, $1 is Mencius's speaking in his

own person. ,@ is the "thought" of

OF LEW-HEA, AND MENCIUS'S
JUDGMENT CONCERNING THEM. 1.

Comp. ch. ii, 22. In $& \ . SB. A
refers to the prec. %*, and may be own p<
translated prince, but in ^ ^ A Pih-e. 0, ace. to Choo He,
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although some of the princes made application to him
with very proper messages, he would not receive their

gifts. He would not receive their gifts, counting it

inconsistent with his purity to go to them.

2. "Hwuy of Lew-hea was not ashamed to serve

an impure prince, nor did he think it low to be an

inferior officer. When advanced to employment, he

did not conceal his virtue, but made it a point to

carry out his principles. When neglected and left

without office, he did not murmur. When straitened

by poverty, he did not grieve. Accordingly,' he had a

saying, 'You are you, and I am I. Although you

stand by my side with breast and arms bare, or with

your body naked, how can you defile me ?' Therefore,

is "the appearance of going away \

*
gives positiveness to the affirma-

without looking round." "ChaouK'e tkm of the preceding c]au80 . 2 .

makes it ''the appearance of being
ashamed;" not so well. The final Hwuy of Lew-hea, *<>.- *'<>n. Ana.,
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self-possessed, he companied with men indifferently.,

at the same time not losing himself. When he wished

to leave, if pressed to remain in office, he would

remain. He would remain in office, when pressed

to do so, not counting it required by his purity to

go away."
3. Mencius said, "Pih-e was narrow-minded, and

Hwuy of Lew-hea was wanting in self-respect. The

superior man will not follow either narrow-minded-

ness, or the want of self-respect."

XV, xiii; XVIII, ii, viii. j& fg,
the ; properly refers to the

party addressed, "you are you."
3. Comp. ii, 22. %* =f-, by this
term we must suppose that Mencius
makes a tacit reference to himself,
as having proposed Confucius as his
model. The comm. ^ TC ^J> says:

"Elsewhere Mencius advises men
to imitate E and Hwuy, but he is

there speaking to the weak and the

mean. When here he advises not to

follow E and Hwuy, he is speaking
for those who wish to do the right

thing at the right time."
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CHAPTER I. 1. Mencius said, "Opportunities of

time vouchsafed by Heaven are not equal to advantages

of situation afforded by the Earth, and advantages

of situation afforded by the Earth are not equal

to the union arising from the accord of Men.

2. "There is a city, with an inner wall of three li in

circumference, and an outer wall of seven. The enemy

surround and attack it, but they are not able to take

CH. 1. No ADVANTAGES WHICH A
BULER CAN OBTAIN TO EXALT HIM
OVER OTHERS ARE TO BE COMPARED
WITH HIS GETTING THE HEARTS OF
MEN. Because of this chapter Men-
cius has got a place i n China among
the writers on the art of war, which

surely he would not have wished to

claim for himself, his design evi-

dently being to supersede the neces-

sity of war,- -the recourse to arms

altogether. 1. In tlie ^, idh X, we
have the doctrine of the 1 ^ or

"Three Powers," which is brought
out so distinctly in the 4th part of

the Chung Yung, and to show this

in a translation requires it to be

diffuse. As to what is said at much
length in Chinese commentaries
about ascertaining the "time of

Heaven" by divination and astrolo-

gy, it is to be set aside, as foreign
to the mind of Mencius in the text,

though many examples which resort

to it may be adduced from the

records of antiquity. 2. The city

here supposed, with its double circlo

of fortification, is a wnall ono, the

better to illustrate the superiority
of advantage of situation, just as
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it. Now, to surround and attack it, there must have
been vouchsafed to them by Heaven the opportunity
of time, and in such case their not taking it is because

opportunities of time vouchsafed by Heaven are not

equal to advantages of situation afforded by the

Earth.

3.
" There is a city, whose walls are distinguished for

their height, and whose moats are distinguished for

their depth, where the arms of its defendants, offensive

and defensive, are distinguished for their strength and
sharpness, and the stores of rice and other grain
are very large. Yet it is obliged to be given up and
abandoned. This is because advantages of situation

afforded by the Earth are not equal to the union

arising from the accord of Men.

the next is a large one, to bring
out the still greater superiority of
the union of men. As to the evi-
flenre that a city of the specified
dimensions must ho the capital of
a baronial state

( f- 9J J$), see
the ft IS, in l-oc. 3. # -*, the re-

peated negation, not only affirms,

but with emphasis. $5 ^ ^S i&if

"the wall is not not (but) high," i.e.,

is high indeed. &, sharp weapons
of offense. *, "leather," intend-

ing, principally, the buff coat, but

including all other armor of de-
fense. $fc, "rice," without the
husk. JJI, "grain," generally, in
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4. "In accordance with these principles it is said,

'A people is bounded in, not by the limits of dikes

and borders; a kingdom is secured, not by the

strengths of mountains and rivers; the empire is

overawed, not by the sharpness and strength of arms.'

He who finds the proper course has many to assist

him. He who loses the proper course has few to

assist him. When this, the being assisted by few,

reaches its extreme point, his own relations revolt

from the prince. When the being assisted by many

reaches its highest point, the whole empire becomes

obedient to the prince.

the husk. 4. ^g, "a boundary," "a
border," is used verbally, gg J5>

"to bound a people," i. e., to sepa-
rate them from other states. Jt is

"a dike," or "mound." The com-
mon. <^- fe UJ says: "Anciently,
in every state, they made a dike

of earth to show its boundary (JJ

^ at)." *&." valley with a
stream in it"; here, in opposition to

\l\,
= rivers or streams. The j^, or

"proper course," intended is that

style of government, benevolence

and righteousness, which will se-

cure the "union of men." $J HR,

relatives by blood and by affinity.
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5. "When one to whom the whole empire is pre-

pared to be obedient, attacks those from whom their

own relations revolt, what must be the result? There-

fore, the true ruler will prefer not to fight; but if he

do fight, he must overcome."

CHAPTER II. 1. As Mencius was about to go to

court to see the king, the king sent a person to him

with this message, "I was wishing to come and see

5. The case put in the two first

clauses is here left by Mencius to

suggest its own result. The keun-

tsze is the prince intended above,
"who finds the proper course."

Clioo He and others complete ^ ^fi

%% by fllj Q, "If he do not fight,

well"; but the translation gives, I

think, a better meaning.
CH. 2. How MENCIUS CONSIDERED

THAT IT WAS SLIGHTING HIM FOB A
PRINCE TO CALL HIM BY MESSENGERS
TO GO TO SEE HIM, AND THE SHIFTS
HE WAS PUT TO TO GET THIS UNDER-
STOOD. It must bo understood that,
at the time to which this chapter
refers, Mencius was merely an hon-
ored guest in Ts'e, and had no
official situation or emolument. It

was for him to pay his respects at

court, if he felt inclined to do so;
but if the king wished his counsel,
it was for him to show his sense of

his worth by going to him, and

asking him for it. 1. The 1st, 3rd,

and 4th 3$ are ch'aou, lower 1st

tone,= "to go to, or wait upon, at
court." So in all the other para-

graphs. The 2nd is chaou, upper 1st

tone, "the morning." The morning,
as soon as it was light, was the

regular time for the emperor and

princes, to give audience to their

nobles and officers, and proceed to

the administration of business. The
modern practice corresponds with

the ancient in this respect. ^|| is

said to bo here = $t, "to wish,"
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you. But I have got a cold, and may not expose

myself to the wind. In the morning I will hold my
court. I do not know whether you will give me the

opportunity of seeing you then." Mencius replied,

"Unfortunately, I am unwell, and not able to go
to the court."

2. Next day, he went out to pay a visit of con-

dolence to some one of the Tung-kwoh family, when

Kung-sun Ch'ow said to him, "Yesterday, you de-

clined going to the court on the ground of being unwell,

and to-day you are going to pay a visit of condolence.

which sense seema to be necessary,
though we don't find it in the diet,

jrf, read ts'aou, up. 3rd tone, "to go
to." The king's cold was merely a

pretense. He wanted Mencius to

wait on him. Mencius's cold was

equally a pretense. Comp. Con-
fucius's conduct, Ana., XVII, xx. 2.

Tung-kwoh is not exactly a sur-

name. The individual intended was
a descendant of the duke Hwan, and
so surnamed Keang (J|), but that

branch of Hwan's descendants to
which he belonged having their

possessions in the "eastern" part of

the kingdom, the style of Tung-kwoh
appears to have been given to them
to distinguish them from the other
branches. In going to pay the visit

of condolence, Mencius's idea was
that the king might hear of it, and
understand that he had merely
foigiied sickness, to show his sense

of the disrespect done to hirn in
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May this not be regarded as improper?" "Yester-

day," said Mencius, "I was unwell; to-day, I am
better: why should I not pay this visit?"

3. In the meantime, the king sent a messenger
to inquire about his sickness, and also a physician.

Mang Chung replied to them, "Yesterday, when the

king's order came, he was feeling a little unwell, and
could not go to the court. To-day he was a little

better, and hastened to go to court. I do not know
whether he can have reached it by this time or not."

Having said this, he sent several men to look for

Mencius on the way, and say to him, "I beg that,

before you return home, you will go to the court."

ttying to inveigle him to go to
court. 3. It is a moot point, whether
Mang Chung was Mencius's son, or

merely hia nephew. The latter is

more likely. ^ J^ g, lit.,

"sorrow of gathering firewood," = a
little sickness. See a similar expres-
sion in the Le-ke, I, Pt. II, i, 8,

*,w a&
S- On this the j ^

says: "Carrying firewood was the

business of the children of the com-
mon people. From the lips of an

officer, such language was indicative

of humility." Jg, upper 1st tone, =

3). Mang Chung, having committed
himself to a falsehood, in order to

make his words good, was anxious

that Mencius should go to court. 4.
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4. O/i this, Mencius felt himself compelled to go to

King Ch'ow's, and there stop the night. King said to

him, "In the family, there is the relation of father and

son; abroad, there is the relation of prince and

minister. These are the two great relations among
men. Between father and son the ruling principle

is kindness. Between prince and minister the ruling

principle is respect. I have seen the respect of the

king to you, sir, but I have not seen in what way you

show respect to him." Mencius replied, "Oh! what

What compelled Mencius to go to

King Ch'ow's was his earnest wish
that the king should know that his

sickness was merely feigned, and
that he had not gone to court, only
because he would not be CALLED to

do so. As Mang Chung's falsehood

interfered with his first plan, he
wished that his motive should get
to the king through King Ch'ow who
was an officer of Ts'e. After ft? .!';,

Chaou K'e appends a note, "when
he told htm all the previous inci-

dents." No doubt, he did so. jg, up.
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words are these? Among the people of Ts'e there

is no one who speaks to the king about benevolence

and righteousness. Are they thus silent because they

do not think that benevolence and righteousness are

admirable? No, but in their hearts they say, 'This

man is not fit to be spoken with about benevolence

and righteousness." Thus they manifest a disrespect

than which there can be none greater. I do not

dare to set forth before the king any but the ways
of Yaou and Shun. There is therefore no man of

Ts'e who respects the king so much as I do.
"

1st tone, "oh!" as in Pt. I, ii, 19.

^ A # observe the force of the
;, carrying on the clause to those

following for an explanation of it,

as if there were a j>Jf ijj, after \. i

flf, see Con. Ana., VII, xvii. 5.
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5. King said, "Not so. That was not what I

meant. In the 'Book of Rites' it is said, 'When a

father calls, the answer must be without a moment's

hesitation. When the prince's order calls, the carriage
must not be waited for.' You were certainly going
to the court, but when you heard the king's order,

then you did not carry your purpose out. This does

seem as if it were not in accordance with that rule of

propriety."

6. Mencius answered him, "How can you give

that meaning to my conduct? The philosopher

Tsang said, 'The wealth of Tsin and Ts'oo cannot

be equaled. Let their rulers have their wealth: I

Different passages are here quoted
together from the "Book of Rites."

$ g M fft, see Bk. I, Pt. I, iii,

14,- "A son must cry p{ to his

father, and not fft," which latter is

a lingering response. ^ fo ^ ^ $
$ is found substantially in Bl<.

XIII, iii, 2. ^, low. 1st tone, = lf,

as in Ana., XI, ix, 3, et al. G. |^

& ffii (low. 1st tone), lit., "how
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have my benevolence. Let them have their nobility:

I have my righteousness. Wherein should I be

dissatisfied as inferior to them?"* Now shall we say

that these sentiments are not right ? Seeing that the

philosopher Tsang spoke them, there is in them, I

apprehend, a real principle. In the empire there are

three things universally acknowledged to be honor-

able. Nobility is one of them; age is one of them;

virtue is one of them. In courts, nobility holds the

first place of the three; in villages, age holds the first

place; and for helping one's generation and presiding

over the people, the other two are not equal to virtue.

means (it) this?" ^ has two oppo-
site meanings, either "dissatisfied,"
or "satisfied," in which latter sense,
it is also hee. Choo He explains this

by making it the same as J|t, "some-
thing held in the mouth," according
to the nature of which will be the
internal feeling. In the text, the
idea is that of dissatisfaction.

-^ ^ ^ is here "& & &.=
"what is proper and right," the

subject being the remarks of Tsang.
ifij ^ ? If ^ ~S :5 is expanded thus

in the $$ ft : "And, Tsang-tsze

speaking them, they contain perhaps
another principle different from the

vulgar view." Jig jp, see Con. Ana.,
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How can the possession of only one of these be pre-

sumed on to despise one who possesses the other two ?

7. "Therefore a prince who is to accomplish great

deeds will certainly have ministers whom he does not

call to go to him. When he wishes to consult with

them, he goes to them. The prince who does not

honor the virtuous, and delight in their ways of

doing, to this extent, is not worth having to do with.

8. "Accordingly, there was the behavior of T'ang

to E-yun: he first learned of him, and then em-

ployed him as his minister ; and so without difficulty

X, i. ||,
"
teeth," =age. 7. ^

Jft ;fl ^ is by some interpreted
"is not fit to have to do with them "

i. e., the virtuous, but I prefer the

meaning adopted in the translation.
8. In the "Historical Records," fj& ;JE one of the accounts of E-yun's

becoming minister to T'ang is, that
it was only after being five times
solicited by special messengers that

he went to the prince's presence.
See the H ff, on Ana., XII, xxii.

The confidence reposed by the duke
Hwan in Kwan Chung appears in Pt.
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he became emperor. There was the behavior of the

duke Hwan to Kwan Chung: he first learned of him,

and then employed him as his minister; and so with-

out difficulty he became chief of all the princes.

9. "Now throughout the empire, the territories

of the princes are of equal extent, and in their

achievements they are on a level. Not one of them

is able to exceed the others. This is from no other

reason but that they love to make ministers of

those whom they teach, and do not love to make
ministers of those by whom they might be taught.

10. "So did T'ang behave to E-yun, and the duke

Hwan to Kwan Chung, that they would not venture

to call them to go to them. If Kwan Chung might

I, ii, 3. Kwan was brought to Ts'e

originally as a prisoner to be put to

death, but the duke, knowing his

ability and worth, had determined to

employ him, and therefore, having
first caused him to be relieved of
his fetters, and otherwise honorably

treated, he drove himse'f out of his

capital to meet and receive him with
all distinction, listening to a long
discourse on government. See the

ft IE> on Ana., Ill, xxii. 9. |,
used as a verb. 10. Comp. Pi<
Li.
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not be called to him by his prince, how much less

may he be called, who would not play the part of

Kwan Chung!"

CHAPTER III. 1. Ch'in Tsin asked Menciux, say-

ing, "Formerly, when you were in Ts'e, the king

sent you a present of 2,400 taels of fine silver, and

you refused to accept it. When you were, in Sung,

1,680 taels were sent to you, which you accepted; and

when you were in See, 1,200 taels were sent, which

you likewise accepted. If your declining to accept the

CH. 3. By WHAT PRINCIPLES MEN-
CIUS WAS GUIDED IN DECLINING OB
ACCEPTING THE GIFTS OF PRINCES. 1.

Ch'in Tsin was one of Mencius's dis-

ciples, but this is all that is known
of him. At what time of the philoso-
]>her

; s life this conversation occurred,
we are unable to say. (&- -"to pre-
t>eiit an offering of food"; here, more

generally, "to send a gift,"= i. $fc

^-, "double metal" (I suppose ^
^, or silver), called "double, as

being worth twice as much as the

ordinary." See Ana., XI, xxi.

"g", i. e., 100 /i7t (U), which, as in I,

Pt. II, ix, 2, I estimate at 24 taels.

Sung, the present Kweitih in Hu-
nan, See, see Bk. I, Pt. II, x, iv.
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gift in the first case was right, your accepting it in

the latter cases was wrong. If your accepting it

in the latter cases was right, your declining to do

so in the first case was wrong. You must accept,

master, one of these alternatives."

2. Mencius said, "I did right in all the cases.

3. "When I was in Sung, I was about to take a

long journey. Travelers must be provided with what
is necessary for their expenses. The prince's message
was 'A present against traveling expenses.' Why
should I have declined the gift ?

The reference here, however, is in-

consistent with what is stated in the
note there, that See had long been
incorporated with Ts'e. S"J '

/
T"

B , mark the relation of time be-
tween the cases simply. ^- Q is not
to be taken as= "to-day." j#\ Jg^ jli, lit., "must occupy (dwell in)
one in these (places)." The meaning !

is that on either of the suppositions,
!

he would be judged to have done

wrong. 3. jg or ^j, '-a gift to a
traveler against the expenses of his

journey." ij& 1 gj|, it is difficult

to assign its precise force to the J^l.

I consider the whole clause to be
written as from the point of view of

the prince of Sung; in regard to

travelers, ho considered it was req-
uisite to use the ceremony of jj$.
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4. "When I was in See, I was apprehensive for

my safety, and taking measures for my protection.

The message was, 'I have heard that you are taking

measures to protect yourself, and send this to help

you in procuring arms.' Why should I have declined

the gift ?

5. "But when I was in Ts'e, I had no occasion for

money. To send a man a gift when he has no

occasion for it is to bribe him. How is it possible

that a superior man should be taken with a bribe?"

4. We muHt paraphrase $c * con-

siderably, to bring out the meaning
^, low. 3rd tone. &, "a weapon of

war," or tlio character may be taken
hero for "a weapon bearer," "a
soldier." 5, ;& /&* ft -til, Julien

says, "sicut nos Gallice; il n'y a

pas lieu a, but if it were so, J& would
be the noun, in tho 3rd tone, \vhereas

i t is the verb in tho 2nd, = "to man-

age," "to dispose of." ^ 4\ T& ^
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CHAPTER IV. 1. Mencius having gone to P'ing-luli,

addressed the governor of it, saying, "If one of your

spearmen should lose his place in the ranks three

times in one day, would you, sir, put him to death

or not?" "I would not wait for three times to do so,"

was the reply.

2. Mencius said, "Well then, you, sir, have like-

wise lost your place in the ranks many times. In

bad calamitous years, and years of famine, the old

and feeble of your people, who have been found lying

in the ditches and water channels, and the able-bodied,

CH. 4. How MENCIUS BROUGHT
CONVICTION OF THEIR FAULTS HOME
TO THE KING AND AN OFFICER OF
TS'E. 1. is the verb=#. P'ing-
luh was a city on the southern
border of Ts'e. It is referred to the

present department of Yenchow in

Shantung, though some, with less

reason, find it in P'ingyang in
Shanso. The officer's name r os we
learn from the last par., was K'ung
Keu-sin. X $; here=^, "gov-

ernor" or "commandant." The ijijj

is variously described. Some say it

had three points; others, that it had
a branch or blade on one side. No
doubt, its form varied. 3fe, up. 2nd
tone, "to away with." Comm. concur
in the meaning given in the trans-

lation. 2. \*\ tf. ;g ~S, comp. Bk.
I, Pt. II, xii, 2. Julien finds a diffi-

culty in the "several thousand," as
not applicable to the population of

P'ingluh. But it was Mencius's way
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who have been scattered about to the four quarters,

have amounted to several thousands." The governor

replied, "That is a state of things in which it does not

belong to me Keu-sin to act."

3. "Here," said Mencius, "is a man who receives

charge of the cattle and sheep of another, and under-

takes to feed them for him; of course he must search

for pasture ground and grass for them. If, after

searching for those, he cannot find them, will ho

return his charge to the owner? or will he stand by

and see them die?" "Herein," said the officer, "I am

guilty."

to talk roundly. To make =f- A
"one thousand," we must read gg,

up. 1st tone, and suppose the prepo-
sition sp suppressed. The meaning
of the officer's reply is that to

provide for such a state of things,

by opening the granaries and other

measures, devolved on the supreme
authority of the statt and not on

him. 3. Comp. # j| 0? ft S, I.

Pt. II, xv, 2. The first $c is the

verb: the 2nd, a noun, = pasture

grounds. ft=-^. - A. "the
man," i.e., their owner. $1 fo,

the force of the ^ is "or here is

another supposition will he, etc.?"

Mencius means that Keu-sin should

not hold office in such circumstances
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4. Another day, Mencius had an audience of the

king, and said to him, "Of the governors of Your

Majesty's cities I am acquainted with five, but the

only one of them who knows his faults is K'ung

Keu-sin." He then repeated the conversation to the

king, who said, "In this matter, I am the guilty one."

CHAPTER V. 1. Mencius said to Ch'e Wa, "There

seemed to be reason in your declining the governor-

4. ,
low. 3rd tone, ft |R *, ft

has the sense of "to administer,"

"to govern"; comp. Ana., IV, xiii.

SJ, properly "a capital city," but

also used more generally. In the

diet., we find: (1) Where the em-

peror has his palace is called fj$. (2)

The cities conferred on the sons and

younger brothers of the princes were
called g|5; in fact, every city with
an ancestral temple containing the

tablets of former rulers. (3) The

cities from which nobles and great
officers derived their support were

called fp. ^ 3, ^low. 3rd tone.

CH. 5. THE FREEDOM BELONGING

TO MENCIUS IN RELATION TO THE
MEASURES OF THE KINO OF TsfE

FROM HIS PECULIAR POSITION, AS

UNSALARIED. 1. Of Ch'e Wa we

only know what is stated here.

Lingk'ew is supposed to have been

a city on the borders of Ts'e, remote

from the court, Ch'e Wa having
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ship of Ling-k'ew, and requesting to be appointed
chief criminal judge, because the latter office would
afford you the opportunity of speaking your views.

Now several months have elapsed, and have you yet
found nothing of which you might speak?"

2. On this, Ch'e Wa remonstrated on some ^natter

with the king, and, his counsel not being taken,

resigned his office, and went away.
3. The people of Ts'e said, "In the course which

he marked out for Ch'e Wa, he did well, but we do

not know 9", to the course which he pursues for

himself."

4. His disciple Kung-too told him these remarks.

declined the governorship of it, that

he might be near the king, tt 6?>

see Bk. I, Pt. II, vi, 2. ^ ; pj V.

fJ5, lit., "because of the possibility

.to speak." As criminal judge, Ch'e

Wa would be often in communica-
tion with the king, and could remon-

strate on any failures in the admin-

istration of justice that came under

his notice. 2. Jfc, "to resign," "give

up," as in Con. Ana., I, vii, et al. 3.

g/f gH ^ (low. 3rd tone), lit., "whereby

for," =5/fl^^S.as in the trans-

lation. 4. Kung-too was a disciple

of Mencius. See Bk. Ill, Pt, II, ix,
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5. Mencius said, "I have heard that he who is in

charge of an office, when he is prevented from fulfilling

its duties, ought to take his departure, and that he on

whom is the responsibility of giving his opinion, when

he finds his words unattended to, ought to do the

same. But I am in charge of no office; on me
devolves no duty of speaking out my opinion: may
not I therefore act freely and without any constraint,

either in going forward or in retiring?"

CHAPTER VI. 1. Mencius, occupying the position

of a high dignitary in Ts'e, went on a mission of

condolence to T'ang. The king also sent Wang
et al. 5. We find the phrase $j? $

|
tary:" -so 1 translate here H $$,.

'& fff' with the same meaning as the ' Mencius's situation appears to have
been only honorary, without emolu-
ment, and the king employed him
on this occasion to give v. eight by

more enlarged form in the text.
Cil. 0. AlKNCIUS'S BEHAVIOR WITH

AN UNWORTHY ASSOCIATE. 1. "Oc-
cupied the position of a high digiii- his character to the mission.
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Hwan, the governor of Ka, as assistant commissioner.

Wang Hwan, morning and evening, waited upon
Mencius, who, during all the way to T'ang and back,
never spoke to him about the business of their

mission.

2. Kung-sun Ch'ow said to Mencius, "The position
of a high dignitary of Ts'e is not a small one; the
road from Ts'e to T'ang is not short. How was it

that during all the way there and back, you never

spoke to Hwan about the matters of your mission?"
Mencius replied, "There were the proper officers who
attended to them. What occasion had I to speak to

him about them ?
"

officer of ]|f (read Ka) was an un-

worthy favorite of the king. $$M?>
not "to assist him on the journey,"
but with reference to what was the
business (J^T If) of it. jf,, low. 3rd
tone. Jx. implies the $;, or "going,"
as well as "returning." 2. ^ $$ '.

fifc refers to Wang Hwan, who had
been temporarily raised to that

dignity for the occasion. ^ (Jo\v.

1st tone) |J oJt, "Now there were

some," i. e., the proper officers

#? , "who attended to them."
The glossarist of Chaou K'e under-

stands this as spoken of Wang:
"He perhaps attended to them," i. o.,

he thought that ho knew all ubout

them, and never put any questions
to me; but the v>cw adopted is more

natural, and gives more point to

Menciue'e explanation of lus conduct.
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CHAPTER VII. 1. Mencius went from Ts'e to Loo
to bury te mother. On his return to Ts'e, he stopped
at Ying, where Ch'ung Yu begged to put a question
to him, and said, "Formerly, in ignorance of my
incompetency, you employed me to superintend the

making of the coffin. As you were then pressed by
the urgency of the business, I did not venture to

put any question to you. Now, however, I wish
to take the liberty to submit the matter. The wood

of the coffin, it appeared to me, was too good."

CH. 7. THAT ONE OUGHT TO DO
HIS UTMOST IN THB BURIAL OF HIS

PABENTS; ILLUSTRATED BY MEN-
CIUS'S BUKIAL OF HIS MOTHER. Comp.
I, Pt. II, xvi. 1. The tradition is

that Meneius had his mother with
him in Ts'e, and that he carried her

body to the family sepulcher in Loo.
How long he remained in Loo is

uncertain; perhaps the whole three

years proper to the mourning for a
parent. Whether his stopping at

Ying was for a night merely, or a
longer period, is also disputed.
Cheung Yu was one of his disciples.
It haa appeared strange that Yu
should have cherished the matter so
long, and submitted it to his master
after a lapse of three years. (This is

on the supposition that Mencius's

return to Ts'e was after the comple-
tion of the three years' mourning.)
But it is replied in the gg ^ $| i&,

that this only illustrates how fond

Mencius's disciples were of applying
to him for a solution of their doubts,
and the instance of Ch'in Tsui, ch.

iii, is another case in point of the

length of timf they would keep
things in mind. fj|,

as in I, Pt. II,

xvi, I, "to beg to put a question."

54= -1 in. "t' attend to." g , as in

Pt. I, vii, 1. ^ ff; see Chung
Yung, ch. iv. jg, is explained as in

the translation. But for the comm.,
I should render, "In the gravity
of your sorrow." |j|, see Pt. I,
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2. Mencius replied, "Anciently, there was no rule

for the size of either the inner or the outer coffin. In

middle antiquity, the inner coffin was made seven

inches thick, and the outer one the same. This was
done by all, from the emperor to the common people,
and not simply for the beauty of the appearance, but

because they thus satisfied the natural feelings of their

hearts.

3. "If prevented by statutory regulations from

making their coffins in this way, men cannot have the

feeling of pleasure. If they have not the money

ii, 20. 2. "Middle antiquity" com-
mences with the Chow dynasty. $$,

up. 3rd tone, "to correspond, or be

equal, to." g #* \ fo, ^ is not

what they call an "empty character,"

merely connecting the rhythm of

the sentence. The whole = "they
felt complete (that they had done
their utmost) in their human hearts."

Menciua's account of the equal dimen-

sions of the outer and inner coffin

does not agree with what we find in

the Le-ke, XXII, ii, 31. It must be

borne in mind also, that the seven

inches of the Chow dynasty were

only=rather more than four in< lies

of the present day. 3. / ^, being

opposed to ^ flt> requires to be
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to make them., in this way, they cannot have the

feeling of pleasure. When they were not prevented,

and had the money, the ancients all used this style.

Why should I alone not do so ?

4. "And moreover, is there no satisfaction to the

natural feelings of a man, in preventing the earth

from getting near to the bodies of his dead?

5. "I have heard that the superior man will not

for all the world be niggardly to his parents."

supplemented, so in the translation.

For ^ ^f J$, some would give jfjj /f
It- The |fff reads better, but the

meaning is the same. 4. J{low. 3rd

tone), -ft ^ the same as J $fc %
in I, Pt. I, v, 1. 4fcis used appro-

priately with reference to the dis-

solution of the bodies of the dead.

Iff, "skin" =the bodies. ), low. 3rd

tone, lieoou. $ 3& $ ^ the mean-

ing is "shall this thing alone give
no satisfaction to a son's feelings?"

5. ^ 0. ^ T ^3 . Ohaou K'e

interprets this: "will not deny

anything in all the world which he

can command to his parents." So,

substantially, the modern para-

phrasts.
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CHAPTER VIII. 1. Shin T'ung, on his own im-

pulse, asked Mencius, saying, "May Yen be smitten?"

Mencius replied, "It may. Tsze-k'wae had no right
to give Yen to another man, and Tsze-che had no

right to receive Yen from Tsze-k'wae. Suppose there

were an officer here, with whom you, sir, were

pleased, and that, without informing the king, you
were privately to give to him your salary and rank;

and suppose that this officer, also without the king's

CH. 8. DESERVED PUNISHMENT
MAY NOT BE INFLICTED BUT BY
PROPER AUTHORITY. A NATION MAY
ONLY BE SMITTEN BY THE MINISTER
OF HEAVEN. The incidents in the

history of Yen referred to are briefly
these: -Tsze-k'wae, a weak silly

man, was wrought upon to resign
his throne to his prime minister

Tsze-che, in the expectation that

Tsze-che would decline the honor,
and that thus he would be praised
as acting the part of the ancient

Yaou while he retained his kingdom.
Tsze-che, however, accepted the

tender, and Tsze-k'wae was laid upon
the shelf. By and by, his son en-

deavored to wrest back the throne,
and great confusion and suffering
to the people ensued. Comp. Bk. I,

Pt. II, x, xi. 1. Shin (so read, as

a surname) T'ung appears to have
been a high minister of the state.

It is difficult to find a word by
which to translate f, which implies
the idea of Yen's deserving to be

punished. ^ J-,- referring to Shin

T'ung, but wo can't translate it

literally in English. ^ _t -rft &,,
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orders, were privately to receive them from you:
:

would such a transaction be allowable? And where

is the difference between the case of Yen and

this?"

2. The people of Ts'e smote Yen. Some one

asked Mencius, saying, "Is it really the case that

you advised Ts'e to smite Yen?" He replied, "No.

Shin T'ung asked me whether Yen might be smitten,

and I answered him, 'It may.' They accordingly
went and smote it. If he had asked me 'Who

may smite it?' I would have answered him, 'He

who is the minister of Heaven may smite it.' Sup-

pose the case of a murderer, and that one asks me

low. 1st tone, = 8Jf; -_t is the same
| '& refers only to Shin T'ung.

person as ft above, "a scholar seek- .

ing official employment." 2. Jjg, up.
3rd tone. $ $fc, :j refers to the
king and people of Ts'e.

see Pt. I, v, 6. The one Yen is of

course Ts'e, as oppressive as Yen
itself.
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'May this man be put to death?' I will answer
him He may,' If he ask me 'Who may put
him to death?'. I will answer him, 'The chief
criminal judge may put him to death.' But now
with one Yen to smite another Yen: how should I
have advised this?"
CHAPTER IX. 1. The people of Yen having rebelled,

the king of T'se said, "I feel very much ashamed
when 1 think of Mencius."

2. Ch'in Kea said to him, "Let not Your Majesty
be grieved. Whether does Your Majesty consider

yourself or Chow-kung the more benevolent and
wise?" The king replied, "Oh! what words are

CH. 9. How MENCIUS BEAT DOWN
THE ATTEMPT TO ARGUE IN EXCUSE
OF ERRORS AND MISCONDUCT. 1. The
people of Yen set up the son of
Tszo-k'wae as king, and rebelled

against the yoke which Ts'e had
attempted to impose on them.
"Ashamed when I think of Men-
cius," i. e., because of the advice
of Mencius in regard to Yen, which /

he had neglected. See 6k. I, Pt. II,

x, xi. 2. Ch'in Kea was an officer

of Ts'e. Chow-kung, see Con. Ana.,

VII, v, et al. The case Kea refers

to was this: On King Woo's extinc-

tion of the Yin dynasty, sparing the
life of Chow's son, he conferred on
him the small state of Yin from
which the dynasty had taken its

name, but placed him under the
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those?" "The duke of Chow," said Kea, "appointed

Kwan-shuh to oversee the heir of Yin, but Kwan-shuh

with the power of the Yin state rebelled. If knowing
that this would happen he appointed Kwan-shuh, he

was deficient in benevolence. If he appointed him,

not knowing that it would happen, he was deficient

in knowledge. If the duke of Chow was not com-

pletely benevolent and wise, how much less can Your

Majesty be expected to be so ! I beg to go and see

Mencius, and relieve Your Majesty from that feeling."

3. Ch'in Kea accordingly saw Mencius, and asked

him, saying, "What kind of man was the duke of

surveillance of his own two brothers,

Seen($$) and Too ($), one of them
older, and the other younger, than
his brother Tan (BJ, who was Chow-
kung. Seen has come down to us
under the title of Kwan-shuh, Kwan
being the name of the principality
which ho received for himself. After
Woo's death, and the succession of
hia son, Seen and Too rebelled, when

Chow-kung took action against them,
put the former to death, and ban-
ished the other, f* (up. 1st tone) g$,

the gj here is the son of the

emperor Chow. That below is the
name of the state. $ j,^-I take

$$ in the sense of "to loose," "to
free from," with reference to the

feeling of shame, not "to explain."
3. Before $$ $J, there should be a
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Chow?" "An ancient sage/' was the reply. "Is it

the fact that he appointed Kwan-shuh to oversee the

heir of Yin, and that K\\an-shuh with the state of

Yiri rebelled?" "It is." "Did the duke of Chow
know that he would rebel, and purposely appoint him
to that office?" Mencius said, "He did not know."

"Then, though a sage, he still fell into error?" "The

duke of Chow," answered Mencius, "was the younger
brother. Kwan-shuh was his elder brother. Was
not the error of Chow-kung in accordance with what

is right ?

4. "Moreover, when the superior men of old had

errors, they reformed them. The superior men of the

0, as it is the retort of Ch'in Kea.

ig A 1L % & $%,& implies a

succeeding clause "how much more

conclusion is that brother ought
not to be suspicious of brother; that

it is better to be deceived than to

may one inferior to him !" 3J >" 'T
/
impute evil. 4. In ^ ^ tf -rf, the

T-- What Mencius means in I ft =f- must be taken vaguely. &,
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present time, when they have errors, persist in

them. The errors of the superior men of old were

like eclipses of the sun and moon. All the people

witnessed them, and when they had reformed them,

all the people looked up to them with their former

admiration. But do the superior men of the present

day only persist in their errors ? They go on to raise

apologizing discussions about them likewise."

CHAPTER X. 1. Mencius gave up his office, and

made arrangements for returning to his native state.

up. 1st tone, = Bfc. Shall we refer it

to the sun arid moon, or to the
ancient worthies? Primarily, its

application is to the heavenly bodies.

1$ H$, the double object after ^.
The remark was a severe thrust at
Ch'in K'ea's own conduct.

CH. 10. MENCIUS IN LEAVING A
COUNTRY OR EEMAINING IN IT WAS
NOT INFLUENCED BY PECUNIARY CON-
SIDERATIONS, BUT BY THE OPPOR-
TUNITY DENIED OR ACCORDED TO HIM

OF CARRYING HIS PRINCIPLES INTO
PRACTICE. 1. J 3$ gi, Jfc as in ch.

v, 2, only it is here simply
"
resigna-

tion,'
3 with little of the idea of

sacrifice,
jfjj |, "and returned."-

Chaou K'e says "to his house," and
in accordance with this, he inter-

prets ^ jjfc fH Jf. -below, "I do not

venture to ask you to come in person
to see me," which ia surely absurd

enough. The meaning must be what
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2. The king came to visit him, and said, "For-

merly, I wished to see you, but in vain. Then, I got

the opportunity of being by your side, and all my
court joyed exceedingly along with me. Now again

you abandon 'me, and are returning home. I do not

know if hereafter I may expect to have another

opportunity of seeing you." Mencius replied, "I

dare not request permission to visit you a any par-

ticular time, but, indeed, it is what I desire."

3. Another day, the king said to the officer She,

"I wish to give Mencius a house, somewhere in the

middle of the kingdom, and to support his disciples

I have given. 2. ftj , referring
to the time before Mencius first

came to Ts'e. |j!J $ft (ch'aou, low. 1st

tone) = |n| |3 g, (. "all the officers

of the court with himself." ^ jfc=
HI J& JL "i"1 continuation of this

seeing." Mencius sees that the king
with his complimentary expressions

is really bidding him adieu, and

answers, accordingly, in as compli-

mentary a way, intimating his pur-

pose to be gone. 3. The king after

all does not like the idea of Mencius's

going, and thinks of this plan i<>

retain him, which was in reality
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with an allowance of 10,000 chung, that all the officers

and the people may have such an example to reverence

and imitate. Had you not better tell him this for

me?"

4. She took advantage to convey this message

by means of the disciple Ch'in, who reported his

words to Mencius.

5. Mencius said, "Yes; but how should the officer

She know that the thing may not be ? Suppose that

I wanted to be rich, having formerly declined 100,000

what Mencius, in ch. iii, calls "brib-

ing" him. 2$, low. 3rd tone. 3.

Ch'in here is the Ch'in Tsin of ch. iii.

@ is explained by -{ f, "intrusted
to." But it is more, and= "to take

advantage of," with reference to
Ch'in's being a disciple of Mencius.
4. Mencius does not find it con-
venient to state plainly his real
reason for going, that he was not
permitted to see his principles
carried into practice, and therefore

repels simply the idea of his being
accessible to pecuniary onsidera-

tions. 100,000 chung was the fixed

allowance of a $p, which Mencius
had declined to receive. 5. Of Ke-
sun and Tsze-shuh E we know only
what is mentioned here. Chaou K'e

says that they were disciples of Men-

cius, and that Ke-sun made his

remark with a view to induce Men-
cius to push forward his disciples
into the employment which he could
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chung, would my now accepting 10,000 be the conduct

of one desiring riches ?

6. "Ke-sun said, 'A strange man was Tsze-shuh E.

He pushed himself into the service of government.

His prince declining to employ him, he had to retire

indeed, but he again schemed that his son or younger

brother should be made a high officer. Who, indeed,

is there of men but wishes for riches and honor?

But he only, among the seekers of these, tried to

monopolize the conspicuous mound.

7. "Of old time, the market dealers exchanged the

not get for himself. But such a
view is inadmissible. $ tl> $1 ^ ~f~

J, the 1st ^, it ia said, merely
refers to the prince's employment of

him, and the 2nd to his contriving
and bringing about the employment
of hi.s son or younger brother, but

why should we not give the char-

acter the same force in both cases?

H, low. 2nd tone, read as and=5|,
"a mound." Rff, up. 2nd tone, "cut,"

"abrupt," "well defined." (5. $J,

low. 1st tone. Observe the force of

J^., "only," which also belongs to it
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articles which they had for others which they had

not, and simply had certain officers to keep order

among them. It happened that there was a mean

fellow, who made it a point to look out for a con-

spicuous mound, and get up upon it. Thence he

looked right and left, to catch in his net the whole

gain of the market. The people all thought his con-

duct mean, and therefore they proceeded to lay a tax

upon his wares. The taxing of traders took its rise

from this mean fellow."

CHAPTER XI. 1. Mencius, having taken his leave of

Ts*e, was passing the night in Chow.

in par. 2, weakening the ^ j$[ ff .

$E > the ; should be referred to
the mean individual spoken of.

CH. 11. How MENCIUS REPELLED
A MAK, WHO, OFFICIOUSLY AND ON
HIS OWN IMPULSE, TRIED TO DETAIN
HIM IN Ts'E. 1. H was a city on
the southern border of Ts'e. Some
think it should be written jg, and
refer it to a place in the prea. distr.

of $& $q but this would place it

north from Loo, whither Mencius
was retiring. Mencius withdrew

leisurely, hoping that the king would
recall him and pledge himself to

follow his counsels. ^ (low. 3rd

tone), 3, "for the king," i. e.,

knowing it would please the king.

Jjfi, upper 3rd tone. Rfj;,Cupper 3rd

tone, "to lean upon." The /L was
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2. A person who wished to detain him on behalf

of the king, came and sat down, and began to speak
to him. Mencius gave him no answer, but leaned upon
his stool and slept.

3. The stranger was displeased, and said, "I passed

the night in careful vigil, before I would venture to

speak to you, and you, master, sleep and do not listen

to me. Allow me to request that I may not again

presume to see you." Mencius replied, "Sit down,

and I will explain the case clearly to you. Formerly,

if the duke Muh had not kept a person by the side of

a Btool or bench, on which indi-

viduals might lean forward, or other-

wise, as they sat upon their mats.

It could be carried in the hand. Soe

the Le-ke, I, Pt. I, i, 1, $& Jfc g %,
<& *fe Jl *t 1 '<& - 3. #, chae,

upper 1st tone = 3^ "to keep a vigil,"

"to fast." ^ , "fasted and

passed the night." i%%jVi (low. 3rd

tone) jjfc Jb is merely the complimen-

tary way of complaining of what the

guest considered the rudeness of his

reception, jift, low. 3rd tone= J
&-. jflj,

here read Muh, was the honorary
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Tsze-sze, he could not have induced Tsze-sze to re-

main with him. If See Lew and Shin Ts'eang had

not had a remembrancer by the side of the duke Muh,

Le would not have been able to make them feel at

home and remain with him.

4. "You anxiously form plans writh reference to

me, but you do not treat me as Tsze-sze was treated.

Is it you, sir, who cut me? Or is it I, who cut

you?"

epithet of the duke Keen (j{), 408-
375 B. c. Tsze-sze, the grandson
of Confucius. Shin Ts'eang, the
son of Tsze-chang (-J- J), one of
Confucius's disciples. See Lew was
a native of Loo, a disciple of the
Confucian school. See the Le-ke, II,
Pt. I, ii, 34; Pt. II, iii, 26. sf-=;jfe

or ; sp-. 5J is said to = ^f, simply
"to detain," but its force is more
than that, and = "to make contented,
and so induce to remain." Great
respect, it seems, was shown to Tsze-
sze, and he had an attendant from
the duke to assure him continually
of the respect with which he was
cherished. See Lew and Shin

Ts'eang had not such attendants, but

they knew that there were one or
more officers by the duke's side, to
admonish him not to forget them
and other worthies. The stranger
calls himself $& -J-, "your disciple."
4. ^, low. 3rd tone. Mencius call.s

himself ^ (up. 2nd tone) ;, "the
elder." ^ # fe ; ^ 5, the

stranger was anxious for (j^) Men-
cius to remain in Ts'e, but the thing
was entirely from himself, not from
the king; and his thinking that he
could detain him by such a visit

showed the little store he set by
him; was, in fact, a cutting him.
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CHAPTER XII. 1. When Mencius had left Ts'e, Yin

Sze spoke about him to others, saying, "If he did not

know that the king could not be made a T'ang or a

Woo, that showed his want of intelligence. If he

knew that he could not be made such, and came

notwithstanding, that shows he was seeking his own

benefit. He came a thousand li to wait on the king ;

because he did not find in him a ruler to suit him, he

took his leave, but how dilatory and lingering was his

departure, stopping three nights before he quit Chow!

I am dissatisfied on account of this."

CH. 12. How MENCIUS EXPLAINED
HIS SEEMING TO LINGER IN Ts'E,
AFTER HE HAD RESIGNED HIS OFFICE,
AND LEFT THE COURT. 1. All that
wo know of Yin Sze is that ho was
a man of Ts'e. Julien properly
blames Noel for translating ^ - by
"
literatus cognomine Yin," as if -fc

were here the noun "a scholar."

But when he adds that it is here to

be pronounced che, to mark that it

is a name, this is what neither the

dictionary nor any commentary
mentions. |fv, low. 3rd tone,=i!r.

=f~ }^, "to seek for favors," i. e., his

own benefit. See Ana., II, xviii. ^
j, see Bk. I, Pt. II, xvi, 3. &=&,
"this." What Sze chiefly means to
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2. The disciple Kaou informed Mencius of these

remarks.

3. Mencius said, "How should Yin Sze know me !

When I came a thousand li to wait on the king, it

was what I desired to do. When I went away
because I did not find in him a ruler to suit me, was
that what I desired to do? I felt myself constrained

to do it.

4. "When I stopped three nights before I quit

Chow, in my own mind I still considered my departure

speedy. I was hoping that the king might change.
If the king had changed, he would certainly have

recalled me.

5. "When I quit Chow, and the king had not

sent after me, then, and only till then, was my mind

charge against Mencius is the linger-
ing character of his departure. 3.
Mencius was constrained to leave by
the conviction forced on him that
he could not in Ts'e carry his prin-
ciples into practice. 3 Jffr; $& (up.

tone) gjr ,>, Ht., "The king fortu-

nately near to change it." This was

the thought at the time in Mencius's

mind, and J$; Sfc
= "l hoped/'

" I was
looking for." & =

. 4. =* $
"then, and not till then." 5. '$$%&,
--see Part I, ii, 11. =&, up. 2nd
tone. &=ffi. )\] is by many taken
as simply= H;- -" the king is after

all competent to do good," but $
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resolutely bent on returning to Tsow. But, notwith-

standing that, how can it be said that I give up the

king 1 The king, after all, is one who may be made
to do what is good. If he were to use me, would it

be for the happiness of the people of Ts'e only 1 It

would be for the happiness of the people of the whole

empire. I am hoping that the king will change.

I am daily hoping for this.

6. "Am I like one of your little-minded people?

They will remonstrate with their prince, and on their

remonstrance not being accepted, they get angry, and,

with their passion displayed in their countenance,

expresses more than that. ^ FJ 3?

., conveys in itself no more than
the translation, but the king's chan^o
of course involved Menoius's recall to

Ta'e. I am inclined to think that,

the verbs in this par. should be

translated in the past tense, and
that we have in it merely an ampli.
fication of Mencius's thoughts before

ho quit Chow. 5. Compare with

this par. Confucius's defense of Kwao
Chung, Ana., XIV, 18.
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they take their leave, and travel with all their

strength for a whole day, before they will stop for the

night."

7. When Yin Sze heard this explanation, he said,

"I am indeed a small man."

CHAPTER XIII. 1. When Mencius left Ts'e, Ch'ung

Yu questioned him upon the way, saying, "Master,

you look like one who carries an air of dissatisfaction

in his countenance. But formerly I heard you say
' The superior man does not murmur against Heaven,

nor grudge against men.'
'

2. Mencius said,
" That was one time, and this is

another.

OH. 13. MENCIUS'S CHIEF AT NOT
FINDING AN OPPORTUNITY TO DO THE
GOOD WHICH HE COULD. 1. Ch'ung

Yu, the same mentioned in ch. vii.

Though Ch'ung Yu attributes the

maxim ^ ?, X ^ % A to hie
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3. "It is a rule that a true imperial sovereign

should arise in the course of five hundred years, and

that during that time there should be men illustrious

in their generation.

4. "From the commencement of the Chow dynasty

till now, more than 700 years have elapsed. Judging

numerically, the date is past. Examining the character

of the present time, we might expect the rise of such

individuals in it.

5. "But Heaven does not yet wish that the empire

should enjoy tranquillity and good order. If it wished

master, we find it in Confucius : see

Ana., XIV, xxxvi. 3. " 500 years,"

this is speaking in very round and

loose numbers, even if we judge
from the history of China prior to

? ift- 4. The Chow dynasty
lasted altogether 867 years, and

Mencius died, according to some

accounts, at the age of 102, in the

2nd year of the last century, little

Mencius. #- f^, "during them," but more than 50 years removed from

the meaning is at the same time
j
the extinction of the dynasty. 0. $?

iw ^J ^' Kt ->
"By the timewith the sovereign shall arise men

able to assist him. & & =# or ^ examining it, then may," i. e., such
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this, who is there besides me to bring it about ? How
should I be otherwise than dissatisfied?"

CHAPTER XIV. 1. When Mencius left Ts'e, he

dwelt in Hew. There Kung-sun Ch'ow asked him,

saying, "Was it the way of the ancient to hold office

without receiving salary ?
"

2. Mencius replied, "No; when I first saw the king
in Ts'ung, it was my intention, on retiring from the

interview, to go away. Because I did not wish to

change this intention, I declined to receive any

salary.

things may be. 5. <%* 3$ 3 |f, lit.,

"Letting me go, then who?" Comp.
last chap., p. 4, and many other

places, where Mencius speaka of
what he could accomplish. On the
reference to the will of Heaven,
comp. Ana., VIII, v, 3.

CH. 14. THE REASON OF MENCIUS's

HOLDING AN HONORARY OFFICE IN
TS'E WITHOUT SALARY, THAT HE
WISHED TO BE FREE IN HIS MOVE-

MENTS. 1. Hew was in the present
district of T'ang ($) in the depart-
ment of Yenchow. Kung-sun Ch'ow's

inquiry was simply for informa-
tion. This appears from the ^ with
which it is answered. 2. Ts'ung
must be the name of a place in Ts'e,
which cannot be more exactly deter-

mined. It is not to be confounded
with the ancient principality or

barony of the same name. ^ j|, is
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3. "Immediately after, came orders for the col-

lection of troops, when it would have been improper
for me to beg permission to leave. But to remain so

long in Ts'e was not my purpose."

evidently=# Jt,. 3. gf ffo- may be
as in the translation, or "the

appointment to the position of a

tutor," i. e., honorary adviser to

the king. This is the interpretation

of the glossarist of Chaou K'e, and

is perhaps preferable to the former.
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CHAPTER I. 1. When the duke Wan of T'ang was

crown prince, having to go to Ts'oo, he went by way
of Sung, and visited Mencius.

2. Mencius discoursed to him how the nature of

man is good, and, when speaking, always made lauda-

tory reference to Yaou and Shun.

TITLE OF THIS BOOK. 8f| ^ /,
"The Duke Wan of T'ang." The
Book is so named from the duke
Wan, who is prominent in the first

three chapters. Chaou K'e compares
this with the title of the 15th Book
of the Analects.

CH. 1. HOW ALL MEN BY DEVEL-
OPING THEIR NATURAL GOODNESS
MAY BECOME EQUAL TO THE ANCIENT
SAGES. 1. The duke Wan of T'ang,

see I, Pt. II, xiii. Wan is the post-
humous title. Tha crown prince's
name appears to have been Hwang
(^). Previous to the Han dynasty,
the heirs apparent of the emperors
and the princes of states were called

indifferently $r ^f- and fc ^f-. Since
then, fe -/- has been confined to the
imperial heir. The title of

-f ^- was
given, it is said, gfc Jffi.

-jlh ft :{. $g,
"to indicate the wish that the succes-
sion should be unbroken from genera-

tion to generation." Ts'oo and T'ang
bordering on each other, the prince
must have gone out of his way to

visit Mencius. In the "Topography
of the Four Books, Cont.," it is said:

"Since T'ang and Ts'oo adjoined,
so that one had only to lift his feet

to pass into Ts'oo, why must the
crown prince go round about, a
distance of more than 350 li, to pass
by the capital of Sung? The reason
was that Mencius was there, and tl e

prince's putting himself to so much
trouble, in going and returning,
shows hia worthiness." 2. iM=g' !

verb, "to speak or discourse about."

i#\, riot "necessarily," but "he made
it a point." f$ is taken by Choo He
and others in the sense of "to appeal
to." This is supported by par. 3,

but the word itself lias only the

meaning in the translation, with

which, moreover, Chaou K'e agrees.
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3. When the crown prince was returning from

Ts'oo, he again visited Menchis. Mencius said to

him, "Prince, do you doubt my words ? The path is

one, and only one.

4. "Shing Kan said to the duke of Ts'e, 'They
were men. I am a man. Why should I stand in awe
of them ?

' Yen Yuen said,
' What kind of man was

Shun ? What kind of man am I ? He who exerts

himself will also become such as he was.' Kung-ming
E said, 'King Wan is my teacher. How should the

duke of Chow deceive me by those words ?
'

3. U jfn &, vE seems here to be
used as in the Chung Yung, i, 1,

"an accordance with this nature is

called the Path," but viewed here
more in the consummation of high
sageship and distinction to which it

leads, which may be reached by
treading it, and which can be reached
in no other way. We have here for

the first time the statement of Men-
cius'sdoctrine, which he subsequently

dwells BO much on, that " the nature
of man is good." 4. Of Shing Kan
we only know what is here said.

^fj[

5t ^c, $i referring to the sages.

5t ;, used for "man" or "men,"
with the idea of vigor and capa-
bility. Kung-ming E was a disciple
first of Tsze-chang, and then of

Tsang Sin. ^C 3E f &6 would appear
to have been a remark originally of

Chow-kung, which E appropriates
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5. "Now, T'ang, taking its length with its breadth,
will amount, I suppose, to fifty li. It is small, but

still sufficient to make a good kingdom. It is said

in the 'Book of History,' 'If medicine do not raise a

commotion in the patient, his disease will not be
cured by it.'

"

CHAPTER II. 1. When the duke Ting of T'ang died,
the crown prince said to Yen Yew, "Formerly, Mencius

spoke with me in Sung, and in my mind I have never

forgotten his words. Now, alas! this great duty to

my father devolves upon me; I wish to send you
to ask the advice of Mencius, and then to proceed to

its various services."

and vindicates on that high authori-

ty- 5. $g -g, 3 M, "cutting the

long to supplement the short." Ob-
serve the force of ffi, as in the trans-
lation. j implying

" It is small,
butstill." H US, comp. ch. iii "a
good kingdom" is such an one as is

there described. ^ Sg ^ 55, see
the Shoo -king, IV, viii, Sect. I, 8.

jg, read mecn, low. 3rd tone.

CH. 2. How MENCITJS ADVISED
THE DUKE OF T'ANG TO CONDUCT THE
MOURNING FOR HIS FATHER. 1. || is

the proper term to express the deatli

of any of the princes of the empire.
Yen Yew had been the prince's

grand tutor (^ -f*|); I suppose that

jfe is the surname. ^C ftfe is a phrase
applied to the funeral of, and mourn-

ing for, parents; "the great cause,
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2. Yen Yew accordingly proceeded to Tsow, and

consulted Mencius. Mencius said,
" Is this not good ?

In discharging the funeral duties to parents, men

indeed feel constrained to do their utmost. The phi-

losopher Tsang said, 'When parents are alive, they

should be served according to propriety; when they

are dead, they should be buried according to pro-

priety; and they should be sacrificed to according to

propriety: this may be called filial piety.' The

ceremonies to be observed by the princes I have not

learned, but I have heard these points: that the

three years' mourning, the garment of coarse cloth

or matter." 2. ^, ; ia the
verb, =t. xS ^J ^ *?-, spoken
with reference to the prince's sending
to consult him on such a subject.

M ffi ft &, comp. Ana., XIX,
The words attributed to Tsang

Sin were originally spoken by Con-

fucius; see Ana., II, v. Tsang may
have appropriated them, and spoUcn
them, so as to make them be

regarded as his own, or, what is

more likely, Mencius here makes a

slip of memory, jgf, up. 1st tone,

read tsze. See Con. Ana., IX, ix. ff ,
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with its lower edge even, and the eating of congee,

were equally prescribed by three dynasties, and bind-

ing on all, from the emperor to the mass of the

people."

3. Yen Yew reported the execution of his commis-

sion, and the prince determined that the three years'

mourning should be observed. His aged relatives,

and the body of the officers, did not wish that it

should be so, and said, "The former princes of Loo,

that kingdom which we honor, have, none of them,

observed this practice, neither have any of our own

former princes observed it. For you to act contrary

as used in the text, read like and=
|J, denotes congee, like g, but made
thicker. 3. Jy, fo, "returned the
commission," i. e., reported his execu-
tion of it and the reply. { ^ must
be understood as the subject of .

^ >L, "hia fathers and brethren,"
i. e., his uncles and elderly ministers
of the ducal family. The phrase is

commonly applied by Chinese to the
elders of their own surname, what-
ever be the degrees of their relation-

ship. I

T'ang was descended from one of the
sons of King Wan (Shuh-sew, ^ $f|),

but by an inferior wife, while Chow-
kung, the ancestor of Loo, was in

the true imperial line, the author
of all the civil institutions of the

dynasty, and hence all the other
states ruled by descendants of King
Wan were supposed to look up to
Loo. That Chow-kung and the first

rulers of T'ang had not observed
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to their example is not proper. Moreover, the His-

tory says, 'In the observances of mourning and

sacrifice, ancestors are to be followed,' meaning that

they received those things from a proper source to

hand them down"
4. The prince said again to Yen Yew,- "Hitherto,

I have not given myself to the pursuit of learning,
but have found my pleasure in horsemanship and
sword exercise and now I don't come up to the

wishes of my aged relatives and the officers. I am
afraid I may not be able to discharge my duty in

the great business that I have entered on ; do you again
consult Mencius for me." On this, Yen Yew went

the three years' mourning is not to

be supposed. The crown prince's
remonstrants are wrong in attribut-

ing to them the neglect of later

dukes, j^, what particular "his-

tory" they refer to is not known,
w^ fa ffi & >~T- is to be under-
stood as spoken in the person of the

ancestors, and I have therefore

rendered 't by "they." Chaou K'e,

however, says that some made this

a reply of the prince:- "The prince
said, / have one (i. e., Mencius) from
whom I received it." 4. ^5 SJ AL= T
H ffe 5; 8S K lit. as i" the transla-

tion. 53t :Jt ^ flfe,
"1 am afraid of

tho not being able, etc." It is the

sentiment of the prince himself, .-in. I

$ must be translated in tho first

f.erson, and not in tho third, oa
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again to Tsow, and consulted Mencius. Mencius said,

"It is so, but he may not seek a remedy in others but

only in himself. Confucius said,
* When a prince dies,

his successor intrusts the administration to the prime
minister. He sips the congee. His face is of a deep
black. He approaches the place of mourning, and

weeps. Of all the officers and inferior ministers there

is not one who will presume not to join in the lamenta-

tion, he setting them this example. What the superior

loves, his inferiors will be found to love exceedingly.
The relation between superiors and inferiors is like

that between the wind and grass. The grass must

Julien does. In the ^ there is a
reference to his antecedents, as

occasioning the present difficulty,
'f* "SJ H fife 5JS is taken by Chaou
K'e, "You may not seek (to over-
come their opposition) by any other

way, (but carrying out what you
have begun)." Choo He's view, as
in the translation, is better. In the
quotations from Confucius, Mencius

has blended different places of the

Analects together, and enlarged them
to suit his own purpose, or, it may
be, the text of the Ana. was different

in his time. See Con. Ana., XIV,
xviii, XII, xiv. f[) fa jfjj ^, the

$L is the place where the coffin lay,

during the five months that elapsed
between tho death and interment.
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bend, when the wind blows upon it.' The business

depends on the prince."

5. Yen Yew returned with this answer to his com*

mission, and the prince said, "It is so. The matter

does indeed depend on me." So for five months he

dwelt in the shed, without issuing an order or a

caution. All the officers and his relatives said,
" He

may be said to understand the ceremonies." When

the time of interment arrived, from all quarters of the

5. The Jjg was a shed, built of

boards and straw, outside the center
door of tho paluoe, against the sur-

rounding wall, which the mourning
prince tenanted till the interment:
see the Le-ke, XXII, ii, 16. pj IE

%ff, is supposed by Choo He, with

reason, to be corrupted or defective.

I have translated as if it were Q pj

^ fl- -Choo He introduces here,
the following remarks from the com-
mentator Lin (ifc): "In the time of

Mencius, although the rites to tho

dead had fallen into neglect, yet
the throe years' mourning, with the

sorrowing heart and afflictive grief,

being the expression of what really

belongs to man's mind, had not

quite perished. Only, sunk in the

sl6ugh of manners becoming more
and more corrupt, men were losing
all their moral nature without being
conscious of it. When Duke Wan
saw Mencius, and heard him speak
of the goodness of man's nature, and
of Yaou and Shun, that was the

occasion of moving and bringing
forth his better heart, and on tnis

occasion, of the death of his father,

he felt sincerely all the stirrings of

sorrow and grief. Then, moreover,
when his older relatives arid his

ofliwrs wished not to act as ho

desired, ho turned inwards to re-

prove himself, and lamented his

former conduct which made him not

be believed in his present course,

not presuming to blame his officers
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state, they came to witness it. Those who had come

from other states to condole with him, were greatly

pleased with the deep dejection of his countenance

and the mournfulness of his wailing and weeping.
CHAPTER III. 1. The duke Wan of T'ang asked

Mencius about the proper way of governing a kingdom.
2. Mencius said, "The business of the people may

not be remissly attended to. It is said in the * Book
of Poetry,'

' In the daylight go and gather the grass,
And at night twist your ropes;
Then get up quickly on the roofs;

Soon must we begin sowing again the grain.'

and relatives: although we must
concede an extraordinary natural
excellence and ability to him, yet
his energy in learning may not be

impeached. Finally, when we con-
sider how with what decision he
finally acted, and how all, near and
far, who saw and heard him, were
delighted to acknowledge and admire
his conduct, we have an instance of

how, when that which belongs to all

men's minds is in the first place
exhibited by one, others are brought,
without any previous purpose, to the
pleased acknowledgment and approv-
al of it: is not this a proof that,

it is indeed true that the nature of
man is good?"

CH. 3. MENCITJS'S COUNSELS TO
THE DUKE OF T'ANG FOR THE GOV-
ERNMENT OF HIS KINGDOM. AGRICUL-
TURE AND EDUCATION ARE THE CHIEF
THINGS TO BE ATTENDED TO, AND
THE FIRST AS AN ESSENTIAL PREPARA-
TION FOR THE SECOND. 1. ;{$,

in the
sense of jfe, "to govern." 2. By jl;

^,, "the business of the people," is

intended husbandry. For the ode,
see the She -king, I, xv, Ode 1, st. 7,

written, it is said, by Chow-kung, to

impress the emperor Ching with a
sense of the importance and toils of
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3. "The way of the people is this. If they have a

certain livelihood, they will have a fixed heart. If

they have not a certain livelihood, they have not a

fixed heart. And if they have not a fixed heart, there

is nothing which they will not do in the way of

self-abandonment, of moral deflection, of depravity,

and of wild license. When they have thus been

involved in crime, to follow them up and punish

them: this is to entrap the people. How can such

a thing as entrapping the people be done under the

rule of a benevolent man?

4. "Therefore, a ruler who is endowed with talents

husbandry. 3. Comp. I, Pt. I, vii,

19. Tn g Jt, the jg is to be

taken lightly, as if the expression
were g jj Si -til,

="As to the

people's being the people," i. e., the
character of the people is as follows.

4. &, not "must be," which
would be inconsistent with the J,
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and virtue will be gravely complaisant and economi-

cal, showing a respectful politeness to his ministers,

and taking from the people only in accordance with

regulated limits.

5. "Yang Hoo said, 'He who seeks to be rich will

not be benevolent. He who wishes to be benevolent

will not be rich.'

6. "The sovereign of the Hea dynasty enacted the

fifty mow aUotment, and the payment of a tax. The

founder of the Yin enacted the seventy mow allot-

ment, and the system of mutual aid. The founder of

the Chow enacted the hundred mow allotment, and

but "will be,'-' i. e., will be sure to be.

The two last clauses are exegetical
of ffi and figj . f must be understood
of |, "ministers," in contradistinc-
tion from the j|j, "people," in the
next clause, though all are of course
"beneath" the ruler. 5. This Yang
Hoo is the Yang Ho, of the Con.
Ana., XVII, i. To accord with hia

unworthy character, the observation
is taken in a bad sense, as a dis-
suasive against the practice of be-

nevolence, while Mencius quotes it to
show the incompatibility of the two
aims. Great stress is laid on the

- ft 1, & i::, "He who makes
riches, benevolence, hia busi-

ness." This force of the character
would be well brought out by putting
it low. 3rd tone, but that would give
the observation a good meaning. 6.

Iff Jn ft, Wt A, 18 A see Con. Ana.,
Ill, xx. By the Hea statutes, every
husbandman, head of a family,
received 50 mow, and paid the prod-
uce of five of them to the govern-
ment. This payment waa the J|.

By those of Yin, 630 mow were
divided into 9 equal allotments of

70 mow each, the central one being
reserved for the government, and 8

families on the other allotments unit-

ing in its cultivation. By those of

Chow, to one family 100 mow were
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the share system. In reality, what was paid in all

these was a tithe. The share system means mutual
division. The aid system means mutual dependence.

7. "Lung said, 'For regulating the lands, there is

no better system than that of mutual aid, and none
which is not better than that of taxing. By the tax

system, the regular amount was fixed by taking the

average of several years. In good years, when the

grain lies about in abundance, much might be taken

without its being oppressive, and the actual exaction

would be small. But in bad years, the produce being

assigned, and ten families cultivated

1,000 acres in common, dividing the

produce, and paying a tenth to

government. Such is the account
here given by Mencius, but it is very
general, and not to be taken, espe-

cially as relates to the system of the

Chow dynasty, as an accurate ex-

position of it. More in accordance
with the accounts in the Chow Le is

his own system recommended below
to Peih Chen. 7. Of the Lung quoted
here, all that Chaou K'e and Choo

He say, is that he was "an an-

cient worthy." 3Jl M i8 said to be

synonymous with jj| |^f, meaning
"abundant." That this is the sig-

nification is plain enough, but how
the characters come to indicate it is

not clear. 5S means "a wolf," and

|S is given in connection with that

character as meaning "the appear-
ance of things scattered about in

confusion." I can't find any signi-

fication of J^, "crooked, perverse,
etc.," from which, as joined to &j,
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not sufficient to repay the manuring of the fields, this

system still requires the taking of the full amount.

When the parent of the people causes the people to

wear looks of distress, and, after the whole year's toil,

yet not to be able to nourish their parents, so that

they proceed to borrowing to increase their means,
till the old people and children are found lying in the

ditches and water channels: where, in such a case., is

his parental relation to the people ?
'

8. "As to the system of hereditary salaries, that

is already observed in T'ang.
9. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,'

'

May the rain come down on our public field,

And then upon our private fields !

'

we can well bring out the meaning.
B$ 99- B is taken by Chaou K'e as
in the translation, and by Choo He,
= "an angry-looking appearance,"
which does not suit so well. fg= |g,
"to lift up,"="to proceed to." ^

(up. 1st tone) & g. ft ^ &,
see I, Pt. I, iv, 15. 8. ^, low. 1st

tone, -ffr jf^, see I, Pt. II, v, 3. 9.

See the She-king, II, vi, Ode VIII,
st. 3, a description of husbandry
under the Chow dynasty, jig, the
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It is only in the system of mutual aid that there is a

public field, and from this passage we perceive that

even in the Chow dynasty this system has been

recognized.
10. "Establish ts'eang, sen, heo, and heaou, all

those educational institutions, for the instruction of

the people. The name ts'eang indicates nourishing as

its object; heaou indicates teaching; and seu indicates

archery. By the Hea dynasty, the name heaou was

used; by the Yin, that of seu ; and by the Chow, that

of ts'eang. As to the heo, they belonged to the three

dynasties, and by that name. The object of them all

verb, up. 3rd tone. The object of

the quotation is to show that the

system of mutual aid obtained under
the Chow as well as under the Yin

dynasty, and the way is prepared
for the instructions given to Peih
Chen below. 10. After the due regu-
lation of husbandry, and provision
for the "certain livelihood" of the

people, must come the business of

education. The heo mentioned were

schools of a higher order in the

capital of the empire and other chief

cities of the various states. The

others (f, heaou, low. 3rd tone) were
schools in the villages and smaller

towns. In the Le Ke, V, v, 10, we
find the ts'eang mentioned in connec-

tion with the tune of Shun ; seu, in

connection with the Hea dynasty;
heo, in connection with the Yin; and
Keaou (H?), in connection with the

Chow. There is thus a want of

harmony between that passage and
the account in the text. Entertain-

ments were given to the aged at

different times, and in the schools,

as an example to the young of the
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is to illustrate the human relations. When those are

thus illustrated by superiors, kindly feeling will prevail

among the inferior people below.

11. "Should a real sovereign arise, he will certainly

come and take an example from you; and thus you
will be the teacher of the true sovereign.

12. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,'

'Although Chow was an old country,

It received a new destiny.'

That is said with reference to King Wan. Do you

practice those things with vigor, and you also will by
them make new your kingdom."

reverence accorded by the govt. to

age. So the schools were selected
for the practice of archery, as a trial

of virtue and skill. A "^ M ^ _h,
this can hardly mean, "when the
human relations have been illustrated

by the example of superiors," but
must have reference to the inculca-

tion of those relations by the institu-

tion of schools. The pith of Men-
cius's advice is " Provide the means
of education for all, the poor as well

as the rich." 12. See the She-king,

III, i, Ode I, st. 1. Jt ft-, "the

appointment," i. e., which lighted on
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13. The duke afterwards sent Peih Chen to consult

Mencius about the nine-squares system of dividing

the land. Mencius said to him, "Since your prince,

wishing to put in practice a benevolent government,
has made choice of you and put you into this employ-

ment, you must exert yourself to the utmost. Now,
the first thing towards a benevolent government must

be to lay down the boundaries. If the boundaries

be not defined correctly, the division of the land into

squares will not be equal, and the produce available

for salaries will not be evenly distributed. On this

account, oppressive rulers and impure ministers are

it from Heaven. 13. To understand
the "nine-squares division of the

land," the form of the character ^f-

needs only to be looked at. If we
draw lines to inclose it thus, g| ,

we have a square portion of ground

divided into nine equal and smaller

squares. But can we suppose it

possible to divide a territory in this

way? The natural irregularities of

the surface would be one great
obstacle. And we find below the
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sure to neglect this defining of the boundaries. When
the boundaries have been defined correctly, the divi-

sion of the fields and the regulation of allowances may
be determined by you, sitting at your ease.

14. "Although the territory of T'ang is narrow

and small, yet there must be in it men of a superior

grade, and there must be in it countrymen. If there

were not men of a superior grade, there would be

none to rule the countrymen. If there were not

countrymen, there would be none to support the men
of superior grade.

15. "I would ask you, in the remoter districts,

observing the 'nine-squares division, to reserve one

division to be cultivated on the system of mutual aid,

"holy field," and other assignments,
whiph must continually have been
requiring new arrangement of the
boundaries. 14. ~g ^f-, here, gener-
ally, for officers, men not earning
their bread by the sweat of their

brow, and the toil of their hands;
see next chapter, ff _\,

" coun-
trymen," = by their toil self-support-
ing people generally. ffi=?& ; ffi fc

= 9& & ^H- 15. Here the systems of

all the three dynasties would seem
to be employed, as the nature of the

country permitted, or made advis-

able, their application, ff as opposed
to ^ tp must be understood, as

in the translation, =" the country,"
"the remoter districts." The A
refers to Ffl in par. 1 3, and the
to f I] i&. The former would be the
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and in the more central parts of the kingdom, to

make the people pay for themselves a tenth part
of their produce.

16. "From the highest officers down to the lowest,

each one must have his holy field, consisting of fifty

mow.

17. "Let the supernumerary males have their

twenty-five mow.

18. "On occasions of death, or removal from one

dwelling to another, there will be no quitting the

district. In the fields of a district, those who belong

to the same nine squares render all friendly offices

to one another in their going out and coming

in, aid one another in keeping watch and ward, and

best way in such positions of sup-

porting the j|f ^, and the latter of

supporting the ;g ^f-. Similarly, the
other clause. 16. ^ is explained by
Ohaou K'e by $$, and Choo He
follows him, though we do not find

this meaning of the term in the

dictionary. The f EH then is "the
clean field," and us its produce was
intended to supply the means of

sacrifice, I translate it by "the holy
field." It was in addition to the

hereditary salary mentioned in par.

8. 17. A family was supposed to

embrace the grandfather and grand-
mother, the husband, wife, and
children, the husband being the

grandparents' eldest son. The extra

fields were for other sons whom
they might have, and were given to

them when they were sixteen. When
they married and became heads of

families themselves, they received

tho regular allotment, for a family.
This is Choo He's account, of thin

paragraph. IS. The moral benefits
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sustain one another in sickness. Thus the people
are brought to live in affection and harmony.

19. "A square li covers nine squares of land, which

nine squares contain nine hundred mow. The central

square is the public field, and eight families, each

having its private hundred mow, cultivate in common
the public field. And not till public work is finished,

may they presume to attend to their private affairs.

This is the way by which the countrymen are dis-

tinguished from those of a superior grade.

20. "Those are the great outlines of the system.

Happily to modify and adapt it depends on the prince
and you."

flowing from the nine-squares divi-

sion of the land. "On occasions of

death," i. e., in burying. 19. Under
the Chow dynasty, 100 poo or

"paces" made a mow's length, but
the exact amount of the pace can
hardly be ascertained. Many con-
tend that the 50 mow of Hea, the

70 of Yin, and the 100 of Chow,
were actually of the same dimen-
sions. |g, low. 3rd tone, so spoken
always, when the subject is the

support of a superior by an inferior.

20. ^ ^c (low. 1st tone), =M J5-- $1
'$?, "the softening and moistening,"
i. e., the modifying and adapting.
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CHAPTER IV. 1. There came from Ts'oo to T'ang

one Heu Hing, who gave out that he acted according
to the words of Shin-nung. Coming right to his gate,
he addressed the duke Wan, saying, "A man of a

distant region, I have heard that you, prince, are

practicing a benevolent government, and I wish to

receive a site for a house, and to become one of your

CH. 4. MENCIUS' s REFUTATION OF

THE DOCTRINE THAT THE RULER
OUGHT TO LABOR AT HUSBANDRY
WITH HIS OWN HANDS. HE VINDI-

CATES THE PROPRIETY OF THE DIVI-

SION OF LABOR, AND OF A LETTERED
CLASS CONDUCTING GOVERNMENT.
The first three paragraphs, it is said,

relate how Hing, the heresiarch,

and Seang, his follower, wished

secretly to destroy the arrangements
advised by Mencius for the division

of the land. The next eight pars,

expose the head error of Hing, that

the ruler must labor at the toils of

husbandry as well as the people.
From the 12th par. to the 16th,

Seang is rebuked for forsaking his

master, and taking up with King's

heresy. In the last two pars., Men-

cius proceeds, from the evasive

replies of Setmg, to give the coup de

grdcc to the new pernicious teachings.

1. ^ is explained, by Chaou K'o,

by #i $> nd B aa = S& 8O that ^

W ^="one who cultivated the

doctrines." Most others take 2$ = Hi

gf, "making a false pretense of."

Shin-nung, "wonderful husband-

man," is the style of the 2nd of the

five famous $r, or "emperors," of

Chinese history. He is also called

Yen (fa) Te, "the blazing emperor."
Ho is placed between Fuh-he, and

Hwang Te, though separated from
the latter by an intervention of

seven reigns, extending with his own
over 515 years. If any faith could

be reposed in this chronology, it

would place him 3272 B.C. In the

appendix to the Yih-king, he is

celebrated as the Father of hus-

bandry. Other traditions make him
the Father of medicine also. Z. J$,

; is the verb, = ^. Jj, in the

diet., after Chaou K'e, is explained

by ., "came to." Choo He says that

II, v, 5, but the meaning of
[

is different, denoting tlio ground
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people." The duke Wan gave him a dwelling place.

His disciples, amounting to several tens, all wore

clothes of haircloth, and made sandals of hemp and

wove mats for a living.

2. At the same time, Ch'in Seang, a disciple of

Ch'in Leang, and his younger brother, Sin, with their

plow handles and shares on their backs, came from

Sung to T'ang, saying, "We have heard that you,

prince, are putting into practice the government of

the ancient sages, showing that you are likewise a sage.

We wish to become the subjects of a sage."

assigned for the dwelling of a hus-
bandman. ^ (up. 3rd tone) ?|, it

would appear from par. 4, that this
"haircloth" was a very inartificial

structure, not woven at least with
any art. fg,, "sandals of hemp,

;J

opposed to ^, which were made of
grass, and ^ which were made of
leather. $| is explained by Jfl Jfj," to beat and hammer." fif? properly
denotes single mats made of rushes

(^ iH)- This manufacture of sandals
and mats is supposed in the $i |j to
have been only a temporary employ-
ment of King's followers till lands
should be assigned them. 2. Of the
individuals mentioned here, we know
nothing more than can be gathered
from this chapter. The $g, or share,
as originally made by Shin-nung,
was of wood. In Menrius's time, it

had come to bo made of iron; see
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3. When Ch'in Seang saw Heu King, he was

greatly pleased with him, and, abandoning entirely

whatever he had learned, became his disciple. Hav-

ing an interview with Mencius, he related to him

with approbation the words of Heu Hing to the follow-

ing effect: "The prince of T'ang is indeed a worthy

prince. He has not yet heard, however, the real

doctrines of antiquity. Now, wise and able princes

should cultivate the ground equally and along with

their people, and eat the fruit of their labor. They

should prepare their own meals, mdrning and evening,

while at the same time they carry on their govern-

ment. But now, the prince of T'ang has his granaries,

par. 4. j ff, aa above. 3. it

ft *f W> it ia the verb, =s$ $
JJ #, as in I, Pt. I, ii, 1. 5? *&
^denote the morning and evening

meals, but must be taken here aa

verbs, signifying the preparation of

those meals. Jf fa and J$? are to be

distinguished, the latter is a granary
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treasuries, and arsenals, which is an oppressing of the

people to nourish himself. How can he be deemed a

real worthy prince ?
"

4. Mencius said, "I suppose that Heu Hing sows

grain and eats the produce. Is it not so?" "It is

so," was the answer. "I suppose also he weaves

cloth, and wears his own manufacture. Is it not

so?" "No, Heu wears clothes of haircloth." "Does

he wear a cap?" "He wears a cap." "What kind

of cap?" "A plain cap." "Is it woven by him-

self?" "No, he gets it in exchange for grain."

"Why does Heu not weave it himself?" "That

would injure his husbandry." "Does Heu cook his

for rice, the former for other grain.
ft, low. 3rd tone. The object of
Heu Hing in these remarks would
be to invalidate Mencius's doctrine
given in the last chap., par. 14, that

countrymen. 4. Observe the force of

tj& , . . ^p, as in the translation. 5!,

"millet," but here= grain generally.

iSc, up. 3rd tone. ^ ^, "his cap
is plain," i.e., undyed and unadorned.
The distinction given by Choo He
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food in boilers and earthenware pans, and does
he plow with an iron share?" "Yes." "Does he
make those articles himself?" "No, he gets them in

exchange for grain."
5. Mencius then said, "The getting those various

articles in exchange for grain, is not oppressive to the

potter and the founder, and the potter and the

founder in their turn, in exchanging their various

articles for grain are not oppressive to the husband-
man. How should such a thing be supposed ? And
moreover, why does not Heu act the potter and

founder, supplying himself with the articles which he

uses solely from his own establishment? Why does

he go confusedly dealing and exchanging with the

handicraftsmen? Why does he not spare himself so

between | and g is, that the former
was used for boiling, and the latter

for steaming. Their composition
indicates that they were made of

iron and clay, respectively. The |

was distinguished from other iron

boilers by having no feet. 5. t

% ="he who gets, etc." ^fi, prop-

erly "stocks," but also used synony-

mously with ||. 1 have added a

sentence to bring out the force of

g in ^ @S S- Choo He puts
a point at ft, and taking ^ (up. 3rd

tone) in the sense of ih, "only,"
construes it with what follows. This

is better than to join it, in the sense

of house or shop, with RV }fi. Seang
is here forced to make an admission,
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much trouble ?" Ch'in Seeing replied, "The business

of the handicraftsman can by no means be carried on

along with the business of husbandry."
6. Mencius resumed,

"
Then, is it the government of

the empire which alone can be carried on along with

the practice of husbandry? Great men have their

proper business, and little men have their proper
business. Moreover, in the case of any single in-

dividual, whatever articles he can require are ready to

his hand, being produced by the various handicrafts-

men: if he must first make them for his own use,

fatal to his new master's doctrine,
that every man should do every
thing for himself. The only difficulty
is with the |j., which here= " but."
The two preceding sentences are
Mencius's affirmations, and he pro-
ceeds "But Heu Hing denies this.

WT

hy then does he not himself play
the potter and founder, etc.?" 6. In

A .'fi tf .2. ffi # fit, the
construction is not easy. The correct

meaning seems to be that given in
the translation. Some take

fjjjj
in

the sense of "are all required,"
which would make the construction

simpler: "for a single person even,

all the productions of the handi-

craftsmen are necessary." So, in

the paraphrase of the |g: "Reck-

oning in the case of a single

individual, for his clothes, his food,

and his dwelling place, the produc-
tions of the various workers must all

be completed in sufficiency, and then

he has abundantly every thing for

profitable employment, and can with-

out anxiety support his children and

parents." This gives a good enough
meaning in the connection, but the

signification attached to
fiji

is hardly
otherwise authorized, jfjj j?ft,

"and
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this way of doing would keep the whole empire running
about upon the roads. Hence, there is the saying,
'Some labor with their minds, and some labor with
their strength. Those who labor with their minds

govern others; those who labor with their strength
are governed by others. Those who are governed by
others support them; those who govern others are

supported by them.' This is a principle universally

recognized.
7.

" In the time of Yaou, when the world had not

yet been perfectly reduced to order, the vast waters,

flowing out of their channels, made a universal in-

undation. Vegetation was luxuriant, and birds and

road them" = ^f j jf| gft. ^, low.
3rd tone, tsze. 7. ^ T 5^ ^ car-
ries us back to the time antecedent
to Yaou, and ^ "fT is to be taken in

the sense of "world," or "earth."
There is the idea of a wild, confused,
chaotic state, on which the succes-
sive sages had been at work, without

any great amount of success. Then
in the next par. we have How-tseih

doing over again the work of Shin-

nung and teaching men husbandry.

We can hardly go beyond Yaou for

the founding of the Chinese Empire.
The various questions which would
arise here, however, will bo found
discussed in the first part of the

Shoo-king. It is only necessary to

observe in reference to the calamity
here spoken of, that it is not pre-
sented as the consequence of a

deluge, or sudden accumulation of

water, but from the natural river

channels being all broken up and
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beasts swarmed. The various kinds of grain could

not be grown. The birds and beasts pressed upon
men. The paths marked by the feet of beasts and

prints of birds, crossed one another throughout the

Middle Kingdom. To Yaou alone this caused anxious

sorrow. He raised Shun to office, and measures to

regulate the disorder were set forth. Shun committed

to Yih the direction of the fire to be employed, and

Yih set fire to, and consumed, the forests and vegetation

on the mountains and in the marshes, so that the

birds and beasts fled away to hide themselves. Yu

disordered ^, low. 3rd tone, "dis-

obedient," "unreasonable."
. jjg,

"the five kinds of grains," are fg,

^ fS 3-> and $t> "paddy, millet,

panicled millet, wheat, and pulse,"
but each of these terms must be
taken as comprehending several

varieties under it. tji |j|j, in opposi-

tion to 3^ ~F> is the portion of coun-

try which was first settled, and

regarded as a center to all surround-

ing territories. H 3KJ J > the

3fj seems to refer to Yaou's position

as emperor, in which it belonged to

him to feel this anxiety. For the

labors of Shun, Yih, and Yu, see
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separated the nine streams, cleared the courses of the
Tse and T'ah, and led them all to the sea. He
opened a vent also for the Joo and Han, and regu-
lated the course of the Hwae and Sze, so that they
all flowed into the Keang. When this was done,
it became possible for the people of the Middle

Kingdom to cultivate the ground and get food
for themselves. During that time, Yu was eight

years away from his home, and though he thrice

passed the door of it, he did not enter. Although he

had wished to cultivate the ground, could he have
done so ?

8.
" The minister of agriculture taught the people

to sow and reap, cultivating the five kinds of grain.

the Shoo-king, Parts I, II, III. $f,

up. 2nd tone. $f!, = read T'ah. The
nine streams all belonged to the Ho,
or Yellow River. By them Yu led

off a portion of its vast surging
waters. The Keang is the Yangtze.
Choo He observes that of the rivers

mentioned as being led into the

Keang only the Han flows into that

stream, while the Hwae receives the

Joo and the Sze, and makes a direct

course to the sea. He supposes an
error on the part of the recorder of

Mencius's words. 8. How-tseih, now
received as a proper name, is prop-

erly the official title of Slum's

minister of agriculture, K'e (31). i5|,

(read See) was the name of his

minister of instruction. For these

men and their works, see the Shoo-

king, Pt. II. -A. used synony-

mously with iK,=fi, "to plant," or
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When the five kinds of grain were brought to maturity,
the people all enjoyed a comfortable subsistence.

Now men possess a moral nature; but if they are well

fed, warmly clad, and comfortably lodged, without

being taught at the same time, they become almost

like the beasts. This was a subject of anxious

solicitude to the sage Shun, and he appointed See
to be the minister of instruction, to teach the rela-

tions of humanity: how, between father and son,

there should be affection; between sovereign and

minister, righteousness; between husband and wife,

attention to their separate functions; between old and

"sow." A ^ ^f il -& I have trans-
lated according to Choo He's view
of the meaning, in which he is now
universally followed, so far as I
know. It requires the understand-
ing, however, of * or -fi. before the
next clause, which does not appear
to me to be admissible. Chaou K'e,
or at least his paraphrast, under-
stands it thus: "Thus, men were
provided with a proper course for
their nourishment. They might be
well fed and clothed, but with all

this, if they are not taught, they

become, etc." This avoids the harsh-
ness of understanding any thing
before tfi, but the interpretation,
otherwise, is not natural. May we
not take \ ;fj j|J -fa as synonymous
with the clause $ ft ft & in ch-

iii, par. 2? The translation would
then be "Now, the way of men is

this: if they are well fed, etc." ?

_\ is supposed to be plural, "the

sages." This, however, cannot be,
as the -($ immediately following must
be understood with reference to Shun

only. What has made 5i A ^e taken
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young, a proper order; and between friends, fidelity.
The highly meritorious emperor said to him, 'En-

courage them; lead them on; rectify them; straighten
them; help them; give them wings: thus causing
them to become possessors of themselves. Then
follow this up by stimulating them, and conferring
benefits on them.' When the sages were exercising
their solicitude for the people in this way, had they
leisure to cultivate the ground ?

9. "What Yaou felt giving him anxiety, was the

not getting Shun. What Shun felt giving him

anxiety was the not getting Yu and Kaou-yaou. But
he whose anxiety is about his hundred mow not being

properly cultivated, is a mere husbandman.

as plural, ia that the instructions

addressed to See are said to be from

JJC (up. 2nd tone) fjj), which are two
of the epithets applied to Yaou in

the opening sentence of the Shoc-

king, who is therefore supposed to

be the speaker. Yet it was Shun
who appointed See, and gave him
his instructions, and rnay not Men-
cius intend him by "The highly
meritorious"? The address itself is

not found in the Shoo-king. and

j are both low. 3rd tone. In ^ fc

Jff JS'J, JS'J is the up. 4th tone,="sepa-
rate functions," according to which

the husband is said to preside over

all that is external, and the viio

over all that is internal, while to the

former it belongs to lead, and to

the latter to follow. 9. An illustra-

tion of the # ^c A $ # 'h A
Jfi:,

in par. 6. |, read low. 3rd

tone, in the sense of #J (low. 1st tone).
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10. "The imparting by a man to others of his

wealth is called *a kindness.' The teaching others

what is good is called 'the exercise of fidelity.' The

finding a man who shall benefit the empire is called

' benevolence.' Hence to give the empire to another

man would be easy; to find a man who shall benefit

the empire is difficult.

11.
"Confucius said,

' Great indeed was Yaou as a

sovereign. It is only heaven that is great, and only

Yaou corresponded to it. How vast was his virtue!

The people could find no name for it. Princely

10. 3$, low. 3rd tone, "on behalf

of," =who shall benefit. J, read
as above, but meaning "easy."
The difficulty spoken of arises from
this, that to find the man in question
requires the finder to go out of him-
self, ia beyond what is in his own

power. The reader must bear in

mind that is the name for the

highest virtue, the combination of

all possible virtues. Cornp. Ana., VI,
xxviii. 11. See Con. Ana., VIII, xviii

and xix, which two chapters Mencius
blends together with omissions and
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indeed was Shun! How majestic was he, having pos-

session of the empire, and yet seeming as if it were

nothing to him !

' In their governing the empire,

were there no subjects on which Yaou and Shun

employed their minds? There were subjects, only

they did not employ their minds on the cultivation of

the ground.
12. "I have heard of men using the doctrines of our

great land to change barbarians, but I have never yet

heard of any being changed by barbarians. Ch'in

Leang was a native of Ts'oo. Pleased with the

doctrines of Chow-kung and Chung-ne, he came

northwards to the Middle Kingdom and studied them.

Among the scholars of the northern regions, there was

alterations. Observe the force of ^
in the last clause. It= " there were

subjects, on which they employed

their minds, but still, etc." 12. f,

and j^, used as in Con. Ana., Ill,
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perhaps none who excelled him. He was what you
call a scholar of high and distinguished qualities.

You and your brother followed him some tens of

years, and when your master died, you have forthwith

turned away from him.

13. "Formerly, when Confucius died, after three

years had elapsed, his disciples collected their bag-

gage, and prepared to return to their several homes.

But on entering to take their leave of Tsze-kung,
as they looked towards one another, they wailed,

till they all lost their voices. After this they returned

v - ^ the verb, up. 3rd tone. ^
5L !&. not "your brothers," but

as in the translation; comp. par. 2.

fi^Hf. Observe how Ts'oo is here
excl'ided from "The Middle Kingdom
of Mencius's time. 13. On the death

of Confucius, his disciples remained

by his grave for three years mourning
for him as for a father, but without

wearing the mourning dress. Jn ,

both low. 1st tone, "looked-after
their burdens." Tsze-kung had acted
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to their homes, but Tsze-kung went back, and built a

house for himself on the altar ground, where he lived

alone other three years, before he returned home.

On another occasion, Tsze-hea, Tsze-chang, and

Tsze-yew, thinking that Yew Jo resembled the sage,

wished to render to him the same observances which

they had rendered to Confucius. They tried to force

the disciple Tsang to join with them, but he said,

*This may not be done. What has been washed

in the waters of the Keang and Han, and bleached

in the autumn sun: how glistening is it! Nothing

can be added to it.'

to all his codisciples as master of

the ceremonies. Hence they took a
formal leave of him. ^ is a flat

place, an o.rea scooped out upon the

surface, and used primarily to sacri-

fice upon. Here it denotes such an
area formed upon the sage's grave.

On Yew Jd's resemblance to Con-

fucius, see the Book of Rites, II, Pt.

I, iii, 4. 3g, low. 2nd tone. <&,

low. 4th tone, pub. 6J, read boon,

low. 2nd tone, or k </<>". ii|>. 2nd. $f

Jfl. Comp. ^ tl&' Ana., I V, vii, 1.
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14. "Now here is this shrike-tongued barbarian

of the south, whose doctrines are not those of the

ancient kings. You turn away from your master
and become his disciple. Your conduct is different

indeed from that of the philosopher Tsang.
15. "I have heard of birds leaving dark valleys

to remove to lofty trees, but I have not heard of

their descending from lofty trees to enter into dark

valleys.
16. "In the Praise Songs of Loo it is said,

' He smote the barbarians of the west and the

north,
He punished King and Seu.'

Thus Chow-kung would be sure to smite them, and

you become their disciple again; it appears that your
change is not good."

If- &> "the shrike, or butcher
bird," a strong epithet of con-

tempt or dislike, as applied to Heu
King. -fg-, as above. 15. f,
used as a verb, low. 3rd tone. 16.

See the Book of Poetry, IV, ii, Ode
IV, st. 6. The two clauses quoted
refer to the achievements of the

duke He. Mencius uses them as if

they expressed the approbation of
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17. CTfc'w Seang said, "If Heu's doctrines were

followed, then there would not be two prices in the

market; nor any deceit in the kingdom. If a body of

five cubits were sent to the market, no one would

impose on him; linen and silk of the same length
would be of the same price. So it would be with

bundles of hemp and silk, being of the same weight;

with the different hanks of grain, being the same

in quantity; and with shoes which were of the same

size."

18. Mencius replied, "It is the nature of things

to be of unequal quality. Some are twice, some

his ancestor Chow-kung. 17. ^,
read km, up. 3rd tone^fff. 2. /J. .

^f, see Con. Ana., VIII, vi. %fa $1
%fc $g must bo joined together, I

think, in pairs, in opposition to the

^jj $, above, the manufactured arti-

cles. ^ is explained, in tho |ft '.,

by $, "threads," and may be used
of silk or flax. 3 *3 explained, also

in the gft ;, by ffi &? "spoiled, or

bad, floss." Its general application
is to floss of an inferior quality. 18.

fg, different I'mmthat in pars. 12,

15, meaning "as much uyain." ^||
=
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five times, some ten times, some a hundred times,

some a thousand times, some ten thousand times as

valuable as others. If you reduce them all to the

same standard, that must throw the empire into

confusion. If large shoes and small shoes were of

the same price, who would make them? For people

to follow the doctrines of Heu, would be for them

to lead one another on to practice deceit. How can

they avail for the government of a state 1
"

CHAPTER V. 1. The Mihist, E Che, sought,

through Seu Peih, to see Mencius. Mencius said,

tB ife "are separated from each
other," or "are to each other as."
The size of the shoes is mentioned
as a thing more palpable than their

quality, and exposing more easily
the absurdity of Heu's proposition.

CH. 5. How MENCIUS CONVINCED
A MlHIST OF HIS ERROB, THAT ALL
MEN WERE TO BE LOVED EQUALLY,
WITHOUT DIFFERENCE OF DEGREE. 1.

Mih, by name fl (read Teih), was a
heresiarch between the times of Con.
and Men. His distinguishing prin-
ciple was that of universal and equal

love, which he contended would

remedy all the evils of society. See
next part, ch. ix, et al. (It has been
contended lately, however, by the
Rev. Joseph Edkins, that Mencius's
account of Mih's views is unfair. See
Journal of the North China Branch

of the Royal Asiatic Society, No. II.

Some of Mih's writings remain, and
1 hope to be able to procure a copy,
in time to give some notice of them
in the prolegomena.) 'fa S$ (read
Peih or P'eih) was a disciple of

Mencius. The philosopher, ace. to
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"I indeed wish to see him, but at present I am still

unwell. When I am better, I will myself go and
see him. E need not come here again."

2. Next day, E Che again sought to see Mencius.
Mencius said, "To-day I am able to see him. But if

I do not correct his errors, the true principles will not
be fully evident. Let me first correct him. I have
heard that E is a Mihist. Now Mih considers that in

the regulation of funeral matters a spare simplicity
should be the rule. E thinks with Mih's doctrines

the opinion of Choo He, was well

enough, but feigned sickness, and
told E Che that he need not come
again to see him to try his sincerity.
It is to be understood that Che had
intimated that he was dissatisfied

with his Mihism, and Mencius would
be guided in his judgment of his

really being so, by testing his desire
to get an interview with -him. It is

difficult to express the force of the

particle jl. "Myself" comes near it.

^^J- ^\ ^ is Mencius's remark, and
Chaou K'e is wrong, when he carries
it on to the next par., and construes
"E in consequence did not then

come, but another day, etc." 2. fife

0, "another day," probably, "next

day." The repetition of the applica-
tion satisfied Mencius that Che was
really anxious to be instructed, jjj,

Choo He says,
=H f|' H tg IE, "to

expound the truth fully to correct
him." ^ j, , low. 3rd tone.

n II It , B. is hero= 5|f , "will."

The ffi g says that # 5fc ig JL i i"

"it is used with reference to the not

readily granting E an interview."
Mencius wanted to put the appli-
cant right, before conversing with
him. We are to suppose that, after

the acknowledgment in the concl.
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to change Ae customs of the empire; how does he

regard them as if they were wrong, and not honor

them? Notwithstanding his views, E buried his

parents in a sumptuous manner, and so he served

them in the way which his doctrines discountenance."

3. The disciple Seu informed E of these remarks.

E said, "Even according to the principles of the learned,

we find that the ancients acted towards the people, *as if

they were watching over an infant.' What does this

expression mean? To me it sounds that we are to

love all without difference of degree; but the mani-

festation of love must begin with our parents." Seu

par., he admitted E to his presence.
This principle about conducting
funerals, or mourning generally, in
a spare and inexpensive manner,
was a subordinate point of Mih's

teaching, and Mencius knowing that
E Che had not observed it, saw how
he could lead him on from it to see
the error of the chief principle of
the sect, jlj and BJ; are both verbs.
3. Che attempts to show that the

classical doctrine likewise had the

principle of equal and imiversal love.

See the ^ f ^ ? quoted in the

"Great Learning," Comm. ix, 2. ^
HI], is the name of the speaker.

^, read ts'ze, "uneven." ** ^,
"uneven degrees." E Che does not

attempt to vindicate the sumptuous
interment of his parents; he says

not knowing what to
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reported this reply to Mencius, who said, "Now, does
E really think that a man's affection for the child of

his brother is merely like his affection for the infant of

a neighbor? What is to be laid hold of in that

expression is simply this: that if an infant crawling
about is about to fall into a well, it is no crime in the

infant. Moreover, Heaven gives birth to creatures

in such a way that they have one root, and E makes
them to have two roots. This is the cause of his error.

4. "Arid, in the most ancient times, there were

8ay- ^ l w - 1s* tone. $3i ^ Jfe

HI (=^) & with what follows, re-

quires to be supplemented by the

reader: "The child's falling into

the well being thus from no perverse
intent, but the consequence of its

hexplessness, people will all try to

save it; and the people, liable to

offend in ignorance, are to be dealt

with in the same way; to be in-

structed and watched over. This is

all that we can find in the words
which he quotes.' Chaou K'e makes

prefer to E Che: "he only takes

a part of the meaning. He loses the

scope of the whole, and clings to the

word infant." This is ingenious, but
does not seem sound. The "one
root" is the parents ( and the seed in

reference to inanimate things, but

the subject is all about men, and
hence the f| gf says that tfa is to be

taken as=A)> * whom therefore

should be given a peculiar affection.

Mih saying that other men should be

loved as much, and in the Bame way,
as parents, made two roots. The $fe

is quite enigmatic, but it is explained
as I have done. 4. jg, not exactly

"for," but as a more general con-

tinuative. Julien translates the first
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some who did not inter their parents. When their

parents died, they took them up and threw them into

some water channel. Afterwards, when passing by
them, they saw foxes and wild cats devouring them,

and flies and gnats biting at them. The perspiration

started out upon their foreheads, and they looked

away, unable to bear the sight. It was not on ac-

count of other people that this perspiration flowed.

The emotions of their hearts affected their faces and

eyes, and instantly they went home, and came back

clause: "Porro in superioribus sec-

ttlis nonduni erant qui sepelirent suos

parentes," and he blames Noel for

rendering "quidam filii parentes
suos tumulo non mandabant." Men-
cius, he says, "is treating of all men,
and not of some only." I cannot,
however, get over the %, which
would seem to reqxiire the rendering
given by Noel. Reference is made
indeed to the highest antiquity (_fc

gh), when the sages had not yet
delivered their rules of ceremonies,
but from the clause $fc 3$ \ ft, we
may infer that even then all were
not equally unobservant of what

was proper. ^, up. 1st tone. The

passing by is not to be taken as
fortuitous. Their natural solicitude

brought them to see how it was with
the bodies. The $ is "the fox." <JI

or !! is a name given to diff . animals.

We have the f$ Jji, or "wild cat";
the ^ JJM, which appears to be the

"raccoon"; and others. $f, says
Choo He, has no meaning, but is a
drawl between the words before and
after it. Some would take it for

jjtjjj,

a kind of cricket. ^ ^ A $fc>

comp. & #f gl 35 K ?5, II. Pt.

I, vi, 3. tja .(>, "their middle

heart," the very center of their
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with baskets and spades and covered the bodies. If

the covering them thus was indeed right, you may see

that the filial son and virtuous man, in interring in

a handsome manner their parents, act according to a

proper rule."

5. The disciple Seu informed E of what Mencius

had said. E was thoughtful for a short time, and

then said, "He has instructed me."

being. j f, H= "and forth-

with," but what follows contains a

proof of what .is said before tfj ,>

:$ :5. Jx. Bl ti "overturned bas-
kets and shovels," i. e., of earth.

3|, read lo (not lui, as enjoined in
the tonal notes in most edd. of

Mencius), low. 1st tone. The mean-
ing of ;jg is obscure; that of a spade
or shovel (wooden, of course) is

given, however, to it. The conclu-
sion of the argument is this, that
what affection prompted in the first

case, was prompted similarly in its

more sumptuous exhibition in the

progress of civilization. If any inter-

ment was right, a handsome one
must be right also. 5. ^ $, in the

diet., is explained, as "the appear-
ance of being surprised." In Ana.,
XVIII, vi, 4, Choo He explains the

phrase by jg $*, "vexedlike." I

have there translated "with a

sigh." $} ;, .
is again the

speaker's name. ^ is in the sense

of |fc, "to instruct."
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CHAPTER I. 1. Ch'in Tae said to Mencius, "In not

wait upon any of the princes, you seem to me
to be standing on a small point. If now you were

once to wait upon them, the result might be so great
that you would make one of them emperor, or,' if

smaller, that you would make one of them chief of

all the other princes. Moreover, the History says,

'By bending only one cubit, you make eight cubits

straight.' It appears to me like a thing which might
be done.''

CH. 1. How MENCIUS DEFENDED
THE DIGNITY OF RESERVE, BY WHICH
HE REGULATED HIS INTERCOURSE
WITH THE PRINCES OF HIS TIME. To
understand the chapter, it must be
borne in mind, that there were many
wandering scholars in the days of
Mencius, men who went from court
to court, recommending themselves
to the various princes, and trying to
influence the course of events by
their counsels. They would stoop
for place and employment. Not so
with our philosopher. He required
that there should be shown to him-

self a portion of the respect which
was due to the principles of which
he was the expounder. 1. Ch'in Tae
was one of Mencius's disciples. ^ Jf^

= ' # & S ^ >h $j.= "in reason

is as if it were small-like." ;fc is

said to be ^ ^3, "if you were greatly

employed," and /J-=/h ,$ It is

better to take these terms as in the

translation. The clauses must be

expanded* gij a .2 'h M'J

a 3 ^ 38- low. 3rd tone.

^, see Pt. I, ii, 3.' The "thing
that might be done" is Mencius'a
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2. Mencius said, "Formerly, the duke King of

Ts'e, once when he was hunting, called his forester

to him by a flag. The forester would not come, and
the duke was going to kill him. With reference to this

incident, Confucius said, 'The determined officer never

forgets that his end may be in a ditch or a stream; the

brave officer never forgets that he may lose his head.'

What was it in the forester that Confucius thus

going to wait on the princes. 2. The

fsjt A w&s an officer as old as the
time of Shun, who appoints Yih (gf),

Shoo-king, II, i, 22, saying that "he
could rightly superintend the birds
and beasts of the fields and trees on
his hills, and in his forests." In the
Chow Le, XVII, vi, we have an
account of the office, where it

appears, that, on occasion of a great
hunting, the forester had to clear
the paths, and set up flags for the
hunters to collect around. There
the charges are the "hills," and
"marshes," and here, ace. to Chaou
K'e and Choo He, they were the "pre-
serves and parks." In those times,
the various officers had their several

tokens, which the prince's messenger
bore when he was sent to call any
of them. A forester's token was a
fur cap, and the one in the text
would not answer to a summons

with a flag. See the incident in the

>fe fiS B& &, -f* *-, where the de-

tails however, and Confucius' judg-
ment on it, are different. It is there
said: "The prince of Ts'e was
hunting in P'ei and summoned the
forester with a bow. As the forester

did not come, the prince had him
seized, when he excused Mm self

saying, In the huntings of former
princes, -fc ^ have been summoned
with a banner; , with a bow; and.

the forester with a fur cap. Aa I iliil

not see the fur cap, I did not vent un-

to approach. The duke on this dis-

missed the man. Chung-ne said, He
observed the law of his office, rutlnr

than the ordinary rule of ansvi-rhni

the summons. Superior men u-ill

approve of his act." fH, used for

B& or fffl. The observations \vhi<h

must be taken as made by Con fin HIM

are found nowhere else. TC, here
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approved? He approved his not going to the duke,

when summoned by the article which was not appro-

priate to him. If one go to see the princes without

waiting to be invited, what can be thought of him ?

3. "Moreover, that sentence, 'By bending only one

cubit, you make eight cubits straight,' is spoken with

reference to the gain that may be got. If gain be the

object, then, if it can be got by bending eight cubits

to make one cubit straight, may we likewise do that?

4. "Formerly, the officer Chaou Keen made Wang
Leang act as charioteer for his favorite He, when, in

=
"ft,

" the head." ^ is a difficult

phrase in the connection. I have
made the best of it I could. The
first Si 33 is plain enough the sum-
mons appropriate to him, i. e., to a
forester. We cannot lay so much
stress, however, on the ^ in the
same phrase in the last sentence,
the subject of the chapter being the
question of Mencius's waiting on the
princes without being called by them
at all. 3. Jl 5 (low. 1st tone) is
more forcible and argumentative
than _. alone. #p a jfij

= $n gf ^q^ jfr. The question in /ft. pj ^ ffl. is
an appeal to Tae'a own sense of what

was right. Admit what he asked in

par. 1, any amount of evil might be

done that good might come. Was
he prepared to allow that? 4. Chaou
Keen (f$f was the posthumous epi-

thet. His name was $, Yang) was
a noble of Tsin, in the times of Con-

fucius, and Wang Leang was his

charioteer, famous for his skill.

Leang appears in the histories of

the time the }fe ff , and |g |g by
difft. names. He is called 5 M 'jmL

US $ IE, $& 5.- as well as ] &. See

the m * & & E. in loc. H = g,
"for," and |{| (low. 3rd tone), "a
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the course of a whole day, they did not get a single
bird. The favorite He reported this result, saying,
'He is the poorest charioteer in the world.' Some
one told this to Wang Leang, who said, 'I beg leave

to try again.' By dint of pressing, this was accorded

to him, when in one morning they got ten birds. The

favorite, reporting this result, said, 'He is the best

charioteer in the world.' Keen said, 'I will make
him always drive your carriage for you.' When he

told Wang Leang so, however, Leang refused, saying,

'I drove for him, strictly observing the proper rules

carriage," is used as a verb, "to
drive a carriage." Jj. l&V see P*-

I, ii, 3. It is a phrase of form. X
"a mechanic," "an artist"; here=

"a charioteer." <^j fg (low. 3rd tone)
. "I beg to again it." 5fi, low.

2nd tone. *$' J% -& (=?*) ^, "to
manage the chariot-driving for you."
It ia not common in Chinese to

separate, as here, the verb and its

object. 4 ^\ nj,
"
Leang might not,"

i. e., might not be induced to taku
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for driving, and in the whole day he did not get one

bird. I drove for him so as deceitfully to intercept

the birds, and in one morning he got ten. It is said

in the "Book of Poetry,"

"There is no failure in the management of their horses;

The arrows are discharged surely, like the blows of an

ax."

I am not accustomed to drive for a mean man. I

beg leave to decline the office.'

5. "Thus this charioteer even was ashamed to

bend improperly to the will of such an archer.

Though, by bending to it, they would have caught
birds and animals enow to form a hill, he would not

the office, ffr ^ (low. 3rd tone)
IS ffc HI gg , "I for him law-ed my
racing my horses and whipping
them." |f :g, see the She-king,
II, iii, Ode V, st. 6. Literally the
two lines are "They err not in the

galloping ; they K ''< go the arrows, as
if rending." <-, upper 3rd tone.

S;, used for ft. 5. it, low. 3rd

tone, in the sense of "to flatter."

. $l> * be taken together, "a
mound," "a hill/' The $, "that,
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do so. If I were to bend my principles and follow
those princes, of what kind would my conduct be?
And you are wrong. Never has a man who has bent
himself been able to make others straight."
CHAPTER II. 1. King Ch'un said to Mencius, "Are

not Kung-sun Yen and Chang E really great men?
Let them once be angry, and all the princes are

afraid. Let them live quietly, and the flames of

trouble are extinguished throughout the empire."
2. Mencius said, "How can such men be great

men? Have you not read the Ritual Usages? 'At

or those," referring to f ^ in par. 1.

We must supply /, as the nominative
to ;(. The concluding remark is

just, but hardly consistent with the
allowances for their personal miscon-
duct which Mencius was prepared to

make to the princes.
CH. 2. MENCIUS'S CONCEPTION OF

THE GREAT MAN. 1. King Ch'un was
a man of Mencius's days, "a practicer
of the art of up-and-across" (^ $ Iffc

2- ffi ;)> i- e- one who plumed him-
self on his versatility. Kung-sun
Yen and Chang E were also men of

that age, natives of Wei (|ft), and
among the most celebrated of the
ambitious scholars, who went from
state to state, seeking employment,
and embroiling the princes. See the
"Historical Records," Book C, #J f,
ch. x. 3t ;, see Pt. I, i, 4. The
phrase is used, however, in the ncxfc

par., for "a grown-up youth." 1&
has the opposite meanings of "feed-

ing a fire," and "extinguishing a
fire." The latter is its meaning
here. 2. ^, referring to Yen and
E with what is said about them
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the capping of a young man, his father admonishes

him. At the marriage of a young woman, her mother

admonishes her, accompanying her to the door on her

leaving, and cautioning her with these words, You are

going to your home. You must be respectful; you must

be careful. Do not disobey your husband.' Thus, to

look upon compliance as their correct course is the

rule for women.

3. "To dwell in the wide house of the world, to

stand in the correct seat of the world, and to walk in

above, j, the interrogative, up.
1st tone. The " Rites" or "Book of

Rites," to which Mencius here chiefly
refers, is not the compilation now
received among the higher classics,
under the name of the Le Ke, but
the Le E

(jji -fH). He throws various

passages together, and, according to
his wont, is not careful to quote
correctly. In the Le E, not only
does her mother admonish the bride,
but her father also, and hia con-
cubines, and all to the effect that
she 13 to be obedient, though the
husband (here called i^c

:f) is not
expressly mentioned. See the g| jj

|i |K, Bk. 11, pp. 49, 50. For the
ceremonies of capping, see the same,
Bk. I. In J . P^, and, more espe-

cially, in # Z. ic (fjt) g the joins
the verbs and nouns, as if it were=
"to," or the verb,= $i. 3 are to

be taken together, "a concubine-
woman." Mencius uses the term ^,
in his contempt for Yen and E, who,
with all their bluster, only pandered
to the passions of the princes. Obedi-
ence is the rule for all women, and

specially so for secondary wives. 3.

"The wide house of the world" is

benevolence or love, the chief and
home of all the virtues; "the correct
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the great path of the world; when he obtains his

desire for office, to practice his principles for the good
of the people; and when that desire is disappointed,
to practice them alone; to be above the power of

riches and honors to make dissipated, of poverty and

mean condition to make swerve from principle, and of

power and force to make bend these characteristics

constitute the great man."

CHAPTER III. 1. Chow Seaou asked Mencius, say-

ing, "Did superior men of old time take office ?
"

Mencius replied, "They did. The Record says,
' If

seat" is propriety; and "the great
path" is righteousness. $& Jjj ft .

(the , refers to the virtues so meta-

phorically indicated), "walks ac-

cording to them, along with the

people." The paraphrase in the B
lH says: "Getr.ing his desire, and

being employed in the world, he
comes forth, and carries out these

principles of benevolence, propriety,
and righteousness, towards the peo-

ple, and pursues them along with
them." jit j |R, "this is what is

called."

CH. 3. OFFICE is TO BE EAGERLY
DESIRED, AND YET IT MAY NOT BE
SOUGHT BUT BY ITS PROPER PATH.

It will be seen that the questioner
of Mencius in this chapter, a man
of Wei, and one of the wandering
scholars of the time, wished to con-

demn the,ph.losopher for the dignity
of reserve which he maintained in

his intercourse with the various

princes. Mencius does not evade

any of his questions, and very wit is -

factorily vindicates himself. 1. f$,

low. 3rd tone, the "Re-cord";
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Confucius was three months without being employed

by some sovereign, he looked anxious and unhappy.

When he passed from the boundary of a state, he was

sure to carry with him his proper gift of introduction.'

Kung-ming E said, 'Among the ancients, if an officer

was three months unemployed by a sovereign, he was

condoled with.'"

2. Seaou said, "Did not this condoling, on being

three months unemployed by a sovereign, show a too

great urgency?"

whatever it was, it is now lost. $1

^, "without a sovereign," i. e.,

without office. ^ ^ in is "the
appearance of one who is seeking
for something and can't find it." It
is appropriate to a mourner in the
first stages of grief after bereave-
ment. |, read che, up. 3rd tone,
synonymous with i

f^. Every person
waiting, on another, a superior,
was supposed to pave his way by
some introductory gift, and each,
official rank had its proper article
to be used for that purpose by all

belonging to it. See the Le-ke, I,

Pt. II, iii. 18. Confucius carried

this with him, that he might not

lose any opportunity of getting to

be in office again. Kung-ming E,
we are told by Chaou K'e, was "a

worthy," but of what time and what

state, we do not know. An indi-

vidual of the same surname is men-

tioned, Ana., XIV, xiv. Julien trans-

lates ^S *U incorrectly by "tune in

luctu erant." The paraphrase of the

HI says: "Then people all came
to condole with and to comfort
them." 2. 0. is to be taken as
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3. Mencius answered, "The loss of his place to an

officer is like the loss of his kingdom to a prince. It

is said in the 'Book of Rites,' 'A prince plows him-

self, and is assisted ly the people, to supply the millet

for sacrifice. His wife keeps .silkworms, and unwinds

their cocoons, to make the garments for sacrifice.' If

the victims be not perfect, the millet not pure, and

the dress not complete, he does not presume to sac-

rifice. 'And the scholar who, out of office, has no

synonymous with g,. 3. gj ^,
the state embracing the families
of the nobles. In his quotations
from the Le Ke, Mencius combines
and adapts to his purpose, with
more, however, than his usual free-

dom, different passages. See Bk.
XXIV, ii, pars. 5, 7, and Bk. V, iii,

par. 9. Choo He, to illustrate the

text, gives another summary of the

passages in the Le Ke, thus: "It
is said in the Book of Rites, 'The

princes had their special field of 100

mow, in which, wearing their crown,
with its blue flaps turned up, they
held the plow to commence the

plowing, which was afterwards

completed with the help of the

common people. The produce of

this field was reaped and stored in
the ducal granary, to supply the
vessels of millet in the ancestral

temple. They also caused the family
women

({* #$) of their harem to

attend to the silkworms, in the silk-

worm house attached to the state

mulberry trees, and to bring the

cocoons to them. These were then

presented to their wives, who received

them in their sacrificial headdress
and robe, soaked them, and thrice

drew out a thread. They then dis-

tributed the cocoons among the
ladies of the three palaces, to pro.

pare the threads for the ornaments
on the robes to be worn in sacrificing

to the former kings and dukes." Jg,

low. 1st tone, "the millet placed
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field, in the same way, does not sacrifice.' The

victims for slaughter, the vessels, and the garments,

not being all complete, he does not presume to sac-

rifice, and then neither may he dare to feel happy.

Is there not here sufficient ground also for con-

dolence ?
"

4. Seaou again asked, "What was the meaning of

Confucius' s always carrying his proper gift of introduc-

tion with him, when he passed over the boundaries

of the state where he had been ?
"

5. "An officer's being in office," was the reply,

"is like the plowing of a husbandman. Does a

in the sacrificial vessel. ^ %k, 44
the victim, whatever it might be; Iffi,

the victim, as pure and perfect. The
officer's field is the ^ field, Pt. I, iii,

16. %jf Jffl. together= vessels. Choo
Ho says the M were the covers of
the %jf. ty, 3g, "to feast," = to feel

happy. The argument is that it

was not the mere loss of office which

was a proper subject for grief and

condolence, but the consequences of

it, especially in nofc being able to

continue his proper sacrifices, as here
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husbandman part with his plow, because he goes
from one state to another?"

6. Seaou pursued, "The kingdom of Tsin is one,
as well as others, of official employments, but I have
not heard of any being thus earnest about being
in office. If there should be this urgency about being
in office, why does a superior man make any difficulty

about the taking it?" Mencius answered, "When
a son is born, what is desired for him is that he may
have a wife ; when a daughter is born, what is desired

for her is that she may have a husband. This feeling

of the parents is possessed by all men. If the youny

people, without waiting for the orders of their parents,

set forth. 5. <, up. 2nd tone. ^
jg^see Pt. I, iv, p. 3. 6. "The

kingdom of Tsin, see I, Pt. I, v, 1.

1g ^ ZW. ft, by the ^ ^ Seaou

evidently intends Mencius himself,

who, however, does not notice the

insinuation, jt ^ and i( J-, here

simply "a son," "a daughter." j$,

low. 3rd tone. A man marrying is

said /ff ^, "to have an apartment.,"

and a woman marrying # <jfc,
"to
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and the arrangements of the go-betweens, shall bore

holes to steal a sight of each other, or get over the

wall to be with each other, then their parents and

all other people will despise them. The ancients did

indeed always desire to be in office, but they also

hated being so by any improper way. To go to get

office by an improper way is of a class with young

people's boring holes."

CHAPTER IV. 1. P'ang Kang asked Mencius, say-

ing, "Is it not an extravagant procedure to go from

one prince to another and live upon them, followed

by several tens of carriages, and attended by several

have a family," or "home." Jgc $fy

1f> see the Chow Le, XIV, vii;
the She-king, I, viii, Ode VI, .st. 6.

The law of marriage here referred
to by Mencius still obtains, and
seems to have been the rule of the
Chinese race from time immemorial,
ffi &, & = st |g, up. 3rd tone,
the verb, jfi , #=# Jt f$ ^.

CH. 4. THE LABORER is WORTHY

OF HIS HIRE, AND THERE IS NO LA-
BORER SO WORTHY AS THE SCHOLAR
WHO INFORMS MEN TO VIRTUE. 1.

P'ang Kang was a disciple of Men-
cius. His object in addressing him,
as in this chapter, seems to have
been to stir him up to visit the

princes, and go into office. fj|

low. 3rd tone, following ffi, as a
numeral or classifier. $; ^> if
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hundred men?" Mencius replied, "If there be not a

proper ground for taking it, a single bamboo cup of

rice may not be received from a man. If there be

such a proper ground, then Shun's receiving the em-

pire from Yaou is not to be considered excessive. Do

you think it was excessive?"

2. Rang said, "No. But for a scholar performing

no service to receive his support notwithstanding is

improper."

3. Mencius answered, "If you do not have an inter-

communication . of the productions of labor, and an

low. 3rd tone, "an attendant," "a
follower," not in a moral sense. f$,

low. 3rd tone, explained in the

diction, by j(j{,
"to connect," "suc-

ceed to." y), f^, "by succession."

The phrase is felt to be a difficult

one. Sun Shih explains it thus:

"Mencius got his support from the

princes, and his chariots and dis-

ciples got their support from .
Men-

cius. It came to this that the sup-

port of all was from the contribu-

tions of the princes, and hence it is

said that by their mutual connection

they all lived on the princes." 1J[

^ Jf, tsze, low. 3rd tone, "rim
cooked." Comp. Ana., VI, ix. | ;

375 "p, "Yaou's empire," i. e., the

empire from Yaou. $jr may be run-

strued very well as the nominative
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interchange of men's services, so that one from his

overplus may supply the deficiency of another, then

husbandmen will have a superfluity of grain, and
women will have a superfluity of cloth. If you have
such an interchange, carpenters and carriage wrights

may all get their food from you. Here now is a man,
who, at home, is filial, and abroad, respectful to

his elders; who watches over the principles of the

ancient kings, awaiting the rise of future learners :

and yet you will refuse to support him. How is it

that you give honor to the carpenter and carriage

wright, and slight him who practices benevolence and

righteousness?"

into truth and right. Thus he con-
tinues the past and opens the way
for the future, and does service to
the world." J^ ?, then, = "for the
benefit of." The ffi and g; are both
workers in wood, the ffi A'a work

being in smaller things, such as

vessels, and articles of furniture,
and the |g J^'s in large, such as

building houses, etc. The |if X made
the wheels and also the cover of a

carriage; the Jj^ A> the other parts.

to a . 3.

. ^ %~, the paraphrase in the -g>

|g is: "He firmly guards the prin-

ciples of benevolence and righteous-
ness transmitted by the ancient

kings, so that they do not get ob-
scured or obstructed by perverse
discourses, but hereby await future

learners, and secure their having
matter of instruction and models of

imitation, whereby they may enter
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4. P'ang Rang said, "The aim of the carpenter
and carriage wright is by their trades to seek for a

living. Is it also the aim of the superior man in his

practice of principles thereby to seek for a living?"

"What have you to do," returned Mencius, "with his

purpose? He is of service to you. He deserves to

be supported, and should be supported. And let me

ask, Do you remunerate a man's intention, or do

you remunerate his service." To this Rang replied,

"I remunerate his intention."

5. Mencius said, "There is a man here, who breaks

your tiles, and draws unsightly figures on your walls;

4. Observe how appropriately ffi,

expressive of futurity or object,
follows 5E. nl & US f , here f
and the three that follow, are read

as in $ji ^, but with a different

meaning, being= " to feed" (active

or passive), "to give rice to." 5.

(low. 3rd tone) t^, tft means "orna-
ments on walls." He must therefore

take fj in a bad sense, to correspond
to the JJ. A inan wishes to mend
the roof, but he only breaks it ; to
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his purpose may be thereby to seek for his living,

but will you indeed remunerate him?" "No," said

Kang; and Mencius then concluded, "That being the

case, it is not the purpose which you remunerate, but

the work done."

CHAPTER V. 1. Wan Chang asked Mencius, saying,

"Sung is a small state. Its ruler is now setting about

to practice the true royal government, and Ts'e and

Ts'oo hate and attack him. What in this case is to

be done ?
"

2. Mencius replied, "When T'ang dwelt in Po, he

ornament the wall, but he only dis-

figures it.

CH. 5. THE PEINCE WHO WILL SET
HIMSELF TO PRACTICE A BENEVOLENT
GOVERNMENT ON THE PRINCIPLES OF
THE ANCIENT KINGS HAS NONE TO
i'EAK. 1. Wan Chang was a disciple
of Mencius, the fifth book of whose
Works is named from him. What he
says here may surprise us, because

we know that the duke of Sung (its

capital was in the pres. district of

Shanghew [fgj |$], in the Kweitih

department of Honan), or king, as

he styled himself, was entirely worth-
less and oppressive. See the "His-
torical Records," Book XXXVI.1I,
5lc ^ -J- 1H: 3$? towards the end. 2.

Comp. I, Tt. II, iii, 1, and xi, 2. P6,
the capital of T'ang (though there
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adjoined to ^e ^tofe of Ko, the chief of which was

living in a dissolute state and neglecting his proper
sacrifices. T'ang sent messengers to inquire why he

did not sacrifice. He replied, *I have no means of

supplying the necessary victims.' On this, T'ang
caused oxen and sheep to be sent to him, but he ate

them, and still continued not to sacrifice. T*ang

again sent messengers to ask him the same question

as before, when he replied, 'I have no means of

obtaining the necessary millet.' On this, T'ang sent

the mass of the people of Po to go and till the ground
for him, while the old and feeble carried their food

were three places of the same name),
is referred to the same department
of Honan as the country of K6, viz.,

that of Kweitih. Its site is said to

have been distant from the site of

the supposed capital of K6 only
about 100 li, so that T'ang might
easily render the services here men-

tioned to the fft, chief or baron, of

K6. fjft iil {&, "no means of sup-

plying," i. e., of obtaining, jg, !<>\v.

3rd tone. = J5- $ $ (low. 1st tone),
seelastch. 3$ , ^, low. :',i<I

tone, ffi &, HS tszc, low. 3rd tone.

?., up. 1st tone. We find it defined
in the diet., by "to meet with," "to
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to them. The chief of K6 ied his people to intercept

those who were thus charged with wine, cooked rice,

millet, and paddy, and took their stores from them,

while they killed those who refused to give them

up. There was a boy who had some millet and flesh

for the laborers, who was thus slain and robbed.

What is said in the 'Book of History,' 'The chief of K6
behaved as an enemy to the provision carriers,' has

reference to this.

3. "Because of his murder of this boy, T'ang

proceeded to punish him. All within the four seas

said, 'It is not because he desires the riches of the

empire, but to avenge a common man and woman.'

extort," which approximate to the

meaning here. ?@ ^, jf, as above,
low. 3rd tone. ^ [rj, see the Shoc-

king, IV, ii, 6. In the (g % &
Kft, in loc., 3 W- ^ is quoted, to the
effect that if Mencius had not been
thus particular in explaining what is

alluded to in the words of the Shoc-
king, the interpretations of them

would have been endless. But that
in his time there were ancient books
which could be appealed to. 3. ^$,

low. 3rd tone. J7G 5fc S^ ^,
"common men and women"; see

Ana., XIV, xviii, 3. The phrases are

understood here, however, with a

special application to the father and
mother of the murdered boy. 4.
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4. "When T'ang began his work of executing

justice, he commenced with K6, and though he

punished eleven princes, he had not an enemy in the

empire. When he pursued his work in the east, the

rude tribes in the west murmured. So did those

on the north, when he was engaged in the south.

Their cry was 'Why does he make us last?' Thus,

the people's longing for him was like their longing for

rain in a time of great drought. The frequenters of the

markets stopped not. Those engaged in weeding in

the fields made no change in their operations. While

he punished their rulers, he consoled the people. His

progress was like the falling of opportune rain, and

Compare I, Pt. II, xi, 2. There are,

however, some variations in the

phrases. fj
= #;. The quotation in

the end is from a different part of

the Shoo-king. See IV, v, Section

II, 6. The eleven punitive expedi-
tions of T'ang cannot all be deter-

mined. From the She-king and
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the people were delighted. It is said in the * Book of

History,' 'We have waited for our prince. When our

prince comes, we may escape from the punishments
under which we suffer.'

5. "There being some who would not become the

subjects of Chow, King Woo proceeded to punish them
on the east. He gave tranquillity to their people,
who welcomed him with baskets full of their black and

yellow silks, saying 'From henceforth we shall serve

the sovereign of our dynasty of Chow, that we may be
made happy by him.' So they joined themselves, as

subjects, to the great city of Chow. Thus, the men
of station of Shang took baskets full of black and

yellow silks to meet the men of station of Chow, and
the lower classes of the one met those of the other,

Shoo-king six only are made out,
while by some their number is given
as 22 and 27. See the H |g, in loc.

5. Down to ^c , fjfj], the substance
of this par. is found in the Shoo-

king. See V, iii, 7, but this book of
the Shoo-king is confessed to require
much emendation in its arrangement.

iC=^iC- H, -used for @j. g
80C 3 yi>

" basketed their azure and
yellow silks." It is said: "Heaven
is azure, and Earth is yellow. King
Woo was able to put away the evils

of the Yin rule, and gave the people
rest. He might be compared to
Heaven and Earth, overshadowing
and sustaining all things in order to
nourish men." $3 (we have Bg in

the Shoo-king), "to continue." We
must understand a "saying," and

bring out the meaning of $3 thus:

"Formerly we served Shang, and
i
now we continue to serve, but our

!
service is to Chow." ^C-gi f?0, lit.,

"great city (or citied) Chow, is an

irregular phrase. From J$ ;g- ^ to
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with baskets of rice and vessels of congee. Woo
saved the people from the midst of fire and water,

seizing only their oppressors, and destroying them.

6. "In the Great Declaration it is said, *My power
shall be put forth, and invading the territories o/

Shang, I will seize the oppressor. I will put him
to death to punish him: so shall the greatness of

my work appear, more glorious than that of T'ang.'
7. "Sung is not, as you say, practicing true royal

government, and so forth. If it were practicing royal

government, all within the four seas would be lifting

up their heads, and looking for its prince, wishing to

have him for their sovereign. Great as Ts'e and
Ts'oo are, what wculd there be to fear from them?"

the end, Me.icius explains the mean-

ing of the Shoo-king. 6. This quota-
tion from the Shoo-king, V, i, Sect.

II, 8, is to illustrate the last clause

of the preceding par. 7. g flf, see

Confucian Ana., VII, xviii. 55, how-

ever, does not here simply act as a

particle closing the sentence, tmt

also refers to the whole of Wan
Chang's statement at the commence-

ment of the conversation.
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CHAPTER VI. I. Mencius said to Tae Puh-shing,
"I see that you are desiring your king to be virtuous,

and I will plainly tell you how he may be made so.

Suppose that there is a great officer of Ts'oo here,

who wishes his son to learn the speech of Ts'e. Will

he in that case employ a man of Ts'e as his tutor, or a

man of Ts'oo?" "He will employ a man of Ts'e to

teach him," said Puh-shing. Mencius went on, "If

but one man of Ts'e be teaching him, and there be a

multitude of men of Ts'oo continually shouting out

about him, although his father beat him every day,

CH. 6. THE INFLUENCE OF EXAM-
PLE AND ASSOCIATION. THE IMPOR-
TANCE OF HAVING VIRTUOUS MEN
ABOUT A SOVEREIGN'S PERSON. 1.

Tae Puh-shing was a minister of

Sung, the descendant of one of its

dukes who had received the post-
humous epithet of Tae, which had
been adopted as their surname by a
branch of his posterity. -?$...

ffl., ffl., low. 1st tone, the interrog.,

implying an affirmative reply. '$( Si

-f- . ^ IB, "wishes the Ts'e speech
of his son," i. e., wishes his son to

learn Ts'e. fff, interrog. as else-

where in Mencius. Dft, read hew, = fff ,

"shouting," "clamorous." Chwang
and Yo were two well-known quar-
ters in the capital of Ts'e, the former

being the name of a- street, and the
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wishing him to learn the speech of Ts'e, it will be

impossible for hirn to do so. But in the same way,
if he were to be taken and placed for several years in

Chwang or Yoh, though to father should beat him,

wishing him to speak the language of Ts'oo, it would

be impossible for him to do so.

2. "You supposed that See Keu-chow was a

scholar of virtue, and you have got him placed in

attendance on the king. Suppose that all in attend-

ance on the king, old and young, high and low, were

See Keu-chows, whom would the king have to do evil

latter the name of a neighborhood;
see the & ^ Jj ftfc R in loc. 2. See
Keu-chow was also a minister of

Sung, a descendant of one of the

princes of See, whose family had

adopted the name of their original
state as their surname. In the jtj

j& M fa we read: "Tae Puh-shing
said to See Keu-chow, 'It is only the

virtuotts scholar (ff
1
-

)
who can set

forth what is virtuous, and shut up

the way of what is corrupt. You are

a scholar of virtue; cannot you make
the king virtuous?'" But this and
what follows was probably con-

structed from Mencius's remark, and
so I prefer to take ffi as= "sup-

posed," "believed," not "said." Ji,

up. 2nd tone. ^ f 0f, "to

dwell in the king's place," i. e., to be

about him.
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with? And suppose that all in attendance on the

king, old and young, high and low, are not See

Keu-chows, whom will the king have to do good
with? What can one See Keu-chow do alone for the

king of Sung?"
CHAPTER VII. 1. Kung-sun Chow asked Mencius,

saying, "What is the point of righteousness involved

in your not going to see the princes?" Mencius

replied, "Among the ancients, if one had not been

a minister in a state, he did not go to see the sovereign.

2. "Twan Kan-muh leaped over his wall to avoid

the prince. See Lew shut his door, and would not

CH. 7. MENCIUS DEFENDS HIS NOT
GOING TO SEE THE PRINCES BY THE
EXAMPLE AND MAXIMS OF THE AN-
CIENTS. 1. |SI H is rit simply
" what is the meaning ?" but "what
is the Tightness?" Mencius, however,
does not state distinctly the principle
of the thing, but appeals to prescrip-
tion and precedent. ^ ^ B = ^c ^
E., or

|jc
ft J S. H|. In the Con.

Ana., XIV, xxii, we have an example
of how Confucius, not then actually

in office, but having been so, went
to see the duke of Loo. 2. Twan
Kan-muh was a scholar of Wei ($[),
who refused to see the prince Wan
(3t)- Wan was the posthumous title

of |0f, 426-386 B. c. In the "His-
torical Records," it is mentioned lhat
he received the writings of Tsze-hea,
and never drove past Kan-muh's
house, without bowing forward to
the front bar of his carriage. Jgf=
;|, low. 3rd tone. . refers to the
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admit the prince. These two, however, carried their

scrupulosity to excess. When a prince is urgent, it is

not improper to see him.

3.
"
Yang Ho wished to get Confucius to go to see

him, but disliked doing so by any want of propriety.

As it is the rule, therefore9 that when a great officer

sends a gift to a scholar, if the latter be not at home
to receive it., he must go to the officer's to pay his

respects, Yang Ho watched when Confucius was out,

and sent him a roasted pig. Confucius, in his turn,

watched when Ho was out, and went to pay his

respects to him. At that time, Yang Ho had taken

the initiative; how could Confucius decline going to

see him ?

prince Wan. See Lew was a scholar

of Loo, who refused to admit (fy

Ift) the duke Muh (|g); see II, Pt. II,

xi, 3. The incident referred to here
must have been previous to the time

spoken of there, i^ $f P! & Ji. $!
'

lit., "being urgent, this (or, then)
may be seen. 3. SJc g". ff, it is

noted here, should be read low. 3rd

tone, with a hiphil sense. Comp.
Con. Ana., XVII, i. ^, the verb,

up. 3rd tone, ^c %. & Al ^ *,
see the Le-ke, XIII, iii, 20. Mencius,

however, does not quote the exact

words. t= te. and so read - 4- ft
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4. "The philosopher Tsang said, 'They who shrug

up their shoulders, and laugh in a flattering way, toil

harder than the summer laborer in the fields.' Tsze-

loo said,
* There are those who talk with people with

whom they have no great community of feeling. If

you look at their countenances, they are full of blushes.

I do not desire to know such persons.' By considering

these remarks, the spirit which the superior man
nourishes may be known."

CHAPTER VIII. 1. Tae Ying-che said to Mencius,

"I am not able at present and immediately to do

with the levying of a tithe only, and abolishing the

duties charged at the passes and in the markets.

With your leave I will lighten, however, both the tax

}pf, "to rib," i. e., to shrug, "the
shoulders." ffi, as in II, Pt. I, ii, p.
16. K =x tt & S A- choo
He makes .fj -J- to mean "those two
superior men," referring to Tsang
and Tsze-loo, but this seems to be

unnecessary.

CH. 8. WHAT is WKONG SHOULD
BE PUT AN END TO AT ONCE, WITHOUT
KESEKVE AND WITHOUT DELAY. 1.

Tae Ying-che was a great officer of

Sung supposed by some to be the
same with Tae Puh-shing, ch. vi.

Mencius had no doubt been talking
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and the duties, until next year, and will then make
an end of them. What do you think of such a

course?"

2. Mencius said, "Here is a man, who every day

appropriates some of his neighbor's strayed fowls.

Some one says to him, 'Such is not the way of a good

man'; and he replies, 'With your leave I will dimmish

my appropriations, and will take only one fowl a

month, until next year, when I will make an end of

the practice.'

3. "If you know that the thing is unrighteous,

then use all dispatch in putting an end to it: why
wait till next year?"

with him on the points indicated;
see I, Pt. II, v, 3; II, Pt. I, v, 3;

III, Pt. I, iii. ff|, here and below,
is simply the speaker's polite way
of indicating hi resolution. 2. ^(|,

here as in Con. Ana., XIII, xviii.

jg ^f-, here, = "a good man." ^
, "diminish it," i. e., the amount

of his captures. 3. J0f is used adver-

bially, "at once." ^ in all Hie

paragraphs is the verb = "havo done
with it," "put an cud to it."
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CHAPTER IX. 1. The disciple Kung-too said to

Mencius, "Master, the people beyond o?/r school all

speak of you as being fond of disputing. I venture

to ask whether it be so." Mencius replied,
"
Indeed,

I am not fond of disputing, but I am compelled to do

it.

2. "A long time has elapsed since this world of

men received its being, and there has been along its

history now a period of good order, and now a period

of confusion.

OH. 9. MENCIUS DEFENDS HIMSELF

AGAINST THE CHARGE OF BEING FOND
OF DISPUTING. WHAT LED TO HIS

APPEARING TO BE SO WAS THE NECES-

SITY OF THE TIME. Conip. II, Pt. I,

ii. Mencius would appear from this

chapter to have believed that the

mantle of Confucius had fallen upon
him, and that his position was that

of a sage, on whom it devolved to

live and labor for the world. 1. ^f-

A. "outside men," i. e., people in

general, all beyond his school, as the

representative of orthodoxy in the

empire. $fc fiJJ fej, ace. to the gloss
in the

fjjf g, = " I venture to ask why

you are so fond of disputing," as if

Kung-too admitted the charge of the

outside people. But it is better to

interpret as in the translation. The

spirit of ^ i iff 'jjfc fjfc seems to be

better given in English by dropping
the interrogation. 2. Commentators

are unanimous in understanding ^
T ^ (&. no* of the material world,

and taking / as = ^-l jjj. It is re-

markable, then, that Mencius, in his

review of the history of mankind,
does not go beyond the time of Yaou

(comp. Pt. I, iv. ), and that at its

commencement he places a period

not of good order (fe, low. 3rd tone),
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3. "In the time of Yaou, the waters, flowing out

of their channels, inundated the Middle Kingdom.
Snakes and dragons occupied it, and the people had
no place where they could settle themselves. In the

low grounds they made nests for themselves, and in

the high grounds they made caves. It is said in the

'Book of History,' 'The waters in their wild course

warned me.' Those 'waters in their wild course' were

the waters of the great inundation.

4. "Shun employed Yu to reduce the waters to

order. Yu dug open their obstructed channels, and

conducted them to the sea. He drove away the

snakes and dragons, and forced them into the grassy

hut of confusion. 3. Mark fche varia-

tions of phraseology here from Pt.

I, iv, 7. ^ 0, see the Shoo-king,
II, iii, 14, where for *^ we have

jjjjj;.

The "nests" were huts on high-raised

platforms. In the Le-ke, IX, i, par.

8, these are said to have been the

summer habitations of the earliest

men, and
<j

1, the winter,

"artificial caves," i.e., caves hollowed

out from heaps of earth raised upon
the ground. j3 7Jt is the same as the

?K a$! ?}<
above. Choo He explains

it by "deep and shoreless." 4. ft}

jjfe, "dug the oarth," but with tlio

meaning in the translation, jft is
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marshes. 0^ ^is, the waters pursued their course

through the country, even the waters of the Keang,

the Hwae, the Ho, and the Han, and the dangers and

obstructions which they had occasioned were removed.

The birds and beasts which had injured the people

also disappeared, and after this men found the plains

available for them, and occupied them.

5. "After the death of Yaou and Shun, the prin-

ciples that mark sages fell into decay. Oppressive

sovereigns arose one after another, who pulled down

houses to make ponds and lakes, so that the people

knew not where they could rest in quiet, and threw

fields out of cultivation to form gardens and parks, so

read by Choo He tseu, but wrongly.
With the meaning in the text, it is

read iceay. -fo ^ j& tp ff, "the
waters traveled in the middle or
bosom of the earth." i. e. , were no
longer spread abroad over its surface.
Choo He makes JtJJ tj>=|$ JH [H],

" between their banks," but that is

not so much the idea, as that the
%vaters pursued a course to the sea,

through the land, instead of being

spread over its surface. 5. In de-

scribing this period of confusion,
Mencius seems to ignore the sageship
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that the people could not get clothes and food. After-

wards, corrupt speakings and oppressive deeds became

more rife; gardens and parks, ponds and lakes,

thickets and marshes, became more numerous, and

birds and beasts swarmed. By the time of Chow, the

empire was again in a state of great confusion.

6. "Chow-kung assisted King Woo, and destroyed

Chow. He smote Yen, and after three years put its

sovereign to death. He drove Fei-leen to a corner

by the sea, and slew him. The states which he

extinguished amounted to fifty. He drove far away
also the tigers, leopards, rhinoceroses, and elephants;

of T'ang, and of the kings Wan and
Woo; especially that of T'ang, ff,

low. 3rd ^'jne. Jjjf, as associated
with J^f?, means thick marshy jungles,
where beasts could find shelter. The
Tjc. in its composition requires that
we recognize the marshiness of the

thickets or cover. But this account
of the empire down to the rise of the
Chow dynasty implies that it was

thinly peopled. 6. The kingdom of

Yen is referred to a portion of the

present district of K'euh-fow (|8j ^L)
in Yenchow in Shantung. Chaou
K'e connects H ^ It -H: /! vvitl1 .$

]j#, but it seems to belong moto

naturally to f ^. Fei Ifcn \VIIM a

favorite minister of Chow, who aidnl

him in his enormities. Jn the "His

torieal Reoorcb," Book IV, {- ./K ,,t'..

at the Ix'giiming, he uppeiux as $- [$,

but without mention of Ilia banish-
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and the empire was greatly delighted. It is said in

the 'Book of History,' 'Great and splendid were the

plans of King Wan.' Greatly were they carried out by
the energy of King Woo ! They are for the assistance

and instruction of us who are of an after day. They
are all in principle correct, and deficient in nothing.'

7. "Again the world fell into decay, and principles

faded away. Perverse speakings and oppressive deeds

waxed rife again. There were instances of ministers

who murdered their sovereigns, and of sons who
murdered their fathers.

8. "Confucius was afraid, and made the 'Spring

ment and death. The place called
"a corner by the eea" cannot be
determined. And it would be vain
to try to enumerate the "fifty
kingdoms," which Chow-kung extin-

guished. The 15 $c, in par. 11, must
be supposed to have been among
them.- The "tigers, leopards, etc.,"
are the animals kept by Chow, not

those infesting the country, as in the
more ancient periods, fjf 0> see

the Shoo-kinj,', V, xxiv, 6. 7. ^f,
low. 3rd tone. ^ f, %j read as,

and=X- 8. "Spring and Autumn,"
--annals of Loo for 242 years (721-
479 B. c.), with Corifucius's annota-

tions, or rather all adapted by him
to express a correct judgment on
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and Autumn.' What the 'Spring and Autumn' con-

tains are matters proper to the emperor. On this

account Confucius said, 'Yes! It is the "Spring and

Autumn ' ' which will make men know me, and it is the

"Spring and Autumn" which will make men condemn

me.'

9. "Once more, sage emperors cease to arise, and

the princes of the states give the reins to their lusts.

Unemployed scholars indulge in unreasonable discus-

sions. The words of Yang Choo and Mih Teih fill

every event and actor. They are

composed as an emperor would have

composed them. As Confucius was
a sage without the imperial throne,
had one of the imperial sages written

annals, he would have done so, as
Confucius has done. Choo He quotes
from thecommen. Hoo ($j $ til):

"Chung-ne made the 'Spring and
Autumn/ to lodge in it the true royal
laws. There are the firm exhibition
of the constant duties; the proper
use of ceremonial distinctions; the
assertion of Heaven's decree of favor
to the virtuous ; arid the punishment
of the guilty -all these things, of

which it may be said in brief that

they are the business of the em-

peror." (Comp. on Hoo's language
the Shoo -king, II, iii, 7.) It was by

the study of this book, therefore,

that Confucius wished himself to be

known, though he knew that he ex-

posed himself to presumption on ac-

count of the imperial point of view

from which he looked at everything
in it. This is the meaning of ?$ f %

- 1^ ^^ > and not "Those who
condemn me (i. e., bad ministers and

prince) will do so on account of my
condemnations of them in it," which

is the view of Chaou K'e I have

dropped the interrogations in I ho

translation. !>. Jig. up. 2nd tonr. ;q-

plied to a virgin dwelling in the seclu-

sion of her apartments, .-mil hero to n

scholar without public employment.
Yang Choo, called also Yung Shoo

($) and Yang Tsze-kou ( f J5), v;wj
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the empire. // ?/ow Z?'s/e7i to people's discourses

throughout it, you will find that they have adopted the

views either of Yang or of Mih. Now, Yang's prin-

ciple is 'each one for himself,' which does not ac-

knowledge the claims of the sovereign. Mill's principle

is 'to love all equally,' which does not acknowledge

the peculiar affection due to a father. But to acknowl-

edge neither king nor father is to be in the state

of a beast. Kung-ming E said, *In their kitchens,

there is fat meat. In their stables, there are fat

horses. But their people have the look of hunger,

and on the wilds there are those who have died of

famine. This is leading on beasts to devour men/

an heresiarch of the times of Con-
fucius and Lao-tse, of which last lie

is said to have been a disciple. In
the daya of Mencius, his principles
appear to have been very rife. We

may call his school the selfish school

of China (|$ ?, ^, low. 3rd tone),

;is Mill's was the transcendental. JfJ

HtLfa -S: see I, Pt. I, iv, 4.
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If the principles of Yang and Mih are not stopped, and

the principles of Confucius not set forth, then those

perverse speakings will delude the people, and stop up
the path of 'benevolence and righteousness. When
benevolence and righteousness are stopped up, beasts

will be led on to devour men, and men will devour one

another.

10. "I am alarmed by these things, and address

myself to the defense of the doctrines of the former

sages, and to oppose Yang and Mih. I drive away
their licentious expressions, so that such perverse

speakers may not be able to show themselves. T/ic it-

delusions spring up in men's minds, and do injun-

to their practice of affairs. Shown in their praHirr

10. ^, low. 3rd tone. , se II, Pt. I, ii, 17.
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of affairs, they are pernicious to their government.
When sages shall rise up again, they will not change

my words.

11. "In former times, Yu repressed the vast waters

of the inundation, and the empire was reduced to

order. Chow-kung's achievements extended even to

the barbarous tribes of the west and north, and he

drove away all ferocious animals, and the people

enjoyed repose. Confucius completed the *

Spring
and Autumn,' and rebellious ministers and villainous

sons were struck with terror.

12. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,'

'He smote the barbarians of the west and the northj

He punished King and Seu ;

And no one dared to resist us.'

11. sft, "em braceJ," "compre-
hended," i. e., among the fifty
states referred to above. =-,

the parricides, mentioned in par.
1. 12. See Pt. 1, iv, 13. The re-

mark in the note there is equally
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These father .deniers and king deniers would have

been smitten by Chow-kung.
13. "I also wish to rectify men's hearts, and to

put an end to those perverse doctrines, to oppose
their one-sided actions and banish away their licen-

tious expressions; and thus to carry on the work of

the three sages. Do I do so because I am fond of

disputing? I am compelled to do it.

14. "Whoever is able to oppose Yang and Mih is

a disciple of the sages."

CHAPTER X. 1. K'wang Chang said to Mencius,

"Is not Ch'an Chung a man of true self-denying

purity? He was living in Wooling, and for three

applicable to the quotation here.

13. t& tf> ff, low. 3rd tone.

Comp. II, Pt. I, ii, 17. 14. This

concluding remark is of a piece
with the hesitancy shown by Mencius
in II, Pt. I, ii, to claim boldly his

place in the line of sages along with
Confucius.

CH. 10. THE MAN WHO WILL AVOID
AXi ASSOCIATION WITH, AND OBLIGA-

TION TO, THOSE OF WHOM HE DOES
NOT APPROVE, MUST NEEDS GO OUT
OF THE WORLD. 1. Kw'ang Chang
and Ch'an Chung, called also Ch'an

Tszo-chung (J- jfe), wore both mm
of Ts'e, tie former high in the em-

ployment and conBdenc-a of tho

prince, tho hit tor. us wi- loarn from
this chapter, belonging to ar <>| ( 1

and noble family of the tate. Hia
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days without food, till he could neither hear nor see.

Over a well there grew a plum tree, the fruit of which

had been more than half eaten by worms. He crawled

to it, and tried to eat some of the fruit, when, after

swallowing three mouthfuls, he recovered his sight

and hearing.

2. Mencius replied, "Among the scholars of Ts'e, I

must regard Chung as the thumb among the fingers.

But still, where is the self-denying purity he pretends

to? To carry out the principles which he holds, one

must become an earthworm, for so only can it be

done.

principles appear to have been those
of Heu Hing (Pt. I, iv), or even more
severe. We may compare him with
the recluses of Coiifucius's time. Woo-
ling (^ read woo) appears to have
boon a poor wild place, where Chung
and Jiis wife, like-minded with him-
self, lived retired. it is referred
either to the district of Ch'ang-shaii

or that of Tsze-ch'uen in the depart-
ment of Ts'enan. The iff is a worm
proper to excrementitious matter.
The term here is used, I suppose, to

heighten our sense of the strait to

which Chung was reduced by his

self-denial. B@, read yen, up. 3rd

tone, ==:, "to swallow." 2. Vc= $fe

jfii J$l .> "to carry out fully." 3.
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3. "Now, an earthworm eats the dry mold above
and drinks the yellow spring below. Was the house
in which Chung dwells built by a Pih-e? or was
it built by a robber like Chih ? Was the millet which
he eats planted by a Pih-e? or was it planted by
a robber like Chih? These are things which cannot

be known."

4. "But," said Chang, "what does that matter?

He himself weaves sandals of hemp, and his wife

twists hempen threads, to barter them."

Pih-e, see Con. Ana., V, xxi, et al.

Chih was a famous robber chief of

Confucius's time, a younger brother

of Hwuy of Lew-hea. There was,

however, it is said, in high antiquity
in the times of Hwang-te, a noted

robber of the same name, which was

given to Hwuy's brother, because of

the similarity of his course. Taou
Chih (the robber Chih) has come to

be like a proper name. As Chung
withdrew from liuman society, lest

he should *be defiled by it, Mencius

shows that, unless he were a worm,
he could not be independent of other

men. Even the house he livc-d in.

and the millet he ate, might be the

result of the labor of a villain like

Taou-chih, or of a worthy like Pih-e,

for anything he could tell. 4. fpj fjj,

see I, i, Pt. I, vii, 8. JR, see

Pt. I, iv. J$, read peih,=.&. "to

twist," as threads of hemp on the

kneo. This meaning is not found in
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5. Mencius rejoined, "Chung belongs to an ancient

and noble family of Ts'e. His elder brother Tae

received from Ko a revenue of 10,000 chung but he

considered his brother's emolument to be unrighteous,

and would not eat of it, and in the same way he

considered his brother's house to be unrighteous, and

would not dwell in it. Avoiding his brother and

leaving his mother, he went and dwelt in Woo-ling.

One day afterwards, he returned to their house, when

it happened that some one sent his brother a present

of a live goose. He, knitting his eyebrows, said,

'What are you going to use that cackling thing for?'

By and by his mother killed the goose, and gave him

the diet. 5. ^, up. 4th tone, as
in II, Pt. II, vi, 1. fa & $, see
II, Pt. II, x, 3. JJ, the same as

]& n. J@. sed for ^, Jg. J,

read neih, the sound made by a

goose. ^ J(]g |g ;&, "this cackler."
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some of it to eat. Just then his orother came into
the house, and said, 'It's the flesh of that cackling
thing,' upon which he went out and vomited it.

6. "Thus, what his mother gave him he would not

eat, but what his wife gives him he eats. He will not
dwell in his brother's house, but he dwells in Woo-
ling. How can he in such circumstances complete
the style of life which he professes? With such

principles as Chung holds, a man must be an earth-

worm, and then he can carry them out."

6. y ffc HlJ ~ft ^is expanded by Choo out the force of the j. in the other

He, 0. BJ: , ^ ^$ ^ ^ jfii[ ^ jj, clauses. The glossarist of Chaou
"he considered what his mother gave
him to eat not to be righteous, and K'e t ia * more loosely, aa in tl

would not eat it. Similarly he brings translation.
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BOOK IV

LE LOW. PART I

_h

CHAPTER I. 1. Mencius said, "The power of vision

of Le Low, and the skill of hand of Kung-shoo, without

the compass and square, could not form squares and

circles. The acute ear of the music master K'wang,
without the pitch tubes, could not determine correctly

With this Book commences what
is commonly called the second or
lower part of the works of Mencius,
but that division is not recognized
in the critical editions. It is named
Le Low, from its commencing with
those two characters, and contains

twenty-eight chapters, which aro
most of them shorter than those of

the preceding Books. <

CH. 1. THERE is AN ART OF GOV-

ERNMENT, AS WELL AS A WISH TO
GOVt-RN WELL, TO BE LEARNED FROM
THE EXAMPLE AND PRINCIPLES OF
THE ANCIENT KINGS, AND WHICH
REQUIRES TO BE STUDIED AND PRAC-
TICED BY RULERS AND THEIR MINIS-
TERS. 1. Le Low, called also Le
Choo (%:), carries us back to the

highest Chinese antiquity. He was,
it is said, of the time of Hwang-te,
and so acute of vision, that, at the
distance of 100 paces, he could dis-

cern the smallest hair. The authority
for this is tho philosopher Chwang
(JE). Soiao say that Lo Low was <<\

disciple of Mencius, but this is alto-

gether unlikely. Kung-shoo, named
Pan (written $J and $$), was a cele-

brated mechanist of Loo, of the times
of Confucius. He is fabled to have
made birds of bamboo, that could
continue flying for three days, and
horses of wood, moved by springs,
which could draw carriages. He is

now the god of carpenters, and is

worshiped by them. See the Le-

ke, III, Pt. II, ii, 21. There are

some, however, who make two men
of the name, an earlier and a later.

K'wang, styled Tsze-yay (J- f), was
music master and a wise counselor of

Tsin, a little prior to the time of

Confucius. See the ^ f^ jg -|-

t?9 ^p.. ^ ^., "six pitch tubes," put
by synecdoche for -\-^ ffi, or "twelve

tubes," invented, it is said, in the
earliest times, to determine by their

various adjusted lengths the notes of

the musical scale. Six of them go
by the name of leu (S), which are

to bo understood as comprehended
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the five note.s. The principles of Yaou and Shun,
without a benevolent government, could not secure

the tranquil order of the empire.

2. "There are now princes who have benevolent

hearts and a reputation for benevolence, while yet the

people do not receive any benefits from them, nor will

they leave any example to future ages; all because

they do not put into practice the ways of the ancient

kings.

under the phrase in the text. The
five notes are the five full notes of

the octave, neglecting the semitones.

They are called 'g, fgj, j, gfc (che),

ffl. See on the Shoo-king, II, i, 24.

^ ^ il, it, is to be taken

"emptily," meaning the benevolent

wish to govern well, such as animated

Yaou and Shun. i jgfe is the same

finding its embodiment, = the right

art of government, having the same

relation to it as the compass to

circles, etc. 2. $j\, -low. 3rd tone.

Observe the correlation of % an(l t!i>

the last clause assigning the reason

of what is said in the preceding ones.

fa i . il here, and below, the

i| must be taken differently from

its applica, in the last par., and =
the : jEfc of that. The commen. ftE

refers to king Seuen of Ts'e (see I,

Pt. I, vii), as an instance of the

princes who have a benevolent heart,

and to the first emperor of the Leang

dynasty (A. D. 502-557), whoso Bud-

dhistic scrupulosity about taking life

made him have a benevolent reputa-

tion. Yet the heart of the one did

not advantage the state, nor tlu>

reputation of the other the empire.
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3. "Hence we have the saying:
* Virtue alone

is not sufficient for the exercise of government; laws

alone cannot carry themselves into practice.'

4. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,'

'Without transgression, without forgetfulness,

Following the ancient canons.'

Never has any one fallen into error, who followed the

laws of the ancient kings.

5. "When the sages had used the vigor of their

eyes, they called in to their aid the compass, the

square, the level, and the line, to make things square,

round, level, and straight: the use of the instruments

3. ^ ^, here "simply being good,"
i. e., virtue without laws, and % $;
=laws without virtue; the virtue,

however, being understood of the
"benevolent heart." 4. See the She-

king, Pt. Ill, ii, Ode v, st. 2. fli

&,lit., "continued it with." The
line must be understood of the

plumb line, as well as of the mark-
ing line. if6 is rightly translated,
"the level," but I have not been
able to ascertain its original form in

China. In the ft & *, * &, Bk.
I, we read: "From the adjustment
of weights and things sprang the lever

($j). The lever revolving produced
the circle. .The circle produced the

square. The square produced the
line. The line produced the level."

On the last sentence J|L B$ says:
"
They set up the level to look at the

line, using water as the equalizer."
^ "I ^t (up. 1st tone) ffl, see I, Pt.

I, iii, 3. The nominative to pj is the
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is inexhaustible. When they had used their power

of hearing to the utmost, they called in the pitch

tubes to their aid to determine the five notes: the

use of those tubes is inexhaustible. When they had

exerted to the utmost the thoughts of their hearts,

they called in to their aid a government that could

not endure to witness the sufferings of men: and

their benevolence overspread the empire.

6. "Hence we have the saying: 'To raise a thing

high, we must begin from the top of a mound or a

hill; to dig to a great depth, we must commence in

the low ground of a stream or a marsh.' Can he be

pronounced wise, who, in the exercise of government,

does not proceed according to the ways of the former

kings ?

whole of what precedes from

JK A see TJ, Pt. II, vi, 1.

fc, "to conform to," i. o., licn> to

|= take advantage of. Tho Hnyiu^ is
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7. "Therefore only the benevolent ought to be in

high stations. When a man destitute of benevolence

is in a high station, he thereby disseminates his

wickedness among all below him.

8. "When the prince has no principles by which

he examines his administration, and his ministers have

no laws by which they keep themselves in the dis-

charge of their duties, then in the court obedience

is not paid to principle, and in the office obedience

is not paid to rule. Superiors violate the laws of right-

eousness, and inferiors violate the penal laws. It is

only by a fortunate chance that a kingdom in such a

case is preserved.

found in the Le-ke, X, ii, 10. 8. This

par. is an expansion of the last clause
of the prec., illustrating how the
wickedness flows downwards; with its

consequences. _t, "the highest,"
i. e., the prince. ~p, the next "be-
low," his ministers. |$, ch'aou,
low. 1st tone, "the court," and X.

as opposed to it, the various officers,

as having their "work" to do. JJ :
f-

and /) A., with reference to sta-

tion. The -tfj, at the end of the two
clauses shows that they are both

equally assertive, though the prince,

governed and governing by principles
of righteousness, will be a law to his
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9. ^Therefore it is said, 'It is not the exterior and
interior walls being incomplete, and the supply of

weapons offensive and defensive not being large,
which constitutes the calamity of a kingdom. It is

not the cultivable area not being extended, and stores

and wealth not being accumulated, which occasions

the ruin of a kingdom.' When superiors do not

observe the rules of propriety, and inferiors- do not

learn, then seditious people spring up, and that king-

dom will perish in no time. .

10. "It is said in the ' Book of Poetry,'

' When such an overthrow of Chow is being

produced by Heaven,

Be not ye so much at your ease !

'

11. " ' At your ease;' that is, dilatory.

12. "And so dilatory may those officers be deemed,

ministers. 9. tylc P, seo II, Pt. II,

i, 2. )S?
= H. as in I, I't. II, vii, Hi.

Fll 5f, "fields nml wilds." &,
up. 3rd tone. ](>. See -the She-king,

III, ii, Ode X, 2. aU, read bwei,

up. 3rd tone. jf:, e, low. 3rd

tone. From this par. it is (ho

ministers of a prince who aro < on-

templated by Mem-ins. Tln\v IUIM-

their duty to perform, in order (hut

the benevolent povt. may bo realized.

11. $ , wo are to understand
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who serve their prince without righteousness, who

take office and retire from it without regard to pro-

priety, and who in their words disown the ways of

the ancient kings.

13. "Therefore it is said, *To urge one's sovereign

to difficult achievements may be called showing respect

for him. To set before him what is good and repress

his perversities, may be called showing reverence for

him. He, who does not do these things, saying to him-

self, ^My sovereign is incompetent to this, may be

said to play the thief with him.'
'

CHAPTER II. 1. Mencius said, "The compass and

square produce perfect circles and squares. By the

that this phrase was commonly used
in Mencius's time with this accepta-
tion. 12. jj, used as a verb, "to
slander," or "disown." 13. Comp.
II, Pt. II, ii, 4. We are obliged to

supply considerably in the transla-

tion, to bring out the meaning of the
last sentence. j$ may be taken as

a verb "to injure," or as I have
taken it.

CH. 2. A CONTINUATION OF TTJK

LAST CHAPTER; THAT YAOU AND
SHUN ABE THE PERFECT MODELS OF
SOVEREIGNS AND MINISTERS, AND THE
CONSEQUENCES OF NOT IMITATING
THEM. 1. "The compass and square
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sages, the human relations are perfectly exhibited.

2. "He who as a sovereign would perfectly dis-

charge the duties of a sovereign, and he who as a
minister would perfectly discharge the duties of a

minister, have only to imitate the one Yaou, and
the other Shun. He who does not serve his sovereign
as Shun served Yaou, does not respect his sovereign,
and he who does not rule his people as Yaou ruled

his, injures his people.
3. "Confucius said,

* There are but two courses,

are the perfection of squares and

circles"; but we must understand

the meaning as in the translation.

So with the 2nd clause. A ft> see

III, Pt. II, iv, 9. 2. ^ = "these

two" things, putting the above

clauses abstractly, but we cannot

do that so well in English. The

force of
ifjj E, ace. to the ftti n- is

"to show that there is no other way
for the sovereign and minister to

pursue.
3 ' Of "the human relations"

only that of sovereign and minister

is here adduced, because Mencius

was speaking with reference to the

rulers of his time. 3. If the remark

were Mencius's own, we should t

late : by
" benevolence." The term

in Confucius rather denotes "perfect

virtue." By the course of virtue is

intended tlio imitation of Yaou mid

Shun ; by its opposite, the neglect of
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which can be pursued, that of virtue and its opposite.'

4. "^4 sovereign who carries the oppression of his

people to the highest pitch, will himself be slain, and
his kingdom will perish. If one stop short of the

highest pitch, his life will notwithstanding be in danger,
and his kingdom will be weakened. He will be styled
'The dark,' or 'The cruel,' and though he may have

filial sons and affectionate grandsons, they will not

be able in a hundred generations to change the desig-

nation.

5. "-This is what is intended in the words of the

'Book of Poetry,'
' The beacon of Yin was not remote,

It was in the time of the sovereign of Hea.'
"

them as models. 4. By sovereigns,
who carry their oppression to the

highest pitch, Mencius intends, as
his examples, Kee and Chow, the
last emperors of the Hea and Yin.

dynasties. By "The dark" and
"The cruel," he intends the 12th
(780 B. c.) and 10th (877 B. c.) em-
perors of the Chow dynasty, who
received those posthumous indelible

designations. 1 take fill in the sense

of "weakened" (diet. |f), which it

elsewhere has in Mencius. 5. See
the She-king, 111, iii, Ode T, st. 8,

an ode of the time of the emperor
L (M)' intended for his warning.
The sovereign of Hea is the tyrant
Kcc, and by Yin is intended the

tyrant Chow, by whoso fate, neglect-
ing the lesson furnished him by that
of Kee, it is suggested that Le should
be admonished.
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CHAPTER III. 1. Mencius said,
" It was by benevo-

lence that the three dynasties gained the empire,

and by not being benevolent that they lost it.

2. "It is by the same means that the decaying
and flourishing, the preservation and perishing, of

states are determined.

3. "If the emperor be not benevolent, he cannot

preserve the empire jrom passing from him. If the

sovereign of a state be not benevolent, he cannot

preserve his kingdom. If a high noble or great officer

be not benevolent, he cannot preserve his ancestral

CH. 3. THK IMPORTANCE TO ALL,

AND SPECIALLY, TO RULERS, OF EX-

ERCISING BENEVOLENCE. 1. "The
three dynasties" are the Hea, the

Shang, and the Chow. It is a bold

utterance, seeing the Chow dynasty
was still existing in the time of Men-

cius, though he regarded it as old

and ready to vanish away. He has a

reference, ace. to Choo He, to the

emperors Le and Yew, mentioned

in the last ch. 2. Jnj }, "the four

seas," i. e., all with them, as subject
to the emperor's jurisdiction. There

ia a special reference, however, to

the emperor's right to offer all sacri-

fices: thoae peculiar to himself, mid

1 hose open toothers, jjifc fl,
-" tlio

spirits of the Innd and the grain,"

i. e., the spirits Heruriuu (ho stability

and prosperity of a particular state,

which it was the prerogative of tho
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temple. If a scholar or common man be not be-

nevolent, he cannot preserve his four limbs.

4.
" Now they hate death and ruin, and yet delight

in being not benevolent; this is like hating to be

drunk, and yet being strong to drink wine."

CHAPTER IV. 1. Mencius said, "If a man love

others, and no responsive attachment is shown to

him, let him turn inward and examine his own
benevolence. If he is trying to rule others, and his

government is unsuccessful, let him turn inward and

ruler to sacrifice to. Hence the ex-

pression is here used figuratively.
See the Le-ke, Pt. II, iii, 6. 3. J&,

the verb, up. 3rd tone, "to hate,
dislike." ? (up. 2nd tone) Jg, like

the Hebrew idiom, Isa. 5 : 22. This is

spoken with reference to the princes
of Mencius's time.
CH. 4. WITH WHAT MKASUBE A

MAN METES IT WILL BE MEASURED TO
HIM AGAIN, AND CONSEQUENTLY BE-
FORE A MAN DKALS WITH OTHKKS,
EXPECTING THEM TO BE AFFECTED BY
HIM, HE SHori.D FIRST DEAL WITH
HI MSELF. The sentiment is expressed
quite generally, but a particular
reference is to be understood to the j

princes of Mencius's time. 1. Jx. is

used in a manner common in Men-
cius,= "to turn back from the course

being pursued, and then to turn

inward to the work of examination
and correction." In the next par.,
we have it followed by another verb,
;. In $J A, in is low. 1st tone,
"to regulate," "to try to rule"; in

'K ?n, #1 is low. 3rd tone, "to be

regulated," the government being
effective. The clauses A ^ %l>

I'd-., are very concise. The para-

phrase in the f[(H fif thus expands;
ft If t: & ft A, ? A *t

A % ifc,
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examine his wisdom. If he treats others politely, and

they do not return his politeness, let him turn inward

and examine his own feeling of respect.

2.
" When we do not, by what we do, realize whit

we desire., we must turn inward, and examine our-

selves in every point. When a man's person is

correct, the whole empire will turn to him with

recognition and submission.

3.
" It is said in the ' Book of Poetry,'

'Be always studious to be in harmony with the

ordinances of God,

And you will obtain much happiness.'
"

CHAPTER V. Mencius said, "People have this

common saying, 'The empire, the state, the family/

"He who administers government
embodies benevolence to love men,
and it may be expected men will

love him. Should he find, however,
that they do not, he must turn in

and examine his benevolence, lest it

should be imperfect," etc., etc. 2.

^ $ =7 '& & #f ft, "does not get

what he wishes." -ft, "all,'' with

reference to the general form of tlu>

preceding clause. 3. See 11, i't. I.

iv, 6.

CH. 5. PERSONAL < HAR\< TKII is

NECESSARY TO ALL OOOD IMl.l KM|.

Comp. "The superior Learning," t<-\t

of Conf., par. 4. The common saying
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The root of the empire is in the state. The root of

the state is in the family. The root of the family is

in the person of ^s head."

CHAPTER VI. Mencius said, "The administration

of government is not difficult; it lies in not offend-

ing the great families. He whom the great families

affect, will be affected by the whole state, and he

repeated by all probably means:
the empire is made up of its com-

ponent states, and of their com-

ponent families; i. e., the families

of the great officers. But Mencius
takes its meaning more generally,
and carries it out a step further.

CH. 6. THE IMPORTANCE TO A
BULEB OF SECURING THE ESTEEM
AND SUBMISSION OF THE GBEAT
HOUSES. The "not offending" is to

be taken in a moral sense; the
ruler's doing nothing but what will

command the admiring approbation
of the old and great families in the
state. In illustration of the senti-

ment, Chow He refera to a story
related of Duke Hwan of Ts'e.

Lighting one day in hunting, ori an
old mun of 83, the duko sought his

blessing, that he might attain a like

longevity. The old man then prayed,
"May my sovereign enjoy great

longevity, despising gems and gold,
and making men his jewels." At the
duke's request he prayed a second
time, that he might not be ashamed
to learn even from his inferiors, and
a third time, "May my sovereign not
offend against his ministers and the

people!" This answer offended the
duke. "A son," he said, "may
offend against his father, and a
minister against his sovereign. But
how can a sovereign offend against
his ministers?" The old man replied,
"An offending son may get forgive-
ness through the intercessions of

aunts and uncles. An offending min-
ister may bo forgiven by the interces-

sion of the sovereign's favorites and
attendants. But when Koo offended

against T'ang, and Chow offended

against Woo; those wore cases in

point. There was no forgiveness for

them." fft H,
" whom they affect,"
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whom any one state affects, will be affected by the

whole empire. When this is the case, such a one's

virtue and teachings will spread over all within the

four seas like the rush of water."

CHAPTER VII. 1. Mencius said, "When right

government prevails in the empire, princes of little

virtue are submissive to those of great, and those of

little worth, to those of great. When bad government

prevails in the empire, princes of small power arc

submissive to those of great, and the weak to the

strong. Both these cases are the rule of Heaven.

They who accord with Heaven are preserved, and

they who rebel against Heaven perish.

not what. Observe the force of fc.

CH. 7. HOW THE SUBJECTION OF
ONE STATE TO ANOTHER IS DETEB-
MINED AT DIFFERENT TIMES. A
PRINCE'S ONLY SECURITY FOR SAFETY
AND PROSPERITY IS IN BEING BKNEVO-
LENT. 1. Many cornmen. say that

by fc Q& and ^C ^ reference is made
to the emperor, but the declarations

may as well be taken generally. Jtff

: ^ ^ & "Heaven," it is said,

"embraces here the ideas of what
must be in reason, and the different

powers of the contrasted states" ($fc

^ 1$ tT)- This is true, but why sink

the idea of a Providential govern-
ment which is implied in "Heaven"?
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2. "Duke King of Ts'e said, 'Not to be able

to command others, and at the same time to refuse

to receive their commands, is to cut one's self off

from all intercourse with others.' His tears flowed

forth while he gave his daughter to be married to the

prince of Woo.
3. "Now the small states imitate the large, and

yet are ashamed to receive their commands. This is

like a scholar's being ashamed to receive the com-
mands of his master.

2. ;Sfc .&, see Con. Ana., XII, xi.

SS *$! 4& is taken as used for J^,

"men," but the phrase is a con-

tracted one, and=|Bl A $ > "sepa-
rated from other men," or ^g may
be taken actively, which I prefer,

and similarly supplemented, ^c,

lower 3rd tone,
" to give a daughter

in marriage." Woo, corresponding
to the northern part of the present

Chekiang, and the south of Kiang-
su, was in Confucius's time still

reckoned a barbarous territory, and
the princes of the Middle Kingdom
were ashamed to enter into rela-

tions with it. Duke King, however,

yielded to the force of circumstances

and so saved himself. The daughter
so married soon died. She pined

away for her father and her native

Ts'e, and was followed to the grave

by her husband. The old king of

Woo, barbarian as he was, showed

much sympathy for his young

daughter-in-law. 3. ($, "to imi-

tate," "to make a master of." Men-

cius's meaning is that the smaller

states followed the example of the

larger ones in what was evil, and yet

did not like to submit to them, ffa

:
f' t "a youth," here,= a pupil. 4.
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4.
" For a prince who is ashamed of this, the best

plan is to imitate King Wan. Let one imitate King
Wan, and in five years, if his state be large, or in

seven years, if it be small, he will be sure to give
laws to the empire.

5. "It is said in the ' Book of Poetry,'
' The descendants of the emperors of the Shang dynasty
Are in number more than hundreds of thousands;

But, God having passed His decree,

They are all submissive to Chow.

They are submissive to Chow,
Because the decree of Heaven is not unchanging.
The officers of Yin, admirable and alert,

Pour out the libations, and assist in the capital of Chow.'

Confucius said,
' As against so benevolent a sovereign,

they could not be deemed a multitude.' Thus, if the

2$ $(, "be exercising government,"
= giving law to. 5. See the She-king,
III, i, Ode I, st. 4, 5. ; fg=^ jh

t US "not hundreds of thousands

only," ! -f JM] BR is an inversion for

& HR "T" JSJ- ^ is here an introduct.

particle,
= ^. ; ^p pj ^ Jjfc,

IH to

be understood as a remark of ('<m-

fucius on reading the portion of the

She-king just quoted; "against a
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prince of a state love benevolence, he will have no

opponent in all the empire.
6.

"Now they wish to have no opponent in all the

empire, but they do not seek to attain this by being
benevolent. This is like a man laying hold of a

heated substance, and not having first wetted his

hands. It is said in the ' Book of Poetry,'
'Who can take up a heated substance,

Without wetting ftis hands?'
"

CHAPTER VIII. 1. Mencius said, "How is it pos-

sible to speak with those princes who are not be-

nevolent? Their perils they count safety, their calami-

ties they count profitable, and they have pleasure in

benevolent prince, like King Wan,
the myriads of the adherents of

Shang ceased to be myriads. They
would not act against him." 6. See
the She -king, III, iii, Ode III, st. 5.

The ode is referred to the time of

the emperor Le, when the empire
was hastening to ruin, and in the
lines quoted, the author deplores

that there was no resort to proper
measures, jjft is taken as a mere

particle of transition.

CH. 8. THAT A PRINCE is THK
AGENT OF HIS OWN RUIN BY HIS

VICIOUS WAYS AND REFUSING TO BE
COUNSELED. 1. Stress must be laid

always on the ^ in ^ <tl. The ex-

pression does not denote the want of
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the things by which they perish. If it were possible

to talk with them who so violate benevolence, how
could we have such destruction of kingdoms and ruin

of families?

2.
" There was a boy singing,

' When the water of the Ts'ang-lang is clear,

It does to wash the strings of nvy cap;

When the water of the Ts'ang-lang is muddy,
It does to wash my feet.'

3. "Confucius said, 'Hear what he sings, my
children. When clear, then he will wash his cap

strings, and when muddy, he will wash his feet with

it. This different application is brought by the waf< /

on itself.'

benevolence, but the opposite of it.

=."& H"'
" to &VG faithful jwlvico

to." 2. The iuimo
P

LVnrit;-l;iMK(l<'" < 'i"

1st tone) is found applied to diflt.

Streams in difft. places. That in the

text \v.i ; pruliiilily in Miiint unj;. .3.

8 . . referring (o tin- \\nrd. !

theeong. Bf,"thi, ind-nsivc. n-

\vc may tuko it iulvi-rbiully : "when
clear, then it serves to wash the cap
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4. "A man must first despise himself, and then

others will despise him. A family must first destroy

itself, and then others Avill destroy it. A kingdom

must first smite itself, and then others will smite it.

5. ''This is illustrated in the. passage of the T'ae

Ke'a,
' When Heaven sends down calamities, it is still

possible to escape them. When we occasion the

calamities ourselves, it is not possible any longer

to live.'"

CHAPTER IX. 1. Mencius said, "Ke'e and Chow's

losing the empire, arose from their losing the people,

and to lose the people means to lose their hearts.

strings." etc. 1. Sco II, Pt. T, iv, (j.
' LENT CAM A I-BINOK HAISE HIMSELF

CH, 9. ONLY BY BEING BKNEVO- TO UK KMI-KROR, OR EVN AVOID
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There is a way to get the empire: get the people,
and the empire is got. There is a way to get the

people: get their hearts, and the people are got.
There is a way to get their hearts: it is simply to

collect for them what they like, and not to lay on
them what they dislike.

2. " The people turn to a benevolent rule as water

flows downward, and as wild beasts fly to the

wilderness.

3.
"
Accordingly, as the otter aids the deep waters,

driving the fish into them, and the hawk aids the

three dynasties cherished men's I ives

and kept them from harm: Men
love wealth, and those kings en-
riched them, and kept them from
straits;" etc., etc. 2. It is best to

take l here in the concrete. j, it

is marked, is in tho up. 2nd tone.
The diet, ^ive.s if; in tho Kaino in I,

I't. 1, iii. "2. :$. 1$, low. :trd tone.

Jj;. Chaou K'e interprets it, 31 &
#f K 115 |fil ., taking |S| in the sense
of "to give," but this does not

appear to be admissible here. To
collect for the people what they like,
is to govern in such a way that they
shall orijoy their lives. Ohoo Ifc

illustrates the meaning from ft
(Ch'aou) Iff, of the Han dynasty,
who did service in tho recovery of
the ancient books, thus: "Men liko

long life, and the founders of tho

which drives the fiHli tor the

waters." The ftfl is tlu> otter. For
a curious particular about it, see the
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thickets, driving the little birds to them, so Ke'e and

Chow aided T'ang and Woo, driving the people to

them.

4.
" If among the present sovereigns of the empire,

there were one who loved benevolence, all the other

princes would aid him, by driving the people to him.

Although he wished not tc become emperor, he could

not avoid becoming so.

5.
" The case of one of the present princes wishing

to become emperor, is like the having to seek mugwort
of three years old, to cure a seven years' sickness.

Le-ke, IV
( $ ^), i, 8. H is given

in the dictionary as fi, &, "the name
of a bird." Choo He takes it, how-

ever, as=Jjf, a general name for

small birds. 4. ^,,- low. 3rd tone,
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If it have not been kept in store, the patient may all

his life not get it. If the princes do not set their

wills on benevolence, all their days will be in sorrow

and disgrace, and they will be involved in death and

ruin.

6. "This is illustrated by what is said in the 'Book

of Poetry,'

'How otherwise can you improve the empire?

You will only with it go to ruin
"

CHAPTER X. 1. Mencius said, "With those who
do violence to themselves, it is impossible to speak.

and in next par. also. 5. ^j |& / ^,
%& Hi -i* ^ is by most common, inter-

preted, "If you now, feeling its

want, begin to collect it, it may be

available for the cure. You can hold

on till it is so. If you do not at

once set about it, your rase is hope-

less." Perhaps the $ and '<, should

determine in favor of this view.

Chaou K'e interprets as in the trans-

lation. The down of the mugwort,
burnt on the skin, is used for pur-

poses of cautery. The older I lie

plant, the better. 6. The quotation
from the She-king is of the *.wo lirn-s

immediately following the taut quota-
tion in ch. vii. (JJ, u part ido, = JflJ.

CM. 10. A WARNING TO TIII: \IM

LENTLY KVIL, AND Till: \\ I \K I 1 I A II .

1. f\ ft, "ThoHO who arc cruel to

themselves," i. e., thoso u ho il<-n\.

and act contrary to their own nutun-.

^, a verb, "to disown," "to con

demn." J& ;ff rf, # ft, "to
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With those who throw themselves away, it is im-

possible to do anything. To disown in his conversa-

tion propriety and righteousness, is what we mean by

doing violence to one's self. To say
' I am not able

to dwell in benevolence or pursue the path of right-

eousness,' is what we mean by throwing one's self

away.

2.
" Benevolence is the tranquil habitation of man,

and righteousness is his straight path.

3.
" Alas for them, who leave the tranquil dwelling

empty, and do not reside in it, and who abandon the

right path and do not pursue it!"

conversation (words), to have action
| right and true (yjf;) do really belong

(doing) with them." 3. ^ for to man, but he extirpates them
up. 2nd tone. The lamentation is to , . ,, T, .

be understood as for the @ and himself - Profound is the admom-

the f\ ^ ;. It is observed that
|

tlon and learners should give most
" this chapter shows that what is

;
earnest heed to it."
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CHAPTER XI. Mencius said,
" The path of duty lies

in what is near and men seek for it in what is remote.

The work of duty lies in what is easy, and men seek

for it in what is difficult. If each man would love his

parents and show the due respect to his elders, the

whole empire would enjoy tranquillity."

CHAPTER XII. 1. Mencius said, "When those

occupying inferior situations do not obtain the con-

fidence of the sovereign, they cannot succeed in

governing the people. There is a way to obtain the

confidence of the sovereign: if one is not trusted by

his friends, he will not obtain the confidence of his

sovereign. There is a way of being trusted by -ane's

CH. 1 1. THE TRANQUIL PROSPERITY
OF THE EMPIRE DEPENDS ON THE
DISCHARGE OF THE COMMON RELA-

TIONS OF LIFE. $?=!$, with which

and superiors, j^f, as in the Chung
, i, 1.

CH. 12. THK GREAT WORK OF MI:\

SHOULD BE TO STRIVE TO AITWN

it was anciently interchanged. &, ,
PERFECT SINCERITY. See the Chung

up. 2nd tone. It comprehends ciders
| Yung, xx, 17, 18, which are here
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friends: if one do not serve his parents so as to

make them pleased, he will not be trusted by his

friends. There is a way to make one's parents

pleased: if one, on turning his thoughts inward

finds a want of sincerity, he will not give pleasure to

his parents. There is a way to the attainment of

sincerity in one's self: if a man do not understand

what is good, he will not attain sincerity in himself.

2. "Therefore, sincerity is the way of Heaven.

To think how to be sincere is the way of man.

3. "Never has there been one possessed of com-

plete sincerity, who did not move others. Never has

there been one who had not sincerity who was able

to move others."

substantially quoted. As the 20th or the fragmentary memorabilia of

chapter of the Chung Yung, however, Confucius, from which it is compiled,
is found also in the "Family Say- before him, and not the Chung-yung.
ings," Meucius may have had that,
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CHAPTER XIII. 1. Mencius said, "Pih-e, that he

might avoid Cho\v, was dwelling on the coast of the

northern sea. When he heard of the rise of King
Wan, he roused himself, and said,

* Why should I not

go and follow him ? I have heard that the chief of

the west knows well how to nourish the old.' T'ae-

kung, that he might avoid Chow, was dwelling on the

coast of the eastern sea. When he heard of the rise

of King Wan, he roused himself, and said, 'Why
should I not go and follow him ? I have heard that

CH. 13. THE INFLUENCE OF GOV-
ERNMENT LIKE THAT OF KlNO WAN.
1. Pih-e, see Con. Ana., V, xxii,

et al. T'ae-kung was Leu Shang (g
fjf), a great, counselor of the kings,
Wan and Woo. He was descended
from one of Yu's assistants in the

regulation of the waters, and on his

first rencontre with King Wan, when
he appeared to be only a fisherman,
he said ^ * / g ^ ^ ft, "My
grandfather looked for you long

ago." This led to his being styled

jk M- or "Grandfather Hope."
See the "Historical Records," Bk.

XXXII, ^ <iV flt , at the begin-

ning. Though Pih-e and T'ae-kung
were led in the same way to follow

King Wan, their subsequent courses

were very different. J&?=j||. Wan was

appointed by Chow chief or baron

(f), his viceroy in the west, to be
leader of all the princes in that part
of the empire. The comm. say this

is referred to in
; f fa. I should

rather interpret fa of Wan's "move-
ments," style of administration.

With 3$ 4s #. comp. the account

of King Wan's govt. in I, Pt. II,

v, 3. m -T- #= * T-- StiJJ
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the chief of the west knows well how to nourish the

old.'

2.
" Those two old men were the greatest old men

of the empire. When they came to follow King Wan,

it was the fathers of the empire coming to follow him.

When the fathers of the empire joined him, how could

the sons go to any others?

3. "Were any of the princes to practice the

government of King Wan, within seven years, he

would be sure to be giving laws to the empire."

the 3f is somewhat embarrassing. 2.

I like the expansion of this par. in

the f$: "Moreover, these two
old men were not ordinary men.
Distinguished alike by age and
virtue, they were the greatest old
men of the empire. Fit to be so

named, the hopes of all looked to
them, and the hearts of all were
bound to them. All in the empire
looked up to them as fathers, and

felt as their children, so that when

they were moved by the govt. of

King Wan, and came from the coasts

of the sea to him, how could the

children leave their fathers and go
to any others?" 3. 3$ j|fc, as in ch.

vii, 4. Comp. Analects, XIII, v-vii.

Confucius thought he could have

accomplished a similar result in

shorter time.
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CHAPTER XIV. 1. Mencius said, "K'ew acted as

chief officer to the head of the Ke family, whose evil

ways he was unable to change, while he exacted from

the people double the grain formerly paid. Confucius

said,
* He is no disciple of mine. Little children, beat

the drum and assail him.'

2. "Looking at the subject from this case, we

perceive that when a prince was not practicing be-

nevolent government, all his ministers who enriched

him were rejected by Confucius: how much more

would he have rejected those who are vehement to fight

CH. 14. AGAINST THE MINISTERS
OF HIS TIME WHO PURSUED THEIR
WARLIKE AND OTHER SCHEMES, RE-
GARDLESS OF THE HAPPINESS OF THE
PEOPLE. 1. See Con. Ana., XI, xvi.

Here is a plain instance of fifi used

in a bad sense. 2. ^ ?$ !, ,

low. 3rd tone. ?|j I take as in the

up. 2nd tone, and the phrase ?g (jig

after the analogy of 5 $1, ch. iii, 3.

Choo He and others take ?^, in the

low. 1st tone, and make the phrase=

" who fight trusting in the powerful-
ness of weapons and strength (f$ ^
Jj Z- 5$ ifij HE/-" Th proposed inter-

pretation seeins much preferable.
With the whole phrase comp. 3$ .

51 gfc, Ana., XI, xvi. The force of

the ^ ;, it Beems to me, must be
to make the whole equal to the

rendering of Noel, which Julien con-

demns "qui suum principem ad
arma adstimulant." To be strong to

fight for his prince, is a minister's
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for their prince ! When contentions about territory

are the ground on which they fight, they slaughter
men till the fields are filled with them. When some

struggle for a city is the ground on which they fight,

they slaughter men till the city is filled with them.

This is what is called '

leading on the land to devour

human flesh.' Death is not enough for such a crime.

3.
"
Therefore, those who are skillful to fight should

suffer the highest punishment. Next to them should

be punished those who unite the princes in leagues;

and next to them, those who take in grassy commons,

imposing the cultivation of the ground on the people."

duty. But to encourage a warlike

spirit in him is injurious to the

country. P^^#$-?E=:tf|A%
5E ft1! & & & % %- "his crime ia so

great that even capital punishment
is not sufficient to contain it." 3.

Here we have three classes of adven-
turers who were rife in Mencius's

times, and who recommended them-
selves to the princes in the ways
described, pursuing their own ends,
regardless of the people. Some ad-
vanced themselves by their skill in

war; some by their talents for in-

trigue; and some by plans to make
the most of the ground, turning
every bit of it to account, but for

the good of the ruler, not of the

people. JS$
=

|sl. $, "a kind of

creeper,"
"
weeds," = fields lying fal-

low or uncultivated. '

rfc Jtfe, the
.Hi ilfi is what had been occupied
by the 1| ^. Choo He expands the

phrase thus: "f .i. ilfi means, to
divide this land and give it to the

people, making them undertake the

charge of cultivating it."
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CHAPTER XV. 1. Mencius said, "Of all the parts

of a man's body there is none more excellent than

the pupil of the eye. The pupil cannot be used to

hide a man's wickedness. If within the breast all be

correct, the pupil is bright. If within the breast all

be not correct, the pupil is dull.

2. "Listen to a man's words and look at the pupil

of his eye. How can a man conceal his character?"

CHAPTER XVI. Mencius said, ''The respectful do

not despise others. The economical do not plunder

others. The prince who treats men with despite and

CH. 15. THE PUPIL OF THE EYE
THE INDEX OF THE HEART. 1. fc Sf.

A > ^^., "the things that are
in man," i. e., in his body. The
excellence of the pupil is from its

truthfulness as an index of the heart-.

The whole is to be understood un

Bpokeri by Mencius for the use of

those who though t> they li;id only
to hour men's words to judge of

them. 2. Oomp. Con. Ana., 11, x.

CH. 16. DEEDS NOT WORDS OB
MANNERS, NECESSARY TO PROVE
MENTAL QUALITIES. 3$ Jft, fa %,
though I have translated them gener-
ally, are yet spoken with a reference

to tho /j tluit t'nllmvs. The princes
nf Mi'tirius's tiinii iiuuli 1

jrri'iit preim
MIMIK. of \\lii:-h tlirir :i- tiorr. proved
the insincerity. f& and ^fC fflf

ar- t<>

bo undrrsltniil !' iln-
di.-|

"isit HUI :

"not wish to contemn, etc." $,
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plunders them, is only afraid that they may not

prove obedient to him: how can he be regarded as

respectful or economical? How can respectfulness

and economy be made out of tones of the voice and

a smiling manner?"

CHAPTER XVII. 1. Shun-yu K'wan said, "Is it

the rule that males and females shall not allow their

hands to touch in giving or receiving any thing?"
Mencius replied, ''It is the rule." K'wan asked, "If

a man's sister-in-law be drowning, shall he rescue her

with his hand ?" Mencius said, "He who would not

so rescue a drowning woman is a wolf. For males

and females not to allow their hands to touch in

directly governing \, is remarkable.

& ^ 1&> &=H & or & ft, "to be

regarded," "to be styled." The final

^$ f^ %&, and in the passive, "to be
made." ^ ^ , "tones" = words.

CH. 17. HELP EFFECTUAL HELP
CAN BE GIVEN TO THE WOBLD,

ONLY IN HARMONY WITH RIGHT AND
PROPRIETY. 1. Sliun-yii K'wan was
a native of Ts'e, a famous sophist,

and otherwise a man of note in his

day; see the "Historical Records,"
Bk. CXXVI, #] fg, Ixvi. He here
tries to entrap Mencius into a con-
fession that he did not well in main-

taining his dignity of reserve. For
the rule of propriety referred to, see
the Le Ke, I, ii, 31. ^^= ^&.^-
til n * It, see Con. Ana., IX,
xxix; XVIII

?
viii. $% jg may be
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giving and receiving is the general rule; when a sister-

in-law is drowning, to rescue her with the hand is a

peculiar exigency."

2. K'wan said, "The whole empire is drowning.
How strange it is that you will not rescue it!

"

3. Mencius answered, "A drowning empire must

be rescued with right principles, as a drowning sister-

in-law has to be rescued with the hand. Do you wish

me to rescue the empire with my hand?"

CHAPTER XVIII. 1. Kung-sun Ch'ow said, "Why
is it that the superior man does not himself teach his

son ?
"

taken together as= "a wolf." The
names belong to difft. animals of the
same species. See on VI, Pt. I, xiv,
4. 2. ^ -J- is complimentary, as
K'wan was not a disciple of Mencius.
3. Choo He expands here: "The
drowning empire can be rescued only
by right principles; the case is

different from that of a drowning
sister-in-law who can be rescued by
the hand. Now, you, wishing to

rescue the empire, would have me,
in violation of right principles, seek
alliance with the princes, and so

begin by losing the means whore-

with to rescue it. Do you wish (o

make me savo the empire witli un-
hand?" I do not see the point of
the last question.
CH. 18. HOW A FATHER MAY NOT

HIMSELF TEACH HIS SON. But this

proposition is not to be taken in all

its generality. Confucius taught his

son, and so did other famous mm
thoir sons. We are to understand
the first clause of the second par.,

*>} ^ If -til. as referring t<> tli.

of ;i si upid or |x>r\ crse child. ^

what is s;iid HI the .'{nl p;ir. of I lie*

custom of the ancients, 1 have
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2. Mencius replied,
" The circumstances of the case

forbid its being done. The teacher must inculcate

what is correct. When he inculcates what is correct,

and his lessons are not practiced he follows them up
with being angry. When he follows them up with

being angry, then, contrary to what should be, he is

offended with his son. At the satne time, the pupil

says, *My master inculcates on me what is correct,

and he himself does not proceed in a correct path.'

The result of this is, that father and son are offended

with each other. When father and son come to be

offended with each other, the case is evil.

no other proof adduced of it. 2. JF,

"contrary," i. e., to the affection

which should rule between father

and son. ^, in the sense of ^-,

which, however, we must take pas-

sively; not "to wound,
1 ' but "to be

wounded," that is, to be offended.

We might take it actively in the first

instance; "contrary to what should

be. he wounds i. e., beats lus

son." But below, in ^ -^ $g ^, we
cannot give it such an active signi-

fication as to suppose that the son

will proceed to beat his father. ^
may well be taken pessively, as in

the comrn. saying H& Jt ,fr ^. %.

J- %% f, ii is, this is to be under-

stood as the resentful murmuring of

the son, whose feeling is strongly

indicated by the use of ^ ^-, "my
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" The ancients exchanged sons, and one taught

the son of another.

4. "Between father and son, there should be no

reproving admonitions to what is good. Such reproofs

lead to alienation, and than alienation, there is

nothing more inauspicious."

CHAPTER XIX. 1. Mencius said, "Of services which

is the greatest ? The service of parents is the greatest.

Of charges which is the greatest? The charge of

one's self is the greatest. That those who do not fail

to keep themselves are able to serve their parents is

master," as applied to his father. 3.

The comm. all say, that this only
means that the ancients sent out
their sons to be taught away from
home by masters. But this ia ex-

plaining away the JJ. 4. -fi |f
= W

& fl.

'

ft ^f, "laying what, JH good
on them, a.nd causing thorn to do it."

CH. 19. THE BIGHT MANNER or
SKRVING PARENTS AND TH 10 1MPOH-
TANCK OF WATCHING OVER ONE'S SKI.K,

IN ORDER TO DO SO. J . Jjt JA, 1$ ^.,

lit., "of services i. e., duties of

sorvic-o which ;i man lias to pay to
others which is great V" *j',

chai'ges, what a man has to
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what I have heard. But I have never heard of any,

who, having failed to keep themselves, were able

notwithstanding to serve their parents.

2. "There are many services, but the service of

parents is the root of all others. There are many
charges, but the charge of one's self is the root of all

others.

3. "The philosopher Tsang, in nourishing Tsang
Seih, was always sure to have wine and flesh provided.

And when they were being removed, he would ask

respectfully to whom he should give what was left.
If

his father asked whether there was anything left, he

was sure to say, 'There is.' After the death of Tsang

and keep. The keeping one's self is

from all that ia contrary to righteous-
ness. 2. t^^^^, "what is not a
service?" i.e., the services a man has
to perform are many. jfc,- -in the
Hcnse of "roof- according to the
Chinese way of developing all other

services from filial piety; see the

Heaou-king (S| $g), passim. There
is more truth in the 2nd part of the

par. 3. Seih was Tsang Sin's father;
see Con. Ana., XI, xxv. |, low.

3rd tone. "Nourishing the will,"

i.e., gratifying and carrying out the
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Seih, when Tsang Yuen came to nourish the philoso-

pher Tsang, he was always sure to have wine and

flesh provided. But when the things were being

removed, he did not ask to whom he should give what

was left, and if his father asked whether there was

anything left, he would answer 'No'; intending to

bring them in again. This was what is called-
'

nourishing the mouth and body.
3 We may call the

philosopher Tsang's practice 'nourishing the will.'

4. **To serve one's parents as the philosopher

Ts'ang served his may be accepted as filial piety."

father's wishes. 4. The pj tJi at the
end occasions some difficulty. Choo
He quotes from one of the brothers

Ch'ing these words: "To serve

one's parents as Tsang Sin did his

may bo called the height of filial

piety, yet Mencius only says that
ifc might be accepted as such

pj &: did he roally think that there

was something supererogatory in

Tsang's service?" Possibly. Mencius

may have been referring to T.--

disclaimer of being deemed a model
of filial piety. See the Le-ke, X X I

(% 3k) > ii 14, where he says:
"What the superior man calls filial

piety is to anticipate the wishes, and
carry out the mind of his parents,
always loading them on in what is

right nnd true. I am only ono \vlni

nourishes his parents. How can 1 be
deemed filial?"
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CHAPTER XX. Mencius said, "It is not enough to

remonstrate with a sovereign on account of the mal-

employment of ministers, nor to blame errors' of govern-

ment. It is only the great man who can rectify what

is wrong in the sovereign's mind. Let the prince be

benevolent, and all his acts will be benevolent. Let

the prince be righteous, and all his acts will be

righteous. Let the prince be correct, and everything

will be correct. Once rectify the prince, and the

kingdom will be firmly settled."

CH. 20. A TKULY GRKAT MINISTER

WILL BE SEEN IN HIS CIIIECTING HIS

EFFORTS, NOT TO THE CORRECTION OF

MATTERS IN DETAIL, BUT OF THE

SOVEREIGN'S CHARACTER. 1. ji|g,

read chih, = 3$, "to reprehend." PJj,

kien, up. 3rd tone. A an(i ffifc are

to be taken as in the objective gov-
erned by jj| and $j\, and ;ft JS. as

used impersonally. fte=
|S| 3*, "with

the sovereign." Chaou K'e intro-

duces $iL before $j\ as well. He seems
to interpret differently from the

transl., making ^ (
=

/] A*, "little

men") the subject of sfc /.: "little

men are not fit to remonstrate with

their sovereign." This is plainly

wrong, because we cannot carry it on

to the next clause. JJ&=jE "to

correct." The sent, of the ch. is

illustrated by an incident related of

Mencius by the philosopher ~$ (250

B.C.). "As Mencius thrice visited

Ts'e, without speaking to th^ kin.u

about the errors of his government,
his disciples were surprised, but ho

simply said, '/ must first correct his

evil heart,'
"
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CHAPTER XXI. Mencius said, "There are cases ot

praise which could not be expected, and of reproach

when the parties have been seeking to be perfect."

CHAPTER XXII. Mencius said, "Men's being ready

with their tongues arises simply from their not having

been reproved."

CHAPTER XXIII. Mencius said, "The evil of men

is that they like to be teachers of others."

CHAPTER XXIV. 1. The disciple Y6-ching went in

che train of Tsze-gaou to Ts'e.

CH. 21. PRAISE AND BLAME ARE
NOT ALWAYS ACCORDING TO DESERT.

y?;, in the sense of J|F, "to calculate,"

"to measure." For gj in the sense

here, |} is often used in modern lan-

guage.
CH. 22. THE BENEFIT OF REPROOF.

gj, read e, low. 3rd tone, "easy."
Choo He supposes that this remark
was spoken with some particular
reference. This would account for

the J fc, "simply."
CH. 23. BE NOT MANY MASTKKH.

Comm. suppose that Moncius's lesson

was that such a liking indicated a

self-sufficiency which put an end to

self-improvement.
CH. 24. How MENCIUS REPROVED

Y6-CHINO FOR ASSOCIATING WITH AN
UNWORTHY PERSON, AND BEINU RK-

MISS IN WAITING ON HIMSELF. 1.

Yd-ching, see I, Pt. II, xvi. 2.
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2. He came to see Mencius, who said to him,

"Are you also come to see me?" Y6-ching replied,

"Master, why do you speak such words?" "How

many days have you been here?" asked Mencius.

"I came yesterday." "Yesterday! Is it not with

reason, then, that I thus speak?
"

"My lodging house

was not arranged." "Have you heard that a scholars

lodging house must be arranged before he visit his

elder?"

3. Yo-ching said, "I have done wrong."

Tsze-gaou was the designation of

Wang Hwan, mentioned in II, Pt.

II, vi. From that chapter we may
understand that Mencius would not
be pleased with one of his disciples

associating with such a person. ;,
the verb, = $l. 2. The name is re-

peated at the beginning of this para-
graph, the former being narrative,
and introductory merely. ^ 5)5,

the ^fl;, "also" is directed against
Tsze-gaou. Choo He explains ^ ;

by |ij H , which, in common parlance,

means "the day before yesterday."
But I do not see that it should have
that meaning here. ^ properly
means "

formerly," and may extend
to the remotest antiquity. It is used

also for yesterday, the time separated
from the present by one rest

,fj,, as if the same sound of the two
characters (^ ,&) determined the

meaning. ^ (up. 2nd tone) % is

used by Mencius of himself before :

II, Pt. II, xi, 4.
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CHAPTER XXV. Mencius, addressing the disciple

Y6-ching, said to him, "Your coming here in the

train of Tsze-gaou was only because of the food and
the drink. I could not have thought that you, having
learned the doctrine of the ancients, would have acted

with a view to eating and drinking."

CHAPTER XXVI. 1. Mencius said, "There are three

things which are unfilial, and to have no posterity is

the greatest of them.

2. "Shun married, without informing his parents,

because of this, lest he should have no posterity.

CH. 25. A FURTHER AND MORE
DIRECT REPROOF OF Y6-CHJNG. fjf

|fj are both contemptuous terms, =
our application of "the loaves and
fishes." jfjj 0. || Bg= jTri 1 ffi ft ft
dt.

CH. 26. SHUN'S EXTRAORDINARY
WAY OF CONTRACTING MARRIAGE
JUSTIFIED BY THE MOTIVE. 1. The
other two things which are unfilial

are, according to Chaou K'e, 1st, By
a flattering assent to encourage
parents in unrighteousness ; and 2nd,
Not to succor their poverty and old

age by engaging in official 'service.

To be without posterity is greater
than those faults, because it is an
offense against the whole line of

ancestors, and terminates the sac-

rifices to them. In Pt. II, xxx,
Mencius specifies five things which
were commonly deemed unfiliul, and
not one of these three is among
them. It is to be understood Unit

here ;fl ^ ^ =\ is spoken from ihc

point of view of the superior man,
and, moreover, that the first pur.

simply lays down the ground for the

vindication of Shun. 2. ^ ^ ft.

j^, low. 3rd tone. -^ implies gett ing
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Superior men consider that his doing so was the same
as if he had informed them."
CHAPTER XXVII. 1. Mencius said, "The richest

fruit of benevolence is this, the service of one's

parents. The richest fruit of righteousness is this,

the obeying one's elder brothers.

the parents' permission, as well as

informing them. But Slum's parents
were so evil, and hated him so much,
that they would have prevented his

marriage had they been told of it.

CH. 27. FILIAL PIETY AND FRA-

TERNAL OBEDIENCE IN THEIR RELA-

TION TO BENEVOLENCE, RIGHTEOUS-

NESS, WISDOM, PROPRIETY, AND
MUSIC. 1. 3* is sometimes opposed
t J5E "what is solid to what is

empty, shadowy''; sometimes to ^,
"what is real to what is nominal";
and sometimes to Ip, "what is sub-

stantial to what is ornamental,"
"fruit to flower." In the text, it is

used in the last way, and I cannot

express it better than by the "richest

fruit." ^ -{Jj, is emphatic; "the

fruit of benevolence is the service

of parents; it is." So in the other

instances. Benevolence, righteous-

ness, etc., are the principles of those,

the capabilities of them in human

nature, which may have endless

manifestations, but are chiefly and

primarily to be seen in the two
virtues spoken of. What strikes us

as strange is the subject of music.

The difficulty has not escaped native

commentators. The author of the

H f /fc SI PI ^ says, in loc.:

"Benevolence, righteousness, pro-

priety, and knowledge are the four

virtues, but this ch. proceeds to

speak of music. For the principles

of music are really a branch of

propriety, and when the ordering

and adorning, which belong to that,

are perfect, then harmony and pleas-

ure spring up as a matter of course.

In this way we have propriety men-

tioned first, and then music. More-

over, the fervency of benevolence,

the exactness of righteousness, the

clearness of knowledge, and the

firmness of maintenance must all

have their depth manifested in

music. If the ch. had not spoken of

music, we should not have seen the

whole amount of achievement.' The

reader may try to conceive the exact

meaning of this writer, who also

points out another peculiarity in the

chapter, which many have over-

looked. Instead of ^ -{ft after *$* $f

^1 ;$, as at the end of the other

clauses, we have *g !j /l-l ^, ^ -J5,
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2. "The richest fruit of wisdom is this, the

knowing those two things, and not departing from

them. The richest fruit of propriety is this, the

ordering and adorning those two things. The richest

fruit of music is this, the rejoicing in those two

things. When they are rejoiced in, they grow.

Growing, how can they be repressed? When they

come to this state that they cannot be repressed, then

unconsciously the feet begin to dance and the hands

to move."

"showing," says he, "most vividly

how his admiration was stirred. It

is as if from every sentence there

floated up a ^ -rfl upon the paper,

so true is it that perfect filial piety

and frater, duty reach to spiritual

beings, and shed a light over the

world, and then do we know that

in the greatest music there is a

harmony with heaven and earth."

2. Julien translates -=fe by abjicere.

To have that meaning, it must have

been in the up. 2nd tone, which it is

not. The first *(| is yd, "music"; tin-

other two are loh,
" to enjoy." ^ ftj

is used absolutely, "unconsciously,"

though we might make fl jwrsonal

also, "we do not know." & Jg

;, "the feet's stamping it." So the

next clause.
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CHAPTER XXVIII. 1. Mencius said, "Suppose the

case of the whole empire turning in great delight to

an individual to submit to him. To regard the whole

empire thus turning to him in great delight but as a

bundle of grass; only Shun was capable of this. He

considered that if one could not get the hearts of his

parents he could not be considered a man, and that

if he could not get to an entire accord with his

parents, he could not be considered a son.

2. "By Shun's completely fulfilling everything by
which a parent could be served, Koo-sow was brought

CH. 28. How SHUN VALUED AND
EXEMPLIFIED FILIAL PIETY. 1. The
first sentence is to be taken gen-
erally, and not with reference to
Shun simply. It is incomplete. The
conclusion would be something like

"this would be accounted the

greatest happiness and glory." ^ is

properly "the mustard plant," but it

is sometimes, as here, only synony-
mous with ^L. ^ ffi, & ^, all

this is the reasoning of Shun's mind.
^ * ^, like ^ Ji ^, in ch. 16.

^F )I|H> "not to obey," "not to accord

with," but Choo He and others labor
hard to make it out to mean, "to

bring the parents to accord witli what
is right, so as to be able then fully to

accord with them." 2. Shun's father

is known by the name of Koo-sow,
but both the characters denote

"blind," and lie was so pl.yled, it is
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to find delight in what was good. When Koo-sow was
brought to find that delight, the whole empire was
transformed. When Koo-sow was brought to find

that delight, all fathers and sons in the empire were
established in their respective duties. This is called

great filial piety."

said, because of his mental blindness

and opposition to all that was good,
ffj, in the sense of "to be pleased,"

"joyful," understood here with a
moral application. "All fathers and

sons, etc.," i. e., all sons were made

to see, that, whatever might be the
characters of their p rents, they had

only to imitate Shun, and fathers,
even though thev might be like

Koo-sow, were shamed to refonna.
tion.
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CHAPTER I. 1. Mencius said, "Shun was born in

Choo-fung, removed to Foo-hea, and died in Ming-

t'eaou; a man near the wild tribes on the east.

2. "King Wan was born in Chow by Mount K'e,

and died in Peih-ying; >a man near the wild tribes

on the west.

CH. 1. THE AGREEMENT OF SAGES
NOT AFFECTED BY PLACE OH. TIME.
1. The common view derived from
the "Historical Records," Book I, is,

that Shun was a native of K'eohow,
corresponding to the modern Shan-
si, to which all the places in the text
are according! y referred. Some, how-
ever, and especially Tsang Tsze-koo
( g" -/- 1*1), of the Sung dynasty, find
his birthplace in Ts'inan in Shan-
tung, and this would seem to be sup-
ported by Mencius in this passage.
There is considerable diffic. with

Mingt'eaou, as we read in the "His-
torical Racords," that in the 39th

year of his reign, Shun died, v hile on
a tour of inspection to the south, in

the wilderness of Ts'angwoo (Jf ifg),

and was buried on the Kewe (j\j )U)
hills in Keangnan, which are in

Lingling (^ (&). The discussions
on the point are very numerous.
See the & jtf and Q * ^ & |Jl,

in loc.; see also on the Shoo king, Pt.

II. No doubt, Mencius was not

speaking without book. ^.^k,^.\,
lit., "a man of the eastern E," or

"barbarians," but the moaning can

only be what 1 have given in the

translation. So f'4 ^ . A- Chow,
the original seat of the hour.e of

Chow, was in the present depart-
ment of Fungts'oang, in Sbensi.

Poihying is to be distinguished from

Ying which was the capital of Ts'oo,
and with which the paraphrast oii

Chaou K'e strangely confounds it.
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" Those regions were distant from one another

more than a thousand li, and the age of the one sage
was posterior to that of the other more than a thou-
sand years. But when they got their wish, and
carried their principles into practice throughout the

Middle Kingdom, it was like uniting the two halves

of a seal.

4.
" When we examine the sages, both the earlier

and the later, their principles are found to be the

same."

Choo He says it was near to Fung
f|) and Kaou (Hj), the successive

capitals of King Woo. The former
was in Lingheen (ffl $), and the

latter in Heenyang (Jg |?g-)> both in

the dept. of Sengan; Peihying was
in the dist. of Hecnning ({& 3|J) of

the same dep., and there the grave
of King Woo, or the place of it, is

still pointed out. ffi & ft *? 3* $1,

"when they got their wishes carried

out in the Middle Kingdom." We
are to understand that their aim was
to carry out their principles, not to

get the empire. ^ should be called

a tally or token, perhaps, rather than
"i\, Real." Anciently, tho emperor
delivered, as the token of investi-

ture, one half oi a tally of wood or

eonie precious stone, reserving the

other half in his own keeping. It

was cut right through a line of

characters, indicating the commis-

sion, and their halves fitting each

other when occasion required, was
the test of truth and identity. Origi-

nally, as we see from the formation

of the character ($), the tally mu>t

have been of bamboo. 3. ^fc &
9g is to be understood generally, and

not of Shun and \\Tui merely. K $!

, $| is taken OH a verb = |j
"to

reckon,"
" to estimate," and is under-

stood of the mental exercises of the

sages. rJt -J5J.
-"their niimlmpH,"

tho principles \\hieh they cherished.
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CHAPTER II. 1. When Tsze-cn an was chief minister

of the state of Ch'ing, he would convey people across

the Tsin and Wei in his own carriage.

2. Mencius said, "It was kind, but showed that he

did not understand the practice of government.
3. "When in the eleventh month of the year the

footbridges are completed, and the carriage bridges

in the twelfth month, the people have not the trouble

of wading.

CH. 2. GOOD GOVERNMENT LIES

IN EQUAL MEASURES FOR THE GEN-
ERAL GOOD, NOT IN ACTS OF FAVOR
TO INDIVIDUALS. 1. Tsze-ch'an,
see Con. Ana., V, xv. The Tsin and
Wei were two rivers of Ch'ing, said

to have their rise in the Maling (,1

|j|) hills, and to meet at a certain

point, after which the common
stream seems to have borne the
name of both the feeders. They are
referred to the department of Ho-
nan in Honan province. H j6fc,

"was hearing the govt.," i. e., was
chief minister. fj|, low. 3rd tone.
Choo He explains ^ .Ift ^ ^ by a &
ffi 3fc . Jl|, but ^ so used is low *8l,

tone. He so expands, however,
probably from rememnering a con-
versation on Tsze-ch'an betn-een Con-
fucius and Tsze-yew, related in the

Kea-yu, Bk. IV, iv, near the end,

and to which Mencius has reference.

The sage held that Tsze-ch'an was
kind, but only as a mother, loving
but not teaching the people, and, in

illustration of his view, says that

Tsze-ch'an, ^^^$1^^^,
"used the carriage in which he rode
to convey over those who were

wading through the water in the
winter." 2. The subject here is the

action, not the man. The practice
of govt. is to be seen not in acts

of individual kindness and small

favors, but in the administration
of just and beneficent laws. 3. The
llth and 12th months hore corre-

spond to the 9th and 10th. of the

present calendar, which follows the
Kea division of the year; see Ana.,
XV x. Mencius refers to a rule for

the repair of the bridges, on the

termination of agricultural labors.
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4. *'Let a governor conduct his rule on principles
of equal justice, and when he goes abroad, he may
cause people to be removed out of his path. But how
can he convey everybody across the rivers ?

5. "It follows that if a governor will try to please

everybody, he will find the days not sufficient for his

work."

CHAPTER III. 1. Mencius said to the king Seuen

of Ts'e,
"When the prince regards his ministers as his

hands and feet, his ministers regard their prince as

their belly and heart; when he regards them as his

dogs and horses, they regard him as any other man;

4. 3*^ =^ gt ;, "a chiefminister."

JB$ read as |lf . Removing people from
the way, when the prince went forth,
was likewise a rule of the Chow
dynasty; and not only did it extend
to the prince, but to many officers

and women. See the Chow-le, VII,
ix. 5. " The days not sufficient,"-

i. c., he will not have time for all ho
has to do.

CH. 3. WHAT TREATMENT SOVKK-

EIGNS GIVE TO THEIR MINISTERS WILL
BE RETURNED TO THEM BY A COKUK-
spONDDsra BEHAVIOR. 1. "As his

hands and feet," i. e., with kindness

and attention. "As tliei. belly ami

heart," i. e., with watchfulness ami
honor. "As his dogs and hor>-

i. e., without respect, but feeding
them. "As any other man," lit.,

"as a man of the kingdom," i. e.,

\\ itliout anv distinction or rever n< .
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when lie regards them as the ground or as grass, they

regard him as a robber and an enemy."
2. The king said, "According to the rules of pro-

priety, a minister wears mourning when he has left

the service of a prince. How must a prince behave

that his old ministers may thus go into mourning?"
3. Mencius replied,

" The admonitions of a minister

having been followed, and his advice listened to, so

that blessings have descended on the people, if for

some cause he leaves the country 9 the prince sends an

escort to conduct him beyond the boundaries. He
also anticipates with recommendatory intimations his

arrival in the country to which he is proceeding.

"As ground or as grass," i. e., tram-

pling on them, ctitting them off.

2. The Le here referred to is men-
tioned in the "Ritual Usages." >Soo

Bk. XI, about the middle. The
passage, however, is obscure. ^ f&
1R, "for an old prince," i. e., a

prince whose service he has left.

The king falls back on this rule,

thinking that Mencius had expressed
himself too strongly. 3. ^f ^,
"fat and moistening influences," =
blessings. $a }fc -Jt- &f tfc must bo

supplemented by ifft -g; JJ: U & Jl1 4fc

jfl <, "mentions and commends his

worth, wishing him to be received
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When he has been gone three years and does not

return, only then at length does he take back his

fields and residence. This treatment is what is called

*a thrice-repeated display of consideration.' When a

prince acts thus, mourning will be worn on leaving

his service.

4. "Nowadays, the remonstrances of a minister

are not followed, and his advice is not listened to, so

that no blessings descend on the people. When for

any cause he leaves the country, the prince tries to

seize him and hold him a prisoner. He also pushes

him to extremity in the country to which he has

and used." ffl ,

"
fields," = emolu-

ments. Q, used for an individual

residence. We have not had tho

character in this sense before. Tho
"
thrice-repeated display of consid-

eration" refers, 1st, to the escort as

a protection from danger; 2nd, to

the anticipatory recommendations ;

and 3rd, to the long continued emolu-

ments, in expectation of the minis-

ter's return. 4. Here and above, %
$t is not to lie taken as ;fc $fc, in III,

I't. 1, ii, 1. We must understand

"wishes to," or "tries to," before

, for if the minister were
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gone, and on the very day of his departure, he takes

back his fields and residence. This treatment shows

him to be what we call 'a robber and an enemy.'

What mourning can be worn for a robber and an

enemy?"
CHAPTER IV. Mencius said, "When scholars are

put to death without any crime, the great officers

may leave the country. When the people are slaugh-

tered without any crime, the scholars may remove."

really imprisoned, he could not go
to another kingdom.

CH. 4. PROMPT ACTION is NECES-
SARY AT THE RIGHT TIME. pj JjJU

"may>

;; =it is time to. If the op-
portunity be not taken, while the

injustice of the ruler is exercised on
those below them, it will soon come
to themselves, and it will be too
late to escape. The Q |^ concludes
its paraphrase thus:- "We may see
how the ruler should prize virtue,

and be slow to punish; and how he
should be cautious in execution of

the laws, ever trying to practice
benevolence. If he can indeed, em-

body the mind of God, who loves all

living things, and make the com-

passion of the ancient sages his rule,

then both officers and people will

be grateful to him as to Heaven,
and long repose and protracted good
order will be the result."
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CHAPTER V. Mencius said, "If the sovereign be

benevolent, all will be benevolent. If the sovereign

be righteous, all will be righteous."

CHAPTER VI. Mencius said, "Acts of propriety

which are not really proper, and acts of righteousness

which are not really righteous, the great man does

not do."

CHAPTER VII. Mencius said, "Those who keep the

mean, train up those who do not, and those who have

abilities, train up those who have not, and hence men

CH. 5. THE INFLUENCE OF THE
RULER'S EXAMPLE. See Pt. I, xx,
where the same words are found, but
their application is to stimulate
ministers to do their duty in advis-

ing, or remonstrating with, their

sovereign.
CH. 6. THE DREAT MAN MAKDS M)

MISTAKES IN MATTERS OK Pl<( H'KI KTV
AND KIGIITEOUSNKSS.

l$ - Us. expressions in ( heinsclvcs

contradictory, must be taken with

some 1 atitude.
"
Respect," it is said,

"
belongs to propriety, but it may be

carried so far as to degenerate into

flattery," etc., etc.

CH. 7. WHAT DUTIKS ARE in K

I I'.oH, AND MUST BE 1U:M>KHKD HV,

TIIK VIKTI'OUS AND TALKNTKK TO
TIIK YOUNG ANI> K;NO|{ \vr. 1(1 (I).

-Jf ife= "givrn the mean," "given
abilities." i|i. the mean, the

rightly
ordered course of conduct. 13<>th il

and * must be taken liciv in tin-
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rejoice in having fathers and elder brothers who are

possessed of virtue and talent. If they who kesp the

mean spurn those who do not, and they who have

abilities spurn those wrho have not, then the space
between them those so gifted and the ungifted
will not admit an inch."

CHAPTER VIII. Meiicius said, "Men must be de-

cided on what they will NOT do, and then they are

able to act with vigor in what they ought to do"
CHAPTER IX. Mencius said,

" What future misery
have they and ought they to endure, who talk of

what is not good in others!"

concrete. ^, as in III, Pt. I, ii, 3.

^11 *f fiL, ^ iS, by neglecting their

duty, the one class bring themselves
to the level of the other. H em-
braces both the tp and the -% above.
^S 1=f, see the Doctrine of the
Mean, iv. gH nf, "with an inch,"
i. e., be measured with an inch.
CH. 8. CLEAR DISCRIMINATION OF

WHAT IS WRONG AND RIGHT MUST
PRECEDE VIGOROUS RIGHT-DOING.
Lit., "men have the not-do, and
afterwards they can have the do."
/f ^ implies vigor iu the action.

Chaou K'e's comm. is: "If a man
will not descend to take in any
irregular way, he will be found able

to yield a thousand chariots."

CH. 9. EVIL SPEAKING IS SURE TO
BRING WITH IT EVIL CONSEQUENCES.
The $; here, followed by #|j fSJ,

creates a difficulty. Choo He sup-

poses the remark was made with

some peculiar reference. If we knew
that, the difficulty would vanish.

The original implies, I think, all that
1 have expressed in the translation.
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CHAPTER X. Mencius said, "Chung-ne did not do

extraordinary things."
CHAPTER XL Mencius said, "The great man does

not think beforehand of his words that they may be

sincere, nor of his actions that they may be reso-

lute; he simply speaks and does what is right."
CHAPTER XII. Mencius said, "The great man is

he who does not lose his child's-heart."

CH. 10. THAT CONFUCIUS KEPT
THE MEAN. Q $r % , i. 6.,

" eXCCS-
sive things," but "extraordinary''
rather approaches the meaning. It

may strike the student that the

meaning is " Confucius's inaction

(= slowness to act) was excessive,"
but in that case we should have had
^, and not -ft, at the end. We may
comp. with the sentiment the Doct.
of the Mean, xi, xiii; Ana., VIII, xx,
et al.

CH. 11. WHAT is BIGHT is THK
SUPREME PURSUIT OF THE GREAT
MAN. Comp. Con. Ana., IV, x. ^
$\, "does not must"; he is beyond
the necessity of caring for that. $?
f5$f }> "only that in which right-

eousness is"; that only is his concern.
In fact, he can hardly be said to be
concerned about this. It is nntur.il

to him to pursue the right.

CH. 12. A MAN is GREAT BECAUSE
HE is CHILDLIKE. Chaou K'e makes
"the great man" to be "a sovereign,"
& fo ?> "his children," i. e., his

people, and the sentiment is that

the true sovereign is he who does
not lose his people's hearts. I men-
tion this interpretation, us showing
how learned men have varied and

may vary in fixing the meaning of

these books. It is sufficiently ab-

surd, and has boon entirely displaced
by the interpretation which is given
in the version. The sentiment may
suggest the Savior's words, '-\'.\-

cept ye be converted, and become as

little children, ye shall .lot enter

into the kingdom of heaven." But
Christ speaks of the child's-heart as

a thing to be regained; Mem ins

speaks of it as a thing not to U)

lost. With Christ, to licromo as
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CHAPTER XIII. Mencius said, "The nourishment
of parents when living is not sufficient to be accounted
the great thing. It is only in the performing their

obsequies when dead, that we have what can be con-

sidered the great thing."
CHAPTER XIV. Mencius said, "The superior man

makes his advances in what he is learning with deep
earnestness and by the proper course, wishing to get
hold of it as in himself. Having got hold of it in

children is to display certain char-

acteristics of children. With Men-
cius, "the child's-heart" is the ideal

moral condition of humanity. Choo
He says: "The mind of the great
man comprehends all changes of

phenomena, and the mind of the
child is nothing but a pure sim-

plicity, free from all hypocrisy. Yet
the great man is the great man, just
as he is not led astray by external

things, but keeps his original sim-

plicity and freedom from hypocrisy.
Carrying this out, he becomes omnis-
cient and omnipotent, great to the
extremest degree." We need not sup-
pose that Mencius would himself
have expanded his thought in this

way.
CH. 13. ?ILIAL PIETY SEEN IN

THE OBSEQUIES OF PARENTS. f| ^
#, ^ m * & 2. 3|C, "the
character ; refers to the ways by
which the living may be nourished."
It belongs to the phrase j| ^, and
not to alone. 1@T=3$, "to be

considered,"
" to constitute." i ^E

lit.,
" to accompany the dead," but

denoting all the last duties to them.
It= tft &, Ana., I, ix. The senti-

ment needs a good deal of explaining
and guarding. The obsequies are

done, it is said, once for all. If

done wrong, the fault cannot be
remedied. Probably the remark had
a peculiar reference. The Q f$
supposes it was spoken against the
Mihist practice of burying parents
with a spare simplicity. See III,
Pt. I, v.

CH. 14. THE VALUE OF LEAENING
THOROUGHLY INWROUGHT INTO THE
MIND, ffi jg .,- jff, read ts'aou,

up. 3rd tone, "to arrive at"; ^ must
refer to the 3E!|, or principles of the

subject which is being learned. ), iM
is understood of the proper course
or order, the successive steps of

study, = -fife m ft ft. - ft '& gives
the key to the chapter; "his self-

getting," i. e., his getting hold of the

subject so that the knowledge of it
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himself, he abides in it calmly and firmly. Abiding
in it calmly and firmly, he reposes a deep reliance
on it. Reposing a deep reliance on it, he seizes it on
the left and right, meeting everywhere with it as a
fountain from which things flow. It is on this account
that the superior man wishes to get hold of what he
is learning as in himself."
CHAPTER XV. Mencius said, "In learning exten-

sively and discussing minutely what is learned, the

object of the superior man is that he may be able to

go back and set forth in brief what is essential."

becomes a kind of intuition. :i:=|$,
"to rely on." The subject so ap-
prehended in its principles is capable
of indefinite application. "He seizes
it on the right and left," i. e., he
no longer needs his early efforts to

apprehend it. It underlies number-
less phenomena, in all which he at
once detects it, just as water below
the earth is found easily and any-
where, on digging the surface. One
may read scores of pages in the
Chinese commentators, and yet not

get a clear idea in his own mind of

the teaching of Mencius in this ch.

Ciiaou K'e gives j| a more substan-
tive meaning than in the translation ;

"The reason why the superior man

pursues with earnestness to arrive
at the depth and mystery of jf, is

from a wish to get hold for himself
of its source and root, as something
belonging to his own nature." .Most

comm. understand the subject stud-
ied to be man's own self, not tilings

external to him. We must leave the

subject in its own mist.

CH. 16. Clioo He says, apparently
with reason, that this is a continua-
tion of the last chapter, showing t hut
the object of the superior man in the
extensive studies which. he pursues,
is not vainglory, but to get to the
substance and essence of things. #j

conveys the two ideas of condensa-
tion and importance.
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CHAPTER XVI. Mencius said, "Never has he who
would by his excellence subdue men been able to

subdue them. Let a prince seek by his excellence to

nourish men, and he will be able to subdue the whole

empire. It is impossible that any one should become
ruler of the empire to whom it has not yielded the

subjection of the heart."

CHAPTER XVII. Mencius said, "Words which are

not true are inauspicious, and the words which are

most truly obnoxious to the name of inauspicious,
are those which throw into the shade men of talents

and virtue."

CH. 13. The object of this chap-
ter, say commentators, is to stimulate
rulers to do good in sincerity, with a
view, that is, to the good of others.
I confess it is to me very enigmati-
cal. Paul's sentiment, "Scarcely
for a righteous man will one die, yet
peradventure for a good man some
would even dare to die," occurs to
the mind on reading it, but this is

clashed with by its being insisted on
that | A Jl % has no reference to
the nourishing men's bodies, but ig

the bringing them to the nourisher's
own moral excellence. Chaou K'e
takes the first f| as meaning |g Jj,

"majesty and strength." But this is

inadmissible. The point of the ch.

is evidently to be found in the con-
trast of JjR and ^

CH. 17. The translation takes ^t
y as an adjective qualifying "jpf",

and
there is a play on the term in the
use of jpf in the two parts. Choo
He mentions another view making
$& ^ an adverb joined to ^ jf-,

"there are no words really inauspi-
cious"; i. e., generally speaking, "only
those are obnoxious to be regarded
as really inauspicious which throw
into," etc. He says he is unable to

decide between the two interpreta-
tions, and thinks the text may be
mutilated. %t has reference to fl",
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CHAPTER XVIII. 1. The disciple Seu said, "Chung-
ne often praised water, saying, '0 water! water!'

What did he find in water to praise?"

2. Mencius replied, "There is a spring of water;

how it gushes out! It rests not day nor night. It

fills up every hole, and then advances, flowing on to

the four seas. Such is water having a spring ! It was

this which he found in it to praise.

3. "But suppose that the water has no spring.

In the seventh and eighth months when the rain

not to \, to "words," not to "men."
CH. 18. How MENCIUS EXPLAINED

CONFUCIUS'S PBAISE OF WATER. 1.

jig, read k'e, up. 3rd tone, "often."

fg (in the sense of "to praise"), ^ ?]c,

^marking the objective case, or=
found something to praise in water.
See Con. Ana., IX, xvi, though we
have not there the exact words

7*.^*.$. 2. #=#,
every hollow in its course. ^ Jft

ft. "it was just the seizing of this."

One common, brings out the ^ .
in

this way ^ ftfc ffi jfc #.
3. Here, again, the months are thoso

of Chow, corresponding to the pres-

ent 3rd and 6th. 83 ft, -"the
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falls abundantly, the channels in the fields are all

filled, but their being dried up again may be expected
in a short time. So a superior man is ashamed of

a reputation beyond his merits."

CHAPTER XIX. 1. Mencius said, "That whereby
man differs from the lower animals is but small.

The mass of people cast it away, while superior men

preserve it.

rains are collected." ^| ^ were
channels belonging to the irrigation
of the lands divided on the nine-

square system, pj j jfjj $f, we
might translate as = "one may stand
and wait till they are dry,'' but j is

often used =" quickly." ^=^,asin
the Great Learning, Comm., ch. iv.

CH. 19. WHEREBY SAGES ABE
DISTINGUISHED FROM OTHER MEN;- -

ILLUSTRATED IN SHUN. It is to be
wished that Mencius had said dis-

tinctly what the small (Jgs, up. 1st

tone, !) point distinguishing men
from birds and beasts was. Accord-

ing to Choo He, men and creatures
have the if (intellectual and moral
principle) of Heaven and earth to
form their nature, and the ^ (mat-
ter of Heaven and Earth to form
their bodies, only men's ^ is more
correct than that of beasts, so that
they are able to fill up the capacity

of their nature. This denies any
essential difference between men and
animals, and what difference it

allows is corporeal or material.
Chaou K'e says: ft ?, & g$ & fl

>

"
3 means

not much. It is simply the interval

between the knowledge of righteous-
ness, and the want of that knowl-

edge." This is so far correct, but the
difference which it indicates cannot
be said to be "not great." But is

it not the object of Mencius to

indicate the character of that which
differences men and animals, and
not its amount? ^ ^j"=is some-

thing minute. A commen. Ch'in

(Ptl) refers us to an expression in

the Shoo-king, X 'fr 3$ 1&> 8*

forming a key to the passage. In

that, \ jfr is the mind prone to

err, in distinction from the iff '(X

"the mind of reason," which it is said
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2. "Shun clearly understood the multitude of

things, and closely observed the relations of hu-

manity. He walked along the path of benevolence
and righteousness; he did not need to pursue be-

nevolence and righteousness."

CHAPTER XX. 1. Mencius said, "Yu hated the

pleasant wine, and loved good words.

2.
"
T'ang held fast the mean, and employed men

of talents and virtue without regard to where they
came from.

3. "King Wan looked on the people as he would

is minute. 2. Shun preserving and
cultivating this distinctive endow-
ment was led to the character and
achievements which are here briefly
described. The phrase $; % it is

said,JR ft JSSf, A ^ ifc ft $. tfo

i% &, "covers a wide extent of

meaning, embracing all matters and
things between heaven and earth.''

The !f| refers to it all the govern-
mental achievements of Shun related
in the Shoo-king.

CH. 20. THE SAME SUBJECT;
ILLUSTRATED IN Yu, T'AKO, WAN,
Woo, AND CHOW-KUNG. 1. In "The

Plans of the Warring States" (|g

$[), a book continuing the Ch'un-
Ts'ew on to the Han dynasty, it is

said, "E-teih made wine which Yu
tasted and liked, but he said, 'In

after agex there will be those t/-Ao

through wine loxe their kingdoms';
so he degraded E-teih, and refused
to drink pleasant wine." From the

Shoo-king, HI, iii, 6, we may infer

that there was some foundation for

this story. Jf (up. 3rd tone) $ "ff,

see II, Ft. I, viji, 2. 2. fa )j, may
be understood with reference to class

or place. Coinp. the Shoo-king, IV,
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<w a maw who was wounded, and he looked towards

the right path as if he could not see it.

4. "King Woo did not slight the near, and did not

forget the distant.

5. "The duke of Chow desired to unite in himself

the virtues of those kings, those founders of the three

dynasties, that he might display in his practice the

four things which they did. If he saw any thing in

them not suited to his time, he looked up and thought

about it, from daytime into the night, and when

he was fortunate enough to master the difficulty,

he sat waiting for the morning."

ii, 8, 5. 3. " As he would on one who
was wounded," i. e., he regarded
the people with compassionate ten-

derness, jfn ia to be read as #n, with
which, according to Choo He, it was
anciently interchanged. See the

Shoo-king, V, xvi, 9, 10, for illus-

trations of Wan's care of the people,
and the She-king, III, i, Ode VI,
for illustration of the other charac-
teristic. 4. flf, read s3e = ^, "to
slight." The adjectives are to be

understood both of persona and
things. 5. = 3, i. e., Yu, T'ang,
and the kings Wan and Woo who are
often classed together as the founders
of the Chow dynasty. "The four

things" are what have been stated in

the prec. pars. :J has ^ for its

antecedent. ^ ;, "apprehended
it," i. e., understood the matter in

its principles, so as to be able to bring
into his own practice the spirit of

those ancient sages.
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CHAPTER XXI. 1. Mencius said, "The traces of

imperial rule were extinguished, and the imperial odes
ceased to be made. When those odes ceased to be

made, then the 'Ch'un Ts'ew' was produced.
2. "The 'Shing' of Tsin, the 'Taou Wuh' of Ts'oo,

and the 'Ch'un Ts'ew' of Loo were books of the same
character.

3. "The subject of the Ch'un Ts'ew was the affairs

of Hwan of Ts*e and Wan of Tsin, and its style was

CH. 21. THE SAME SUBJECT;
ILLUSTRATED IN CONFUCIUS. 1. The
extinction of the true imperial rule

of Chow dates from the transference

of the capital from Fung-kaou to

Loh, by the emperor P'ing, 7(59 B.C.

From that time, the sovereigns of

Chow had the name without the

rule. By the |$ is intended not the

Book of Poems, but the Nga (f|)

portion of them, descriptive of the

imperial rule of Chow, and to be

used on imperial occasions. does

not mean that the Nga were lost,

but that no additions were made to

them, and they degenerated into

mere records of the past, and were

no longer descriptions of the present,
Confucius edited the annals of Loo
to supply the place of the Nga. See

III, Pt. II, ix, 7. 2. Each state had
its annals. Those of Tsin were

compiled under the name of S'/i/y

(low. 3rd tone), "The Carriage"; those

of Ts'oo under that of Taou-wuh,

which is explained as the name of

a ferocious animal, and more an-

ciently as the denomination of a vilo

and lawless man. The annals of

Loo had the name of "Spring arid

Autumn," two seasons for the whole.

3. 3 refers only to the annals of

Loo. They did not contain only the

affairs of Hwiin and Wan, but these
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the historical. Confucius said, 'Its righteous decisions

I ventured to make."

CHAPTER XXII. 1. Mencius said, "The influence

of a sovereign sage terminates in the fifth generation.

The influence of a mere sage does the same.

2. "Although I could not be a disciple of Con-

fucius himself, I have endeavored to cultivate my
virtue by means of others who were"

occupied an early and prominent
place in them. 0, see II, Pt. I,

ii, 20. Jfo makes the expression still

more humble, as if Oonfuciua had
"taken" the judgments from the

historians, and not made them him-
self.

CH. 22. THE SAME SUBJECT;
ILLUSTRATED IN MENCIUS HIMSELF.
1. Here # ?=^ ^ # fit #, "the
sage and worthy, who has position,"
i. e., who occupies the throne, and
'h A = 18 ie M , "the sage and
worthy, who has no position." We
might suppose that tho influence

{

of the former would be more perma-
j

nent, but Monchis is pleased to
:

fiay their influence lasts the same
|

time. J3S is to be taken as.= "in-
j

fluencc," it being understood to be
of a beneficial character. 2. From
the death of Confucius to the birth

of Mencius could hardly be 100

years, so that, though Mencius could
not learn his doctrines from the sage
himself, he did so from his grandson
Tsze-sze, or some of his disciples.

i = H> m last ch - $R= il taken

actively, fff A=^ A the X refer-

ring to Tsze-sze and his school.

This and the three preceding chap-
ters should be considered as one,
whose purpose IH much the same as

III, Pt. II, ix, showing us that

Mencius considered himself the suc-

cessor of Confucius in the line of
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CHAPTER XXIII. Meiicius said, "When it appeals
proper to take a thing, and afterwards not proper,
to take it is contrary to moderation. When it ap-

pears proper to give a thing and afterwards not proper,
to give it is contrary to kindness. When it appears

proper to sacrifice one's life, and afterwards not

proper, to sacrifice it is contrary to bravery."
CHAPTER XXIV. 1. P'ang Mung learned archery

of E. When he had acquired completely all the

science of E, he thought that in all the empire only E
was superior to himself, and so he slew him. Mencius

said, "In this case E also was to blame. Kung-ming

CH. 23. FlBST JUDGMENTS ABE
NOT ALWAYS COBBKCT. IMPULSES
MUST BE WEIGHED IN THE BALANCE
OF BEASON, AND WHAT SEASON DIG-

TATBB MUST BE FOLLOWED. Such ia

the meaning of this chapter in trans-

lating the separate clauses of which,
we must supplement them by intro-

ducing "afterwards. 5*

CH. 24. THE IMPOBTANCE OF BE-
ING CABEFUL OF WHOM WK MAKE
FBIENDS. The sentiment is good,
but Mencius could surely have found
better illustrations of it than tin-

second ono which he selected. 1. Of
E, see Con. Ana., XIV, xiv.

(P*angM formed \\ it h ^. not ^fe

is said both by Ghaou K'o and OHIO
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E indeed said, 'It would appear as if lie were not
to be blamed,' but he thereby only meant that his

blame was slight. How can he be held without any
blame ?

"

2. "The people of Ch'ing sent Tsze-cho Yu to

make a stealthy attack on Wei, which sent Yu-kung
Sze to pursue him. Tsze-cho Yu said,

' To day I feel

unwell, so that I cannot hold my bow. I am a dead
man!' At the same time he asked his driver, 'Who
is it that is pursuing me?' The driver said, 'It is

Yu-kung Sze,' on which he exclaimed, 'I shall live.'

The driver said, 'Yu-kung Sze is the best archer

of Wei, what do you mean by saying- I shall live?'

He to refer to E's servants (^ ^J),
but one man is evidently denoted by
the name. E's servants did indeed
make themselves parties to his

murder, but P'ang Mung is the
same, I suppose, with Han Tsuh, the

principal in it. :g $f, see II, Pt.

II, ii, 4, and Con. Ana., VII, xviii.

v*| ^ M "saying (mean-

ing to say), It was slighter than

. . . simply." 2. @, "to attack

stealthily." An incursion made with

music, and the pomp of war, is

called f, and one without these, ^.
The , in the names ^ /

Jtff
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replied,
*

Yu-kung Sze learned archery from Yin-

kung T'o, who again learned it from me. Now,

Yin-kung T'o is an upright man, and the friends

of his selection must be upright also.' When Yu-kung
Sze came up, he said, 'Master, why are you not

holding your bow?' Yu answered him,
6

To-day I

am feeling unwell, and cannot hold my bow.' On this

Sze said,
' I learned archery from Yin-kung T'o, who

again learned it from you. I cannot bear to injure

yon with your own science. The business of to-day,

however, is the prince's business, which T dare not

and 3* & . ffe are mere vocal likeness to this account of Mrn<-ius,

particles, -ftf!, read i'o. The name and in which ^r fe f and f&

is elsewhere found ^* / ffc. In the figure as famous archers of Wei. It

if. ff, under the 14th year of Duke is hardly possible, however, to sup

|j, we have a narrative bearing some pose *hat the two accounts are of
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neglect.' He then took his arrows, knocked off their

steel points against the carriage wheel, discharged
four of them, and returned."

CHAPTER XXV. 1. Mencius said, "If the lady Se

had been covered with a filthy headdress, all people
would have stopped their noses in passing her.

2. "Though a man may be wicked, yet if he adjust
his thoughts, fast, and bathe, he may sacrifice to

God."

the same thing. f|$, low. 3rd tone,
"a team of four horses," here used
for a set of four arrows.
CH. 25. IT is ONLY MORAL BKAUTY

THAT IS TRULY EXCELLENT AND AC-
CEPTABLE. 1. Se-tsze, or "western

lady," was a poor girl of Yue, named
She E (J^ Tfc), of surpassing beauty,
presented by the king of Yue to his

enemy the king of Woo, who became
devotedly attached to her, and
neglected all the duties of his gov-
ernment. She was contemporary
with Confucius. The common ac-
count is that she was called "the
western lady," because she lived on
the western bank of a certain stream.
If we may receive the works of ^ ^,
however, as having really proceeded
from that scholar and statesman,

there had been a celebrated beauty
named Se-tsze, two hundred years
before the one of Yue. In translat-

ing lit T* $f? I have followed Chaou
K'e. 2. Jg, both by Chaou K'e and
Choo He, is taken in the sense of

"ugly,
:; in opposition to the beauty

of the lady Se. I cannot but think
Mencius intended it in the sense of
"
wicked," and that his object was to

encourage men to repentance and

well-doing. |f, read chae. See
Con. Ana., VII, vii, et al. F>y the

laws of China, it was competent for

the emperor only to sacrifice to God.
The language of Mencius, in connec-
tion with this fact, very strikingly
shows the virtue he attached to

penitent purification.
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CHAPTER XXVI. 1. Mencius said, "All who speak
about the natures of things, have in fact only their

phenomena to reason from, and the value of a phe-
nomenon is in its being natural.

2. "What I dislike in your wise men is their

boring out their conclusions. If those wise men would

only act as Yu did when he conveyed away the

waters, there would be nothing to dislike in their

wisdom. The manner in which Yu conveyed away

, CH. 26. HOW KNOWLEDGE OUGHT
TO BE PURSUED BY THE CABEFUL
STUDY OF PHENOMENA. Mencius here

points out correctly the path to

knowledge. The rule which he lays
down is quite in harmony with that
of Bacon. It is to be regretted that
in China, more perhaps than in any
other part of the world, has it been

disregarded. 1. is here to be
taken quite generally. Julien finds

fault with Noel for translating it by
reruin nalura, which appears to be

quite correct. Choo He makes it

A4frf&a;3t. than which

nothing could bo more general.

Possibly Mencius may have had in

view the disputes about the nature

of man which were rife in his time,
but the references to Yu's labors with
the waters, and to the studies of

astronomers, show that the term is

used in its signification, ft = our

"phenomenon," the naturr in its de-

velopment. The character is often
used as synonymous with '|i, "facts."

fllj is more than a simple conjunc-
tion, and is to be taken in close

connection with the jfij |S;
Chaou

K'e explains fllj &. #fc jfjj B.
"

(ll '

only do BO by the ft." And phe-

nomena, to be valuable, must be

natural, 5fiJ
= (, "following easily,"

"unconstrained." 2. |J 4f is tho

would-bo wis = "yoiir \vi>t> int<n."

Jt U. "their chiseling," or "borini:."
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the waters was by doing what gave him no trouble.

If your wise men would also do that which gave

them no trouble, their knowledge would also be great.

3. "There is heaven so high; there are the stars so

distant. If we have investigated their phenomena,
we may, while sitting in our places, go back to the

solstice of a thousand years ago."

CHAPTER XXVII. 1. The officer Kung-hang hav-

ing on hand the funeral of one of his sons, the Master

i. e., their forcing things, instead of
"
waiting

" for them, which is a^f Jt-

ffi 3%., "doing that in which they have

many affairs, or much to do." Yu is

said %f ?X, rather than, according
to the common phraseology about
his labors, ^ ?Jt, because iff more
appropriately represents the mode
of his dealing with the waters, ac-

cording to their nature, and not by a

system of force. 3. =p gjg ; ]g,
ace. to modern comm., refers to the
winter solstice, from the midnight
of which, it is supposed, the first

calculation of time began ; Jj( J^ $|
f4 ffii $f %., "we may calculate up to
uml get it." Chuou K'e, however,
makes the meaning to be simply:

" We may sit and determine on what
day the solstice occurred a thousand

years ago." See the B! & M & tft,

where this view is approved.
CH. 27. How MENCIUS WOULD

NOT IMITATE OTHERS IN PAYING
COTXBT TO A FAVORITE. 1. Kung-
hang (low. 1st tone, "a rank," "a
row." Various accounts are given
of the way in which the term passed
along with fc into a double surname)
was an officer of Ts'e, who "had the
funeral of a son." Neither Chaou
K'e nor Choo He offers any remark
on the phrase, but some scholars of

the Sung dynasty, subsequent to
Choo He, explained it as meaning,
# A -f- < 5> "had the funeral duty
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of the Right went to condole with him. When this
noble entered the door, some called him to them and
spoke with him, and some went to his place and
spoke with him.

2. Mencius did not speak with him, so that he was
displeased, and said,

" All the gentlemen have spoken
with me. There is only Mencius who does not speak
to me, thereby slighting me."

3. Mencius, having heard of this remark, said,

"According to the prescribed rules, in the court,

that devolves on a son," i. e., was
occupied with the funeral of one of
his parents, and nearly all commenta-
tors have since followed that view.
The author of the gg ^ ^ $% tft, in
loc., shows clearly, however, that it

is incorrect, and that the true inter-

pretation is the more natural one
given in the translation. The Mas-
ter of the Right here was Wang
Hwan; see II, Pt. II, vi. At the

imperial court, there were the high
nobles, called fa jjjjj

and ^ [$,

"Grand Master," and "Junior Mas-
ter." In the courts of the princes, tho

corresponding nobles were called ;

fiiji
and ^f fiip, "Master of the Left,"

and " Master of t he Right." jf , as
in Con. Ana., VII, xxx, 2. It is to be
understood that all the condolers
made their visit by the prince's
order, and were consequently to

observe the court rules. This is the

explanation of Mencius's conduct.
3.

jjig
refers to the established n

of the court; see the Chow Le, XXII,
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individuals may not change their places to speak with

one another, nor may they pass from their ranks

to bow to one another. I was wishing to observe this

rule, and Tsze-gaou understands it that I was slight-

ing him : is not this strange ?
"

CHAPTER XXVIII. 1. Mencius said,
" That where-

by the superior man is distinguished from other men

is what he preserves in his heart ; namely, benevo-

lence and propriety.

2. "The benevolent man loves others. The man
of propriety shows respect to others.

iii, 1, et al.
|5jf , "steps," or "stairs,"

but here for the ranks of the officers

arranged with reference to the steps
leading up to the hall.

CH. 28. HOW THE SUPERIOR MAN
IS DISTINGUISHED BY THE CULTIVA-

TION OF MORAL EXCELLENCE, AND IS

PLACED THEREBY BEYOND THE REACH
or CALAMITY. 1 . ^ iff nuist not be
understood "he preserves his
heart." The first definition of ^ in

K'ang-he's dictionary is ^, "to be
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3. "He who loves others is constantly loved by
them. He who respects others is constantly respected

by them.

4. "Here is a man, who treats me in a perverse
and unreasonable manner. The superior man in such

a case will turn round upon himself 'I must have

been wanting in benevolence ; I must have been want-

ing in propriety: how should this have happened to

me?'

5. "He examines himself, and is specially benevo-

lent. He turns round upon himself, and is specially

observant of propriety. The perversity and unreason-

ableness of the other, however, are still the same.

in.'' It is not so much an active

verb, "to preserve," as= "to preserve
in." 4. igg (low. 3rd tone) i# pre-

suppose the exercise of love and

respect, which are done despite to.

Jifc 4& = dfc J. 5. & is used for $g,
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The superior man will again turn round on himself

'I must have been failing to do my utmost.'

6. "He turns round upon himself, and proceeds

to do his utmost, but still the perversity and un-

reasonableness of the other are repeated. On this

the superior man says, 'This is a man utterly lost

indeed! Since he conducts himself so, what is there

to choose between him and a brute? Why should

I go to contend with a brute ?
'

7. "Thus it is that the superior man has a life-

long anxiety and not one morning's calamity. As

to what is matter of anxiety to him, that he has.

aa often elsewhere, fo, in the sense
]

"to charge," "to reprove.
of

low. 3rd
, "doing one's utmost."

,
= |, "to compare

with." It is explained in the diet.
with reference to this passage, by j|;,

proceeding from within; ,^,, coming
from without. , must be
understood from the expressions
below. There may be calamity, but
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sa?/<9, 'Shun was a man, and I also am a man.

But Shun became an example to the empire, and

Ms conduct was worthy to be handed down to after

ages, while I am nothing better than a villager.' This

indeed is proper matter of anxiety to him. And in

what way is he anxious about it ? Just that he may
be like Shun: then only will he stop. As to what

the superior man would feel to be a calamity, there

is no such thing. He does nothing which is not

according to propriety. If there should befall him one

morning's calamity, the superior man does not ac-

count it a calamity."

the superior man is superior to it.

TJr, "but." We must supply, "He
should be without anxiety, but he

has anxiety."
tone. = &.

low. 1st
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CHAPTER XXIX. 1. Yu and Tseih, in an age of

tranquilizing government, thrice passed their doors

without entering them. Confucius praised them.

2. The disciple Yen, in an age of confusion, dwelt

in a mean narrow lane, having his single bamboo cup
of rice, and his single gourd dish of water; other men
could not have endured the distress, but he did not

allow his joy to be affected by it. Confucius praised

him.

3. Mencius said,
"
Yu, Tseih, and Yen Hwuy agreed

in the principle of their conduct.

4. "Yu thought that if any one in the empire

CH. 29. A RECONCILING PRINCIPLE
WILL BE FOUND TO UNDERLIE THE
OUTWARDLY DIFFERENT CONDUCT OF
GREAT AND GOOD MEN; IN HONOR
OF YEN HWUY, WITH A REFERENCE
TO MENCIUS HIMSELF. 1. See III,
Pt. I, iv, 6, 7, 8. The thrice passing
his door without entering it was
proper to Yu, though it is here

attributed also to Tseih. H, used

as a verb,
" to pronounce a worthy,"

= "to praise." 2. See Con. Ana., VI,
ix. ^p }

and %[, {
are contrasted,

but a tranquil age was not a char-

acteristic of Yu and Tseih's time.

It was an age of tranquilization.
3- m at, it= 3ft

'
B, "what
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were drowned, it was as if he drowned him. Tseih

thought that if any one in the empire suffered hunger,
it was as if he famished him. It was on this account

that they were so earnest.

5. "If Yu and Tseih, and the philosopher Yen
had exchanged places, each would have done what the

other did.

6. "Here now in the same apartment with you
are people fighting: you ought to part them. Though
you part them with your cap simply tied over your
unbound hair, your conduct will be allowable.

was proper in principle." 4. gj,

used for )jg. 5. ftlj -g- g, lit.,
" then

all so," the meaning being as in the

translation. Yen Hwuy, in the cir-

cumstances of Yu and Tseih, would

have been found laboring with as

much energy and self -denial for the

public good as they showed ; and Yu
and Tseih, in the circumstances of

Hwuy, would have lived in obscurity

contented as he was, and happy in

the pursuit of the truth and in cul-

tivation of themselves. G. M, read

p'e, low. 1st tone. The rules an-

ciently prescribed for dressing were

very minute. Much had to be done

with the hair before the final act of

putting on the cap, with its strings

($8) ^d under the chin, could IKS

performed. In the case in the te-\t,

all this is neglected. The urgency

of the case, and the intimacy of thr

individual with the parties quarrel-

ing, justify such neglect. $C .*

lit., "to save them," i. e., to part

them. This was the case of Yu and
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7. "If the fighting be only in the village or neigh-

borhood, if you go to put an end to it with your

cap tied over your hair unbound, you will be in error.

Although you should shut your door in such a case,

your conduct would be allowable."

CHAPTER XXX. 1. The disciple Kung-too said,
"
Throughout the whole kingdom everybody pro-

nounces K'wang unfilial. But you, Master, keep

company with him, and moreover treat him with

politeness. I venture to ask why you do so."

Tseih, in their relation to their times,
while that in the next par. is sup-
posed to illustrate the case of Yen
Hwuy in relation to his. But Men-
cius's illustrations are generally hap-
pier than these.

CH. 30. How MKNCIUS EXPLAINED
HIS FRIENDLY INTERCOURSE WITH A
MAN CHARGED WITH BEING UNFILIAL.
1. K'wang Chang was an officer of
Ts'e. His name, ace. to $ ,

was Chang, and designation Chang-
tsze, BO that Kung-too calls him by
his name, and Mencius by his desig.

In opp. to this, 3pt J^_ ^ says that

Kung-too merely drops a part of

the designation, just as when Yen
Hwuy is called Yen Yuen, instead

of Yen Tsze-yueii. But both these

explanations are to be rejected.

Chang was the name, and the ^f-

in 3fL J- is simply equivalent to

our Mr. &
. jg,

" ramble with

him,j;
i. e., as commonly under-

stood, "allow him to come about

your gate, your school." ^ $,
"and moreover from that," i. e.,
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2. Mencius replied, "There are five things which

are said in the common practice of the age to be

unfilial. The first is laziness in the use of one's four

limbs, without attending to the nourishment of his

parents. The second is gambling and chess playing,
and being fond of wine, without attending to the

nourishment of his parents. The third is being fond

of goods and money, and selfishly attached to his

wife and children, without attending to the nourish-

ment of his parents. The fourth is following the

desires of one's ears and eyes, so as to bring his

in addition to that. 2. may
be taken together, simply =" chess

playing,"' or separately, as in the

translation; see Con. Analects, XVII,
selfishly i- e. t

due place, above his parents, loving
wife and children." I cannot see

why some should give a BrnMinl

meaning to f here. The sdvan. .

of moaning from f to fc shows that

partially putting them out of their
|

the former is to bo tnkrn in tin'
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parents to disgrace. The fifth is being fond of bravery,

fighting and quarreling so as to endanger his parents.

Is Chang guilty of any one of these things ?

3.
" Now between Chang and his father there arose

disagreement, he, the son, reproving his father, to

urge him to wnat was good.

4. "To urge one another to what is good by re-

proofs is the way of friends. But such urging between

father and son is the greatest injury to the kindness

which should prevail between them.

5. "Moreover, did not Chang wish to have in his

family the relationships of husband and wife, child

and mother ? But because he had offended his father,

lighter sense of "disgrace." 3, 4. precedes 3 here to show that

Comp. Pt. I, xviii. 'f- ^ j| Us qp i K'wang Chang had been the ag-
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and was not permitted to approach him, he sent away
his wife, and drove forth his son, and all his life

receives no cherishing attention from them. He
settled it in his mind that if he did not act in
this way, his would be one of the greatest of crimes.
Such and nothing more is the case of Chang."
CHAPTER XXXI. 1. When the philosopher Tsang

dwelt in Wooshing, there came a band from Yue
to plunder it. Some one said to him, "The plunderers
are coming: why not leave this?" Tsang on this

left the city, saying to the man in charge of the house.

gresaor. 5. j^, upper 2nd tone.
Readers net Chinese will think that

Chang's treatment of his wife and
son was more criminal than hia
conduct to his father. ^ $J |jl . J\.

%, ;SjJb "this," embracing the two
things, his giving offense to his fa-

ther, and still continuing to enjoy
the comforts of wife and son.

CH. 31. How MENCIUS EXPLAINED
THE DIFFERENT CONDUCT OF THE
PHILOSOPHER TSANQ AND OF TSZE-
8ZE IN SIMILAR CIRCUMSTANCKS. 1.

Woo-shing, see Con. Analects. VI,
xii. .It appears below that T.a.ng
had opened a school or lecture room

in the place. Many understand that
he had been invited to do so, to be
a 5| 1$, "guest and teacher," by the
commandant. Woo-shing is prob-
ably to be referred to a place in the
dis. of ^ f in the dep. of Yen-
chow. It was thus in the south of

Shantung. South from it, and cov-

ering the present Kiangsu and

part of Chekiang, were the posses-
sions of Woo (^) and Yu6, all in

Tsang-tsze's time subject to Yu.'.

See in the | fg, in loc., a somewhat
similar incident in Taunt's life (prob-

ably a different version of the Hiiin.'),

in which the plunderers arc from
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"Do not lodge any persons in my house, lest they
break and injure the plants and trees." When the

plunderers withdrew, he sent word to him, saying,

"Repair the walls of my house. I am about to re-

turn." When the plunderers retired, the philosopher

Tsang returned accordingly. His disciples said, "Since

our master was treated with so much sincerity and

respect, for him to be the first to go away on the

arrival of the plunderers, so as to be observed by
the people, and then to return on their retiring, ap-

pears to us to be improper." Shin-yew Hing said,

"You do not understand this matter. Formerly,

Loo. 0, ^ 5U, sj u, the trans-
lation needs to be supplemented here

considerably to bring out the mean-
ing. ^ ia explained in K'ang-he's
dictionary, with reference to this

passage, by ^, "grass," or small

plants generally. % jg ftlj 0, this

must= "sent word to." ^ Jff,

we should rather expect J|f !). If ffi

be translated actively, we must

supply as a nominative "the gov-
ernor of the city." Shin- (J^fc is pro-
nounced as ^f. So, commonly. But
the point is doubtful. See the ^|

f, in loc.) yew Hing is supposed to

have been a disciple of Ts'ang's, a
native of Wooshing. The Shin-yew
whom he mentions below was an-
other person of the same surname
with whom Tsang and his disciplea
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when Shin-yew was exposed to the outbreak of the

grass carriers, there were seventy disciples in our

master's following, and none of them took part in the

matter."

2. When Tsze-sze was living in Wei, there came

a band from Ts'e to plunder. Some one said to him,

"The plunderers are coming; why not leave this?"

Tsze-sze said, "If I go away, whom will the prince

have to guard the state with ?
"

3. Mencius said, "The philosopher Tsang and

Tsze-sze agreed in the principle of their conduct.

Tsang was a teacher in the place of a father or

elder brother. Tsze-sze was a minister in a mean, r

( %i~ti ~fa above) were living. principle which justified his . ,,n<lu. t.

Bl, low. 3rd tone. Shin-yew King
adduces this other case, as analogous
to Tsanff's leaving Wooshing, in-

timating that he acted on a certain

2. was Tsze-sze's mum..

living in Wei," i. e., w
sustaining office. B. Comp. oh. xxvui,

3, 5. The reader can judge how far
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place. If the philosopers Tsang and Tsze-sze had

exchanged places, the one would have done what

the other did."

CHAPTER XXXII. The officer Ch'oo said to Mencius,

"Master, the king sent persons to spy out whether

you were really different from other men." Mencius

said, "How should I be different from other men!

Yaou and Shun were just the same as other men."

CHAPTER XXXIII. 1. A man of Ts'e had a wife

and a concubine, and lived together with them in

his house. When their husband went out, he would

the defense of Tsang's conduct is

satisfactory.
CH. 32. SAGES ABE JUST LIKE

OTHER MEN. This Ch'oo was a
minister of Ts'e. We must suppose
that it was the private manners and
way of living of Mencius, which the

king wanted to spy out, unless the

thing occurred on Mencius's first

arrival in Ts'e, and before he had
any interview with the king.

CH. 33. THE DISGRACEFUL MEANS
WHICH MEN TAKE TO SEEK FOR
WEALTH AND HONORS. 1. As Choo
He observes, there ought to be, at
the beginning of the chapter, jjg -^f-

0, "Mencius said." The phrase jfjj

|H (up. 2nd tone) ^ ^ is not easily

managed in translating. The sub-

ject of it is the "man of Ts'e," and
not the wife and concubine. It is

descriptive of him as living with
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get himself well filled with wine and flesh, and then

return, and, on his wife's asking him with whom he

ate and drank, they were sure to be all wealthy and

honorable people. The wife informed the concubine,

saying, "When our good man goes out, he ig sure

to come back having partaken plentifully of wine

and flesh. I asked with whom he ate and drank,

and they are all, it seems, wealthy and honorable

people. And yet no people of distinction ever come

here. I will spy out where our good man go< -."

Accordingly, she got up early in the morning, and

privately followed wherever her husband went.

Throughout the whole city, there was no one \\lm

stood or talked with him. At last, he came to those

them, and being the head of a

family, ; fij fc fiS as ia said

in the id gf, "having the duty of

Betting an example to its members."
Jj| \, corresponding to the Scot-

tish term of "goodman" for husband.

JJf H tfc A %f~not "who gave liim

to drink and eat," as Julien m.ik.-

it. J^f ;, ., the verb, as also

below, and in Jfc, fife, jffi ft,

%&> read e > i. e. f either 1<>\\. IM. in-

low. 3rd tone. H, plainly used
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who were sacrificing among the tombs beyond the

outer wall on the east, and begged what they had

over. Not being satisfied, he looked about, and went

to another party: and this was the way in which

he got himself satiated. His wife returned, and in-

formed the concubine, saying, "It was to our husband

that we looked up in hopeful contemplation with

whom our lot is cast for life; and now these are

his ways!" On this, along with the concubine she

reviled their husband, and they wept together in the

middle hall. In the meantime the husband, knowing

nothing of all this, came in with a jaunty air, carrying

himself proudly to his wife and concubine.

for "city/' |fl, see II, Pt. II, i, 2.
|

2l fife, "went to another place,":
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2. In the view of a superior man, as to the ways

by which men seek for riches, honors, gain, and ad-

vancement, there are few of their wives and concubines

who would not be ashamed and weep together on

account of them.

" another party." 2. f| ;fc, as in ch.

six, 1, but it is here an adjective,

few.'
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WAN CHANG. PART I
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CHAPTER I. 1. Wan Chang asxed Mencius, saying,
When "Shun went into the fields, he cried out and

wept towards the pitying heavens. Why did he cry
out and weep?" Mencius replied, "He was dissatis-

fied, and full of earnest desire."

2. Wan Chang said, "When his parents love him,
a son rejoices and forgets them not. When his parents

This Book is named from the chief
interlocutor in it, Wan Chang (see
III, Pt. II, v). The tradition is that
it was in company with Wan Chang's
disciples, that Mencius baffled in his

hopes of doing public service, and
having retired into privacy, com-
posed the seven Books, which con-
stitute his Works. The first part of

this Book is occupied with discus-
sions about Shun, and other ancient
worthies.
CH. 1. SHUN'S GEEAT FILIAL

PIETY : -HOW IT CARRIED HIM INTO
THE FIELDS TO WEEP AND DEPLORE
HIS INABILITY TO SECURE THE AFFEC-
TION AND SYMPATHY OF HIS PARENTS.
! f)Jt> low. 1st tone, "to cry out."
It has another signification in the
same tone,

" to weep," which would
answer equally well. See the inci-

dent related in the Shoo-king, II, ii,

21, from which we learn that such

behavior was a characteristic of his

earlier life, when he was "plowing"
at the foot of the Leih hill, -g; ^,
the name given to the autumnal sky
or heavens. Two meanings have been

assigned to ;; "the variegated,"
with reference to the beautiful tints

(^C si?-) of matured nature; and "the
compassionate," as if it were gg-, with
reference to the decay of nature.
This latter is generally acquiesced
in. I have translated ^J- by "to-

wards," but the paraph, in the
fj

is: "He cried out and called upon
pitying Heaven, that lovingly over-

shadows and compassionates this

lower world, weeping at the same
time." ^g H, simply, "he was
murmuring and desiring." The mur-
muring was at himself, but this is

purposely kept in the background,
and Chang supposed that he was

murmuring at his parents. 2. H
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hate him, though they punish him, he does not mur-

mur. Was Shun then murmuring against his parents ?
' '

Mencius answered, "Ch'ang Seih asked Kung-ming
Kaou, saying, 'As to Shun's going into the fields,

I have received your instructions, but I do not know
about his weeping and crying out to the pitying

heavens and to his parents.' Kung-ming Kaou an-

swered him, 'You do not understand that matter.'

Now, Kung-ming Kaou supposed that the heart of

the filial son could not be so free of sorrow. Shun

would say, 'I exert my strength to cultivate the fields,

? $Sl, see Con. Ana., IV,
xviii. Kung-ming Kaou is generally
understood to have been a disciple
of Tsang Sin, and Ch'ang Seih again
to have been a disciplo of Kaou.

if $6 ^ K &' "I have received your
annm<in<lN;'

: "commands," said def-

erentially for "instructions," as in

III, Pt. I, v, 5. T 3 4 is also

from the Shop-king, though omitted

above in par. 1. In translating we

must reverse the order of fft $r, "he

wept and cried out, to heaven, to

his parents." # flf flf *fl &,
see IV, Pt. II, xxxi, 1. .^ ft

"not so without sorrow'," i. -.. not.

so, as common people would liave

it, and as (Vang -^oih thoughtwould
have l)tv>ii n'L'lit, tlint ho rould n--

frain from \vrrping anil i-rying out.

posed to pass through .Shim's miml.
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but I am there by only discharging my office as a

son. What can there be in me that my parents do

not love me ?
'

3. "The emperor caused his own children, nine

sons and two daughters, the various officers,

oxen and sheep, storehouses and granaries, all to

be prepared, to serve Shun amid the channeled

fields. Of the scholars of the empire there were

multitudes who flocked to him. The emperor de-

signed that Shun should superintend the empire along

with him, and then to transfer it tc him entirely.

But because his parents were not in accord with

dt=^, up. 1st tone. 3. See the

Shoo-king, I, par. 12, but the various
incidents of the particular honors
conferred on Shun, and his influence,
are to be collected from the general

history of him and Yaou. There is,

however, an important discrepancy
between Mencius's account of Shun,
and that in the Shoo -king. There,
when he is first recommended to

Yaou by the high officers, they base
their recommendation on the fact

of his having overcome the evil that
was in his parents and brother, and

brought them to self-government.
The Shoo-king, moreover, mentions

only one son of Yaou, Tan Choo
(f5* ^), and says nothing of the nine
who are hero said to have been put
under the command of Yaou. 1 hey
are mentioned, however, in the "His-
torical Records," g| & fE. -fr flf W
55 T = JKF H W (

= ffl) *g ^ T- ifii
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him, he felt like a poor man who has nowhere to

turn to.

4. "To be delighted in by the scholars of the

empire, is what men desire, but it was not sufficient

to remove the sorrow of Shun. The possession of

beauty is what men desire, and Shun had for his

wives the two daughters of the emperor, but this

was not sufficient to remove his sorrow. Riches are

what men desire, and the empire was the rich property

of Shun9 but this was riot sufficient to remove his

sorrow. Honors are what men desire, and Shun had

the dignity of being emperor, but this was not suffi-

cient to remove his sorrow. The reason \\ hy the being

the object of men's delight, the possession of beauty,

see IV, Pt. 1, xxviii, 1. 4. , &
is here= our "a beauty,"

" beauties."

jg up. 2nd tone, here aa a verb, "to

\vivn," "to have for wife." (>!

tho force of ft, leading on to wlmt.

follows as the explanation of tho
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riches, and honors, were not sufficient to remove his

sorrow, was that it could be removed only by his

getting his parents to be in accord with him.

5. "The desire of the child is towards his father

and mother. When he becomes conscious of the

attractions of beauty, his desire is towards young
and beautiful women. When he comes to have a

wife and children, his desire is towards them. When
he obtains office, his desire is towards his sovereign:

if he cannot get the regard of his sovereign, he burns

within. But the man of great filial piety, to the

end of his life, has his desire towards his parents.

In the great Shun I see the case of one whose desire

at fifty years was towards them."

preceding circumstances. 5. '}$, though I have translated it in the

up. 3rd tone, "young," "little." ? , ^
fe,-the term has a different accept^'

* way. 3t.-i the sense of ,

tion from that in the prec. par., "beautiful."
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CHAPTER II. 1. Wan Chang asked Mencius, saying,
"It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,'

'In marrying a wife, how ought a man to proceed?

He must inform his parents.'

If the rule be indeed as here expressed, no man ought
to have illustrated it so well as Shun. How was

it that Shun's marriage took place without his inform-

ing his parents?" Mencius replied, "If he had in-

formed them, he would not have been able to marry.

That male and female should dwell together, is the

greatest of human relations. If Shun had informed

his parents, he must have made void this greatest of

human relations, thereby incurring their resentment.

On this account, he did not inform them."

CH. 2. DEFENSK OF SHUN AGAINST
THE CHAKGK.S OF VIOLATING THE I'KOl'-

EB RULE IN THE WAY OF HIS MARRY-
ING, AND OF HYPOCRISY IN HIS CON-
DUCT TO HIS BROTHER. 1, 2. Comp.
Pt. I, xxvi. |$ :g, see the She-

king, I, viii, Ode VI, st. 3. &

low. 3rd tone, UH in AM;I.. 1JI. \\n.

Jgf=Sft,
"if indeed." & /*,

if lie had not. married, tli<-n his

parents would have htvd rause to I '

angry with him, for allowing
llu

line of the family to terminate.

This seems to be the meaning of
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2. Wan Chang said, "As to Shun's marrying with-

out informing his parents, I h&ve heard your instruc-

tions; but how was it that the emperor gave him
his daughters as wives without informing Shun's

parents?'" Mencius said, "The emperor also knew
that if he informed them, he could not marry his

daughters to him."

3. Wan Chang said, "His parents set Shun to

repair a granary, to which, the ladder having been

removed, Koo-sow set fire. They also made him dig
a well. He got out, but they, not knowing that,

proceeded to cover him up. Seang said, 'Of the

scheme to cover up the city-forming prince the merit

the phrase. [JJJ $$, as in the last

chap, fj? . . . jfjj ;K -^, -^ here is

understood as = "
requiring Shun to

inform his paronts." 3. Shun's half
brother is understood to have been
the instigator in the attempts on his
life here mentioned. The incidents,
however, are taken from tradition,

and not from the Shoo-king. Shun
covered himself with two bamboo
screens, and made his way through
the fire. In the second case, he
found a hole or passage in the side

of the wall, arid got away by means

|

of it. |ffi ;g', it is mentioned in the

1 last chapter, how the scholars of the
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is all mine. Let my parents have his oxen and sheep.
Let them have his storehouses and granaries. His

shield and spear shall be mine. His lute shall be mine.

His bow shall be mine. His two wives I shall make
attend for me to my bed.' Seang then went away
into Shun's palace, and there was Shun on his couch

playing on his lute. Seang saidj *! am come simply
because I was thinking anxiously about you.' At the

same time, he blushed deeply. Shun said to him, 'There

are all my officers: do you undertake the government
of them for me.' I do not know whether Shun was

ignorant of Seang's wishing to kill him." Mencius

empire flocked to Shun. They say
that if he lived in one place for a year,
he formed a |, or "assemblage";
in two years, he formed a ^, or

"town," and in three, a tffl, or

"capital." With reference to this,

Seang calls him f|$ -ft. J|, now
confined to the emperor, WE, \vu.s

anciently used by high and low.

jig;,
"a carved bow," said to luno

been given to Shun by Yaou, as a
token of his associating him with

him on the throne. ^ tj|, '*

"the two sisters-in-law." ft^W.'-
"

bed," or "couch." $? (f.U.y, /! W, -

y} = Jp, as a final part it-It*, "only."
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answered, "How could he be ignorant of that? But

when Seang was sorrowful, he was also sorrowful;

when Seang was joyful, he was also joyful."

4. Cliang said, "In that case, then, did not Shun

rejoice hypocritically ?" Mencius replied, "No. For-

merly, some one sent a present of a live fish to

Tsze-ch'an of Ch'ing. Tsze-ch'an ordered his pond

keeper to keep it in the pond, but that officer cooked

it, and reported the execution of his commission,

saying, 'When I first let it go, it appeared embar-

rassed. In a little, it seemed to be somewhat at

ease, and then it swam away joyfully.' Tsze-ch'an

The expression literally is, "with
suppressed anxiety thinking of you
only." 4. jfc (read heaou, low. 3rd

tone) X is taken by all the com-

mentators, as .Efe. Jljt, :Jg /] 3, "a small
officer over the ponds," but I do not
know that this meaning of the

phrase is found elsewhere. / js)r,
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observed,
' It had got into its element ! It had got into

its element!' The pond keeper then went out and

said, <Who calls Tsze-ch'an a wise man? After I had
cooked and eaten the fish, he says, "It had got into

its element! it had got into its element!'" Thus a

superior man may be imposed on by what seems to be
as it ought to be, but he cannot be entrapped by
what is contrary to right principle. Seang came
in the way in which the love of his elder broth* T

would have made him come; therefore Shun sincerely

believed him, and rejoiced. What hypocrisy was

there?"

as
inJII,

Pt. I, ii, 3. ft ^ J- Pj #,
zj a;, compare Con. Ana., VI,
xxiv. t :B:

-)j,
"
by ita class," the

meaning being as in the translation.

Choo He says: "Moacius says
that Shun knew well that Seang
wished to kill him, but when he saw
him sorrowful, he was sorrowful, and
when he saw him joyful, he was

joyful. The case was that liis

brotherly feeling could not be re-

pressed. Whether the tilings men-
tioned by Wan Chang really occurred
or not, we do not know. But .Men-

cms was able to know and doscril>

the mind of Slum, and that is the

only thing here worth
about."
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CHAPTER III. 1. Wan Chang said, "Seang made it

his daily business to slay Shun. When Shun was
made emperor, how was it that he only banished
him?" Mencius said, "He raised him to be a prince.
Some supposed that it was banishing him."

2. Wan Chang said, "Shun banished the su-

perintendent of works to Yewchow; he sent away
Hwan-taou to the mountain Ts'ung; he slew the prince

of San Meaou in Sanwei; and he imprisoned K'wan
on the mountain Yu. When the crimes of those four

CH. 3. EXPLANATION LND DEFENSE
OF SHUN'S CONDUCT IN THE CASE OF
HIS WICKED BROTHER SEANG ;

HOW
HE BOTH DISTINGUISHED HIM, AND
KEPT HIM UNDER RESTRAINT. 1.

Jfc = !> "to place," with the idea of

keeping in the place= " to banish."

Chang's thought was that Seang
should have been put to death, and
not merely banished. ^ Q, it

seems best to understand 3 as

meaning "supposed," and not "said."

2. The different individuals men-
tioned here are aL spoken of in the

Shoo-king, Pt. II, i, 12, which see.
dt X is a name of office. The sur-

name or name of the holder of it is

not found in the Shoo-king. Hwan-
taou was the name of the if] &,

"minister of instruction." ne ap-
pears in the Shoo-king, as the friend
of the ^t ^, recommending him to

Yaou; hence Choo He says that
these two were confederate in evil.

5i ]Si is to be understood, in the

text, as "the prince of San Meaou,"
which was the name of a state, near
the Tungt'irig lake, embracing the

present dep. of {j ')]], and extending
towards Wuchang. K'wan was
the name of the father of Yu. The

places mentioned are difficult of

identification. Yewpe is referred to

the pres. j ;H'|,
and the dis. of

Lingling, in the dep. of xK !H1 m
Honan. j% is said by Choo He
to = gfc, "to cut off," but that is too

strong. H ftsft Jfa B9 ft Pi,
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were thus punished, the whole empire acquiesced :-
it was a cutting off of men who were destitute of

benevolence. But Seang was of all men the most
destitute of benevolence, and Shun raised him to be
the prince of Yewpe; of what crimes had the people
of Yewpe been guilty? Does a benevolent man

really act thus? In the case of other men, he cut

them off; in the case of his brother, he raised him
to be a prince." Mencius replied, "A benevolent

man does not lay up anger, nor cherish resentment

against his brother, but only regards him with af-

fection and love. Regarding him with affection, he

wishes him to be honorable: regarding him with love,

he wishes him to be rich. The appointment of Seang
to be the prince of Yewpe was to enrich and ennoble

taking p$ as meaning "crimes." BR,

"submitted," i. e., acknowledge the

justice of the punishments inflicted.

& fife A 1$ Z-, appears to bo

incomplete, as if Menciu.s luid not

permitted his disciple to lini>h \\hut

ho hud to say. fe %-i, "to lodge, as

if for a night, rosciitnn-iit
"

; romp. $J
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him. If while >^Aww himself was emperor, his brother

had been a common man, could he have been said to

regard him with affection and love ?
"

3. Wan Chang said, "I venture to ask what you
mean by saying that some supposed that it was a

banishing of Seang?" Mencius replied, "Seang could

do nothing in his state. The emperor appointed an

officer to administer its government, and to pay over

its revenues to him. This treatment of him led to

its being said that he was banished. How indeed could

he be allowed the means of oppressing the people ?

Nevertheless, Shun wished to be continually seeing

him, and, by this arrangement, he came incessantly to

m, Ana., XII, xii, 2. 3. ^ ft # #,
"did not get to have doing," i. e.,

was not allowed to act independ-

ently. giffi=3g|0fit (taking

X as a verb) *ft. jg jg, "the

uninterrupted flowing of a stream."
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court, as is signified in that expression 'He did not

wait for the rendering of tribute, or affairs of govern-

ment, to receive the prince of Yewpe.'"

CHAPTER IV. 1. Heen-k'ew Mung asked Mencius,

saying, "There is the saying, 'A scholar of complete

virtue may not be employed as a minister by his

sovereign, nor treated as a son by his father. Shun

stood with his face to the south, and Yaou, at the

entirely contrary interpretations of it

have been given. One is that given
in the translation. It is the view of

Chaou K'e, and is found in the

modem Pe-che ($$ g1

), or "< 'ompletu

Digest of Annotations on the Fm-
Books." Most modern commentaries,
however, take an opposite view :

"The scholar of complete virtue

cannot employ his sovereign as a
minister, or treat his father as a

son." This view is preferred ly
Julien, who styles the other

bad. I am satisfied that the other

is the correct one. If it \\ere not,

why should Mencius condemn the

sentiment as that of an uninsfru<-te<l

man. $ \ft [fif, -I; ui, follows

direct example of the prineiplo an-

nounced. Shun was the scholar oi

<"r* & .H ^ J$> is a quotation by
Mencius from some book that is 'now
lost. There were regular seasons for
the princea in general to repair to

court, and emergencies of govern-
ment which required their presence,
but Shun did not wish his brother
to wait for such occasions, but to
be often with him. The ^ extends
over the two clauses, which=

CH. 4. EXPLANATION OB SHTJN'S
CONDUCT WITH REFKKKNCE TO THE
EMPEKOB YAOU, AND HIS FATHER
Koo-sow. 1. Heen-k'ew Mung was
a disciple of Mencius. The surname
Heen-k'ew was derived from a place
of that name where his progenitors
had resided. The saying which Mung
adduces extends to ^ $ V- Two
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head of all the princes, appeared before him at court

with his face to the north. Koo-sow also did the

same. When Shun saw Koo-sow, his countenance

became discomposed, Confucius said, "At this time,

in what a perilous condition was the empire! Its

state was indeed unsettled."' I do not know whether

what is here said reaUy took place." Mencius replied,

"No. These are not the words of a superior man.

They are the sayings of an uncultivated person of

the east of Ts*e. When Yaou was old, Shun was
associated with him in the government. It is

said in the 'Canon of Yaou,'
* After twenty and

eight years, the Highly Meritorious one deceased.

complete virtue, and therefore the

emperor Yaou, and his father Koo-
sow, both appeared before him as

subjects. ^ ^, :g ^, and the re.

marks of Confucius are to be taken
as a protest against the arrange-
ments described in the preceding
pars. ]^j [gf, Jfc IS], see Con. Ana.,

VI, i. fjp is to be joined as an adj.
with A> and not as a noun with

^. The passage quoted from the

Shoo-king is now found in the Canon
of Shun, and not that of Y',ou; =
see II, i, 13. ^", lower 3rd tone,

jjjg, upper 2nd tone, "a year." Jfc

(upper 2nd tone; see III, Pt. I,
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The people acted as if they were mourning for a
father or mother for three years, and up to the borders

of the four seas every sound of music was hushed.'
Confucius said, 'There are not two suns in the sky,
nor two sovereigns over the people.' Shun having
been emperor, and, moreover, leading on all the

princes to observe the three years' mourning for Yaou,
there would have been in this case two emperors."

2. Heen-k'ew Mung said, "On the point of Shun'e
not treating Yaou as a minister, I have received your
instructions. But it is said in the 'Book of Poetry,'

*v > 8) j|{|
is not in the classic, ^g,

(=81) $> Choo He makes 81= 7t"
' ' to ascend." The animus ascends at

death, and the anima $ , "descends":
hence the combination- "dissolu-

tion," "decease." The diet., how-
ever, makes Jg, simply =$-, and the

phrase = " vanish away." "gf j|^ is the

people within the imperial domain;
the pq $ denotes the rest of the em-
pire, beyond that. Some, however,

approved by the [] ff|, make fj" ^ =
f\

'jjf, "the officers," and {?y ffi "all tho

people." 3? #!: the terms for n de-
ceased father and mother. H *&,
for^ the classic has |g. The A If",

"eight sounds," are all instruments
of music, formed of metal, stone,

cord, bamboo, calabash, earthen

ware, lea< her, or wood. The meaning
is that up to the time of Yuou's
decease. Shun wa only vice empernr.
and, therefore. Y;n>n ne\ir <-onM

have appeared before him in the

position of a subject. 2.
. f* IV.

is not to be taken with reference
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' Under the whole heaven,

Every spot is the sovereign's ground ;

To the borders of the land,

Every individual is the sovereign's minister ;

'

and Shun had become emperor. I venture to ask

how it was that Koo-sow was not one of his ministers."

Menciua answered, "That ode is not to be understood

in that way: it speaks of being laboriously engaged
in the sovereign's business, so as not to be able

to nourish one's parents, as if the author said, 'This

is all the sovereign's business, and how is it that I

alone am supposed to have ability, and am made
to toil in it?' Therefore, those who explain the odes

may not insist on one term so as to do violence

to the phrase jft ^ Iff) &> but to
j

and especially to Mencius's explana-
the general scope of the prec. par., )

tion. The restricting it to the
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to a sentence, nor on a sentence so as to do violence

to the general scope. They must try with then-

thoughts to meet that scope, and then we shall ap-

prehend it. If we simply take single sentences, there

is that in the ode called 'The Milky Way,'

'Of the black-haired people of the remnant of Chow,

There is not half a one left.'

If it had been really as thus expressed, then not an

individual of the people of Chow was left.

3. "Of all which a filial son can attain to, there

is nothing greater than his honoring his parents. And
of what can be attained to in the honoring one's

parents, there is nothing greater than the nourishing

former, in opposition to the maxim
^ B ffi *& ;, has led to the

erroneous view of the whole passage
animadverted on above. Mung is

now convinced that it was only on
Yaou's death that Shun became full

emperor, but after that event there

Btill remained the relation between

him and Koo-sow, and how could
he be at once sovereign aud son to
him ? How was it that. Koo-sow
would be at once father arid 8ul>ji-t.

to him ?
,j\]f i;-, -see the She-king,

ll.vi. Ode I, st. 2. 3J f* }

see the She-king, III, iii. Ode IV,
st. 3. J&, "the scope,

1 '
i. e., the
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them with the whole empire. Koo-sow was the father

of the emperor; this was the height of honor. Shun

nourished him with the whole empire; this was the

height of nourishing. In this was verified the sen-

timent in the 'Book of Poetry,'

' Ever cherishing filial thoughts,

Those filial thoughts became an example to after ages.'

4.
" It is said in the * Book of History,'

'

Reverently

performing his duties, he waited on Koo-sow, and was

full of veneration and awe. Koo-sow also believed

him and conformed to virtue.
'

This is the true case

of the scholar of complete virtue not being treated as a

son by his father."

mind or aim of the writer. 3. |$ 0,
see the She-king, III, i, Ode IX,

st. 3, celebrating the praises of King
Woo. This par. shows that Shun,
by his exaltation, honored his father

only the more exceedingly. He was
the more "a son " to Koo -sow. 4. #
0, see the Shoo-king, II, ii, 15.

Jflf (read chae) gg (the classic has

Qi), this seems to be a supplement
by Mencius, as if he said, "There
is indeed a meaning in that saying
that a scholar of complete virtue

cannot Vie treated as a son by his

father, for in the case of Shun and
Koo -sow we see that the father was
affected by the son, and not the son

by the father."
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CHAPTER V. 1. Wan Chang said, "Was it the
case that Yaou gave the empire to Shun?" Mencius
said, "No. The emperor cannot give the empire to

another."
2.

" Yes ; but Shun had the empire. Who gave it

to him?" "Heaven gave it to him," was the answer.
3.

"' Heaven gave it to him': did Heaven confer

its appointment on him with specific injunctions?"
4. Mencius replied, "No. Heaven does not speak.

It simply showed its will by his personal conduct, and
his conduct of affairs."

CH. 5. How SHUN GOT THE EM-
PIRE BY THE GIFT OF HEAVEN. VOX
POPUTJ, vox DEI. 1. ^f IS, see I,

Pt. II,ii, =# 2. 5cH, is

it not plain that by "Heaven" in

this chapter we are to understand
God ? Many commentators under-
stand by it S|, "reason," or "the truth

and fitness of things," saving in the

expression ij 5^ in par. 1,

where they take it as= Sfc, "fate/'

On this the author of the H &
at H $t fl> "A Collection of the Most

Important Comments of the Learned
on the Four Books," says
a JIB

. 9 IT; 4L ft ft ^ * Jt !'.

'Heu-chae supposes that in this one

case (4fe ^) the word Heaven

means fate. But this is a great error.

In this chapter 'Heaven' sigmtirs
the government of God, within which

are included both reason and fate."

3. 35H A 4f *
" * what y u

say." |[ (up. 2nd tone) DC $*,
" with repetitions." The paraphrase
in the fl J$ is: --"As to what yon
say, Heaven gave it to him, did H. .i\ -

en indeed express its instruct i"ns.

and commands to him again uncl

again? If it did not do H<>, \\h--ni

is tllO KHMHIll for \\ll.lt \on

4. '??. low. :{ni (OIKS "cnn. liic-l," lus

O|i|iosii(l
to ty, "thn -olldlH'|. ()f llf-

f.iirs." ?fi ,
"s)io\v.l it,'' i. <-. Us

will to givo him (ho ompim. I lir

cluir. 'j< takes Jinn tJm plum of fo,

hccaiiso to ft- vould rmpiiro t)n> u-n

of language, whereas ^ is
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5. "'It showed its will by his personal conduct

and his conduct of affairs': how was this?" Men-

cius's answer was, "The empire can present a man to

Heaven, but he cannot make Heaven give that man
the empire. A prince can present a man to the

emperor, but he cannot cause the emperor to make
that man a prince. A great officer can present a

man to his prince, but he cannot cause the prince
to make that man a great officer. Yaou presented
Shun to Heaven, and the people accepted him. There-

fore I say, 'Heaven does not speak. It simply in-

dicated its will by his personal conduct and his con-

duct of affairs.'
"

iudicutiou of tho will. 5. ,$ -^ is

very plainly in the singular not-

withstanding the ||f,
= "one of the

princes." I leave the ^ ^.-"for-
merly," out of the translation. ^,

read puh, "to manifest," "to
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6. Chang said, "I presume to ask how it was that

Yaou presented Shun to Heaven, and Heaven ac-

cepted him; and that he exhibited him to the people,
and the people accepted him." Mencius replied, "He
caused him to preside over the sacrifices, and all

the spirits were well pleased with them; thus Heav-
en accepted him. He caused him to preside over the

conduct of affairs, and affairs were well administered,
so that the people reposed under him; thus the

people accepted him. Heaven gave the empire to him.

The people gave it to him. Therefore I said, 'The

emperor cannot give the empire to another.'

exhibit." 6. 1$ jjjiji,
"the hundred

( = all the) spirits," is explained as

^ *6 lU jll 2. 1, "the spirits
of hoavon, earth, tho mountains,
and the rivers," i. o., nil spiritu-
al beings, real or supposed. In tin*

Shoo-kirig, II, i, (J, a distinction is

made between tho 1ft ^jtjf,
"host of

spirits," and _h tfr, /'< %, and [lj )\],

but the phrase hero is to bo takf-n

as inclusive of all. The emperor i-^

W j|$ Z. =fe, and Shun entered mi.,

all tho dution of Yaou, even \\liiln

was alive. How tho M
d tlioir approbation of \\w

c ;iro not told. Modem
romtitc.n. lako tjm |'|" )j$ Jmn> as

oxrlusive of Heaven and Biibordinain

to it, briiii,' equivalent to tho & ^,
"the energot ic oj)orat ion of Heaven."
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; Shun assisted Yaou in the government for

twenty and eight years; this was more than man
could have done, and was from Heaven. After the

death of Yaou, when the three years' mourning was

completed, Shun withdrew from the son of Yaou to

the south of South River. The princes of the empire,

however, repairing to court, went not to the son

of Yaou, but they went to Shun. Litigants went

not to the son of Yaou, but they went to Shun.

Singers sang not the son of Yaou, but they sang
Shun. Therefore I said, 'Heaven gave him the empire.'

But such views were long subsequent
to Mencius's time. 7. +g, up.
3rd tone. f, up. 2nd tone. ^,
low. 3rd tone. In J^, 1&, ~^, it is

said} 0. U |fc If, "Heaven means
destiny." But why suppose a dif-

fereru meaning of the term ? Twenty -

eight years were, indeed, a long time,
for Shun to occupy the: place of

vice emporor us lie did, arid showed
wonderful gifts. I consider that this

is an additional illu.stra.tion of tho
\T above, by which Heaven in-

timated its will about Shun. The
south of the South River (probably

the most southern of the nine streams
which Yu opened) would be in the

present Honan. Thither Shun re-

tired from K'echow, the present
Shansi, where Yaou's capital was.
For the difference between 1[ft (ch'aou,
low. 1st tone) and $, see the Leke,
1, Pt. II, ii, 11, and notes thereon.

g, ^ , 2. t|a M, =#, tho
verb. f ||^, see Ana., XII, xiii,

but Choo He makes no distinction
lict \voeii the terms here, and explains
m UK m m * & iiii is . m $.
these two terms must be taken

together, jjjfc
is the more general
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It was after these things that he went to the Middle

Kingdom, and occupied the emperor's seat. If he

had, before these things, taken up his residence in

the palace of Yaou, and had applied pressure to the

son of Yaou, it would have been an act of usurpation,
and not the gift of Heaven.

8. "This sentiment is expressed in the words of

The Great Declaration, 'Heaven sees according as

my people see; Heaven hears according as my people

hear.'"

CHAPTER VI. 1. Wan Chang .asked Mencius, saying,

"People say, 'When the disposal of the empire came to

Yu, his virtue was inferior to that of Yaou and Shun,

name of the two. The ^ 3t says
that fg is^ fffc,

"the singing of many
together." The IE ^ M makes jjg

to be the several tunes of the singers.

m = &, or &. 8. ^ 8? 0, see the

Shoo-king, IV, i, Sect. II, 7.

CH. 6. HOW THE THRONE DE-
SCENDED FROM YU TO HIS SON, AND

NOT TO HIS MINISTER YlH; THAT Yf
WAS NOT TO BE CONSIDERED <>\ III \ I'

ACCOUNT AS INFERIOR IN MHTi

YAOU AND SHUN. 1. 3? jfct
-"

ing to" ; we must understand, "Fnnu
Yaou and Slum," or transhitn s.mir

ho\v as I have done. Smno say that
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and he transmitted it not to the worthiest but to

his son.' Was it so?" Mencius replied, "No; it was

not so. When Heaven gave the empire to the wor-

thiest, it was given to the worthiest. When Heaven

gave it to the son of the preceding emperor, it was

given to him. Shun presented Yu to Heaven. Seven-

teen years elapsed, and Shun died. When the three

years' mourning was expired, Yu withdrew from the

son of Shun to Yang-shing. The people of the empire

followed him just as after the death of Yaou, instead

of following his son, they had followed Shun. Yu

|S| 5^, ^ ^f-, are not to be taken
with special reference to Shun and
Yu, and to K'e, but it seems best
to do so. A general inference may
be drawn as well from the special
cases. ^ ffj, "was it so?" i. e., was
his virtue inferior, and his transmit-

ting the throne to his son a proof
that it was so? ^ ^, omitted in

translating, as before. Choo He
says, "Yang-shing and the north of

Mount Ke were both at the foot of

the Siing Mountains, places fit for

retirement, within deep valleys."

By many they are held to have been
the same place, and that j^ is a
mistake for [$-. They were certainly
near each other, and are referred to
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presented Yih to Heaven. Seven years elapsed, and

Yu died. When the three years' mourning was ex-

pired, Yih withdrew from the son of Yu to the north

of Mount Ke. The princes, repairing to court, went

not to Yih, but they went to K'e. Litigants did not

go to Yih, but they went to K'e, saying, 'He is

the son of our sovereign'; the singers did not sing

Yih, but they sang K'e, saying, 'He is the son of our

sovereign.'

2. "That Tan-choo was not equal to his father, and

Shun's son not equal to him; that Shun assisted

the district of Tangfung (f Jt) in

the department of Honan, in Ho-
nan. Yih was Yu's great minister,
raised to that dignity, after the
death of Kaou-yaou. His merit is

attributed to the instructions of his

mother. See the Shoo-king, IT, iv.

K'e was Yu's son, who succeeded him
on the throne. 2. Tan Choo was

the son of Yaou; see the Shoo-king.
1, 9. The son of Shun is not men-
tioned in the classic. His nam<
E Keun (fc ] , and often appears
as Shang Koun, lie having been

appointed to the principality of

Shang (ftj). In ; ftl, the ftj is up.
3rd tone. In this par., wo In

longer sentence than is commonly
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Yaou, and Yu assisted Shun, for many years confer-

ring benefits on the people for a long time; that thus

the length of time during which Shun, Yu, and Yih,

assisted in the government was so different; and that

the sons of the emperors were the one a man of

talents and virtue, and the other two inferior to

their fathers: all this was from Heaven, and what

could not be produced by man. That which is done

without man's doing it is from Heaven. That which

happens without man's causing it to happen is from

the ordinance of Heaven.

found in Chinese composition, the ^
in -g

1

Js. -fa, resuming all the previous
clauses, which are in apposition with
one another : -"Tan Choo's not being
like his father, Shun's son's not

being like him," etc.

n (=*) & Z ffi) ft. the first is

active ; implying the purpose of man,
the second is passive; so, aa is in-

dicated by the terms, with Uc and 3?
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3. "In the case of a private individual obtaining
the empire, there must be in him virtue equal to

that of Shun or Yu, and moreover there must be
the presenting of him to Heaven by the preceding

emperor. It was on this account that Confucius did

not obtain the empire.
4. "When the empire is possessed by natural suc-

cession, the emperor who is displaced by Heaven
must be like Ke'e or Chow. It was on this account

that Yih, E Yin, and Chow-kung did not obtain

the empire.
5. "E Yin assisted T'ang so that he became

sovereign over the empire. After the demise of

T'ang, T'ae-ting having died before he could be

appointed emperor, Wae-ping reigned two years, and

Chung-jin four. T'ae-ke'a was then turning upside

in the next sentence. 4. E Yin was assistftnt. of his brother. King \V<>o.

the chief minister of T'ang (see Con. 5. $H, up. 3rd tone. 3, l<-\v. :inl

Ana., XII, xxii, 6), and Chow-kung tone, jk T W *f-~ - 1 J "ut '

or the duke of Chow, the well-known translated hero according to Chium
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down the statutes of T'ang, wnen E Yin placed him

in T'ung for three years. There T'ae-kea repented
of his errors, was contrite, and reformed himself.

In T'ung he came to dwell in benevolence and moved
towards righteousness, during those three years,

listening to the lessons given to him by E Yin. Then
E Yin again returned with him to P6.

K'e. One of the Ch'ings gives a

different view: "On the death of

T'ang, Wae-ping was only two years
old, and Chung-yin was but four.

T'ae-kea was somewhat older, and
therefore was put on the throne";
and between this view and the

other, Clioo He professes himself

unable to decide. The first view

appears to me much the more natu-

ral, and is founded moreover on
the account in the "Historical Rec-

ords," though the histories have
been arranged according to the

other, and T'ae-kea appears as the

successor of T'ang This arrange-
ment of the chronology seems indeed

required by the statements in the

Shoo-king IV, iv, which do not
admit of any reign or reigns being

interposed between T'ang and T'ae-

kea. The author of the H ^ $ t

uJt proposes the following solution:

-"Chaou K'e's view is inadmissible,

being inconsistent with the Shoo-

king. The scholar Ch'ing's view is

also to be rejected. For how can we
suppose that T'ang, dying over a
hundred years old, would leave

children of two and four years ?

And moreover, on this view Ohung-
yin was the elder brother, and
Mencius would have mentioned him
first. But there is a solution which
meets all the difficulties of the case.

First, we assume, with the old ex-

planation, that Wae-ping andChung-
jin were both dead, when T'ae-kea

succeeded to the throne. Then, with

Ch'ing, we take & in the sense of

Hi, years of life, and not of reign; .

and the meaning thus comes out,

that T'ae-ting died before his father,

and his brothers Wae-ping and

Chung-yin died also, the one at the

age of two, and the other of four

years." jfi],-
in the sense of laws.

"T'ung was the place where T'anp
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6. "Chow-kung's not getting the empire was like
the case of Yih and the throne of Hea, or like that
of E Yin and the throne of Yin.

7. "Confucius said, <T'ang and Yu resigned the
throne to their worthy ministers. The sovereign of
Hea and those of Yin and Chow transmitted it to
their sons. The principle of righteousness was the
same in all the cases."''

CHAPTER VII. 1. Wan Chang asked Mencius, say-

ing, "People say that E Yin sought an introduction
to T'ang by his knowledge of cookery. Was it so?"

had been buried, and P6 the name
of his capital. There is some con-

troversy about the time of T'ae-koa's
detention in T'ung, whether the three

years are to be reckoned from his

accession, or from the conclusion of
the three years of mourning. The
"Histoiical Records" sanction the
latter view, but the former is gener-
ally received, as more in accordance
with the Shoo -king 7. We must
understand Confuoius's saying the
second clause of it, as referring to
the first sovereigns of the dynasties
mentioned, and $|, opposed to H,
f$, "to transmit to," i. e., their sons.

]J and 1^ are Yaou and Shun: see

the Shoo -king, I, II. 5 Jo.-~see

Ana., Ill, xxxi, 1. Yu originally
was the fg, or baron, of Hea, a
district in the pres. clop, of Kai-

feng. The one principle of right-

eousness was accordance with iln>

will of Heaven, as expressed in par.
1, ^ 9k K, AiJ jft H. 3; H ?, JVJ &
On. 7. VINDICATION OF E YIN

FROM THK CHAKOE Ol I VIKi UH U | Mi
IIIMSKl,F TO THE SERVICE OF T'.\M:
BY AN UNWORTHY AHTIFKK. 1. '^.

up. 1st tone, =$, or ^-, "to seek,"
i. e., an introduction to, or the fa\<>r

of. E
(fjfr is the surname) Yin (-J*",

the "regulator," is (ho designation)
\MIS tho duct" minister of T
The popular account (found als<> in

the "1-iistorical Records'') in the

times of Menciun was, that E Yin

came to P6, in the train <>t a

daughter of the prince of Sin, \\lnmi

T'ang was marrying, carrying lii*

("liking instruments with him, that

''V ft] ^ "cutting ami boiling," lie

might, roooinnu'iid himself to fa\.>r.
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2. Mencius replied, "No, it was not so. E Yin was
a farmer in the lands of the prince of Sin, delighting
in the principles of Yaou and Shun. In any matter

contrary to the righteousness which they prescribed,
or contrary to their principles, though he had been

offered the empire, he would not have regarded it;

though there had been yoked for him a thousand

teams of horses, he would not have looked at them.

In any matter contrary to the righteousness which

they prescribed, or contrary to their principles, he

would neither have given nor taken a single straw.

3. "T'ang sent persons with presents of silk to

entreat him to enter his service. With an air of

indifference and self-satisfaction he said, 'What can

2. ^ "^ $f, E Yin was a native
of Sin, the same territory which
under the Chow dynasty was called
Kih ($), the present Sheiirhow

(fcfc ffl) of Honan. It was not far

distant from T'ang's original seat of

P6, also in the present Honan. /ff

j, "the surname, i. e.,

the prince, holding Sin." ^ #- ^ &,
^t= 3C ia "tit are in apposition, the

one explanatory of the other, fl^

%_, lit., "emolument him." $S,
--

"a team of four horses." -fr ^r- 3.

5|, "to ask," often used for "to ask
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I do with those silks with which T ;

ang invites mo?
Is it not best for me to abide in the channeled fields,

and so delight myself with the principles of Yaou and
Shun?'

4. "T'ang thrice sent messengers to invite him.

After this, with the change of resolution displayed
in his countenance, he spoke in a different style,
* Instead of abiding in the channeled fields and thereby

delighting myself with the principles of Yaou and

Shun, had I not better make this prince a prince

like Yaou or Shun and this people like the people

of Yaou or Shun? Had I not better in my own

person see these things for myself ?

in marriage"; here, "to ask to be
minister." 4. t& H may l 3fc 3 nt

13, "changed his plan, and said," or

B .jr. U rj, "changed his words, and
said?" |, % ;&, "a princo of,=

like to, Yaou and Slum." 1 d<> nui

see exactly the force of J^ $ . in

the hu-;t s^iiti IK r, mid have therefore

simply translated the phruao literally.
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5.
"' Heaven's plan in the production of mankind

is this: that they who are first informed should

instruct those who are later in being informed, and

they who first apprehend principles should instruct

those who are slower to do so. I am one of Heaven's

people who have first apprehended; I will take these

principles and instruct this people in them. If I do

not instruct them, who will do so ?
'

6. "He thought that among all the people of the

empire, even the private men and women, if there

were any who did not enjoy such benefits as Yaou and

Shun conferred, it was as if he himself pushed them

into a ditch. He took upon himself the heavy charge

b. Tliis par. is to be understood as

spoken by E Yin. The meaning of

^, "to apprehend/' "to understand,"
is an advance on that of fl, simply
"to know." The student will observe

also that it is used actively three

times, =" to instruct." In / jlfc jj;,

the jftg, "this people,"= "mankind."

6. j*J, read as, and=$j. Ut read
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of the empire in this way, and therefore he went to

T'ang, and pressed upon him the subject of attacking
Hea and saving the people.

7.
" I have not heard of one who bent himself, and

at the same time made others straight; how much
less could one disgrace himself, and thereby rectify

the whole empire? The actions of the sages have been

different. Some have kept remote from court, and
some have drawn near to them; some have left their

offices, and some have not done so: that to which

those different courses all turn is simply the keeping
of their persons pure.

8. "I have heard that E Yin sought an introduction

to T'ang by the doctrines of Yaou and Shun. I have

not heard that he did so by his knowledge of cookery.

9. "In the 'Instructions of E,' it is said, 'Heaven

shu-uy, up. 2nd tone, "to advise," "to came to, whore they centered." *.

persuade." $t Z. )., "advised him gf, as in par. I. 9. See flu- Slio..-

about." 7. Comp. Ill, Pt. II, i, 1,5. king, IV, iv, '2, but the rlii-sic ami

f = 3g |f, "if we seek where they this text arc so different thtit many
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destroying Kee commenced attacking him in the

palace of Muh. I commenced in P6."
CHAPTER VIII. 1. Wan Chang asked Mencius,

saying, "Some say that Confucius, when he was in

Wei, lived with the ulcer doctor, and when he was in

Ts'e, with the attendant, Tseih Hwan; was it so?"
Mencius replied, "No; it was not so. Those are the

inventions of men fond of strange things.
2. "When he was in Wei, he lived with Yen

Ch'ow-vew. The wives of the officer Me and Tsze-loo

suppose Mencius to quote from some
form of the book referred to which
Confucius disallowed. The meaning
is that Ke'e's atrocities in his palace
in Muh led Heaven to destroy him,
while E Yin, in accordance with the
will of Heaven, advised T'ang in

P6 to take action against him. jj|

and f, both= , "to begin."
CH. 8. VINDICATION OF CONFUCIUS

FROM THE CHARGE OF LODGING WITH
UNWOBTHY CHARACTERS. 1. jg|, "a
swelling," "an ulcer," and jgi (read

ts'eu, upper 1st tone), "a deep-seated
ulcer." Choo He, after Chaou K'e,
takes the two terms, as in the trans-

lation. Some, however, take the
characters as a man's name, called

also fg |g, $g m> and ?g If- They
are probably right. The "Historical

Records" made $ M to have been

the eunuch in attendance on the
duke of Wei, when he rode through
the market place, with the duchess,
followed by the sage, to his great
disgust. f$ A =

-fe A "the eunuch."
Eunuchs were employed during the
Chow dynasty. Both the men re-

ferred to were, unworthy favorites of

their respective princes. $J (up. 3rd

tone) ^ ;, "one who is fond of

raising trouble," and in a lighter
sense, as here, "one who is fond of

raying, and doing, strange things."
= <& ft $, "lodged in his

house," lit., "hosted him." In par.
4, ty. 3t- Jjf ^ i, "

by those of whom
they are hosts"; ty, ~& #f , "by
those whom they host," i. e., make
their hosts. 2. Yen Ch'ow-yew,
called also yi|j |R, was a worthy
officer of Wei. One account has it,
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were sisters, and Me told Tsze-loo, *If Confucius will

lodge with me, he may attain .to the dignity of a

high noble of Wei.' Tsze-loo informed Confucius of

this, and he said, 'That is as ordered by Heaven.'

Confucius went into office according to propriety, and

retired from it according to righteousness. In regard

to his obtaining office or not obtaining it, he said,

'That is as ordered.' But if he had lodged with the

attendant Tseih Hwan, that would neither have been

according to righteousness, nor any ordering of

Heaven.

3. "When Confucius, being dissatisfied in Loo and

Wei, had left those states, he met with the attempt of

Hwan, the Master of the Horse, of Sung, to intercept

that he was brother to Tsze-loo's

wife, but this is probably incorrect.

Me, with the name Hea (Jg), was an

unworthy favorite of the duke Ling.
3. Comp. Con. Ana., VJI, \\ii; lluan

ia tlio II waii T'uy there, 3c, upper
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and kill him. At that time, though he was in

circumstances of distress, he lodged with the city

master Ching, who was then a minister of Chow, the

prince of Ch'in.

4. "I have heard that the characters of ministers

about court may be discerned from those whom they

entertain, and those of stranger officers, from those

with whom they lodge. If Confucius had lodged with

the ulcer doctor, and with the attendant Tseih Hwan,
how could he have been Confucius?"

CHAPTER IX. 1. Wan Chang asked Mencius, "Some

say that Pih-le He sold himself to a cattle keeper

1st tone, = jjjjjj fj,
" to intercept." ^t

JJd, "small clothes," i. e., the dress
of a common man. j=|., "the pure,"
is -the honorary epithet of the officer

who was Confucius's host, and JJJ

was the proper name of the prince
of Oh'in with whom indeed the inde-

pendence of the state terminated.

Ching, it is said, afterwards became
"city master" in Sung, and was
known as such; hence he is so

styled here at au earlier period of

his life, 4. jjr and jg here have a

different application from what be-

longs to them in the last chapter,
par. 7.

CH. 9. VINDICATION OF PIH-LE HE
FROM THE CHARGE OF SELLING HIM-
SELF AS A STEP TO HIS ADVANCEMENT.
1. Pih-le He was chief minister to

duke Muh (|| = "the diffuser of

virtue, and maintainer of integrity"),
059-020 B. <:. His history will be

found interestingly detailed in the

25th and some subsequent books of

the "History of the Divided States"
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of Ts'in,. for the skins of five sheep, and fed his

oxen, in order to find an introduction to the duke
Muh of Ts'in; is this the case?" Mencius said,
"No; it was not so. This story was invented by men
fond of strange things.

2. "Pih-le He was a man of Yu. The people of

Tsin, by the inducement of a gem of Chuy-keih, and
four horses of the Keue breed, borrowed a passage
through Yu to attack Kih. On that occasion, Kung
Chirk'e remonstrated against granting their request,
and Pih-le He did not remonstrate.

(fr\ [ij ;S)> though the incidents there

are, some of them different from
Mencius's statements about him.
With regard to that in this par., it

is not easy to understand the popular
account referred to. The account
in the "Historical Records," |$ /$.

IB, Js that, after the subversion of

Yu, He followed its captive duke to

Tsin, refusing to take service in that

state, and was afterwards sent to

Ts'in in a menial capacity, in the
train of the eldest daughter of the
house of Tsin, who was to become
the wife of the duke Muh. Disgusted
at being in such a position, He
absconded on the road, and Heeing
to Ts'oo, lie became noted for his

skill in rearing cattle. The duko
Muh somehow heard of his great

capacity, and Bent to Ts'oo, to re-

claim Kin as a runaway servant,

offering also to pay for his ransom I

five ram's skins. He was afraid to

offer a more valuable ransom, lest

lie should awaken suspicions in IVoo
that he wanted to get He on account
of his ability; and on obtaining him,
he at once made him his chirf

minister. ^, read tsze, low. .'{nl

tone, = ^, "to feed." gi, as in -h.

7, up. 1st tone. $f if. %, as in last

chapter. 2. Ch'uy-keih and KI-HI-

(so read) were the names of places
in Tsin, the one famous for its L

the other for its horses. f||, low.

3rd tone, "a team of four hoi

Kih and Yu were small states, ml-

joining each other, and only safe

against the attacks of thoir mon-

powerful neighbor, Tsin, by tln-ir

intiiiial union. Both the ofVn <

Yu, KIIIIK Che-k'o and 1'id I- H

this, but Ho saw also that n

monstrances would provnil \vitli th<>

duko of Yu against the bribes of
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3. "When he knew that the duke of Yu was not

to be remonstrated with, and, leaving that state,

went to Ts'in, he had reached the age of seventy.
If by that time he did not know that it would be

a mean thing to seek an introduction to the duke
Muh of Ts'in by feeding oxen, could he be called

wise? But not remonstrating where it was of no

use to remonstrate, could he be said not to be wise ?

Knowing that the duke of Yu would be ruined, and

leaving him before that event, he cannot be said

not to have been wise. Being then advanced in Ts'in,

he knew that the duke Muh was one with whom he

would enjoy a field for action, and became minister

to him; could he, acting thus, be said not to be

wise ? Having become chief minister of Ts'in, he

made his prince distinguished throughout the empire,

Tsin. 3. jj . fjj, .
=

, the
\
counts of He's conduct. He is said

verb, iff) Jfa ;, this may have
been prudent, but was not honor-

to have urged Che-k'e to leave Yu
able. It ia contrary to other ac-

'

after his remonstrance, while he
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and worthy of being handed down to future ages;
could he have done this, if he had not been a man
of talents arid virtue? As to selling himself in order

to accomplish all the aims of his prince, even a

villager who had a regard for himself would not do
such a thing, and shall we say that a man of talents

and virtue did it ?
"

remained himself to be with the I approaching. % '$& are to be taken

duke in tho evil day which he saw I together.
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CHAPTER I. 1. Mencius said, "Pih-e would not

allow his eyes to look on a bad sight, nor his ears

to listen to a bad sound. He would not serve a

prince whom he did not approve, nor command a

people whom he did not esteem. In a time of good

government he took office, and on the occurrence

of confusion he retired. He could not bear to dwell

either in a court from which a lawless government ema-

nated, or among lawless people. He considered his

being in the same place with a villager, as if he were to

sit amid mud and coals with his court robes and court

CH. 1. How CONFUCIUS DIFFERED
FROM AND WAS SUPERIOR TO ALL
OTHER SAGES. 1. Comp. II, Pt. I,

ii, 22, and ix; IV, Pt. I, xiii, 1. $(

j ,^ pjf &, "the place whence

perverse government issues"; i. e.,

a court. |J| ^ 0f lK "<lie place
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cap. In the time of Chow he dwelt on the shores

of the North Sea, waiting the purification of the

empire. Therefore when men now hear the character

of Pih-e, the corrupt become pure, and the weak

acquire determination.

2. "E Yin said, 'Whom may I not serve? My
serving him makes him my sovereign. What people

may I not command? My commanding them makes

them my people.'. In a time of good government
he took office, and when confusion prevailed, he

also took office. He said, 'Heaven's plan in the

production of mankind is this: that they who are

first informed should instruct those who are later

in being informed, and they who first apprehend

where perverse people stop." 5^ is

properly "stupid," "obstinate," but

here as opposed to |$t, we must take
it in the sense of "corrupt." Julion,

indeed, takes |g in the sense of

"habere vim dinrernendi." But it is

better to retain its proper signif.,

and to alter that of <{. wit

gloss in the f|t ft *fl * fe *P ft.

i n tt HE ;* -'
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principles should instruct those who are slower in

doing so. I am the one of Heaven's people who
has first apprehended; I will take these principles

and instruct the people in them.' He thought that

among all the people of the empire, even the common
men and women, if there were any who did not

share in the enjoyment of such benefits as Yaou
and Shun conferred, it was as if 'he himself pushed
them into a ditch; for he took upon himself the

heavy charge of the empire.

3. "Hwuy of Lew-hea was not ashamed to serve

an impure prince, nor did he think it low to be

an inferior officer. When advanced to employment,
he did not conceal his virtue, but made it a point to

II, Pt. I, ii, 22; and V, Pt. I, vii,

5, 6. Obs. that here instead of ^ ^
| . . . ;3I ;t, we have ; ^ fffi $Jr . . .

$ ^-, = "if there were any who did
not have part in the enjoyment,"
etc. 3. Com. II, Pt. I, ix, 2. The
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carry out his principles. When dismissed and left

without office, he yet did not murmur. When
straitened by poverty, he yet did not grieve. When
thrown into the company of village people, he was

quite at ease and could not bear to leave them.

He had a saying,
* You are you, and I am I. Although

you stand by my side with breast and arms bare,

or with your body naked, how can you defile me?'

Therefore when men now hear the character of Hwuy
of Lew-hea, the mean become generous, and the

niggardly become liberal.

4. "When Confucius was leaving Ts*e, he strained

off with his hand the water in which his rice was

being rinsed, took the rice, and went away. Win -n

clause J^ 8$ \, S, which is

wanting there, makes the ^ H of

that place more plain. |i is "to

have the arms bare," and f, "to

put off all the upper garment." %

3g, together, IB "to have the I'c.dy

naked." Here and in par. 1, J& is

expressed more nearly by "< hur-

acter," than by any other Kn^lish

term. 4. *f, "to rinse or wash
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he left Loo, he said,
' I will set out by and by

'

:

it was right he should leave the country of his parents
in this way. When it was proper to go away quickly,
he did so; when it was proper to delay, he did so;
when it was proper to keep in retirement, he did so ;

when it was proper to go into office, he did so: this

was Confucius."
5. Mencius said,

" Pih-e among the sages was the

pure one ; E Yin was the one most inclined to take
office ; Hwuy of Lew-hea was the accommodating one;
and Confucius was the timeous one.

6. "In Confucius we have what is called a complete
concert. A complete concert is when the large bell

rice," "the water in which rice is

washed." The latter is the sense

here. jH j|| j?f %f, was the answer

given by Confucius to Tsze-loo, who
wished to hurry him away. 5. I

have invented the adjective "time-
ous" to translate the $ here, mean-
ing that Confucius did at every
time what the circumstances of it

required, possessing the qualities of

all other sages, and displaying them
at the proper time and place. 6.

The illustration of Confucius here is

from a grand performance of music,
in which all the eight kinds of

musical instruments are united. One
instrument would make a /J> jfc,

"small performance." Joined, they
make a jj| ;fc ;, " a collected great
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oroclaims the commencement of the music, and the

ringing stone proclaims its close. The metal sound

commences the blended harmony of all the instru-

ments, and the winding up with the stone terminates

that blended harmony. The commencing that har-

mony is the work of wisdom. The terminating it is

the work of sageness.

7. "As a comparison for wisdom, we may liken

it to skill, and as a comparison for sageness, we may
liken it to strength; as in the case of shooting at a

mark a thousand paces distant. That you reach it is

owing to your strength, but that you hit the mark is

not owing to your strength."

performance," ="a concert." 9, #},

and %& are all used as verbs. ^ Jt,

"discriminated rules," indicates the

separate music of the various instru-

ments blended together. ^ ?Sf and

fjg ; are not parta of the concert,

but the signals of its commencement
and close, the ;<: referring to H it

/a*. 7. Observe tho comma after ^

and jg. &=$ft- "The other three

worthies," it is observed, "earned
one point to an extreme, but Con-

fucius was complete in every thing.

We may compare each of them to

one of tho seasons, but Confucius

was the grand harmonious air of

heaven, flowing through all the
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CHAPTER II. 1. Pih-kung E asked Mencius, saying,

"What was the arrangement of dignities and emolu-

ments determined by the house of Chow?"

2. Mencius replied, "The particulars of that ar-

rangement cannot be learned, for the princes, disliking

them as injurious to themselves, have all made away
with the records of them. Still I have learned the

general outline of them.

3. "The EMPEROR constituted one dignity; the

RUNG one; the HOW one; the PIH one; and the TSZE

and the NAN each one of equal rank: altogether

CH. 2. THE ARRANGEMENT OF
DIGNITIES AND EMOLUMENTS ACCORD-
ING TO THE DYNASTY OF CHOW. 1.

Pih-kung E was an officer of the
State of Wei. The double surname,
"Northern -palace," had probably
been given to the founder of the

family from his residence. 2. Many
passages might be quoted from the

Le-ke, the Chow Le, and the Shoc-

king, illustrating, more or less, the

dignities of tho empire and their

emoluments, but' it would serve little

purpose to do so, after Mencius's
declaration that only the general
outline of them could be ascertained.
It is an important fact which he
mentions, that the princes had de-

stroyed (^, up. 2nd tone) many of
the records before his time. The
founder of the Ts'in dynasty had had
predecessors and patterns, jj^, up.
3rd tone, "to hate." 3. , ^, f^,

Hp, j^EJ, have been rendered "duke,
marquis, earl, viscount, and baron,"
and also "duke, prince, count,
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making five degrees of dignity. The SOVEREIGN again

constituted one dignity; the CHIEF MINISTER one; the

GREAT OFFICERS One; the SCHOLARS OF THE FIRST

CLASS one; THOSE OF THE MIDDLE CLASS one; and

THOSE OF THE LOWEST CLASS one: altogether making
six degrees of dignity.

4. "To the emperor there was allotted a territory

of a thousand li square. A Kung and a How had

each a hundred li square. A Pih had seventy li, and

marquis, and baron," but they by no
means severally correspond to those

dignities. It is better to retain the
Chinese designations, which no doubt
were originally meant to indicate
certain qualities of those bearing
them. /= "just, correct, without
selfishness." -|, "taking care of,"=
fj|, in the sense of "guarding the
borders and important places against
banditti; possessed of the power
to govern." f, conveys the idea of

"elder and intelligent," "one capable
of presiding over others." :3-=*,
"to nourish," ."one who genially
cherishes the people." j& (from [H,

"field," and Jj, "strength"), "one

adequate to office and labor." The
name of ^, "ruler," "sovereign," is

applicable to all the dignities enu-

merated, and under each of them

are the secondary or ministerial

dignities. $JH=|^, "one who can il-

lustrate what is good and right."

-=$, "to support," "to sustain."

;fc :fc, "a great sustainer." -fc,

"a scholar," "an officer," ff $ 2,

ifg, "the designation of one intrusted

with business." 4. ifc ^ ^ !.. this

means, ace. to the comm. 2 $$,

"l.OOOli in breadth, and 1,000 li in

length, making an area of 1,000,000
li." On this, however, the follow-

ing judgment is given by the

editors of the imperial edition of the

five king, of the present dynasty:
"Where wo find the word gquare

('J})t we are not to think of an exact

square, but simply that, on a cal-

culation, the amount of territory is

equal to so many square li. For
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a Tsze and a Nan had each fifty li. The assignments

altogether were of four amounts. Where the territory

did not amount to fifty li, the chief could not have

access himself to the emperor. His land was attached

to some How-ship, and was called a FOO-YTJNG.

5. "The chief ministers of the emperor received an

amount of territory equal to that of a How; a great

officer received as much as a Pih ; and a scholar of the

first class as much as a Tsze or a Nan.

6. In a great state, where the territory was a

hundred li square, the sovereign had ten times

as much income as the chief ministers; a chief

instance, we are told by the minister
Tsan that, at the western capital of

Chow, the territory was 800 li

square. The meaning is that there
were so many squares of 100 li. At
the eastern capital again, the terri-

tory was 600 li square, or so many
squares of 100 li. Putting these two
together, we get the total of a
square of 1,000 li square. So in

regard to the various states of the

princes, we are to understand that,
however their form might be varied

by the hills and rivers, their area, in
round numbers, amounted to so

much." See in the Le-ke, III, 1, 2,

where the text, however, is not at

all perspicuous. pff, "attached";

jjjj,- "meritoriousness." These
states were too small to bear the

expenses of appearing before the em-

peror, and therefore the names and
surnames of their chiefs were sent

into court by the great princes to

whom they were attach &l, or perhaps

they appeared in their orairi. See

on Ana., XVI, i, 1. 5. 70 it, "head

scholar," could only be applied to

the scholars of the first class in the

emperor's immediate government.
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minister four times, as much as a great officer; a great

officer twice as much as a scholar of the first class;

a scholar of the first class twice as much as one

of the middle; a scholar of the middle class twice

as much as one of the lowest; the scholars of the

lowest class, and such of the common people as were

employed about the government offices, had the same

emolument; as much, namely, as was equal to what

they would have made by tilling the fields.

7. "In a state of the next order, where the

territory was seventy li square, the sovereign had

ten times as much revenue as the chief minister;

a chief minister three times as much as a great

officer; a great officer twice as much as a scholar

of the first class; a scholar of the first class t\vi. <

as much as one of the middle; a scholar of the middle

6. /, & tfi 'if would 1)0 runners,

clerks, and other subordnaton, \\hk-h

in I ho Chow Lo. HH

If.
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class twice as much as one of the lowest; the scholars

of the lowest class, and such of the common people
as were employed about the government offices,

had the same emolument; as much, namely, as

was equal to what they would have made by tilling
the fields.

8. "In a small state, where the territory was fifty
li square, the sovereign had ten times as much
revenue as the chief minister; a chief minister had
twice as much as a great officer; a great officer twice
as much as a scholar of the highest class; a scholar

of the highest class twice as much as one of the

middle; a scholar of the middle class twice as much as
one of the lowest; scholars of the lowest class, and
such of the common people as were employed about
the government offices, had the same emolument;
as much, namely, as was equal to what they would
have made by tilling the fields.

liis opinion, that, from the sovereign |
received their incomes from them, as

downwards, all who had lands j cultivated on the system of mutual
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9. "As to those who tilled the fields, each hus-
bandman received a hundred mow. When those mow
were manured, the best husbandmen of the highest
class supported nine individuals, and those ranking
next to them supported eight. The best husbandmen
of the second class supported seven individuals, and

those ranking next to them supported six; while

husbandmen of the lowest class only supported five.

The salaries of the common people who were employed
about the government offices were regulated according
to these differences."

CHAPTER III. 1. Wan Chang asked Mencius, say-

ing, "I venture to ask the principles of friendship."

Mencius replied,
"
Friendship should be maintained

aid, while the landless scholars and CH. 3. FRJEM>MMI- MI >r H\\I:

other subordinates received according REFERENCE TO THE VIRTUK OK im:

to the income from the land. 9.^-, FRIEND. TttBBB MAY BB WO ABSUMP-
- read tsze. -g|, read ts'ze, "un- TION ON THE GROUND OF ONB'S "\\ N

even," "different." ADVANTAGES. 1. J!fl fc = |!d ^ /<!
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without any presumption on the ground of one's

superior age, or station, or the circumstances of his

relatives. Friendship with a man is friendship with

his virtue, and does not admit of assumptions o

superiority.
2. "There was Mang Heen, chief of a family of

a hundred chariots. He had five friends, namely
Y6-ching K'ew, Muh Chung, and three others whose
names I have forgotten. With those five men Heen
maintained a friendship, because they thought nothing
about his family. If they had thought about his

family, he would not have maintained his friendship
with them.

;if . J|, up. 2nd tone, having refer-

ence to age. 5L ?&> "one's breth-

ron,'
; in the widest acceptation of

that term. Observe how ^ % takes

up the preceding ~fc, and goes on
to its explanation. JU refers to the
individual who is the object of the

^ ; friendship with him as virtuous

will tend to help our virtue. ;&" Jfc,

"to have presumptions," with ref-

erence of course to the three points
mentioned, but as of those the

second most readily comes into

collision with friendship, it alone
is dwelt upon in the sequel. 2.

Mang Heen, see "Great Learning,"
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3. "Not only has the c^^e/ o/ a family of a hundred

chariots acted thus. The same thing was exemplified

by the sovereign of a small state. The duke Hwuy
of Pe said,

* I treat Tsze-sze as my master, and Yen
Pan as my friend. As to Wang Shun and Ch'ang
Seih, they serve me.'

4. "Not only has the sovereign of a small state

acted thus. The same thing has been exemplified by
the sovereign of a large state. There was the duke

P'ing of Tsin with Hae T'ang: when T'ang told him

to come into his house, he came; when he told him to

be seated, he sat; when he told him to eat, he ate.

Comm. x, 22. a. ft, read Pe, see

Con. Ana., VI, vii. We must suppose
that, after the time of Confucius,
some chief had held this place and
district with the title of Kung.
"The King (J^)" is the honorary epi-
thet. Tsze-sze is Confucius's grand-

son. j|5, read /'. Y.-H Pun ap
pears to have been the son of iln>

sage's favorite disciple. -I. l''ing

("The Pacificator") was tin- lin

epithet of the duko rti, f>r>(>-.
r
>3l n. '.

Hae T'ang was a ftunmis worthy i

his state. A -, "enter being said."
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There might only be coarse rice and soup of vege-

tables, but he always ate- his fill, not daring to do

otherwise. Here, however, he stopped, and went no

farther. He did not call him to share any of

Heaven's places, or to govern any of Heaven's offices,

or to partake of any of Heaven's emoluments. His

conduct was but a scholar's honoring virtue and

talents, not the honoring them proper to a king

or a duke.

5. "Shun went up to court and saw the emperor,

who lodged him as his son-in-law in the second palace.

The emperor also enjoyed there Shun's hospitality.

if)lt H> J> read tttze, low. 3rd tone.
The . after -zp fa and ] fe is

wanting in many copies. &$L & ^
$r, :5$ :Ej, would seem to be a com-

plaint that the duke did not share
with the scholar his own rank, etc.,
but the meaning in the translation
which is that given by the commen.
ib perhaps the correct one. Rank,
station, and revenue are said to
be Heaven's, as intrusted to tho

sovereign to be conferred on in-

dividuals able to occupy them for

the public good. 5. In this par.,
Mencius advances another step, and
exemplifies the highest style of

friendship. Choo He, after Chaou
K'e, explains fjSf by _h, as if it were
" to go up to," i. e., to court. jj ^
=

fi!l '&> "attached or supplemental
palace." E ft 05 * A,
"f means that he went to Shun's

palace, and partook of his food."

The more common meaning of 38f,
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Alternately he was host and guest. Here was the

emperor maintaining friendship with a private man.
6. "Respect shown by inferiors to superiors is

called giving to the noble the observance due to

rank. Respect shown by superiors to inferiors is

called giving honor to talents and virtue. The right-
ness in each case is the same."

CHAPTER IV. 1. Wan Chang asked Mencius, say-

ing, "I venture to ask what feeling of the mind is

expressed in the presents of friendship." Mencius

replied, "The feeling of respect."

2. "How is it," pursued Chang, "that the declining

however, is "to entertain." i ^$,
the subject is only Yaou. Jt,

"made a guest" of Shun, was the
host. =, "made a host" of Shun,
was the guest. 6. ,ffl

= l, "for."

f| = 3^:
j $, "the Tightness or

propriety of things."
CH. 4. How MENCIUS DEFENDED

THE ACCEPTING PRESENTS FROM THE
PRINCES, OPPRESSORS OF THE PEOPLE.

1. ^ is explained by $o but that

term is noc to be taken in the sense
of "to receive," but as a synonym of

$*. If we distinguish the two words,
we may take 5fc as=the $ of flu-

last chapter, and fl, the gift, ex-

pressive of the friendship. 2. Choo
He says he does not understand tiie

repetition of jp .. It has probably
crept into the text through tho

sight of a transcriber, unless we
suppose, with the -^ }g, that the
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a present is accounted disrespectful?" The answer

was, "When one of honorable rank presents a gift,

to say in the mind, *Was the way in which he got

this righteous or not? I must know this before I

can receive it'; this is deemed disrespectful, and

therefore presents are not declined."

3. Wan Chang asked again, "When one does not

take on him* in so many express words to refuse the

gift, but having declined it in his heart, saying,

'It was taken by him unrighteously from the people,'

and then assigns some other reason for not receiving

it; is not this a proper course?" Mencius said,

"When the donor offers it on a ground of reason, and

repetition indicates the firmness and
decision with which the gift is re-

fused, but the introduction of that
element seems out of place. 0, 3f.

(referring to* ) $ (ft ) Ifc ,

is the. reflection passing in the

mind, as in the next par. also. We

must suppose ^\ as the nominative
in &. & & ~^ ffi. 3. ft is not to be
understood of Wan Chang, but as

indicating the hesitancy and delicacy
of the scholar to whom a gift is

offered. JI: %.-&,&. ;, -& still

referring to ^ %, and if| to the
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his manner of doing so is according to propriety ; in
such a case Confucius would have received it."

4. Wan Chang said, "Here now is one who stops
and robs people outside the gates of the city. He
offers his gift on a ground of reason, and does so
in a manner according to propriety; would the

reception of it so acquired by robbery be proper?"
Mencius replied, "It would not be proper. In 'The
Announcement to K'ang' it is said, 'When men kill

others, and roll over their bodies to take their

property, being reckless and fearless of death, among
all the people there are none but detest them':

thus, such characters are to be put to death, without

waiting to give them warning. Yin received this rule

from Hea, and Chow received it from Yin. It cannot

deservingness of the scholar, or some- Pt. II, xxxiii, 1. Jpf tf 3J . &,9fi,
thing in his circumstances which as in last par., adverbially, = " in this

renders the gift proper and season- case." ffE ffr H seethe Shoo-Idng,
able. Comp. II, Pt. II, iii, 3, 4. V, x, 15, though the text is somew hut

The meaning of @ is determined altered in the quotation, and |J] and

(contrary to Chaou K'e) by the |&, ft take the place of {? and
jjjc. -J-

=
which takes its place in the next " for the sake of," i. e., to tuko. ffc

par. 4. |$] P*J . ^f fe9 t*8 m IV, ... ^1) is a passage of which the
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be questioned, and to the present day is clearly

acknowledged. How can the gift of a robber be

received?"

5. CJiang said, "The princes of the present day
take from their people just as a robber despoils his

victim. Yet if they put a good face of propriety
on their gifts, then the superior man receives them.

I venture to ask how you explain this." Mencius

answered, "Do you think that, if there should arise a

truly imperial sovereign, he would collect the princes

of the present day, and put them all to death? Or

would he admonish them, and then, on their not

changing their ways, put them to death ? Indeed, to

call every one who takes what does not properly

meaning is much disputed. Choo
He supposes it a gloss that has crept
into the text. I have given it what
seemed the most likely translation.

3 3 . Si is the party to whom

the gift is offered, and ., the fruit

of robbery. 5. $7f, as above. By
^ J- Chang alludes to Mencius him-

self, ib, lower 3rd tone, "to take
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belong to him a robber, is pushing a point of resem-
blance to the utmost, and insisting on the most refined

idea of righteousness. When Confucius was in office

in Loo, the people struggled together for the game
taken in hunting, and he also did the same. If that

struggling for the captured game was proper, how
much more may the gifts of the princes be received!"

6. Chang urged, "Then, are we to suppose that

when Confucius held office, it was not with the view

to carry his doctrines into practice?" "It was with

that view," Mencius replied, and Chang rejoined, "If

the practice of his doctrines was his business, what
had he to do with that struggling for the captured

together." ft & & ^ Z $, lit.,

"filling up a resemblance to the

extremity of righteousness"; the

meaning is as in the translation. |%

j|$ (koh) is unintelligible to Choo He,
I have given the not unlikely ex-

planation of Chaou K'e. But to get
rid of the declaration that Confucius

himself joined in the struggling, the

comm. all say it only means that he
allowed the custom. The introduc-

tion of this yielding on the part of

Confucius to a vulgar practice is an

adroit maneuver by Mencius. The

offense of the people against pr

prioty in struggling for the game, and
the offense of the princes in robbing
their people, were things of a dif-

ferent class. Yet Mencius's defense

of himself in the preceding part of

the paragraph is ingenious. It shows
that he was eminently a practical

man, acting on the way of ex-

pediency. How far that way may
!> pursued will always depend on cir-

c MI instances. 6. ^ i 'J (l\v. 1st

tone, intem>K.) =^ X) If itt ft <t 91-

$ lit >& !ft f is evidently a question
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game?" Mencius said, "Confucius first rectified his

vessels of sacrifice according to the registers, and did

not fill them so rectified with food gathered from

every quarter." "But why did he not go away?"
"He wished to make a trial of carrying his doctrines

into practice. When that trial was sufficient to show

they could be practiced, and they were still not

practiced, then he went away, and thus it was that
he never completed in any state a residence of three

years.
7. "Confucius took office when he saw that the

practice of his doctrines was likely; he took office

when his reception was proper; he took office when he
was supported by the state. In the case of his

of Chang. $fc'f| ] ^ & is unintel-

ligible to Choo He. The translation
is after the commentator Seu (^ j).
" Food gathered from every quarter,"

i. e., gathered without discrimi-

nation. It would appear that the

practice of ^ ^ had some connec-
tion with the offering of sacrifices,
and that Conf. thought that if he

only rectified the rules for sacrifice,

the practice would fall into disuse.

But the whole passage and its bear-

ing on the struggling for game is

obscure. ^. "a prognostic," "an
omen," used figuratively. 7. See the
"Life of Confucius," though it is

only here that we have mention
of the sage's connection with the
duke Heaou. Indeed, no duke ap-

pears in the annals of Wei with such
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relation to Ke Hwan, he took office, seeing that the

practice of his doctrines was likely. With the duke

Ling of Wei he took office, because his reception was

proper. With the duke Heaou of Wei he took office,

because he was maintained by the state."

CHAPTER V. 1. Mencius said, "Office is not sought

on account of poverty, yet there are times when

one seeks office on that account. Marriage is not

entered into for the sake of being attended to by

the wife, yet there are times wrhen one marries on

that account.

a posthumous title. Choo He sup-

poses that the duke Ch'uh (see Ana.,

VII, xiv, note) is intended, in which

the author of the H * $H ft

acquiesces. The text mentions Ke
Hwan, and not Duke Ting, because

the duke and his govt. were under

tho control of that nobleman.
ClI. 5. HOW OFFICE MAY Hi: IAKI N

ON ACCOUNT OF POVERTY, HI T uMA
ON i ICRTAIN CONDITIONS. 1. ft and
>-f< )f t

it is as well to translate here

abstractly, "office," and "
marriage."

2J, low. 3rd tone, "for," "on ac-

count of." The proper motive for

taking offices is supposed to be the

carrying principles the truth. .u:d

the right into practice, and ilio

proper motive for marrin^o is the

begetting of children, <>r nilli'-i .

BOO, to continue one's line. f. n"t

intorrog.. l>ul MM-vin- .1 - .1 !'">

(lie voice. J|, -low. .'<nl tour, "tlii-

being supported," but ",;i> tako

it generally, as in the translation.
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2. "He who takes office on account of his poverty

must decline an honorable situation and occupy a low

one; he must decline riches and prefer to be poor.

3. "What office will be in harmony with this

declining an honorable situation, and occupying a

low one, this declining riches and preferring to be

poor ? Such an one as that of guarding the gates,

or beating the watchman's stick.

4. "Confucius was once keeper of stores, and he

then said, 'My calculations must all be right. That

is all I have to care about.' He was once in charge

of the public fields, and he then said,
* The oxen and

2. f^, i. e., fj -(, "an honorable
situation," and S = Hf T&> "rich
emolument." 3. J, up. 1st tone,
"how." The first sf. as above, and
helping the rhythm of the sentence,

fe g (going round the barrier gates,

"embracing" them, as it were) ^
igf are to be taken together, and not
as two things, or offices; see the

Yih-king, App. I, Pt. II, ii, 8. 4. In
Sze-ma Ts'een's History of Confucius,
for j|| (upper 3rd tone)

' we have

^P J jfe. but m a case of this kind
the authority of Mencius is to be
followed. Up, read kwae, upper 2nd
tone, "entries in a book." Annual
calculations of accounts are denomi-
nated *, and monthly, ft> when
a distinction is made between the
terms. $, up. 3rd tone, a^ (low.
3rd tone) ft] = ^ M % ft , but
I don't understand the use of ^
in this sense. Here again the history
has If] f& (yih = ffi) %.. These
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sheep must be fat and strong, and superior. That
is all I have to care about.'

5. "When one is in a low situation, to speak
of high matters is a crime. When a scholar stands in

a prince's court, and his principles are not carried

into practice, it is a shame to him."

CHAPTER VI. 1. Wan Chang said, "What is the

reason that a scholar does not accept a stated support
from a prince?" Mencius replied, "He does not

were the first orifices Confucius took,
before the death of his mother, and
while they were yet struggling with

poverty. 5. -^ (=f) A #
jj$ (chaou, lower 1st tone), it is

difficult to express the force of the /fc ;

"to stand in a man's proper court,"
i. e., the court of the prince who has
called him to office, and where he

ought to develop and carry out his

principles. It is said that this par.

gives the reasons why he who takes
office for poverty must be content
with a low situation and small emolu-

ment, but the connection is some-
what difficult to trace. The J?t] $ i$<

^ ||| says: "Why did Conf. confine

himself to having his calculations

exact, and his cattle sleek and fat ?

Because in his humble position he
had nothing to do with business of

the state, .and he would not incur
the crime of usurping a higher office.

If making a pretense of poverty, u
man keep long clinging to high oilier,

he stands, in his prince's court, but
carries not principles into practice:

can he lay his hand on his heart,
and not feel the shame <>t making
his office of none effect ? This is

true, but it is not necessary that ho
who takes office because he is pi .Hi-

should continue to occupy it simply
with the desire to get rich.

CH. G. HOW A SCHOLAR MA\ N >T

HI-:'(iMK A DEPENDENT BY ACCEITINt;
PAY WITHOUT OFFICE, AND HOW I III:

'. HOI) 1 KKSKNTS OF A I'ltlN'

A SCHOLAR .MI'ST BE MADK. I. |;

i.s here the scholar, the candidate
for public office and mo, still unem-

ployed. ^ If, "docs not depend
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presume to do so. When a prince loses his state, and

then accepts a stated support from another prince,

this is in accordance with propriety. But for a

scholar to accept such support from any of the princes

is not in accordance with propriety."

2. Wan Chang said, "If the prince send him a

present of grain for instance, does he accept it?"

"He accepts it," answered Mencius. "On what prin-

ciple of rightness does he -accept it?" "Why the

prince ought to assist the people in their necessities."

3. Chang pursued,
" Why is it that the scholar will

thus accept the prince's help, but will not accept his

pay?" The answer was, "He does not presume to

on," i. e., assure himself of a regular

support by receiving regular pay
though not in office. On one prince,
driven from his state, finding an
assured and regular support with

another, see the Le-ke, IX, i, 13.

] t is only stated there, however, that
a prince did not employ another

refugee prince as a minister. We
know only from Mencius, so far as I

am aware, that a prince driven from

his own dominions would find main-
tenance in another state, according
to a sort of law. 2. fSJ f|, "what
is the principle of righteousness?"
or simply "what is the explanation
of?" I^=B^, "to give alms," and

generally to help the needy. fU,
see II, Pt. I, vi, 4. A scholar not
in office is only one of the people.
3. $) , "if he give him," i. e.,

him pay." Thia
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do so." "I venture to ask why he does not presume
to do so." "Even the keepers of the gates, with
their watchmen's sticks, have their regular offices

for which they can take their support from the prince.
He who without a regular office should receive the

pay of the prince must be deemed disrespectful."
4. Chang asked, "If the prince sends a scholar

a present, he accepts it. I do not know whether this

present may be constantly repeated." Mencius

answered, "There was the conduct of the duke Muh
to Tsze-sze He made frequent inquiries after Tsze-

sze's health, and sent him frequent presents of cooked

meat. Tsze-sze was displeased, and at last having
motioned to the messenger to go outside the great

brings out all the meaning that is

in It- fll ft -h JS is passive, or=
"to receive pay." ^ %$, "disre-

spectful," is to be taken in its im-

plication 'of a want of humility in

content to take pay, as if ho li.nl.

4. $%, read A-'e, up. 3rd tone (below,

the same), "frequently." M fa, "cal-

dron flesh," i. e., flesh cooked. &,
IJ11UO.1.1UI4 VAt* .i*.jj

the scholar, who is only one of the peaou, up. If

people having no office, and yet is the hand." { r?. ( "!' :{nl
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door, he bowed his head to the ground with his

face to the north, did obeisance, twice, and declined

the gift, saying, 'From this time forth I shall know
that the prince supports me as a dog or a horse.'

And from that time a servant was no more sent

with the presents. When a prince professes to be

pleased with a man of talents and virtue, and can
neither promote him to office, nor support him in the

proper way., can he be said to be pleased with him ?
"

5. Chang said,
" I venture to ask how the sovereign

of a state, when he wishes to support a superior
man, must proceed, that he may be said to do so

in the proper way?" Mencius answered: "At first,

tone. ^ was Tsze-sze's name. To
bow, raising the hands to the bent

forehead, was called ffl ^-; lowering
the hands in the first place to the

ground, and then raising them
to the forehead, was called p|t;

bowing the head to the earth was
called j^ "t. Tsze-sze appears on
this occasion to have first performed
the most profound expression of

homage, as if in the prince's pres-

ence, and then to have bowed twice,
with his hands to the ground, in

addition. All this he did, outside

the gate, which was the appropriate
place in the case of declining the

gifts. If they were received, the

party performed his obeisances in-

side. It is difficult to bring out the

moaning of "for," that properly

belongs to j. Hi, the designation
of an officer or servant of a very
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the present must be offered with the prince's com-

mission, and the scholar making obeisance twice with

his head bowed to the ground will receive it. But
after this the storekeeper will continue to send grain,

and the master of the kitchen to send meat, pre-

senting it as if without the prince's express com-

mission. Tsze-sze considered that the meat from the

prince's caldron, giving him the annoyance of con-

stantly doing obeisance, was not the way to support
a superior man.

6. "There was Yaou's conduct to Shun: He
caused his nine sons to serve him, and gave him

his two daughters in marriage ; he caused the various

officers, oxen and sheep, storehouses and granaries, nil

to be prepared to support Shun amid the channeled

low class. 5. H ~% & tff , J
=

^. %* fo, "a message from the

prince," reminding of course the

scholar of his obligation. $| ^ ftf,

an adverb, "the appearance of

being troubled." 6. See J't, I, i, :$.

Zl if i( .''
tno second -$( is read

joo, low. 3rd tone.
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fields, and then he raised him to the most exalted

situation. From this we have the expression 'The

honoring of virtue and talents proper to a king or

a duke.'"

CHAPTER VII. 1. Wan Chang said, "I venture to

ask what principle of righteousness is involved in

a scholar's not going to see the princes." Mencius

replied, "A scholar residing in the city, is called

'a minister of the market place and well,' and one

residing in the country is called 'a minister of the

grass and plants.' In both cases he is a common
man, and it is the rule of propriety that common
men, who have not presented the introductory present
and become ministers, should not presume to have

interviews with the prince."

CH. 7. WHY A SCHOLAR SHOULD
DECLINE GOING TO SEE THE PRINCES,
WHEN CALLED BY THEM. Comp. Ill,
Pt. II, i, et al. 1. We supply J;
as the nominative to ^, and other
verbs ; Wan Chang evidently intends
Mencius himself. [49, "city," as in
ch. iv, par. 4. 3$, -here as a syno-
nym, in apposition with 1{L gi
in TJJ #, ^ $ g. is difft. from

the 3$ g, below. Every individual

may be called a gi, as being a sub-

ject, and bound to serve the sov-

ereign, and this is the meaning of

the term in those two phrases. In
the other case it denotes one who
is officially "a minister." f^,=M
J, che, up. 3rd tone; see III, Pt.

II, iii, 1, and notes. There is a force

in the Jfe, in jL #* | ^, which it is
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2. Wan Chang said, "If a common man is called

to perform any service, he goes and performs it;

how is it that a scholar, when the prince, wishing
to see him, calls him to his presence, refuses to go?"
Mencius replied, "It is right to go and perform the

service; it would not be right to go and see the

prince."

3. "And," added Mencius, "on what account is

it that the prince wishes to see the scholar?" "Be-

cause of his extensive information, or because of his

talents and virtue," was the reply. "If because of

his extensive information," said Mencius, "such a

person is a teacher, and the emperor would not call

him; how much less may any of the princes do

difficult to indicate in another lan-

guage. 2. "It is right to go and
perform the service," i. e., it is right
in the common man, to perform
service being his fj, or office. And

so with the scholar. He will go
when called as a scholar should be

called, but only then. 3. The JJ,

are all low. 3rd tone. It must be

borne in mind that the conver
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so ? If because of his talents and virtue, then I have

not heard of any one wishing to see a person with

those qualities, and calling him to his presence.
4. "During the frequent interviews of the duke

Muh with Tsze-sze, he one day said to him, 'An-

ciently, princes of a thousand chariots have yet
been on terms of friendship with scholars; what
do you think of such an intercourse?' Tsze-sze was

displeased, and said, 'The ancients have said, "The
scholar should be served, how should they have merely
said that he should be made a friend of?" When
Tsze-sze was thus displeased, did he not say within

himself, 'With regard to our stations, you are

sovereign, and I am subject. How can I presume
to be on terms of friendship with my sovereign?

is all about a scholar who is not in

office; comp. par. 9. 4. =f- ^ (low.
3rd tone) ^==f fj| %, below,

all his dignity, "yet." -35

, IV, Pt. II, xxiv, 1, et al,

but the second sp-also responds to

^. The paraphrase in the H
is: * A -If W, A m @ ft
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With regard to our virtue, you ought to make me
your master. How may you be on terms of friend-

ship with me ?
'

Thus, when a prince of a thousand
chariots sought to be on terms of friendship with
a scholar, he could not obtain his wish: how much
less could he call him to his presence !

5. "The duke King of Ts'e, once, when he was

hunting, called his forester to him by a flag. The

forester would not come, and the duke was going to

kill him. With reference to this incident, Confucius
said, 'The determined officer never forgets that his

end may be in a ditch or a stream; the brave officer

never forgets that he may lose his head.' What A\ as

it in the forester that Confucius thus approved ? He
approved his not going to the duke, when summoned

by the article which was not appropriate to him."

6. Chang said, "May I ask with what a forester

5. See III, Pt. II, i, 2. C. The
j

is from Choo He, after tho Cho\\

explanation of the various flags here j The diet, may bo consulted alwufc
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should be summoned?" Mencius replied, "With a

skin cap. A common man should be summoned with

a plain banner; a scholar who has taken office, with

one having dragons embroidered on it; and a great

officer, with one having feathers suspended from the

top of the staff.

7. "When the forester Mas summoned with the

article appropriate to the summoning of a great

officer, he would have died rather than presume to

go. If a common man were summoned with the

article appropriate to the summoning of a scholar,

how could he presume to go ? How much more may
we expect this refusal to go, when a man of talents

and virtue is summoned in a way which is inappro-

priate to his character !

8.
" When a prince wishes to see a man of talents

and virtue, and does not take the proper course

to get his wish, it is as if he wished him to enter

them. fBj J^= fiiJ ^. 7. A man of

talents and virtue ought not to be
called at all. The prince ought to

go to him, 8. pg & ?*\, this is
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palace, and shut the door against him. Now,
righteousness is the way, and propriety is the door,'
but it is only the superior man who can follow this

way, and go out and in by this door. It is said
in the ' Book of Poetry

'

:

' The way to Chow is level like a whetstone,
And straight as an arrow.
The officers tread it,

And the lower people see it.'
'

9. Wan Chang said, "When Confucius received
the prince's message calling him, he went without

waiting for his carriage. And so did Confucius do

wrong ?
"

Mencius replied,
" Confucius was in office,

and had its appropriate duties. And moreover, he
was summoned on the business of his office."

another case of a verb followed by
the pronoun and another objective;

lit., "shut him the door." ]^F ~S>

see the She-king, II, v, Ode IX,
st. 1. Julien condemns the trans-

lating J$ j|| "the way to Chow," but
that is the meaning of the terms
in the ode; and, as the imperial

highway, it is used to indicate figura-

tively the great way of righteous-
ness. |gi, in the ode $, chc, upper

2nd tone. The ode is attributed to

an officer of one of the eastern states,

mourning over the oppressive and

exhausting labors which were re-

quired from the people. The "royal

highway" presents itself to him,

formerly crowded by officers hasten-

ing to and from the capital, and the

proplo hurrying to their labors, hut

now toiled slowly ;unl painfully

along. 9. SooCon. Ana., X, \m, t.
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CHAPTER VIII. 1. Mencius said to Wan Chang,

"The scholar whose virtue is most distinguished in

a village shall make friends of all the virtuous scholars

in the village. The scholar whose virtue is most

distinguished throughout a state shall make friends of

all the virtuous scholars of that state. The scholar

whose virtue is most distinguished throughout the

empire shall make friends of all the virtuous scholars

of the empire.

2.
" When a scholar feels that his friendship with

all the virtuous scholars of the empire is not sufficient

to satisfy him, he proceeds to ascend to consider the

CH. 8. THE REALIZATION OF THE
GEEATEST ADVANTAGES OF FBiEND-

SHIP, AND THAT IT is DEPENDENT ON
ONE'S SELF. 1. "The virtuous scholar

of one village he shall make friends

of the virtuous scholars of (that) one

village": the first & is in the

superlative degree, and ^ is not only
"to be friends with," but also "to

realize the uses of friendship." The
eminence attained by the individual

attracts all the others to him, and
he hag thus the opportunity of learn-

{ from t, which nQ inflatiou
, . . .

because of his own general superiority

prevents him from doing. 2. f
= _h.

X ffif>

" ne proceeds and ascends."
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men of antiquity. He repeats their poems, and reads

their books, and as he does not know what they
were as men, to ascertain this, he considers their

history. This is to ascend and make friends of the

men of antiquity.""

CHAPTER IX. 1. The king Seuen of Ts'e asked

about the office of chief ministers. Mencius said,

"Which chief ministers is your majesty asking
about?" "Are there differences among them?" in-

quired the king. "There are," was the reply. "There

are the chief ministers who are noble and relatives

of the prince, and there are those who are of a different

surname." The king said, "I beg to ask about the

chief ministers who are noble and relatives of the

prince." Mencius answered, "If the prinoe have

great faults, they ought to remonstrate with him,

=!$> "to repeat," "croon over."

pj sp.
= pj ^!y, "proper or not?" Jl,-

fth, "their age," i. e., what they were
in their age. We are hardly to

understand the poetry and books here

generally. Mencius -seems to have
had in his eye the Book of Poetry
and the Book of History.

CH. 9. THE DUTIES OF THE DIF-

FERKNT CLASSKS OK C'lilKK Ml M> Tl :!(-;.

1. ;g- ~fa -fc >fl, su'h ministers \\ ill

overlook small faults. To animad-
vert on them would be inroiiMstrnt

with their consanguinity. No dis-

tinriion is made of faults, RS great
or small, when the other class of
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and if he do not listen to them after they have
done so again and again, they ought to dethrone

him."
2. The king on this looked moved, and changed

countenance.
3. Mencius said, "Let not Your Majesty be offended.

You asked me, and I dare not answer but according
to truth."

4. The king's countenance became composed, and
he then begged to ask about chief ministers who were
of a different surname from the prince. Mencius said,

"When the prince has faults, they ought to remon-
strate with him, and if he do not listen to them after

they have done this again and again, they ought
to leave the state."

ministers is spoken of. "Great
faults," are such as endanger the

safety of the state. 3. g H,
"don't think it strange," but= "don't
be offended." We may not wonder
that Duke Seuen should have been
moved and surprised by the doctrines
of Mencius as announced in this chap-
ter. It is true that the members
of the family of which the ruler is

the head have the nearest interest
in his ruling well, but to teach them
that it belongs to them, in case of

his not taking their advice, to proceed
to dethrone him, is likely to produce
the most disastrous effects. Choo
He notices that the able and virtuous

relatives of the tyrant Chow (jgj)

were not able to do their duty as

here laid down, while Hoh Kwang,
a minister of another surname, was
able to do it in the case of the king
of Ch'arig-yih (J| ^ ), whom he
dethroned. This last event took

place, 73 B. c.
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CHAPTER I. 1. The philosopher Kaou said, "Man's
nature is like the ke willow, and righteousness is

like a cup or a bowl. The fashioning benevolence
and righteousness out of man's nature is like the

making cups and bowls from the ke willow."

Kaou, from whom this book is

named, is the same who is referred
to in II, Ft. I, ii. His name was
Puh-hae (^ ^), a speculatist of
Mencius's day, who is said to have
given himself equally to the study
of the orthodox doctrines and those
of the heresiarch Mih (III, Pt. I, v;
Pt. II, ix). See the |* ft fife R,
on Mencius, Vol. I, art. xxix. He
appears from this book to have been
much perplexed respecting the real

character of human nature in its

relations to good and evil. This is

the principal subject discussed in

this Book. For his views of human
nature as here developed, Mencius
is mainly indebted for his place

among the sages of his country.
"In the first Part," says the 0j ^ $c

ijfi $& "he treats first of the nature;

then of the heart; and then oiimttruc-

tion, the whole being analogous to

the lessons in the 'Doctrine of the

Mean.' The second Part continues

to treat of the same subject, and a

resemblance will generally be found

between the views of the parties

there combated, and those of tho
scholar Kaou."
CH. 1. THAT BENEVOLENCK \--i>

BIGHTEOUSNESS ABE NO UNNATURAL
TBODUCT OF HUMAN NATUBE. There
underlies the words of Kaou hero,

says Choo He, the view of tho phi-

losopher Seun (^f) that human na-

ture is evil (fife Jjg). This is putting
the case too strongly. It is an in-

duction from his words, which Kaou
would probably have disallowed.

Seun (see the prolegomena, and

Morrison, under char. -J-), accounted

by many the most distinguished
scholar of the Confucian school,

appears to have maintained posi-

tively that all good was foreign t<>

the nature of man; \ . ft ,';:

^ ;& US -tiL, "Man's nature is lul:

his good is artificial." 1. Theft "'nl

the UP are taken by some an t\<>

trees, but it is better to take them

together^ the first char, ^ivm;- th.-

species of the other. It is .!< ..ni.r.l

us /'growing by the waterside, liUn

a common willow, the lea

and white, with the veins small mi'l
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2. Menoius replied, "Can you, leaving untouched

the nature of the willow, make with it cups and bowls ?

You must do violence and injury to the willow, before

you can make cups and bowls with it. If you must

do violence and injury to the willow in order to make

cups and bowls with it, on your principles you must in

the same way do violence and injury to humanity in

order to fashion from it benevolence and righteous-

ness! Your words, alas! would certainly lead all men

on to reckon benevolence and righteousness to be

calamities."

reddish." 2. jig, "according with,"

"following," i. e., "leaving un-
touched," "doing no violence to."

n m A A=A 14, "man's nature,"

"humanity." Kaou had said that
roan's nature could be made into

benevo. and right., and Mencius
exposes the error by here substituting
H^C J$c for ^, in doing which he is

justified by the nature of the action

that has to be put forth on the wood
of the willow. |$ l ^, "calami-
tize benevolence and righteousness,"
I take the meaning to be as in the
translation. If their nature must be
hacked and bent to bring those

virtues from it, men would certainly
account them to be calamities.
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CHAPTER II. 1. The philosopher Kaou said, "Man's
nature is like water whirling round in a corner. Open
a passage for it to the east, and it will flow to the
east; open a passage for it to the west, and it will
flow to the west. Man's nature is indifferent to good
and evil, just as the water is indifferent to the east
and west."

2. Mencius replied, "Water indeed will flow in-

differently to the east or west, but will it flow in-

differently up or down? The tendency of man's
nature to good is like the tendency of water to flow

CH. 2. MAN'S NATUBK is NOT IN-

DIFFERENT TO GOOD AND EVIL. ITS
PROPER TENDENCY IS TO GOOD. That
man is indifferent to good and evil,
or that the tendencies to these are
both blended in his nature, was the
doctrine of Yang Heung (H $|), a

philosopher about the beginning of

our era. We have the following
sentence from him :

" In the nature
of man good and evil are mixed.
The cultivation of the good in it

makes a good man; the cultivation
of the evil makes a bad man. The
passion nature in ius movements may

be called the horse of good or
evil" (-f- ^ |f, H J-, fe % H).
A M & 3* H i8 the sum of the

chapter on Mencius's part. His

opponent's views were wrong, but
neither did he have the whole t rut h.

1- ?Si 3K 's explained in the Diet.
" water flowing rapidly," and "water
rippling over the sand." Chaou K'e,
followed by Choo He, explains it as
in the translation, which is certainly
better adapted to the passage. 2.

fi=f as an adverb, "truly." \ ffe .

^-, lit., "the goodness of man's

nature," but we must take $fc as =
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downwards. There are none but have this tendency
to good, just as all water flows downwards.

3. "Now by striking water and causing it to leap

up, you may make it go over your forehead, and, by

damming and leading it, you may force it up a hill;

but are such movements according to the nature of

water? It is the force applied which causes them.

When men are made to do what is not good, their

nature is dealt with in this way."
CHAPTER III. 1. The philosopher Kaou said, "Life

is what is to be understood by nature."

"tendency to good." 3. $fc, "to
provoke,"

" to fret," the consequence
of a dam. j^C jfij ^f "dam and
walk it," i. e., by gradually leading
it from dam to dam, Choo He says :

"This chapter tells us that the
nature is properly good, and if we
accord with it, we shall do nothing
which is not good; that it is properly
without evil, and we must violate

it, therefore, before we can do evil.
It shows that the nature is not

properly without a decided charac-
ter, so that it may do good or evil

indifferently."

CH. 3. THE NATURE is NOT TO BE
CONFOUNDED WITE THE PHENOMENA
OF LIFE. 1. "By _," says Choo He,
"

is intended that whereby men and
animals perceive and move," and
the sentiment, he adds, is analogous
to that of the Buddhists, who make
ff2 /B "doing and using," to be the
nature. We must understand by
the term, I think, the phenomena of

life, and Kaou's idea led to the
ridiculous conclusion that wherever
there were the phenomena of life,

the nature of the subjects must be

the same. At any rate, Mencius
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2. Mencius asked him, "Do you say that by nature

you mean life, just as you say that white is white?"

"Yes, I do," was the reply. Mencius added, "Is the

whiteness of a white feather like that of white snow,
and the whiteness of white snow like that of a white

gem ?" Kaou again said "Yes."

3. "Very well," pursued Mencius. "Is the nature

of a dog like the nature of an ox, and the nature

of an ox like the nature of a man ?"

CHAPTER IV. 1. The philosopher Kaou said, "To

enjoy food and delight in colors is nature. Benevolence

here makes him allow this. 2, .3.

The |^, low. 3rd tone, all interroga-

tive, and="you allow this, I sup-

pose." We find it difficult to place
ourselves in sympathy with Kaou in

this conversation, or to follow Men-
cius in passing from the second par.
to the third. His questions in par.
2 all refer to qualities, and then he

jumps to others about the nature.

CH. 4. THAT THE BENEVOLENT AF-

FECTIONS AND THE DIsrlUMlN VI IDNS

OF WHAT 13 RIGHT AND EQl.AMY
INTERNAL. 1. =

If fc tft fe-

We might suppose that ^, hero

denoted "the appetite of sex." But
another view is preferred. Thus the

commentator j& KJ observes: "

infant knows to drink the breast,

and to look at fire, which illustrates

the text & -g, tt" It is important
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is internal and not external ; righteousness is external

and not internal."

2. Mencius asked him, "What is the ground of

your saying that benevolence is internal and righteous-

ness external?" He replied, "There is a man older

than I, and I give honor to his age. It is not that

there is first in me a principle of such reverence to

age. It is just as when there is a white man, and I

consider him white; according as he is so externally

to me. On this account, I pronounce of righteousness

that it is external."

3. Mencius said, "There is no difference between

our pronouncing of a white horse to be white and our

to observe that by H is denoted iff

4% S> "the determining what
conduct in reference to them is re-

quired by men and things external
to us, and giving it to them." Kaou
contends that as we are moved by
our own internal impulse to food and
colors, so we are also in the exercise
of benevolence, but not in that of

righteousness. 2. ||, always up.
2nd tone. In $ ^, it is the ad-

jective, but in the other cases it is

the verb. # # fe & f =# ft 3*

&.2-Z. tb ^ 3. The second & is

also a verb. 3. ^ J^, at the com-

mencement, have crept by some

oversight into the text. They must
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pronouncing a white man to be white. But is there

no difference between the regard with which we ac-

knowledge the age of an old horse and that with

which we acknowledge the age of an old man ? And
what is it which is called righteousness? the fact of

a man's being old? or the fact of our giving honor

to his age?"
4. Kaou said, "There is my younger brother;

I love him. But the younger brother of a man of

Ts'in I do not love; that is, the feeling is determined

by myself, and therefore I say that benevolence is

internal. On the other hand, I give honor to an old

be disregarded. & H, & X, & %,,

^ \, & and ^ are the verbs, =tlie

& , below. JL |?j, 5 , "arid do

you say? etc.," but the meaning
comes out better by expanding the

words a little. The H t says:
"The recognition of the whiteness
of a horse is not different from the

recognition of the whiteness of a

man. So indeed it is. But when we

acknowledge the age of a horse, we
simply with the mouth pronounce
that it is old. In acknowledging^
however, the age of a man, tin :

the same time the feeling of n
in the mind. The case is did

from our recognition of the ago of

ahorse." 4. $A$l A, = '" (lt

people, strangers. JJ. flj ft tft> J ' Ti

, the meaning is no doubt, ua
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man of Ts'oo, and I also give honor to an old man
of my own people: that is, the feeling is determined

by the age, and therefore I say that righteousness

is external."

5. Mencius answered him, "Our enjoyment of

meat roasted by a man of Ts'in does not differ from

our enjoyment of meat roasted by ourselves. Thus,

what you insist on takes place also in the case of such

things, and will you say likewise that our enjoyment

of a roast is external ?
"

in the translation, but the use of f&
in both cases occasions some dif-

ficulty. Here again I may translate

from the ff|, which attempts to

bring out the meaning of f&: "I
love my younger brother and do not

love the younger brother of a man of

Ts'in; that is, the love depends
on me. Him with whom my heart

is pleased, I love (f sp. ^ >b, $J

f .) , and him with whom my heart
is not pleased, I do not love. But
the reverence is in both cases de-

termined by the age. Wherever we

meet with age, there we have the

feeling of complacency (^ iS & "^

<& ffi t&)> and it does not necessarily

proceed from our own mind." After

reading all this, a perplexity is still

felt to attach to the use of f&. 5.

^f=gf|. Mencius silences his op-

ponent by showing that the same

difficulty would attach to the prin-

ciple with which he himself started ;

namely, that the enjoyment of food

was internal, sprang from the inner

springs of our being.
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CHAPTER V. 1. The disciple Mang Ke asked Kung-

too, saying,
" On what ground is it said that righteous-

ness is internal?"
2. Kung-too replied, "We therein act out our

feeling of respect, and therefore it is said to be
internal."

3. The other objected, "Suppose the case of a

villager older than your elder brother by one year,
to which of them would you show the greater respect ?

"

"To my brother," was the reply. "But for which
of them would you first pour out wine at a feast?"
"For the villager." Mang Ke argued, "Now your
feeling of reverence rests on the one, and now the

honor due to age is rendered to the other; this is

certainly determined by what is without, and does

not proceed from within."

CH. 5. THE SAME SUBJECT; THE
DISCRIMINATIONS OF WHAT IS RIGHT
ARE FROM WITHIN. 1. Mang Ke was
a younger brother of Mang Chung,
mentioned II, Pt. II, ii. Their rela-

tion to each other in point of age
is determined by the characters, $\>

and ^. Mang Ke had heard the

| previous conversation with Kaon, or

heard of it, and feeling somo doubts

on the subject he applied to Kung-
too (II, Pt. II, v) for their solution.

"On what ground is it said?" i. e.,

by our master, by Mencius. I5. Tin-

questions here are evidently by Munn
Ke. ffl is in the general sense of
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4. Kung-too was unable to reply, and told the

conversation to Mencius. Mencius said,
" You should

ask him, 'Which do you respect mosty -your uncle,
or your younger brother?' He will answer, 'My
uncle.' Ask him again, 'If your younger brother be

personating a dead ancestor, to which do you show
the greater respect, to him or to your uncle?' He
will say, 'To my younger brother.' You can go on,
'But where is the respect due, as you said, to your
uncle?' He will reply to this, */ show the respect
to my younger brother, because of the position which
he occupies,' and you can likewise say, 'So my respect
to the villager is because of the position which he

occupies. Ordinarily, my respect is rendered to my
elder brother; for a brief season, on occasion, it is

rendered to the villager.'
'

^, "elder." 4. The translation
needs to be supplemented, to show
that Mencius gives his decision in

the form of a dialogtie between the
two disciples. ^ ^, "a father's

younger brother," but used generally
for "an uncle." ^ ^ f* , in sac-

rificing to the departed, some one

a certain one of the descendants,
if possible, was made the J* , or

"corpse," into whose body the spirit

of the other was supposed to descend

to receive the worship. ^ ^ 3 fc>

the S: = "as you said." $J? g| =

^ ^F; comp. the "Doctrine of the
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5. Mang Ke heard this and observed, "When

respect is due to my uncle, I respect him, and when

respect is due to my younger brother, I respect him ;

the thing is certainly determined by what is with-

out, and does not proceed from within." Kung-too

replied,
" In winter we drink things hot, in summer

we drink things cold
;
and so, cm your principle, eating

and drinking also depend on what is external!
"

CHAPTER VI. 1. The disciple Kung-too said, "The

philosopher Kaou says, 'Man's nature is neither good

nor bad.'

2. "Some say, 'Man's nature may be made to

Mean," i, 2. 5. ^, 7jt,
" hot water,"

or "soup," and "water" ; ?Jc must be

taken as "cold" water. Kung-too
answers after the example of his

master in the last paragraph of the

preceding chapter.
CH. 6. EXPLANATION OF MEN-

CIUS'S OWN DOCTRINE THAT MAN'S

NATUBE IS GOOD. 1. ChoO He
that the view of Kaou, as li.-r.i

affirmed, had been udvocat. .1 I

Tung-po (i|f $) and 11..,., siylr.i

Wan-ting Kung (#J # ), i>-

his own tinirw. :'. This is th.i \\-.\\
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practice good, and it may be made to practice evil,'

and accordingly, under Wan and WT

OO, the people
loved what was good, while under Yew and Le, they
loved what was cruel."

3. "Some say, 'The nature of some is good, and
the nature of others is bad.' Hence it was that under
such a sovereign as Yaou there yet appeared Seang ;

that with such a father as Koo-sow there yet appeared
Shun; and that with Chow for their sovereign, and
the son of their elder brother besides, there were

found K'e, the viscount of Wei, and the prince
Pe-kan.

propounded by Kaou in the 2nd
chapter. ^ is explained by ^, and
"SI & & =Pj a tit &. 3. rg was the
name of the viscount of Wei; see

Ana., XVIII, i. Both ho and Pe-kun
are here.made to be uncles of Chow,
while K'e, according to the Shoo-king,
was his half brother. Choo-he sup-
poses some error to have crept into

the text. For convenience in trans-

lating, I have changed the order of

&&>& &m> s ^,

as the sons of the princes of states

were called fc %-. This view of

human nature found an advocate

afterwards in the famous Han Wan-
kuiig ($f ^C &) of the T'ang dynasty.
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4.
" And now you say,

* The nature is good.' Then
are all those wrong ?

"

5. Mencius said,
" From the feelings proper to

it, it is constituted for the practice of what is good.
This is what I mean in saying that the nature is

good.
6.

" If men do what is not good, the blame cannot

be imputed to their natural powers."
7. "The feeling of commiseration belongs to all

men; so does that of shame and dislike; and that

of reverence and respect; and that of approving and

4, 5. TJr ^f,="as to," "looking at."

Choo He calls them an initial par-
ticle. The '&, of course, refers to

^ or "nature," which is the subject
of the next clause pj &. ^ ^~-

This being the amount of Mencius's

doctrine, that by the study of our

nature we may see that it is formed
for goodness, there seems notliing to

object to in it. By ft is denoted

t 2. Wl> "the movements of
^the

nature," i. c., the inward feelings

and tendencies, "stirred up." Ohaou
K'e takes 3fc here in the sense of Jig,

"to ob<-y," "to accord with," on

which the translation would bo "If

it act in accordance with its feelings,

or emotional tendencies." The mean-

ing, however, is the same on the

whole, pj H 2$ H i* not so definite

as we could wish. Choo He expand*

it; A 1ft, * 1H f-J ft ' ffii *
pj $ ^ .^g, "the feelings of man nuiy

properly* be used only to do good,

and may not be used to do evil."

This seems to be the meaning. 6.

t*t It. A * " man
Jf

ability," "his natural powers." ft

* (low. 1st tone), "as to," "in tho

,-ase of." 7. Comp. II, Pi. I, iv,

4, 5. & % '!>> howc-v.T trtUrs the
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disapproving. The feeling of commiseration implies

the principle of benevolence; that of shame and dis-

like, the principle of righteousness; that of reverence

and respect, the principle of propriety; and that of

approving and disapproving, the principle of knowl-

edge. Benevolence, righteousness, propriety, and

knowledge are not infused into us from without.

We are certainly furnished with them. And a different

view is simply from want of reflection. Hence it is

said: 'Seek and you will find them. Neglect and you
will lose them.' Men differ from one another in regard
to them; some as much again as others, some five

times as much, and some to an incalculable amount:

it is because they cannot carry out fully their

natural powers.

; ffl fif 55 -S & t- *H *, J #,place of ft m Z- ifr there. % 3J1

is the apodosis of a sentence, "and the
. i- i .LI

protasis must be supplied as m the
translation. ^-= }, up. 2nd tone.

,

n-,i i .1 ,-,. .
t

2* 2?- Ihey lose them till they

depart from what is good, soms c."
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8. "It is said in the 'Book of Poetry' :

'Heaven, in producing mankind,
Gave them their various faculties and relations with their

specific laws.

These are the invariable rules of nature for all to hold,
And all love this admirable virtue.'

Confucius said, 'The marker of this ode knew indeed
the principle of our nature/' We may thus see that

every faculty and relation must have its law, and
since there are invariable rules for all to hold, they
consequently love this admirable virtue."

CHAPTER VII. 1. Mencius said, "In good years
the children of the people are most of them good,

far agaiu as others, etc." 8. f$ $,

see the Shoo-king, III, Ft. Ill,
Ode VI, et. i, where we have J& for

=, and ft for ^. # ft # M'J,

"have things, have laws," but the

things specially intended are our
constitution with reference to tho
world of sense, and the various
circles of relationship. The quota-
tion is designed specially to illustrate

par. 5, hut the conclusion drawn is

stronger than the statement there.
It is said tho people actually love

($f UP- 3rd tone), and arenotme^>ly
constituted to love, the admirable
virtue.

CH. 7. ALL MEN ARE THE SAMK j\

MIND; SAGES AND OTHERS. IT

LOWS THAT THi: NATI Hi: OF ALL
Ml N. I IKK THAT OF THE SAOE8. IS

GOOD. 1. Bf j&, "rich years,"=9
ff-, "plentiful years." fj{ IH
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while in bad years the most of them abandon them-

selves to evil. It is not owing to their natural powers
conferred by Heaven that they are thus different.

The abandonment is owing to the circumstances

through which they allow their minds to be ensnared

and drowned in evil.

2. "There now is barley. Let it be sown and

covered up; the ground being the same, and the time

of sowing likewise the same, it grows rapidly up, and

when the full time is come, it is all found to be ripe.

Although there may be inequalities of produce, that is

owing to the difference of the soil, as rich or poor,

to the unequal nourishment afforded by the rains and

by Chaou K'o as= |fe, "good," and ^
=

Jgi, "evil." But ^= the Mencian
phrase ^ |j|, "self-abandonment,"
and there is the proper meaning of

fg, "to depend on," also in that
term. "In rich years, -J- ^ (sons
and brothers, i. e., the young whose
characters are plastic) depend on
the plenty and are good." Tempta-
tions do not lead them from their

natural bent, fjf jfa ij},, the use of

$f hero is peculiar. Most take it

as=#[j jlfc, "thus." Some take it in

its proper pronominal meaning, as if

Mencius in a lively manner turned
to the young. "It is not from the

powers conferred by Heaven that

you are different." $5, "so," refer-

ring specially to the self-abandon-

ment. 2. |S$ || go together= "bar-

ley." ^ ff (up. 2nd tone, the

noun), "sow the seeds." j^S, prop,
"a kind of harrow." Q 5j, not "the

solstice," but "the days (i. e., the
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dews, and to the different ways in which man lias

performed his business in reference to it.

3. "Thus all things which are the same in kind

are like to one another; why should we doubt in

regard to man, as if he were a solitary exception to

this ? The sage and we are the same in kind.

4.
(

"In accordance with this the scholar Lung said,

'If a man make hempen sandals without knowing

the size of people's feet, yet I know that he will not

make them like baskets.' Sandals are all like one

another, because all men's feet are like one another.

5. "So with the mouth and flavors; all mouths

have the same relishes. Yih-ya only apprehended

time, harvest time) are come." 3.

*=g, "all." fa S3, 2 S, "why
only come to man and doubt it?"

4. Sfe, illustrating, not inferring.

So, below; except perhaps in the

last instance of its use. Of tho

Lung who is quoted nothing
to be known. JR, see III. I't.

I, vi, 1. 5. =. P ft "*-. <i

(jjjj |p &, lit., "The relation of
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before me what my mouth relishes. Suppose that

his mouth in its relish for flavors differed from that

of other men, as is the case with dogs or horses which

are not the same in kind with us, why should all men
be found following Yih-ya in their relishes? In the

matter of tastes the whole empire models itself after

Yih-ya; that is, the mouths of all men are like one

another.

6. "And so also it is with the ear. In the matter

of sounds, the whole empire models itself after the

music master K>wang; that is, the ears of all men are

like one another.

mouths to tastes is that they have
the same relishes." Yih-ya was the
cook of the famous duke Hwan of
Ts'e (684-642 B. c.), a worthless

man, but great in his art. 3fc ^, ^
ic, is better translated "apprehended
before me," than "was the first to

apprehend," etc., and only is evi-

dently to be supplied, in ^ II Z. Ifc

tt, the p here is to be understood

with reference to Yih-ya. ^ t,
"its nature," i. e., its likings and
dislikings in the matter of tastes.

^ T m i& % % m, "to nx a
limit," or "to aim at." 6. ^ Jf. ft

$$, "ffl is here in the sense of our

but, from botan, the connective par-
ticle, though it often corresponds to

our other but, a disjunctive, or ex-

ceptive,= "only." ftp tyj|, see IV7
, Ft.
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7. "And so also it is with the eye. In the case

of Tsze-too, there is no man but would recognize
that he was beautiful. Any one who would not rec-

ognize the beauty of Tsze-too must have no eyes.
8. "Therefore I say, Men's mouths agree in hav-

ing the same relishes; their ears agree in enjoying the

same sounds ; their eyes agree in recognizing the same

beauty: shall their minds alone be without that

which they similarly approve? What is it, then, of

which they similarly approve? It is, I say, the

principles of our nature, and the determinations of

righteousness. The sages only apprehended before

me that of which my mind approves along with other

men. Therefore the principles of our nature and the

I, i, 1. 7. Tsze-too was the desig-
nation of Kung-sun (^ $j $3), an
officer of Ching about 700 B. c.,

distinguished for his beauty. See
his villainy and death in the 7th

chapter of the "History of the Several

States." 8. fa Ff( Is] ^ , ^ is to

be taken as a verb, "to approve."
ffl merely indicates the answers to

the preceding question. It is n

much as "I say" in the translat n>n.

.

tioii," the moral nature, and ^ = t

}\], "that constitution or nature,
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determinations of righteousness agreeable to my mind,

just as the flesh of grass and grain-fed animals is

agreeable to my mouth."

CHAPTER VIII. 1. Mencius said, "The trees of the

New Mountain were once beautiful. Being situated,

however, in the borders of a large state, they were

hewn down with axes and bills; and could they

retain their beauty ? Still through the activity of the

vegetative life day and night, and the nourishing

influence of the rain and dew, they were not without

buds and sprouts springing forth, but then came the

acting outwardly." 3$, "hay," "fod-

der," used for "grass-fed animals,"
such as sheep and oxen. ^="corn-
or rice-fed animals," such as dogs
and pigs.
CH. 8. HOW IT IS THAT THE NA-

TUKK PBOPERLY GOOD COMES TO AP-
PEAR AS IF IT WERE NOT SO; FROM
NOT RECEIVING ITS PROPER NOURISH-
MENT. 1. The New Mountain was

in the southeast of Ts'e. It is

referred to the present district of

Lintsze (gj >J^) in the department
of Ts'ingchow. H S ft! ft X m =
&3ltBr&2.n&^ *m. "T H
^ H sp, "could they be beauti-
ful?" i. e., "could they retain their

beauty?" ^ Jt H fff
&,_

the ^ is difficult; "there is what
they grow day and night," the ^
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cattle and goats and browsed upon them. To these

things is owing the bare and stripped appearance of the

mountain, which when people see, they think it was

never finely wooded. But is this the nature of the

mountain ?

2. "And so also of what properly belongs to man;

shall it be said that the mind of any man was

without benevolence and righteousness? The way in

which a man loses his proper goodness of mind is

like the way in which the trees are denuded by

axes and bills. Hewn down day after day, can it

referring to the ^ 4fc & 4^ what we
may call "vegetative life." The use

of }f| j[ here is peculiar. %$=$ ^.,

"trees of materials, fine trees. 2.

The connection indicated by Stt

"although," may be thus tnicod:

"Not only is such the case of tho

New Mountain. Although we speak
of what properly belongs to man

(#=;&), we shall find that the same

thing obtains." The next clause ia

to l>e translated in tho post tense,

the question having reference to a

mind or nature, which has I n

allowed to run to waste. !'.-. "hi-,"

= man." M=*. R ' "*
good mental constitution m nature."
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retain its beauty ? But there is a develop-

ment of its life day and night, and in the calm

air of the morning, just between night and day,

the mind feels in a degree those desires and aversions

whjch are proper to humanity, but the feeling is

not strong, and it is fettered and destroyed by what

takes place during the day. This fettering taking

place again and again; the restorative influence of the

night is not sufficient to preserve the proper goodness

of the mind; and when this proves insufficient for that

purpose, the nature becomes not much different from

that of the irrational animals, which when people

2p., "even," indicates the time that

lies evenly between the night and
day. It is difficult to catch the

exact idea conveyed by ^, in this

clause, and where it occurs below,
the cairn of the air, the corresponding
calm of the spirit, and the moral

invigoration from the repose of the

night, being blended in it. The next

clause is difficult. Chaou K'e makes
it: "The mind is not far removed
in its likings and dislikings (J, ^,
both upper 3rd tone) from those

which are proper to humanity."
The more common interpretation is

that which I have given. ^ ^,
see IV, Pt. II, xix, 1. B. t= H IS1-
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see, they think that it never had those powers which I
assert. But does this condition represent the feelings

proper to humanity ?

3. "Therefore, if it receive its proper nourishment,
there is nothing which will not grow. If it lose

its proper nourishment, there is nothing which will

not decay away.
4. "Confucius said, 'Hold it fast, and it remains

with you. Let it go, and you lose it. Its outgoing
and incoming cannot be defined as to time or place.'

It is the mind of which this is said!
"

3. $& Ufa, Ufa embraces both things
in nature, and the nature of man.
4. This is a remark of Confucius for

which we are indebted to Mencius.
< = &. tfi A, =5 5, "its outgoings
and incomings have no set time;
no one knows its dissection." |&,
low. 1st tone,= "is it not?" or an
exclamation. This paragraph is thus

expanded by Choo He: Confucius

said of the mind, // you hold it fast,

it is here; if you let it go, it is lost and

gone; so without (lctrriirtte time is

its outgoing and incoming and alto

without determinate place. Mencius

quoted his words to illustrate the

unfathomableness of the spiritual
and intelligent mind, how easy it in

to have it or to lose it, and how
difficult to preserve and keep it, and
how it may not be left unnourished

for an instant. Learners ought con-

stantly to be exerting their strength
to insure the pureness of it spirit,

and the settlodnoss of it* passion

nature, as in the culm of tin- mnriiiiu:.

then will the rnind al \vnyn In-

served, and everywhere imd in all

circumstances its iiHiiiilVMiitions will

be those of beuevoleuce and right-

eousness."
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CHAPTER IX. 1. Mencius said, "It is not to be

wondered at that the king is not wise!

2. "Suppose the case of the most easily growing

thing in the world; if you let it have one day's

genial heat, and then expose it for ten days to cold, it

will not be able to grow. It is but seldom that I

have an audience of the king, and when I retire, there

come all those who act upon him like the cold.

Though I succeed in bringing out some buds of good-

ness, of what avail is it !

3. "Now chess playing is but a small art, but

. CH. 9. ILLUSTRATING THE LAST
CHAPTER. HOW THE KING OF Ts'E JS

WAITT OF WISDOM WAS OWING TO
NEGLECT AND BAD ASSOCIATIONS. 1.

jjfc is used for ^, "to be perplexed."
s is an exclamation. The king is

understood to be the king Seuen of

Ts'e; see I, ii. 2. |^, puh, often
written Rf|, "to dry in the sun," here

iiS.j "to warm genially." Jfc T-ff, ic

-_u, the jfc, "not yet," "never,"
puts the general truth as an inference
from the past. J^, low. 3rd tone,
keen. Choo He points the last clause

^ *U # ii M, M &, "though there

may be sprouts of goodness, what
can I do ?" In this way, .^ and fsj

PJO are connected, and there is the
intermediate clause between them,
which is an unusual thing in Chinese.

Feeling this difficulty, Chaou K'e
makes ^' the nominative to ;fr ^
and interprets,- "Although I wish
to encourage tho sprouting of his

goodness, how can T do so ?" I have
followed this construction, taking
the force of tho terms, however,

differently. 3. ^- ^ (low. 1st tone),
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without his whole mind being given, and his will

bent to it, a man cannot succeed at it. Chess Ts'ew

is the best chess player in all the kingdom. Suppose
that he is teaching two men to play. The one gives

to the subject his whole mind and bends to it all

his will, doing nothing but listening to Chess Ts'ew.

The other, although he seems to be listening to him,

has his whole mind running on a swan which lie

thinks is approaching, and wishes to bend his bo\v,

adjust the string to the arrow, and shoot it. Although

he is learning along with the other, he does not come

up to him. Why? because his intelligence is not

equal? Not so."

-^j -j^, "now the character of chess

playing as an art, is that it is a
small art." ^ $c, Ts'ew was tlio

man's name and he was called ('he**!

TKVW from, his skill - at the game.
iifl ft&> ";\ great kuh" which is also

called "the heavenly goose" = tho

swan, fft (chn) rfjj fl-J <*/"'A) .

Ana., XJI, xxvi. #(!<. -'5nl turn-)

,'i !C- ^ ?!/ ft f-H ('"" '

"Is it because of I liin, <li<> inferioritj

of Ilia (natural)' int. 'lii .!... :" V

and the following \v<.rdH V'"

apposition.
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CHAPTER X. I. Mencius said, "I like fish and I also

like bear's paws. If I cannot have the two together,

I will let the fish go, and take the bear's paws. So, I

like life, and I also like righteousness. If I cannot

keep the two together, I will let life go and choose

righteousness.

2. "I like life indeed, but there is that which I

like more than life, and therefore, I will not seek

to possess it by any improper ways. I dislike death

CH. 10. THAT IT is PROPER TO
MAN'S NATURE TO LOVE RIGHTEOUS-
NESS MORE THAN LIFE, AND HOW IT

IS THAT MANY ACT AS IF IT WERE NOT
so. 1. "Bear's palms" have been
a delicacy in China from the earliest

times. They require a long time,
'

it seems, to cook them thoroughly.
The king Shing of Ts'oo, 625 B. c.,

being besieged in his palace, re-

quested .that he might have a dish
of bear's palms before he was put

to death, hoping that help would
come while they were being cooked.
2. .fc&ffi $k,the ft is retained
from the preceding par. We may
render it by "indeed." ffi fc, a5 i5,
is to be translated indicatively. It
is explanatory of the conclusion of
the last par., ^ ffjj Jfc f|. ^ ^
(emphatic) /$j ^., "I won't do im-

proper getting," i. e., of life. The
paraphrasts mostly say ; ^ /j
Jl W. & ., "I will not act im-

properly to get life."
, "sorrow,"
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indeed, but there is that which I dislike more than

death, and therefore there are occasions when I will

not avoid danger.
3. "If among the things which man likes there

were nothing which he liked more than life, why should

he not use every means by which he could preserve
it? If among the things which man dislikes there

were nothing which he disliked more than death, why
should he not do everything by which he could avoid

danger?
4. "There are cases when men by a certain course

might preserve life, and they do' not employ it; when

"
calamity

" = danger of death. JE
=

jg. It seema better to construe as

1 have done making $*, governed by
)$, than to make &=a clause by
itself, and suppose as the object
of Jgf . 4. I translate here differently
both from Chaou K'e and Clioo He.

They take & & to be = " From this

righteousness -loving nature so dis-

played," as if the par. were merely
an inference from the two preceding.
I understand the par. to be a i

tition of the two preceding, and

introductory to the one \vhirh fol-

lows, ft J& H'J &> "'>>' t)i course

(any particular course) there I'H InV."

Ifij (Y 'f* R]> "and yet in cases
not used." This gives a much easier
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by certain things they might avoid danger, and they

will not do them.

5. "Therefore, men have that which they like

more than life, and that which they dislike more than

death. They are not men of distinguished talents

and virtue, only who have this mental nature. All

men have it; what belongs to such men is simply that

they do not lose it.

6. "Here are a small basket of rice and a platter

of soup, and the case is one in which the getting them

will preserve life, and the want of them will be death;

if they are offered with an insulting voice, even

and more legitimate construction.
r) - $6 % '$> ("P- '* r< l tone), stress

nmat nob bo laid on tho g. J is

simply negative, not prohibitive. 0.

($, -low. 3rd tone. P$ f$ is ex-

pluinod Bjll Rf. , UJ, "tho ji
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a tramper will not receive them, or if you first trc;i,i

upon them, even a beggar will not stoop to tak<-

them.

7. "And yet a man will accept of ten thousand

chung, without any consideration of propriety or

righteousness. What can the ten thousand chung
add to him? When he takes them, is it not that he

may obtain beautiful mansions, that he may secure

the services of wives and concubines, or that the poor
and needy of his acquaintance may be helped by him?

of reproachful clamor," but the j$[

$f .shows that more than the idea of

"appearance," or demonstration is

intended, iff ;f _ \ & A> below,
and not simply "any ordinary man
upon the way," as Choo He makes
it. ^ Jft, see II, Pt. I, ix, 1. This

par. is intended to illustrate the A
V\ 4\ . of the preceding. Even
in the poorest and most distressed
of men, the ^ ;g* JC. <t will show
itself. 7. $ $t, see II, Pt. II, x, 4.

1 ft ft M *H ,
"what do they

add to me?" There is here a con-

trast with the case in the preced.

par., which was ono of life or death.

The large emolument was not an
absolute necessity. But also thcro

is the lofty, and true, idea, that a
man's personality is something in-

dependent of, and ln-li'T ili.-iu. all

external advantages. The menninjj
-r brought out in Knylisli l>\

hanging the person from the liiM

to the third. -^^ ^1,
Ma-

cause of the services of wives an. I

concubines." $ is plural as we 1 1

though according to the law of China
there could bo only in- ir(f>. li.\\-

ever manv -(ini-uliiuoH there miL'lit

be. ffi& JR W ft -- % -Xfl

2.* sSft^: *i. "t'""*' ""
i

"'

liis aoqumntance may begnitoful ir
his kindness." A gloss in the |S(J ff

ftfc *H4 1% nays: "The thinki'

tJie ixior would soein to IM? r. thmi^lit
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8. "In the former case the offered bounty was not

received, though it would have saved from death,

and now the emolument is taken for the sake of beauti-

ful mansions. The bounty that would have preserved

from death was not received, and the emolument is

taken to get the service of wives and concubines.

The bounty that would have saved from death was

not received, and the emolument is taken that one's

poor and needy acquaintance may be helped by him.

Was it then not possible likewise to decline this?

This is a case of what is called *

Losing the proper

nature of one's mind.'

of kindly feeling, but the true nature
of it is shown in the ^ 3%, may get
ME. The idea is not of benevolence,
but selfishness." 8. fj$, up. 3rd tone,
=

|P]. ^ (low. 3rd tone) j ft,
"for the bodj* dying," i. e., to save

from dying. ^ /ff. ^ pj $ Q ^,
^ is emphatic, =thia large emolu-

ment, taken for such purposes. For

an example in point to illustrate par.

G, see the Lc-ke, II, Pt. II, iii, 17.
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CHAPTER XI. 1. Mencius said, "Benevolence is

man's mind, and righteousness is man's path.
2. "How lamentable is it to neglect the path and

not pursue it, to lose this mind and not know to seek

it again!

3. "When men's fowls and dogs are lost, they
know to seek for them again, but they lose their

mind, and do not know to seek for it.

4. "The great end of learning is nothing else but

to seek for the lost mind."

CH. 11. HOW MEN HAVING LOST
THE PROPER QUALITIES OF THEIR
NATURE SHOULD SEEK TO RECOVER
THEM. 1. "Benevolence is man's
mind, or heart," i. e., it is the proper
and universal characteristic of man's
nature, as the JE ^ on Chaou K'e

says, \ X $j ., "all men have it."

"Benevolence" would seem to include
here all the other moral qualities of

humanity. Choo Ho says <f~l % j

<. ^; yet we have the usual Mom-ian

specification of "righteousness" along
with it. 4. ^ng Z. i, ii = t;j %,

"that which is most important in."

The Chinese sages always end w it h
the recovery of "the old heart"; the
idea of "a new heart" is unknown
to them. One of the Ch'ing says:
"The thousand words and ten thou
sand sayings of the sages and \\><r-

thies are simply designed lo lead

men to get hold of their lost mimls,
and make them again enter their

bodies. This accomplish, d. "they
ran push their inquiries up\sanis,
and from the lowest studies

the highest knowledge."
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CHAPTER XII. 1. Mencius said, "Here is a man
whose fourth finger is bent and cannot be stretched

out straight. It is not painful, nor does it incommode

his business, and yet if there be any one who can

make it straight, he will not think the way from Ts'in

to Ts'oo far to go to him; because his finger is not like

the finger of other people.

2. "When a man's finger is not like those of other

people, he knows to feel dissatisfied, but if his mind

be not like that of other people, he does not know
to feel dissatisfaction. This is called 'Ignorance
of the relative importance of things.'

'

CH. 12. HOW MEN AEE SENSIBLE
OF BODILY, AND NOT OF MENTAL OB
MORAL, DEFECTS. 1. 4g| ^ ^ $jj,

"the nameless finger," i. e., the

fourth, reckoning from the thumb as
the first. It is so styled, as of less

use than the others, and less needing
a name.

-f=f , read as, and with the

meaning of, fff), shin.

ja, "though he should pass over all

the way between Ts'in and Ts'oo, ho
will not think it far." 2. ^ n $|,

"not knowing kinds," or degrees.
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CHAPTER XIII. Mencius said, "Anybody who
wishes to cultivate the t'ung or the tsze, which may be

grasped with both hands, perhaps with one, knows by
what means to nourish them. In the case of their

own persons, men do not know by what means to

nourish them. Is it to be supposed that their regard
of their own persons is inferior to their regard for

a t'ung or a tsze? Their want of reflection is ex-

treme."

CHAPTER XIV. 1. Mencius said, "There is no part
of himself which a man does not love, and as hr

CH. IS. MEN'S EXTREME WANT OF
THOUGHT IN REGARD TO THE CULTIVA-
TION OF THEMSELVES. The t'ung
and tsze resemble each other. The
latter is called by the Chinese "the

king of trees," and its wood is well

adapted for their block engraving.
Of the t'ung there are various ar-

rangements, some making three kinds
ot it, some four, and some seven.
The wood of the first kind, or white

t'ung ( Q >fjjjj),
is the best for making

musical instruments like the lute.

Both the t'ung and the tszc belong
probably to the euphorbia: j|? jfc J%,

j|, "the body," but hero "the

person," the whole human being.
\'r. . . . nfe

= "is it to bo sii[>p<.-

A supplementary note in the {j| Qf

says that "by nourishing the J| here
is intended the ruling of Ihe mind,
to nourish our inner man, and

j
>. .

careful attention to the body, to
nourish our outer man."
CH. 14. THB ATTENTION GIVEN

BY MEN TO THK NOURISH MKNT <>l

DIFFERENT PARTS OF THEIR NA
Mi -T UK KK(!M,ATED BY Till: i:

TIVK IMI'OUTANCK UK TH
1. j|,- aa in the last ch., but \\ith

more special reference to the b<xl\.

3fc Wl St. "unites what he !<>
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loves all, so he must nourish all. There is not an

inch of skin which he does not love, and so there

is not an inch of skin which he will not nourish. For

examining whether his way of nourishing be good
or not, what other rule is there but this, that he

determine by reflecting on himself where it should

be applied ?

2. "Some parts of the body are noble, and some

ignoble; some great, and some small. The great must

not be injured for the small, nor the noble for the

ignoble. He who nourishes the little belonging to

him is a little man, and he who nourishes the great is

a great man.

i. e., lovea all. /J 7i%
" a cubit or

an inch," but the meaning is the
least bit of, =our "an inch." J^f W
3, as ^, requires to be supple-
mented a good deal in translating.
The meaning is plain: A man is to
determine for himself, by reflection
on his constitution, what parts aro

more important and should have the

greater attention paid to them.

Compare the two last pars, of Con.

Ana., vi, 28. 2. ff ,
^"the members

of the body," but the character, like

J|, is to be understood with a tacit

reference to the mental part of our
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3. "Here is a plantation keeper, who neglects his
woo and kea, and cultivates his sour wild date trees;
he is a poor plantation keeper.

4. "He who nourishes one of his fingers, neglecting
his shoulders or his back, without knowing that he is

doing so, is a man who resembles a hurried wolf.
5. "A man who only eats and drinks is counted

mean by others; because he nourishes what is little

to the neglect of what is great.
6. "If a man, fond of his eating and drinking,

were not to neglect what is of more importance, how
should his mouth and belly be considered as no more
than an inch of skin ?

"

constitution as well. 3. The ^ giji

was an officer under the Chow
dynasty, who had the superintend-
ence of the sovereign's plantations
and orchards. See the Chow La,

XVI, xx, 1. The woo and the kea
are the t'ung and the tsze of the last

chapter. ^ $j, go together, ft in-

dicating the species. $$ is generally
used with the general meaning of

thorns. But it here indicates a kind

of small wild date tree. The dato

tree proper is $ ; this wild tree,

the difft. forms indicating the
tree and the low bushy shrub respec-

tively. See the U, in lo< i

^=
Xt- $ *,

" a wolf hurried,"
i. e., chased, and so unable to ex-

ercise the quick sight for which it is

famous. 6. The meaning is that the

parts considered small and ignoMf
may have their due share of atten-

tion, if the more important parts are

first cared for, as they ought to be.
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CHAPTER XV. 1. The disciple Kung-too said, "All

are equally men, not some are great men, and some

are little men; how is this?" Mencius replied,

"Those who follow that part of themselves which

is great are great men; those who follow that part

which is little are little men."

2. Kung-too pursued, "All are equally men, but

some follow that part of themselves which is great,

and some follow that part which is little; how is

this?" Mencius answered, "The senses of hearing

and seeing do not think, and are obscured by external

CH. 15. HOW SOME AKE GREAT
MEN, LORDS OF REASON, AND SOME
ARE LITTLE MEN, SLAVES OF SENSE.
1. ^;=%, "all equally." |f, "the
members," hut here, more evidently
than in the last chapter, it is spoken
of our whole constitution, mental as
well as physical. 2. ^1 g . IT,
"the offices of the ears and eyes."
We might suppose that the senses
are so styled, as being conceived to

be subject to the control of the

ruling mind. We have below, how-
ever, the expression jj> ^ 'gf and *|f

is to be taken in both cases, as=
"
prerogative,"

" business." Chaou
X'e and his glossarist do not take
J H If as the subject of ,@ in ^
J^, but interpret thus: "The senses,
if there be riot the exercise of thought
by the mind, are obscured by ex-

ternal things." But the view of

Choo He, as in the translation, is

preferable. It is very evident how
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things. When one thing comes into contact with

another, as a matter of, course it leads it away. To
the mind belongs the office of thinking. By thinking,
it gets the right view of things; by neglecting to think,
it fails to do this. These the senses and the mind
are what Heaven has given to us. Let a man first

stand fast in the supremacy of the nobler part of

his constitution, and the inferior part will not bo

able to take it from him. It is simply this which

makes the great man."

ij> indicates our whole mental con-
stitution. 4% *. $1, the first $J is

the external objects, what is heard
and seen; the second denotes the
senses themselves, which are only
things. 3| ffjj ^, \fn E = "as a
matter of course." ffi ;, -,

=
ljt

fyfl ; S|, "the mind apprehends the
true nature of the objects of sense,"
and of course can guard against their

deluding influence. Jt k %, "his

what is great," the nobler part of

his constitution, i. o., tho mind.

Kung-too might have gone on <<>

inquire, "All are equally men.

Some fitnnd fast in the nobler part,
of their constitution, and some allow
its supremacy to be snatched away
by the inferior part. How is this?"
and Mencius would have tried to

carry the difficulty a step farther

back, and after all have left it where
it originally was. His snyinir that.

the nature of man is good nmy be
reconciled with tho dortriii'

evangelical Oirislinnity, but In*

views of human nature as a whole
aro open to the tlifi- objections
stated in tho note to the -1st di.

of tho ('liui/ij Yung.
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CHAPTER XVI. 1. Mencius said, "There is a

nobility of Heaven, and there is a nobility of man.

Benevolence, righteousness, self-consecration, and

fidelity, with unwearied joy in these virtues; these

constitute the nobility of Heaven. To be a kung,
a k'ing, or a ta-foo; this constitutes the nobility

of man.

2. "The men of antiquity cultivated their nobility
of Heaven, and the nobility of man came to them
in its train.

3. "The men of the present day cultivate their

nobility of Heaven in order to seek for the nobility of

man, and when they have obtained that, they throw

CH. 16. THERE is A NOBILITY
THAT is OF HEAVEN, AND A NOBILITY
THAT IS OF MAN. THE NEGLECT OF
THE FORMER LEADS TO THE LOSS OF
THE LATTER. 1. Jg, is the heart true
in itself, loyal to benevolence and
righteousness, ^ is the conduct true
to them. .&, gj|, -X %:, see V, Pt.

II, ii, 3-7. 3. Jgf, up. 1st tone,=
3fc. "Their delusion is extreme,"

this is well set forth in the fl

H,
ft** A
IW $ i& * &. ".

NOW when the

nobility of Heaven is cultivated in

order to seek for the nobility of man,
at the very time it is cultivated,
there is a previous mind to throw
it away; showing the existence of

delusion. Then when the nobility of

man has been got, to throw away
the nobility of Heaven, exhibits
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away the other: their delusion is extreme. The
issue is simply this that they must lose that nobility of
man as well."

CHAPTER XVII. 1. Mencius said, "To desire to be

honored is the common mind of men. And all

men have in themselves that which is truly honorable.

Only they do not think of it.

2. "The hoiior which men confer is not good honor.

Those whom Chaou the Great ennobles he can make

mean again.

conduct after attainment not equal
to that in the time of search, so that
the delusion is extreme." %& /fa $
t fffi "El $&> "t nas reference to

the nobility of man, and is best

translated as an active verb, to

which the ^ also points. Many
commentators observe that facts

may be referred to, apparently in-

consistent with the assertions in this

chapter, and then go on to say that

such inconsistency is but a lucky
accident; the issue should always bo

as Mencius says. Yes; but all moral

teachings must be imperfect where

the thoughts are bounded by what
is seen and temporal.

CH. 17. THE TRUE HONOR WHICH
MEN SHOULD DESIRE. 1. f| in the

last oh. is the material dignity;
in this is the honor, su<h as springs
from such dignity. 2. \ . ffi Ht
\ here and in the next par., refers

to those who confer dignities. It is

not to be understood "what men
consider honor." ffl jj, "Chaou the

chief." This title was borne by four

ministers of the family of ChiK-u.

who at different times held the rhiH

sway in Tsin. They were a 8>rt of

"king-making Warwicka." Jn th"

time of Mcncius, the title Iiml In-

come associated with the numo of
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" It is said in the 'Book of Poetry,'

'He has filled us with his wine,

He has satiated us with his goodness.'

' Satiated us with his goodness? that is, satiated us

with benevolence and righteousness, and he who is

so, consequently, does not wish for the fat meat

and fine millet of men. A good reputation and far-

reaching praise fall to him, and he does not desire the

elegant embroidered garments of men."

CHAPTER XVIII. 1. Mencius said, "Benevolence

subdues its opposite just as water subdues fire. Those,

however, who nowadays practice benevolence do it

as if with one cup of water they could save a whole

the house. 3. g$ ;zi, see the Sho-

kiiig, III, ii, Ode III, st. 1. The ode

is one responsive from "his fathers

has entertained them. Mencius's ap-
plication here is a mere accommo-
dation.
CH. 18. IT is NECESSARY TO

and brethren" to the emperor who . PRACTICE BENEVOLENCE \VITH ALL
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wagonload of fuel which was on fire, and when
the flames were not extinguished, were to say that
water cannot subdue fire. This conduct, moreover,
greatly encourages those who are not benevolent.

2. "The final issue will simply be this the loss

of that small amount of benevolence"

CHAPTER XIX. Mencius said, "Of all seeds the
best are the five kinds of grain, yet if they be not

ripe, they are not equal to the t'e or the pae. So the

value of benevolence depends entirely on its being

brought to maturity.'*

ONE'S MIGHT. THIS ONLY WILL PRE-

SERVE IT. i. ^ #&, RIJ IB , m ,

"were to say of it." f!| is said by
Choo He to = $f, "to aid." The |
is joined to |5i, and not to /pi .

Bad men seeing the ineffectiveness

of feeble endeavors to do good
are only encouraged in their own
course. This meaning of ^ is found

elsewhere. Chaou K'e interprets:
" This also is worse than the case of

those who practice what is not

benevolent." But both the senti-

ment and construction of this are

more difficult than the other. 2.

Comp. chapter xvi, 2.

CH. 19. BENEVOLENCE MUST BE
MATURED. 1. "The five kinds of

grain;" see III, Pt. I, iv, 7. The
t'e and pae are two plants closely

resembling one another. They are

a kind of spurious grain, "yielding a
ricelike seed, but small. They are

to be found at all times, in wet
situations and dry, and \\hrn c ruslicd

and roasted, may satisfy the hunu"T
in a time of famino." Ono kn

pae is called in tlio norm ,, ^,
"l>ird paddy." Mrudu.s'H M\
of mind and readiness at illnstr.-it iu
lead him at times to brood ""-

guiirdcid statements, of whu-h HIM

seems to be one.
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CHAPTER XX. 1. Mencius said, "E, in teaching
men to shoot, made it a rule to draw the bow to

the full, and his pupils also did the same.
2. "A master workman, in teaching others, uses

the compass and square, and his pupils do the same."

CH. 20. LEARNING MUST NOT BE
BY HALVES. 1. E, 866 IV, Pt. II,

xxiv, 1. jSi,- -used as Jgj, in ch. vii, 5.

!& ;& "found it necessary to," or

simply the past tense emphatic. So,
in the next par. 2. -fc K =1 &fl

" a
master workman." Choo He says:
"This ch. shows that affairs must

be proceeded with according to their

laws, and then they can be com-

pleted. But if a master neglect

these, he cannot teach, and if a pupil

neglect these, he cannot learn. In

small arts it is so : how much more
with the principles of the sages!"
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CHAPTER I. A man of Jin asked the disciple Uh-
loo, saying,

" Is an observance of the rules of propriety
in regard to eating, or the eating, the more important?"
The answer was, "The observance of the rules of pro-
priety is the more important."

2. "Is the gratifying the appetite of sex, or the

doing so only according to the rules of propriety, the
more important?" The answer again was, "The
observance of the rules of propriety*in the matter is the
more important."

3. The man pursued, "If the result of eating only
according to the rules of propriety will be death l>\

CH. 1. THE IMPORTANCE OF OB-
SERVING THE RULES OF PROPRIETY,
AND, WHEN THEY MAY BE DISRE-

GARDED, THE EXCEPTION WILL BE
FOUND TO PROVE THE RULE. Ex-
TREME CASES MAY NOT BE PRESSED
TO INVALIDATE THE PRINCIPLE. 1

ff (low. 1st tone) was a small state,
referred to the present Tsening-
chow (j$ J|J), of the department
Yenohow, in Shantung. It was not
far from Mencius'a native state of

Tsow, 4>he distance being only be-
tween twenty and thirty li. The j

disciple Uh-loo, who is said to have

published books on the doctrines of

Lao-tse, was a native of the state

of Ttiin. His name was Leen ().
His questions are not to be under-

stood of propriety in the abstract,
but of the rules of propriety under-
stood to regulate thr other things
which he mentions, z. Q i* to be

understood as in the translation, and
this is its common signif. in Men-
cius. I include the f-J, |Q 1R, in I Ins

par. 3. JU |9 f, we tho Lo-ke,
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starvation, while by disregarding those rules we may

get food, must they still be observed in such a case ?

If according to the rule that he shall go in person

to meet his wife a man cannot get married, while

by disregarding that rule he may get married, must

he still observe the rule in such a case?"

4. Uh-loo was unable to reply to these questions,

and the next day he went to Tsow, and told them

to Mencius. Mencius said, "What difficulty is there

in answering these inquiries ?

5. "If you do not adjust them at their lower

extremities, but only put their tops on a level, a piece

of wood an inch square may be made to be higher

than the pointed peak of a high building.

XXVII, 26; et al. ft j (lower 3rd

tone), see the Le-ke, IX, iii, 8.

4. $&,- =&. Chaou K'e reads

#N aa Jig, woo, up. 1st tone, making
it an exclamation "oh!" 5. %fa,
" to measure, or feel with the hwid."
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6. "Gold is heavier than feathers; but does that

saying have reference, on the one hand, to a single
clasp of gold, and, on the other, to a wagonload
of feathers ?

7. "If you take a case where the eating is of
the utmost importance and the observing the rules
of propriety is of little importance, and compare
the things together, why stop with saying merely that
the eating is more important? So, taking the case

where the gratifying the appetite of sex is of the

utmost importance and the observing the rules of

propriety is of little importance, why stop with merely
saying that the gratifying the appetite is the more

important ?

8. "Go and answer him thus, 'If, by twisting

jfc. and jfc are used for ~f and Jt ^r

(is'in), "a high and pointed small

hill." Chaou K'e takes 4 $ to-

gether as meaning "a peaked ridge
of a hill," and the dictionary gives
this signification to the phrase. The
view of Choo He, which I have

followed, is better. 6. & . . . %,

% indicates the clause to be a
common saying, and carries us on to

some explanation of it. M
"!, "How does it say (mean)

the saying (meaning) of the gold of

one hook, and the feathers of one

wagon?" Comp. I, Pt. II, vii,

7. ^ (='fi) =M 1H. .
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your elder brother's arm, and snatching from him

what he is eating, you can get food for yourself,

while, if you do not do so, you will not get any-

thing tc eat, will you so twist his arm? If by getting
over your neighbor's wall, and dragging away his

virgin daughter, you can get a wife, while if you
do not do so, you will not be able to get a wife,

will you so drag her away ?
' '

CHAPTER IT. 1. Keaou of Tsaou asked Mencius,

saying, "It is said, 'All men may be Yaous

ch'in or t'een, up. 2nd tone), both

by Chaou K'e and Choo He, is ex-

plained by g, "to bend." I prefer
the first meaning of the character

given in the dictionary, that of f,
"to turn," here= " to twist."

jffj |
^ ^, here [g: is followed by two
objectives, ; being = " from him."
Julien errs strangely in rendering
"Si, rumpens Jratris majoris bra-

chium, xapias illud comedendum."
Si 2^ !)Sh "the wall of the house on
the east," i. e., a neighoor's wall.

IK t|? is a common designation for

the master of a house, but the phrase

is not to be traced to Mencius's ex-

pression. g| (up. 2nd tone) J-, "a
virgin daughter," one dwelling in the
harem. -J-, as sometimes elsewhere,
is feminine.

CH. 2. ALL MAY BECOME YAOUS
AND SHTTNS, AND TO BECOME so,
THEY HAVE ONLY SINCERELY, AND
IN THEMSELVES, TO CULTIVATE YAOU
AND SHUN'S PRINCIPLES AND WAYS.
1. Chaou K'e says that Keaou was a
brother of the prince of Tsaou, but
the principality of Tsaou had been

extinguished before the time of Men-
cius. The descendants of the ruling
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and Shuns'; is it so?" Mencius replied, *'It is."

2. Keaou went on, "I have heard that King \\7ui

was ten cubits A^A, and T'ang nine. Now I am
nine cubits four inches in height. But I can do

nothing but eat my millet. What am I to do to

realize that saying?"
3. Mencius answered -him, "What has this the

question of size to do with the matter? It all lies

simply in acting as such. Here is a man, whose

strength was not equal to lift a duckling: he was

then a man of no strength. But to-day he says,

house had probably taken their

surname from their ancient patri-

mony. Tsaou is referred to the

present district of Ting-t'aou (j P&)
in the department of Tsaouchow,
in Shantung. ^" fg, cc-np. I, Pt.

II, ii, 1 ; et al. 2. On tho heights
mentioned hero, see Con. Ana., VIII,
vi. W ;&, "for my height." The
Ul, however, may be taken as simply
euphonic. Keaou's idea is, that

physically he was between Wan and

T'ang, who might be considered as

having become Yaous or Shuns, and
therefore lie also might become suc-li,

if he were shown the right way.
3. #$ jj, -^ referring to the height,
or body generally. ^ , . refer-

ring to Yaou mid Slum. pC JH said

to bean abbreviation for R5 = 1S|. "a
wild duck." I do not BOO why it

should not be taken simply us a
numeral or olusHifior, and pC W =
"a chicken." Woo Hw6 was a man
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*I can lift 3,000 catties' weight,' and he is a man
of strength. And so, he who can lift the weight
which Woo Hwo lifted is just another Woo Hwo.

Why should a man make a want of ability the subject
of his grief? It is only that he will not do the

thing.

4. "To walk slowly, keeping behind his elders, is

to perform the part of a younger. To walk quickly
and precede his elders, is to violate the duty of a

younger brother. Now, is it what a man cannot

do to walk slowly? It is what he does not do.

noted for his strength. He is men-
tioned in connection with the king
Woo of Ts'in (309-306 B. c.). Ac-
counts go that he made light of

30,000 catties! 4. ^ and -fa (up.
3rd tone) are verbs. 1^=1$. Choo
He here quotes from the commen.
Ch'in (|j ,): "Filial piety and
fraternal duty are the natural out-

goings of the nature, of which men

have an intuitive knowledge, and for

which they have an intuitive ability

(H fl & $) Yaou and Shun showed
the perfection of the human rela-

tions, but yet they simply acted in

accordance with this nature. How
could they add a hair's point to it '!"

He also quotes another (tpjfr j) , who
says: "The way of Yaou and Shun
was great, but the pursuit of it lay
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The course of Yaou and Shun was simply that of filial

piety and fraternal duty.

5. ^Do you wear the clothes of Yaou, repeat
the words of Yaou, and do the actions of Yaou,
and you will just, be a Yaou. And, if you wear

the clothes of Kee, repeat the words of Kee, and

do the actions of Kee, you will just be a Kee."

6. Keaou said, "I shall be having an interview

with the prince of Tsow, and can ask him to let

me have a house to lodge in. I wish to remain

here, and receive instruction at your gate."

7. Mencius replied, "The way of truth is like

simply in the rapidity or slowness

of their walking and stopping, mid
not in things that were very hi^li

and difficult. It is present to the

common people in their daily usu^cs,

but they do not know it." 5. The

meaning is simply Imitate the men,

do what they did, and you will be

such 08 they were. G. * ft J^ (Imv.

3rd tone), it is bettor not to trans-

late this conditionally, HH it shows

how Keaou was presuming on his

nobility. 7. ^ &, "Now, the
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a great road. It is not difficult to know it. The

evil is only that men will not seek it. Do you go
home and search for it, and you will have abundance

of teachers."

CHAPTER III. 1. Kimg-sun Ch'ow asked about an

opinion of the scholar Kaou, saying, "Kaou observed,

'The Seaou P'wan is the ode of a little man." Men-

cius asked, "Why did he say so?" "Because of the

murmuring which it expresses" was the reply.

way" i. e., the way of Yaou and

Shun, or generally "of truth."

CH. 3. EXPLANATION OF THE ODES

SEAOU P'WAN AND K'AE FUNG. DIS-

SATISFACTION WITH A PARENT IS NOT
NECESSARILY UNFILIAL. 1. Kaou ap-

pears to have been a disciple of

Tsze-hea, and lived to Mencius's

time. From the expression ^ ^
in par. 2, it is plain, he is not to be

confounded with Mencius'a own dis-

ciple of the Bame surname, men-
tioned II, Pt. IT, xii, 2. /J'* #, see

the She-king, II, v, Ode III, 3. The

ode is commonly understood to have

been written by the master of

E-k'ew (g gj); the son and heir

apparent of the emperor Yew (780-

770 B. c.). Led away by the arts

of a mistress, the emperor degraded
E-k'ew and his mother, and the ode

expresses the sorrow and dissatisfac-

tion which the son could not but

feel in such circumstances. Chaou

K'e, however, assigns it another

authorship, but on this and other

questions, connected with it, see the
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2. Mencius answered, "How stupid was that old

Kaou in dealing with the ode! There is a man here,
and a native of Yue bends his bow to shoot him.
I will advise him not to do so, but speaking calmly
and smilingly; for no other reason but that he is

not related to me. But if my own brother be bending
his bow to shoot the man, then I will advise him
not to do so, weeping and crying the while; for

no other reason than that he is related to me. The
dissatisfaction expressed in the Seaou P'wan is the

working of relative affection, and that affection shows

benevolence. Stupid indeed was old Kaou's criticism

on the ode."

She-king, in loc. 2. [A] is explained I

by Chaou K'e by |5g, "narrow," and
)

by Choo He by $L fir 3* M "
bigoted

and not penetrating." J|f$eJ6 f$*

~M A B& .* here g, is to be un-
derstood of the speaker or beholder,
and Jt ft, of his the speaker's I

brother. In ; (
= tf, the verb) ,

$fa -> S >

'

refers to the shooter.

|, read wan,=>. The paraphrast
j

of Chaou K'e point, however, and

understands differently "Here is

a man of Yue, who is about to !><

shot by another man. I see it anil

advise the man not to shoot, i-ni

coolly and smilingly, because 1 mu
not related to the man of Ynt\ I'.ut

if my brother is about to be slu.t.

etc." This is ingenious, but not so

apt to the subject of tho Seaou
P'wan. When native scholars can

construe a passage so differently, we
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3. Ch'ow then said, "How is it that there is no

dissatisfaction expressed in the K'ae Fung?"
4. Mencius replied, "The parent's fault referred

to in the K'ae Fung is small; that referred to in

the Seaou P'wan is great. Where the parent's fault

was great, not to have murmured on account of

it would have increased the want of natural affection.

Where the parent's fault was small, to have mur-

mured on account of it would have been to act

like water which frets and foams about a stone that

interrupts its course. To increase the want of

natural affection would have been unfilial, and to

fret and foam in such a manner would also have

been unfilial.

may bo sure it is not very definitely

expressed. & g/1, Jj^, see the She-

K-hig, I, iii, Ode VII. The ode ia

supposed to be the production of

seven sons, bewailing the conduct of
their widowed mother, who could
not live quietly .and chastely at

home, but they take all the blame
to themselves, and express no dis-

satisfaction with her. 4. We must
think there was room enough for

dissatisfaction in both cases. And
indeed, many commentators say that

the received account of the subject
of the K'ae Fung must be wrong, or
that Mencius's decision on it is ab-

surd. But here again, see the She-

king, in loc. -j$ g,- "morea [if

we had such a verb] the distance."
The father's act was unkind; if the
son responded to it with indifference,
that would increase the distance and
alienation between them. J^ ^ pj

^ -til, the three characters ^ oj

$$ are to be taken together. The
mother is compared to a rock or
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5. "Confucius said, 'Shun was indeed perfectly

filial! And yet, when he was fifty, he was full of

longing desire about his parents.'
'

CHAPTER IV. 1. Sung K'ang being about to go

to Ts'oo, Mencius met him in Shih-k'ew.

2. "Master, where are you going?" asked Mencius.

3. K l

ang replied, "I have heard that Ts'in and

Ts'oo are fighting together, and I am going to see

the king of Ts'oo and persuade him to cease hostilities.

If he shall not be pleased with my advice, I shall

go to see the king of Ts'in, and persuade him in

stone in a stream, and the sons to

the water fretting about it. But the

case in the text is one where the

children's affections should flow on
undisturbed. 5. Comp. V, Ft. I, i.

CH. 4. MENCIUS'S WARNINGS TO

SUNG K'ANG ON THK ERROR AND
HANGER OF COUNSELING THE PRINCES

FROM THE GBOUND OF PROFIT, THE
PROPER GROUND BEING THAT OF

BENEVOLENCE AND RIGHTEOUSNESS.

Comp. I, Pt. I, i; et al. 1. K'ang

was one of the traveling scholars of

the times, who wont from state to

state, making it their business to

counsel (gft, xlum;/, up. .'lrd t'.n.-)

the princes, with a view for tlic nn>st

part, though not apparently \\illi

him, to 'exalt themselves. Wiili -kv\\

\viisiiithe8tatoofSimg. lltn', and

also in the next par.. ^ is ""' N< ' r1 '-

3. $ (
= {#) Jr., = "

( Tossing \vea)

8g ,, "make an end of it." #f
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the same way. Of the two kings I shall surely find

that I can succeed with one of them."

4. Mencius said, "I will not venture to ask about

the particulars, but I should like to hear the scope
of your plan. What course will you take to try

to persuade them?" K'ang answered, "I will tell

them how unprofitable their course is to them."

"Master," said Mencius, "your aim is great, but your

argument is not good.
5. "If you, starting from the point of profit, offer

your persuasive counsels to the kings of Ts'in and

Ts'oo, and if those kings are pleased with the con-

sideration of profit so as to stop the movements
of their armies, then all belonging to those armies

S, see I, Pt, II, xv, 3. 4. =|=our
"if you'll allow me." Then follows

"not asking the particulars, I

should like," etc. JJt ^ 5flJ,
J refers

to the two states, fd, I take the

word "argument" from Julien.

The gloss in the f| Hf is |j| ^ ^
M 2. & SI, "?lt is the name and

title of unprofitable." 5. = ^ ; j$,
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will rejoice in the cessation o/ war, and find their

pleasure in the pursuit of profit. Ministers will serve

their sovereign for the profit of which they cherish

the thought; sons will serve their fathers, and younger
brothers will serve their elder brothers, from the same

consideration: and the issue will be, that, abandon-

ing benevolence and righteousness, sovereign and

minister, father and son, younger brother and elder,

will carry on all their intercourse with this thought
of profit cherished in their breasts. But never has

there been such a state of society, without ruin being

the result of it.

6. "If you, starting from the ground of benevo-

lence and righteousness, offer your counsels to the

kings of Ts'in and Ts'oo, and if those kings are

"the multitudes of the three
|
armies"; uee Con. Ana., VII, x.
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pleased with the consideration of benevolence and

righteousness so as to stop the operations of their

armies, then all belonging to those armies will rejoice

in the stopping from war, and find their pleasure
in benevolence and righteousness. Ministers will

serve their sovereign, cherishing the principles of

benevolence and righteousness; sons will serve their

fathers, and younger brothers will serve their elder

brothers, in the same way: and so, sovereign and

minister, father and son, elder brother and younger,

abandoning the thought of profit, will cherish the

principles of benevolence and righteousness, and carry
on all their intercourse upon them. But never has

there been such a state of society, without the state

where it prevailed rising to imperial sway. Why must

you use that word *

profit'?
"

embraces both "officers and soldiers."

6- *S BB ^ i (low. 3rd tone) ^ ^
^ ?f!f, here the translation needs to

be supplemented considerably.
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CHAPTER V. 1. When Mencius was residing in

Tsow, the younger brother of the chief of Jin, who
was guardian of Jin at the time, paid his respects to

him by a present of silks, which Mencius received, not

going to acknowledge it. When he was sojourning in

P'ing-luh, Ch'oo, who was prime minister of the state,

sent him a similar present, which he received in the

same way.
2. Subsequently, going from Tsow to Jin, he visited

the guardian, but when he went from P'ing-luh to the

capital of Ts'e, he did not visit the minister Ch'oo.

The disciple Uh-loo was glad, and said,
" I have got an

opportunity to obtain some instruction"

3. He asked accordingly, "Master, when you went

CH. 5. How MENCIUS REGULATED
HIMSELF IN DIFFERENTLY ACKNOWL-
EDGING FAVORS WHICH HE RECEIVED.

1. ^ H, and ^ f, below, look

much as if the former were the sur-

name and name of the individual

spoken of, yet Chaou K'e's explana-
tion of the terms, which is that

followed in the translation, is no

doubt correct. (, see rh. i. H
$ ,_8ee V, Pt. II, iv. ^ W=*
ft &. f &, see II, Pt. II, vi. 1.

2. The two here, and in next

par.=#. 5Sf,
"went to Ts'e,"

i. e., to the capital of the state, as

Ping-luh was in Ts'e. |81, keen. up.

3rd tone. $& (Uh-loo'e name) ft RH

=sdi & JC- ffl 1$ ifii lj.
"
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to Jin, you visited the chief's brother, and when you
went to Ts'e, you did not visit Ch'oo. Was it not

because he is only the minister ?
"

4. Mencius replied, "No. It is said in the 'Book of

History,' 'In presenting an offering to a superior, most

depends on the demonstrations of respect. If those

demonstrations are not equal to the things offered, we

say there is no offering, that is, there is no act of the

will in presenting the offering.'

5. "This is because the things so offered do not

constitute an offering to a superior."

6. Uh-loo was pleased, and when some one asked

him what Mencius meant, he said, "The younger of Jin

could not go to Tsow, but the minister Ch'oo might
have gone to P'ing-luh.

an opportunity (lit., crevice) to

ask." 4. ^ Q, see the Shoo -king,

V, xiv, 13, but in the classic the
last clause $1 ~fc $t iS ^ 2p is not

explanatory of the preceding, but is

itself the first clause of a new sen-

tence. See the Shoo-king, in loc. 5.

This is Mencius's explanation of the

passage quoted. 6. The guardian of

a state could not leave it to pay
a visit in another. There was no
reason, however, why Ch'oo should
not have paid his respects to Men-
cius in person.
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CHAPTER VI. I. Shun-yu K'wan said, "He who
makes fame and meritorious services his first objects,
acts with a regard to others. He who makes them

only secondary objects, acts with a regard to himself.

You, master, were ranked among the three chief

ministers of the state, but before your fame and services

had reached either to the prince or the people, you
have left your place. Is this indeed the way of the

benevolent?"

2. Mencius replied, "There was Pih-e; he abode

in an inferior situation, and would not, with his virtue,

CH. 6'. How MENCIUS REPLIED TO
THE INSINUATIONS OP SHUN-YTT
K'WAN, CONDEMNING HIM FOB
LEAVING OFFICE WITHOUT AC OM-
PLISHING ANYTHING. 1. Shun-VU
K'wan, see IV, Pt. I, xvii. That

chapter and the notes should be read

along with this. ^ and ^f are not
here opposed to each other, as

often, "name" and "reality.'* The
"name" here is the fame of the

"reality." ^ \, "with a regard
to others," i. e., such a man's mo-
fcivo in public- life is to benefit others,

ft & =n "with a regard to

himself," i. e., such a man's motive
is to cultivate his own good and
excellence, _h refers to the prince;
~F refers to the people, fc ^f, it

is assumed that the fact of Menciua

being among the high ministers of the

state took him out of the category
of those who made themselves tin-M-

aim in life, and the : ft therefore

is a hit of the questioner. Through-
out the ch., fl has jxjrhaps mom th-

idea of perfect virtue, free I'rmn nil

selfishness, than of benevolence. _'.

Pih-o, etc., sco V, I't. II, i, witli i In-

other references there given. That
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serve a degenerate prince. There was E Yin; he

five times went to T'ang, and five times went to Kee.

There was Hwiiy of Lew-hea; he did not disdain to

serve a vile prince, nor did he decline a small office.

The courses pursued by those three worthies were

different, but their aim was one. And what was their

one aim? We must answer ' To be perfectly virtuous.'

And so it is simply after this that superior men strive.

Why must they all pursue the same course?"

3. K'wan pursued, "In the time of the duke Muh
of Loo, the government was in the hands of Kung-e,

E Yin went five times to T'ang, and
five times to Kee is only mentioned
here, however. He went to T'ang,
it is said, in consequence of the

pressing xirgency of his solicitations,
and then T'ang sent him to the

tyrant to warn and advise him.

"Nothing could be farther at first

from the wish of them botli than
to dethrone Kee. j|J, "to run,"

used figuratively, up. 3rd tone. 3*

In this par., K'wan advances in his

condemnation of Mencius. At first

he charged him with having left his

office before he had accomplished
anything. Here he insinuates that

though he had remained, he would
not have served the state. Tsze-low
is the See Lew of II, Pt. II, xi; comp.
that ch. with this. Kung-e (named
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while Tsze-lew and Tsze-sze were ministers. And yet,

the dismemberment of Loo then increased exceedingly.
Such was the case, a specimen how your men of virtue

are of no advantage to a kingdom!"
4. Mencius said, "The prince of Yu did not use

Pih-le He, and thereby lost his state. The duke Muh
of Ts'in used him, and became chief of all the princes.

Ruin is the consequence of not employing men of

virtue and talents; how can it rest with dismember-

ment merely?"

5. K'wan urged again, "Formerly, when Wang
P'aou dwelt on the K'e, the people on the west of the

$;) was prime minister of Loo, a
man of merit and principle. Men-
cius might have denied the fact

alleged by K'wAn, of the im-iv.i ---I

dismemberment of Loo under Duko
Muh. 4. Pih-le He, see V, Pt. I,

ix. ft\, xfJ fl], the "using" raeany

following the minister's counsels and

i.iiins. fti], fnj pj fa s% do"
tone), before ftlj,

we must
stand ;K, "If you seek for

bcrmont merely, as the ronsequi
etc. ;"}. Thr individuals niinn-d hi-n

all belonged to 'J's'e, excepting the
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Yellow River all became skilful at singing in his abrupt

manner. When Me'en K'eu lived in Kaou-t'ang, the

people in the parts of Ts'e on the west became skillful

at singing in his prolonged manner. The wives of

Hwa Chow and Ke Leang bewailed their husbands so

skillfully, that they changed the manners of the state.

When there is the gift within, it manifests itself with-

out. I have never seen the man who could do the

deeds of a worthy, and did not realize the work of one.

Therefore there are now no men of talents and virtue.

If there were, I should know them.''

first, who was of Wei.
jjjft

is the

general name for singing, and flS,

a particular style, said to be M W-->

"short," "abrupt." ^ "fa, it is

said fa m & m m m w. - e ->
" The

right of Ts'e denotes all about the
western borders of the state." How
Hwa (up. 3rd tone) and Ke Leang
were officers slain in battle, whose

wives bewailed their loss in so pitiful
a manner, as to affect the whole
state. Their cries, it is said, even
rent the wall of the capital of Ts'e.

See the H ff and the gH ^ $ t^ jjJt

in loc. The object of K'wan is

simply to insinuate that Mencius was
a pretender, for that wherever ability

was, it was sure to come out. 6.
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6. Mencius answered, "When Confucius was chief

minister of justice in Loo, the prince came not to

follow his counsels. Soon after was the solstitial

sacrifice, and when a part of the flesh presented in

sacrifice was not sent to him, he went av/ay even
without taking off his cap of ceremony. Those who
did not know him supposed it was on account of the

flesh. Those who knew him supposed that it was on
account of the neglect of the usual ceremony. The fact

was, that Confucius wanted to go away on occasion of

some small offense, not wishing to do so without some

apparent cause. All men may not be expected to

understand the conduct of a superior man."

Mencius shields himself behind Con-

fucius, implying that lie was beyond
the knowledge of K'wan. The state

of Ts'e, afraid of the influence of

Confucius, who was acting as prime
minister of Loo, sent to the duke a

present of beautiful singing girls and
horses. The duke accepted them,
and abandoned himself to dissipa-

tion. Confucius determined to leave
the state, but not wishing to expose
the bad conduct of his prince, looked
about for some other reason which
he might assign for going away, an<l

found it in the matter mentioned.
The % in the |S *&. $, used for

8ft, ^ ^ -, "to do a disorderly

going away."
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CHAPTER VII. I. Mencius said, "The five chiefs of

the princes were sinners against the three kings. The

princes of the present day are sinners against the five

chiefs. The great officers of the present day are

sinners against the princes.

2. "The emperor visited the princes, which was

called 'a tour of inspection.' The princes attended at

the court of the emperor, which was called 'giving a

report of office.' It was a custom in the spring to

CH. 7. THE PROGRESS AND MAN-
NER OF DEGENERACY FROM THE
THREE KINGS TO THE FIVE CHIEFS
OF THE PRINCES, AND FROM THE FIVK
CHIEFS TO THE PRINCES AND OFFICERS
OF MENCTUS'S TIME. 1. The "three

kings" are the founders of the three

dynasties of Hea, Shang, and Chow.
The "five chiefs of the princes" were
the duke Hwan of Ts'e (684-642 B.C.),
the duke Wan of Tsin (635-627),
the duke Muh of Ts'in (659-620 ,

the duke Seang of Sung (650-636),
and the king Chwang of Ts'oo (613-
590). There are two enumerations
of the "five leading princes," one
called H 'ft <2l Ji ffi. or chiefs of
the three dynasties, and the other

& #v JL ffi, or chiefs of the

Ch'uii-ts'ew. Only Hwan of Ts'e
and Wan of Tsin are common to the
two. But Mencius is speaking only
of those included in the second

enumeration, and though there is

some difference of opinion in regard
to some of the individuals in it, the

above list is probably that which
he held. "Sinners against," i. e.,

violating their principles and ways.
2. 5c ? * &> see I, Pt. II,

iv, 5. JS?
= H, see I, Pt. I, vii, 16. $

n & fa see II, Pt. I, v, 1. g=
ft, "to reward." jg } =* Sfc E,
"impost -col looting ministers''; liter-

ally, perhaps, "grasping and able

men." Down to
jij|

is explicatory of

j y$. What follows belongs to ji $&
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examine the plowing, and supply any deficiency o/
seed, and in autumn to examine the reaping, and assist

where there was a deficiency of the crop. When the

emperor entered the boundaries of a state, if the new

ground was being reclaimed, and the old fields well

cultivated; if the old were nourished and the worthy
honored; and if men of distinguished talents were

placed in office: then the prince was rewarded, re-

warded with an addition to his territory. On tJie other

hand, if, on entering a state, the ground was found left

wild or overrun with weeds; if the old were neglected
and the worthy unhonored; and if the offices were

filled with hard taxgatherers: then the prince was

reprimanded. If a prince once omitted his attendance

at court, he was punished by degradation of

rank; if he did so a second time, he was deprived

of a portion of his territory; if he did so a third
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time, the imperial forces were set in motion, and he

was removed /row his government. Thus the emperor
commanded the punishment, but did not himself inflict

it, while the princes inflicted the punishment, but did

not command it. The five chiefs, however, dragged the

princes to punish other princes, and hence I say that

they were sinners against the three kings.

3. "Of the five chiefs the most powerful was the

duke Hwan. At the assembly of the princes in K'wei-

k'ew, he bound the victim and placed the writing upon
it, but did not slay it to smear their mouths with the

^ gift (
= %), see Con. Ana., VII,

x - & 4fc
= "in harmony with these

things," all power being lodged
with the emperor, and the princes
being dependent on him. fj-=#j,
"to superintend, or order, punish-
ment"; fie, "to inflict the punish-
ment." 3. The duke Hwan nine
times brought together an assembly
of the princes, the chief gathering
being at K'wei-k'ew, 650 B. c. At
those meetings, the usual custom
was first to dig u square pit, over
which the victim was slain. Its left

]
ear was cut oft, and its blood re-

ceived in an ornamented vessel. The
president then read the articles of

agreement, with his face to the north,
as in the presence of the spirits of
the sun and moon, after which all

the members of the meeting took
the blood, and smeared the sides of
their mouthg with it. This was
called jifc (shah) jft[. The victim was
then placed in the pit, the articles

of agreement placed upon it, and the
whole covered up. This was called

i *. See the tt If, in loc. On
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blood. The first injunction in their agreement was,

'Slay the unfilial; change not the son who has b-n
appointed heir; exalt not a concubine to the rank of

wife.' The second was, 'Honor the worthy, and
maintain the talented, to give distinction to the vir-

tuous.' The third was,
'

Respect the old, and be kind

to the young. Be not forgetful of strangers and

travelers.' The fourth was, 'Let not offices be

hereditary, nor let officers be pluralists. In the selec-

tion of officers let the object be to get the proper men.

Let not a ruler take it on himself to put to death a

great officer.' The fifth was, 'Follow no crooked

policy in making embankments. Impose no restric-

tions on the sale of grain. Let there be no promotions

the occasion in the text, Hwnn
dispensed with some of those cere-

monies, fir was the term appro-

priated to the articles of agreement
at such solemn assemblies, indicating
that they were enjoined by the

emperor, i^ ^-, "the son who has

been tree-ed," i. e., set up. Jf,

"guests," officers from offhor

countries. -^ fa -jit 'af,
"<>lli<.-i>

no hereditary offices"; cee 1, 1't. II,

v. 3. ]fc 4: & &=# ft Ot- A- ft

$J $/, "no crooked embankments."

^ has a moral application. No em-
bankments must bo made Belli.-hly

to take the water from others, or

to inundate them. $ft & ft. "do
not repress the sale of grain," i. e.,
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without first announcing them to the emperor.' It was

ZAen said, *A11 we who have united in this agreement
shall hereafter maintain amicable relations.' The

princes of the present day all violate these five

prohibitions, and therefore I say that the princes

of the present day are sinners against the five chiefs.

4. "The crime of him who connives at, and aids,

the wickedness of his prince is small, but the crime

of him who anticipates and excites that wickedness

is great. The officers of the present day all go to

meet their sovereigns' wickedness, and therefore I say

that the great officers of the present day are sinners

against the princes."

to other statea in famine or distress.

^, "appointments," to territory
or to office. 4. j=| ^ ^1 ^, "to

lengthen the wickedness of the

ruler," i. e., to connive at and to

aid it. jig 3% . ^, "to meet the
wickedness of the ruler,

3 '
i. e., to

anticipate and excite it.
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CHAPTER VIII. 1. The prince of Loo wanted to

make the minister Shin commander of his army.

2. Mencius said, "To employ an uninstructed

people in war may be said to be destroying the people.

A destroyer of the people would not have been tol-

erated in the times of Yaou and Shun.

. 3. "Though by a single battle you should subdue

Ts'e, and get possession of Nan-yang, the thing ought

not to be done."

CH. 8. MENCIUS'S OPPOSITION TO

THE WARLIKE AMBITION OF THE

PHINCE OF LOO AND HIS MINISTER

SHIN* KUH-:LE. 1. At this time Loo

wanted to take advantage of dif-

ficulties in Ts'e and get possession

of Nan-yang. That was the name
of the region on the south of Mount

T'ae, which had originally belonged

to Loo. On the north of the moun-

tain* was the territory of Ts'e. Be-

tween the two states there had been

frequent struggles for the district,

which the duke P'ing of Loo (f- )

now hoped to recover. Shin, below,

calls himself Kuh-le, but some say
that that was the name of a Mihist

under whom he had studied. His

proper name was Taou (ffl). He was

a native of j, and not of Loo, l>ut

having a reputation for military

skill, the duke of Loo wish,

employ his services. %!f ^f, now the

common term for general, appears

to have come into vogue, about

Mencius's time. In the text it =

"commander in chief." 2. CVunp.

Con. Ana., XIII, xxx. Wr
infer from this par. that Shin had

himself been the adviser of tho
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4. Shin changed countenance, and 'said in dis-

pleasure, "This is what I, Kuh-le, do not understand."

5. Mencius said, "I will lay the case plainly before

you. The territory appropriated to the emperor is

one thousand li square. Without a thousand li, he

would not have sufficient for his entertainment of the

princes. The territory appropriated to a How is one

hundred li square. Without one hundred li, he would

not have sufficient wherewith to observe the statutes

kept in his ancestral temple.

6. "When Chow-kung was invested with the princi-

pality of Loo, it was a hundred li square. The territory

was indeed enough, but it was not more than one

hundred li. When T'ae-kung was invested with the

projected enterprise. 5. ^ jfffj ". Jfe.

fjf, "the statute records of the
ancestral temple." Those records

prescribed every thing to be observed

in the public sacrifices, interviews
with other princes, etc., and were

kept in the temple. 6. Comp. Con.

Ana., VI, xxii. ^, "sparingly," =
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principality of Ts'e, it was one hundred li square. The

territory was indeed enough, but it was not more than

one hundred li.

7. "Now Loo is five times one hundred li square.

If a true imperial ruler were to arise, whether do you
think that Loo would be diminished or increased by
him?

8. "If it were merely taking the place from the one

state to give it to the other, a benevolent man would

not do it; how much less will he do so, when the end

is to be sought by the slaughter of men !

9. "The way in which a superior man serves his

prince contemplates simply the leading him in the

right path, and directing his mind to benevolence."

only. 8. '&., "merely," i. e., if

there were no struggle and no

slaughter in the matter. 9. '&" il

here is quite difft. from the phrase

& jtft,
in II, Pt. I, i, 1.
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CHAPTER IX. 1. Mencius said, "Those who nowa-

days serve their sovereigns say, 'We can for our

sovereign enlarge the limits of the cultivated ground,
and fill his treasuries and arsenals.' Such persons are

nowadays called 'good ministers,' but anciently they
were called 'robbers of the people.' If a sovereign

follows not the right way, nor has his mind bent on

benevolence, to seek to enrich him is to enrich a Kee.

2. "Or they will say, 'We can for our sovereign

form alliances with other states, so that our battles

must be successful.' Such persons are nowadays

CH. 9. HOW THK MINISTERS OF
MENCIUS'S TIME PANDERED TO THEIR
SOVEREIGNS' THIRST FOR WEALTH AND
POWER. 1. g| (a H|) i& it is

to be understood that this was to

be done, at the expense of the

people, taking their commons from
them, and making them labor.

Otherwise, it does not seem ob-

jectionable. Chaou K'e, however,

gives the phrase another meaning'
making it=^=ff /J- |_$J, "appropriate
small states," but this is contrary to

analogous passages, and confounds
this par. with the next; compare
IV, Pt. I, xv. 2. #J *a ^,._-ally
with other states." Here Chaoii K'e
differs again, making Jjj = i|f], "to
determine beforehand," "undertake,"
and joining ^ |g| ^g, "undertake in
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called 'good ministers,' but anciently they were called

'robbers of the people.' If a sovereign follows not*

the right way, nor has his mind directed to benevo-

lence, to seek to enrich him is to enrich a Kee.
3. "Although a prince, pursuing the path of the

present day, and not changing its practices, were to

have the empire given to him, he could not retain it

for a, single morning."
CHAPTER X. 1. Pih Kwei said, "I want to take a

twentieth of the produce only as the tax. What do you
think of it?"

fighting with hostile countries to

conquer." This also is an inferior

construction. 3. $l Jg=D3 Jg ;H: fi,

"occupy the position for a morning."
OH. 10. AN ORDERED STATE CAN

ONLY SUBSIST WITH A PROPER SYSTEM
OP TAXATION, AND THAT ORIGINATING
WITH YAOU AND SHUN is THE PROPER
ONE FOR CHINA. 1. Pih Kwei, styled

Tan (see next ch.), was a man of

Chow, ascetic in his own habits, im<l

fond of i nnovations. Hence the sng-

gestion in this chapter. So, Chaou
K'e, and Choo Ho has followed him.
The author of the pq #& flfc gfc. how-

ever, contends that the Pih Ku. i,

described as above, on the am In .my
of the "Historical Records," ft\ ff,
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2. Mencius said, "Your way would be that of the

Mih.

3. "In a country of ten thousand families, would

it do to have only one potter?" Kwei replied, "No.

The vessels would not be enough to use."

4. Mencius went on, "In Mih all the five kinds of

grain are not grown; it only produces the millet.

There are no fortified cities, no edifices, no ancestral

temples, no ceremonies of sacrifice ; there are no princes

requiring presents and entertainments; there is no

system of officers with their various subordinates. On

\xix, was not the same here in-

troduced. See that Work, in loc. 2.

Jg- or fg was a common name for the
barbarous tribes on the north. They
were a pastoral people, and the
climate of their country was cold.

No doubt their civilization was in-

ferior to that of China, but Mencius's
account of them must be taken with

allowance. 4. $ IP, see II, Pt. II,

i, 2. ^ ^ go together as a general
designation of edifices, called '?, as

"four-walled and roofed,'' and 1|?

iff) a-3 furnished. So f jj[J go
together as synonymous, and also f$
^,, "pieces of silk, given as pres-
ents." |, "the morning meal,"

, -"the evening meal" : together=
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these accounts a tax of one twentieth of the produce
is sufficient there.

5. "But now it is the Middle Kingdom that we live

in. To banish the relationships of men, and have no

superior men; how can such a state of things be

thought of ?

6. "With but few potters a kingdom cannot sub-

sist; how much less can it subsist without men of a

higher rank than others ?

7. "If we wish to make the taxation lighter than

the system of Yaou and Shun, we shall just have a

great Mih and a small Mih. If we wish to make it

heavier, we shall just have the great Kee and the

small Kee."

"entertainments." 5, 6. % ?
referring to the ^ *, :ff tlj. 7. Tho a copy of tho Mih, and in tl

moaning is, that, under such synlcnis of its stuto under MID tyrant Kw.

China would become in the one case
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CHAPTER XL 1. Pih Kwei said, "My management
of the waters is superior to that of Yu."

2. Mencius replied, "You are wrong, sir. Yu's

regulation of the waters was according to the laws of

water.

3. "He therefore made the four seas their recep-

tacle, while you make the neighboring states their

receptacle.

4. "Water flowing out of its channels is called an

inundation. Inundating waters are a vast waste of

water, and what a benevolent man detests. You are

wrong, my good sir."

CH. 1 1. PlH KwEl'S PRESUMPTUOUS
IDEA THAT HE COULD REGULATE THE
WATERS BETTER THAN Yu DID. 1.

There had been some partial inunda-
j =)

tions, where the services of Pih Kwei ix, 3, but $t
were called in and he had reduced application.

them by turning the waters into

other states, saving one at the ex-

pense of injuring others. 2. ?Jc. ; 3^
4. See III, Pt. II,

as there a particular
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CHAPTER XII. Mencius said,
4<
If a scholar have

not faith, how shall he take a firm hold of things?"
CHAPTER XIII. 1. The prince of Loo wanting to

commit the administration of his government to the

disciple Yo-ching, Mencius said, "When I heard of it,

I was so glad that I could not sleep."

2. Kung-sun Ch'ow asked, "Is Y6-ching a man of

vigor?" and was answered, "No." "Is he wise in

council ?
"

"No." " Is he possessed of much informa-

tion?" "No."

3. "What, then, made you so glad that you could

not sleep?"

CH. 12. FAITH IN PRINCIPLES
NECESSABY TO FIRMNESS IN ACTION.

^ used as gj. Choo He explains it

byf.
CH. 13. OF WHAT IMPORTANCE TO

A MINISTER TO GOVERNMENT IT IS

TO LOVE WHAT IS GOOD. 1. ffi $(,
"to administer the government,"

as inch, vi, 3. 2. # $ff jft T, *tf

is in the low. 3rd tone;- "has he
wisdom and deliberation?" The
three gifts mentioned here wore
those considered most important to

government in that age, arid KUMH-
sun Ch'ow knowing yo-rliint: to lie

deficient in them, put his quest ionn
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4. "He is a man who loves what is good."
5. "Is the love of what is good sufficient?"

6. "The love of what is good is more than a
sufficient qualification for the government of the

empire; how much more is it so for the state of Loo !

7. "If a minister love what is good, all \\ithin the

four seas will count one thousand li but a small distance,
and will come and lay their good thoughts before him.

8. "If he do not love what is good, men will say,
*How self-conceited he looks ? He is saying to himsdf,
I know it.' The language and looks of that self-conceit

will keep men off at a distance of one thousand li.

When good men stop one thousand li off, calumniators,

flatterers, and sycophants will make their appearance.

accordingly. 4. On this par. it is

Baid in the fj|: "In the ad-
ministration of govt., the most ex-

cellent quality ia without prejudice
and dispassionately (j,^ tfi) to receive
what is good. Now in regard to all

good words and good actions, Yo-
ching in hia heart sincerely loves

them." 5. / is what is simply
sufficient. | is what is sufficient

and more. 8. gfe jj'jb,
as defined by

Choo He, is ft 5L ^, * ^ &
fl" ^ $i "the appearance of being
satisfied with one's own knowledge,
juid having no relish for good words."
= A.
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When a minister lives among calumniators, flatterers,
and sycophants, though he may wish the state to
be well governed, is it possible for it to be so?"
CHAPTER XIV. 1. The disciple Ch'in said, "What

were the principles on which superior men of old

took office?" Mencius replied, "There were three

cases in which they accepted office, and three in

which they left it.

2. "If received with the utmost respect and all

polite observances, and they could say to themselves

that the prince would carry their words into practice,
then they took office with him. Afterwards, although
there might be no remission in the polite demeanor of

the prince, if their words were not carried into practice,

they would leave him.

CH. 14. GROUNDS OF TAKING AND
LEAVING OFFICE. Comp. V, Pt. II,

iv. The three case* mentioned here

are respectively the iff ?J ft. th

$ pj, and the & . of that plac...

I. The Ch'in is the Ch'in Tain, IF,

Pt. II, iii. 2. gi is simply = |g fj,
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3. "The second case was that in which, though
/

^
^Ae prince could not be expected at once to carry their

words into practice, yet being received by him with
the utmost respect, they took office with him. But
afterwards, if there was a remission in his polite

demeanor, they would leave him.
4. "The last case was that of the superior man

who had nothing to eat, either morning or evening,
and was so famished that he could not move out
of his door. If the prince, on hearing of his state,

said, *I must fail in the great point, that of carrying
his doctrines into practice, neither am I able to

follow his words, but I am ashamed to allow him
to die of want in my country.' The assistance

offered in such a case might be received, but not

beyond what was sufficient to avert death."

not "to go out to meet." 3. |}| %.
%f ;K H" is to be understood as

thought in the scholar's mind, cor-

responding to f|* ffi ^f 3 ft in the

prec. par. In the H j$, indeed, the

f=jf there is made to be the language

of the ruler, but see the gloss of the

{Hi jff, in loc. 4. The assistance is in

the shape of employment offered. If

not, then ^ TiJ 3 would not be a

case of g) -ft.
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CHAPTER XV. 1. Mencius said, "Shun rose from

among the channeled fields. Foo Yue was called

to office from the midst of his building frames ; Kaou-

kih, from his fish and salt; Kwan E-woo, from the

hands of his jailer ; Sun-shun Gaou, from his hiding by
the seashore; and Pih-le He, from the market place.

2. "Thus, when Heaven is about to confer a great
office on any man, it first exercises his mind with

suffering, and his sinews and bones with toil. It

CH. 15. TRIALS AND HARDSHIPS
THE WAY IN WHICH HEAVEN PRE-
PARES MEN FOR GREAT SERVICES. 1.

With Shun, Kwan E-woo, and Pih-le

He, the student must be familiar.

Foo Yue, see the Shoo-king, Pt.

IV, Bk. vii, where it is related that

the emperor Kaou-tsung having
"dreamt that God gave him a good
assistant," caused a picture of the

man he had seen in his dream to be

made, and "search made for him

through the empire, when he was
found dwelling in the wilderness of

Foo-yen ($. jg |f)."
In the

"Historical Records," it is said the

Surname was given in the dream as

$ji, and the name as f&- Kaou-kih
is mentioned, II, Pt. I, i, 8, where

it is said in tho notes that his worth,

when living in retirement, was dis-

covered by King Wan. He waa
then selling fish and salt, and on
Wan's recommendation was raised

to office by the last emperor of Yin,

to whose fortunes he continued

faith fill. Sun-shuh Gaou was pimm
minister to Ch'wang of Ts'oo, the

last of the five chiefs of the princes.

So much is beyond dispute, but the

circumstances of his elevation, and

the family to wliirh he belonge<l.

uncertain. See the M # fit Pfc Bt,

in loc. fi& 0|, "plunks and build-

ing." Most of .the houses in China

are built of earth and nmrtfir bciitrii

together within a movuM-- ('run--,

in \\hich the walls urn furim-d. Sft

j^f J- is tho oflieor who \viis in
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exposes his body to hunger, and subjects him to

extreme poverty. It confounds his undertakings.
By all these methods it stimulates his mind, hardens
his nature, and supplies his incompetencies.

3. "Men for the most part err, and are afterwards
able to reform. They are distressed in mind and

perplexed in their thoughts, and then they arise

to vigorous reformation. When things have been
evidenced in men's looks, and set forth in their words,
then they understand them.

4. "If a prince have not about his court families

attached to the laws and worthy counselors, and if

abroad there are not hostile states or other external

calamities, his kingdom will generally come to ruin.

charge of him. 2. |g ^ ff J|f,

"hunger his members and skin."

^ 2. ^ j|> "empty his person."
^f ^6 5 S; "as to his doings,
confound what he is doing." !}f is

taken as iff ^, and ^$ as & $r ISc

H. "ft", used for Jf^. 3. The same
thing holds true of ordinary men.
They are improved by difficulties.

, used for $. & #S ^, -S ^

the meaning is, that, though most
men are not quick of apprehension,
yet when things are clearly before

them, they can lay hold of them.
4. The same thing is true of a state.

Y ^?, "law families," i. e., old
families to whom the laws of the
state are familiar and dear. ^ is

used for [jjg. Such families and
officers will stimulate the prince's
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5. "From these things we see how life springs
from sorrow and calamity, and death from ease and

pleasure."
CHAPTER XVI. Mencius said, "There are many

arts in teaching. I refuse, as inconsistent with my
character, to teach a man, but I am only thereby still

teaching him."

mind by their lessons and remon-

strances, and foreign danger will

rouse him to carefulness and exer-

tion.

CH. 16. HOW A REFUSAL TO TEACH
MAY BE TEACHING. The ffi in /ff> $fc

is not without its force, but we can

hardly express ifc in a translation.

* J *&*=* * J * *
j

The ^ carries us on to the next
clause for an explanation of what has

been said.
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CHAPTER I. 1. Mencius said, "He who has ex-

hausted all his mental constitution knows his nature.

Knowing his nature, he knows Heaven.

TITLE OF THIS BOOK. Like the

previous books, this is named from

the commencing words fH j(>, "The

exhausting of all the mental con-

stitution." It contains many more

chapters than any of them, being,
for the most part, brief enigmatical
sentences, conveying Mencius' s views
of human nature. It is more ab-

struse also, and the student will have
much difficulty in satisfying himself

that he has really hit the exact

meaning of the philosopher. The
author of the || ^ 4c i& says :

"This book was made by Mencius
in his old age. Its style is terse,

and its meaning deep, and we cannot
discover an order of subjects in its

chapters. He had completed the

previous six Books, and this grew
up under his pencil, as his mind was

affected, and he was prompted to give

expression to his thoughts. The first

chapter may be regarded, however,
as a compendium of the whole." .

CH. 1. BY THK STUDY OF OUK-
S'ELVES WE COME TO THE KNOWLEDGE

OF HEAVEN, AND HEAVEN is SERVED
BY OUR OBEYING OUR NATURE. 1. ^
^ it* is, I conceive, to make one's
self acquainted with all his mind,
to arrest his consciousness, and
ascertain what he is. This of course

gives a man the knowledge of his

nature, and as he is the creature

of Heaven, its attributes must be

corresponding. It is much to be

wished that instead of the term

Heaven, vague and indefinite, Men-
cius had simply said, "God." I can

get no other meaning from this par.
Choo He, however, and all his school,

say that there is no work or labor

of the Confucian chapter in the

"Superior Learning," according to

their view of it; that all the labor

is in n 1ft %, which is the' % t&
of that chapter. If this bo correct,

we should translate: "He who com-

pletely develops his mental consti-

tution, has known (come to know)
his nature," but I cannot construe
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2. "To preserve one's mental constitution, and
nourish one's nature, is the way to serve Heaven.

3. "When neither a premature death nor long
life causes a man any double-mindedness, but he
waits in the cultivation of his personal character

for whatever issue; this is the way in which he
establishes his -fiTeavm-ordained being."

the words so. 2. The "preservation"
is the holding fast what we have
from Heaven, and the "nourishing"
is the acting in harmony therewith,
so that the "serving Heaven" is

just being and doing what ib has
intimated in our constitution to be
its will concerning us. 3. ^ is our
nature, according to the opening
words of the Chung Yung, ^ fa

i^ri 14- it is to be taken as an
active verb. ^ f =^ H, "causes
no doubts," i. e., no doubts as to

tvhat is to be done. $ , .

referring to jfc ||. It may be well
to give the views of Chaou K'e on
this chapter. On the first paragraph
he says: "To the nature there

belong the principles of benevolence,

righteousness, propriety, and knowl-

edge. The mind is designed to

regulate them (jj> 1 $!j ), and

having the distinction of being cor-

rect, a man can put forth all his

mind to think of doing good, and
then he may be said to know his

nature. When he knows his nature,
he knows that the way of Heaven
considers what is good to be ex-

cellent." On the second par. he

says : "When one is able to preserve
his mind, and to nourish his correct

nature, he may be called a man of

perfect virtue (: X). The way of

Heaven loves life, and the perfect
man also loves life. The way of

Heaven is without partiality, and
only approves of the virtuoiis. Tims
the acting of the perfect man agrees
with Heaven, and hence it is said,
this is the way by which he serves

Heaven." On the third par. he

says: "The perfect man in his

conduct is guided by 'one law.

Although he sees that some who
have gone before him have been

short-lived, and some long-lived, he
never has two minds, or changes his

way. Let life be" short as that of

Yen Yuen, or long as that of the

duke of Shaou, he refers either case

equally to the appointment of 1 1

en, and cultivates and rectifk

own person to wait for that. Jt is

in this way he establishes the root

of Heaven's appointments" (jjfc P/f H
4 fo #) These explanation^ .1..

not throw light upon the text, hut

they show how that may be tr<

independently of the school of Clmo

He. And the ocjual unsatiflfftctori-

ness of his iiiterprHation muy wrll

lead the student the foreign stml. nt

especial I \ to put, forth his .strcn-th

on the study of the text moro than

on tho commentaries.
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CHAPTER II. 1. Mencms said, "There is an ap-

pointment for everything. A man should receive

submissively what may be correctly ascribed thereto.

2. "Therefore, he who has the true idea of what
is Heaven's appointment will not stand beneath a

precipitous wall.

3. "Death sustained in the discharge of one's

duties may correctly be ascribed to the appointment
of Heaven.

4. "Death under handcuffs and fetters cannot cor-

rectly be so ascribed."

CH. 2. MAN'S DUTY AS AFFECTED
BY THE DECREES OK APPOINTMENTS
OF HEAVENS. WHAT MAY BE COR-
RECTLY ASCRIBED THERETO AND
WHAT NOT. Choo'He says this is a
continuation of the last chapter,
developing the meaning of the last

paragraph. There is a connection
between the chapters, but

-jfo-
is here

taken more widely, as extending not

only to man's nature, but all the
events that befall him. J -pfr,

"the correct appointment," i. e.,

that which is directly the will of
Heaven. No consequence flowing
from evil or careless conduct is to be
understood as being so. Choo He's
definition is ^ . ffc ffjj H ;f # ^
.IE "!&> "that which comes without

being brought on is the correct ap-
pointment." Chaou K'e says there
we three ways of speaking about the

appointments or decrees of Heaven.

Doing good and getting good is

called ^-, "receiving what is ap-
pointed." Doing good and getting
evil is called ig -$fr, "encountering
what is appointed." Doing evil and
getting evil is called || -JHJ-, "follow-

ing after what is appointed." It is

only the first of these cases that is

spoken of in the text. It must be
borne in mind, however, that by -p^-

here Ch'aou understands death, and
that only, and we should acquiesce
in this, if there did not seem to be
a connection between this chapter
and the preceding. 2. fl fa %', he
who knows or has the true notion
of , etc. |H, "precipitous" and likely
to fall. 4. The fetters are under-
stood to be those of an evildoer.

g are fetters for the hands, and 1$~

those for the feet.
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CHAPTER III. 1. Mencius said, "When we get by
our seeking and lose by our neglecting; in that case

seeking is of use to getting, and the things sought
for are those which are in ourselves.

2. "When the seeking is according to the proper

course, and the getting is only as appointed; in

that case the seeking is of no use to getting, and

the things sought are without ourselves."

CHAPTER IV. 1. Mencius said, "All things are

already complete in us.

CH. 3. VIRTUE is SURE TO BE
GAINED BY SEEKING IT, BUT RICHES
AND OTHER EXTERNAL THINGS NOT.
This general sentiment is correct,
but truth is sacrificed to the point
of the antithesis, when it is said in

the second case that seeking is of

no use to getting. The things "in
ourselves" are benevolence, right-

eousness, propriety, and knowledge,
the endowments proper of our nature.
The tilings "without ourselves'' are

riches and dignities. The proper

course to seek these is that ascribed

to Confucius, advancing according t<>

propriety, and retiring according to

righteousness, but yet they are not

at our command and control.

CH. 4. MAN is FITTED K>U, \M-

HAPPY IN, DOING GOOD, AND M '. V

PERFECT HIMSKLF THKKKIN. 1. Thi-i

par. is quite mystical. Theall tliin-n

are taken only as the princi/>lr* of

all things, which all things m<>!

are only the relation* of so<-iot\. l

we extend them farther, wo ouly get
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2. "There is no greater delight than to be con-
scious of sincerity on self-examination.

3.
" If one acts with a vigorous effort at the law of

reciprocity, when he seeks for the realization of perfect
virtue, nothing can be closer than his approximation
to it."

CHAPTER V. 1. Mencius said, "To act without

understanding, and to do so habitually without ex-

amination, pursuing the proper path all the life with-
out knowing its nature; this is the way of mul-
titudes."

CHAPTER VI. Mencius said, "A man may not be
without shame. When one is ashamed of having
been without shame, he will afterwards not have
occasion for shame."

embarrassed. 2. The fljfc here is thafc

so largely treated of in the Chung
Yung. 3. Jg is the judging of others

by ourselves, and acting accordingly.
Comp. the Doctrine of the Mean,
xiii, 3.

CH. 5. HOW MANY ACT WITHOUT
THOUGHT. Comp. Conf. Ana., VIII,
ix. !?f ;, & <, . is to be under-
stood of iff, but it 3^= "its nature,"
its propriety, which is the object of

^, and its grounds, which is the

object of ^. Choo He defines ^ as

fl . |$, "knowing clearly,'' and ^
as | ; fjjf,

"
knowing minutely and

exactly." "There is much activity,"

says the tf g1

, "in the two verbs."

This use of ^ is not common.
CH. 6. THE VALUE OF THE FEEL-

ING OF SHAME. The last flit shame-
ful conduct.
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CHAPTER VII. 1. Mencius said, "The sense of

shame is to a man of great importance.
2. "Those who form contrivances and versatile

schemes distinguished for their artfulness, do not
allow their sense of shame to come into action.

3. "When one differs from other men in not

having this sense of shame, what will he have in

common with them?"
CHAPTER VIII. 1. Mencius said, "The able and

virtuous monarchs of antiquity loved virtue and

forgot power. And shall an exception be made of

the able and virtuous scholars of antiquity, that they
did not do the same? They delighted in their own

principles, and were oblivious of the power of princes.

CH. 7. THE SAME SUBJECT. The
former ch., it is said, was by way of

exhortation (ty. gfr); this is by way
of warning (1 jg). The sec. par.
is aimed at the wandering scholars

of Mencius's time, who were full of

plots and schemes to unite and <li.s-

unite the various princes. $$,

"springs of motion," "machinery."
The third par. may also be trans-

lated, "If a mau be not ashamed
at his being not like other mrn."

etc.

CH. 8. HOW THE ANCIKM 91 II. 'I

AltS MAINTAINED THE 1)1'. M
TMKIIl rilAKACTKB AND I'KIM '

X- is not virtue in tlio ulwtnu-t, t"il

the <><>< I which they KUW m "

in tho scholars iinmrly. *,> i* 'h-'ir

own "power." As applied to th<-
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Therefore, if kings and dukes did not show the utmost

respect, and observe all forms of ceremony, they were

not permitted to come frequently and visit them.

If they thus found it not in their power to pay them

frequent visits, how much less could they get to

employ them as ministers?"

CHAPTER IX. 1. Mencius said to Sung Kow-ts'een,

"Are you fond, sir, of traveling to the different courts?

I will tell you about such traveling.

2. "If a prince acknowledge you and follow your

counsels, be perfectly satisfied. If no one do so, be

the same."

scholars, however, these things have
to be reversed. They loved their

own virtue (J y), and forgot the

power of men, i. e., of the princes.
OH. 9. HOW A PROFKSSIONAL AD-

VISER OF THE PRINCES MIGHT BE
ALWAYS PERFECTLY SATISFIED. THE
EXAMPLE OF ANTIQUITY. 1. Some
make the party spoken to in this

ch. to be Kow (ft read as |ty)- ts'een

of Sung. Nothing is known of him,
but that ht> was one of the adven-

turers, who traveled about tendering
their advice to the different princes.
2. To translate n ;. as I have done
here, can hardly be called a para-

phrase. Choo He, after Chaou
K'e, explains jg If as "the appear-
ance of self-possession and freedom
from desire." "Perfectly satisfied"
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3. Kow-ts'een said,
" What is to be done to secure

this perfect satisfaction?" Mencius replied, "Honor
virtue and delight in righteousness, and so you may
always be perfectly satisfied.

4. "Therefore, a scholar, though poor, does not

let go his righteousness; though prosperous, he does

not leave his own path.

5. "Poor and not letting righteousness go; it

is thus that the scholar holds possession of himself.

Prosperous and not leaving the proper path; it is

thus that the expectations of the people are not

disappointed.

6. "When the men of antiquity realized their

wishes, benefits were conferred by them on the people.

If they did not realize their wishes, they cultivate.!

conveys the idea of the phrase. 3.

It is to be understood that the
"virtue" is that which the scholar

has in himself, and the "righteous-
ness'' is the course which he pursues.

.

5. "Holds possession of hims
i. e., has what lie chiefly loves and
seeks. . -# A. A=d:.- ( 'l'""

He observes: "This rhnpti-r shown
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their personal character, and became illustrious in the
world. If poor, they attended to their own virtue

in solitude; if advanced to dignity, they made the

whole empire virtuous as well."

CHAPTER X. Mencius said, "The mass of men
wait for a king Wan, and then they will receive a

rousing impulse. Scholars distinguished from the

mass, without a king Wan, rouse themselves."
CHAPTER XI. Mencius said, "Add to a man the

families of Han and Wei. If he then look upon
himself without being elated, he is far beyond the

mass of men."

how the scholar, attaching weight to
what is internal, and holding what is

external light will approve himself

good in all places and circum-
stances."

CH. 10. HOW PEOPLE SHOULD GET
THEIR INSPIRATION TO GOOD IN THEM-
SELVES. ^ Jj;, "all the people,"
i. e., ordinary people, j^ ^ = f^ $f,
in II, Pt. I, v, 1. When a distinction
is made between the characters, he
who in wisdom is the first of 10,000
men, is called 3; the first of 1,000 ia

called f; the first of 100 is called

j|; the first of 10 is called
gj|.

CH. 11. NOT TO BE ELATED BY
RICHES IS A PROOF OF SUPERIORITY.
Han and Wei, see I, Pt. I, i, 1,

notes. "The families of Han and

Wei," i. e., the wealth and power
of those families, pff, used for ^jf,

"to increase," indicates the exter-

nality of the additions. gft $ is

defined ^ g ffi J ;&, "not being
full of and satisfied with one's self."
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CHAPTER XII. Mencms said, "Let the people be

employed in the way which is intended to secure their

ease, and though they be toiled, they will not mur-
mur. Let them be put to death in the way which
is intended to preserve their lives, and though they
die, they will not murmur at him who puts them
to death."

CHAPTER XIII. 1. Mencius said, "Under a chief,

leading all the princes, the people look brisk and

cheerful. Under a true sovereign, they have an air

of deep contentment.

CH. 12. WHEN A HITLER'S AIM is

EVIDENTLY THE' PEOPLE'S GOOD,
THEY WILL NOT MURMUR AT HIS
HARSHEST MEASURES. The first part
is explained rightly of toils in agri-
culture, road making, bridge making,
etc., and the second of the adminis-
tration of justice, where I should

prefer thinking that Mencius had the
idea of a just war before him.

Comp. Ana., XX, ii, 2. $j it, "a

way of ease"; /fe ;, "a way of

life."

CH. 13. THE DIFFERENT INFLU-

ENCE, EXKRCISED BY A CHIEF AMONG
THE PRINCKS, AND BY A TRUK SOV-

EREIGN. 1. |^| is explained in tho

diet., with reference to this passage,

by It is the same as and

$1, "the appearance of enlargement
and self-possession." In illustration

of the condition of the people under
a true sovereign, commentators

generally quote a tradition of their

state in the golden age of Yaou,
when "entire harmony reigned under

heaven, and the lives of the people
passed easily away." Then the \<l

men smote the clods, and sang,

R ffl jfrj fH, H A ifii I'., * #- ffii ft.

mm ifti & & JJ ft M ft -A-

sunrise we rise, and at sunsot \v<-

rest. Wo dig our wells and drink;

we cultivate our fields and oat.

What is the. strength of the
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2. "Though he slay them, they do not murmur.

When he benefits them, they do not think of his

merit. From day to day they make progress towards

what is good, without knowing who makes them

do so.

3. "Wherever the superior man passes through,

transformation follows; wherever he abides, his in-

fluence is of a spiritual nature. It flows abroad

above and beneath, like that of Heaven and Earth.

How can it be said that he mends society but in

a small way !

"

to us?" 2. /|f is used in the sense of

jft, "merit," or meritorious work,
and the analogy of the other clauses

determines the meaning of ^ /If*

as in the translation. 3. ^ -J- haa
reference to the 3E %, par. 1. It is

used here in its highest application,
= "the sage." $f , ffi $, the
latter phrase is interpreted morally,
being= " when he has fixed his mind
to produce a result." This is un-

necessary. jjj$, "spiritual," "mys-
terious": the effects are sure and
visible, but the operation is hidden.
In the influence of Shun in the time

of his obscurity, when the plowmen
yielded the furrow, and the potters
made their vessels all sound, we
have an example, it is said, of the

FJf % 4fc- In what it is presumed
would have been the influence of

Confucius, had he been in the posi-
tion of a ruler, as described, Ana.,

XIX, xxv, we have an example of

the ^f ^ % $$. fig , as an

object for ;, I supply "society."
It is understood that a leader of the

princes only helps the people in a

small way.
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CHAPTER XIV. 1. Mencius said, "Kindly words
do not enter so deeply into men as a reputation
for kindness.

2. "Good government does not lay hold of the

people so much as good instructions.

3. "Good government is feared by the people,

while good instructions are loved by them. Good

government gets the people's wealth, while good in-

structions get their hearts."

CHAPTER XV. 1. Mencius said, "The ability pos-

sessed by men without having been acquired by learn-

ing is intuitive ability, and the knowledge possessed

by them without the exercise of thought is tln-ir

intuitive knowledge.

CH. 14. THE VALUE TO A RULER
F REPUTATION AND MORAL INFLU-

ENCES. Kindly words are but brief,

and on an occasion. A reputation
for kindness must be the growth of

time and of many evidences. With
the whole chapter, compare Ana.,

II, iii.

CH. 15. BENEVOLENCE AND RH in

EOUSNESS ARE NATURAL TO M\\,

TARTS OF HIS CONSTITUTION. \. I

translate ^ by "intuitive," but it

serves also to denoto tho "good-

ness" of the nature of num. < hoo

He so defines it : & #***
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2. "Children carried in the arms all know to love

their parents, and when they are grown a little, they
all know to love their elder brothers.

3. "Filial affection for parents is the working of

benevolence. Respect for elders is the working of right-

eousness. There is no other reason for those feelings ;

they belong to all under heaven."

CHAPTER XVI. Mencius said, "When Shun was

living amid the deep retired mountains, dwelling with

the trees and rocks, and wandering among the deer and

swine, the difference between him and the rude in-

habitants of those remote hills appeared very small.

dl. 2. 3% is defined in the diet,

by >h ^i 3t "an infant smiling."
When an infant has reached to this,

then it is A $T $1 lj> "taken by
people in their arms." 3. jtl 3L ^
~p must be supplemented by ft ^

. [J, "extend them (carry the inquiry
about them) to all under heaven,
and they are the same." This is

just laying down universality as a
test that those feelings are intuitive

to us. Chaou K'e, however, ex-

plains differently : "Those who wish
to do good, have nothing else to
do but to extend these ways of

children to all under heaven."
CH. 16. How WHAT SHTTN WAS

DISCOVERED ITSELF IN HIS GREATEST
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But when he heard a single good word, or saw a

single good action, he was like a stream or a river

bursting its banks, and flowing out in an irresistible

flood."

CHAPTER XVII. Mencius said, "Let a man not do

what his own sense of righteousness tells him not to

do, and let him not desire what his sense of righteous-

ness tells him not to desire; to act thus is all he

has to do."

CHAPTER XVIII. 1. Mencius said, "Men who are

possessed of intelligent virtue and prudence in

OBSCURITY. #fc fc JBT, the $; is the
water itself bursting its banks; the

agency of man in the matter is not
to be supposed. So in the ** "*

?Jl fal may be taken generally, or with

special reference to the Yangtze
and the Yellow River. I prefer the
former.

CH. 17. A MAN HAS BUT TO OBEY
THK T.AW IN HIMSELF. The text is

literally "Not doing what he doee

not do," etc. Much must be supplied
to make it intelligible in a t

lation. Chaou K'e interprets ami

supplies quite differently: "Let a

man not make another do what ho

does not do himself," etc.

CH. 18. THE BENEFITS OF TR< >

AND AFFLICTION. Conip. V I ,
I 't . II.

xv. & and ft, ft and *tf (P- :! "l
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affairs will generally be found to have been in sick-

ness and troubles.

2. "They are the friendless minister and con-

cubine's son, who keep their hearts under a sense

of peril, and use deep precautions against calamity.

On this account they become distinguished for their

intelligence."

CHAPTER XIX. 1. Mencius said, "There are per-

sons who serve the prince; they serve the prince,

that is, for the sake of his countenance and favor.

tone) go together, "intelligence of

virtue, and wisdom of arts." "%

retains its proper meaning of ^, " to

be in." ^ means properly "fever,"

"any feverish disease," but here $;

2% = distresses generally. 2. ^,
not joined with Jt, but qualifying
the whole sentence. JjJJfc, "father-

less,'* friendless, not having favor

with the sovereign. H -J- is not the

child of one who is a concubine

merely, but a concubine in disgrace,
or one of a very low rank, jp is

taken as if it were Hf, the shooting
forth of a tree after it has been cut

down.

CH. 19. FOUR DIFFERENT CLASSES
OF MINISTERS. 1.

~ ^ jg \ %,=
the\ is joined with %]', and not to

be taken with ;". Mencius speaks
f A.> "persons," and not g? "minis-

ters," to indicate his contempt. ^$

f& is difficult. The common view

is what I have given. J^ -^ ;

f& & tii m fc & "yung is to

cause the prince to bear with

countenance them; yue is to cause

the prince to be pleased with them."

In this case, ^ should be read in

low. 3rd tone. It is said, however,
to have ^ f- ^f;,

" the idea of aiming
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2.
" There are ministers who seek the tranquillity

of the state, and find their pleasure in securing that

tranquillity.

3.
" There are those who are the people of Heaven.

They, judging that, if they were in office, they could

carry out their principles, throughout the empire,

proceed 50 to carry them out.

4. "There are those who are great men. They
rectify themselves and others are rectified."

CHAPTER XX. 1. Mencius said, "The superior
man has three things in which he delights, and to

be ruler over the empire is not one of them.

exclusively." 2. jjji @ g, see Con.

Ana., XVI, i, 2. t&, it will be seen,
is not used here, as in the last par.
3. ^ jjj, "Heaven's people," those
who seem dearer to Heaven and
more favored by it. Comp. V, I,

Pt. I, vii, 5. 4. "The great men,"
are the sages, the highest style of

men. Iffy is to be understood of

persons=^ JtJ, "the sovereign and
the people." The first class of

ministers may be styled the mer-

cenary; the second, the loyal; the

third have no selfishness, and they

embrace the whole empire in their

regards but they have their defined

aims to be attained by systematic

effort, while the fourth, unconsciously
but surely, produce the grandest
results.

CH. 20. THE THINGS winm mi:

SUPERIOR MAN DEUUHTS IN. 1M

1'KIUAL SWAY IS NOT AMOM: THKM.

1. 3 5^ ~K is to be taken as simply
-

yft 5^ ~f. The possession of the

sovereign sway is indicated, und imt

the carrying out of tbo true imiivriul
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2. "That his father and mother are both alive,

ind that the condition of his brothers affords no

cause for anxiety; this is one delight.

3. "That, when looking up, he has no occasion

for shame before Heaven, and, below, he has no

occasion to blush before men; this is a second

delight.

4. "That he can get from the whole empire the

most talented individuals, and teach and nourish

them; this is the third delight.

5. "The superior man has three things in which

he delights, and to be ruler over the empire is not

one of them."

CHAPTER XXI. 1. Mencius said, "Wide territory

and a numerous people are desired by the superior

man, but what he delights in is not here.

principles. 2. ^L If/ M Sfe may be
understood of every painful thing in
the condition of his brothers, \\liich

would distress him. 3. We cannot
but attach a personal meaning to

"Heaven" here.

CH. 21. MAN'S OWN NATURE THE
MOST IMPORTANT THING TO HIM, AND
TIIK SOURCE OF HIS TRUE ENJOY-
MENT. 1. This describes the condi-
tion of the prince of a large state,
who has thereby many opportunities
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2. "To stand in the center of the empire, and

tranquilize the people within the four seas; the

superior man delights in this, but the highest .enjoy-

ment of his nature is not here.

3. "What belongs by his nature to the superior

man cannot be increased by the largeness of his

sphere of action, nor diminished by his dwelling in

poverty and retirement; for this reason that it is

determinately apportioned to him by Heaven.

4. "What belongs by his nature to the superior

man are benevolence, righteousness, propriety, and

of doing good. 2. This advances on
the meaning of the first par. The
individual indicated is the emperor,
who by his position can benefit the

myriads of tho people, and therein

lie feels dolighfr. J>Jf f what belongs
to him by nature. 3. ;# ^ is not to

be interpreted only of the prince of

a tato or the emporor. liidood, in

the two preceding paragraphs, though
the individuals indicated are in those

positions, the phrase, as well as hero,

has ita moral significancy. ft (low.

3rd tone) 5 Sfe -tfe, the nature is

complete as given by Heaven. It

can only be developed from within.

Nothing can be added to it from

without. This KOOIMS to bo UK-
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knowledge. These are rooted in his heart; their

growth and manifestation are a mild harmony ap-

pearing in the countenance, a rich fullness in the

back, and the character imparted to the four limbs.

Those limbs understand to arrange themselves., without

being told."

CHAPTER XXII. Mencius said, "Pih-e, that he

might avoid Chow, was dwelling on the coast of

the northern sea when he heard of the rise of King
Wan. He roused himself and said, "Why should

I not go and follow him? I have heard that the

chief of the West knows well how to nourish the old.'

4. 3t & 1*1 -til extend over all the
rest of the par. /J and "(5 are in

apposition; 'JS, is not to be taken as

tinder the government of /l-\ The
meaning is simply that moral and
intellectual qualities indicate them-
selves in the general appearance and
bearing. |$ jfc is explained as ^ ^1J

fpej p . fft> "the appearance of what

is pure, harmonious, moistening, and

rich," and S as ^ ]
f
}. , & $L ^;,

"meaning what is affluent, generous,

full, and overflowing.'' The whole

description is rather strained.

CH. 22. THE GOVERNMENT OF KING
WAN BY WHICH THE AGED WERE

1. Cornp. IV, Pt. 1,
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T'ae-kung, to avoid Chow, was dwelling on the coast
of the eastern sea. When he heard of the rise of

King Wan, he said, 'Why should I not go and follow
him ? I have heard that the chief of the West knows
well how to nourish the old.' If there were a prince
in the empire, who knew well how to nourish the old,

all men of virtue would feel that he was the proper

object for them to gather to.

2. "Around the homestead with its five mow, the

space beneath the walls was planted with mulberry
trees, with which the women nourished silkworms,

and thus the old were able to have silk to wear.

Each family had five brood hens and two brood sows,

which were kept to their breeding seasons, and thus

viii, 1. 2. This is to bo translated

historically, as it describes King
Wan's government. Comp. I, Pt. I,

iii, 4. 15 iff, corresponding to (TC ^,
below; "the private woman," "the

private man." ff ,, "silkwonned
them," i.e., nourished silkworms with
them. It is observed by jf| ffi~f-: "The
silkworm eats and does not drink,

going through its transforms! ions

in twenty-seven days. The wife of

the Yellow Emperor(2607 2597

whose Burname was 8e-ling(H |fft Ji ),

first taught the peopl- t" kr.-p mlk-

worms, and to manage their nilk, in

order to provide clothes. Fiiim

ages sacrifice to her as the #j B-"
Meucius haa not mentioned before
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the old were able to have flesh to eat. The husband-

men cultivated their farms of one hundred mow, and
thus their families of eight mouths were secured

against want.

3. "The expression, 'The chief of the West knows

well how to nourish the old,' refers to his regulation
of the fields and dwellings, his teaching them to

plant the mulberry and nourish those animals, and his

instructing the wives and children, so as to make
them nourish their aged. At fifty, warmth cannot be

maintained without silks, and at seventy flesh is

necessary to satisfy the appetite. Persons not kept
warm nor supplied with food are said to be starved

and famished, but among the people of King Wan,
there were no aged who were starved or famished.

This is the meaning of the expression in question."

the number of brood HOWS find hens

apportioned to a family. i$. Jt ; |f|

responds to J;/f "^ . . . %, at the

beginning. The whole paragraph is

the explanation of that expression,

EE1 Ij!, tp_ is the dwelling place, the

five mow allotted for buildings.
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CHAPTER XXIII. 1. Mencius said, "Let it be seen
to that their fields of grain and hemp are well cul-

tivated, and make the taxes on them light; so the

people may be made rich.

2. "Let it be seen to that the people use their

resources of food seasonably, and expend their wealth

only on the prescribed ceremonies: so their wealth
will be more than can be consumed.

3. "The people cannot live without water and

fire, yet if you knock at a man's door in the dusk
of the evening, and ask for water and fire, there

is no man who will not give them, such is the abun-
dance of these things. A sage governs the empire so

CH. 23. To PROMOTE THE VIRTUE
OF THE PEOPLE, THE FIRST CARE OF
A GOVERNMENT SHOULD BE TO CON-
SULT FOR THEIR BEING WELL OFF. 1.

$,, e,- low. 3rd tone, as I, Pt. I,

v, 3, et ill. H, "grain fields." B^,
"flax fields." ^ arid $i are both in

the impor., indicating the work of

the ruler or government. So fg and

)]] in par. 2, where ; may lie rot* Tied

to tf, or the resources arising from

the government just indicated. H B

may be be^t explained from I, 1't . I ,

iii, 3, 4. H IS, the IS are tin- 1

occasions of capping, marriage, rtr.,

cxccptingon which a Htrirt economy
should bo enforced. .'{. Comp. 1. I't.

I, vii, Hi. i? properly denotes hall

an hour iiflvr sun^i, or ihi-n-almiit*.

g is H B% "the evening of rh-

Tim t inui of the iv<|. i'|""'

tun"', and the rnannor of ii nt
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as to cause pulse and grain to be as abundant as

water and fire. When pulse and grain are as abundant

as water and fire, how shall the people be other than

virtuous?"

CHAPTER XXIV. 1. Mencius said, "Confucius

ascended the eastern hill, and Loo appeared to him

small. He ascended the T'ae Mountain, and all

beneath the heavens appeared to him small. So,

he who has contemplated the sea, finds it difficult to

think anything of other waters, and he who has

wandered in the gate of the sage, finds it difficult

to think anything of the words of others.

according to propriety; and yet it

is granted. $ is the general name
for all kinds of peas and beans. Ig,
as in Ana., XII, xi, 3.

CH. 24. HOW THE GREAT DOC-
TRINES OF THE SAGES ARE TO BE
ADVANCED TO BY SUCCESSIVE STEPS.

1. This par. illustrates the greatness
of the sage's doctrines. The eastern

hill was on the east of the capital of

Loo. Some identify it with a small

hill, called Fang ( $;), in the district of

K'euhfow (ft JJL)> at the foot of which
Confucius's parents were buried;
others with a hill named Mung (?ft),

in the district of Pe in the depart-
ment of Echow. The T'ae Moun-
tain is the chief of the five great
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2. "There is an art in the contemplation of water.

It is necessary to look at it as foaming in waves.

The sun and moon being possessed of brilliancy, their

light admitted even through an orifice illuminates.

3. "Flowing water is a thing which does not

proceed till it has filled the hollows in its course. The

student who has set his mind on the doctrines of the

sage, does not advance to them but by completing

one lesson after another."

CHAPTER XXV. 1. Mencius said, "He who rises

at cockcrowing, and addresses himself earnestly to

the practice of virtue, is a disciple of Shun.

mountains of China. It lay on the

extreme east of Ta'e, in the present
district of T'aengan, in the depart-
ment of the same name. In || H
7K, 3$ is used as in ^ ^, IV, Pt. I,

vii, 5. 2. This illustrates how the

very greatness of the sages' doctrines

leads to the thought of their elemen-

tary principles. Who can look at

the foaming waves and suppose they
are fortuitous and Bouroeless? So

light penetrating every cranny as-

sures us of ite source in the great
luminaries. 3. ;g ^ is here the

aspiring student $, "an el<

piece," here for "one lenson," ""'"'

truth."

CH. 25. THE DIFFERENT BK-

TO WHICH THE LOVE OF GOOD
THE LOVE OF GAIN LEAD. 1. "Adi--

cipleof Shun," i.e., ultl.

a man may not himself attain t<> !>
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2. "He who rises at cockcrowing, and addresses

himself earnestly to the pursuit of gain, is a disciple

of Chih.

3. "If you want to know what separates Shun

from Chih, it is simply this, the interval between

the thought of gain and the thought of virtue."

CHAPTER XXVI. 1. Mencius said, "The principle

of the philosopher Yang was 'Each one for himself.'

Though he might have benefited the whole empire

by plucking out a single hair, he would not have

done it.

a sage, he ia treading in the steps of

one. 2. Chih ($& being used for gg)
is the robber Chih; see III, Pt. II,

x, 3. ^ 5flJ, ;|| is used here as in

ch. xix, 1. I should prefer myself to

read it in the low. 3rd tone. It is

observed by the scholar Ch'ing that

"by good and gain" are intended

the public mind and the selfish mind

(& ft m B). 3. %ij H ^ |8i is

intended to represent the slightness
of the separation between them, in

its initial principles, and I therefore

supply "the thought of."

CH. 26. THE ERRORS OF YANG,
Mill, AND TS/E-MOH. OBSTINATE

ADHERENCE TO A COURSE WHICH
WE MAY DEEM ABSTRACTLY RIGHT
is PERILOUS. 1. "The philosopher

Yang," see III, Pt. II, ix, 9, 10, 14.

Choo He says: Jfc # H JE St.

"]Jj conveys the idea of what is

barely sufficient." This is not cor-

rect, % J- ]ft= ^ JS/f Jfc "that

which the philosopher Yang chose,

was .... In the writings of the

scholar Lee (#J ^), Bk. VII, we find

Yang Choo speaking of Pih-shing
Tsze-kaou (f J& J- ^) that "he
would not pull out one of his hairs

to benefit others," and when ques-
tioned himself "if he would pull out
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" The philosopher Mih loves all equally. If by
rubbing smooth his whole body from the crown to the

heel, he could have benefited the empire, he would

have done it.

3. "Tsze-moh holds a medium between these. By
holding that medium, he is nearer the right. But by

holding it without leaving room for the exigency of

circumstances, it becomes like their holding their one

point.

4. "The reason why I hate that holding to one

point is the injury it does to the way of right principle.

It takes up one- point and disregards a hundred

others."

a hair to heK an age," declining to

reply. 2. The philosopher Mih,
see III, Pt. I, v, 1; Pt. II, ix, 9, 10,

14. We are not to understand the

nibbing the body smooth as an
isolated act which somehow would
benefit the empire. The smoothness
would arise from labors undergone
for the empire, like those of the

great Yu, who wrought and waded
till he had worn away all the hair on
his legs. See the ^ fg, in loc. 3.

Of Tsze-moh nothing seems to be

known, but that he belonged to Loo.

^ tfi, must be clearly understood as

referring to a mean between tin'

selfishness of Yang Choo and tlm

transcendentalism of Mih r

JVih. &
.= '& i&> t'"6 i mentioned in par.

4. The necessity of attending to i In'

exigency of circumstances is illus-

trated by saying that a case may be

conceived when it would be duty to

deny a single hair to save the ompin^
and a case when it would bo du

rub the whole body smooth to do so.

The orthodox way'(ift) of Chin

do what is right with retVroi,

the whole circumstances of

case and time.
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CHAPTER XXVII. 1. Mencius said, "The hungry

think any food sweet, and the thirsty think the same

of any drink, and thus they do not get the right taste

of what they eat and drink. The hunger and thirst,

in fact, injure their palate. And is it only the mouth

and belly which are injured by hunger and thirst?

Men's minds are also injured by them.

2. "If a man can prevent the evils of hunger and

thirst from being any evils to his mind, he need not

have any sorrow about not being up with other

men.

CH. 27. THE IMPORTANCE OF NOT
ALLOWING THE MIND TO BE INJURED
BY POVERTY AND A MEAN CONDITION.
1. fl" perhaps is used adverbially, =
"readily"; comp. II, Pt. I, i, 11.

The two clauses ^ ^ and ffl, Jg run

parallel to each other, the latter

being explanatory of the former. ^
, =P Jg. With reference to

the mind, hunger and thirst stand

for poverty and a mean condition.

2 - II $& @= "can prevent

being," J[ being emphatic. ^ 2fc

A> A refers to great men, sages,
and worthies. Such a man has him-

self really advanced far in the path
of greatness.
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CHAPTER XXVIII. Mencius said, "Hwuy of Lew-
hea would not for the three highest offices of state

have changed his firm purpose of life."

CHAPTER XXIX. Mencius said, "A man with defi-

nite aims to be accomplished may be compared to

one digging a well. To dig the well to a depth of

seventy-two cubits, and stop without reaching the

spring, is after all throwing away the well."

CHAPTER XXX. 1. Mencius said,
" Benevolence and

righteousness were natural to Yaou and Shun. T'ang

CH. 28. HWUY OF LEW-HBA'S FLUM-
Ness. 1. "Hwuy of Lew-hea, see

II, Pt. I, ix, 2, 3; IV, Pt. II, i, 3, S;

VI, Pt. II, vi. 2. >BI, "mildness,"
"friendly impressibleness," was a
characteristic of Hwuy, and Mencius,
therefore, notices how it was asso-

ciated with firmness of mind. The
"three kung," are the three highest
officers about the imperial court,

each equal in dignity to the highest
rank of nobility.
CH. 2J>. THAT LABOR ONLY js T>>

UK I'RIZKD WHICH A< 'COM I'l.IMI I .S ITS

OBJKCT. JS?, used for #. $! = 'M,

"eight cUbite." In the Ana., XL\,
xxiii, 3, it is said, in the note, that

the fjj was seven cubits, while here

its length is given as eight. Ite exact

length is a moot point. See the H
{{, in loc. # H ;&, "one who has

that which he is doing." The appli-

cation may be very wide.

CH. 30. THB DIFFERENCE H.CTV

Y\MI;, SHUN, T'A.N, ANI> \\. OS
Till INK HAND. AND Till: K I \ K '

ON THE OTHER, IN OBLATIOD T.I

BEN:vni.r:\( i: AM KH:HTI;HI -M -s.

1. ^ no doubt ref'is t<>
f : j|.

"benevolence and rights niMirsa,''
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and Woo made them their own. The five chiefs of

the princes feigned them.
2. "Having borrowed them long and not returned

them how could it be known they did not own them?"
CHAPTER XXXI. 1. Kung-sim Ch'ow said, "E Yin

said, 'I cannot be near and see him so disobedient to

reason,' and therewith he banished T'ae-kea to T'ung.
The people were much pleased. When T'ae-kea be-

came virtuous, he brought him back, and the people
were again much pleased.

2. "When worthies are ministers, may they indeed
banish their sovereigns in this way, when they are not
virtuous?"

3. Mencius replied, "If they have the same

and a translation can hardly be
made without supplying those terms.

Though Yaou and Shun stood on a
higher platform than T'ang and Woo,
they agreed in sincerity, which is the
common point of contrast between .

them and the chiefs. J| ;, "incor-

porated them"=made them their
own. 2. Choo He explains Jj$ by jg,
"returned." Admitting this, the

meaning of ig passes from "feign-

ing" to "borrowing." He seems to

prefer viewing ^&(J, as= "how could

they themselves know ''." but I much
prefer the view in the translation.

CH. 31. THK END MAY JUSTIFY
THE MEANS, BUT THE 1'KINCIPLE MAY
MIT in: KASII.V AITJ^IKD. Comp. V,
Pt . 1, vi, f>. ffi yr I -J, see the Shoc-

king, Pt. IV, v, Bk. I, 9. The words
are taken somewhat differently in

the comm. on the king, but I have
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purpose as E Yin, they may. If they have net the
same purpose, it would be usurpation."
CHAPTER XXXII. 1. Kung-sun Ch'ow said, "It

is said, in the 'Book of Poetry,'
' He will not eat the bread of idleness!

'

How is it that we see superior men eating without

laboring?" Mencius replied, "When a superior man
resides in a country, if its sovereign employ his

counsels, he comes to tranquillity, wealth, honor, and

glory. If the young in it follow his instructions, they
become filial, obedient to their elders, true-hearted,
and faithful. What greater example can there be

than this of not eating the bread of idleness?"

followed what seems the most likely

meaning of them, fa is the purpose,
not suddenly formed on an emer-

gency, but the determination and

object of the whole life. It is said
'

.

CH. 32. THE SERVICES WHICH A

SUPEBIOBMAN RENDERS TO A COUN-
TRY ENTITLE HIM, WITHOUT HIS DO-

ING OFFICIAL DUTY, TO SUPPORT.
This is an instance of the oft-repeated
insinuation against, .Mencius, that he
was content to be supported by the

princes, while he would not take

office; comp. Ill, Pt. I, iv; 1't. II,

iv. $rf H, see the She-king, I, ix,

Ode VIII. Kt= ?g, "empty," without

doing service. The old comm. mid

the new differs somewhat in h<-ir

interpretations of the ode, l-nt tln-y

agree in understanding its

lesson to be that people shmiU not

be receiving emolument, \\lio do m-f-

iii-t i\ fly MT\<- tlii-ir count ry.

"plowing," laboring. 'I In- tfim i.-

SUggOHted from tho oilo, \\li-

occurs, fft ,
"use him," i. e., hi*

counsels, not ae a minister.
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CHAPTER XXXIII. 1. The king's son, Teen, asked

Mencius, saying, "What is the business of the un-

employed scholar?"

2. Mencius replied, "To exalt his aim."

3. Teen asked again, "What do you mean by

exalting the aim?" The answer was, "Setting it

simply on benevolence and righteousness. He thinks

how to put a single innocent person to death is

contrary to benevolence; how to take what one has

not a right to is contrary to righteousness; that one's

dwelling should be benevolence; and one's path should

be righteousness. When benevolence is the dwelling

place of the heart, and righteousness the path of the

life, the business of a great man is complete."

CH. 33. HOW A SCHOLAR PKEPARES
HIMSELF FOR THE DUTIES TO WHICH
HE ASPIRES. 1. Teen was the son of

the king of Ts'e. His question prob-
ably had reference to the wander-

ing scholars of the time, whose ways
he disliked. They were no favorites
with Mencius., but he prefers to reply
to the prince according to his ideal

of the scholar. 3. {n . . . | ^ ill

represent the scholar's thoughts, his

nursing his aim. ^g j|| ^, "the

dwelling what is it?" but in trans-

lating we are obliged to drop the
direct interrogation. We can hardly
take -fc A as i ch- xxx, 4, where it

denotes tho sages, the very highest

style of men. Here it denotes rather

the individuals in 1 ho various grades
of official employment, to which
"the scholar" may attain.
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CHAPTER XXXIV. Mencius said, "Supposing that

the kingdom of Ts'e were offered contrary to right-

eousness, to Ch'in Chung, he would not receive it,

and all people believe in him, as a man of the highest

worth. But this is only the righteousness which

declines a dish of rice or a platter of soup. A man
can have no greater crimes than to disown his parents

and relatives, and the relations of sovereign and

minister, superiors and inferiors. How can it be

allowed to give a man credit for the great excellencies

because he possesses a small one?"

OH. 34. HOW MEN JUDGE WRONGLY
OF CHARACTER, OVERLOOKING, IN

THEIR ADMIRATION OF ONE STRIKING

EXCELLENCE, GREAT FAILURES AND
DEFICIENCIES. 1. fjj ^- is the Ch'in

Chung of III, Pt. II, x, which see.

I substitute the surname to avoid

translating
:
J-. In the translation of

A ! ')<. ?'>; > M is taken as vised for

'*?-,
and \vhat follows is under the

regimen 01 }^, as if we were to com-

plete the construction in this \va\ :

A n X T- SI. 5 5- Ch.i.m

K'o interprets quite differently:

"But what a man should exalt is

the greatest virtues, the propriety

and righteousness in the groat rela-

tions of life. He, however, donii-s

them, etc." Perhaps the solecisry of

taking jKj for f" ' s l >otter than this.

, lined for ^, but. us verb.
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CHAPTER XXXV. 1. T'aou Ying asked, saying,

"Shun being emperor, and Kaou-yaou chief minister

of justice, if Koo-sow had murdered a man, what
would have been done in the case?"

2. Mencius said,
"
Kaou-ytiou would simply have

apprehended him."

3. "But would not Shun have forbidden such a

thing?"
4. "Indeed, how could Shun have forbidden it?

Kaou-yaow had received the law from a proper source."

5. "In that case what would Shun have done?"

CH. 35. WHAT SHUX AND HIS
MINISTER OF CRIME WOULD HAVE
DONE, IF SHUN'S FATHER HAD COM-
MITTED A MURDER. 1. T'aou Ying
was a disciple of Mencius. This is

all that is known of him. -; is not
to be understood here as merely=
6$, Ana , XVIII, ii; XIX. xix. The
i of Shun's time was the same as
the ^C n] ^ of the Chow dynasty,
the officer of crime, under whom
were the i gift, and other subordi-
nates. See the H |f, in loc. 2. \Ve
must understind Kaou-yaou as the
nominative to fa. _ must refer to

Koo-sow though common, now under-
stand Ji as the antecedent. Xo
doubt the meaning is, "He would

simply have observed the law, and
dealt with Koo-sow accordinglv." 3.

^ |f S , comp. Ill, Pt. I, ii, 3.

It is here implied that the law of

death for murder was the will of

Heaven, that being the source to

which a reference is made. Kaou-

j yaou again must be understood as
the nominative to ^f. He, as minis-

ter of crime, had to maintain its

authority superior to the imperial
will.
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6. "Shun would have regarded abandoning the

empire as throwing away a worn-out sandal. He

would privately have taken Ms father on his back,

and retired into concealment, living somewhere along

the seacoast. There he would have been all his life,

cheerful and happy, forgetting the empire."

CHAPTER XXXVI. 1. Mencius, going from Fan to

Ts'e, saw the king of Ts'e's son at a distance, and

said with a sigh: "One's position alters the air, just as

the nurture affects the body. Great is the influence

of position! Are not we all men's sons?"

CH. 36. How ONE'S MATERIAL
POSITION AFFECTS HIS AIR, AND MUCH
MOKE MAY MORAL CHARACTER BE
EXPECTED TO DO so. 1. Fan was a

city of Ts'e, a considerable distance

from the capital, to which we must
understand Mencius was proceeding.
It still gives its name to a district of

Puhchow($| jJ-H), in the department
of Tungch'ang (Jf H). Chaou K'e

says that Fan was a city of Ts'e, the

appanage of the king's sons by his

concubines. On this view we should
translate ; -J- in the plural, but it

proceeds from supposing that it was
in Fan that Moncius suu tin- K f,

which the text does not at all neces-

sitate. In # nd & < '

= #. 3t=Mt , "revenue*/
1 ^

^ ?8 A . 9i, some understand

-li -f-
i <h phrase between ^- ami

jj, "now, are not king's sons all."

etc. But I prefer to un<lrr>tuu<l with

Chaou K'o, & A !$ : %-> tlM(1 '"
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2. Mencius said, "The residence, the carriages and

horses, and the dress of the king's son, are mostly
the same as those of other men. That he looks

so is occasioned by his position. How much more

should a peculiar air distinguish him. whose position is

in the wide house of the world!

3. "When the prince of Loo went to Sung, he

called out at the T'e'e-chih gate, and the keeper said,

'This is not our prince. How is it that his voice

is so like that of our prince?' This was occasioned

by nothing but the correspondence of their positions."

English to supply we rather than
they. 2. ^ -f- {EJ seem here to be

superfluous. ^ ~fT ; Jjj| g, see III,

Pt. II, iii, 3. i $, "ant-hill marsh,"
was simply the name of a gate in

the capital of Sung.
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CHAPTER XXXVII. 1. Mencius said, "To feed

a scholar and not love him, is to treat him as a

pig. To love him and not respect him, is to keep
him as a domestic animal.

2. "Honoring and respecting are what exist before

any offering of gifts.

3. "If there be honoring and respecting without

the reality of them, a superior man may not be

retained by such empty demonstrations."

CHAPTER XXXVIII. Mencius said, "The bodily

organs with their functions belong to our Heaven-

CH. 37. THAT HE BE RESPECTED
IS ESSENTIAL TO A SCHOLAK'S ENGAG-
ING IN THE SERVICE OF A PRINCE. 1.

lit $. ., "having pip intercourse
with him." ^=^orf$. f, as dis-

tinguished from =|c, leads us to think
of dogs or horses, animals to which
we entertain a sentiment higher than
to those whiclr we k*>ej> and t'attcn

iiioroly for our oat ing. 2. $f JJfc % =
Hi ffi W ifc ;' The paragraph is an

explanation of what is meant \<y

those terms. ffi
= fc, "presented,"

"offered." 3. #J = {S.

CH. 38. ONLY WITH A SAGE DOES
THE BODY ACT ACCORDING TO ITS

DESIGN. This is translated according
to the consenting view of the modern
foinrriontators, but perhaps not < or-

rectly. J(', is taken for the limlily

Organs. tin' v.\ ^, ry< ;. hiu< I

otc.; und Q for their in.mii
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conferred nature. But a man must oe a sage before

he can satisfy the design of his bodily organization."

CHAPTER XXXIX. 1. The King Seuen of Ts'e

wanted to shorten the period of mourning. Kung-sun
Ch'ow said, "To have one whole year's mourning
is better than doing away with it altogether."

2. Mencius said, "That is just as if there were one

twisting the arm of his elder brother, and you were

merely to say to him 'Gently, gently, if you please."

Your only course should be to teach such a one filial

piety and fraternal duty."

operations, hearing, seeing, han-

dling, etc. jg; is used as in the phrase

jjt| U, "to tread upon the words,"

that is, to fulfill them, to walk, act,

according to them. The use of '(& in

ch. xxi, 4, is analogous to this use

of it here. One critic says: fa ^5,

^ ft:, If fc -fe ft -R t Fr 35 # m
fc fe 11^ 14 iil, "The bodily organs
with their operations belong to our

Heaven-conferred nature; the mean-

ing is that in these is our Heavenly
nature, not that they are that na-

ture."

CH. 39. REPROOF OF KUNG-SUN
CH'OW FOB ASSENTING TO THE PBO

POSAL TO SHORTEN THE PERIOD OF

MOURNING. Comp. Con. Ana., XVII,
xxi. 1. The mourning is to be under-

stood as that of three years for a
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3. yl^ ^/i^ ^'me, the mother of one of the king's

sons had died, and his tutor asked for him that

he might be allowed to observe a few months' mourn-

ing. Kung-sun Ch'ow asked, "What do you say of

this?'
1

4. Mencius replied, "This is a case where the

party Wishes to complete the whole period, but finds

it impossible to do so. The addition of even a single

day is better than not mourning at all. I spoke

of the case where there was no hindrance, and the

party neglected the thing himself."

parent. 3. The king's eon here must

have been a eon by a concubine.

Choo He, after Chaou K'o, supposes
that he was not permitted to mourn

the three years, through the jealous

or other opposition of the full queen.
In this case the son was anxious to

prolong his mourning as much as he

could. This explanation, bringint: in

the opposition of the full queen or

wife, seems to be incorrect. S<-<- tli>-

. hi !"<. While the father was

alive, a son Hhortenod iln- (H-iind of

mourning for his mother. 1. ''! &,

.fc has a pronominal force.
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CHAPTER XL. 1. Mencius said, "There are five

ways in which the superior man effects his teaching.

2. "There are some on whom his influence de-

scends like seasonable rain.

3. "There are some whose virtue he perfects, and

some of whose talents he assists the development.

4. "There are some whose inquiries he answers.

5. "There are some who privately cultivate and

correct themselves.

6. "These five ways are the methods in which the

superior man effects his teaching."

CH. 40. HOW THE LESSONS OF
THE SAGE BEACH TO ALL DIFFERENT
CLASSES. 1. The wish of the superior
man is in all cases one and the

same,- -to teach. His methods are

modified, however, by the different

characters of men. 2. This class only
want his influence, like plants which

only need the dew of heaven. So
was it, it is said, with Confucius and
his disciples Yen Yuen and Tsang
Sin. 3. fo '& = }&

~

'& So a

:Jt is to be understood before f$

(=/jsj-) and fnj. So was it with Con-
fucius and the disciples Yen and
Min. 4. So was it with Mencius and
Wan Chang. 5. This is a class, who
never come into actual contact with
their teacher, but hear of his doc-

trines, and learn them. His teach-

ings, though not delivered by himself

in person, do notwithstanding reach,

to them.
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CHAPTER XLI. 1. Kung-sun Ch'ow said, "Lofty

are your principles and admirable, but to learn them

may well be likened to ascending the heavens, some-

thing which cannot be reached. Why not ada,pt your

teaching so as to cause learners to consider them at-

tainable, and so daily exert themselves."

2. Mencius said, "A great artificer does not, for

the sake of a stupid workman, alter or do away

with the marking line. E did not, for the sake

of a stupid archer, change his rule for drawing the

bow.

3. "The superior man draws the bow, but does not

discharge the arrow. The wJiole thing seems to leap

before the learner. Such is his standing exactly in the

CH. 41. THE TEACHER OF TRUTH
MAY NOT LOWER HTS LESSONS TO SUIT

HIS LEARNERS. I. fpj ^ f $, iiS

"those" refers to learners, which

antecedent has been implied in the

words g^:
, ^ -xc, "it is right thry

should be considered," etc. ft "J

,
=& >

" to consider,"

"regard." -'. J$ 5$, "string and

ink," a carpenters' marking line, fj

^ (road leuii), "the limit i.. wlm-li

a bow should bo drawn." :<. The

dilficulty here is with Hi-- \\in-ds If

'(II til, lit., "leapinR-Hke." Th.-y !"-

Inn-r. I tliirik. l- tli- sii|M-ri<ir
iiuui in

ull 'ihe in (ion which is reprewnted.
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middle of the right path. Those who are able, follow

him."
CHAPTER XLII. 1. Meiicius said, "When right

principles prevail throughout the empire, one's prin-

ciples must appear along with one's person. When
right principles disappear from the empire, one's

person must vanish along with one's principles.
2. "I have not heard of one's principles being

dependent for their manifestation on other men."
CHAPTER XLIII. 1. The disciple Kung-too said,

"When Kang of T'ang made his appearance in your
school, it seemed proper that a polite consideration
should be paid to him, and yet you did not answer
him. Why was that ?

"

No man can be taught how to hit.

That is his own act. He is taught
to shoot, and that in so lively a
manner that the hitting also is, as
it were, set forth before him. So
with the teacher and learner of truth.
As the learner tries to do as he is

taught, he will be found laying hold
of what he thought unapproachable.

CH. 42. ONE MUST LIVE OB DIE
WITH HIS PRINCIPIJKS, ACTING FROM
HIMSKI.K, NOT WITH KEGAKU TO OTIIKIl

MEN.
#fy

means "to bury along with

the dead," to associate with in death
as in life. Another meaning is ). Jj}

& tyfi, "with the person to follow
after things,"=to pursue. The first

jif; is right principles in general. The
other ;H are thosa principles as held

by individual men.
CH. 43. How MENCIUS REQUIRED

THE SIMPLE PURSUIT OF TRUTH IN
THOSE WHOM II K TAUGHT. Kfing WHS
a younger brother of the prince of

T'ang. His rank made Kung-tao
think that more than ordinary
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2. Mencius replied, "I do not answer him who

questions me presuming on his nobility, nor him who

presumes on his talents, nor him who presumes on

his age, nor him who pesumes on services performed
to me, nor him who presumes on old acquaintance.

Two of those things were chargeable on Kang of

T'ang."
CHAPTER XLIV. 1. Mencius said, "He who stops

short where stopping is not allowable, will stop short

in everything. He who behaves shabbily to those

whom he ought to treat well, will behave shabbily to

all.

2. "He who advances with precipitation will ret iiv

with speed."

respect should have teen shown to

him, and yet it was no doubt one of

the things which made Mencius jeal-

ously watch his spirit. Comp. VI.

Pt. II, ii, 6, 7.

CH. 44. WHEBK VIRTUES AK;S

WANTING, DECENCIES MAY NOT BE

EXPECTKD. I'll! < II'ITATK ADV \

ABE rOLLDWKD HV SI'KKPV If I I I:

The first pur., it is said, hn

to errors of defect (fC Jfc ft
'

and the second to. thono <>t

(# m-
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CHAPTER XLV. Mencius said, "In regard to in-

ferior creatures, the superior man is kind to them,
but not loving. In regard to people generally, he
is loving to them, but not affectionate. He is affec-

tionate to his parents, and lovingly disposed to people
generally. He is lovingly disposed to people generally.,
and kind to creatures."

CHAPTER XLVI. 1. Mencius said, "The wise em-
brace all knowledge, but they are most earnest about
what is of the greatest importance. The benevolent
embrace all in their love, but what they consider

of the greatest importance is to cultivate an earnest
affection for the virtuous. Even the wisdom of Yaou
Shun did not extend to everything, but they attended

CH. 45. THE SUPERIOR MAN is KIND
TO CREATURES, LOVING TO OTHER
MEN, AND AFFECTIONATE TO HIS
RELATIVES. This was intended, no
doubt, against the Mihist doctrine of

loving all equally. 4^ = a'niraals. The
second

f[
is not to be understood

only of parents. Compare |^ H, D.

M., xx, 12.

CH. 46. AGAINST THE PRINCES OF
HIS TIME WHO OCCUPIED THEMSK1A KS

WITH THE KNOWLEDGE OF, AND KIC-

GARD FOR, WHAT WAS OF LITTLE

IMPORTANCE. 1. $ff. yfC fl, |{E ^ ^
are not our "omniscient," and "all-

loving," but show the tendency and

adaptation of the wise and the be-

nevolent. The clauses that follow,

@ ft ft fa, & IS K # ft, show
in what way truly great rulers come
to an administration which appears
to possess those characters. The use
of the . in those clauses is idiomatic.

To reduce it to the ordinary usages
o/ the particle, we must take the
first as = Z. ft fa, "but
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earnestly to what was important. Their benevolence
did not show itself in acts of kindness to every man,
but they earnestly cultivated an affection for the

virtuous.

2. "Not to be able to keep the three years' mourn-

ing, and to be very particular about that of three

months, or that of five months; to eat immoderately
and swill down the soup, and at the same time

to .inquire about the precept not to tear the meat
with the teeth; such things show what I call an

ignorance of what is most important."

only are they earnest about the

things which it is most important to

know," and tf & ^ || K ^ ffi>

"but only are they earnest about
what is most important, the culti-

vating affection for the virtuous."

The teaching of the chapter is sub-

stantially the same as that of Con-

fucius, Ana., XII, xxii. 2.
jjgj.,

"coarse, unbleached, hempen cloth,"

worn in mourning the period of three

months for distant relatives. /]> ift

is the name applied in the case of

mourning which extends for five

months. JJC 1R ^ 5 see the Book

of Bites, I, Pt. I, iii, 54, 55. These

are cases adduced in illustration of

what is insisted on in the previous

paragraph; the folly of attending

to what is comparatively trivial,

while overlooking what is important.
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CHAPTER I. 1. Mencius said, "The opposite indeed

of benevolent was the king Hwuy of Leang! The

benevolent, beginning with what they care for, proceed
to what they do not care for. Those who are the

opposite of benevolent, beginning with what they
do not care for, proceed to what they care for."

2. Rung-sun Ch'ow said, "What do you mean?"
Mencius answered, "The king Hwuy of Leang, for the

matter of territory, tore and destroyed his people,

OH. 1. A STRONG CONDEMNATION
OF KINO HWUY OF LEANG, FOB
SACRIFICING TO HIS AMBITION HIS
PEOPLE AND EVEN HIS SON. Comp.
I, Pt. I, v, and other conversations
with King Hwuy. 1. ^ {n is more
than "unbenevolent" would mean,
if we had such a term. It is nearly=
"cruel," "oppressive." : %,
5, comp. Pt. I, 45. Only f, being
there opposed to :, is used with

reference to animals, while here it

expresses the feeling towards children

and people and animals, and I have
rendered it by "to care for." In the
first case in the text, the progress is

from one degree of love to another;
in the second, from one degree of

infliction to another. 2. |, "to boil

rice till it is^jjj j^, reduced to a pulpy
mass." So did Hwuy seem to deal
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leading them to battle. Sustaining a great defeat, he
would engage again, and afraid lest they should not
be able to secure the victory, urged his son whom he
loved till he sacrificed him with them. This is what
I call 'beginning with what they do not care for,
and proceeding to what they care for."

CHAPTER II. 1. Mencius said, "In the 'Spring and
Autumn' there are no righteous wars. Instances

indeed there are of one war better than another.

2. "'Correction' is when the supreme authority

punishes its subjects by force of arms. Hostile states

do not correct one another.'*

with the bodies of his subjects. Jjff

f ? J& refers to Hwuy's eldest son

(I, Pt. I, v, 1). He is called a ^ $,
as being one of the youth of the

kingdom. #jj ., comp. Pt. I, 45.

CH. 2. HOW ALL THE FIGHTINGS
RECORDED IN THE CH'UN Ts'EW WERK
UNRIGHTEOUS: A WARNING TO THE
CONTENDING STATES OF MENCIUS'
TIME. 1. Iffi. fg ljlj, "no righteous
battles." Both Chaou K'e and Choo
He make i^ = ig fls #, "the affairs

of fighting and smiting," i. e., all the

operations of war detailed in the

Ch'un Ts'ew. And rightly; for Men-
cius himself uses the term $; in the

3rd par. In the Ch'un Ts'ew itself

there are mentioned of "fightings''

(!Ut) only 23, while the "smitings"
(f) amount to 213. There are

specified in it also "invasions" ({);

"sieges" (|JH); "carryings away" (jj);
"
extinguishes" (JjJ); "del-

(jft); "takings" (Jft); "surprises"

(g); "pursuits" (M); aiul
"

tjl

fenses" (;); all of which may like-

wise be comprehended under tin-

term fg. 3. Explains the assertion

in the first. In the wars rec>r<l.<l

by Confucius, one state or chief was

said to Q another, which couM n"i

be according to the meanin- "t" tin-

term. By _h is intended the em-

peror; by f the prince*. Conip. \'l.

Pt. II, vii, 2.
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CHAPTER III. 1. Mencius said,
" It would be better

to be without the 'Book of History' than to give

entire credit to it.

2. "In the 'Completion of the War,' I select two

or three passages only, which I believe.

3. "The benevolent man has no enemy under

heaven. When the prince, the most benevolent, was

engaged against him who was the most the opposite,

how could the blood of the people have flowed till it

floated the pestles of the mortars ?"

CH. 3. WITH WHAT RESERVATION
MENCIUS READ THE SHOO-KiNG. This
is a difficult chapter for Chinese com-
mentators. Chaou K'e takes ^ of

the Shoo-king, which is the only fair

interpretation. Others understand it

of books in general. Thus Julien
translates "/Si omnino fidem n/llti-

beas libris." Many say that Mencius
had in view only the portion of the

Shoo-king to which he refers in the
next, par., but such a restriction of

his language is entirely arbitrary.
The strangest view is that of the
author of the 3 $ fft ft, whose
judgments generally are sound and
sensible. But he says here that
Mencius is anticipating the attempts
that would be made in after ages to

corrupt the classics, and testifying

against them. We can see how the
remarks were directed against the

propensity to warfare which charac-

terized his contemporaries. 2. ^ J&
is the title of the third book in the
5th part of the Shoo-king, professing
to be an accoun by King Woo of

his enterprise against the tyrant,
Chow. The words quoted in the
next par. are found in par. 8. For
^f there are diff. readings; see the ^|

||, in loc. Doubtless there is much
exaggeration in the language, but
Mencius misinterprets the whole

passage. The bloodshed was not
done by the troops of King Woo, but

by the forces of the tyrant turning
against one another.
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CHAPTER IV. 1. Mencius said, "There are men
who say <I am skillful at marshaling troops, I am
skillful at conducting a battle!' They are great
criminals.

2. "If the sovereign of a state love benevolence,
he will have no enemy in the empire.

3. "When T'ang was executing his work of cor-

rection in the south, the rude tribes on the north

murmured. When he was executing it in the east,

the rude tribes on the west murmured. Their cry was
'WT

hy does he make us last ?
'

4. "When King Woo punished Yin, he had only

three hundred chariots of war, and three thousand

life guards.

CH. 4. COUNSEL TO PRINCES NOT
TO ALLOW THKMSKLVES TO BE DE-
CEIVED BY MEN WHO WOULD ADVISK
THEM TO WAR. 1. Comp. IV, Pt. I,

xiv, 3. 2. Comp. I, Pt. II, xi, l'. It

is spoken of T'ang. 3. 5 $,
"leathern carriages, or chariots," said

by some to be baggage wagons, but,

more probably by othcra, ch^

of war, each one of. whirh hud 7:.'

foot soldiers attachrd to 11. M> that

Woo's army would nuinl><T :M,i',iiii,

few as compared with tin- !'"

his opponent. (4j used for ^. low.

2nd tone, a immoral for can

f/t ft (pun) theso appear to have
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5. "The king said, "Do not fear. Let me give

you repose. I am no enemy to the people ! On this,

they bowed their heads to the earth, like the horns of

animals falling off.'

6. "'Imperial correction' is but another word for

rectifying. Each state wishing itself to be corrected,

what need is there for fighting?"

CHAPTER V. Mencius said, "A' carpenter or a

carriage maker may give a man the circle and square,

but cannot make him skillful in the use of them."

been of the character of life guards,
named from their tigerlike courage
and bearing. 4. See the Shoo-king,
Pt. V, i, Sect. II, 9. But the text of

the classic is hardly recognizable in

Mencius's version of it. The original
is: "House ye, my heroes. Do not
think that he is not to be feared, but
rather hold that he cannot be with-
stood. The people are full of awe,
as if their horns were falling from

their heads." 5. Perhaps it would
be well to retain the sound of % in

the translation, and say "Now
ching means to rectify." ;g- fc j

[f,, "each people wishes the ching-er
to correct itself."

CH. 5. REAL ATTAINMENT MUST
UK MADE BY THE LEARNER FOK HIM-

SELF. Comp. Pt. I, iv, 41.

J& see III, Pt. II, 3.
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CHAPTER VI. Mencius said, "Shim's manner of

eating Us parched grain and herbs was as if he were

to be doing so all his life. When he became emperor,
and had the embroidered robes to wear, the lute to

play, and the two daughters of Yaou to wait on

him, he was as if those things belonged to him as

a matter of course."

CHAPTER VII. Mencius said, "From this time forth

I know the heavy consequences of killing a man's

near relations. When a man kills another's father.

that other will kill his father; when a man kills

CH. 6. THE EQUANIMITY OF SHUN
IN POVERTY AND AS EMPEROR. &
must be taken as=

^jfe". $} is a word
used for ;g, applied to eating herbs.

$5 = ^, "to eat." The "embroidered
robes" are the imperial dress. On
Shim's lute, see V, Pt. I, ii, 3. ^ used
for $%, wo, "a female attendant."
CH. 7. HOW THE THOUGHT OF ITS

CONSEQUENT i:s SHOULD M\Kl
CAREFUL OK THKIK CONUfi I. ('h>.>

He observes that thiH.reiiwrk must
have been made with some n]>< i.il

reference, ^f ^ ifij f|. It is a
maxim of < 'hint-so Hocinty, that "a
man may not live umli-r flu-

heaven with the slayer of his father,

nor in the same state with tho sluyr
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another's elder brother, that other will kill his elder

brother. So he does not himself indeed do the act,

but there is only an interval between him and it."

CHAPTER VIII. 1. Mencius said, "Anciently, the

establishment of the frontier gates was to guard

against violence.

2. "Nowadays, it is to exercise violence."

CHAPTER IX. Mencius said, "If a man himself do

not walk in the right path, it will not be walked in

even by his wife and children. If he do not order

of his elder brother," but the remark
does not seem to regard that so much
as to take occasion from it to warn
rulers to make their government firm

in the attachment of their subjects,
and not provoke their animosity by
oppressive acts. PJf Jf., "there
is only one interval;" that is, the
death of a man's father or brother is

the consequence of his previous con-

duct, the slayer only intervening.
CH. 8. THE BENEVOLENCE AND

SELFISHNESS OF ANCIENT AND

MODERN RULE CONTRASTED. Comp.
I, Pt. II, v, 3; II, Pt. I, v, 3. But
one doe.s not see exactly how the
ancient rule of examining the person,
and not taking the goods, guarded
against violence. Here, as elsewhere.
Mencius is led away by his fondness
for antithesis.

CH. 9. A MAN'S INFLUENCE DE-
I'ENDS ON HIS PERSONAL EXAMPLE
AND CONDUCT. To the second ^f we
are to suppose ^ as the nominative,
while the third is like a verb in the
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men according to the right way, he will not be able

to get the obedience of even his wife and children."

CHAPTER X. Mencius said, "A bad year cannot

prove the cause of death to him, whose stores of gain

are large; an age of corruption cannot confound him

whose equipment of virtue is complete."

CHAPTER XI. Mencius said, "A man who loves

fame may be able to decline a kingdom of a thousand

chariots, but if he be not really the man to do such

a thing, it will appear in his countenance, in the

matter of a dish of rice or a platter of soup."

hiphil conjugation. The A is n k

so much (& A "other men." The
whole & \ -f a it simply =fU $
- &" #l "if his orders are not

according to reason."
<'H. 10. CORRUPT TIMES AHE TRO-

VIONI) AGAINST BY KST.VISUSII Kl

MKTI-IJ. -ft $&%%, ^ fig fL, may be

fnkoji either actively or passively.

19 "f" 5f'J <S' "he who is complrto
in gain," i. e., he who lias gniiird

much, and laid much by.

CH. 11. A MAN'S TRUE Disr">i-
TION WILL OFTEN AITEAB IN M M.I.

MATTKKS, WHKN A LOVE OF FAME
MAY 11AVK C'AKHIKI) HIM <>\i;i; i

DII i ICIIJ.TIKS. Cli<M> He hero ex-

pounds well: Sg A ^ Ifc -!'

A lililli is SIM-II n<il. S( Hindi
wliii-li ivi|in,c .-in ftlurt.

\\lndi ho might-

despise. l!\ Ix-unng tliis in iinnd

when wo otiM-rvo him, wo can see

what ho real I v rests in."
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CHAPTER ^KII. 1. Mencius said, "If men of virtue
and ability be not confided in, a state will become

empty and void.

2. "Without the rules of propriety and distinctions

of right, the high and the low will be thrown into

confusion.

3. "Without the great principles of government
and their various business, there will not be wealth
sufficient for the expenditure."
CHAPTER XIII. Mencius said,

' 'There are instances
of individuals without benevolence, who have got
possession of a single state, but there has been no
instance of the whole empire's being got possession
of by one without benevolence."

flows from the right principles of

government.
CH. 13. ONLY BY BENEVOLENCE

CAN THE EMPIRE BE GOT. Many
comm. put %j . in the potential
mood, as if it were Jt /^f <. This is

not allowable. Facts may be alleged
that seem to be in opposition to the

concluding statement. The com-
mentator Tsow

( J$) says-'
" From

the dynasty of Ts'in downwards,
there have been cases, when the

empire was got by men without

benevolence, but in such cases, it

lias been lost again after one or two

reigns,"

CH. 12. THREE THINGS IMPOBTANT
IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF A STATE.
! ^ Hi*

" De n t confided to"; per-
haps rather "confided in." "Will
become empty and void," Chaou
K'e supplements thus, "If the prince
do not consort with and confide in
t lie virtuous and able, then they will

go away, and a country without
such persons is said to be empty and
void." 2. "The high and the low,"
that is, the distinction of ranks. %$
fe may be considered a hendiadys,
and so jEfc ^ in the next paragraph.
55 is the right, or Tightness, on whic h
the rules of propriety are founded,
and jj is the various business that
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CHAPTER XIV. 1. Mencius said, "The people are

the most important element in a nation; the spirits

of the land and gram are the next; the sovereign is

the lightest.
'

2. "Therefore to gain the peasantry is the way to

become emperor; to gain the emperor is the way to

become a prince of a state; to gain the prince of

a state is the way to become a great officer.

CH. 14. THE DIFFERENT ELEMENTS
OF A NATION THE PEOPLE, TUTE-
LABY SPIRITS, AND SOVEREIGN, IN

RESPECT OF THEIR IMPORTANCE. 1.

f is properly the altar, or resting

place of the spirit or spirits of the

ground, and then used for the sacri-

fice to that spirit or those spirits.

jg$, "pannicled millet," and then

generally the spirit or spirits pre-

siding over grain. Together, the

characters, ftfc H denote the "tute-

lary spirits of a country," on whom
its prosperity depends, and to sacri-

fice to whom was the prerogative of

its sovereign. It is often said that

the jjit was "to sacrifice to the spirits

of the five kinds of ground, and Uio

f$ to saerilico lo fliose of the five

kinds" of grain." But this is merely
one of tho numo'rieal fancies of which
Chinese writers are fond. Tlio fivo

kinds of ground ;iro mountains and

forests (Ji| ifcfc),
rivers and marshes

(Jll j$), mounds ( |&fc), places of

tombs (Jj ff), and plains (/# jU).

But it would be easy to make an-

other division, just as we havi-

eight, and other ways of speaking
about the kinds of grain. The regu-
lar sacrifices to these tutelary spirits

were three: one in spring to pray
for a good harvest; one in an tin mi.

to give thanks for the harvest: and

a third in the first month of \\inlrr.

On occasions of calamity there v- it-

special services. 9. j J$= IU If

J, "the people of the fit-Ids HIM!

wilds," the peasantry. Aeo< >n 1 i n u- i

the Chow Le, nine husbandmen,
heads of families, formed a f.v/ii</( >(-):

four/--''".'/ formed a j/t'A(ft):and f-mr

i/ili formed ;i /.'"" (Ir.t. vli"-h w"iiltl

eoiit.'iill I I families. Hut ill"

phrase Ir \.sii.'iiifyin

is yet' e-inivali-nt !i. "I In- people.
'

Mr'n-'iu-; uses ii . I
'

of the spirits of tho land and
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3. "When a prince endangers the altars of the

spirits of the land and grain, 'he is changed, and
another appointed in his place.

4. "When the sacrificial victims have been perfect,
the millet in its vessels all pure, and the sacrifices

offered at their proper seasons, if yet there ensue

drought, or the waters overflow, the spirits of the

land and grain are changed, and others appointed
in their place."

CHAPTER XV. Mencius said, "A sage is the teach-

er of a hundred generations: this is true of Pih-e

and Hwuy of Lew-hea. Therefore when men now
hear the character of Pih-e, the corrupt become pure,

4. The change of the
jjsfc ^ is taken

by most commentators as merely a

destroying of the altars and building
others. This is Choo He's inter-

pretation: it
''

ii afMt'ft -A
m & n &, M is & m m m E m. ,

' when the spirits of the ground and
grain cannot ward off calamities and
ovils from the people., then their
altars and fences are thrown down
find others indifferent places erect-
ed." Chaou K'e is more brief. He
simply says that in such a case 5x sfih

fS ifti 8C I!L '., which may mean that

they destroyed the altars or displaced
the spirits themselves. A changing
of the altars merely does not supply
a parallel to the removal of the

princes in the preceding paragraph.
And there are traces of deposing the

spirits in such a case, and appointing
others in their places. See the 51 ^
m, & m, in loc.

CH. 15. THAT PIH-E AND HWUY
or LEW-HKA WERE SAGES PROVED BY
THE PKBMANKNCE OP" THEIB INFLU-
ENCE. Comp. V, Pt. II, i; et al. "A
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and the weak acquire determination. When they

hear the character of Hwuy of Lew-liea, the mean

become generous, and the niggardly become liberal.

Those two made themselves distinguished a hundred

generations ago, and after a hundred generations,

those who hear of them, are all aroused in this mniun /.

Could such effects be produced by them, if they

had not been sages? And how much more did they

affect those who were in contiguity with them, and

were warmed by them!"

CHAPTER XVI. Mencius said, "Benevolence is tlw

distinguishing characteristic of man. As embodied in

man's conduct, it is called the path ofduty.'"

hundred generatiors" ia spoken gen-

erally. Between the two worthies

themselves several hundred years

intervened.
CH. 16. THE RKI.ATION OK BI:M:\"

LENCE TO MAN. This f:hnptor is

quite enigmatic. is taken us = -fr

^-
k

j|, "unite benevolence with

man's person," and M as tho *# t

^ ^ of the Clumsr-yunp. The glos-

sarist of Chaou K'e refers to Con.

Ana., XV, xxviii, whidi i-

Choo He, however, nu-utions Unit in

an edition of -M.-acius found in K

after A-tii tnere ^ollow *' ( "" :

"righteousness." "propriety,*
1 iu"l

"wisdom"; 3% ^ 'JL'^L.

that was the original reulin-. ill-

final clause would V>e: "These, all

united and named, are the path of

reason."
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CHAPTER XVII. Mencius said, "When Confucius

was leaving Loo, he said, 'I will set out by and by';

this was the way for him to leave the state of

his parents. When he was leaving Ts'e, he strained

off with his hand the water in which his rice was

being rinsed, took the rice, and went away; this was

the way for him to leave a strange state."

CHAPTER XVIII. Mencius said, "The reason why
the superior man was reduced to straits between

Ch'in and Ts'ae was because neither the princes of the

time nor their ministers communicated with him.''

CH. 17. How OONFUCIUS'S LEAV-
ING LOO AND TS'E WAS DIFFERENT.

Comp. V, Pt. II, i, 4.

CH. 18. THE REASON OE, CON-
FUCIUS'S BEING IN STRAITS BETWEEN
CH'IN AND TS'AE. See Con. Ana.,
XI, ii. The speaking of Confucius

simply by the term ^ J- is to be

noted; comp. Ana., X, vi, 1, et al.

Chaou K'e observes that Confucius,
in his exceeding modesty, said that
he was not equal to the threefold

way of the superior man (Ana., XIV,
xxx) , and therefore he might be

spoken of as a superior man. It is

difficult to see the point of this

observation, nor does it meet the

difficulty which arises from the use
of the designation in the text. _h=
;ff-, "the sovereigns," and "f = g.,
"their ministers." The princes did
not honor him and seek his services.

Their ministers did not honor him,
and recommend him to employment.
This is the meaning of fe Jt ~F < 2*S-

The commentators, in their quest for

profound meanings, make out the

lesson to be that though a sage may
be reduced to straits, the way of

truth cannot be so reduced.
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CHAPTER XIX. 1. Mih K'e said, "Greatly am I

from anything to depend upon from the mouths of

men."
2. Mencius observed, "There is no harm in that.

Scholars are more exposed than others to suffer from

the mouths of men.

3. "It is said, in the 'Book of Poetry,'

'My heart is disquieted and grieved,

I am hated by the crowd of mean creatures.'

This might have been said by Confucius. And again,

'Though he did not remove their wrath,

He did not let fall his own fame.'

This might be said of King Wan."

CH. 19. MENCIUS COMFOBTS MIH
K'E UNDER CALUMNY BY THE BEFLEC-

110N THAT IT WAS THE ORDINABY

LOT OF DISTINGUISHED MEN. 1. Of

Mih K'e, nothing is known beyond
what is here intimated. 33. is used

in the sense of $g, "to depend on."

This is given to it in the diet., with

a reference to this passage,

meaning is that not only did he not

have a good word from men, but WHS

spoken ill of by them. 2. tt> i* '

concluded, from the comment
Chaou K'e, is a mistake for i#, "to

increase," and 2 has substantially

the same meaning. Retaining HJ,

however, and taking & in it* sense

of this or these, we get a toliM-al ill-

meaning. "The scholar hates r

many mouth?." 3. For the HIM

quotation, see the Slu-Uint:. I. i".

Ode I, Bt. 4, a description ot lu-r

condition by the ill-us-d \\M" of

of the dukes of Wei (IK-.PI.I

Choo He), and which Mi-m ins

what strangely would .ipply to c..i.-

fm-ius. For tlio second, M-O HI, >.

O.IK III, st. 8, descriptive of '!" l-'"^

T'ae, though applied to V
in the sense of flf, "report," "roputu-

tion."
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CHAPTER XX. Mencius said, "Anciently, men of

virtue and talents by means of their own enlighten-
ment made others enlightened. Nowadays, it is tried,

while they are themselves in darkness, and by means
of that darkness, to make others enlightened."
CHAPTER XXI. Mencius said to the disciple Kaou,

"There are the footpaths along the hills; if sud-

denly they be used, they become roads; and if, as

suddenly they are not used, the wild grass fills them

up. Now, the wild grass fills up your mind."

OH. 20. HOW THE ANCIENTS LED
ON MEN BY THEIR EXAMPLE, WHILE
THE RULERS OF MENCIUS'S TIME
Ti.IED TO URGE MEN CONTRARY TO
THEIR EXAMPLE. In translating, I

supply
~

;. before *$ ;, in contrast

with the ^ below. To the two {^ a

very different force is given. The
former is the constraining influence

of example; the latter is the applica-
tion of pains and penalties.

CH. 21. THAT THE CULTIVATION OF
THE MIND MAY NOT BE INTERMITTED.

!nl> "spaces for the foot,"=foot-
paths; lU ^ 2. Jj |?H, the "foot-

paths of the hill ways." ^ (read heu,

according to Choo He, though the

diet, does not give such a sound to

the character, nor do we find in it the

meaning which suits thir. passage)

g$, "suddenly"; nearly = 3$ (gf.

The Kaou here must have been a

disciple of Mencius, different from

the old Kaou, VI, Pt. II, iii. Chaou
K'e Bays that after studying with

Mencius for some time, and before

he fully understood his principles,
he went off and addicted himself to

some other teacher, and that the

remark was made with reference to

this course, and its consequences.
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CHAPTER XXII. 1. The disciple Kaou said, "The
music of Yu was better than that of King Wan."

2. Mencius observed, "On what ground do you
say so?" and the other replied, "Because at the pivot
the knob of Yu's bells is nearly worn through."

3. Mencius said, "How can that be a sufficient

proof? Are the ruts at the gate of a city made

by a single two-horsed chariot?"

CH. 22. AN ABSURD REMARK OF

THE DISCIPLE KAOU ABOUT THE

MUSIC OP Yu AND KINO WAN. 2.

if!, read tuy, "the knob, or loop,

of a bell," the part by which it is

suspended. fj, low. 2nd tone, "an

insect that bores through wood" ;

hence, metaphorically, anything

having the appearance of being

eaten or worn away. 3. The mean-

ing is that what Kaou noticed was

only the effect of time or long use,

Yu being anterior to King W;~m.

and did not necessarily imply any

superiority of the music of the one

over that of the other. The street

contracts at the gate, and all the

carriages that have been running

over its breadth are obliged to run

in the same ruts, which hence are

deeper here than elsewhere. There

is much controversy about the pliraae

H4 Ji . Jj- Chaou K'e understands

hH J&5 as meaning "two kinds of

horses"; the g| jg, levied from the

state, and employed on wliat we

may call the postal service, and the

fe H, or "public horses," principally

used in military service. On thin

view the meaning would bo that the

ruts in question were not inad<* by

these two kinds of carriages only.

Choo He, after the comment at. >r

Fung (59 A)> takes the moaning H

I have given it in the tratulntimi.

Another view takes tyj in the nonso

of $, taking it in the low. 3rd tone,

as in ch. iv, 4. See the K * tt tit

*ft, in luc.
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CHAPTER XXIII. 1. When Ts'e was suffering from

famine, Ch'in Tsin said to Mencius, "The people are

all thinking that you, Master, will again ask that the

granary of T'ang be opened for them. I apprehend

you will not do so a second time."

2. Mencius said, "To do it would be to act like

Fung Foo. There was a man of that name in Tsin,

famous for his skill in seizing tigers. Afterwards, he

became a scholar of reputation, and going once out to

the wild country, he found the people all in pursuit of

a tiger. The tiger took refuge in a corner of a hill,

where no one dared to attack him, but when they
saw Fung Foo, they ran and met him. Fung Foo

CH. 23. How MENCITJS KNEW
WHERE TO STOP AND MAINTAIN HIS
OWN DIGNITY IN HIS INTERCOURSE
WITH THE PRINCES. 1. At T'ang,
whose name is still preserved in the

village of Kant'ang, in the district

of Tseihmih (|{] g), in the depart-
ment of Laechow, the princes of

Ts'e, it would appear, kept grain in

store, and on some previous occur-
rence of famine, Mencius had advised

the king to open the granary. In
the meantime, however, some differ-

ence had occurred between him and
the prince. He intended leaving
Ts'e, and would not expose himself

to a repulse by making an applica-
tion which might be rejected. 2. f|
-fc,- "a good scholar," or "officer,"

but is not to be taken at all

emphatically. jgf, =$. It

did not belong to Fung Foo, now au
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immediately bared his arms, and descended from the

carriage. The multitude were pleased with him, but

those who were scholars laughed at him."

CHAPTER XXIV. 1. Mencius said, "For the mouth
to desire sweet tastes, the eye to desire 'beautiful

colors, the ear to desire pleasant sounds, the nose

to desire fragrant odors, and the four limbs to desire

ease and rest; these things are natural. But there

is the appointment of Heaven in connection with th< //>.

and the superior man does not say of his pursuit of

them, 'It is my nature.'

2. "The exercise of love between father and son,

the observance of righteousness between sovereign and

officer, to be fighting with tigers,

playing the part of a bravo.

CH. 24. HOW THE SUPERIOR MAN
SUBJECTS THE GRATIFICATION OF HIS

NATURAL APPETITES TO THE WILL OP

HEAVEN, AND PURSUES THE DOING
OF GOOD WITHOUT THINKING THAT
THE AMOUNT WHICH HE CAN DO MAY

BE LIMITED BY THAT WILL. 1 . \] .

$; l, "tho mouth's to tastes";
that is, its constitution so as to be

pleased with certain tastes. Ro. all

the other clauses. # fa !',

is the appointment "/ H'-

every appetite naturally <

unlimited gratification, but air
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minister, the rules of ceremony between guest and

host, the display of knowledge in recognizing the

talented, and the fulfilling the heavenly course by
the sage; these are the appointment of Heaven.

But there is an adaptation of our nature for them.

The superior man does not say, in reference to them,

'It is the appointment ofHeaven.'
'

CHAPTER XXV. 1. Haou-sang Puh-hae asked,

saying, "What sort of man is Yo-ching?" Mencius

replied, "He is a good man, a real man."

amount or an entire denial may be
the will of Heaven. 2. ^ ^ 3 %
is not "the possession of knowledge
by the talented," but the exercise
of wisdom in reference to them,
recognizing and appreciating their

excellence. The sentiment is well
illustrated by the case of An Ying,
the minister of Ts'e, able and wise,
and yet insensible to the superior
excellence of Confucius and his prin-
ciples. Choo He says well upon this

chapter: "I have heard it observed

by my master that the things men-
tioned in both of these paragraphs
are in the constitution of our nature,
and likewise ordained by Heaven.
Mankind, however, consider that the
first five are more especially natural,
and, though they may be prevented

from obtaining them, still desire
them ; and that the last five are more
especially appointed by Heaven, so
that if they do not come to them
readily, they do not go on to put
forth their strength to reach them.
On this account, Mencius shows what
is most important in each case, that
he may induce a broader way of

thinking in regard to the second

class, and repress the way of think-

ing in regard to the first."

CH. 25. THE CHARACTER OP THE
DISCIPLE YOH-CHING. DIFFERENT DE-
GREES OF ATTAINMENT IN CHARACTER,
WHICH ARE TO BE AIMED AT. 1.

Chaou K'e tells us that Haou-sang is

the surname and Puh-hae the name
and that the individual was a man
of Ts'e. This is all we know of him.
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2.
" What do you mean by *A good man,' 'A real

man'?"
3. The reply was, "A man who commands our

liking is what is called a good man.

4.
" He whose goodness is part of himself is what

is called a real man.

5.
" He whose goodness has been filled up is what

is called a beautiful man.

6. "He whose completed goodness is brightly dis-

played is what is called a great man.

7. "When this great man exercises a transforming

influence, he is what is called a sage.

8. "When the sage is beyond our knowledge, he is

what is called a spirit man.

3. It is assumed here that the general
verdict of mankind will be on tho
side of goodness. Hence when a man
is desirable, and commands universal

liking, he must ho a good man. I.

fj lift tf.' "having in himself"; i. e.,

when a man has the goodness, with-

out hypocrisy or pretense. Comp.
VI, ii, 13. Goodness is an attribute

entering into all the others, and I

have therefore thrice < -xprrsscii it in

tin- triiiislution. x. Jfc KIJ Y; pj *n >
,'s ,,','j jft t

~ -\\ iih tliis '\n jniiy roi

\\ li.it is said in tlm Doctrine i

Me. MI, -f jfc fy| |f, "tho individual

possessed lit' tin' iiin>t 4-<>mp]t't sin-

cerity is like a spirit." In the critical

remarks in the PH X-
>
ft, it i*
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9.
"
Yo-ching is between the tv\ro first characters,

and below the four last."

CHAPTER XXVI. 1. Mencius said, "Those who are

fleeing from the errors of Mih naturally turn to Yang,
and those who are fleeing from the errors of Yang

naturally turn to orthodoxy. When they so turn,

they should at once and simply be received.

2. "Those who nowadays dispute with the followers

of Yang and Mih, do so as if they were pursuing

a stray pig, the leg of which after they have got it to

enter the pen, they proceed to tie."

indeed, that the expression in the
text is stronger than that there, but
the two are substantially to the same
effect. Some would translate #$ by
"divine," a rendering which it never
can admit of, and yet, in applying
to man the term appropriate to the

actings and influence of Him whose

way is in the sea, and his judgments
a great deep, Chinese writers are

guilty of blasphemy, in the sense of

derogating from the prerogatives of

God.
Cii. 26. RECOVERED HERETICS

SHOULD BE RECEIVED WITHOUT CAST-
ING THEIR OLD ERRORS IN THEIR
TEETH. 1. | Jfe fjjf, "they turn to

the learned.'' "The learned" in

Chinese phrase is equivalent to our
"the orthodox." The name is still

claimed in China by the followers of

Confucius arid other sages, in opposi-
tion to the Taoists and Buddhists.
2. The disputations are with those
who had been Yangists and Mihists.

This sense of $B, "to tie the legs." is

found in the diet, with reference to

this passage.
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CHAPTER XXVII. Mencius said, "There are the

exactions of hempen cloth and silk, of grain, and of

personal service. The prince requires but one of these

at once, deferring the other two. If he require two of

them at once, then the people die of hunger. If he

require the three at once, then fathers and sons arc

separated."
CHAPTER XXVIII. Mencius said, "The precious

things of a prince are three the territory, the

people, the government and its business. If one

value as most precious pearls and stones, calamity is

sure to befall him."

CH. 27. THE -JUST EXACTIONS OF
THE GOVERNMENT ARE TO BE MADE
DISCRIMINATINGLY AND CONSIDER-

ATELY, /fti is cloth, made from flax,

gj^ "silken fibers not spun," but

here, probably, silk, spun or unspun.

3^ "grain unthreshed"; %, the

Hamo threshed : here together, (jrtiiii

generally. The tax of cloth and silk

was clue in summer, that of p-ain

after harvest, and personal s(i-vici<

was for the leisure of winter, iff

^ =
^-. The prince mii:ht only n>-

quire them, one at a time, and in

their proper seasons.

CM. _'*. Tin: fiii:< lors TIH\

A PKINCE, AND THI: i> \M.I:R IK .

I...OKIM; TIIKM nm I.THI:R TH

-J-, "the productive -round," and

J|li,
"hmd gem

lin-uislied from ]
= "

..Ilir.-i-." Lnt

the terma are nd fco ! lk
. S.' i.l' i!if 'll:

-'' elu xn.
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CHAPTER XXIX. P'wan-shing Kwoh having ob-

tained an official situation in Ts'e, Mencius said,
" He

is a dead man, P'wan-shing Kwoh!" P'wan-shing
Kwoh being put to death, the disciples asked, saying,

"How did you know, Master, that he would meet

with death?" Mencius replied, "He was a man who
had a little ability, but had not learned the great
doctrines of the superior man. He was just qualified

to bring death upon himself, but for nothing more."

CHAPTER XXX. 1. When Mencius went to T'ang,
he was lodged in the upper palace. A sandal in the

CH. 29. How MENCIUS PREDICTED
BEFOREHAND THE DEATH OF P'WAN-
SHING KWOH. Comp. Conf. predic-
tion of Tsze-loo's death, Con. Ana.,
XI, xi. Little is known of this

Kwoh. He is said to have begun
learning with Mencius, but to have
soon gone away, disappointed by
what he heard.

CH. 30. THE GENEROUS SPIRIT OF
MEXCIUS IN DISPENSING HIS INSTKIi -

TIONS. This, which is the lesson of

the chapter, only comes out at the

end, and lias been commemorated,
as being the remark of an individual,
not of extraordinary character, and
at first disposed to find fault with
Mencius's disciples. 1. %. fl!|, .=

ft. '&, ^comp. fg 'g*, I, Pt. II, iv.

This was evidently a palace appro-
priated by the duke of T'ang for the
I < Mining of honorable visitors. The
ILrst

-

|if{ is a verb, "was lod^od."
The second makes a compound noun
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process of making had been placed there in a window,
and when the keeper of the place came to look for it,

he could not find it.

2. On this, some one asked Mencius, saying,
" Is it

thus that your followers pilfer?" Mencius replied,

"Do you think that they came here to pilfer the

sandal?" The man said, "I apprehend not. But

you, Master, having arranged to give lessons, do not

go back to inquire into the past, and you do not

reject those who come to you. If they come with the

mind to learn, you receive them without any more

ado."

with A- ^H M> 'he 4it. has, with
reference to this passage, $ tfft g. ^
Iffi fc ISK H n, "things being done,
but not completed, are *sui<l (<> (

:%." 2. $, SOW, Up. JHt lone,
" to

hide," =to steal and hide. (]. ~{- H
Q, J^, "these," referring to "I'nl-

lowors." -X -Y- Z. ia jfif, V V,
according to Choo Ho, this is the

observation of Mencius's questioner,

suddenly awaking to an understand-

ing of the philosopher. Anciently.

/; f was read ^ -f% "now. 1," and

Mem-ins \\,is supposed to be himself

the speaker. CIioo He is probably
em-reef.

, |f- is better tlmn ,,^ ft,

|f. conveying t lie idea of "oxen
suited to different capacities. _J
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CHAPTER XXXI. Mencius said, "All men have

some things which they cannot bear; extend that

feeling to what they can bear, and benevolence will

be the result. All men have some things which they

will not do; extend that feeling to the things which

they do, and righteousness will be the result."

2. "If a man can give full development to the

feeling which makes him shrink from injuring others,

his benevolence will be more than can be called into

practice. If he can give full development to the

feeling which refuses to break through, or jump over,

a wall, his righteousness will be more than can be

called into practice.

CH. 31. A MAN HAS ONLY TO GIVE
DEVELOPMENT TO THE PRINCIPLES OF
GOOD WHICH ARE IN HIM, AND SHOW
THEMSELVES IN SOME THINGS, TO BE
ENTIRELY GOOD AND CORRECT. This
is a sentiment whirli we have found

continually occurring in these ana-
lects. It supposes that man has
much more power over himself than
he really has. 2. ^=^ ^, "to
make a hole through." 3$ = !$ Jjft,

"to jump over a wall." The two
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3. "If he can give full development to the real

feeling of dislike with which he receives the salutation,
*Thou,' 'Thou,' he will act righteously in all places
and circumstances.

4.
" When a scholar speaks what he ought not to

speak, by guile of speech seeking to gain some end:
and when he does not speak what he ought to speak.

by guile of silence seeking to gain some end; both
these cases are of a piece with breaking through a

neighbours wall"
CHAPTER XXXII. 1. Mencius said, "Words whiVh

are simple, while their meaning is far-reaching, are

together are equivalent to "to play
the thief." 3. "Thou," is a style of

address greatly at variance with
Chinese notions of propriety. It can

only be used to the very young and
the very mean. A man will revolt

from it as used to himself, and "if ho
be careful to act so that men will not
dare to speak to him in this style, he
will go nowhere where he wiil not do

righteousness." This is rather far-

fetched. 4. tS.
" to liok v'ith tuo

toiiL'ue." To find an antecedent to

the Z., we must understand the ]><T-

son, who is epoken to; or before w h- >m

M!I-IICO is kept; or, perhaps, , incn-ly

gives effect to the verb in the general
sense of "to gain some end."

Cn. 32. AGAINST AIMIN-; AT \\ M \T

IS REMOTE, AND NEGLECTING \\ll\T

IS NEAR. \Vll\T AIM: <.""!> v.

AND GOOD PRINCIPLES. 1 . ^ \

see the Book of Hit.---. I. I't. Jl. ni.

I I. Tlio ancients did not lnok at a

person below tho girdle, K<> tlmt all

above tlint tni^ht bo cui

!,,.>i, Mid th.- . >.--. Th-' i

=
", "words wlii<-li an- n.-ai .
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good words. Principles which, as held, are compendi-

ous, while their application is extensive, are good

principles. The words of the superior man do not

go below the girdle, but great principles are contained

in them.

2. "The principle which the superior man holds is

that of personal cultivation, but the empire is thereby

tranquilized."

3. "The disease of men is this: that they neglect

their own fields, and go to weed the fields of others,

and that what they require from others is great, while

what they lay upon themselves is light."

on common subjects, simple, plain.
So, Choo He; but the passage in the
Le-ke is not so general as hia com-
mentary. It gives the rule for look-

ing at the emperor. A minister is

not to raise his eyes above the em-
peror's collar, nor lower them below
the gridle." Chaou K'e teies to explain

the expression without reference to

the ancient rule for regulating the

looking at men. Ace. to him, "words
not below the girdle are all from near
the heart." 2. This is the explana-
tion of^ $J ifij M 1$- The paragraph
is a good summary of the teaching of

the Great Learning.
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CHAPTER XXXIII. 1. Mencius said, 'Yaou and
Shun were what they were by nature; T'ang and Woo
were so by returning to natural virtue.

2. "When all the movements, in the countenance

and every turn of the body, are exactly what is proper,

that shows the extreme degree of the complete virtue.

Weeping for the dead should be from real sorrow, and

not because of the living. The regular path of virtue

is to be pursued without any bend, and from no view

to emolument. The words should all be necessarily

sincere, not with any desire to do what is right.

3. "The superior man performs the law of right, in

order that he may wait simply for what has been ap-

pointed."

CH. 33. THE PERFECT VIRTUE OF

THE HIGHEST SAGES, AND HOW OTHERS
FOLLOW AFTER IT. 1. Comp. Pt. I,

xxx, but . has not here a special

reference to certain virtues as there.

2. This is an exhibition of the highest

style of virtue that of Yaou and

Shun, which does everything right,

with no motive beyond the doing so.

"Weeping is from real sorrow, ami

not because of ~the living,"- i. ..

there is nothing of show in it, ami

no wish to make an impression >n

others. 3. Describes the virtu, th.it

is next in degree, equally observant

of right, but by an intellectual con-

straint. & = ^ & fit *S. "''

proper course indicated by Heavenly

principles."
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CHAPTER XXXIV. 1. Mencius said, "Those who

give counsel to the great should despise them, and not

look at their pomp and display.

2. "Halls several times eight cubits high, with

beams projecting several cubits; these, if my wishes

were to be realized, I would not have. Food spread

before me over ten cubits square, and attendant girls

to the amount of hundreds; these, though my wishes

were realized, I would not have. Pleasure and wine,

and the dash of hunting, with thousands of chariots

following after me; these, though my wishes were

CH. 34. HE WHO UNDERTAKES TO
COUNSEL THE GREAT, SHOULD BE
MORALLY ABOVE THEM. 1. J$ _\>

"great men." The phrase is to be
understood not of the truly great, as
in ch. xxv, 6, et al., but of the socially
great, with an especial reference to
the princes of the time, dignified by
their position, but without corre-

sponding moral qualities. 2. ^ ^j,

i; ;z;, all the corresponding clauses,
are under the government of some
words like ^5 ^C A ?f "those great
men have," to which f $} ||,

"I
would not do," respond. $g Jgj,

these may be seen in the more im-

portant temples and public build-

ings throughout China, projecting all

round, beneath the eaves,
see II, Pt. I, iv. 4. |B gg ffl
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realized, I would not have. What they esteem are

what I would have nothing to do with; what I esteem

are the rules of the ancients. Why should I stand in

awe of them?"

CHAPTER XXXV. Mencius said, "To nourish the

heart there is nothing better than to make the desires

few. Here is a man whose desires are few: in some

things he may not be able to keep his heart, but they

will be few. Here is a man whose desires are many:
in some things he may be able to keep his heart, but

they will be few."

"spurring and galloping in hunting."
^. $i %> "what are in them," the

things which they esteem so. ^fe f
; =the things which I esteem.
CH. 35. THE REGULATION OF THE

DESTBES IS ESSENTIAL TO THE N(l K

ISHMENT OF THE HEART. gfc must he

taken in a bad, or, at least an inforior

sense, = the appetites, while is thi>

heart naturally disposed to all virt no.

Sft ~<il ?f /j^ 2 "although there are"

virtues of the heart, that is,

"\\liich are not preserved."
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CHAPTER XXXVI. 1. Mencius said, "Tsang Seih

was fond of sheep dates, and his son, the philosopher

Tsang, could not bear to eat sheep dates."

2. Kung-sun Ch'ow asked, saying, "Which is best,

minced meat and roasted meat, or sheep dates?"

Mencius said, "Minced and roasted meat, to be sure."

Kung-sun Ch'ow went on, "Then why did the philoso-

pher Tsang eat minced and roasted meat, while he

would not eat sheep dates ?
" Mencius answered, "For

minced and roasted meat there is a common liking,

while that for sheep dates was peculiar. We avoid

the name, but do not avoid the surname. The sur-

name is common; the name is peculiar."

CH. 36. THE FILIAL FEELING OF
TSANG-TSZE SEEN IN HIS NOT EATING
DATES. 1. ^ j|, -"sheep dates,"
the small black northern date, so
called from its resembling sheep's
dirt. Such is Choo He's account of
the fruit. The writer of the E9 # ffi

fi& fSt> in loc., however, seems to make
out a case for ^ j| being a kind of

perimmon. Still, why call it a date?

2. Shih's liking for the small dates

was peculiar, and therefore the sight
of them brought him vividly up to

his son, and he could not bear to eat

such dates. There are many rules

for fft ;g, "avoiding the name," of

parents, ancestors, emperors, etc.;

see the Le-ke, I, Pt. I, v, 15-20; et

at,
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CHAPTER XXXVII. 1. Wan Chang asked, saying,

"Confucius, when he was in Ch'in, said, 'Let me
return. The scholars of my school are ambitious but

hasty. They are for advancing and seizing their ob-

ject, but cannot forget their early ways.' Why did

Confucius, when he was in Ch'in, think of the ambi-

tious scholars of Loo ?
"

2. Mencius replied, "Confucius not getting men

pursuing the true medium, to whom he might com-

municate his instructions, determined to take the

ardent and the cautiously-decided. The ardent would

advance to seize their object; the cautiously-decided

would keep themselves from certain things.
'

It is not

to be thought that Confucius did not wish to get men

pursuing the true medium, but being unable to assure

CH. 37. To CALL TO THK PUESUIT
OF THE BIGHT MEDIUM WAS THE
OBJECT OF CONFUCIUS AND MENCIUS.
VARIOUS CHARACTERS WHO FAIL TO

PURSUE THIS, OR ARE OPPOSED i

1. See Con. Ana., V. xx\i. The dif-

ferences bet \\CTM that text and \shut

wo have here will be noted. Perlwps
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himself of finding such, he therefore thought of the

next class."

3. "I venture to ask what sort of men they were

who could be styled 'The ambitious'?"

4. "Such," replied Mencius, "as K'in Chang,

Tsang Seih, and Muh P'ei, were those whom Confucius

styled
* ambitious."'

'

5. "Why were they styled
* ambitious' ?"

6. The reply was, "Their aim led them to talk

magniloquently, saying, 'The ancients!' 'The an-

cients!
' But their actions, compared with their words,

did not come up to them."

Wan Chang was quoting from memo-
ry. 2. See Con. Ana., XIII, xxi.

Aa Mencius 'quotes that chapter,
some think that there should be a

in the text after -fL ? 4. K'in

Chang is the Laou mentioned in Con.
Ana., IX, vi. 6. So ace. to Choo
He, who quotes an instance from
the Taoist philosopher Ohwang,
of the waywardness of Laou, but

Chwang's accounts of Confucius and
his disciples are not much to be

trusted. The identification of the
individual in the text with Laou,
however, is no doubt correct, though
Ohaou K'e makes him to be the Sze
of the Analects, referring to XI, xvii,

3, "Sze is specious," and adding that
he played well on the J:'in, and was
therefore styled K'in. See the 29 #
jfc lfcH '

loc. Of Muh P'ei nothing
is known. ]^, in the sense of *p,
"even." %, "evenly examin-

ing. , "to cover," = to make
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7. "When he found also that he could not get
such as were thus ambitious, he wanted to get scholars
who would consider anything impure as beneath them.
Those were the cautiously-decided, a class next to
the former."

8. Chang pursued his questioning,
" Confucius said,

6

They are only your good careful people of the villages
at whom I feel no indignation, when they pass my
door without entering my house. Your good careful

people of the villages are the thieves of virtue.'

What sort of people were they who could be styled
' Your good careful people of the villages' ?

"

9. Mencius replied, "They are those who say,
*Why are they so magniloquent? Their words have

not respect to their actions, and their actions have

good. 8. The first part of the saying
here attributed to Confucius is not
found in the Analects. For the sec-

ond, see XVII, xiii. 9. Before this

par. wi> must understand jj j" | J.

The P in the text lias for its
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not respect to their words, but they say, The

ancients! The ancients! Why do they act so pecul-

iarly, and are so cold and distant? Born in this age,

we should be of this age, to be good is all that is

needed.' Eunuchlike, flattering their generation;
such are your good careful men of the villages."

10. Wan Chang said, "Their whole village styles

those men good and careful. In all their conduct

they are so. How was it that Confucius considered

them the thieves of virtue ?
"

11. Mencius replied, "If you would blame them,

you find nothing to allege. If you would criticize

them, you have nothing to criticize. They agree

with the current customs. They consent with an

ftjfc JJ^> or we may take it in the infini- by the age in which they live is

tive, making the whole par. down to enough for them. g|| |g, -"the ap-
iit % the nominative to the ^ that pearance of walking alone," i. e.,

follows. =fe $Jf pj ^, "to be good is acting peculiarly. 11. fiU fS- is liter-

enough," i. e., to be accounted good ally our "current customs," but ffi,
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impure age. Their principles have a semblance of

right-heartedness and truth. Their conduct has a

semblance of disinterestedness and purity. All men

are pleased with them, and they think themselves

right, so that it is impossible to proceed with them

to the principles of Yaou and Shun. On this account

they are called *The thieves of virtue.'

12. "Confucius said, 'I hate a semblance which is

not the reality. I hate the darnel, lest it be con-

founded with the corn. I hate glib-tonguedness, lest

it be confounded with righteousness. I hate sharp-

ness of tongue, lest it be confounded with sincerity.

I hate the music of Ch'ing, lest it be confounded with

at the same time, stigmatizes the

customs as had. ^ .=$ Z. fc ''

#; ff =1f fc X- 12. Theso

are sayings of Confucius \\hirh am

only found hero. Such a, string of

thorn is not in tlio sago's H( \ If. / !'.

|gL g, "lost it confound the

= lxj <:onf()iiinli'l with it. So in tin-

other phrases. t& V, '
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^e true music. I hate the reddish blue, lest it be con-

founded with vermilion. I hate your good careful

men of the villages, lest they be confounded with the

truly virtuous.'

13. "The superior man seeks simply to bring back

the unchanging standard, and that being rectified,

the masses are roused to virtue. When they are so

aroused, forthwith perversities and glossed wickedness

disappear."
CHAPTER XXXVIII. 1. Mencius said, "From Yaou

and Shun down to T'ang were five hundred years and

more. As to Yu and Kaou-yaou, they saw those earliest

XV, x. ^, see Con. Ana., X, vi, 2.

13. This par. explains the rest of the

chap. The $5 or "unchanging stand-

ard," is the t|J ill, "the right medi-
um," which the sage himself pursues,
and to which ho seeks to recall others.

CH. 38. ON THE TRANSMISSION OF
THE LINE OF DOCTRINE FROM YAOU

TO MENCIUS'S OWN TIME. Compare
II, Pt. II, xiii; III, Pt. II, x, el

al. 1. From the commencement of

Shun's reign to that of T'ang's were
489 years, while from T'ang to the
riso of the Chow dynasty were C44

years. Here, as before, II, Pt. 11,

xiii, Menciua uses 500 as a round
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s, and 50 knew their doctrines, while T'ang heard

their doctrines as transmitted, and so knew them.

2. "From T'ang to King Wan were five hundred

years and more. As to E Yin and Lac Choo, they saw

T'any and knew his doctrines, while King Wan heard

them as transmitted, and so knew them.

3. "FromKing Wan to Confucius M-en- live hundred

years and more. As to T'ae-kung Wang and San

E-sang, they saw Wan, and so knew his doctrii

while Confucius heard them a-v Irnn^nifflu/. and

knew them.

4. "From Confucius downwards until now, tin-re

number. In fl the refers to

the doctrines of the sages. 2. Live

Choo is not exactly identified. .Most

inako him the same with 'I

minis) er, Chung-hwuy; see tho Shoo.

kin-.;, IV, ii. :?. T'ae-kung Wnug,
see IV, Pt. T, xiii. Of X,m I

more f;ui hardly be said to i><> kn\\n
than that he was an aMo minister <i"

King Wi'in. Choo He Booms fo l>o

wroii^'. h-)u.-\ IT, in making San, in-

stca-i of Siin , to l>i' the RIII

S.-.- tiH-ra#f. f^R, "' '

CDllc-llllllllL '.ilfl-

fully M-\ i-niiiiiM-ii'.sioi . In tho

"Supplemental (H
,;| ) .iro fnillid (i\ ' uiti-r-

{.
ivt.it ions of tlicm. Hut all I
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are ow?t/ one hundred years and someivhat more. The

distance in time from the sage is so far from being

remote, and so very near at hand was the sage's

residence. In these circumstances, is there no one to

transmit his doctrines? Yea, is there no one to do so?"

that Mencius somehow takes upon
hirnself the duty and responsibility

of handing down the doctrines oi

the sage.
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